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D Ol 11M 'h+MI it ,'III t, t+,o 'r .rtv li a I & 1 : un.i<,) ,,1 f tor, Part,- xiih l(, pro, " t(.,ny_ v.i i-
fl,,-i,+:,, In i, l it-lo+') ; f I,| I I '.ivm " M' t W ',l In.'' "n a,. \% N-. --aihL J)inl'ib m ll; . ni(t thy
Swrvla+rty\ WVilliaitli Silim,, i ,r ,'n+ W r+, )r M we:(rs 31|)i-Ir "rF +A.d sinlistrait,, -Fran~k
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O'f i,4+tl(,u-e wei ill (.o<narest.,. ]hat'v' L(i[ttctn ,To know,\ ti( differenIt ,,ner-'-y cz;ir.s aind
t he(ir -- (I tili;Ia +'- , litc' well]. F1,rI J,airti('W l -~l -illce I lit- (+liltrI'lo, lTIJV'" lifO-v,
tlialt t,, .n- mi,l lio)lchl (,f 1 1w ir tinile '1t11p ,emril :iL (f , ',l' (>>,i~i 'olminlittves.
]),irinL Ili- !ew irt ~t i Ink. as' .A liiinli st r lit,r (If lit Flk''(tir lt Fn!tt '-y A !ffic'(. S,(,4 r(v-
tair *-jitiii re'lm,rte'll? atol iarrel ,I i tl' lIli I<it the* rt,ille-t 4 of ( 'i o.zr(sn. 1'- , tiles.
'1ill i\" rl' eI iT ,f Iii, ,l lt ila 1ll i - pe,+ l r \l,,Iiy! k]1 . \ il ini the, first 1:-15 (lay,, ,,f
E-:Ili .' exJ-Vtvi, . \\itriv,es.t. fr4)1li t!hi aigelicyx ti+stilil fi,F 1POI hit)Iou s (of f(irmlq
tli ;iriril.,s l)wf,,rV, 6 full i.,iin lim itltts an,l 2.7 .u< i m) niiitll,V-.

.All tthis wv,)llilll't he,,, I, tla(] if we , 1 ~ (1 been'l nire't lpr,,ditive,, Howe\vc er. aside
fr-,,ii t]ilt- .Alats l i p~ilelihic !,ill. which wt\ a.- ti~i<;t~d ail, r a yeilr al ai half aL.,l.
11',t t( , i l~ll tpicce' if eneL.'F y It'-i k.liti,,il(.1 nit'' (( +il the+ tn ,r .
c.ris.is \\-a< 14f]iially i+ , li. ,,1 suc l h. lni,ti . \i,, h i~\c o~' ).(u~e l rsr elve.s
wvithi the( search fil,r ;i >(;l( , :tin(] withi Inith i (i f lmnlisini~+_ thle iiilu.stry
f,,r Nl ((l \ r4,ILTdI-iila. W k I lio i\ t I rli.Ii ii I o I te ,,i] initwi>try, (-ec ~t ially lhk,
11iijljr ,i (61 li~'it s withi pice++ rell:(k .(xtenli inq (if :illou'atit-it aultho)rity, the
otiven.tulr, (If lw in L .-ti s ill 11,+ti.i)l, illk'linvn, !i d 11i(1tii'. fa<+ilitiv.s, 1in(1 Hih(
Otvt lIiitil (If FPC)( juinJ>(tittion t,) the initras~tate miarke+t fi)i" lnaturail ; a. .None
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of th esO nIa ' ure. will .ave energ.y: nitIer will t hey eniu iirae: rh(, he rducti'ill
(If en e r.y. I n sliirt, (WIi-1.',.1rs ht 11 i ur- ]iil a vl U ,I ,- it Ii.,I eel l c(oulit(,r-
I r, duct i e.

ii ]i\ Nvte I IIv( l(itll If Isy )Illiiig sc i goats alit tring t'l rIlltia(.k 1 Irie'II..
t(, A d ni li-trati(,iti',s rt,(,'rl haI tItIev i (Ii- i,;i is w ] "['elll.Th t- l tii r..,iI \was an t i ex-

(.,' lenq I ti int. tI,, ()tit i i ( '( ~ re- I,na I tlI I r,, ! \ ,, f >(-- ( 'lri "if,I I! N Ill 11)'1rtt l t,>

li"t - I- -itIhe 4c r 1t latiII (If iat rIt IraI . l;it .r Il:i i tiji. ,\x eve. I twe .\I-
niinist ra tit in- cII i-j ie t lidv l I A.\ id \\hat i a i - *kt ill]\ it-ii r:e,,. l'll
re-iIt ( f anlit I,, f \w4oirk lIy hI.\dlt -d-((Is (if fedt-ri I itrii aIu r-. Ihf- Itr,,e(Ct IJh-
dt, lici,-onw 1J('irt is a ka. d- (l(oi!ilaI Ih;t hat Iu sur few it ; Ili thi- (Liii-

ler have re'ad.
\itd t ell if i--is it-iql it. it rti--. ni-r- ,ne iT I a- hau i: tli-xv,,',

IIii,'i -x vr. the I iuiiary failing. , if Itlt, ri,,-irt !- no it x litI it sa - c, (1li-- it,, s i .
btit tie lixt-r--in it la: i.rtit,,I 1'Ti I, l,,rt. i i i :trinc'-ariia: t.fire- , rr -.
I ts lh<,r.Id l t-llioriill() .-, 'tli lllT- (if tillt- il ,l talel t ill t -w Y-i l -ritl ... ) 'i l x 'nie- .

I'(rha,'cl in,,r thritihelt 1.7-1. it lJi,,\ idtl,! t e, A iua-t rain \\ ith a it.a -
of rt-as li the puli(. alil tleii,-t'le.. Tt tlt, al '- lf s -suttu'uiix xI a-

a d'i : : \ I ]i I'd \\]fit'll, i it fit('-I , i t , 1- I W lll;.' "-i' I,'d]. R{(.', K;t I liZ/ ti,,Ili i- ,,it. wv ty

Ti I'rctt- tht, illi-il if irart,,-s u:u(lyi.. a ii itt t tei" is ni ithe r.
W hile ('ii'r- hits l eIe-it -#,';i 'at, Ii ' n1 1d tic .w A ]ii . l -tii-tr tit ii ic- r-.rtiizin:

aind st(ud i itt. _% titIer aIm(] fa r ill , Ire t - r, Ol- ;(- 1 ,)c't if 'tX-,l el,' I-n.- v t li.x
hta t-i e-r.:ed : teit, rc-_:,ulatien I It . NI)\x. ll-Y I" t'r Iy wt -. v A(l ;Iiit-rt iie i 1 ('1-
liex ',e it 3.7 (), 10 (t.>. uIiit If tht I'IIm, ] t., I wih iltiiIi-Tvrie - g II ri('(- i II i
t r h Iat i I , t. ItI'illrea ur 'r . i - i:li, ll , 1e0- It, iil i t r- Ili .II d, w it Ii a
\e-e-td iitere-t in ijr(,l,( ) int : the I ,,,eitr,-t -. A lA th I re lat iatiiit- tec- , l irt-uo,rait .--
\vri t eifteli InIakt- little (e.-Ti I. Ili(%v hitaxi a ,l., :Iitll- fan levi(ll] t - I)ri H iuial
[litelt If tihe Inited Sttt- s ('ie(-r',s.-. Y(r exujelt- thej SIil I Fraul (i.-Le( I (ite'
If t he Ftderal nerIE Aille-iyi i-tra iiei rIt -fl early th)is year that no gasolille
-tatill e'lld list- a]l(camte( ]i'ducts : tt, eilt-ua:ev in lirie wars. In (Ilher \fi rd&,
FE A i s (cili),s l t lI power 1Iri(C, f(ej (- ei, i-hu r.

\t-xc-rl i .ii, Iit'I. \ IsI FiEil a: rt.;.ui]lt i ii. Nxi! h i t a 1 iii)liieitt ,wri(,id rt-
cjuirinlu ,artite seelin' tio esticli-h n(-\V statin - ia: itianki- atrt-at top fir. .iiit
i'(iintenIts front existing statioiin i it] n ittntial i(i em, etiteirs j too assure that
their inarkt Ici-itiei \\ ill tto e ilee. Iit iete xxiii]-. in iit- i i' ff pIr,,-
t[utilil:' c(OMlptetitien. FLA i ictllll , ,-ing )rluittici)l ailld, iecallse (if this.
tit(- interests (if the Ainieri,.t (eitsltumier.

CI r. Chairman. I would like tI, I oli, incl(et-d aIi(i irinlite(1 i t Ft I,.,,rd a

If,1i-v direi-tivc froi I the Sa a Fran(iK-,c e cijI i ,f tic ll l'tie'al IEII(,t'rv AIIIII iIi s-
trati4,,i regarding Irict cutting and it ii(tiite- fr-,ni the Iitl, ,ritl tei-ter ee'( itaiI-

in: hi Ierrc'tedure tI iu-ine : ia iut f,-h,,w lee (Ii il \ ne sa> t-i'i[ll.
The re('ilateiry aplpreoacih t,, energy y llr ,'tclerly ,eV)eei, a failure. It 11a1,

6ii-i-,u rige( (-je.tli c )r)d( uir d t.i Ii. I iLuru(I'I) t i.:( l jil of rts atil crca(rct(-iI u lit rta init t x
l i-t tl iitli( ill I ii (,ti-nid ililI tr I. it i- it -Il- tic tII, thIat t I te- I ilai-e

til Iv uI t xxe are qlt.stiuning tIh I ( lli(-av (if I,-ver i r ,Iuco t re,;flilti i I f te-e ,Ie jiiI

act ivitx iii s i niI y areas., xt ar -add (]ling the eierr~y ind u.try x itt It ,itii r Ie a

If fiur ft- atillii ith e-gulnatieiI nri cotriIs ixaI rh,-.wa iitv-il.le- only fi w
ri-itjl ',,i lz cr rit'-s 111(d inr.--ir i ilu(i ('itc c-tit.- ill tit(- -ier2i'.y ii lustry. I
\Vetlll ihe (lc ' -,td IP'crilcci. But the e iii'-eijli(Iut'(5 if ,in Jre-, .rit (.i,.r-y peicy

m mt- h lt i-li ujw re -rave.x , W e art, ill oti'c-u jii -iiri l ,:ilr (le icl- l,, I- i i ll.,.,c-iur-
firc-i-ii s ,lret-- if ,,il. W hitl aIt I n< if \ve l - izjo)ith ,-r ,,il ih lt'igi .-laIjwe
(ill ii- toiili rrexx .i\tIu ev.in xithoiit cit e-tiiiitI'ii, wxc. f;tf,- tit- lire tect (if fl rtl
illr t-u---< il ,)il Ioric-s f',11 til, )c E(' Ititeells with ill t11 , ('tl--t".lle~lcc. tla
liiS wxill hiave fitr alt :alrealdy xeaik (,Iitne--ti(' c i, i ily.

W hat ant1 I ,talk i mli t r, il,,r ,,n(, t iii . I alln talking g a ,ii il l ic- I i i-rea. ,l-il
I'1llicttralilitv off the- ll i itcd Stalsc. t.iiniitty ti ficrt-igii .liIily ili--Futtieeli--. I
hlilI(l(r ;it tie ll-tl tleetg t if \\xltt stilh ;cti,,iris ('-1l1d lltIl.

A i (II would like to fc(it wit uhiithter qiu(e.-iiin xii jilt I Itvc c.,i( tie fear
ionre, and more. What hawi-c-n- tihen four freed(,Itii (iiilill't firi-ii 1 ,li.y is

amml)(ird bIy (,Hr over gi',nij (oIlpndenc-e ci f,,reigi ci Veer c-, tixelm'. will
ve li( forced teo aiall(tli, hr h(.4-vn. Hour sllpI()rt oif T-rael t (-'alis.- if ,cli lit',e(

for Aral ii? The United State.; cannit he a great tiiver liIlle-- it is indelCnbd.lt.
Il)eieeIdeli', i. it freedom.

A yvar ago,). the 'lited Stat( sent $2.2 hillicen in spoial military anssistiic(,

ti, Israel. We thight it * v(-any to rebuild Israeli f,tcv-- ti till. Siviet-

supleied A ril) forces. What fii( that (Io toc the lealanice (if I(ever in til( Mi(dleh
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TO(' -t1 +'H ral .u., , A4 . Q hde ii T ha t Fi- ii, litlrcl lerveI it I, e 411 1 ('e'IIt ', r il
I .- tI f4l & I h -'I:.A i I I A, ;Jil a d ,l, X 1ii'1u ,i'- ,,r Ii-- l 1 ni i ' ,,f >b ,,'L , ' tl,1 Il-,
1wtri,,,l vl-r - p oe,, a- ji. ',' i i t , r,- 'I A I :il - o A .. . ' T~t '1 w a,, .. It , , -- ;i . -,I" , .} + ,\

t i I ] ',- l p r,, ,id t. a, i >t- i- f,,1 ' ( I. j- i .t0, yI ; , j, , 1 1 4,'11 ,, :A l+ I ., - ,. l : ,,' r , -

. i t tI, 11r7- , w,,Vq - np%. w ai a I v-r'i

f, ' I}t IN I ' I. i t ~A l I .A'llto )N, + " A ]'tPPJlt I . I, \ - F ; '.-I , N\! I 1 N I it > I tP . t ;

c .s I I .t, r I l i i i v I o+i ' HI \\Iv I, w en- rI i } t i l \ 1 1 it , ro tI f I Ir, II-

1t I I I t ,i v . X'i rer i I \,tl.' I t "-iq ' Ili' I ~ ~ t I~i-t Ft' E,, Ait t,',+. tr+ 1t1+ )Il (I a,-

-. i 1 il l , ' ;Il~ 1 ;i I-e perilH '-It ff o' lia ,\o, :;l.-o,,Iii r+t I I .i l , Ii l , .Itt - + Iz l~ l

liie,: aire, initendedtu tc, Ipr,,vitl. gzilid m ice't ;i 4 !,, 11,, ' .. Icl l ,, ,,l ,, ,- > ,, ]

1t l lell + ] , Zl 1 prt i l ce dili I'illy Itld( >til,,tl,, li vel * v i l , ,,lil'I'l, Y E A.1-. rL' I;li Ii '-

lI II II;I l, i I I I' I: Ir.I 1 4 1 i1 , I ' t -. i l ,l t + w il Ii , I, - t i Ik, i +l ti I i -II I , f it I I I >e rv i ( t , f

jilticit, I, t ,,-'-i , ,l-l'" ~l jt+; l,._ .. I , rc lliiire.t I y It i I.I (- R . 5 ,'.33l 1iil 1i

(. v: II1 1i i )It ~i ( ,f a< i Il I (, t i'I li-: t , t kr i Ii i It - I tt r II it,r t , i .-i i .:t , l,l, I+, l" ; I iz :- >

I II,\\" t, 0 d~t-i .lli l ! t t , ( I t.: ll It :, c I t -.r id , - , ] i r i- m ti ii top1, Ci R S'I'I 24 Ci -: p -

andit 211.12 1 , ).
2. Voti<'W Io .l 7Jo-i C'd' I 0 r iC. I:t I ; s G CW tO . T['h0 IIr,,m'edir r': z , i li,, :Iidt

tcriteri~t ijlqdic';il de, if, ill atIpllic'm i,, 11- f,, i -.l.l'iilt ,""lt~ ~i' :im d+ kI,c-t p, ri,,

!1 t, ar et !-ct- , it ini ,< i~ ~ it "<f l:r "(if Pat'ii "rt. '4- I',ljlit'-< lthait t he, apl, i-

c.alit fill,, ali l tq i'i q whiii 1 4 (slly ci l .,litaiilis vaHim ,I fitcl- rt' z;irlintz 1Tlwt re+-

I I k -'> I. I II ; I t I11-1 11C, I "l~ l It - . i ([ ;I 14 111 - - ,f (I"f ; I I1 ,lfI ' t ' I ] 1 e r'l l,- I i f re.'t>+ llaiitd

-,(, ,t i' I I , I II .t " tIn II [t]jII i I ,It i 11 q t i, ( , II 10f a II II£ lt -r <( Iii : IVIIp\vl w i l a ie r i e v vd

'-ectic, 2l 0,5,<331 :t i p'+i-ide, t hilt ]-'].s Oill' ser-ve nolticet ii ,11 " po-rs ,i in readily

d(.,in ti fint ll I y tlhe F'.A I Iic. wvhio wil I t I , gLrriev'ed IG iy t w EA . I.% clt i I i n and
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may serve notice on any other Imrson that written comments will be accepted
if filed M within 10 days of service of the notice. ... (Emphasis added.I

The piprd "aggriet-ved" is defined in 20.1.2 as decribing or mneaini ng '*a person
\\it Ii lli int ert-t sought to I- lrott ct ed under tie FEAA or E'PAA who is
advt'rs'l' afletid l, at11 order of interjiretatioIl i,, ,eld by tthe FEA ,or a State

Jtuice. "
Thus it i,, the resl, ,nsibility of the applicant under § 205.310 1 to ,upply -EA

with I a list of poteitially aggrievetd iiers lis., Ihut tile hlrdezi is (ii 1-'.EA umder
a top ii rve lotice of the lit'11ittion 4i1 Such aggrieved Martie...ore-

oyer. E12A "Vnyv neot Hitice (Ol ally 1twrstol. . ( E-|ha-is added. I
fbI lii i, nti.i ,t¢in ,f A yrict d 'urtit"I. The aplialita.- task (if identifying

otti it" iall iit iro Ved t I t' l i a d-lic l't a" it liligh ii-.t l IuhIg t ie\. st '.
til. in!i,rniatti,,:i i.-- kno,\\li TO) Ill(' h l~ ic t Lt 't'i1ILt' .'-11111 it1rS ,,1tW iling Net\ sites.tofttl a !II; v II' t p I t, :, t,q)Ii -i ,I ' i I t -tlldia'- ,,f tilt,' -izc ,tf tilt, tra(]Jit : alIva al t Ilit,,

Iii1,li,ttItI,,F- is itt'it \%it]tili it IleteIN thei ir ,ijiali atiiC I is iIllIit t d. Al a general
r tIle.a in l.e ,,f ia IIv\ I ttion 1 t ed'(- iii : t yii,:; l ri. .ide, ntial .iit'iglIorlIIitl.
;ill re li s .- i,, I ali It II. lrti I IIrl y >:IIall ;iiiit iIile iIl al l It rt, iie r- IiK -rate~l tI ll I I ets
. I Itk ;I Ii I. it I I I,' ( ; I I ,I II II- I, ri I .II( 1 iI el I I I ( I U I I I w t a r , t , t e r - , ) l, r .,tIIc t , I I. Ic; Itt ,i

I iT 11111 :( 1,111le 1',t lll - ,f I it I -t It i l .>Ili Ili' , I ,I itt>ui a.,i d I I, '';I ", z;:ricv\c.t w ,t -i IN .*-

\\ i ii i tie 1 1 iil1 it' l bi i'e lt' Lili1' 'll lt . ' 1 lit' -d! I j1l itl], i' \\ Ili .1 1 Lt'i

Ill u a I: i,; it , ; !,,,I ,r ,, M.lI , ,I,. ,', w- ili the L 'twu iaritit'- f I llt ic Ho\ . ail
atfet it'!i tinlig arta til, i' lig' ll r i ii o iratituij thIn aloithir Hi tve

i ,i I i1 i te i,:l , t ,, - ,L l' , . tiiea rielaI title lot erring t i it' e iMofIar~~t ,r. ,if Thai. Ir I l l l''ic. he. -c,,, )n -,-ot e i er-ii, n"I .\ ., ii.-~i l i e b Ti.- vl

- i' I I .I it ,. i n I t i t ri-II i t, , 1 , li i t -I i i I- I s I i' it iIt' i l it 1li -. pI li i ' i liii
ii'., t I i 1 i , I il, ii-, t It i i VtL I 0rv lin l :' , h, ' , 1..->..l 1 ,'1 \\ ( ' i l lrI ) l--.'l i

in av F I P L 0. 1 n ! , 11i \1"i l , t ' f ' I A-V I i l-.t'rvii't -ift\it -1 It' l del 1i rl11i .
fer' . 1 , t ir' fI Ii rA I .. N I i cft 'It. til I he.i 'riit ly ,ll l .i 't dis i lt t iiii -

it L t - l o i t i ii I It * ' i ' -1 .'i I t It a tI I , i f P'r a , 0 1, rltl 2 ('5 , , "tl .'t . . ll.

,,t I U t/,, 11i) , , /i ,,'I ,lll .\ T;Ii 1,,tl ',' h -ti , - ,, ll~l I id ila i~ \illi l] -)I ' i d I ' lI 0 . l ye

;tr ; " ll'l IT,,. - t W I-'\ -.~ l , l - 1;. Ill, P f, l u rt ,,h,, i , w,r,,-i l u m l m Id,]

L, t .- t t'I Iq I, I t I I II , " i l I ', F A I "-ii " ,,1, " "It Oni I-i ,l l 1 ", I,, " lf y a I-

-ipf r, I, 1 r,, n I~ ?,, I .A ,, tw o*.-, IT ll, , -I t t ,;l lily i li . lT li,e in v I~ ; ll i ' l" :if
hi 11ix, l [ i' i- l,(*- ; i llel -; Iil-i .- th -: 1,01.\'. i ll ,, !' Tt , i I Ihe il 1 il ' )IT5 I,, 1 i l t 11M

Il I l f, tlt,r la . , ' If A w a i- Cow, M A,.S,..-l' a ,I- th,.,ill ill li,IdiP ' an ill ,

;Ii ;til],r,,\ lii i ,i , f Ilia' !,;ne ,l i,,l ui-", s-,,u'], I,- The ujqi 'la n . I "lt3 ;lly an lqq',xi-
NW~i I 101 - I ;1 A110 1111T I w ill4a :I lilies * 1 o, r "-1;q,,111 1-, 1.i ,l eca ' u -l.. ill >f,,lW lt 'l-a".;
,Ill ll(',. l l- h I: \', . 1l '; Iliad, !11;11 It h e ;t It~l ;i II, 1111 i.- lt'-r 'I'riela ry ilift.,, 11a' i oll atr-
lli\,, ,4 ;11 ftr " ;i [llm,,m A] a wl l lhi~ d, 1 " ,,, iilm~~ l ul,:irki-fliv .'-urIV(.y (if lte airc,.

t~l' ti- l,-lr ,f A\ i ll , "k'',, l t W I , i Kip, n:~ i "ll l~ t'.- ou, l ",,tiv i,. ,,f liv w; l i-
,., l~ - .l~ l! .:.' of :1i;Ir-ka, vNI] Ill l ,i \\'l i . -. pI h i Jlf rllin l o m aylI ;li ill fact ' 10,

Ttt l'o1 - ,if imrl]ri,,lary inhfrmal ti, l onl mt l fO'w nl ,ti..,.,, rv,. there, K at litim.
1, n[ o', l e,'l~ .lI'tilll lt I I'[ lm; i! 1- In il V w lqlr , I h it' I on ' ,lein (.;ill lie, t'e:111ily IN.,,,i ll,

, lr,,\iolilit' in 1 ",. ,,lti,., ,,-Q] ;Ili q ql,!x,, im m; i,,i ,f the, ac'tultl a m oI l ti. F ,,r
ex.\IllpI]c. it' II]11' -- nl mtl [ app~lied, f,,r i.. 1.(lntl.il i, t ;tll,,ll.. per .v .t . It c',llill he,
(14-,.-rihed a ." .a ,:.t \',o lln , -tl Tio,nI ha;Vinu ti1 ;hazri;t 1,wq. riod , e l t i \ .,..

ji rtr i dlul. m f n ot l li 'e Iif tlitl, r'rhlttIi\v "-iZl, I if tt( hc .t;i t il ;1111] ;11 1 h ii -1 ll , t illie-v,,0i~lt, I I li, w.<:1 ry d, tsuiri-r, ,,f I m,--A 10 vy 4 ,,liti~lnt i I l ',i ,l ti t ive, i n f(,,riw t i,,it.
( ' a ',I ,, ), t IPr 1ii , tl ari, 11, ' Co, l l ,,! r, tr¢ Sll ~i rt C" ,,f Pat 2.11)5 re -

Top flip, \wriftm.l coinnmat'li . FEA. m13I. alm', matlkiv a1 in~dt- l,l an, t ill\',J' . ti loll (If raltt-
:allo';.c(, ill the ;Ijljldic ':l I ,l (if m i' "l t~q [ atlul IIIw y rl' Iy i1 innf in ul tili o, liainom

W\ithl th ' il liv -)- . e 205.35- a nd S11h[piti' AI[ (If PI';rt 205. ) A conference, w\itlh
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,, fly I 'I 1l i: lII tt iI lt Ii lla ('t is t I Itv r i m( ) St v t 'l it s i'f nii i I t anti-
t i I 'i i;I I nf i t i irti lt .111i i titll nd t li II .w rit .1 ( (,111t11tl tts 4. till ] t, lye f-II I.,
till rct,4 1l\'ed I S. At).I. . I] r i IiI g +.. III II, t ~t I , t{ I , I y . art.y .a I( ill except i+ al v'ir-

(c I i. I tI a i t' tilI III (L t I if liIll a ft'i II rfl 1 '(V1 a iIit I-iriiv l it I t lt' uoiadit'c nt i o In jlr i
fbe a i-iiulaa-lli ill 'I ' r i ig.
I f I ?Timotqii, s. 'oftFt'. .a 1j1itl lt, aI d I' N riqn, S it ' ' ' p .c i s I-,( ItIir ~ I f iIt

111 ioi all ;llt licatirl 601e Ir . it l t ,tf . til s-v i th - pl i ii wi tS.8 ilt . ftcrt
its rtcetil . F' ilutrt ti, act duig..e -r . lrit l 11aft bhe ',i ii t - fthrt e 1,1tile ii iM 'ctllt
t Itlt i l fi I' whct' 11 appeal ti -r i-i lil a 1 h ta ti. I N , 24 'iai.

-sa l rn'Inaiit 'uor

It J- .41 Ol It I ilt's dlili 1'11t. Jh(,\\tvvvr. t,) e.\atlt tt, aIll a IIit'c+ti,,ll lprolivt -3y \\ i t]JIi I

till' - ri,, . M l( \tti' lv t ilt, e li'sl:| 111;1y, l i] 1e'. t44 't'd Ji e +; llsv tilt

- t;I I' I / ' , fir ( . 4ora I I- a I f: a I r( -(.xIi I i . P-t U I- .11q1 S i c t t 48 1). lic ca it i
1T()jI d f. 0-'-X FEh 'Hi t I ~ii a 1 t1t ore -ra !If I ing 5815'11 Of 1 nt a t gnier 'It'

i.l Ii ll it- Ji .r llI is t IIe . -n Itat v itl I fut e a I ' itq' I l ltiJtt''- Illa f il t'}t 1 t'ill' it 1

tw 4 ., / .1 t/ 1 r tnt1 ! 1 Set, a l. pd jti-1, i ll~ I' e I I t.( - it-rl v I't' t I Na Iv:. Iiitp. s \ 1

t x, ' ii-J t -, r 'i . ,,ilu- i '1t-t'', , i,. t'. ' ft( , ,t T ' 1 t11-4 tit i a ' t llthf-i-'ll ll' '. i t t ltrtult('

lit.] ti. ,.- l , 'fi st' ltltlf''l' t ' itia 'I t i ll c",ii in itl'al as tt+. iiluz ha it('Ill

,IthI '.. ;Ir t ,I f tllt' frr ' 2115, 3! i.
.A .- ill Iit -a t t Il n t ha t -1,t itw . a I twl " ,ra vj*y tl 'i< U.U Iii I q 1%111 14' ilia l(10'1 " llq a'lqllJ-

111 t , - All" " i , 1- "l.+- Iii,,[ Ilutq;l 1 J~ 111a I tn 11 ;: q 11 t 1 tL U I ~t- I , xI~ .-'l :11 itpl f[ )I ; t efl-
ofIr;[ry it'- v \ I' i'- , a I lit'i't+lla li lit a -- igill olli t S£ .< i ll ' I li t+ tlip lica t i(,, f(, if t ,I nl it or+'t r

tl---; tltt 'lit. t etl 1t ilti I' f ll ex et i t't-i ife th'. Tri it ll I lt it ha ''lt' i i'e tf, ,tl l ',t'a lit'lle t-
'i. ii g .'tll t , itil' titli ,, A I1t' t IN1 I (lstrt Iithl- Wt Ia r, ; Th s. entt a n aIll ti ldisti-
t illi I " a I ]w rF lill tw llt it -. ,ig.'llIll llt ' it , I 'ett1 111 d t.ilt' ; il it i. I l ea :ret~l l f" "+,ll 7 he ('i r-

tit iji-t I l'' t t i I t t i i pu lr V r3, -- W g Illil'.111 i". \\;tI+I;tI Tt lt ' e llln aI filia I di..ionl

aild< is. 11,,t , ,.. t oo [ , l t' t ap lic'anlt. H it,. :tlp lin;t i i fl ilet, o t I ;t w rinutlli'nt
,l> i~ ll~t'l i lial.V het fret 'd t 'I'; all alildlJrti', l f,,r, ttellilloiFary a ~ v le l ;I-i II I t It.s \\Nell

;1, fo, l ; I w l I'lllia ; tellt I l a .' l l i~ I+

A ll +f lrolv ' ''I IT ill'- 'I tc lt o r ,,+<It, as-ig, i now I II+IIP t nl Iq ( effectt i\,to to, ,f,t:3 id l al > fi/l~l

ca tilll, )t lit , 'tl '\edl. "']Ill te'tl ri ry ,,'Ia r , 11111r l ll .- ( '<l ta ill lit I II 't'. fitIllin t h itt

('il'r 'Illli'-f~ t'a ncv , o; +! 4 o terlllit j.,>t1lll e I' if 0 t i t +''-- il ('i 1,"1 d>' 1 ill 11 1lit,' 11 11It

p~r,(,wc.>, i~ ,,g!f [,t'or ili411tw ilt al -,i glillilt ,,trdlr.-. .', ( " 2_f1,5 :1', Ill.
3,. bwt(111 i rcI+P( ( 'rit( ria .,lplli ' h It, , I, -"iqnynf o t ,,f S.q jl i orr erint[ BqI.r l'(-rio,,,I

f 'o i . i Q;w rll W l'lTe primit' -lAl regultl it,+' vs: w f,,orth. inl +, 2115. 357(I, ) thO t, (.ri-
Iterial atl'Ili,'al-le too till' e\'aluat i~in ,,f' aiIlq itv ibzi, - f,,r :11--0 11111 111/ Q, Ut S-- 1]V+iN .r
andl~ nit,\ Itc-, io" lf 'J u sel~ . 'I] c.-'trile.-'in re'-ltie the i l'ri sl'J -' fouth] in l q 'tti)l

4 h i iI ,,"f thei ll i tirtt'gem,'+ lM'r,,l umtlt l ] ,'w i,,on Ali' ,,4' 1117:+, alol ildit et 1,, FIEA. '-
,,overatll d w iet. iln pro,,wiI.lu j tillg, atll :t yil tjlot . 1al"Jl(t0t, 3'', Ih'tr,,ltq; U fill"1'1ti,,"I
nio l Price L, u +z lati,,is.

L~ike the' (-tite.ria. ,ft -, 'ti,,l .t1 , 1 1 ,, I I $f tht, I '.\. . lte ~ r ,tl . ,r ttr ;
20.7p.",}5(1)) art- tc tN o alilitud mily "Tt, TV1 Ina.;xilllllIll ,'\If'tit l...i~ ,. \ :

Iiied t<, t a ju rt iIlar -et' ,,f t r( Il-. Il' t ho !] Tt-- itc'rinl uj")3 wt, ,il y t e ,HiU i< ilt
ti l q itlt a!Is,, n'Hlit'Itg .? f- tl rt ', I-. it -w idl inl altjl1 iLa the, vairi< ms
g,,a lk (,f .e('titlll -1 t I I ) . [!Jih t , ,; ! :I;',' illt rtI t y ill,',,l -i-tllt. allld 1 ) f,li'eli -
tion , id lld l~r ,qn<,tt all A, till'il ;it th nit o ,t & wl~t. K',,ii rio- i't'(m Wa ll t its inl !waty
ill,- t h ;a t !I t II''r.L~ . ( t itq ' -t : I d I re i, l f-,,r li I II 't+ T - t ti ll I; I N i 11111 11 'X it I'I t ll[ I -

!if'athlo, A' ha]l tilii g (if .,;qllw ix- r101,t 1ird, l.114 Ctt 11 4',,l 1r - ]~ ' lNof' !it(, (14,t ils (if this
bl anc~ll(in, to tilt- IF'ederal 1-iw rg y V\]lil-.r£i, i i,,oo Oil C(,. v. I'E..-. . ..
F. SupIpI. F .ed. Iwr_,-'y G;uid1,lizics 4 21';,007. ;it p. 2f;lolI , i 11 C l. 11)71 •
. (c al.,,, .liji 7"r(iov ... , 't (o A, iif. i ,: %.1". F LA . -: F, SupIp. -13'7 D .. 1971 1
Tl'l.-. FEA\ A.h l ld het t.:11ilh,,l ,I l, e riteriat ,,f a 2115.350 1, Kil I t"-,.,nunt- ir ldlt
di.t~rti ,n ill Iam~r izng mt against !lth le h .

\\lilv. it is inalquriinriitt , p lr,,-('r it, jul~t',, ie]. fli lt i 11 t ~ i,' [ttjin l i ,t' th(I-t

ill all 'ircullll.stail es.'< fleto(rtliless' :eI jw'; ,l(ral] prini le , a- l o, p 'irv,.crIitlwd.

i t l W~hither to .1 (1 'g st..iiolollicr lluirchm,tx r" l,'Hatiemx+h l).
"l'irv~e ,if the+ cte ria. \\lhic'| 11111st bel tatke'Ill to, a 'c lltlt ill dltecidin'-.. \\']o+lherI tip

-I>,~ t tille new wittlet .1 supplier atrv \\Iwthetr _ran~titll th t, : p]+ici., tiitl ill liilw-
ionl %w i~tld1 ]r4oinpito "'t'w Iin i 'i off i(i ncI<' :'" mtinlim izu, "tet'oiIn4imi (]isu!r tioron. ill-

P~ox-ildility. andl( llnnlI ssnr'.-.<l' inlterferentv<' w\illi ina;rbo,! noi nni'h lI K'll . and Ipr{oln e
thpe quilde distrililltitmi tf liptr,,](ouill l1rt*4ldil,!s at e'llili! t"Ile iricllos .11114111;i :11l

4',..i~ l )f t ( . 11 i r:ill,| c mtllltr .+'- a n (f !ill, illii +'strx, l.,.,e or ., '"05.35 i Iii ( I i ( v iii ).
(ix ). ani (v'i i. I Filese, thtrev (.ritPria tW),gether ('aitl-v eat;d I,,,s.'tating thiai even,
w\ifthin tit( c'+ltfoXt (if the regula;totry Iwtrnn.'' Ll, frov nirt!!k+ fn wio.. ,,] il,, d~ b,

t l+\'' o ftllic'ti t op lt,) vxtenIt l~ 'id .T||ti~s in !tit( abt wl'<' ()f otherr c'f lte|(r-
vailing, c, in!idv~ratitins. FEA\ sholdtt~ start \vithIt Istr<i, hutt iehuahle lre:-zmIp-
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tion in favo<r ,of lassignin/g a. snplier+/ljinrcuo,,r rtelatiiq~,i[i, fill- It ]r4q,,.,.e(i new\
I'k-ta it t's.; lilt €,llet. III patrt icla ir c'a:('.,. thtrv. might lIl h I other" rlevnt\'li c.ri-

SvriaI tfa\ ,rillig thv ulpplicati,,otl, Suich, as Ilile llilliewtlilic o,,t' u di [J , vr v\ic't..', alld(
agricii It rat I operations. (. ,'e § 20 .5.35( 1 i i Hi lift Ii il .

A p o<ssilile c, illilterl'\ iliing c ilsidera'ltionI may/I heA tilt- p~r¢t rv'ati€ in of I it ltl-
ipetitively \'iatli ind~eplendenlt sectiiin ,,f thle indus try.

'lhl~ls. ill vac'] thii e h facts l11lo'. lit, r.\iv\\cdl t,, (dt-[tel'liln, \O tl {ie the ge.nl-
tor'al Ir nip ll]tilon| il fit',,r (if gl r llitili lite ;ilpplicatlilli SI. l d l it- 1, ,\erl'iflenl (it .'ll.s-
ltI It,( I I y at N\ eigl /I i g f' tI I t , thfe r c'( if I l lli l .. I v I .i , i , ri (It ,ra ti,, it.

lit ailly alssiglillil t ll I w[nH tilt ,,upllq ier's o therI c t' qimclltr:, tilrt, ]nr. sup+..l -
plitlr's Il'ralldled ailit lll-lfl'l llttlt illdeen lidelit I~l''lt.tr. f tilt, :t-..i;.1llx11,l1[ Nkill
sig.lili('calitly l \\er tihe ...ulpp ivr's all],cwationI fract('ionl hl, tm 4\ ),, t i 1.111t he t lt-ar

al....i~ lll~tll .-It~ ]( h]e qlje '-tilaltd.. Ili gitnel ral, it' thfe wl.-ig jeitl|ll (-'Ill he{ e'\lw''t
too reducll e the .'-Il livl".s Ijnrs: rv celltI) r'e],lltd l wa 'l id 't ti a ,i'lll ,\ 1r 11,,r111
idlw. lptelceli!t t' f loilit (0,1110 1. tihe r'educ ''ll ilial he , iL:lilic 'a tl 'Il , \\wi]ld \ r 'lt

c"pIc' ia![y c';,refull al- - si-.. li (' i f Ilit( : nlitlli'". 1'11111-4. -llpl p,,,-iri,,11
(iil E ff rt t l 1111 l 1 c 0,d!cillt ( ",0 l , i-t Itt,,() I 11 c 11, l~l rl ifl l i ;ti, , tlt '-

mewtll" 4 "-,dic'itedl fr inl indepcl~tl ent Ii Ill~ ,tz i I I rifiiir- andl( I, ;i flled' ;lilt] jin .
t-randei .l indc] liviid ,lit nl~i ltm er, flel tiltu .I- t iIllt- ,\\ irtil,1 t lit, -;I t ll'tr;1lll. ;l'tI r
;1 , I l \ " " I I W s t a t i 4i I \\hif i \ 11 \i I II )t t w 4, w r,1 1;l14'(1 I , 1 ; i I tIf i I o i i t i i i ll i lll \ I ]., c I* i" r

-lmIHI for' illde'lltri enlt rtifitlier ..-Ilwlld( he. c'areflll]3 r(.v \ o'.lI I(, de'tlrr ill e \O w,,' r r
I)r 111,[ t rgranting, (,f thet, ll ilic'at i4,,ll ity -el.ri',, y -1 par,,, ixlizt, the, N', f 'i i \ i-
Il,iity ,,f a~~ lldl~ inlllp lidlent retfiner.- :Ilald hr'lIlded :11A, ll,,in-hrrlde , indtel,ll -
e zIt j Iinrke tevrs.

T he i ' ei.r ,l,.e ( of sll,t~l li I i~l ' ' ov - ti hat l;lli l-" T he. :1 ifl I I l' l),] w ,,lll rt'-llit
ill p~ro, }, fle , \'v rv ;ill(] i 'rr ,v ,r-it'le ( Illl l e.( 1[, 1 t " w ' i.-t i1L : i n ],llot l l t '1: l t I, ill

tie I ,I-( q I I il! d n , r I, t e r .inay 1 tl i 11:'i,r , w110 I'.l ljil I -o\ i ll, ;! l i : Ti t 1,, - 1 e, ,] I~ t, I ,r .-k,

NN ,.S v. .iyod l,'y the ill p del, ln .. ,nol,,tt litl rtm nixtrl.tIll,'c , \\,,,ill(: lr,k,l, ~ y h~e
sIII,t~iInti;1lly altid pel!1a:,.e tly redl ,cedl

cI ea-Ir , I Iil 'i t - ] n I H .i n v\ i dt q lo v t I la; i'l ,T l " Iq w Ii , , Ii ,,f ; i li.\W r etali I -:11,- (P, l et \ iil'll
i< w n ( 4 q, " T'n t 4 l11 y ; Ii i I II 14, i f ( It ,II. i:II ell' Wl: r r . , ill -,, 6l,,1 ,ili:t o- i Tr'; d i ll;. :tre:i l- , Ii,

-I I y .. cf. evidle i-- , t rwp-p, t if' I1 i lh ,l ., elil l t Ili T'l.:ke r.'- ill I if. rlijlg
,1 '( ;11*41 1'' l l a', ~ . ti i t1 Ii~ , r,3 " l i~ ,. nl,, l ¢ -l , l''" \ 1 \ i ,; r -
I (' t1; 11 F 1 " .. i l -11 ,' I lo -.UI ,f V I . V ;i l , ir ,,f N - l , l l ' i ; I. V,' ,] 1 ' " U l~ .0-1 1-
lye snu N1 " t riml' , \ W we of\ t~ il :l HN hi2 I itll' Z , '' 1 i iji w li t ,lll lry\ p oAt, r,,xerv
i ,I if ro . I-vti, d -. y t he frtdle w -tl' ; T io ll It II .t r f , t I I r l l '. I r ; -- I l , I I c 1 , r I I --

(111('e I If -:I .]h -t~iti( I,l . t Im~ i t i II 1 ; 10 IiI , l ! , , Ii I o Ti t i x i \ i ; I1 1iIi y ,,' f i I I I ( I j, I Ie I It
I I m I'kt, I-l",: : ' ,ilia i , : ) either i-. : ret l' ( ,n-., ll, lr,,-l,,',' ,,d u,1, l.ide ratle ,r ol',\ tt ill

]e'llml dl~ \\ ithlillt I I f t r: dI I ...I i : re' 1.1. 11 t lt l , lli ,\ -1 t itill. l It \\ i t -;llIi 1 i _ i t'-
,I ( v' II ri tt-( -:., \v ill ll it I i( -~ , , ; ... ri y / r' l i( I -n i iT> v :"-i I' Tl Hict O'X] tO n.-* ,,I if tin'

i ]t I " .'t * ,. ;I Ti,, II i - i I I t It ; Ire a .
"''tli i- I lin" it t4 I 1w' :1I it (X~ll."11-t i\'v li-t ill- (i,f t he killed, ( f evid]elick' I ltl:i I \vI'ould

Sls r~t ill tihe g r';in tillL, If :'-lw'| :Ili :jl'I1Ii"%It il ill 1 't \\ it 11-I't rld ill : ;1 -"l,'i o -" , f ad v\e r-i,
iilpt,; l 1111(ti1 t he' v'; r i (,III- I u.',r i o l 1; 1r ti f, -. I I III .-d. -,i \,i I H l. r' h. lt a[ lle pre '-m illf -
ti , n f-,t ,, v ,) f _...r;m t i nu,, i.- lr'll :Itplilica ti,,Il- i I ;l y \event. t l ' t, I' r i"Tt-i - 1 IV t;,,

lit, -. l 1,>tilljti;l Ily illipiiired l l th e I' T i e](llillz , , ;I III-\'V - a > lH i t \\ th ict i,.: loot! '1 14 I ' ll l'-

atn-'d hy ;ill iIld pl, lle'nt lz llrke.tor. "'Thi.....hw il l i-. floor Inade l -lll(l '] 1 ;I .hl,,\\ill'u

if fill:1 Ii: ;I f;l tli 1,. , I or 'vell (if i l[lpellit;.u 11:1 lkrIll],it 'y h~y. I, ,,(-I r 11)(,re i Ildep't[lln
I II I -I .'I'IS. F j 11;i lly. .'- -11' a I ls . '- \\ iflgr (.:lI it ,IV I ' .r tll ll si ll Ilit il{ fed : s-er'lt ll-:

4pr 111 r1" s[,'cullitill. 'l](r -Inal. n ., w e 'i~'ln e ' l n. 1] 'p ec'ifir" ;lv\erl-e iltllp;lr'ts ,f Ill( '

lIf(\\. st : i lid '< I ,il 0-1 I l efl )Ir F E I"'. ,';l 1 il, ' r,l I i t I I I It ; II I- i l tIi IIe l t I ,\'I'v k d

I I I d '-tl~ I I I' t t 1.ll OI cti(' t i l ll~ , t I l ,l'lied.

/.' t~ ,'. F E ] ls el .(l~'il t't Iw , itl~ ' i !,4(f 1), t ,c lii'llly ]it \\' r-.1 1 il ,.;l les tintIfits I I

t CII ThZ (14. tn cn t r. h,,w)NN-v vrr whvithor. M i linttd or ( :0111nd withinl thit tri dilli
lrc,.i A<e i m .; ll- '. t114 iIt.\\ - an th mI inl e, lo ju t < ionI W illh thw Oxi-tinL: hiV'|-

mal rks tor ,
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ajsjs,]d f,,r 1E[.\ :i-.i:.lra e'rtr it' :, .. 41lsl,] .' r ia ~ .'r r'vlli,1-14i;, lIlisi .4ls i.i, ]i ,,,I

'".I:;'IsJi'-ist',i i'<. jr-\sir .I;i. JA io..~ ti. h, miliT r,,-.illr 'rr a t ';ilri'' Ii, .d, iaih l i
1s,-'-slsza'l(j] - his.',] i'.' I Isra- l 'us''. .l- r rri I hlis" I ll' , ,-r4 ," it ' I li;l t -I i IoIlI

-- 1' , 4 , ;'1 l .- iiht l4 i,, i f il-t I I i t, i ,,ll-g fit 441 ii/i e \ w l I44' I '4 iI4,-'

iii'\\ t'I tl 21 "; ] 4'- , ,-l~ ' i ', i- Ti l ' :l i- , ',, l ir. 4 '.5-1.;Il~l ,l :41- 14 ,i ~i ' l|,, -i ,,i1I' :4',

i Ill'lDn 1,111,141.' l, 1l1'Iriil 1. T\t -s. . his' js'! i 1 i1' -I'II 1 iit' I I1 ;u \ tis
, t,,, i , l ' 21 l,, i , , i 4 i - I I! V. i 1,1 1 .1I r I ,t' l - ,,I I ' '1 ,

i II 2I ' Ii I 1 4l ii 1 Ii, , I I -i l ' , '. .1 1 I ( I 11 1 4' 4 - . I I i 'i if t '

fI1,ll 4 -I i ni Ti a' \\ .ll, 1h 1 ii!' :, , ]r'l.i ['1.4f -:l- '.,llI. :t,, ih, ' Iil st.~'- 114,,li !1 ; svi- s{I

1111i :I-',l I,\ i lii - ]l ;i I Ii ,' l , '--'s i] '-;i". ,,ll] 4 '-s-I '- i 'i,, 4\, '. ;I I I 11 . l it\\ - i , 4 I j -I

, l,';~ -Ti ii,,l - il li 1i 1:.,,\ ll -it , 1,1 i lii 41il l 1.4-1 *!' i 1i14'l i . huT ';-,,lis ii t' ~ ;li

- I~-ll. , ut'- 1l ', \ ~ lt l i-s lis' il , .lr , ! -. l } i ll ,\ l ], i l il' ;i , l-

4144 141" :4l,*]litl -. 1 ,'tlI4 ,4 41t':i t1i'.\\''u. il, xtl'1.i -. ! ... Ilihi42 ;i tlilt'I .-!lt 4 '1i 'lt' .~ 4li

t :ii1- k III It I44 '44 I i's u4ts' issil4 :~ 411 1 0 it' I% 1~ .! 1 15s1I .r'V

:1ll l11 Tr ,' iiti ,iT s1 4 , 1:i l i u '- I "T' '.- 114 l h-is irs-. , 'lli.! ' , l ilIl i! , il

.\ ' 41r, i Tl4.ll4 ,'- hi 111T hI' , Tiu42, li,. .4s 4 t 1 1 ,. :4,,1i1tl 4],,li':i t l s' l :i itq~ iT :i 1's':

f, 44 1r 1114 - li~ , i i's l lii "i-s--l ,411t1-51 ,.]. l., ]ll;ir- , l'\ , lil"-it- ,tl

\ ' '. ll i '.s'" ii T1 ] is', :7
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which is not designated as confidential or is not entitled by law or regulation
to confidential treatment will be disclosed to the applicant and perhaps to other
interested persons.

Sincerely,

(Name and Title)
Enclosure.

[Fit Doc.75-12273 Filed 5-6-75; 1 : 07 pm]

FEDERAL ENERGY ADMINISTRATION,
San Francisco, Calif., November 26, 1974.

POLICY NOTICE, PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS AND PEA STAFF

This Notice Transmits: Policy for the reporting and investigating gas wars as
an indication of supply imbalances within Region IX.

Purpose: For several months, there has been an abundant supply of motor
gasoline in most areas of Region IX, although some areas and sectors of the
market continue to report shortages. There have lately been vague, unconfirmed
reports that supply in some areas is so excessive as to l)recipitate gasoline price
wars. The Regional Office believes that any situations of this sort are an indica-
tion that product may be poorly distributed. (Section 211.13(f) of the Manda-
tory Petroleum Allocations Regulations requires that any purchaser (including
retail outlets) whose needs decline, shall apply to his supplier for a downward
adjustment to base period use.) Hence, it is not the intention of PEA that larger
allocations be used for engaging in gas wars. The regulations prohibit suppliers
from incrers:ng volumes to a station in order to support gas war activity.

This Policy Notice rescinds: First notice on this subject.
WILLIAM C. ARNTZ,
Regional Administrator.

POLICY FOR REPORTING AND INVESTIGATING GAS WARS AS AN INDICATION OF SUPPLY
IMBALANCES WITHIN REGION IX

PROCEDURES
1. Reporting of gas wars:

A. All PEA employees are to report any "gas wars" they are aware of,
giving names, addresses and specific activity (such as gas war signs, low
prices being charged, etc.) to the Director, Compliance and Enforcement
Division.

B. Complaints from public will be accepted by PEA provided the details
listed in 1A are given. Initial contact may be made by telephone to the local
PEA office but should be followed up by a brief summary in writing to the
Director, Compliance and Enforcement Division, 111 Pine Street, San Fran-
cisco, California 94111.

2. PEA Region IX will review all reports and will investigate those determined
to have merit. The investigation will determine if the stations involved are being
allocated product by their suppliers in accordance with the r.g!ultions.

3. If PEA determines that violations of the Regulations have occurred, enforce-
ment action will be taken.

4. If FEA determines that there is an excess of product in the area involved,
action will be taken under Section 211.14 of the Regulations to redirect the excess
product into areas still experiencing shortages.
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PRESS RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
June 24, 1975 UNITED STATES SENATE

2227 Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.

FINANCE COMMITTEE SETS HEARINGS ON
ENERGY CONSERVATION AND CONVERSION ACT (H.R. 6860)

The Honorable Russell B. Long (D., La.), Chairman
of the Senate Committee on Finance, announced today that the
Committee would hold hearings on the Energy Conservation and
Conversion Act (H.R. 6860), a bill passed by the House on June
19, 1975.

The hearings will begin on Thursday, July 10, 1975 at
10:00 a.m., and will be held in Room 2221, Dirksen Senate Office
Building. On Monday, July 14, at 10:00 a.m., the Committee will
hear testimony from the Honorable William E. Simon, Secretary
of the Treasury and the Honorable Frank G. Zarb, Administrator,
Federal Energy Office, who will present the Administration's
position on the legislation.

The House-passed bill would impose import quotas
and tariffs on petroleum, would set automobile efficiency
standards, would establish a trust fund for energy research and
development, and would levy taxes on certain business uses of
oil and gas. The Chairman stated that the Committee would
welcome witnesses to testify not only on the specific provisions
included in H.R. 6860, but also on other proposals within the
Finance Committee's jurisdiction relating to energy production,
conversion, and conservation.

Requests to Testify.--Senator Long advised that wit-
nesses desiring to testify during this hearing must make their
request to testify to Michael Stern, Staff Director, Committee
on Finance, 2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington,
D.C. 20510, not later than Thursday, July 3, 1975. Witnesses
will be notified as soon as possible after this cutoff date as
to when they are scheduled to appear. Once the witness has
been advised of the date of his appearance, it will not be
possible for this date to be changed. If for some reason the
witness is unable to appear on the date scheduled, he may file
a written statement for the record of the hearing in lieu of a
personal appearance.

Consolidated Testimony.--Senator Long also stated
that the Committee urges all witnesses who have a common posi-
tion or with the same general interest to consolidate their
testimony and designate a single spokesman to present their
common viewpoint orally to the Committee. This procedure will
enable the Committee to receive a wider expression of views than
it might otherwise obtain. Senator Long urged very strongly
that all witnesses exert a maximum effort, taking into account
the limited advance notice, to consolidate and coordinate their
statements.

Legislative Reorganization Act.--In this respect,
he observed that the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946,
as amended, requires all witnesses appearing before the Com-
mittees of Congress "to file in advance written statements of
their proposed testimony, and to limit their oral presentations
to brief summaries of their argument."
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Senator Long stated that in light of this statute
and in view of the large number of witnesses who desire to
appear before the Committee'in the limited time available
for the hearing, all witnesses who are scheduled to testify
must comply with the following rules:

(i) A copy of the statement must be filed
by the close of business the day before
the witness is scheduled to appear.

(2) All witnesses must include with their
written statement a summary of the
principal points included in the
statement.

(3) The written statements must be typed on
letter-size paper (not legal size) and
at least 50 copies must be submitted
before the beginning of the hearing.

(4) -Witnesses are not to read their written
statements to the Committee, but are to
confine their ten-minute oral presentations
to a summary of the points included in
the statement.

(5) Not more than ten minutes will be allowed
for the oral summary. Witnesses who fail
to comply with these rules will forfeit
their privilege to testify.

Written Statements.--Witnesses who are not scheduled
for oral presentation, and others who desire to present their
views to the Committee, are urged to prepare a written state-
ment for submission and inclusion in the printed record of the
hearings. These written statements should be submitted to
Michael Stern, Staff Director, Committee on Finance, Room 2227
Dirksen Senate Office Building not later than July 18, 1975.

PR #27

55-583 (Pt. 1) 0 - 75 - 2
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*1ST SESSION9tThx CONGRESS H .. t~ j

IN TIlE SENATE OF TIlE UNITED ST.ATE,8,1i

Ju.NE 23 (legislative day, JuNE 6), 1975
Read twice and referred to the Conunittee on Finance

AN ACT
To provide a comprehensive national energy conservation and

conversion program.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

4 This Act may be cited as the "Energy Conservation and

5 Conversion Act of 1975".

6 SEC. 2. TABLE OF CONTENTS.

Sec. 1. Short title.
Sec. 2. Table of contents.
Sec. 3. Amendment of 1954 Code.

TITLE I-IMPORT TREATMENT OF OIL

Sec. 101. Statement of purpose.

PART I-QUOTAs

Sec. llf. Imposition of quantitative restrictions.
Sec. 112. Establishment of import licensing system.

II
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TITLE I-IMPORT TRlATMENT OF O1i-Continued

PART II-DITIFS

Sec. 121. Rates of duty on oil.

PAtr II 1-AnDi NISTRATIN'F AND MiStCEILLAN'EOUS I1O'VISIONS

Sec. 131. Import restrictions an1(1 rates of duty to be reflected in the Tariff
Schedules of the United States.

Sec. 132. Annual reports.
Sec. 133. Definitions.

PART IVN-OFI'E OF PETROLEUM IMPORT LICENSING

Sec. 141. Establishment of office.
See. 142. Functions of the )eputy Aduinistrator.
Sec. 143. Conforming amendment.

T I,E Il-OTHER ENERGY CONSERVATION PROGRAMS

PAiRr I-AuTromi.,-FUEL 'MILEAGE

Sec. 211. Definitions.
See. 212. Average fuel economy standar(ls applicable to each maniufac-

turer.
Se. 213. I)uties'ad p)owens of the Secretary and Administrator.
Sec. 214. Labeling and advertising.
See. 215. Prohibited conduct.
Sec. 216. Civil penalty.
Sec. 217. Relationship to State law.

PART II-INTER('ITY BUSES, RADIAL TirES, AND REREFINED OIL

Sec. 6221. Repeal of excise tax on buses used in intercity public transpor-
tation.

Sec. 222. Repeal of excise tax on radial tires.
See. 223. Rerefined lubricating oil.

P,%m,' 111-TAX INCENTIVES Fon CERTAIN E-. NERGY-REI.ATED IMPROIMENTS

OF BUILDINGS

See. 231. Insulation of principal residence.
Sec. 232. Residential solar energy equipment.
Sec. 233. Qualified electric motor vehicles.

TILE III-ENERGY CONSERVATION AND CONVERSION
TRUST FUND

Sec. 311. Establishment of Energy Conservation and Conversion Trust
Fund.

Sec. 312. Expenditures from Trust Fund for energy projects and pro-
grams.

Sec. '313. Energy Conservation and Conversion Trust Fund Review
Board.

Sec. 314. Requirement of annual authorizations and appropriations.
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TITLE I V-ENCOURAGING BUSINESS CONVERSION FOR
GREATER ENERGY SAVING

P.wr I-Bt-s-8,r1NS [ USE OF PETr,OLEU.M AND IEThOLEUM PROD'('TS

See. 411. Excise tax on business use of petroleum and petroleum products.

PART JI-A.ORTIZArION FOR (ERT.IN ENERGY-RELATED PROPERTY

Sec. 421. Aniortizat ion of qualified energy use property.
Sec. 422. Amortization of qualified railroad equipment.
Sec. 423. Amendments relating to amortization of certain railroad rolling

stock.
Sec. 424. Technical and conforming amendments.

PART 1-TAX CREDrI CIHANGEs RELATING TO ENERGY CONSERVA'I'ION

Sec. 431. Changes in investment credit relating to insulation, solar energy,
and air conditioning.

See. 432. Generating facilities powered 1by petroleum and petroleum
products.

1 SEC. 3. AMENDMENT OF 1954 CODE.

2 Except as otherwise expresly provided, whenever in

3 this Act an amendment or repeal is expressed in tens of

4 an amendment to, or rleal of, a section or other provision,

5 the reference shitl be considered to be inade to a section

6 or other provisixm of the Internal Revenue (ode of 1954.

7 TITLE I--IMPORT TREATMENT
8 OF OIL
9 SEC. 101. STATEMENT OF PURPOSE.

10 The purpose of this title is-

11 (1) to reduce the dependence of the United States

12 on foreign oil by imposing restrictions on imports of

13 oil so as to reduce such imports as rapidly as practicable

14 without contributing to serious economic dislocation,

15 (2) to decrease imports of oil so that not later
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1 than 1985 the amount of such imports should not ex-

2 ceed 25 percent of the amount of domestic oil consunp-

3 tion, and

4 (3) to place the United States, as soon as practi-

5 cable, in a position to deal with any ol embargo by

6 foreign nations through a combination of any strategic

7 reserve for oil which may be provided by law, other

8 available sources of oil, and economics in the domestic

9 consumption of oil which may be effectuated.

10 The purpose of this title is to be certain that oil conservation

11 which is obtained under this Act results in the reduction of

12 oil imports and not in the reduction of domestic oil produc-

13 (ion.

14 PART I-QUOTAS

15 SEC. 111. IMPOSITION OF QUANTITATIVE RESTRICTIONS.

16 (a) QUANTITATIE RESTRICTIONS.-Except as other-

17 wise provided in this section, the maximum average

18 daily quantity of petroleum and petroleum products which

19 may be imported into the United States shall be determined

20 in accordance with the following table:

Maximum average daily number
Calendar year: of barrels (in millions)

1975 --------------------------------------------- 6.0
1976 ----------------- ---------------------------- 6.0
1977 --------------------------------------------- 6.5
1978 ------------------------------------- -------- 60
1979 . -------------------------------------------- 6.0
1980 and thereafter --------------------------------- 6. 5
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1 In the case of the calendar year 1975, this subsection shall

2 apply only with respect to articles entered or withdrawn

3 from warehouse for consumption on or after the first day on

4 which the import licensing system established under section

5 112 takes effect.

6 (b) AUTHORITY To VARY SCHEDUL.-

7 (1) IN GE ERAL.-Whenever the President deter-

8 mines that, by reason of variations in domestic con-

9 sumption caused by economic factors or the weather,

10 by reason of delays in obtaining domestic production of

11 oil or in achieving oil conservation goals, or by reason

12 of other similar factors, it is in the national interest to

13 vary the average daily quantity of oil which may be im-

14 ported during any period, he shall appropriately modify

15 the figure set forth in subsection (a) applicable to such

1G period.

17 (2) IIMITATION.-Any modification under this

13 subsection for any period may not change the maximum

19 average daily number of barrels of petroleum and petro-

20 leum products which may be imported into the United

21 States during any calendar year to a quantity which is

22 above or below the figure for such calendar year set

23, forth in stibsc.tion (a) by nore tbian-
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1 (A) in the case of 1975, 1976, or 1977,

2 1,000,000 barrels a day

3 (B) in the case of 1978 or 1979, 1,500,000

4 barrels a day, or

5 (C) in the case of a calendar year after 1979,

6 2,000,000 barrels a day.

7 (C) SAVINGS IN DOMESTIC CONSUMIPTION To BF.;

8 REFLECTED IN REIDU'TIONS IN IMPO{TS.-The President

9 shall establish quantitative restrictions lower than the quan-

10 titative restrictims set forth i'll mi!)scstion (a) to the extent

1t necessary to ensure that savings in United States con-

12 sumption of oil will Joe fully reflected by at least equivalent

13 reductions in 'the imports of oil.

14 (d) PETRoCII E M IA FEEI)STOKS.-For purposes of

15 the quantitative restrictions imposed pursuant to this sec-

16 tion, petrochelmial feedstocks shall not be counted against

17 the maxilmum average daily number of barrels of )etroleul

18 and petroleum proihcLS which wiay lie impiiorted ilt') the

19 ITnited States.

(e) N1.mEns ot? GEOGRAPHICAL AIRAS AND INDUS-

21 TRIES FOR PARTICULAR IRODUCTS To BiE TAKEN INTO

22 Au.',,T.-The President shall divide any quanIi titative

23 restrictions imposed pursuant to this section for any period

24 among petroleum and petroleum products where suchd divi-

25 sion! is ilee!'ssary- to avoi( sulbstaltial adverse impact on tli
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I various economic and lealth needs of g(eographiical areas ald

2 industries within the United States.

3 (f) CEE'TAIN DISTILLATE ANID RESIDUAL FVEL II

4 IMPoRTED FOR USE As FUEL.-

5 (1) MINIMUM QUANTITIES IMIOITEI) BEFORE

6 197S.-Nothing in this section shall prevelt the ir-

7 portation into the Vnited States for use as fuel (other

8 than for the propulsion of motor vehicles) of distillate

9 fuel oil and residual fuel oil (provided for in item 475.05

10 or 475.10 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States)

11 in average daily quantities which are equal to 2,000,000

12 barrels per day in the years 1975, 1976, and 1977, of

13 which not more than 400,000 barrels per day in any

14 such year may be for such distillate fuel oil.

15 (2) COORDINATION WITH SUBSECTION (a).-Any

16 quantities of distillate fuel oil and residual fuel oil re-

17 ferred to in paragraph (1) which are imported into the

18 United States during any calendar year before 1978 and

19 which are not greater than the applicable inininiur quan-

20 titles set forth in paragraph (1) shall be charged against

21 the quantitative restrictions set forth in subsection (a)

22 which apply for such year.

2:3 (g) APPLICATION OF QUANTITATIVE ItESTRICTIONS.-

24 No quantitative restriction imposed pursuant to this section

25 hall apply with respect to any quantity of oil which is
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1 imported into the United States during any period for storage

2 in any strategic reserve for oil which may be provided by

3 law.

4 (h) QUARTERLY REVIEW OF QUANTITATIVE REHSTIRIC-

5 TIONs.-Not less frequently than once each calendar quarter,

(i the President shall review the quantitative restrictions estab-

7 listed by subsection (a) and any modifications made pur-

S suant to subsections (b) and (c).

9 (i) PROCLAIMING OF QUANTITATIVE RESTRICTIONS;

10 CERTIFICATIONS.-

11 (1) QUARTERLY PROCLAMATION OF QUANTITA-

12 TIvE REMTRICTION.-Before the beginning of each cal-

13 endar quarter, the President shall proclaim the aggregate

14 quantities of petroleum and petroleum products which

15 under subsection (a) may be imported into the United

16 States during such calendar quarter (as modified pur-

17 suant to subsections (b) and (c) ).

18 (2) CERTIFICATIO.-The President shall certify

19 any modification made under subsection (b) or (c) to

20 the Secretary of the Treasury and to the Deputy Admin-

21 istrator for PctroIeunI Jiiiport Liven.,iilg.

22 (j) ADMINSTrA'rIO.-TIe Secretary of the Treasury

23 shall take such actions under the customs laws of the United

24 States as may be necessary and appropriate to ensure that

25 the aggregate quantities of oil imported into the United
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1 States during any period do not exceed the quantities estab-

2 lished by subsection (a) as modified pursuant to subsections

3 (b) and (c).

4 SEC. 112. ESTABLISHMENT OF IMPORT LICENSING

5 SYSTEM.

6 (a) IN GENERAL.-Before December 31, 1975, the

7 President shall establish an import licensing system for petro-

8 leum and petroleum products which are imported into the

9 United States. Import licenses issued under this subsection

10 shall be distributed on the basis of public auctions in which

11 bidding is by sealed bids, and such licenses shall be fully

12 marketable.

13 (b) SEPARATE LICENSES FOR SMALL REFINERS AND

141 INDEPENDENT MARKETERS.-

15 (1) ESTABLISHMENT OF SEPARATE LICENSING

16 SYSTEM.-

17 (A) The President shall establish a separate

18 import licensing system for small refiners and in-

19 dependent marketers of petroleum or petroleum

20 products. Except as provided in subparagraph (B),

21 import licenses issued under this subsection sball

22 be distributed on the basis of pildic auctions in

23 wcliih bidding is )y seald bids. Iniport licenses

24 issued tinder this st1lsectioi shall not be marketable;

25 except that, under the circumstances and to the ex-
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1 tent provided by regulatiolis, they lly be resold to

2 the I)eliny Adinittistrator for Petroleun lImiport

:3 Licensing.

4 (B) Iln any case in which aniy small refiner or

5 inidependenit marketer establishes to tle satisfac-

6 tion of the 1)eputy Admiinistrator for Petr dcuin

7 Import Licensing-

8 (i) that hw has mtiade reasollalle effowts to

9 secure the import licenses necessary to carry out

10 his business at its regular level of operation but

11 has not been able to see'ire such licenses, or

12 (ii) that the destruction of, o1 dalatge to,

13 any of his business facilities or anV other cnler-

14 gency situation requires that he le issued im-

15 port licenses in order to continue his business

16 operation,

17 the Deputy Administrator may issue OIe or mliore

18 import ]icescs to such reiwr 1' o marketer. Thie

19 price for import licenses issued under this sub-

20 paragraplit. Sh11 be the average price for ipllort

21 licenses established at public alictions Conducted

22 pursuant to Sub~section (a).

23 (2) SMALL REFINER AND INDEPENDENT 'MAR-

24 KETEI, DEFNEI).-For pllrposes of this section-

25 (A) SMALL I?, NI,,ER,-ThIc term "small
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I refit r" nicrti s i t1 rt fi] r ,,\i ms t(,I;ta I rli i rvc-

8_) ity' (iicItdii g the reI!e it( i ( c liv (ity of ;litl t l'ttI

3 m-1to ctirdl,K ik (ontolle(d ,V. or is tidnhr ('(tiIli(Pli

4 controll with si(h retfiner) (1hs n(it (,xccd ,().(50,00)

5 barlels per (lay.

6 (13) INIDE1'EN DENT MARKEITEt.--Tic termi

7 independentt marketer" meatntis a pcrsoi wlo is

8 (lga(red in tie mi arketinig or ditrilititing (of refined

9 l etr lciiti pr iducts, but wlio (i) is ni it a reflicr,

10 ind (ii) is H iin persFonl Who toiitrooh. isut rolled

11 b, is under common control Nvit j. (ir is affiliated

12 witi a refiner (othcr thanil ly incan -: (tf a s"itpldy

13 contract).

14 (c) Pli(xm)rtr:s I.ot LiENSING( SYSTI.M.-

15 -(1) IN C]N'IRA.-1T'l Atmiiistrator (of the ]Fed-

36 eral Energy Admiintistratioi shall estalblishi pi -cdures

17 for the administration of this section through the pro-

18 mnulgation of regulations.

19 (2) R]MULATIONS FOR SUBSIXCTIONS (a) AN1)

20 (b) .- The regulations promulgated under this section

21 with respect to subsections (a) and (b) shall include

22 provisions authorizing the Deputy Administrator for

23 Petroleum Itmiport li.censintg-

24 (A) to schedule frequent auctions during each

25 calendar quarter;
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I (B) to require that the bidding be for small

2 units, but to permit persons to bid for a number

3 of units;

4 (C) to establish a maximum limit on the num-

5 ber of units which may be acquired by related per-

6 sons during any period;

7 (D)' to establish a time limit on the period

8 during which the rights under any import license

9 may be exercised;

10 (E) to reject bids-

11 (i) where there is evidence of collusion as

12 to the bidding or as to failure to bid, or

13 (ii) where such bids are substantially

14 below the market price which exists for the

15 resale of import license;

16 (F) to deal with identical high bids for any

17 unit by rejecting all bids, by awarding the unit to

18 the high bidder who has acquired fewer units during

19 a specified period than any other high bidder, or

20 -otherwise; and

21 (G) to bar from acquiring or using import

license issued pursuant to subsection (a) or (1))

23 persons convicted of committing any felony or mis-

24 deincanor under the laws of the Untitcd Slate, /,v-

25 erning oil hiports, oil allocations, or price controls
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1 on oil, and to provide procedures for removing such

2 bar in appropriate cases.

3 (3) ADDITIONAL REGULATIONS FOR SUBSECTION

4 (b) .- In addition to the regulations referred to in para-

5 graph (2) the regulations 1,roinhlgated under this

6 section n shall include povisions-

(A) to ensure that small refiners* and independ-

8 ent marketers applyiiig for import licenses under

9 subsection (b) are bona fide refiners or bona fide

10 marketers who have established distribution chan-

11 nels, and

12 (B) to limit import licenses under subsection

13 (b) to such additional amounts of petroleum or any

14 petroleumn product as may be necessary to ensure

15 that-

16 (i) any small refiner can operate his re-

17 fineries at capacity; and

18 (ii) any independent marketer can ade-

19 quately supply his regular distribUtion channels.

20 (d) PRESIDENT MAY REQUIRE' USER OF IMPORT Li-

21 CENsEs To REPORT COU',TRY OF ORIGIN.-If the President

.2 finds such action to be necessary or appropriate to the

23 national interest, the President may require each person

24 importing petroleum or a petroleum product into the United

25 States under an import license issued pursuant to this section
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1 to report to the Deputy Administrator for Petroleum Import

2 Licensing the foreign country of which such petroleum or

3 petroleumn product is a product.

4 (e) REFINERS LOCATED IN THE POSSESSIONS, ETC.-

5 The President shall take such steps as may be necessary to

6 ensure that refineries located in the territories and possessions

7 of the United States and foreign trade zones of the United

8 States will participate in all appropriate aspects of the

9 provisions of this title upon terms not less favorable than

10 those accorded to refineries and importers of petroleum

11 products located in the customs territory of the United States.

12 Nothing in this subsection shall be treated as removing any

13 quantitative restriction or duty im posed by or pursuant to

14 this title.

15 PART II-DUTIES

16 SEC. 121. RATES OF DUTY ON OIL.

17 (a) STATUTORY RATES OF DUTY.-Eflective with

18 respect to articles entered or withdrawn from warehouse for

19 consumption on or after the 60th day after the date of the

20 enactment of this Act--

21 (1) the rate of duty with respect to petroleum

22 shall be 2 percent ad valorem; and

23 (2) the rate of duty with respect to any petroleum

24 product described in section 133 (a) (3) shall be 5 per-

25 cent ad valorem.
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I Such rates of duty shall replace the rates of duty heretofore

2 provided by, or pursuant to, law.

3 (b) AUTHOITY To ADJUST RATES OY 1)UTY.-Slub-

4 ject to the limitations set forth in subsections (c) and (d),

5 the President may make, from time to time, such adjustments

6 in the rates of duty established by subsection (a), and in the

7 rates of duty resulting from adjustment under this subsection,

8 as he finds are necessary to carry out the purposes of this Act

9 in the light of overall considerations of the national interest;

10 except that the President nmy not make any adjustment

11 under this subsection before the close of the 2-year period

12 beginning on the date of the enactment of this Act which

13 results in a rate of duty of more than 5 percent ad valorem on

14 any distillate fuel oil or residual fuel oil (provided for in item

15 475.05 or 475.10 of the Tariff Schedules of the United

16 States) imported for use as fuel (other than for the propul-

17 sion of motor vehicles)

18 (c) LIMITATIONS ON A DJUSTME.NNTS.-'No adjustment

19 made under subsection (b) to any rate of duty may result in

20 a rate of duty which-

21 (1) is more than the higher of 10 percent ad

22 valorem or $1 a barrel, or

23 (2) is less than 2 percent ad valorem.

24 (d) ADJUSTMYJXNTS INCRASING RATES OF DUTY.-

25 (1) SUBMISSION OF ANY PROPOSED INCREASE IN
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I DUTY TO THE CONGRESs.-The President shall transmit

2 to the House of Representatives and to the Senate on

3 the same day, and to each House while it is in session, a

4 document setting forth any adjustment which he pro-

5 poses to make under subsection (b) which increases any

6 rate of duty.

7 (2) TAKING EFFECT OF ANY SUCH INCREASE.-No

8 adjustment proposed to be made under subsection (b)

9 which increases any rate of duty may take effect sooner

10 than the close of the 60th day after the day on which the

11 document relating to such adjustinent is delivered to

12 Congress under paragraph (1).

13 (e) PROCLAIMING OF ADJUSTMENTS TO RATES OF

14 DuTY.-Subject to the provisions of section (d), the Presi-

15 dent shall proclaim any adjustment to any rate of duty made

16 by him under subsection (b).

17 (f) COORDINATION WITH OTHER LAWS.-

18 (1) (A) Section 232 (b) of the Trade Exphnsion

19 Act of 1962 (relating to national security) is amended

20 by adding at the end thereof the following new sentence:

21 "Nothing in this subsection shall be deemed to authorize the

22 President, after the date of the enactment of this sentence, to

23 adjust imports of petroleum and petroleum products; except

24 that the President may adjust imports of petroleum and

25 petroleum products during any period in which-

55-583 (Pt. 1) 0 - 75 - 3
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1 "(1) the Congress declares war,

2 "(2) United States Armed Forces are introduced

3 into hostilities pursuant to specific statutory authoriza-

4 tion,

5 "(3) a national emergency is created by attack upon

6 the United States, its territories or possessions, or its

7 Armed Forces, or

8 "(4) United States Armed Forces are introduced

9 into such hostilities, situations, or places, or -are enlarged

10 in any foreign nation, under circumstances which require

11 a report by the President to the Congress pursuant to

12 section 4 (a) of the War Powers Resolution (50 U.S.C.

13 1453 (a)),
14 but any adjustment made pursuant to this exception shall not

15 apply with respect to articles entered or withdrawn, from

16 warehouse for consumption on or after the 60th day after the

17 closing date of the hostilities concerned."

18 (B) Effective with respect. to articles entered or

19 withdrawn from warehouse for consumption on or after

20 the 60th day after the date of the enactment of this Act,

21 no adjustment action taken under section 232 (b) of the

22 Trade Expansion Act of 1962 before such date of enact-

23 ment shall have any force or effect with respect to

24 petroleum or any petroleum product.
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j (2) Section 101 of the Trade Act of 1974 shall not

2 apply to any rate of duty established by, or to any adjust-

3 ment of any rate of duty made under, this section.

4 (3) Petroleum and petroleum products shall not be

5 designated by the President as eligible articles for pur-

6 poses of title V of the Trade Act of 1974.

7 PART III-ADMINISTRATIVE AND MISCELLANE-

8 OUS PROVISIONS

9 SEC. 131. IMPORT RESTRICTIONS AND RATES OF DUTY TO

10 BE REFLECTED IN THE TARIFF SCHEDULES

11 OF THE UNITED STATES.

12 The President shall by proclamation establish a new part

13 4 in the Appendix of the Tariff Schedules of the United

14 States (19 U.S.C. 1202) and shall reflect therein any quart-

15 titative restriction established by part I and any rate of duty

16 established by paxt II and any modification of any quantita-

17 tive restriction and adjustment to any rate of duty made by

18 him under part I or II.

19 SEC. 132. ANNUAL REPORTS.

20 On or before March 15, 1976, and on or before March 15

21 of each year thereafter, the President shall make a full and

22 complete report to the Congress on the operation ol this Act.

23 Each such report shall include full and complete information

24 with respect to the economies in the domestic consumption of
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1 oil which have been effectuated, the increases in domestic

2 production of oil which have taken place, the factors taken

3 into account in making any modification under subsection

4 (b) or (c) of section 111, and any other information which

5 may be appropriate in assessing the way in which the pro-

6 visions of this Act are being administered.

7 SEC. 133. DEFINITIONS.

8 (a) IN GENERAL.-For purposes of this title-

9 (1) The term "oil" means petroleum and petroleum

10 products.

11 . (2) The term "petroleum" means crude petroleum

12 provided for in item 475.05 or 475.10 of the Tariff

13 Schedules of the United States.

14 (3) The term "petroleum product" means any arfi-

15 cle provided for in part 10 of schedule 4 of the Tariff

16 Schedules of the United States, other than petroleum,

17 natural gas provided for under item 475.15, greases pro-

18 vided for under item 475.55 or 475.60, and mixtures of

19 hydrocarbons in other than liquid form provided for

20 under item 475.70.

21 (b) ADDITIONAL ARTICLES MAY BE TREATED AS

22 PETROLEUM PRODUCTS FOR PURPOSES OF QUANTITATIVE

23 RESTRICTIONS.-For purposes of this title (other than sec-

24 tion 121), the term "petroleum products" may include, but
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1 only if the President proclaims such inclusion to be necessary

2 to carry out the purposes of this Act, one or more of the

3 following articles:

4 (1) Coal tar articles (benzene, cumene, toluene,

5 and xylene) provided for under item 401.10, 401.26,

6 401.72, or 401.74 of such Schedules.

7 (2) Mixtures, consisting wholly of two or more of

8 the coal tar articles referred to in paragraph (1), pro-

9 vided for under item 401.80.

10 (3) Hydrocarbons provided for under item 429.50

11 or 429.52.

12 PART IV-OFFICE OF PETROLEUM IMPORT

13 LICENSING

14 SEC. 141. U ESTABLISHMENT OF OFFICE.

15 (a) IN GENERA_.--There is hereby established within

16 the- Federal Energy Administration the Office of Petroleum

17: Import Licensing (hereinafter in this title referred to as the

18 "Office").

19 (b) ADMINISTRATION.-The Office shall be headed by

20 a Deputy Administrator for Petroleum Import Licensing

21 (hereinafter in this title referred to as the "Deputy Admin-

22 istrator") who, in the performance of his duties under this

23 itle, shall be under the supervision of the Administrator of

24 the Federal Energy Administration.
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1 SEC. 142. FUNCTIONS OF THE DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR.

2 The Deputy Administrator shall adminhister the import

3 licensing system established under section 112.

4 SEC. 143. CONFORMING AMENDMENT.

5 Section 4 (c) of the Federal Energy Administration Act

6 of 1974 is amended to read as follows:

7 " (c) There shall be in the Administration three Deputy 49

8 Administrators (one of whom shall be the Deputy Adminis-

9 trator for Petroleum Import Licensing), who shall be

10 appointed by the President, by and with ie advice and

11 consent of the Senate, and who shlll receive conpensa-

12 tion at the rate prescribed for offices and positions at level III

13 of the Executive Schedule (5 U.S.C. 5314)."

14 TITLE I-OTHER ENERGY CON-
15 SERVATION PROGRAMS
16 PART I-AUTOMOBILE-FUEL MILEAGE

17 SEC. 211. DEFINITIONS.

18 (a) As used in this part:

19 (1) The term "EPA Administrator" means the

20 Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency.

21 (2) The term "automobile" means a four-wheeled

22 vehicle propelled by fuel which is manufactured primar-

23 ily for use on public streets, roads, and highways
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1 (except any vehicle operated exclusively on a rail or

2 rails) , and which is rated at ten thousand pounds gross

3 vehicle weight or less.

4 (3) The term "passenger autolnobile" means any

5 automobile which has as its primary intended function

6 the transportation of not more than ten individuals.

7 (4) The term "light-duty truck and multipurpose

8 passenger vehicle" moans any automobile which is not

9 a passenger automobile.

10 (5) The terin "average fuel economy" (except for

11 purposes of section 212 (a) (4) of this Act) means (A)

12 the total number of passenger automobiles manufactured

13 in a given model year by a manufacturer (including all

14 passenger automobiles mantfacturcd by persons who con-

15 trol, or are controlled by or under co1mnmon control with

16 such manufacturer, but excluding any passenger auto-

17 mobile exported in the model year) divided by (B) a

18 sum of terms, each term of which is a fraction created

19 by dividing-

'20 (i) the number of passenger automobiles of a

21 given model type manufactured in such model

22 year by

23 (ii) the fuel economy measured for such model

24 type rounded to the nearest mile per gallon, as

25 determined by the EPA Administrator.
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1 (6) The term "dealer" means any person engaged

2 in the business of selling new automobiles to purchasers

3 who buy for purposes other than resale.

4 (7) The term "fuel" means any liquid or gaseous

5 fuel.

6 (8) Tile term "fuel economy" refers to the average

7 number of miles traveled by an automobile per gallon of i'

8 fuel consumed, as determined by the EPA Administrator

9 in accordance with test procedures established under sec-

10 tion 212 (d) of this Act.

11 (9) The term "manufacturer" means any person

12 engaged in the manufacture, assembly, or importation

13 of automobiles.

14 (10) The term "to manufacture" (except for pur-

15 poses of section 212 (a) (2) of this Act) means to manu-

16 facture in the United States or to import into the United

17 States.

18 (11) The term "model type" means a particular

19 class of automobile, as defined by the EPA Adminis-

20 trator.

21 (12) The term "model year" with reference to

22 any specific calendar year means the manufacturer's an-

23 nual production period (as determined by the EPA

24 Administrator) which includes January 1 of such calen-

25 dar year. If the manufacturer has no annual production
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S1 period, the term "model year" shall mean the calendar

2 year.

3 (13) The term "Secretary" means the Secretary

4 of Transportation.

5 (1)) (1) In calculating the average fuel economy under

6 subsection (a) (5), the EPA Adniistrator shall separate

7 the totad passenger autolobiles manufactured by a nannl-

8 facturer into two categories:

(A) Passenger automobiles domestically manu-

10 factured by such manufacturer.

11 (B) Passenger automobiles not domestically manu-

12" fractured by such manufacturer.

13 The EPA Administrator shall calculate the average fuel

14 economy of each such separate category and each category

15 shall be treated as manufactured by a separate. manufacturer

16 ' for purposes of this part.

17 (2) For puptoses of this subsection, an automobile

.18 shall be considered domestically manufactured if at least 75

-19. percent of the cost to the manufacturer of such automobile is

20 attributable to value added in the United States or Canada,

21 unless the assembly of such automobile is completed in

22 Canada and such automobile is not imported into the United

23 States prior to the expiration of 30 days after the end of such

2-4 model year.
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1 SEC. 212. AVERAGE FUEL ECONOMY STANDARDS APPLI-

2 CABLE TO EACH MANUFACTURER.

3 (a) (1) Except as otherwise provided in paragraph (2)

4 and in subsection (b) (3) (B), the average fuel economy for

5 all passenger autoinmobiles manufactured by any manufac-

6 turer in any model year after model year 1977 shall not be

7 less than the number of mile, per gall(,n determined under

8 the following table:

Average fuel economy (in miles per
Model year: gallon)

1978 ------------------------ 18.5.
1979 ------------------------ 19.5.
1980 ------------------------ 20.5.
1981 ------------------------ Determined by Secretary under

subsection (b).

1982 ------------------------ Determined by Secretary under
subsection (b).

1983 ------------------------ Determined by Secretary under
subsection (b).

1981 ------------------------ Determined by Secretary under
subsection (b).

1985 or thereafter -------------- 28.0.

9 (2) On application of a manufacturer, who manufac-

10 tured (whether or not in the United States) fewer than ten

ii thousand automobiles in the second model year preceding

12 the model year for which the application is made, the Sec-

13 rotary may by rule exempt such manufacturer from para-

14 graph (1). Such exemption may only be granted if (A)

15 such exemption will not significantly detract from the pur-

16 poses of this part, and (B) such exemption is necessary to

17 avoid an unreasonable burden on such manufacturer. Simul-
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1 taneously with the issuance of any such exemptions, the

2 Secretary shall establish alternative average fuel economy

3 standards for such manufacturer which shall represent the

4 maximum feasible level of fuel economy for such manufac-

5 turer. In determining the number of automobiles manufac-

6 tured by a manufacturer for purposes of this paragraph, there

7 shall be included all automobiles manufactured by persons

8 who control, are controlled by, or are under common con-

9 trol with such manufacturer. ..

10 (3) Beginning in 1977, the Secretary shall review, not

ii later than January 1 of each calendar year, standards pro-

12 mulgated pursuant to this part which will take effect in

13 future model years and shall publish the results of such re-

14 view in the Federal Register and shall send such review to

15 the members of the Commerce Committees of the Senate

16 and House of Representatives. The review required to be

17 published by January 1, 1979, and sent to the Congress

18 shall include a comprehensive analysis of the program re-

19 quired by this part. Such analysis shall include an assessment

20 of the ability of the Nation to meet the average fuel economy

21 requirements for 1985 as specified in subsection (a) (1) of

22 this section, and any legislative recommendations the Sec-

23 retary might have for improving the program required by

24 this part.

25 (4) The Secretary shall, by rule, prescribe average
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1 fuel economy standards for all light-duty trucks and multi-

2 purpose passenger vehicles manufactured by any manufac-

3 turer in any model year after model year 1977. Such a rule

4 may provide for separate standards for different classes of

5 such trucks and vehicles and shall be based upon the maxi-

6 mum feasible average fuel economy level which the Secretary

7 determines manufacturers of light-duty trucks and multipur-

8 pose passenger vehicles or classes thereof are able to achieve

9 in each model year after year 1977.

10 (b) (1) Not later than July 1, 1977, the Secretary

11 shall establish, by rule, average fuel economy standards for

12 new automobiles manufactured in model years 1981 through

13 1984. The standards, which shaU J. -erlially applicable to

14 each manufacturer, Shall be set for each such model year at a

1i level which the Secretary determines is the maximum feasi-

16 ble level and shall be promulgated in a manner which will

17 result in steady progress toward meeting an average fuel

18 economy level of 28 miles per gallon for model year 1985.

19 (2) Any standard prescribed- under paragraph (1),

20 and any amendment prescribed under paragraph (3), shall

21 be promulgated not later than 18 morths prior to the begin-

22 ning of the model years to which such standard or amend-

23 ment will apply.

24 (3) (A) The Secretary may, from time to time, upon

25 the basis of new information, amend any average fuel econ-
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1 ony performance standard established under paragraph (1),

2 except that no such amendment, modification, or revision

3 may reduce the standard for average fuel economy below

4 that necessary to meet the model year 1980 average fuel

5 economy level specified in subsection (a) (1)

6 (B) If in the course of preparing the review required

7 to be published on January 1, 1979, pursuant to suibsection

8 (a) (3) of this section, the Secretary finds that the model

9 year 1985 average fuel economy level specified in sub1 sec(tion

10 (a) (1) should be modified because such level cannot reason-

11 ably be attained or because a higher level may reasonably be

12 attained, the Secretary may by rule modify such level, to a

13 level that represents the maximum feasible average fuel

14 economy level. The Secretary shall transmit to the Congress

15 notice of the establishment of such modified level. Such

16 modified level shall take effect 60 days on the date or dates

17 specified in such notice, but not sooner than the end of the

18 first period of fifteen calendar days of coxftiiuous session of

19 Congress (within the meaning of section 906 (b) of title 5,

20 United States Code) after the date on which such ameud-

21 ment is transmittedto it; except that such an amendment

22 shall not take effect if, between the date of transmittal and

23 the end of such fifteen-day period, either House passes a

24 resolution of that House, the matter after the resolving clause

25 of which is as follows: "That the does not
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I favor the modification of the average fuel economy standard,

2 transmitted to the Congress by the President on

3 19 .", the first blank space therein being filled with the

4 name of the resolving House and the other blank spaces

5 therein being appropriately filled.

6 (C) Section 908 and sections 910 through 913 of

7 title 5, United States Code, shall apply to any resolution

8 described in subparagraph (B), and for purposes of con-

9 sideration of a resolution under this paragraph, the twenty

i0 calendar days specified in section 911 of title 5, United States

11 Code, shall be shortened to five calendar days, any reference

12 to a resolution under section 908 and sections 910 through

13 913 of title 5, United States Code, shall be deemed a ref-

14 erence to a resolution described in subparagraph (B), and

15 any reference to a reorganization plan shall be deemed a ref-

16 erence to an amendment to which this paragraph applies.

17 (4) For purposes of this subsection, in determining the

18 maximum feasible average fuel economy, the Secretary shall

19 consider:

20 (A) technological feasibility;

21 (B) economic practicality;

22 (C) relationship to other Federal motor vehicle

23 standards (except as otherwise provided in subsection

24 (c)(4))and
25 (D) the purposes of this Act.
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i (c) (1) If the Secretary (after consultation with the

2 EPA Administrator) determines under paragraph (3) that

3 in any model year there will be an emission standards

4 penalty, he shall adjust the fuel economy rate applicable to

5 such year by subtracting a number of miles per gallon

6 (rounded off to the nearest tenth of a mile per gallon) equal

7 to the amount of such penalty.

8 (2) For purposes of this subsection:

9 (A) The term "emission standards penalty" means

10 the number of miles per gallon which the Secretary

11 determines is equal to (i) the average fuel economy

12 which all passenger automobiles sold in a model year

13 would achieve, if such automobiles were subject only to

14 the 1975 emission standards, less (ii) the average fuel

15 economy which all such automobiles are likely to achieve

16 while meeting the emission standards actually applicable

17 to such automobiles.

18 (B) The term "1975 emission standards" means

19 the following standards:

20 (i) For hydrocarbons, 1.5 grams per mile.

21 (ii) For carbon monoxide, 15 grams per mile.

22 (iii) For oxides of nitrogen, 3.1 grams per mile.

23 (C) The term "fuel economy rate" means the rate

24 under subsection (a) (1), as such rate may be modified

25 under subsection (b).
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1 (3) The Secretary shall commence a proceeding with

2 respect to a determination under paragraph (1) on petition

3 of any manufacturer. Such a petition may be filed only within

4 the 18-month period preceding the beginning of the model

5 year to which it relates. The Secretary shall allow interested

6 persons an opportunity for oral as well as written presenta-

7 tions of data, views, and arguments. He shall render a deci-

8 sion in any such proceeding within 60 days after the filing of

9 the petition.

10 (4) The Secretary may not make any modification of

11 fuel economy rates to take account of any decrease in fuel

12 economy associated with emissions standards except in ac-

13 cordance with this subsection.

14 (d) (1) Compliance by a manufacturer with subsection

15 (a) shall be determined by the EPA Administrator (in

16 accordance with test procedures established by the EPA

17 Administrator by rule) -

18 (A) by calculating for purposes of subsection (a)

19 (1) the average fuel economy of all passenger auto-

20 mobiles manufactured by such manufacturer during such

21 model year, and

22 (B) by calculating for purposes of subsection (a)

23 (4) the fuel economy of all light duty trucks and multi-

24 purpose passenger vehicles (or each class thereof, as
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1 may be appropriate) manufactured by such manufac-

2 turer in such model year.

3 Test procedures so established shall be the procedures utilized

4 by the EPA Administrator for model year 1975 (weighted

5 55 percent urban cycle, and 45 percent highway cycle) or

6 procedures which yield comparable results. Such procedures,

7 to the extent practicable, shall require that fuel economy

8 tests be conducted in conjunction with emissions test con-

9 ducted under section 206 of the Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C.

10 1875f-5). The EPA Administrator shall report the findings

11 of such compliance determinations to the Secretary.

12 (2) In determining whether a manufacturer has comr-

13 plied with subsection (a) -

14 (A) if the average fuel economy of a manufacturer

15 is less than 0.5 miles per gallon less than the applicable

16 standard under subsection (a), the manufacturer shall

17 be deemed to have complied with subsection (a), and

18 (B) if the average fuel economy of a manufacturer

19 exceeds the applicable standard under subsection (a) for

20 a model year by more than 0.5 miles per gallon-

21 (i) he may carry back such excess to the pre-

22 ceding model year to the extent that his average fuel

23 economy was more than 0.5 miles per gallon less

24 than the applicable standard for such preceding

25 year, and
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1 (ii) to the extent such excess was not carried

2 back to the preceding year, he may carry forward

3 the excess to the year succeeding the year of the

4 excess.

5 The Secretary shall prescribe rules to carry out this sub-

6 section. To the extent that a carryback under clause (i)

7 reduces a manufacturer's liability for a civil penalty paid

8 under section 216, the Secretary shall refund to such manu-

9 facturer an amount equal to the amount of such reduction.

10 (e) (1) Any person who may be adversely affected by

11 any rule promulgated under this section may at any- time

12 prior to 60 days after such rule is promulgated file a petition

13 in the United States Court of Appeals for the District of

14 Columbia, or any circuit wherein such person resides or has

15 his or her principal place of business, for judicial review of

16 such rule. A copy of the, petition shall be forthwith trans-

17 mitted by the clerk of such court to the officer who prescribed

18 the rule. Such officer shall thereupon cause to be filed in such

19 court the record of the proceedings upon which the rule which

20 is under review was based, as provided in section 2112 of

21 title 28, United States Code. Upon the filing of such petition,

22 the court shall have jurisdiction to review the rule in accord-

23 ance with chapter 7 of title 5, United States Code, and to

24 grant appropriate relief as provided in such chapter.
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1 (2) If the petitioner applies to the court for leave to

2 adduce additional evidence, and shows to the satisfaction of

3 the court that such additional evidence is material and that

4 there were resonalle grounds for the failure to adduce sueli

5 (',ide.ce iii the pro(ceeding before the officer who prescril)ed

6 the rule, the court may order such additional evidence (and

v 7 evidence in rebuttal thereof) to be taken before such officer,

8 and be adduced in a hearing, in such manner and upon such

9 terms and conditions as the court may deem proper. Such

i0 officer may modify any earlier finding as to the facts, or

-t make new findings, by reason of the additional evidence so

12 taken, and shall file such modified or new findings, and rec-

13 ommendations, if any, for the modification or setting aside

14 of the previously promulgated rule, with the return of such

15 additional evidence.

16 (3) The judgment of the court affirlning or. setting

17 aside, in whole or in part, any such rule of the officer who

18 prescribed the rule shall be final, subject to review by the

19 Supreme Court of the United States upon certiorari or certifi-

20 cation as provided in section 1254 of title 28, United States

21 Code.

22 (4) The remedies provided for in this section shall be

23 in addition to and not in lieu of any other remedies provided

24 by law.

25 (f) (1) The Secretary shall prescribe regulations requir-
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. ing each manufacturer to submit a report to tile Secretary

2 during the 30-day period preceding the beginning of each

3 model year, and during the 30-day period beginning oln

4 the 180th day (-f each model year. Each such report shall

5 contain a. statement as to whether such manufacturer will

6 comply with applicable requirements under subsection (a);

7 a plan which describes the steps the manufacturer intends

s to take in order to comply with such requirements; and such

9 other matter as the Secretalry may require.

10 (2) Whenever a manufacturer determines that a plan

11 submitted under paragraph (1) which lie stated was sitf-

12 ficient to insure compliance with applicable requirements is

13 not sufficient to insure such compliance, he shall submit a

14 report containing a revised plan which specifies any addi-

15 tioia1 measures which he intends to take in order to comply

16 with such requirements, and a statement as to whether such

-17 plan is sufficient to insur,) such coanpliance.

18 SEC. 213. DUTIES kND POWERS OF THE SECRETARY AND

19 ADMINISTRATOR.

20 (a) (1) For 'he purpose of carrying out, the pro-

21 visions of tis part, the Secretary or the EPA Admninistra-

22 tor, or their duly designated ageit., may 1old such hear-

23 ings, take sLIch testimony, sit and act at such times and

24 places, administer such oaths, and require, by subpoena or

25 otherwise, the attendance and testimony of such witnesses
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1. and the production of such books, papers, correspondence,

2 niemorandumis, contracts, agrecyments, or other records -as

3 the Secretary, EPA Administrator, or such agents deem

4 advisable. The Secretary, EPA Administrator, or their duly

5 designated agents, shall at all reasonable times have access

6 to, and for the purpose of examination, the right to copy any-

7 documentary evidence of any person having materials or

8 information relevant to any function of the Secretary or

9 EPA Administrator under this part. The Secretary or EPA

10 Administrator is authorized to require, by general or special

11 orders, any person to file, in such form as the Secretary or

12 EPA Administrator may prescribe, reports or answers in

13 writing to specific questions relating to any function of the

14 Secretary or EPA Administrator under this part. Such

15 reports and answers shall be made under oath or otherwise,

16 and shall be filed with the Secretary or EPA Administrator

17 within such reasonable period as he may prescribe.

18. (2) The district courts of the United States for a judi-

19 cial district in the jurisdiction of which an inquiry is carried

20 -on may, in the case of contumacy or refusal to obey a duly

21 authorized subpena or order of the Secretary, the EPA Ad-

22 n-ifstrator, or their duly designated agents, issued under

23 paragraph (1) of this subsection, issue an order requiring

24 compliance with such subpena or order. Any failure to obey
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1 such an order of the court may be punished by such court

2 as a contempt thereof.

3 (3) Witnesses summoned pursuant to this subsection

4 shall be paid the same fees and mileage that are paid wit-

5 nesses in the courts of the United States.

6 (b) (1) Every manufacturer of automobiles shall estab-

7 lish and maintain such records, make such reports, conduct

8 such tests, and provide such items and information as the

9 Secretary or EPA Administrator may reasonably require to

10 enable the Secretary or EPA Administrator to carry out

11 their duties under this part and under any nles or regula-

12 tions promulgated pursuant to this part, Such manufacturer

13 shall, upon request of a duly designated agent of the Sec-

14 rotary or EPA Administrator, permit such agent to inspect

15 finished automobiles and appropriate books, papers, records,

16 and documents. Such manufacturer shall make available all

17 of such items and information in accordance with such

18 reasonable rules as the Secretary or EPA Administrator may

19 prescribe.

20 (2) The district courts of the United States for a judi-

21 cial district in which an inspection is carried out or requested

22 may, if a manufacturer of automobiles refuses to accede to

23 any reasonable requirement or request, issued or made under

24 paragraph (1) of this subsection, issue an order requiring
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compliance with such requirement or request. Any failure to'

2 obey such an order of the court may be punished by such

3 court as a contempt thereof.

4 (c) (I) Except as provided in paragraph (2) , the

5 Secretary or EPA Administrator shall disclose information

6 obtained under this part to the public in accordance with sco-

7 tion 552 of title 5, United States Code, except that infor-

8 mation may be withheld from disclosure on the grounds

9 specified in subsection (b) (4) of such section only if it

10 contains a trade secret which if disclosed Wotild result in

11 significant competitive dainage.

12 (2) Information contained in a report sulmlitted under

13 section 212 (f) , disclosure of whi(h the Secretary determinues

14 inay cause significant competitive dainage, may not be dis-

15 closed until after the close of the model year to which such

16 report relates; except (A) in a proceeding under section 212

17 (h) (1), (b) (3) , or (v) ; (B) ti duly authorized officers or

18 employees of the United States; or (C) to committees of

19 Congress,

20 SEC. 214. LABELING AND ADVERTISING.

21 (a) (1) Beginning no later than 90 days after the date

22 of enactment of this Act, each manufacturer shall cause to

23 be affixed and each dealer shall cause to be maintained on

24 each new automobile, in a prominent place, a sticker indi-

25 eating thw fuel coonowy which a prospective purclaser can
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1 expect from such automobile, representative average anil'li

2 fuel costs associated with the operation of such automobile,

3 and the range of fuel economy performance of automobiles

4 of -similar size and weight (as determined )y the EPA

5 Administrator). If the fuel economy of an automobile mann-

6 factured in a model year is less thlan the miles per gallon

7 level specified in the average fuel econoiny stanIdard speificd

8 by. rule tinder section 212 (a) (1) of this Act, such sticker

9 shall disclose that such automobile's fuel economy is liss

10 than the Federal standard for average fuel economy. Such

11 sticker shall include a written statement that written in-

12 formation respecilnig the fuel economy of other automobiles

13 manufactured in such model year is available from the dealer

14 in a simple and readily understandable form in order to

15 facilitate comparison aniong the various model types. The

16 form and content of such sticker shall be 1)rcscribed by the

17 EPA Administrator by rule, after consultation with the

18 :Federal Trade Commission and the Secretary.

19 (2) The EPA Administrator, not later than Feb-

20 ruary 1, 1976, shall by rule establish procedures req(uimilng

21 dealers to make available to l)rosl)cetivc )urchasers informia-

22 tion compiled by tle]EPA Aduministrator under pragrahm

23 (1).

24 (b) Section 3 of the Automobile Information Disclo-

25 sure Act (15 U.S.C, 1232) is amended by striking out in
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1 the first paragraph "disclosing the following information con-

2 cerning" and inserting in lieu thereof "disclosing the informa-

3 tion required by section 214 (a) of the Energy Conservation

4 and Conversion Act of 1975, together with the following

5 information concerning'.

6 SEC. 215. PROHIBITED CONDUCT.

7 The following conduct is prohibited:

8 (1) the failure to comply with any requirenlent

9 of section 212 (a) of this Act;

10 (2) tle failure to comply with any provision of

11 this part (other than section 212 (a) of this Act) or

12 any standard, rule, regulation, or order issued pursuant

13 to such a provision;

14 (3) the failure to provide information as Iequired

15 in accordance with this part;

16 (4) the failed to permit inspection pursuant to

17 this part; and

18 (5) the failure to com)ly with any requirement

19 under section 214 (a) (2) of this Act.

20 SEC. 216. CIVIL PENALTY.

21 (a) (1 ) If thi'lligh tes iI1', inspection, investigation n, or

22 rsearclh carried ont pirsaint to this Act, or otherwise, the

'23 Secretary d(,ermniiies that any Jnmnufactlrcr has not com-

24 plied witi aiy requilenetut of section 212 of this Act, lie

25 s!u-1l immnvdigtely Jotify stf'h -. mumfacturer and shall publish
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1 notice of such determination in the Federal Register. The

2 notification to the manufacturer shall include all information

3 upon which the determination of the Secretary is based. Such

4 notification (including such information) shall be available

5 to any interested person. The Secretary shall afford such

6 manufacturer an opportunity to present data, views,

7 and arguments to establish that there is no violation of

8 section 212 and shall afford other interested persons an

9 opportunity to present data, views, and arguments respecting

10 the determinations of the Secretary.

11 (2) If, after such presentations by the manufacturer

12 and interested persons, the Secretary determines that such

13 manufacturer has not complied with any requirement under

14 section 212 of this Act, the Secretary shall assess the penal-

15 ties provided for under subsection (b).

16 (b) (1) (A) Any manufacturer who the Secretary de-

17 termines under subsection (a) to have violated a provision of

18 section 212 (a) (1) of this Act, shall be liable to the United

19 States for a civil penalty equal to (i) $5.00 for each tenth

20 of a mile per gallon by which the average fuel economy of

21 the automobile manufactured-by such manufacturer during

22 such inodel year is exceeded by the applicable average fuel

23 economy standard established under section 212 (a) (1) of

24 this Act, nultiplied by (ii) the total niumber of automobiles

25 manufactured by such manufacturer during such model year,
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1 Such penalty shall le assessed by the Secretary and colleitcf1

2 in a civil action brought by the Attorney Geiieral.

3 (B) Any fuel economy measurement for purposes of

4 paragraph (A) shall be rounded off to the nearest one-tenth

gallon (in accordance with rules of the EPA Administrator)'.

6 (2) Any person who tie Secretary deterinines after op-

7 portunity for presentation of data, views, and arguments tio

8 have violated a provision of section 215 of this Act, other

9 than paragraph (1) thereof, shall be liable to the United

10 States for a civil penalty of not more than $10,000 for each"

11 violation; each day of a' co'tinuinig violation constituting 'a'

12 separate violation.

13 (3) The ainouint of suldi civil penalty shall be assessed

14 by the Secretary oy written notice. The Secretary Shall have

15 the discretion to compromise, modify, or remit, with'or with-

16 out conditions, any civil penalty assessed'ag inst a mnanu-

17 facturer only to the extent (A) necessary to prevent the

18 insolvency or bankruptcy of such manufacturer, or (B) such,

19 manufacturer shows that noncompliance resulted from an

20 act of God, a strike, or a fire.

21 SEC. 217. RELATIONSHIP TO STATE LAW.

22 After the effective date of any standard issued or effec-,

23 tive under this part relating to fuel economy peilormance

24 standards for any automobile or to fuel economy labeling or

25 advertising of any new automobile, no State or political 'sub.-
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I division thereof may adopt or Cnforcc any law or regulatiot

2 relating to such matters which is applicable to such auto-

3 mobile, unless such law or regulation is identical to a stand-

4 ard under this part.

5 PART II-INTERCITY BUSES, RADIAL TIRES, AND

6 REREFINED OIL

7 SEC. 221. REPEAL OF EXCISE TAX ON BUSES USED IN

8 INTERCITY PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION.

9 (a) GENERAL RULE.-Paragraph (6) of section 4063

10 (relating to exemption from excise tax for local transit buses)

11 is amended to read as follows:

12 " (6) PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION BUSES.-The tax

13 imposed under section 4061 (a) shall not apply in the

14 case of automobile bus chassis or automobile bus bodies

15 which are to be used predominantly by the purchaser in

16 public passenger transportation service."

17 (b) EFFECTIVE DATE.-

18 (1) IN GENERAL.-The amendment made by sub-

19 section (a) shall apply with respect to articles sold on-

20 or after the date of the enactment of this Act.

21 (2) WHEN SOLD.-For purposes of paragraph (1),

242 an article shall not be considered sold before the date

23 of the enactment of this Act unless possession or right

4 to possession passes to the purchaser before stch dato,
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1 (3) TRANSITIONAL RULE FOR LEASES, INSTALL-

2 M1ENT CONTRACTS, ETC.-In the case of-

3 (A) a lease,

4 (B) a contract for the sale of an article where

5 it is provided that the price shall be paid by in-

6 stallments and title to the article sold does not pass

7 until a future date notwitlistfiiding partial payment

8 by instalments,

9 (C) a conditional sale, or

10 (D) a chattel mortgage arrangement wherein

11 it is provided that the sale price shall be paid in

12 installments,

13 entered into before the date of the enactment of this

14 Act, payments made on or after such date with respect

15 to the article leased or sold shall, for purposes of para-

16 graph (1), be considered as payments made with re-

17 spect to an article sold on or after suoh date, if the

18 lessor or vendor establishes that the amount of payments

19 payable on or after such date with respect to such

20 article has been reduced by an amount equal to that

21 portion of the tax applicable with respect to the lease

22 or sale of such article which is due and payable on or

23 after such date. If the lessor or vendor does not establish

24 that the payments have Ibeen so reduced, they shill be
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I treated as payments made with respect to an article

2 sold before the date of the enactment of this Act.

3 SEC. 222. REPEAL OF EXCISE TAX ON RADIAL TIRES.

4 (a) REPEAL OF TAx ON NEW RADIAL Tmns.-Scction

5 4073 (relating to exemptions from tax on tires and tubes) is

6 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

7 subsection:

8 "(d) RADIAL TrREs.-The tax imposed by section

9 4071 shall not apply to radial tires."

10 (b) RPBAL OF TAx ONm TREA RUBBER USED To

11 RETREAD OR RECAP RADIAL TIRES.-Subsection (c) of

12 section 4073 (relating to exemption from tax on tread

13 rubber in certain cases) is amended by striking out "such

14 person" and all that follows and inserting in lieu thereof the

15 following: "such person-

16 "(1) in the recapping or retreading of radial tires,

17 or

18 "(2) otherwise than in the recapping or retread-

19 ing of tires of the types used on highway vehicles."

20 (c) DEFINITION OF RADIAL TIRE.-Section 4072 (re-

21 lating to definitions) is amended by adding at the end there-

22 of the following new subsection:

23 "(d) RADIAL TIRE.-For purposes of this part, the

24 term 'radial tire' means a tire of the type used on highway
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1 vehicles in which the ply cords which extend to the beads

2 of such tire are laid at substantially 90 degrees to the center

3 line of the tire's tread."

4 (d) TIECHNICA, AMENDMENT.-Subparagraph (L) of

5 section 6416 (b) (2) (relating to specified uses and resales)

6 is amended to read as follows:

7 "(L) in the case of tread rubber in respect of

8 which tax was paid under section 4071 (a) (4),

9 used or sold for use (i) in recapping or retreading

10 radial tires (as defined in section 4072 (d)) or (ii)

11 otherwise than in the recapping or retreading of

12 tires of the type used on highway vehicles (as de-

13 fined in section 4072 (c)), unless credit or refund of

14 such tax is allowable under subsection (b) (3);".

15 (e) EFFECTIVE DATE.-

16 (1) IN GENERAL.,--The amendments made by this

17 section shall apply with respect to sales of radial tires

18 (as defined in section 4072 (d) of the Internal Revenue

19 Code of 1954), and treKa rubber (as defined in section

20 4072 (b) of such Code), after March 17, 1975.

21 (2) FLooR STOCKS REFUNDS.-Section 6412 (a)

22 (relating to floor stocks refunds) is amended by insert-

23 ing immediately before paragraph (2) the following

24 new paragraph:

25 "(1) RADIAL TIRES.-Where before March 18,
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.1 1975, any radial tire (as defined in section 4072 (d))

2 subject to the tax imposed by section 4071 (a) has been

3 sQld by: the manufacturer, producer, or importer and on

4 .such date is held by a dealer and has not been used and

is intended for sale, there shall be credited or refunded

:6 (without interest) to the manufacturer, producer, or

7 importer an amount equal to the tax paid by such manu-

8 .facturer, producer, or importer on his sale of such tire if

9 - claim for such credit or refund is filed with the Secretary

10 • or his delegate on or before December 31, 1975, based

11 upon a request submitted to the manufacturer, producer,

12 or importer before October 1, 1975, by the dealer who

13 . held such tire in respect of which the credit or refund is

14. -claimed, and, on or before December 31, 1975, reim-

15 bursement has been made to such dealer by such manu-

116. facturer, producer, or importer for the tax on such tire or

17 written consent has been obtained from such dealer to

.8 .allowance of such credit or refund."

19 SEC. 223. REREFINED LUBRICATING OIL.

20 . (a) IN GENERAL.-Section 4093 (relating to exemp-

21. tion of sales to producers) is amended to read as follows:

22 "SEC. 4M EXEMPTIONS.

23 , "(4) SALES TO MANUFACTURERS OR PRODUCERS FOR

24 RESALE.-Under regulations prescribed by the Secretary or

25 his delegate, no tax shall be imposed by section 4091 on
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1 lubricating oils sold to a manufacturer or producer of lubri-

2 eating oils for resale by him.

3 "(b) USE IN PRODUCING REREFINED OIL.-

4 "(1) SALES TO RERFINERS.--Under regulations

5 prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate, no tax shall

6 be imposed by section 4091 on lubricating oil sold for

7 use in mixing with used or waste lubricating oil which

8 has been cleaned, renovated, or rerefined. Any person

9 to whom lubricating oil is sold tax-free under this para-

10 graph shall be treated as the producer of such lubricat-

11 ing oil.

12 "(2) UsE IN PRODUCING REREFINED OIL.-Under

13 regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate,

14 no tax shall be imposed by section 4091 on lubricating

15 oil used in producing rerefined oil to the extent that the

16 amount of such lubricating oil does not exceed 55 per-

17 cent of such rerefined oil.

18 " (3) REREFINED OIL DEFINED.--For purposes of

19 this subsection, the term 'rerefined oil' means oil 25

20 percent or more of which is used or waste lubricating

21 oil which has been cleaned, renovated, or rerefined."

22 (b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.-Section 4092 (a) is

23 amended by striking out "4093" and inserting in lieu thereof

24 "4093 (a)".

25 (c) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.-The table of sections for
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1 subpart B of part III of subchapter A of chapter 32 is

2 amended by striking out the item relating to section 4093

3 and inserting in lieu thereof the following:

"Soc. 4093. Exemptions"

4 (d) EFFECTIVE DATF,.-The amendments made by this

5 section shall apply to sales after March 17, 1975.

6 PART III-TAX INCENTIVES FOR CERTAIN

7 ENERGY-RELATED IMPROVEMENTS OF BUILD.

8 INGS

9 SEC. 231. INSULATION OF PRINCIPAL RESIDENCE.

10 (a) GENERAL RuLE.-Subpart A of part IV of sub-

11 chapter A of chapter 1 (relating to credits allowable) is

12 amended by inserting immediately before section 45 the

13 following new section:

14 "SEC. 44A. INSULATION OF PRINCIPAL RESIDENCE.

15 " (a) GENERAL, RULE.-In the case of an individual,

16 there shall be allowed as a credit against the tax imposed by

17 this chapter for the taxable year an amount equal to 30 per-

18 cent of the qualified insulation expenditures paid by the tax-

19 payer during the taxable year with respect to any residence

20 to the extent that such expenditures do not exceed $500.

21 "(b) LIMITATIONS.-

22 " (1) APPLICATION WITH OTUER CREDITS.-The

23 credit allowed by subsection (a) shall not exceed the

24 amount of the tax imposed by this chapter for the tax-
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able year reduced by the sum of the credits allowable

2 under-

3 "(A) section 33 (relating to foreign tax

4 credit),

5. " (B) section 37 (relating to retirement in-

6 come),

7 " (C) section 38 (relating to investment in cer-

9 tain depreciable property),

9 "(D) section 40 (relating to expenses of work

10 incentive programs),

11 "(E) section 41 (relating to contributions to

12 - candidates for public office),

13'. "(F) section 42 (relating to credit for personal

14 exemptions), and

15 "(0) section 44 (relating to purchase of new

1.6 principal residence).

17 "(2) PRIOR EXPENDITURES TAKEN INTO AC-

18 COUNT.-If-

19 "(A) the taxpayer made qualified insulation

20 expenditures with respect to any residence in any

21 prior taxable year, or

22 "(B) any prior occupant of any residence made

2.3 qualified insulation expenditures with respeot to such

24 residence,

25 then subsection (a) shall be applied with respect to
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I such residence for the taxable year by reducing (but

2 not below zero) the $500 amount contained in such

3 subsection by the aggregate of the expenditures de-

4 scribed in subparagraphs (A) and (B).

"(3) VERJF'ICATON.-No credit sllali he allowed

6 under subsection (a) with respect to any qualified insula-

7 tion expenditures unless such expenditures are verified in

8 such manner as the Secretary or his delegate shall pre-

9 scribe by regulations.

10 "(C) DEFINITIONS AN) SPECIAL RUIES.-For pur-

11 poses of this section-

12 "(1) QUALIFIED INSULATION EXPENDITURES.-

13 The term 'qualified insulation expenditures' means any

14 amount paid by an individual for any installation (other

15 than pursuant to a reconstruction of the dwelling unit)

16 which occurs after March 17, 1975, and before Janu-

17 ary 1, 1978, of insulation in any dwelling unit which-

18 "-(A) at the time of such installation is used by

19 the individual as his principal residence; ad -

20 "(B) is in existence on March 17, 1975, and

21 used on such date by one or more individuals as a

22.- residence.

20 Such term shall only include amounts paid for the

2-1 original installation of any insulation in a dwelling unit.
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1 " (2) INSULATION.-The term 'insulation' means

2 any insulation, storm (or thermal) window or door, or

3 any other similar item-

4 "(A) which is specifically and primarily de-

5 signed to reduce, when installed in or on a building,

6 the heat loss or gain of such building,

7 "(B) the original use of which commences

8 with the taxpayer,

9 "(C) which has a useful life to the taxpayer

10 of at least 3 years, and

11 "(D) which meets such performance standards

12 as the Secretary or his delegate may prescribe by

13 regulations after consultation with the Administra-'

14 tor of the Federal Energy Administration and the

15 Secretary of Housing and Urban Development.

16 "(3) JOINT OCCUPANCY.-In the case of any

17 dwelling unit which is jointly occupied and is used

18 during any calendar year as a principal residence, by

19 two or more individuals-

20 "(A) the amount of the credit allowable under

21 subsection (a) (after applying subsection (b) (2))

22 with respect to any qualified insulation expenditures

23 paid during such calendar year by any of such indi-

24 viduals witil respect to such dwelling unit shall be

25 determined by treating all of such individuals as one
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1. taxpayer whose taxable year is such calendar year;

2 and

3 "(B) each of such individuals shall be allowed

4 a credit under subsection (a) for the taxable year

5 in which such calendar year ends (subject to the

6 limitation of subsection (b) (1)) in an amount

7 which bears the same ratio to the amount deter-

8 mined undet subparagraph (A) as the amount paid
9 by such individual during such calendar year for

10 such expenditures bears to the aggregate of the

11 amounts paid by all of slch individuals during such

12 calendar year for such expenditures.

13 "(4) TENANT-STOCKHOLDER IN COOPERATIVE

14 HOUSING CORPORATION.-In the case of an individual

15 who holds stock as a tenant-stockholder (as defined in

16 section 216) in a cooperative housing corporation (as

17 defined in such section), such individual-

18 "(A) shall- be treated as owning the dwelling

19 unit which he is entitled to occupy as such stock-

20 holder; and

21 "(B) shall be treated as having paid his tenant-

-22 stockholder's proportionate share (as defined in see-

23 tion 216 (b) (3)) of any qualified insulation ex-

24 penditures paid by such corporation.

25 "(d) REDUCTION OF BAsr.-The basis of any prop-
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i 'erty shall not be increased by the amount of any qualified

2 insulation expenditures made with respect to such property

3'- to the extent of the amount of any. credit allowed under this

4' section with respect to such expenditures.

5. "(e) TERMINATION.-This section shall not apply to

'6' any amount paid after December 31, 1977."

7 - (b) TECHNICAL AND CONFORMI'o AMiENDMENT.-

8S (1) The table of sections for such subpart A is

9 amended-by inserting immediately before the item relat-

10 ing to section 45 the following new item:
"Sec. 44A. Insulation of principal residence."

11 (2) Section 56(a) (2) (relating to imposition of

12: minimum tax) is amended by striking out "and" at the

13" end of clause (vi), by striking out "; and" at the end

14 of clause (vii) and inserting in lieu thereof ", and", and

'10 -by inserting after clause (vii) the following new clause:

16 "(viii) section 44A (relating to insulation

" .of principal residence) ; and".

1 (3) Section 56(c) (1) (relating, to tax earry-

19 overs) is amended by striking out "and" at the end of

20- subparagraph (F), by striking out "exceed" at the end

-21; of subparagraph (0) and inserting in lieu thereof "and",

-22 and by inserting after subparagraph (G) the following

23 new subparagraph:
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1 " (I1) section 44A (relating to insulation of

2 principal residence), exceed".

3 (4) Subsection (a) of section 1016 (relating to

4 adjustments to basis) is amended by striking out the

5 period at the end of paragraph (22) and inserting in

6 lieu thereof a semicolon and by inserting after para--

7 graph (22) the following new paragraph:

8 " (23) to the extent provided in sect.ioni 44A (d),

9 in the case of property with respect to which a credit

10 has been allowed under section 44A."

11 (5) Section 6096 (b) (relating to designation of

12 income tax payment to Presidential Election Campaign

13 Fund) is amended by striking out "and 44" and in-

14 seating in lieu thereof "44, and 44A".

15 (c) EFFECTIVE DATm.-The amendments made by

16 this section shall apply to amounts paid after March 17,

17 1975, in taxable years ending after such date.

18 SEC. 232. RESIDENTIAL SOLAR ENERGY EQUIPMENT.

19 (a) GE.NERAL RULE.-Subpart A of chapter IV of sub-

20 chapter A of chapter 1 (relating' to credits allowable) is

21 amended by inserting immediately before section 45 the

22 following new section:

23 "SEC. 44B. RESIDENTIAL SOLAR ENERGY EQUIPMENT.

24 "(a) GENERAL RULE.-In the case of an individual,
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"(A) section 33 (relating to foreign tax

credit),

"(B) section 37 (relating to retirement in-

come),

"(C) section 38 (relating to investment in cer-

tain depreciable property),

"(D) section 40 (relating to expenses of work

incentive programs),

"(E) section 41 (relating to contributions to
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"(F) section 42 (relating to credit for personal

exemptions),
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th6e shall be allowed as a credit against the tax imposed by

this chapter for the taxable year an aunounit e(lual to 25

percent of the qualified solar heating and cooling equipment

expenditures paid ;)y the taxpayer during the taxable year

with respect to any residence to the extent that such ex-

penditures do not exceed $8,000.

" (]) LlMLTATIONS.-

"(1) APPLICATION WITH OTHER CREDITS.-The

credit allowed by subsection (a) shall not exceed the

amount of the tax imposed by this chapter for the

taxable year reduced by the sum of the credits allowable

under-
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21
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1 "(G) section 44 (relating to purchase of new

2 principal residence), and

3 "(11) section 44A (relating to insulatioii of,

4 principal residence ).

5 " (2) PRIOR EXPENDITURES TAKEN INTO AC-

6 COUNT.-If-

7 "(A) the taxpayer made qualified solar energy

8 equipment expenditures with respect to any resi-

9 dence in any prior taxable year, or

10 "(B) any prior owner of such residence made

11 qualified solar energy equipment expenditures with

12 respect to such residence,

13 then subsection (a) shall be applied with respect to

14 such residence for the taxable year by reducing (but

15 not below zero) the dollar amount contained in such

16 subsection by the aggregate of the expenditures described

17 in subparagraphs (A) and (B).

18 " (c) DEFINITIONS AND SPECIAL RULES.-For pur-

19 poses of this setion-

20 "(1) QUALIFIED SOLAR ENERGY EQUIPMENT EX-

21 PENDITURE.-The term 'qualified solar energy expend-

22 itures' means any amount paid by an individual for any

23 installation which occurs after March 17, 1975, and

24 before January 1, 1981, -of solar energy equipment, in
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I any dwelling unit which at the time of such installation

2 is owned by the individual and used by him as his prin-

3 cipal residence (within the meaning of section 1034).

4 "(2) SOLAR ENERGY EQUIPMENT.-The term 'so-

5 lar energy equipment' means equipment-

6 "(A) which, when installed in or on, or wN'hen

7 connected to, a building-

8 "(i) uses solar energy to heat or cool

9 such building or provide hot water for use with-

10 in such building; and

11 "(ii) meets the interim or definitive per-

12 1 fomiance cri-teriii prescribed by the Secretary of

13 Housing and Urban Development under the,

1.4 Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration Act

15 of 1974;

16 "(B) the original use of which commences

17 with the taxpayer; and

18 "(C) which has a useful life of at least 3 years.

19 "(3) JOINT OWNEPSHIP.-In the case of any build-

20 ing which is jointly owned, and is used during any

21 calendar year as a principal residence, by two or more

22 individuals-

23 "(A) the amount of the credit allowable iiider

24 subsection (a) (after applying subsection (h) (2))

25 with respect to any qualified solar energy equipment
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expenditures paid during such calendar year by any

of such individuals with respect to such building

3 shall be determined by treating all of such individ-

4 uals as one taxpayer whose taxable year is such

5 calendar year; and

6 "(B) each of such individuals shall be allowed

7 a credit under subsection (a) for the taxable year

8 in which such calendar year ends (subject to the.

9 limitation of subsection -(b) (i)) in an amount.

10 which bears the same ratio to the amount deter-

11 mined under subparagraph (A) as the amount paid

12 by such individual during such calendar year for

13 such expenditures bears to the aggregate of the

14 amounts paid by all of such individuals during such

15 calendar year for such expenditures.

16J "(4) TENANT-STOCKHOLDER IN COOPERATIVE

17 ROUSING CORPORATION.-In the case of an individual

18 who holds stock as a tenant-stockholder (as defined in

19 section 216) in a cooperative housing corporation (as

20 defined in such section) , such individual-

21 "(A) shall be treated as owning the dwelling

22 unit which he is entitled to occupy as such stock-

23 holder; and

24 "(B) shall be treated as having paid his tenant-

25 stockholder's proportionate share (as defined in see-
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1 tion 216 (b) (3)) of any qualified solar energy

2 equipment expenditures paid by such corporation.

3 "(d) REDUCTION OF BASIs.-The basis of any property

4 shall not be increased by the amount of any qualified solar

5 energy equipment expenditures made with respect to such

6 property to the extent of the amount of any credit allowed

7 under this section with respect to such expenditures.

8 "(e) TERMINATION.-This section shall not apply to

9 any amount paid aftex December 31, 1980."

10 (b) TECHNICAL AND CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.-

11 (1) The table of sections for such subpart A is

12 amended by inserting before the item relating to sec-

13 tion 45 the following:

"See. 44B. Residential solar energy equipment."

14 (2) Section 56(a) (2) (relating to imposition of

15 minimum tax) is amended by striking out "and" at the

16 end of clause (vii), by striking out "; and" at the end of

17 clause (viii) and inserting in lieuthereof ", and", and

18 by inserting after clause (viii) the following new clause:

19 " (ix) section 44B (relating to residential

20 solar energy equipment) ; and".

21 (3) Section 56(c) (1) (relating to tax carry-

22 overs) is amended by striking out "and" at the end of

23 subparagraph (G), by striking out "exceed" at the

24 en4 of subparagraph (H) and inserting in lieu. thereof
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.1 "and", and by inserting after subparagraph (H) the

2 following new subparagraph:

3 "(I) section 44B (relating to residential solar

4 energy equipment), exceed".

5 (4) Subsection (a) of secti'nn 1016 (relating to

6 adjustments to basis) is amended by striking out the

7 period at the end of paragraph (23) and inserting in

8 lieu thereof a semicolon and by inserting after paragraph

9 (23) the following new paragraph:

10 "(24) to the extent provided in section 44B (d), in

11 the case of property with respect to which a credit has

12 been allowed under section 44B."

13 (5) Section 6096 (b) (relating to designation of

14 income tax payment to Presidential Election Campaign

15 Fund) is amended by striking out "and 44A" and in-

16 sorting in lieu thereof "44A, and 44B".

17 (c) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by this

18 section shall apply to amounts paid after March 17, 1975,

19 in taxable years ending after such date.

20 SEC. 233. QUALIFIED ELECTRIC MOTOR VEHICLES.

21 (a) GENErA, RuLE.-Subpart A of part IV of sub-

22 chapter A of chapter 1 (relating to credits allowable) is

23 amended by inserting immediately before section 45 the fol-

24 lowing new section:
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1 "SEC. 44C. QUALIFIED ELECTRIC MOTOR VEHICLES.

2 "(a) OENERAL, RULE.-In the case of an individual,

3 there shall be allowed as a credit against the tax imposed by

4 this chapter for the taxable year an amount equal to 25 per-

5 cent of the amount paid by the taxpayer during the taxable

6 year for a qualified electric motor vehicle to the extent that

7 the aggregate amount paid by the taxpayer during such tax-

8 able year and all prior taxable years for such vehicle does

9 not exceed $3,000.

10 "(b) LnIITATIONS.-

11 "(1) APPLICATION WITIH OTIhi'R CREDITS.-The

12 credit allowed by subsection (a) shall not exceed the

13 amount of the tax imposed by this chapter for the tax-

14 able year reduced by the sum of the credits allowable

15 under-

16 "(A) section 33 (relating to foreign tax

17 credit),

18 "(B) section 37 (relating to retirement in-

19 come),

20 "(C) section 38 (relating to investment in cer-

21 tain depreciable property),

22 " (D) section 40 (relating to expenses of work

23 incentive programs),
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(E) section 41 (relating to contributions to

2 candidates for public office),

3 "(F) section 42 (relating to credit for personal

4 exemptions),

5 " (6) section 44 (relatinig to 1)irclhnse of new

I I)rincipal residence),

"(11) section 44A (relating to insulation of

principal residence) , and

9 " (1) section 44B (relating to residential solar

10 energy equipment).

11 " (2) VERIFICATION.-No credit shall be allowed

12 under subsection (a) with respect to any qualified

13 electric motor vehicle unless such expenditures are

14 verified in such manner as the Secret'ary or his dele-

15 gate shall prescribe by regulations.

16 (C) QUALIFIED NiEW ELECTRIC MOTOR VEIIc1LE

17 I)JEIINE:D.-For Purl)oses of this section, the tern 'qualified

1 8 electric motor vehicle' means any higlivwa vehicle-

19 " (1) which is powered primarily by an electric

20 motor drawing current from rechargeable storage bat-

21 teries or other portable sources of electric current,

2) " (2) which is purchased by the taxpayer after

23 June 3, 1975, and before January 1, 1979, for the per-

24 sonal use of the taxpayer or a member of his family, and
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1 " (3) the original use of which begins with the tax-

2 payer or a member of his family.

3 "(d) TERMINATION.-This section shall not apply

4 to any amount paid after December 31, 1978.".

5 (b) TECHNICAL AND CON.FOR MING AMEND;MENTS.-

6 (1) The table of sections for such subpart A is

7 amended by inserting immediately before the item re-

8 lating to section 45 the following new item:

"See. 44C. Qualified electric motor vehicles."

9 (2) Section 56 (a) (2) (relating to imposition of

10 minimum tax) is amended by striking out "and" at the

11 end of clause (viii), by striking out "; and" at the end

12 of clause. (ix) and inserting in lieu thereof ", amd", and

13 by inserting after clause (ix) the following new clause:

14 "(x) section 44C (relating to qualified

15 electric motor vehicles) ; and".

16 (3) Section 56(c) (1) (relating to tax carry-

17 overs) is amended by striking out "and" at the end of

18 subparagraph (11), by striking out "exceed" at the end

19 of subparagraph (I) and inserting in lieu thereof "and",

20 and by inserting after subparagrapl (I) the following

21 new su)paragraph:

22 " (J) section 44C (relating to qualified electric

23 motor vehicles), exceed".

24 (4) Section 6096 (b) (relating to designation of

55-583 (Pt. i) 0 - 75 - 6
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1 income tax payment to Presidential Election Campaign

2 Fund) is amendeA-by striking out "and 44B" and

3 inserting in lieu thereof "44B, and 44C".

4 (c) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by this

5 section shall apply to amounts paid after June 3, !075, in

6 taxable years ending after such date.

7 TITLE III-ENERGY CONSERVATION
8 AND CONVERSION TRUST FUND
9 SEC. 311. ESTABLISHMENT OF ENERGY CONSERVATION,

10 AND CONVERSION TRUST FUND.

11 (a) CREATION OF TRUST FuND.-There is established

12 in the Treasury of the United States a trust fund to be known

13 as the "Energy Conservation and Conversion Trust Fund"

14 (hereinafter in this title referred to as the "Trust Fund"),

15 consisting of such amounts as may be appropriated or cred-

16 ited to the Trust Fund as provided in this section.

17 (b) TRANSFER TO TRUST FUND OF AMOUNTS EQUIV-

18 ALENT TO CERTAIN TAXES.-

19 (1) IN GENERAL.-There are hereby appropriated

20 to the Trust Fund amounts determined by the Secretary

21 of the Treasury (hereinafter in this title referred to as A

22 the "Secretary") to be equivalent to the following

23 amounts received in the Treasury before, October 1.

24 1985:
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I (A) the amount of the taxes under section 4991

2 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to

:3 tax on certain business uses of petroleum and petro-

,11 leum products)

F) (B) the duties under section 121 of this Act

6 (relating to rates of duty on oil), except for duties

7 collected in Puerto Rico and required to be paid- to

8 the treasury of Puerto Rico under section 4 of the

9 Act of April 12, 1900 (48 U.S.C. 740) ; and

10 (C) to the extent provided by any law enacted

11 after the date of the enactment of this Act, proceeds

12 to the United States from oil and gas properties in

13 which the United States has an interest.

14 (2) METHOD OF TRANSFER.-The amounts appro-

15 priated by paragraph (1) shall be transferred at least

16 quarterly from the general fund of the Treasury to the

17 Trust Fund on the basis of estimates made by the Sec-

18 retary of the amounts referred to in paragraph (1) re-

19 ceived in the Treasury. Proper adjustments shall be made

20 in the amounts subsequently transferred to the extent

21 prior estimates were in excess of or less than the amounts

22 required to be transferred.

23 (c) ANNUAL CEILING ON AMOUNTS WHICH MAY BE

24 PLACED IN TRUST FUND.-The amount appropriated by

25 subsection (b) ('1) for any fiscal year shall nat exceed-
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j (1) in the case of any fiscal year ending on or

2 before September 30, 1983, $5,000,000,000; and

3 (2) in the case of the fiscal year ending September

4 30, 1984, $2,500,000,000.

5 No amount shall be appropriated to the Trust Fund after

6 September 30, 1984. Any amount which, but for this sub-

7 section, would be appropriated to the Trust Fund shall re-

8 main in the general fund of the Treasury.

9 (d) OVERALL LIMITATION ON AMOUNT IN THE TRUST

i0 FUND.-

11(1) IN GENERAL.-If at any time during a fiscal

12 year ending on or before September 30, 1984, the

13 Secretary determines that the amount in the Trust Fund

14 which is not obligated for expenditure exceeds $10,000,-

15- 000,000, the Secretary shall transfer the amount of such

16 excess to the general fund of the Treasury.

17 (2) FIscAL YEAR 1985.-If at any time during the

18 fiscal year ending on September 30, 1985, the Secretary

19 determines that the amount in the Trust Fund which w

20 is not obligated for expenditure exceeds $5,000,000,000,

21 the Secretary shall transfer the amount of such excess

22 to the general fund of tb - Treasury.

23 (e) MANAGEMENT OF '.UST FUND.-

24 (1) REPORT.-It shall be the duty of the Secre-

25 tary to hold the Trust Fund, and to report to the Con-
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I gress each year on the financial condition and the results

2 of the operations of the Trust Fund during the preced-

3 ing fiscal year and on its expected condition and opera-

4 tions during the next 5 fiscal years. Such report shall be

5 printed as a House document of the session of the Con-

6 gress to which the report is made.

7 (2) INVESTMENT.-

8 (A) IN OENERAL.-It shall be the duty of the

9 Secretary to invest such portion of the Trust Fund

10 as is not, in his judgment, required to meet current

11 withdrawals. Such investments may be made only in

12 interest-bearing obligations of the United States or

13 in obligations guaranteed as to both principal and

14 interest by the United States. For such purpose, such

15 obligations may be acquired (i) on original issue at

16 the issue price, or (ii) by purchase of outstanding

17 obligations at the market price.

18 (B) SALE OF OBLIOATIONS.-Any obligation

19 acquired by the Trust Fund may be sold by the

20 Secretary at the market price.

21 (0) INTEREST ON CERTAIN PROCEEDS.-The

22 interest on, and the proceeds from the sale or re-

23 demption of, any obligations held in the Tiust Fund

24 shall be credited to and form a part of the Ti-ist

25 Fund.
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(f) TixnwATIo.-The Secretary shall transfer from

the Trust Fund into the general fund of the Treasury any

amount in the Trust Fund on October 1, 1985, which is not

obligated for expenditure.

SEC. 312. EXPENDITURES FROM TRUST FUNDS FOR

ENERGY PROJECTS AND PROGRAMS.

(a) IN (BNERAL.-Amounts in the Trust Fund shall

be available, as-provided by appropriation Acts, for making

expenditures before October 1, 1985, for purposes of con-

serving energy resources and expanding energy supplies

through-

(1) basic and applied research programs related

to new energy technologies, including (but not limited

to) -

(A) solar energy,

(B) geothermal energy,

(C) advanced transportation power systems,

(D) environmental impact (and human

safety),

(E) energy conversion,

(F) energy transmission,

(G) energy conservation,

(H) synthetic fuels from fossil sources,

(I) utilization of solid waste,

(J) fusion, and
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1 " (K) an engine for an efficient pollution-free

2 automobile;

3 (2) development and demonstration of new energy

4 technologies, including (but not limited to) -

5 (A) coal liquefaction and gasification demon-

6 stration projects,

7 (B) aid for powerplant conversions to coal,

8 (C) loans or subsidies for solid waste energy

9 conversion plants (including production of methane

10 gas from orgapic wastes), -

11 (D) loans or subsidies for shale oil production,

12 (E) price guarantees on long-term purchase

13 contracts for other new energy sources,

14 (F) strip mining reclamation and mine safety

15 . programs,

16 (G) engines for efficient pollution-free auto-

--17 mobiles,

18 (H) loans and subsidies relating to solar energy

19 systems, and

20 (I) demonstration and development of hot wa-

21 ter heating systems, or space heating and cooling

22 systems, for home use;

23 (3)_ programs relating to the development of energy

24 resources from properties (including offshore properties)
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1 in which the United -States has an interest, including

2 (but not limited to)-

3 (A) geothermal energy development, and

4 (B) energy related environmental protection

5 programs and research; 'and

6 (4) research projects, or capital expenditures for

7 demonstration projects, relating to local and regional

8 transportation systems, including (but not limited to) -

9 (A) mass transit by bus,

-10- (B) fixed guideway mass transit,

11 (C) commuter rail transportation,

12 (D) intercity rail passenger service,

13 (E) mass transit terminal facilities,

14 (F) mass transit operational facilities, and

15 (0) exclusive or preferential bus lanes.

16 Nothing in this subsection shall be deemed to authorize any

17 program, project, or other activity not otherwise author-

18 ized by law. Amounts required for purposes of this subsection

19 shall be included in the appropriation requests of those Fed-

20 eral 'agencies authorized to carry out the program, project, or

21 activity.

22 (b) PROGRAM EVALUATION CRITERIA, Erc.-Not later

23 than 270 days after the date of the enactmeiat of this Act,
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the Energy Conservation and Conversion Trust Fund Re-

2 view Board shall-

3 (1) develop criteria for evaluating the programs,

4 projects, and activities referred to in paragraphs (1),

5 (2), (3), and (4) of subsection (a),

6 (2) evaluate potential programs, projects, and

7 activities on the basis of such criteria, and

8 (3) submit to the Congress a report containing the

9 criteria developed under paragraph (1) together with

10 the Board's recommendations for the proportion of the

11 Trust Fund which should be available for expenditure for

12 each fiscal year for programs, projects, and activities

13 referred to in each paragraph of subsection (a).

14 SEC. 313. ENERGY CONSERVATION AND CONVERSION

15 TRUST FUND REVIEW BOARD.

16. (a) ESTABLISHMENT OF BOARD.-There is hereby

17 established a review board to be known as the "Energy

18 Conservation and Conversion Trust Fund Review Board"

19 (hereinafter in this section referred to as the "Board").

20 (b) MEMBERSHIP.-

21 (1) NUMBER AND APPOINTMENT.-

22 (A) IN GENERIA.-The Board shall be com-

23 posed of 5 members appointed by the President by

24 and with the advice and consent of the Senate.
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1 (B) LiMITATIONs.-An individual may not

2 be appointed as a member of the Board if---

3 (i) at any time during the 5-year period

4 ending on the data of his nomination such in-

5 dividual held interests in one or more energy

6 related industries and the aggregate fair market

7 value of such interests exceeded $2,500; or

8 (ii) for any taxable year beginning or end-

9 ing during such 5-year period such individual

10 received or accrued gross income in excess of

11 $10,000 from one or more energy related

12 industries.

13 Any individual who after appointment as a member

14 acquires any interest in, or receives or accrues any

15 income from, an energy related industry may not

16 thereafter hold such position. For purposes of this

17 paragraph, an individual shall be deemed to hold

18 any interest held by such individual's spouse or by

19 any child of the individual who has not attained 18

20 years of age.

21 (C) ENERGY RELATED INDUSTRY.-For put-

-22 poses of this paragraph, the term "energy related

23 industry" means an industry engaged in the trade

24 or business of-
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1 (i) the generation, transmission, distribu-

2 tion, or sale of electrical or other energy,

3 (ii) the production, transmission, distribu-

4 tion, or sale of oil or gas, or primary products

5 of oil and gas,

6 (iii) production, importation, distribution,

7 or sale of motor vehicles, or

8 (iv) the furnishing or sale of transportation.

9 (2) TERMS.-

10 (A) Except as provided in subparagraphs (B)

11 and (C), members shall be appointed for terms of

12 5 years.

13 (B) Of the members first appointed-

14 (i) one shall be appointed for a term of 1

15 year,

16 (ii) one shall be appointed for a term of 2

17 years,

18 (iii) one shall be appointed for a term of 3

19 years,

20 (iv) one shall be appointed for a term of 4

21 years, and

22 (v) one shall be appointed for a term of 5

23 years,

24 as designated by the President at the time of

25 appointment.
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1 (C) Any member appointed to fill a vacancy

2 occurring before the expiration of the term for which

3 his predecessor was appointed shall be appointed

1 only for the remainder of such term. A member

5 may serve after the expiration of his term until his

6 successor bas taken office.

7 (3) PAY AND TRAVEL EXPENSES.-

8 (A) Except as provided in subparagraph (B),

9 members of the Board shall each be entitled to re-

10 ceive $100 for each day (including traveltime) dur-

11 ing which they are engaged in the actual perform-

12 ance of duties vested in the Board.

13 (B) Members of the Board who are full-time

14 officers or employees of the United States or Mem-

15 bears of Congress shall receive no additional pay on

16 account of their service on the Board.

17 (C) While away from their homes or regular

18 places of business in the performance of services for

19 the Board, members of the Board shall be allowed

20 travel expenses, including per diem in lieu of sub-

21 sistence, in the same manner as persons employed

22 intermittently in the Government service are allowed

23 expenses under section 5703 (b) of title 5 of the

24 United States Code.
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1 (4) CIAMMAN.-The Chairman of the Board shall

2 be elected by the members of the Board.

3 (c) DUTIEs.-The Board shall review the expenditures

4 made from the Trust Fund under section 312 and report to

5 the Congress each year regarding expenditures so made

6 during the preceding fiscal year. Such report shall contain

7 evaluations of the programs and projects for which such

8 expenditures were made, and such recommendations for such

9 changes as the Board considers necessary to ensure that

10 future expenditures made from the Trust Fund best carry out

11 the purposes of this title.

12 (d) SrAFF.-The Board shall appoint such employees

13 as it deems necessary. Such employees shall be appointed

14 subject to the provisions of title 5, United States Code, gov-

15 eming appointments in the civil service, and shall be paid in

16 accordance with the provisions -of chapter 51 and subchapter

17 III of chapter 53 of such title, relating to classification ana

18 General Schedule pay rates.

19 (e) APPROPRIATION AUTHoRIzATIO.-There are

20 authorized to be appropriated from time to time such sums

21 as may be necessary to carry out the purposes of this section.

22 SEC. 314. REQUIREMENT OF ANNUAL AUTHORIZATIONS

23 AND APPROPRIATIONS.

24 Amounts required for the purposes of this title (other

25 than section 311) shall be established by annual autloriza-

26 tion and appropriation Acts,
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1 TITLE IV-ENCOURAGING BUSINESS
2 CONVERSION FOR GREATER
3 ENERGY SAVING
4 PART I-BUSINESS USE OF PETROLEUM AND

5 PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

6 SEC. 411. EXCISE TAX ON BUSINESS USE OF PETROLEUM

7 AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS.

8 (a) IN GENERA.-Subtitle D (relating to miscel-

9 laneous excise taxes) is amended by adding at the end

10 thereof the following hew chapter:

11 "CHAPTER 45-TAX ON BUSINESS USE OF

12 PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

"Sec. 4991. Imposition of tax.
"Sec. 4992. Definitions and special rules.

13 "SEC. 4991. IMPOSITION OF TAX.

14 "(a) IN GENLRAL -There is hereby imposed a tax-on

15 each taxable use of a taxable petroleum or petroleum product.

16 "(b) AMOUNT OF TAx.-The amount of the tax im-

17 posed by subsection (a) shall be--

18 "(1) FOR NATURAL GAS.-In the case of natural

19 gas-

"If the taxable use occurs The tax per 1,000
during calendar year cubic feet is:

1977 ------------------------------------- 4 cents.
1978 ------------------------------------- 8 cents.
1979 ------------------------------------ 12 cents.
1980 or thereafter -------------------------- 18 cents.

20 "(2) FOR CRUDE OIL AND OTHER PETROLEUM
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PRODUCTS.-In the case of crude oil and other petroleum

2 products-

"If the taxable use occurs The tax per
during calendar year barrel is:

1977 ------------------------------------ 17 cents.
1978 ------------------------------------ 33 cents.
1979 ------------------------------------ 50 cents.
1980 ------------------------------------ 67 cents.
1981 ------------------------------------ 3 cents.
1982 or thereafter ------------------------- $I.

3 "(c) LIABILITY FOR TAx.-The tax imposed by this

4 section shall be paid by the user.

5 "SEC. 4992. DEFINITIONS AND SPECIAL RULES.

6 "(a) TAxABL USE.-

7 "(1) IN GENERAL.-For purposes of this chapter,

8 the term 'taxable use' means any use as a fuel in a trade

9 or business other than a use described in paragraph (2).

10 "(2) CERTAIN USES EXCEPTED.-For purposes of

11 this chapter, the term 'taxable use' does not include any

12 use as a fuel-

13 "(A) in a vehicle, vessel, or aircraft,

14 "(B) in an apartment, hotel, motel, or other

15 residential facility,

16 "(C) for the extraction of a mineral to the

17 - extent such extraction constitutes mining within the

18 meaning of section 613 (c),

19 "(D) on a farm for farming purposes (deter-

20 mined in a manner similar to that provided by sec-

21 tion 6420 (c)),
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.1 "(E) in a facility for the generation of elec-

2 trical power if-

3 "(i) such facility is acquired by the user

4 before January 1, 1976,

5 "(u) the physical construction, recon-

6 struction, or erection of such facility by the

7 user is begun before January 1, 1976, or

8 "(iii) such facility is constructed, recon-

9 structed, or erected for the user, or acquired

10 by the user, pursuant to a contract which is on

11 December 31, 1975, and at all times

12 thereafter, binding on the user,

13 "(F) by an organization described in section

14 501 (c) (3) which is exempt from tax under section

15 501 (a) other than in an unrelated trade or business

16 (as defined in section 513),

17 "(G) in the preparation process and drying,

18 bleaching, dyeing, ai)d printing and finishing proc-

19 esses for textiles, including carpets, and apparel

20 products, and

21 " (1) in the process of melting, fining, feeding,

22 conditioning, polishing, glazing, coating, annealing,

23 or other industrial finishing of glass manufactured

24 products.
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I Subparagraph (E) shall not apply to any use after

2 December 31, 1981.

3 " (b) TAXABLE PETROLEUM OR PIEYROLEUM PROD-

4 UCT.-For purposes of this chapter, the term 'taxable petro-

5 leum or petroleum product' means any petroleum or petro-

6 leum product other than gasoline (as defined in section

7 4082 (b)).

8 "(c) PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS.-For

9 purposes of this chapter, the term 'petroleum or petroleum

10 product' includes natural gas."

11 -- Tb)CL IcAL AMENDMENT.-The table of chapters for

12 subtitle D is amended by adding at the end thereof the

13 following:
"CHAPTER 45. Tax on business use of petroleum and petro-

leum products."

14 (c) REPORT BY THE ADMINISTRATOR OF THE FEDERAL

15 ENERGY ADMINISTRATION.-

16 (1) IN GENERAL.-The Administrator of the Fed-

17 eral Energy Admhiistration (hereinafter in this subsec-

18 tion referred to as the "Administrator") shall conduct a

19 study of the uses of petroleum or petroleum products (in-

20 eluding natural gas) to identify-

21 (A) the industries or industrial processes where

22 there is no economically feasible alternative to the

23 use of petroleum or petroleum products,

55-583 (Pt. 1) 0 - 75 - 7
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1 (B) the areas of the country where conversion

2 to the use of fuels other than petroleum or petroleum

3 products is not feasible because of Federal, State, or

4 local laws relating to pollution, and

5 (C) all other factors bearing on uses which

6 should be exempted from the application of section

7 4991 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954.

8 (2) REPORT.-Not later than June 1, 1976, the

9 Administrator shall submit to Congress a report of his

10 findings under the study conducted under paragraph (1),

11 together with such recommendations as he may deem

12 advisable.

13 (d) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by sub.

14 sections (a) and (b) shall apply to petroleum and petroleum

15 products (as defined in section 4992 (c) of the Internal

16 Revenue Code of 1954) used after December 31, 1976.

17 PART I1-AMORTIZATION FOR CERTAIN ENERGY-

18 RELATED PROPERTY

19 SEC. 421. AMORTIZATION OF QUALIFIED ENERGY USE

20 PROPERTY.

21 Part VI of subchapter B of chapter 1 (relating to

22 itemized deductions for individuals and corporations) is

23 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

24 section:
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1 "SEC. 189. AMORTIZATION OF QUALIFIED ENERGY USE

2 PROPERTY.

3 "(a) ALLOWANC'E. OF DEIUCTION.-Every person, at

4 his election, shall be entitled to a deduction with respect to

5 the amortization (if any qualified energy use property (as

6 defined in subsection (b) ), based on a period of 60 months.

7 " (b) QUALIFIn) ENE1 cY USE PROPERTY.-For pur-

8 poses of this section-

9 "(1) QUALIFIED E.NI.:IY U.E PitOeFPTY.-The

10 term 'qualified energy use property' means-

11 " (A) qualified waste equipment,

12 " (B) qualified shale oil conversion equipment,

13 " (C) qualified coal processing equipment,

14 " (D) a qualified coal )ipeline,

15 " (E) qualified solar energy equipment, or

16 4 (F) qualified deep mining coal equipment.

17 "(2) QUALIFIEIn WASTE EQUIPMENT.-The term

18 'qualified waste equipment' m.ans any machinery or

19 equipment (of a character subject to the allowance for

20 depreciation) -

'21 " (A) necessary to permit the use of waste as a

22 fuel in a ftwility burning only wase or a colliina-

23 tion of waste and oil as its principal fuel (including

24 unloading equipment, feeding systems, and refuse-

23 firing ports for waste fuels),
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1 " (B) used to process vastc into a fuel, or

2 "(C) used to sort and prepare solid waste

3 for recycling or used for recycling solid waste.

4 "(3) QUALIFIED SIIAIL, OIL CONVERSION EQUIP-

5 MENT.-The term 'qualified shale oil conversion equip-

6 ment' means any machinery or equipment (of a char-

7 acter subject to the allowance for depreciation) nec-

8 essary-

9 " (A) to reach the oil shale,

10 " (B) to extract the oil shale, or

11 " (C) to convert the oil shale into oil or gas.

12 "(4) QUALIFIED COAL PROCESSING EQUIPIMENT.-

13 The term 'qualified coal processing equipment' means

14 any machinery or equipment (of a character subject to

15 the allowance for depreciation) for processing coal into

16 a liquid or gaseous state.

17 " (5) QUAIFIED COAL iIPELINE.-The term

18 'qualified coal pipeline' means a coal slurry pipeline or

19 any other pipeline (of a character subject to the allow-

20 ance for depreciation) for the transportation of coal from

21 the mine or other gathering point.

22 "(6) QUALIFIED SOLAR ENERGY EQUIPMENT.-

23 The terni 'qualified solar energy equipment' means solar

24 energy equipment, as defined in section 44B (c) (2).

25 " (7) QUAIIFIEI) DEI'P MINING COAL EQUIP-
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-MENT.-The term qualifieded (Jd)e miling co)al equip-

ment' means any nmchinery or equipment or structural

component of a coal mine which is of a (laracter subject

to the allowance for depreciation and which is neces-

Sarly-

(A) to reach tile ,coal,

(B) to extract the (oal, or

(C) to bring the coal to) the Illouth of tile nille.

Such term does not include any property used in tile

surface mining of coal.

( ( ) C4 O~l, ._INVI)E:S Ll(;N El.-f'ie terin 'coal'

includes lignite.

"(c) AMOUNT OF DEDUCTION.-The amortization

deduction for any qualified energy use property shall be an

amount, with respect to each month of the 60-month period

within the taxable year, equal to the adjusted basis of the

qudified energy use property at the end of such month

divided by the numbIer of months (including the month

for which the deduction is computed) remaining in the

period. Such adjusted basis at the end of the month shall

be computed without regard to the amortization deduction

for such month. The amortization deduction provided by this

section with respect to any qualified energy use property for

any month shall be in lieu of time depreciation deduction with

respect to such property for such month provided I)y see-
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1 tion 167. The 60-month period shall begin, as to any quali-

2 fled energy use property, at the election of the taxpayer,

3 with the month following the month in which such property

4 was placed in service or with the succeeding taxable year.

5 "(d) SPECIAL RULEs FOR ADJUSTED BAsIs.-

6 "(1) For purposes of this section, the adjusted basis

7 of any qualified energy use property with respect to

8 which an election has been made under subsection (e)

9 shall not be increased for amounts chargeable to capital

10 account for additions or improvements after the amorti-

11 zation period has begun.

12 "(2) The depreciation deduction provided by sec-

13 tion 167 shall, notwithstanding subsection (c), be al-

14 lowed with respect to the portion of the adjusted basis

15 which is not taken into account in applying this section.

16 "(e) ELECTION OF AMORTIZATIO.-The election of

17 the taxpayer to take the amortization deduction, and the

18 election to begin the 60-month period with the month follow-

19 ing, the month in which the qualified energy use property is

20 placed in service or with the taxable year succeeding the tax-

21 able year in which such property is placed in service, shall be

22 made by filing with the Secretary or his delegate, in such

23 manner, in such form, and within such time as the Secretary

24 or his delegate may by regulations prescribe, a statement of

23 such election.
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1 "(f) TERMINATION OF ELECTION.-

2 "(1) BY THE TAXPAYER.-A taxpayer which has

3 elected under subsection (e) to take the amortization

4 deduction with respect to any qualified energy use

5 property may, at any time after making such elec-

6 tion, discontinue the amortization deduction with respect

7 to the remainder of the amortization period, such discon-

8 tinuance to begin as of the beginning of any month spe-

9 cified by the taxpayer in a notice in writing filed with the

10 Secretary or his delegate before the beginning of such

11 month. The depreciation deduction provided under sec-

12 tion 167 shall be allowed, beginning with the first month

13 as to which the amortization deduction does not apply,

14 and the taxpayer shall not be entitled to any further

15 amortization deduction under this section with respect

16 to such property.

17 "(2) CONSTRUCTED TERMI.NATiION.-If at any

18 time during the amortization period any qualified en-

19 ergy use property ceases to meet the requirements

20 of subsection (b) or becomes property with respect to

21 which an amortization deduction under this section is

22 not allowable by reason of subsection (g), the taxpayer

23 shall be deemed to have terminated under paragraph (1)

24 his election under this section. Such termination shall

25 be effective beginning with the month in which such
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1 cessation occurs or in which a lease exists which causes

2 disallowance under subsection (g).

"(g) NO.CORPORATE LEssos.-No amortization de-

4 duction shall be allowed under this section with respect to

5 any property of which a person which is not a corporation is

6 the lessor. In the case of property of which a partnership is

7 the lessor, the amortization deduction otherwise allowable

8 under this section with respect to such property to any part-

9 ner which is a corporation shall be allowed notwithstanding

10 the preceding sentence and subsection (f) (2). For purposes

11 of this subsection, an electing small business corporation (as

12 defined in section 1371) shall be treated as a person which

13 is not a corporation.

14 "(h) LIFE TENANT AND REMAINDERMIAN.-In the

15 case of any qualified energy use property held by one per-

16 son for life with remainder to another person, the deduction

17 under this section shall be computed as if the life tenant

18 were the absolute owner of the property and shall be allow-

19 able to the life tenant.

20 "(i) APPLICATION OF SECTION.-

21 " (1) IN GENERAL.-Except as provided in para-

22 graph (2), the amortization deduction provided by this

23 section shall apply to that portion of the basis which is

24 attributable to construction, reconstruction, or erection

25 after March 17, 1975, with respect to property which is
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I placed in service after such date and before January 1,

2 1981.

3 "(2) PRE-1981 PORTION.-In the case of property

4 constructed, reconstructed, or erected by the taxpayer,

5 or for the taxpayer pursuant to a contract which is bind-

6 ing on the taxpayer on January 1, 1981, and at all

7 times thereafter, which is placed in service on or after

8 January 1, 1981, the amortization deduction provided

9 by this section shall apply to that portion of the basis

10 which is attributable to construction, reconstruction, or

11 erection before January 1, 1981.

12 "(j) CROSS REFERENCE.-

"For treatment of certain gain derived from the dispo-
sition of property the adjusted basis of which is deter-
mined with regard to this section, see section 1245."

13 SEC. 422. AMORTIZATION OF QUALIFIED RAILROAD EQUIP-

14 MENT.

15 Part VI of subchapter B of chapter 1 (relating to item-

14 ized deductions of individuals and corporations) is amended

15 by adding at the end thereof the following new section:

16 "SEC. 190. AMORTIZATION OF QUALIFIED RAILROAD

17 E-,QUIPMENT.

18 "(a) ALLOWANCE OF DEDUCTIO..-Every person, at

19 his election, shall be entitled to a deduction with respect to

20 the amortization of any qualified railroad equipment (as

21 defined in subsection (b)), based on a period of 60 months.
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1 "(b) QUALIFIED RAILROAD EQUIPMENT DEFINED.-

2 " (1) I ENRA.--For purposes of this section,

3 the term 'qualified railroad equipment' means equipnwvnt

4 described in paragraph (2) of this subsection used by a

5 common carrier engaged in the furnishing or sale of

6 transportation by railroad and subject to the jurisdic-

7 tion of the Interstate Commerce Commission if-

8 "(A) such equipment is-

9 " (i) used by a domestic common carrier

10 by railroad, or

11 " (ii) owned and used by a car line coin-

12 pany or a. switching or terminal company at

13 least 95 percent of whose stock is owned

14 by one or more domestic common carriers by

15 railroad, and

16 " (B) the original use of such equipment corn-

17 mences with the taxpayer after December 31, 1974.

18 " (2) EQUIP.NiEXNT.-The equipment referred to in

19 paragraph (1) of this subsection is tanigille property

20 which is of a clharacter subject to the allowance for

21 depreciation provided in section 167 (not including a

22 building or its, structural components) if such property-

23 "(A) is used as an integral part of-

24 " (i) a coininumicat ions, signal. or traffic

25 (o.irrol system :
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1 " (ii) a rolling stock classification yard;

2

3 "(iii) a facility for loading and unload-

4 ing trailers and containers on and from railroad

3 flatcars ; or

(i "'(B) is an improvement or betterni-t in trick

7 fa(collnt.

8 " ((') AM(INT 1" ])i'tlJl( N.- l(e ;fl,,'tl/:ttlhfi
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i "(1) ADJUSTED BASIS.-

'' (A) For purposes of this section, the adjusted

bais (of any qualified railroad equipment with

respect to which an election has been made under

:6ubsection (e) shall not be increased for anmtnts

chargeable to capital account for additions or

improvements after the amortization period has

(B) (',,-ts incurred in cowjijection With a used

1,J 1liit ,Of railr ,ad elUipmelt which arc lirI),rly

11 (,ar.ch i 'batlc t( a 11i 0'l 1c1,,iIit -hall be treatcd as t

12scrtc u1it Of railr mthl8 cqui im Wi f,,r purposes (if

" ((') 'I'll,, d,-pru' it in dcdlctn, pr ,vidtd liy

1' he- n, h ,, \ t d "v ;} rh.-. J m ct I, t ht rt r , ,,f rthe n d -

1-67

(2) M i-TllI'ii ,)' . (', i 'N ml tIN IATE PIA('I)

',, IN su vIt:.- r iurtise- of siili-e'tiofls (a) anid (oe)

21 "Ii lbt' ti'(' ',I (I ] rn~lr,,.,] c iii l nt pl,,wed in svrv-

'22 u nfttr I . i ,r :; 1',74. id l rcfrc *la,,urv 1.

';'i, tl ( i X i "tr li: y (I V t t (P i i the ( )0 1-1 4,1tuII
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1 accounting for acquisitions and retirements of property

2 v'icil-

3 "(A) prescribes a date when property is

4 placed in service, and

5 " (B) is consistently followed by the taxpayer.

Gi "(e) ELCTIONr OF AMORTIZATION.-The election of

7 the taxpayer to take the amortization deduction, and the elec-

8 tion to begin the 60-month period with the month following

9 the month in which the qualified railroad equipment is placed

10 in service or with the taxable year succeeding the taxable

11 year in which such equiifenllt is placed in service, shall be

12 nade by filing with the Secretary or his delegate, in such

13 uraimuter, in such formut, and witlihi such time as the Secretary

1,4 ,i" hi del('gate may by regulations prscrib(, a statement of

15 such election.

it; ' (f) T m RMINAT1ON OF Ei, E CTION.-

"(1) BY THE TAXPAYER.-A taxpayer which has

elected under subsection (e) to take the amortization

19 deduction with respect to any qualified railroad equip-

21) ment may, at any time after making such election,

21 discontinue the amortization deduction with respect to

c2"2 the remainder of the amortization period, such discon-

2:8 tinuance to begin as Of tile beginning of any month

24 specified by the taxpayer in a notice in writing filed

25 with the Secretary or his delegate before the beginning
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of such month. The depreciation deduction provided

2 under section 167 shall be allowed, beginning with the

3 first month as to which the amortization deduction does

4 not apply, and the taxpayer shall not be entitled to any

5 further amortization deduction under this section with

6 respect to such equipment.

7 "(2) CONSTRUCTIVE TERMINATION.-If at any

8 tine during the amortization period any qualified rail-

9 road equipment ceases to meet the requirements of

10 subsection (d) (1) or becomes property with respect

11 to which an amortization deduction under this section

1'2 is not allowable by reason of subsection (g) , the tax-

13 payer shall be deemed to have terminated under para-

14 graph (1) his election under this section. Such

15 termination shall be effective begiing with the month

16 in which such cessation occurs or in which the lease exists

17 which causes disallowance.

"(g) NONCORPOBATE LIssor.-No amortization de-

119 duction shall be allowed under this section with respect to

20 any property of which a person which is not a corporation

21 is the lessor. In the cse of property of which a partnership

624 is the lessor, the amortization deduction otherwise allowable

23 under this section with respect to such property to any

24 partner which is a corporation shall be allowed notwithstand-

23 ing the preceding sentence and subsection (f) (2). For pur-
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j poses of this subsection, an electing small business corporation

2 (as defined in section 1371) shlil be treated as a person

, which is not a corporation.

4 " (h) LIFE TENANT AND 1I.E-HAINDERMAN.-In die

5 case of any qualified railroad equipment held by one person

6 for life with remainder to another person, the deduction un-

7 der this section shall be computed as if the life tenant were

8 the absolute owner of the equipment and shall be allowable

9 to the life tenant.

10 " (i) APPLICATION OF SECTIO.-This section shall

11 apply to qualified railroad equipment placed in service after

12 1)ecember 31, 1974, and before January 1, 1980.

13 "(j) CRoss REFERENCE.-

"For treatment of certain gain derived from the dispo-
sition of property the adjusted basis of which Is deter-
mined with regard to this section, see section 1245."

14 SEC. 423. AMENDMENTS RELATING TO AMORTIZATION OF

15 CERTAIN RAILROAD ROLLING STOCK.

16 (a) EXTENSION OF PERIOD DURING VIIICII RAIL-

17 ROAD ROLLING STOCK MAY QUALIFY FOR 5-YEAR

18 AMORTIZATIO.--Section 184 (e) (relating to amortization

19 of railroad rolling stock) is amended-

20 (1) by striking out "1976" in paragraph (1) and

21 inserting in lieu thereof "1980", and

22 (2) by striking out "January 1, 1976" in paragraph

23 (7) and inserthig in lieu thereof "January 1, 1980".
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1 (b) CERTAIN COAL CARS AND RAILROAD FERRY VFS-

2 SELS.-Subseq-tion (d) of section 184 (defining qualified

3 railroad rolling stock) is amended to read as follows:

4 " (d) QUALIFIED RAILROAD ReOLLING STOCK.-Ixcept

5 as provided in subsection (e) (4), the term 'qualified rail-

6 road rolling stock' ineans, for purposes of this section-

7 "(1) rolling stock of the type used by a common

8 carrier engaged in the furnishing or sale of transporta-

9 tion by railroad and subject to the jurisdiction of the

10 Interstate Commerce Commission if-

11 "(A) such rolling stock is-

12 "(i) used by a domestic common carrier by

13 railroad on a full-time basis, or on a part-time

14 basis if its only additional use is an incidental

15 use by a Canadian or Mexican common carrier

16 by railroad on a per diem basis, or

17 "(ii) owned and used by a switching or

18 terminal company all of whose stock is owned

19 by one or more domestic common carriers by

20 railroad, and

21 " (B) the original use of such rolling stock com-

22 mences with the taxpayer after December 31, 1968;

23 "(2) any railroad rolling stock not described in

24 paragraph (1)-

25 "(A) which is a car used by the taxpayer pro-
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1 dominantly in the hauling within the United States

2 of coal which is used (other than for resale) by the

3 taxpayer in bis trade or business, and

4 "(B) the original use of which coimnences with

5 the taxpayer after May 7, 1975; and

6 "(3) any vessel-

7 "(A) which is used predominantly by the tax-

8 payer in hauling railroad rolling stock between ter-

9 finals located within the United States, and

10 "(B) the original use of which commences with

11 the taxpayer after May 7, 1975."

12 (c) DENIAL OF AMORTIZATION TO NONCORPORATE

13 LESSORS.-

14 (1) IN OENEIRAL.-Section 184 is amended by re-

15 designating subsection (g) as subsection (h) and by in-

16 seating after subsection (f) the following new subsec-

17 tion:

18 "(g) NONCORPORATE LESSORS.-No amortization de-

19 duction shall be allowed under this section with respect to

20 any property of which a person which is not a corporation is

2t the lessor. In the case of property of which a partnership is

22 the lessor, the amortization deduction otherwise allowable

23 under this section with respect to such property to any part-

24 mier vhicl1 is a corporation .hall be allowed notwithstanding

25 the preceding sentence and subsection (e) (6) For pur-

55-583 (Pt. 1) 0 - 75 - 8
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1 poses of this subsection, an electing small business corpora-

2 tion (as defined in section 137 1) shall be treated as a person

3 which is not a corporation."

4 (2) CONSTRUCTIVE TERMIINATIO'N.-Pa ragraph

5 (6) of section 184 (e) is amended by striking out "sub-

6 section (d) (1) " and inserting in lieu thereof "subsec-

7 tion (d) or becomes property with respect to which an

8 amortization deduction under this section is not allow-

9 able by reason of subsection (g) ".

10 (d) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by

11 this section shall apply to property placed in service by the

12 taxpayer after May 7, 1975.

13 SEC. 424. TECHNICAL AND CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.

14 (a) COORDINATION WITH INVESTMENT CREDIT.-

15 (1) IN GENEAL.-Paragraph (8) of section 48

16 (a) (defining section 38 property) is amended by

17 striking out "184,", and by inserting at the cud thereof

18 the following new sentence: "Qualified solar energyy

19 equipment with respect to which an election under sec-

20 tion 189 applies shall not be treated as section 38

21 property."

22 (2) USEFUL LIFE.-The second sentence of section

23 46(c) (2) (defining applicable percentage for purposes

24 of determining qualified investment) is amended by

25 striking out the period at the end thereof and inserting
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t in lieu thereof " (or, if the taxpayer has elected an anwr-

2 tization deduction vith respect to the property, the

3 amortization period) ."

4 .(3) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by

5 this subsection shall apply to property placed in service

after March 17, 1975.

7 (b) CONFORMINO AMENDMENTS.-

8 (1) Section 642 (f) (relating to amortization de-

9 duction for estates and trusts) is amended by striking

0 out "and 188" and inserting in lieu thereof "188, 189,

I. and 190".

12 (2) Section 1082 (a) (2) (B) (relating to basis in

13 certain exchanges) is amended by striking out "or 188"

141 and inserting in lieu thereof "188, 189, or 190".

15 (3) Section 1245 (a) (relating to gain from dis-

16 positions of certain depreciable property) is amended by

17 striking out "or 188" each place it -appears in paragraph

18 (2) and inserting in lieu thereof "188, or 189".

19 (C) CLERICAL AMENDMENTS.-The table of sections

2,) for part VI of subchapter B of chapter 1 is amended by

21 adding at the end thereof the following:

"Sec. 189. Amortization of qualified energy use piopertv.
"See. 190. Amortization of qualified railroad equipment."
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1 PART 111-TAX CREDIT CHANGES RELATING

TO ENERGY CONSERVATION

3 SEC. 431. CHANGES IN INVESTMENT CREDIT RELATING

4 TO INSULATION, SOLAR ENERGY, AND AIR

5) CONDITIONING.

6 (,n) INSULATION AND SOLAR ENEPOY.-Section 48

7 (r(elating to defiiiitions and special rules for purposes of the

S investment credit) is a mended by rcdesigna ting subsection

9 (K) as sulsection (1) and by adding after subecti,,n (j)

10 the following new subsection:

11 "(k) TFMPOR.RY RULES FOR INSULATION AND

12 SOLAR E.NERA.-

13 " (1) TREATMENT OF SECTION 38 PROPERTY.-

14 Any-

15 " (A) insulation installed (other than pursuant

16 to a reconstruction of the building) after March 17,

17 1975, and before January 1, 1978, in a structure

18 vhich wxas in existence on March 17, 1975, and was

19 used on such date in a trade or business (or held

2uJ for the production of income) or

21 "(B) solar energy equipment installed after

22 March 17, 1975, and before January 1, 1981,

23 shall be treated as section 38 property.
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1 " (2) LODGING RULE NOT TO APPLY.-For pur-

2 poses of this subsection, paragraph (3) of subsection

3 (a) (relating to property used for lodging) shali not

4 apply.

5 " (3) DEFIITI(ONs.-For purposes of this subsec-

6 tion-

7 "(A) INSULATION.-The term 'insulation' has

8 the meanitig givv', to sich tefln by section 44A (c)

9 (2).

10 " (B) SOAR ENERGY EQUIILMENT,.-The term

11 solar energy equipnelt' niv,- s equip~ment-

12 "' (i) whicb, \vliei installed in or on a build-

13 ing, uses solar eiiergy to heat, or cool such build-

1-1 ing or provide lhot water for use within such

15 buldiig nd meets such criteria as the Secretary

16 or his delegate shall by regulations prescri)e;

17 "(ii) the original use of which comnmences

18 with the taxpayer; and

19 (iii) which has a useful life of at least

20 3 fixed years.

21 The Scvretary or his delegate shall initially pre-

22 scribe regulations under clause (i) not later than

23 2 years after time date of the enactmient of this section.

24 "(4) TERMINATIO.-This subsection shall not

25 apply to-
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1 "(A) amounts paid or incurred with respect to

2 insulation after December 31, 1977, or

3 "(B) amounts paid or incurred with respect

4 to solar energy equipment after December 31,

5 1980." 

6 (b) Ant CONDITIONING, SPACE HEATERS, ETC.--Sub-

7 paragraph (A) of section 48(a) (1) (defining section 38

8 property) is amended to read as follows:

9 " (A) tangible personal property (other than

10 an air conditioning or heating unit), or".

11 (c) EFFEI'IVEDATE.-

12 (1) The amendments made by sui)section (a) shall

13 apply to amounts paid or incurred after March 17, 1975.

14 (2) The amendment made by subsection (b) shall

15 apply to property placed in service after the date of the

16 enactment of this Act.

17 SEC. 432. GENERATING FACILITIES POWERED BY PETRO-

18 LEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS.

19 (a) IN GENERAL.L-Paragraph (1) of section 48 (a)

20 (defining section 38 property) is amended by adding at the

21 end thereof the following new sentence: "Such term does

22 not include any electrical generating property fueled by

23 petroleum or petroleum products (including natural gas) ."

24 (b) EFFECTIVE DATE.-

25 (1) IN GENERAL.-The amendment made by sub-
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1 section (a) shall apply to property which is placed in

2 service after April 17, 1975.

3 (2) BINDING CONTRACTS.-The amendment made

4 by subsection (a) shall not apply to property which is

.5 constructed, reconstructed, erected, or acquired pur-

6 suant to a contract which was, on April 17, 1975, and

7 at all times thereafter, binding on the taxpayer.

3 (3) PLANT FACILITY RULE.-

9 (A) GENERAL RULE.-If-

10 (i) pursuant to a plan of the taxpayer in

11 existence on April 17, 1975 (which plan was

12 not substantially modified at any thne after such

13 date and before the taxpayer placed the plant

14 facility in service), the taxpayer has con-

15 structed, reconstructed, or erected a plant facil-

16 ity, and either

17 (ii) the construction, reconstruction, or

18 erection of such plant facility was commenced

19 by the taxpayer before April 18, 1975, or

20 (iii) more than 50 percent of the aggregate

21 adjusted basis of all the property of a character

22 subject to the allowance for depreciation making

23 up such plant facility is attributable to either

24 property the construction, reconstruction, or

25 erection of which was begun by the taxpayer
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1 before April 18, 1975, or property the acqui-

2 sition of which by the taxpayer occurred before

3 such date,

4 then the amendment made by subsection (a) shall

5 not apply to all property comprising such plant

6 facility. For purposes of clause (iii) of the preced-

7 ing sentence, the rules of paragraphs (2) and (4)

8 shall be applied.

9 (B) PLANT FACILITY DEFINE).-For purposes

10 of this paragraph, the term "plant facility" means

11 a facility which does not include any building (or of

12 which buildings constitute an insignificant portion)

13 and which is-

14 (i) a self-containcd, single operating unit

15 or processing operation,

16 (ii) located on a single site, and

17 (iii) identified, on April 17, 1975, in the

18 purchasing and internal financial plans (if the

19 taxpayer as a single unitary project.

20 (C) COMMENCEMENT OF CONShUC'rIo.-

21 For purposes of subparagraph (A) (ii), the oon.

22 struction, reconstruction, or erection of a plant facil.

23 ity shall not be considered to have commenced until

24 construction, reconstruction, or erection has com-

25 menced at the site of such plant facility. The pre-
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I ceding seiitv'nce shall not apply if the site of such

2 plhiit facility is not located oin land.

3 (4) MA('HINERY OR IEQUIPMENT RUElI..-The

4 aiezdnrent indmde by su)section (a) shall wit aIply to

5 any pi.ce of niachinrery or equipment-

6 (A) more than '50 percent of the parts and

7 compolnents of which (dtermined on die basis of

S cost) we.re held b, the taxpayer on April 17, 1975,

9 or are acquired by the tIxpayer pursuant to a bind-

10 ing contract which was in effect on such date (and

11 all times th(reafter), for inclusion or use inl su(,h

1p2 iece (if inadwine or equipment, and

1 :, (B) the cost (if the parts and vIotmtcnt. of

14 which is not an inignificant portion of tie total

15 cost.

1C (:)) 1'in .IN l1:.\I;-I.( 1 T .\xS.\ INS, L(.-

18 1(4 - c i,'tl c l"IJ' l ll, {'2) t\rakilfl)r. r,'t. iii ri

19 A~'I Iiti81't (or~ ill tLlt( pr'II(TIV tIj \\ huh .nh 4~

2u Icl it') ' a ,tcj t i i i bt ', 1,irty to such -ii itrac'

21 r(tafi.: 41 ritrlt, o ii tl (, lI(,~lity tider a le.ae with

22 ,uc ,thicr r'-,,i. tilti 14) the extent, 4 th tni,,fcrred

23 rioliis ,u th (,tl;(r lj t .il,l .. mall. for o,,VrI cs (If jlara-

24 r'l]phl (2), succeed to thie IO!,itiorn of the tr vt.ror

25 with r-esliect t o 5m(h1 1)il d(1ii g c.,)iI:rat and su ('1 JIr rty.
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I The 1,rtvcdiljg . llt(i.e sliall apply, ill a .' nv c in which

2 lt. lthc ,,,r di( not 1ilake ill ( dvtltiliij tinder .,L'itili 4 (d)

3 (If thec Itwc.rnal I Revenue , ,,f 4 H 054. ,,itlIV if a part

4 to Ich (-u 4i t i,,wItrtut i'talin- a ili2tlt tI, i1-e tit lirIwievty iiiler

, ihe ]liig-tvriii Ilted(,.

(e) QuA-IiFiy.. PvAXiIa.Ess Ex'ENDITUrRES.-Nothing

" in the amendment made by subsection (a) shall be construed

to deny any investment credit for qualified progress expendi-

tures described in section 46(d) of the Internal Revenue

'ode of 1954 for any taxadole year beginning before April

11 17, 1975.

1:,-- w the(if (I,,l .vetativt, Juiie 191, 1975.

A I tt.,.t: W. 'AT ,JENNINGS,
C(lcrk.

4
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STATEMENT OF ELLIOTT M. ESTES, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF OP-
ERATING OFFICER, GENERAL MOTORS CORP., ACCOMPANIED BY
DR. HENRY L. DUNCOMBE, JR., VICE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF
ECONOMIST, GENERAL MOTORS CORP.

Mr. EsTs. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I am Elliott M. Estes, president of General 'Motors Corp. With me

today is M-r. Ilenry v L. Duncombe, ,r.. vice president and chief econ-
omist of GM. We are pleased to have the opportunity to testify on
H.R. 6860, and particularly on title I. part 1, that promises to have
a profoundly adverse effect, on the automobile buyers and the na-
tional economy.

In the interest of conserving time, I will read a summary of our
full statement, and I request that the full statement appear in the
record.*

The American consumer is just now beginning to see some signs of
hope of economy recovery, and consumer confidence, as measured by
national surveys, is beginning to increase. Yet the public remains
cautious in two major respects: home buying and auto purchases. One
contributing factor is the confusion about energy availability, energy
prices, and national energy policy. For example, there have been con-
flicting news stories about whether or not people are going to be able
to buy gasoline this summer. Also, there has been a wide range of
figures quoted for future prices of gasoline. Obviously, people are not
going to buy new cars if they arenot sure they will be. able to drive
them.

Both the home building and automobile industries play important
roles in national economic recovery and both industries are heavily
influenced by consumer uncertainty. An additional reason for com-
paring them is that H.R. 6860 applies two quite different energy
policy philosophies for these two industries. That is, while consumers
use about 22 percent of the national energy in their residential struc-
tures, H.R. 6860 provides tax incentives for home insulation and storm
windows. It does not impose an arbitrary or )unitive limit on the
size or fuel consumption of new homes, nor should it. In contrast,
while consuniers use about 13 percent, of national energy for auto-
motive transportation, H.R. 6860 establishes fuel economy standards
that will, by 1981, result in substantial arbitrary restrictions on the
types of cars that can be made available to the public.

The turmoil in the energy situation is bringing about drastic
changes in the importance that people attach to fuel economy in auto-
mobiles. In order to meet the fuel economy demands of the public,
GM has embarked on the most ambitious and costly new-design pro-
gram in our industry's peacetime history. In all, General Motors plans
to spend billions of dollars to provide the highest practicable fuel
economy in cars of all sizes in the next few years.

Since the oil embargo ended some 14 months ago we have intro-
duced six new smaller models, which, taken together, average better
than 21 miles per gallon, sales weighted, on the EPA composite
urban/highway test.

The 1975 model program is only the first stage in our efforts to
meet the fuel economy demands of our customers. In the 1976 model

*See p. 172.
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years, we will introduce America's smallest, most fuel efficient car.
Still to come are programs to reduce the exterior size and weight of
our larger cars while maintaining present levels of roominess and of
comfort.

One result of our programs to provide consumers with improved
fuel efficiency will be a major change in the weight classes of cars we
will be offering in 1976 and later model years. Only about 20 percent
of our current products are in inertia weight classes of 3.500 pounds
and under, that is, a curb weight of about 3,000 pounds; by 1980, we
expect these classes to account for more than 70 percent of our sales.

Looking at our full-size cars, about one-third of our total produc-
tion in 1975 is in inertia weight classes of 5,000 pounds and up. By
1980 we expect cars of this weight class to represent a negligible per-
centage of our sales. We are taking weight out of virtually every car
we build-at least 700 pounds from our full-size cars.

This drastic shift in the weight class of the cars we are building,
along with changes in engines, reduced size engines, drivetrains and
axles, improved aerodynamics and other fuel economy measures will,
because- of market demands, enable us to keep our commitment to the
Federal Government to meet or exceed 53-percent improvement in
the fuel economy of our cars between 1974 and 1980.

As a result of these fuel economy improvements, made in response
to consumer demands brought about by higher gasoline prices, total
gasoline consumption for all cars on the road will decline between now
and 1980. The projected savings in oil, as estimated by the Federal
Energy Administration, is 587,000 barrels per day by 1980. There is
no other energy consuming sector of our economy that is approach-
ing this negative energy growth. If there were, our country would be
well on its way to solving its energy problems.

Why then do some people feel it is necessary to establish fuel ecoit-
omy standards for automobiles? Because of several misconceptions
about the automobile market and automotive technology.

One of these misconceptions is that there is some magic new tech-
nology that we could use, if only we would, to achieve fuel economy
improvements of 50 percent or more in a given car. I assure you, this
is not the case.

Another aspect of the misconception about technological solutions
is that. European and -Japanese manufacturers rely on superior tech-
nology to achieve fuel economy that is generally better than the fuel
economy of the American cars. This is simply not true.

The high miles-per-gallon figures associated with some of the foreign
cars result from the simple fact that they are smaller and lighter
than any currently built American car. One needs only to examine
the 1975 EPA fuel economy ratings and make a comparison between
GM models and comparable imports to see that our technology is as
good as any in the world. Note that in charts A, B. and C, which make
up the last pages of this statement, in every weight class in which we
compete, a domestic General Motors car ranks either at the top or
near the top for fuel economy.

Our analysis of this legislation has indicated that it could cause a.
substantial loss of sales and jobs as early as the 1980 model year. Much
more drastic consequences could be expected in post-1980 model years
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as the standards jump an average of 1.5 miles per gallon per year to
reach 28 miles per gallon ini 1985.

The idea that General Motors can build the kinds of cars it wants
to build, then use its advertising )ower to somehow make the American
public want to buy those cars is a myth. This point was amply provenn
by the experience ini car sales in the 1974 and 1975 model years. On
the contrary. we try to put the kinds of cars on the market that the
American peol)le have indicated they want to buy. If we are required
to meet standards that force us to buil1 cars that do not conform with
what the American people want to buy, they simply will not be sold
and the entire econoiiiy will suffer.

H.R. 6860 mandates 20.5 miles per gallon for 1980, which represents
a 08-percent imlprov-ement over General Motors' 1974 level of fueleconony1-28 miles per gallon mandated for 1985 represents an im-

proven ent in fuel economy of 130 percent for G.M. There is no evidence
that such stringent fuel economy- standards as called for' in this legis-
lation for the 1981-85 model years can be achieved without serious
disruptions of the national economy and intolerable unemployment
consequences.

The 1985, 28 miles l)er gallon, standard cannot be achieved through
techological developments alone. It must l)e achieved by restrictions
on the size and weight of cars that can be built. Beginning this fall
General Motors, as I said, will offer a siiall, light, relatively low-
powered vehicle that is smaller than the smallest subcompact car now
being l)roduced in the United States.

If we were required to meet a 28-miles-per-gallon standard for our
entire production, the vast majority of our cars vould have to be the
size of the Vega and our new minicar' or smaller.

If the American publicc cannot purchase vehicles that will be suited
to their needs, many owners of larger car's are likely to keel) them
rather than trading them in on new, more fuel efficient cas.- Thus,
rather than conserving fuel, standards in the area of 28 miles per
gallon would have the effect of perpetuating the use of less fuel efficient
cars, and this would result in increased gasoline consumption, contrary
to the purpose of the bill.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to turn now to comments directed
specifically to the legislation before this committee. M.R. 6860. The
Senate Commerce Committee also has reported out a bill, S. 1883, that
would mandate stringent fuel economy standards. Most of oir com-
ments apply to that bill as well.

We believe it is a serious mistake for' Congress to set standards by
legislation, and the problemss encountered with the Clean Air Act
bear this out. There is widespread agreement that the automotive
standard for NOx in the Act was established in error. is not necessary
to achieve air quality goals and blocks the introduction of alternate
power plants. Yet Congress has not yet ('lhnged that requirement,
despite the urging to do so by the En'iroimental Protection Agency
nearly 2 years ago.

Section 212(c) (1) of the bill, as passed by the House, gives the
Secretary authority to determine if an emission standards penalty
exists for any model year compared to the fuel economy that would
have resulted if the cars were required only to meet 1975 emission
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standards. This section correctly recognizes that there is likely to be
a fuel economy penalty associated with meeting future emission
standards that are more stringent than current standards. This section
fails to recognize, however, that emissions reqluirements on auto
manufacturers are made more stringent not only by lowering the
numerical standards lut also by changes in test procedures and other
regulations promuIgated )y the admini strative agency.

Thus, unless section 212(c) provides for adjustment in the fuel
economy standards for changes in emission regulations and procedures
that adversely affect fuel economy as vell as for changes in the emission
standards, it %will not be fully effective.

If this legislation is passed. there is likely to be conflict between
the EPA and the auto manufacturers over determining the magnitude
of the fuel economy penalty. Since the punitive penalty for a manu-
facturer of 4 million cars would be $20 million for each one-tenth
mile per gallon below the standards, an accurate determinationn of the
emission standards penalty could be of vital concern.

It is extremely important that this committee understand the rela-
tionship between legislation mandating fuel economy standards and
legislation being considered by other committees of Congress that will
establish the emission standards that the automobile companies will
be required to meet in future model years. We have urged the Congress
not to proceed with fuel economy standards until such time as con-
gressional decisions on emission standards have been made.

There are a numl)er of other specific provisions in the automotive
standards section of H.R. 6860 on which General Motors would like
to comment. In the interest of conserving time, however, I will not
cover these in my oral testimony today.

In conclusion, General Motors currently is working as hard as it
can to improve the fuel economy of its car-s, and we plan to continue
that effort on which we are spending billions of dollars.

A 53-percent improvement in the fuel economy of oir cars in 5
model years, which we have committed to achieve under the volun-
tary program. represents a dramatic and unprecedented contribution
to achieving the energy goals of the Nation. Automobiles account for
only 13 percent of total energy use, and if similar improvements were
made in other energy consuming areas that account for 87 percent of
energy use, the energy crisis would soon end.

11We recognize. of course, that it is not reasonable to expect as much
conservation in other energy consuming sectors as will be achieved
in the automotive sector. That is why our Nation's energy policy must
include measures to increase production of energy as vell as steps to
conserve energy. We in General Motors. urge that the following steps
be taken in addition to the volmntarv passenger car fuel economy in-
provement program:

One, decontrol energy prices to encourage production and reduce
consumption. Two, if free market. actions are insufficient, impose a
tariff on imported oil for the limited time needed to effect greater
conservation. Three. impose a tax on gasoline and other motor fuels
if price decontrol and import tariff are inadequate. Four, legislatively
enact a program to monitor the automobile industry's progress toward
meeting the 1980 fuel economy improvement goal and require periodic
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reports to Congress. And five. continue the present 49-State vehicle
emission standards through the 1981 model year.

We believe these measures represent a sound, well-balanced program
that would make a significant, contribution to achievement of the
Nation's energy goals. We urge Congress to direct its attention to these
areas rather than to fuel economy standards that could have a drastic
negative effect on the well-being of Americans.

The CIT,\nIMA-. I am going to ask, in order that we might receive
this in the proper context, and because we have full attendance at
this moment, that we hear the statement in chief from the other three
automobile manufacturers and that then we can direct questions at all
three at the same time. I think that. will expedite the procedure. So I
will ask now that M.Nr. Fred Secrest, executive vice president of the
Ford Motor Co. present the Ford statement. and then I will ask for the
Chrysler statement, and then we will ask all three of you gentlemen
to take the witness stand and field the questions.

STATEMENT OF F. G. SECREST, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, OP-
ERATIONS STAFFS. FORD MOTOR CO.

Mr. SECREST. Mr. Chairman, and members of the Senate Finance
Committee, I am Fred Secrest, executive vice presidentof Ford
Motors.

I have filed with the committee an 8-page statement and in the
interest of time. I will read a condensed version.

The CRAI,131AN. Insofar as your statement merely repeats what Mr.
Estes said, you could indicate that he has spoken for the two of you, and
insofar as vou have a different opinion. I think you ought to stress
that part of it.

fr. SECREST. I will try to do that, Mr. Chairman, although I just
read Mr. Estes' statement a few minutes ago. so I am not certain that
I can isolate for you the areas of difference if any, between our posi-
tion and that of General Motors.

The CHAI 1 3,\,,. Well, you have got an old expert in testifying be-
fore the committee sitting behind you there, in Mr. Mark. If he would
help, I think you can concentrate on the parts where you might be at,
odds with Mr. Estes.

Mr. SECREST. The bill before the committee, II.R. 6860, requires
that motor vehicle manufacturers meet, fuel economy standards be-
ginning in model year 1978 at levels 32 percent higher than 1974
models. It provides severe fines for manufacturers whose average
vehicle prodllction does not meet these standards. It establishes even
tighter standards for future years, culminating in a 28-mile-per-gallon
average by 1985.

It is Ford Motor Companv's conviction that fuel economy improve-
ment is one area where there'is no need for regulation. With gasoline at
57 cents a gallon in June. increases just last week of 3 to 5 cents a gallon,
and potentially mui.'h higher prices, consumers d not need a law to
force them to look for the best fuel economy. Compacts and subcom-
pacts are currently running 57 percent of Ford's sales, compared with
41 percent in 1973.
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Nor does the manufacturer need a law to force him to provide what
consumers are demanding. A few weeks ago, Ford introduced eight
new so-called M.IPG cars giving the customer a choice of several models
that deliver 27 miles per gallon in the EPA combined metro/highway
test, or 34 miles per gallon oi the highway test alone. During the past
5 years, we have spent nearly $2 billion to develop new small cars and
to expand our small car capacity. By 1980, we expect to spend an ad-
ditional $2 billion on more efficient car designs and better fuel economy,
through engine and drivetrain improvements and product downsizing.
We expect Ford's 1976 model average fuel economy to be 3 miles per
gallon, or more than 20 percent, better than this year. These changes
are expensive, but we are making them because we must respond to the
dem,,nds of the marketplace. The cost of mandating and deadlining
these changes by Government regulation is likely to be very high, for
several reasons.

First, conversion of facilities and redesign and engineering pro-
grains to meet the timetables indicated in this bill would be enormously
expensive and disruptive. In the 6 months ending March 31, 1975, Ford
had before-tax losses of over $200 million. As a result we have had to
increase our borrowing substantially. While ;ve, of course, anticipate a
recovery from the present automotive depression, the losses will have
a significant effect ol our investment capability. Our present plans for
fuel economy improvement, the $2 billion I mentioned, represent the
maximum we can afford, and some other manufacturers may well prove
unable to do this much.

Even with no limit on thlc capital available for investment, there
would be a serious risk that a manufacturer might fail to achieve some
of the standards under the rigid timetable prescribed in the bill. The
risks include unpredictable variability of test results, wide variations
in new car sales mix in response to consumers demands, which would
change a manufacturers average car fuel economy, and the potential in-
ability of the manufacturers to put together on the stated date all of
the individual technical improvements that may be required to achieve
the overall target. Failure. even briefly, or to a very minor extent, to
meet the tai'get for any of these reasons. would mean massive financial
penalties. The consumer would pay the extra cost inherent in rush pro-
grams aimed at meeting arbitrary deadlines. And he would also pay
at least some portion of any penalties.

Perhaps most importantly, the standards may discourage actions
aimed at the real objective of the legislation, that is, continuing im-
provements in fuel efficiency for the entire car fleet. Changes made dur-
ing a model year might not count at all for the purpose of measuring
the average results. The introduction of high-risk advanced technology
would be slowed because the penalty for failure would be so much
greater than in a free market. Under a mandated standard, manufac-
turers would have to place their limited financial and technical re-
sources almost entirely on sure things. Finally, the 28 miles per gallon
standard could rule out efforts to imIprove the fuel economy of larger
cars. forcing those owners who believe they have a genuine need for
family sedans or station wagons to retain, as long as possible. their less
efficient older models.

We believe that mandatory fuel economy legislation is unnecessary,
that it could prove costly to consumers anid that it would impose an
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iiiiuiecessary Cand unreasonable burden on the domestic automobile in-
(lstl'y. I f ( gress nevertheless believes that mandating fuel economy
is (s:.,ntial, we would llope that any bill woul(l have three important
obiectives: First, to accomiiplish the goal with the least possible inter-
ferenice in the marketplace and with minimum disruption to employ-
ment; secolud. to set standards that are technologically and'inancially
achievable; aI( third, to assure the availability of vehicles adequate
to iiiet the tranisportationl needs of the people.

luither, tlie automotive fuel conservation goals should be consistent
Nvitlh whate\'vr conservation actions may be mandated for other energy
uscS. Accordingly, if such legislation is deemed necessary, we strongly
urge the folliwillg modifications to 1H.1. 6860.

First, (lete the 28 miles per gallon standard for 1985. It seems prob-
able tlat a 2( l mile per gallon average cannot be achieved by 1985 across
the range of vehicles presently demanded and needed by a large seg-
inemit of the U.S. market. Only 10 of the 320 passenger cars listed in the
1975 EI'A lIuver's Guide achieve a Metro/lgvhway average of 28 miles
per gallon or better. :ll 10 of these are imports ald all except thePeugeot aiesol are in the 2.500 pound weight class or lighter. A manu-
fact urer could lhardl" make long-term investments in more efficient
full-sized vehicles, because even with improvement of 50 percent or
more, they still may not come close to the 1985 standard. The six-pas-
senger se(lail anid ti station wagon would disappear from the new-car
market. Suih a standard would require a total restructuring of the
i ndstry, ii,'!ulding the writeoff of billions of dollars worth of facili-
tie:. Major miemipiovnment vould be unavoidable during the long trai-
sition period. Further, domestic vehicle prices would have to reflect
time cmorimou- cost, of this facility conversion; while most foreign manu-
facturers, who are already building 2,500-pound cars for their home
Inarkets, would have considerably less task and cost.

We believe, therefore, that a standard at this level would turn over a
further large share of the market to-Hie imports, with, of course, severe
effects onl U.S. jobs and the balance of payments.

Tim flexibility given to the Secretary of Transportation to modify
the 2S miles per gallon goal would not resolve this problem. Product
and facility plans would have to be based on the statutory standard
until a deternination of modification was made in 1979 or later. Any
ino(,licat iuis would probably come only at the last. minute.

There is i1o doubt that continued improvement in automotive fuel
ecoomimy is necessary and possible after 1980. We believe that this
imlproveineit will occur as a result of market forces, and that by 1980
itA will becomiie obvious that a costly regulatory structure is not needed
to achieve the goal. If Congress wishes to assume a continuing need for
regnj;atior, however, it should authorize the administering agency to
set, post-1180 fuel economy standards only after careful assessment of
tecVl1ol(gical and financial feasibility; a thorough analysis of con-
SU1mmme 1ects" analysis of the impact on safety; and reassessment of
the, Nat.ion's e.Jergy requiremIents and supplies. There is simply no
basis today for mandating a standard of 28 miles per gallon or any
otlr nunib(.r for a period that is 10 years away. Second, we believe
the penalties must be modified. The level of penalties in M.R. 6860 is
(exoi-hitant anil could be considered confiscatory.

555 ' -- 75--it. 1-9
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If Ford should achieve an average fuel economy of 19 miles per
gallon in 1980, the shortfall of 1.5 miles per gallon or only 8 percent
from the prol)osed statutory standard would result in a civil penalty
of about $225 million, equivalent to before-tax profits of $450 million.
Ou' diviflend payments, at an annual rate. are $225 million a year
today. Fines of this magnitude would deprive manufacturers of
needed funds to make heavy investments in conversions and fuel econ-
omy technology. In fact, such huge contingent liabilities would, ill our
judgment, seriously jeopardize our company's ability to raise the capi-
tal funds needed to attain major fuel economy improvements. In view
of our concern about the effect of these provisions on how investors
anld lenders would evaluate the industry's securities, we suggest that
the committee might wish to seek testimony from Government and
private experts on the subject.

There are a number of ways in which the penalties could be mod-
erated, such as use of the production-weighted average application of
the penalty only to those cars not meeting the standard, which I think
is essentially the suggestion made by 'Mr. Estes; reduction of the
dollar amount of the penalty: provision that the maximum penalty
should not exceed some stated percentage, perhaps 10 to 25 percent
of a manufacturer's profit: or making the penalty tax deductible. Such
changes could still result in potential penalties that would assure
maximum effort to avoid them, without the shattering consequences
of shortfall under the schedule set forth in 6860.

Third, we believe that any requirements for truck fuel economy
standards should be deleted. The lowest operating cost is a prime
objective for truck operators, and fuel economy is therefore an espe-
cially important purchasing criterion for trucks. Trucks are designed
primarily to haul goods. A reduction in truck size which migh t berequired to meet fuel economy standards would not necessarily result
in an overall reduction in fuel consumption, if more trips would be
needed to carry the same amount of goods.

Further. today there are no EPA data indicating the average fuel
economy of the Nation's new truck fleet, because EPA's testing meth-
ods for many trucks do not yield meaningful fuel economy'flit res.
Thme wide .variety of truck usage patterns, loading conditions and ve-
hicle configurations have dictated engine only rather than velicle
testing.

mn fourth, permit inclusion of cars presently imported by themanufacturer in overall fuel economy average. As initially proposed
in the House by Representative Sharp, each manufacturer would havedeterinined an import base equal to his imports in 1973 or 197,1 as a
percentage of the total vehicles sold bv him in those years. This import
base would be included in determining the manufacturer's avveage,
fuel economy in future years. TIlme House, however. accel)ted a sum)sti-
tute provision requiing that all imports, except from Canada. be
excluded in determining a manufacturer's basic fleet-average fuel
ecoilomy.

Tlie-provision as originally proposed would clearly prohibit a man-
ufacturer. from initiating so-called runaway-!'lant actions in order to
achieve the fuel economy standard. We think this original provision
seemed to be a reasonable safeguard, and we urge its incorporation.
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We are gratified that the 11ouse, in 11.11. 6860. lus recognized that
tijer, must be adjustments for the fact that, for any given vehicle
1111(t powertrain, t igllter ('Iflisil controls ileaUis ai loss in fel economiv.

And finally, we want to emphasize that the singlemost helpful thing
t hat Congress could (10 to imlp rove automotive fuel economy would be
to act to defer any fullther tightening of emission standards and retain
tile, already-stringent present standards for 5 ,additional years. 'lme
President has recently reconunended such a deferral, based ol an
analysis indicating substantial fuel economy degradation in moving to
the i978 statutory levels. I must stress that is an absolute prerequiisite
for the degree of fuel economy improvement e'visaged by this bill be-
thven ovjow and 1980 is a freeze in emission stantlar Is at or niear today's
levels.

Mr. Chairman, we are preparing a copy of 11.R. 0860 with specific
a 1nendmlents to accommodate these suggestions we have made today
tlat would, in our judgment, remedy the serious problems I have
diseissed and clarify and improve the bill witij respect to afimttnher
of technical details.

We have also included some additional suggested minor anmend-
mients, together with their rationale that time restraints have not per-
mitted me to cover today. I request permission to file his document
for tI e record.

Senmtor T1,31AI ; , [DI'eSi(lil ]. Without objection. it is so ordereil."'
Mr. Secrest, if you will file those suggested amendments, the coin-
It ittee will give it consideration.

Thank you sir.
'Flie next witness is Mr. A. G. Loofbourrow, vice president of engi-

niering, the Chrysler Corp.

STATEMENT OF ALAN G. LOOFBOURROW, VICE PRESIDENT,
ENGINEERING, CHRYSLER CORP.

.Nfr. Looiio' taow. Thank vou, Mr. Chairman. Because of the limited
t ime available to me, I would like to state our position briefly, and to
submit for the record a more complete statement describing, time en'i-
neering considerations- involved in improving gasoline mileage. and
tHe drawbacks to legislative solutions to the problem.

Senator TALMAJXDGE,. YOU may Slbmit Vo1r fUll statement for tle
record. We would be deligltedI to h~ave it. sir.

Mr. LOOFBOURROW. 'Flank you, sir.
In our view. this legislation is unnecessary. It l)o'(,S a serious threat

to the economic health of the autoinohile. indu:strv. its thousands )f
supplier industries, and to many thousands of their employees.

It imuoses unnecessary and arbitrary restrictions on the frcedon) -f
ch,,ice th9t has been a critical force in the success of the free market
system. Discriminatory legislation Ilhat effectivel v outlaws larger
cars wvoild unfairly penalize individuals and families who reniire
tlese vehicles, and would limit the size and number of motor vehieles
in a nufacturing operations in this country.

Such drastic measures in the name of fuel conservation wodd
appear to be obviated by the fact that Chrysler and other nmanufae-

*SQe p. 180.
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tilr'ers have already pledged to improve fuel economy of their fleets by
4() percent by the year 1980.

hat represents a savings of more than 487 million barrels of crude
ril a year by 1980. A comparable improvement by all other users of
petri'oleii products would result in savings, of addition al hundreds
of millions of barrels of crude oil annually.

In recognition of these facts, the President of the United States
has recommended that, Congress hold automotive emissions standards
at their present very strict levels, since any additional tightening of
those standards must inevitably impede our efforts for greater ftiel
ecolionly.

Chrysler vehicles meeting today's California standards, for exam-
ple. incur a 12 percent penalty compared with comparable vehiieles
ineeting Federal standards. fore stringent standards necessarily pro-
duce larger penalties. No law, no tax or civil penalty program, and no
crash research development project can change that basic eii ginvering
fact of life.

Despite the technical problems posed by today's stringent eillissions
standards, we have improved the fuel economy of our 1975 fleet, by
15 percent over 1974.

ThIis industry does not need standards or taxes or any other arti-
ficial incentive to provide h)etter gasoline mileage. We already have
tle strongest incentive a free eononl prodWes-the demand of our
customers. We do not need a law to echo what we hear in the maIrket-
l)la'C.

At Clhrysler we are now developing ways to meet today's stlintrent
emissions standards while at the same, time improving fuel economy
tliuor1,h precise electronic control of the engine's operation.

As a result, of technological improvements and the shift in mix lo
iiiall cars we-are confident we can reach the goal of a 40 percent

improvement in fuel economy on a. sales-weighted basis by 1980.
Our mutual objective-reduced fuel consumption-might b betterr

be met h)v revising existing laws, rather than writing new ones.
T e automnobile industry is inmdated with contradictory, nmutually

exehsive standards that work against improved fuel economy.A.k
,,u1lti ude of safety standards that have practically no identifiable

benefitt add hundreds of pounds to a car's weight and seriously pena-
lize gasoline mileae. Proposed emissions standards could lead to fuel-
,lonouny penalties of 30 percent. Proposed noise and damageal ilitv
S' ,ulqirds could cause additional penalities.

[ think we all know from experience in both government and in-
dv',trv that you cannot legislate a technical breakthrough or sol1-e a
l'o!),1 11 bv simply throwing money at it.

recnologieal progress usually requires careful and painstalkinr
wor.1:. There are rarely dramatic solutions to our problems. To leitA
11019011 the President's 40 percent goal, we are taking a number of
:Petions in addition to developing electronic controls for engine tin-
inlf. fuel distribltion, and other el,.ine opet ins.

Theso 11odifieft'iomus inelide red ui'i11z velile wei,.ht. il)rovin,
a.evimyaniics, lowerilf axle. ritioq. imnh1)ovinl traunsnissions. red lc'inr('
hl'ale drag, loweriunr idiA speeds. lmid redumcinsr rollinr fesit snv(. None
of tI hese seond vAr0v exciting 1bv tII(,)sel ves. NIt taken toethr, they van
prodilee significant imlprovements in gasoline mileage. We are also
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p)laulinlg new lies of smaller, lighter, muore fuel effiient cars over the
next few years. The, first of these newv caurs will be available this fall,
and will sell alongside our present line of com1tlcts.

New laws ill the formu of fuel economy standards won't get us back
the mileage we lae already lost, and won't prevent additional losses
if safety and emissions standards are needlessly tightelwd.

We urge this committee not only to reject ad(litionfl and unneces-
sary fuel-econonINv standards. but also to recomnmend a. 5-year freeze on
present StilI(lafrds so that we can attain our promised 40 percent iml-
provemnent by 1980.

As I have said, the industry is still doing what it alwa s has done--
resl)onding to the demands of tie nmrketplace, and the requirements
of our national objectives.

And I believe t hat we can voitinui, to a(lvawie toward the objectives
of better fuel econOmy, environmental protection, aid safe aw1l eco-
nomical transportation.

All we ask is that, Government, estalflislh clearly ordered priorities onl
the ba:sis of the eclugilepril)f realities )f technological feasibility and the
eColiomic realities of cost-benteit stildi(es.

Thank yol].
Senator 1,%L.rA)(.E. Thank vo very much. sir.
Now. Mr. Estes, if v-on and Mr. Secrest will join Mt'. Loofbonrrow

at tie witness table, we will propound questions to any of you. And
without Objec.tion, we will restrict the round of i terrogations to 10
minutes per Senator. If any Senator desires Inore time than that. we
-ill provide a second and if need be a third and fourth round. as many

roun(s as necessary. Is that a.greeaile to tle (oblmittee" ? Without o!1-
jeetion. it is so ordered.

Senator CunTis. .[r. Chairman.
Senator TAI.IXIrA .. Senator Curtis.
Senator Cuirris. I would like unanim us consent to insert. au opening

statement, in the record following time statenient made by tme
C chairman .

Senator T.%AL.A)aE. Without objetion. so or,!e -r.'
Gentlemen, ts zill of you know, we have a (1iiS In imported !'etro-

le nm. I)omnestic reserves are (lecreasing a(1 the OPEC nations have
(ljiadlrupled the prices for imnporte( l)etroleuII. And last year we paid
about. $25 billion for inporte(l 1etroleuni., Lhe.r is. jst no way on Earth
that we c11in ea rn the foreign exchlam e to (do th'at.

Now. tle P~resident. hams suugested making fuel so eXpensive that tle
lwice will ration the product. itself. And that seents to be the thrs,t of
M1r. Estes paper that he submlnitted. as I saw it.

Bl$t I think ( m,,ress is unwilling to buy tlut. If von take for Ox-
nl)le. tii community where r li 25 n iles solth of Atlanta. Virtually

:ll of 111v neigh lhors work in Atlanta. That menaus a 50-mile round trip
(:illy for gaii!fill employment. AX lot of thelni work in the Ford plant.
smi in the (1,ucrl [ Motors .tssenul )lv 11ant, 1l)elt a Air Lines, E;astern
Airlines, things of that nature. They all are working people. And if
tlty ave to pay 7.5, 80 cets or 'a dollar a tgallon for gasoline, it will
place ai intolerable burden on those people. They would probably have
to mmove back to town, dispose of their hloine;. or s)womthing of that

aint u i.e.

I 'Srp. 1).
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And you have some similar situations tflhoughout tile country. ()llrs
is pretty Imch a mobile society today. Aill sinco you gentlelien are
Mllullfacturers of principle automotive p)'roduits in this country, you
know it better tliia I. Our people are addicted to au1tolilotive
transportation.

So som action is f()ig to )e necessary to linlit the imports of pe-
t'olelmin and to covert to coal anw! other resources tlat we 'ave ill tlis
,.ontry in great aI)luldaCe.

AS I recall, about I T million 1rll-'els of petrolelln is used daily ill
America. Is that about right.

Mr. ESTES. SoetlliJl1g like that.
Senator 'tA1 . ,:. Ilow mu.lC of that goes into gasoline, or ailtoi,,o-tive, t ma nspori atin ?.
M. ESTES. About 13 percent.
Se11ator 'II.,MAwXIE. O)nly 13 perevit of petrolen ? Now, vol, state

13 lereLit ill the energy needs.
Mr. Es'tEs. 'l'lirtteit l)ei.ent of total energy, about 30 percent- of

pe'trol,.urn.
SeliatorY TA ,.A.G. Thirty ])('I(elit of )tol'letlml goes into 1)r'ol li-

tion of gasoline or a utonlot ire t 1'ansl)ortat ioll.
.M[r. ESTFS. Riglt.
Senator Ti;Nixu(;v:. So we are talking r -olvly al)ojl ,hat ? 1ive

million barrels of pet roleuli daily ?
Mr. EsTEs. Five or six.
SenaI-tor TYAiMADOE. Alltoiiiotive. 1)olOUlioll oil thlat onder---
I. EI- .s. Five to six, that is right.

Senator T.MIX;.. Five to six million ,lariels daily.
Now, I think you mmake good arguments in yNur lapel about tryN'ing

to enforce technl(*loV by law. I (loubt thlat that is posshle.
I[ow does your l)roduct compare witl some of the bst engimieeied

(eru1a,1 products. I gl-us a Cadilla aid it Mercees and what. (o thov
c-01. it, Bavarian Mot)r Works over there in Geiiaiiv, tly are all
al )Ou t

Mrl. ESTES. 1311W.
Se1ator TALMAD;E. T yae aliout e(ltNuivaleIt aren't tHey?
Now I believe you got soimue good mileage oin your new Cadillac

Seville. What do you get per mile. per gallon on it a
Mr. EsT.S. It is 17.o on a weighted average between the two ERA

rus. 55 percent city. 45 percent, highway that ihe EPA has deter-
mined, 17.2. It happens to be the highest fuel economy of any foreign
or domestic 4,500 pound car being sold in the United States today,
according to EPA numiirs.

Senator ''ALMAME. What, does M[ercedes get ?
Mr. Esr.s. Mercedes on a com)arable basis is al)out 13.
Senator TALTJA%.,E. In other words, you are doing better than tme

Gernmans are in that regard.
Mr. EsTms. By a coiderable amount Now, Mercedes has a diesel

engine. And to be fair to the committee, tme diesel engine, I think
on the same basis, gets about 24. But, their gasoline engines are con-
silerably poorer in fuel economy than our Seville.

In fact, as I said in my statement, if you will examine the EPA
in any weight lass in w-hich General Motors competes, and we do
not compete beloww 2.750 l)Oiid weight class this yvear-we aie going to
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next year-in any weight class, we are getting the higlie-A fuel economy
ill t ie generall Motors vars of any cars in1 those weight classes, ilnclud-
ing tile foreign 'li,.Ics.

icnator T.I.M,\IN;E. Wlat about. the Bavarian Motor XVorks.?
Mr. ESTES. I cannot tell you specifically. WVe can check it. But we

are leadill in every sillkrle weight class.
Setiator TAIMAD E. 1 )o you have yolr tables ttat give the Bavarian

MN[ot orr Works. Someolie told me the): got excellent mileage.
Mr. ESTES. W\'e will h1ave to check. 11MW" gets 19 in the city and 30

on the highway and one of their jobs, 14 and 21. But we need to
rett tlie composite winibiiet' that we are talking abont. 1t. i al ny (riven

Weg (ht class, we will beat a BMIW, at, the same weight.
Senator A.LMUXr;I:. I got the thrust frolli all of your test imony that

without technological breakthroughs the principle way you coutil get
bett,.r gasoline milage would be to reduce the size and' weight of your
automobile. All of you agree on that.

Mfr. Esrjms. Really. 1 think the committee should know that there
are a number of ways of improving fuel eceonmy. But. when we talk
about improved teclinologr in engines and transmissions and axles. we
are talking about tenths of a mile per gallon from our current levels
with any known technology.

( )1 time other handi. wlw he we reduce the weilit of a vehicle by 1,000
o11ti1(s. We save 20 ler,ent in fuel econoinv. When we reduce the per-

formance of a vehicle, and let us say that our average vehicle in the
lnifed -States today has a performance level zero to 60 of 15 seconds,
if We reduce that to 20 se.onds-that happens to le the minimum-as
far as fuel consumption is concerned, we only gain 6 percent.

So our program to reduce weight in all of our vehicles is the mst
effiient way to improve fuel economy and the fastest. I would like

to tnke this Opport unity. however, to tell the committee that maybe
the most important thing, since our vehicles may be the most post-
ponable product in the market today. that we have got to ]e sure that
whatever that car' is. eaci new model, it adequately and more effectively
serves the transportation needs of our customer, or he will keep his
current car. And that has been (leonlonstrattod in the last 2 years, I think
very, very effectively.

,Senator TAT [AD*GE. You have toucle( on a point that I myself have
had some experience in. Mr. Estes. When we had the Arab boycott
I decided to get real patriotic, and I have been a faithful customer
of General Motors there in Atlanta for many, many years. Specifically
John Mitchell's Oldsmobile dealership.

M1r. Ess. We want to keep it that way. Mr. Chairman.
Senator T,\L.fADGE. T ank you, sir. I had been driving an Olds 98

so I got the smallest Cutlass I could find. My 98 was 6 years old.
It had relatively no trade in value.

I have to go home quite frequently. So I took my 98 home and had
it fixed up to where it would run. And it does still perform mag-
nificently, I may say. But I get 15" miles to the gallon on my 98 that
is iiow 7/2 years old and I get 12 miles to the gallon on my Cutlass
that is 11//2 years old. Now what caused that drastic reduction in
mileage even for newer and much smaller and lighter weightautomobiles.
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N1l ESTES. Unfortunately the technology that was available to our
il(itst' I" to ililJriove (,Imlissionl levels and reduce the emi sion levels
to statutory standards tlirough the last years and specifically between
196) and 1974. and I assume your Cutlass was a 1974. because if it
had l)een a 1975 you would ;e beating that 1969 job. During that
period, we lost, as an industry average, or at least in General Motors
sales weighted about 16 percent in fuel economy witl the technology
we were using to meet the emission standards during that period.

In 1975, due to what we feel is the real accomplishment-that is
the development of what I call garbage disposal for emissions: the
katalytic coilVCrter-we, were able to go back and retumie the engines
to improve anld get back that 16, 17 percent that we lost, plus a little
bit more fuel economy.

So. niow, if you will just trade that Cutlass in for a 1975 Cutlass,
von will beat ihe 1969 jol). Aind you will get anxious to buy a 1975
Oldsmobile 98 at the same time.

Senator TAL.MNADGE. Are you saying that Conguess is responsible for
that reduction in mileage now- by emission standards that we imposed
on yon ?.

Mr. ESTrEs. Well, I guess, maybe you have to assume some of the
responsibility. Maybe we have to assume some of tlhe responsibility for
not developing the cat.alytic converter earlier to prevent that d(ecrease
in fuel economy during that period.

But we have made a dramatic improvement. In the General Motors
case, according to EPA numbers we are 2a percent better in 1975
than we were in 1974, sales weighted.

It is a. dramatic improvement. Our concern, I guess, now, is that we
do not want to lose that with some further titrhtenillr o)f the stjld-
arls until some new technology comes along that is going to give us
another improvement of that type.

Senator TALMADGE. Thank you. MNy time has expired. Mr. Est es.
And following Senator Long's early bird rule. I believe Senator I las-
kell is the next to interrogate the witnesses.

Senator HI-askell is recognized.
Senator IIASKEiL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
A1 of you gentlemen seem to concur with the Piesideiits 40 peient

voluntary improvement. To what base does tle 40 percent apply, ?
Mr. Estes?
Mr. ESTES. I am sorry.
Senator IASKELL. Yot appa rently concurred vith President 1,11A

voluntary 40 percent improvement. All of you testified that it was
satisfactory. I am just curious as to what figure that 41) percent is
applied.

Mr. ESTEs. That figure is applied to the sales weighlited 1974 il-
dustrv number. that was developed on a basis

Senator ITASKELL. What is the industry number?
Mr. ESTES. The industry numl)er was 14 and the industry 40 percent

improvelnent is 19.6. Our General Motors number on the same basis
was 12.2 in 1974. We go to 18.7. the General Motors portion of that
improvement is 53 percent.

Senator HASKELT. You have testified. 'Mr. Estes, that your new
Cadillac frets 17. You also testified you are 1riginu, out a line of cars.
six models I 1)elieve .voii said, tlat'o1)tain 21 miles per gallon.
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Mh. ESTES. They are already on the street, Mr. Senator.
Seiiator IxsKri.Ii4 . You folks can do it. And yet, at the same time,

Mr. Estes, you said that it would be a dreadful thing to force you by
statute to arrive at, a certain level because it would have an adverse
impact on sales. Where would those sales disappear to? Would Ford
get, them? Would Chrysler get them? Would the Mercedes get then ?
Wliat would happen to them ?

Mr. ESTES. Senator, I think I stated a while ano and I think our
history backs us up, that we are selling a postponable product. Our
average buyer has a 2I/-year-old car. The life of the car is 10 years.

So, he has no incentive rather than a better product or better serving
his need to buy a new car this year, he can wait till next year, he can
wait 2 years., lie can wait 3 years, he can wait 4 years. And the Poor
person that gets hurt in this is the very person w(e do not want to be
hurt. And that is the person that is buying a used car.Last year there were 3- million cars sold in the United States. Tr

1last 2 years of the life of the car, that is great t ansportation sold for
between $400 and $800 currently. And the poor individual that we are
worrying about most. the low-income buyer, is tle person that is Toiiv.y
to aet hurt, in this. Not, the buyer of the new car, le can drive it 4 more
ye:1r.1: without 'ay problem.

Senator 1I.\KELLT. If this is the case. if it would pOStl)One the pur-
chase of new cars from General Motors when they begin making only
lightweight, better mileage cars, how do you account for the dramatic
increase, in sales of imported cars?

Mr. EST DS. First, I would like to say that our program contemplates
a big improvement in fuel economy and what we think is a maximum
reduction in weight and size of our vehicles and still keep the buyer
interested, because there is not any question that energy is going to
)e more expensive in the future. It has to be, and we have to conserve.

Wv think our program-
Senator JIAS1ELL. What troubles me, Mr. Estes, is you say that com-

ima- up to tleQe standards is going to hurt your sales. Yet, at the same
time, over the past 5 years the foreign cars have made a tremendous
iw,,,ct and ve cornered 20 percent of the U.S. market.

Mli. EsTs. Let me respond to that in a, moment. In actual numbers,
the foreign car sales have not increased that much. I think this year
fori n ears are being sold at an annual rate about 1.4, 1.5 million, and
th'It is not abnormal.

The problem is that our buyers have been postponing the purchase
of our cars and the domestic market has gone down so that the per-
centage has gone up. But, in actual numbers, their volume is not a
great deal higher than it was in the past.

Senator HIASKEiLL. But, their volume is holding up and yours is not.
Vr. . That is right, it is holding even, that is true: 56 nercent

of the foreign cars being sold today we do not compete with. They are
lighter, they are 2.000 pounds curb weight or lighter. That is the reason
we are responding in 1976 with a car that hits them right square where
they hurt the most and that is right, in the fuel economy area.

Senator HASKELL. I guess, Mr. Estes, my question is, why did you
not you do this earlier ? I cannot quite get it through by head why
making a lighter, more fuel-efficient car is going to ruin sales. It may
postpone, I guess, a few sales.
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I camot see your logic. I feel the way the chairman does. You
cannot ration by price and be fair to people in this country. So, we must
do something.

General Motors has gone a long way, I gather, perhaps a little
further than Ford and Chrysler. But I cannot see the reason for
delaying what you can already do technologically. You can bring it up
to 21 miles a gallon. You have shown that.

Mr. ESTES. No question about it and we can bring it to 28 miles to
the gallon, and we are going to do that next year. ft is going to be a
four-passenger vehicle with limited luggage space. It weights 2.000
pounds. We can do that. This is all a matter of degree. We are going to
reduce the size and the weight of every single one of our vehicles but we
are going to maintain the transportation characteristics of that car as
far as six passengers, a load of luggage, a dog and cat, to go on a
vacation.

So this poor fellow that can only afford one car and doers not want
to take two cars to the airport to get his family, we are still going to
maintain that vehicle but we are going to take ip to 1,000 pounds out
of that vehicle to improve his fuel economy and get our 18.7 average.
We are still going to satisfy the customer. We are going to have a car
that meets the 28 miles to the gallon next year. But we are guessing.
and we may be wrong, that we can sell 225,000 of those vehicles next
yenr against, the imports.

The total market
Senator lIASKELL. I think that is just great.
Mr. Es'rEs. The total market of a 28-miile-per-gallon vehicle, I think

Mr. Secrest mentioned, there are 16 models today. There are really only
about three that have any volume. The total volume today is about
600,000 to 700,000 of the 28-mile-per-gallon vehicle. We are going after
that market-with 225,000 vehicles.

But to try to sell 4 million of those we think would be an impossi-
bility in 1976. If the market will support that. I will assure you we will
move as fast as we can to do it, but it is going to take a tremendous
expenditure.

Actually, right now, we have more capacity for small cars than we
can sell and we are doing everything possible'to sell them. If anybody
on the committee has any ideas how we can sell more fuel-efficient cars
today, I assure you we will build them. We will build them in a helluva
hurry.

Senator HASKELL,. I think that is just great, Mr. Estes. but I still
cannot understand why you folks object to these level.s. I may have
some questions next time around, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. ESTE'S. Did I not answer your question adequately?
Senator I1As :EI,. You sure did. yon sure did. yes. sir. you did. But

you have provedto me that von folks can get, these levels.
Mr. EsTEs. We can build them but we cannot sell them. Now, you

tell us how to sell them.
Senator HASKELL. How do the foreigners sell them?
Mr. ESTFS. They only sell 700,000. we are trying to sell 4 million

vehicles to keep our people working. We can build those small cars in
two plants. We have 26 plants we are trying to keep running-26-
and all we say is we think we have got to move as far as we can in the
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area of fuel efficiency and still be able to satisfy the needs of that
customer or he will keep that car another 5 years.

And if he does, we are going to have massive unemployment, even
twice as bad as we have had in the past year due to postponing of
buying. I think this is the point we are really trying to explain; that
it is a characteristic of our business, right or wrong, good or bad.

Senator HASKELL. You really feel that somebody could postpone
buying a car 5 years?

Mr. ESTES. uring the war they post1)olol 5 years. everyone __ot
where they wani ed to go. We were talking about it this morning., I
yiess the serappage rate was negative.

Y(n know, they pulled cars out of the junk heap, l)lt wheels en
tliem, and iised t0le11 tor transportation.

But in a reasonalle senze, our vehicles. the average life of our
vehicle is 10. 11 years and the poor fellow that gvis hurt is the fellow
11.1 g to bily transportlation for $800. And we do not know how to
firllnish himi transportation any other way exc(,p)t through our cllrl'nt
recesss that has been developed over the years of tfle new buyer giving
Iiin a better product so that lie in turn buys it.

Ilhere is 4al: average 01 three a(1 a half sales per vehicle durin its

S011tt1 1A,KI:.t,. M)i' Seerest, do you have, SOrietI in." to add to

Mr. .EriW5T. I wanted lo see if it would l]i1p. Senator Ilaslkel to
nwalk, this obseivation. I think w( share yolr view. I do: tilat the
i.arket, f orces- are operating in such] a way as to iiak(e i- probably. that
l)e~l)1e who offer fuel-efficient cars vill sell well :1,i ,,Wple who fail
to (10 So will not, sell well.

()ur internal target at, Ford cnlls or. by 1980. a piod( ction weighted
or sales weilrhted, fleet average fwel ecoliml v tlat is slil)stantiallv
better than that of today-in tlie rangze of 45 to 5) ler(ent, reascmnabliy
c,)IiSistent with levels Slit;retst(.d in this bill.

Mv oncern is that the bill takes a voltuntav ,.Ycoiiiticnt !)y aniu!dust vv and ~:s. well. if you say you can (o it and if we all anre,
it ;s a .'Vood thing, we will write a laN and if )ou njiis : 10y. say. : 1)e('elt.

we wrill fne voU S005 million. It is that that concerns "ew. J think th at
a l)otential conitiligent livability of an were near ]lat magn lvhtiu
would sei'io:,sly haml)er the ability of Ford. tt lev;st. to (carry out the
kind of program we are, planning because I thik that with "thai sort
of p iiftive ilue h.imnging over your head for Ci shortl'all that could
)e dle to a1iv ()]I (f four (w five factors that woiId 1 not hav, to lie very
, rtcat. it wold he difficult to slstainl the c'tl imivestuient )rogrm1'n
I ci'arv out 0 ur l)lail.

A 1" l hat. i; wlhat I see as a penalty. 1Tat is enbodied! in au iin.isteuco
to) lo 1w law vdiat tle market (,ilghlt to be forcilr 1s to do.

'elultor HJASKEIL. My irtie is up, Mr. (hai riian.
SemIat or A [,.\r .. Senator ' ackwood ?
Senator "().i( iV\(i). In a no'imal V(ar. how )imauv nivw Cars ar- sollI I I .lrf) pe .

rI. Fs'r:. Abut 8 million.
Senator iPACKwooD. And I assume most of those are seller cars

by our defilitioln ?
Mr. ESTES. Yes.
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Senator .\c(;woo0D. I ai 1iCli curios, in each of vour st at',enits yll
have referred to the needs or wlvat the average citizen requires ill this
country. 11ow do you needs difer from what the :ve'lge European
needs ?

Mr. Es'ri~s. Well. O ie mijor di fference. I thiilnk. is (list'ance. I)istanles
ill Furope are col)sidei. ably shelter, roads arc smaller, it is much imore
lifficiult with regard to hack roads anti so on. And theln, of course, thle
other thing you have to relelml)er is tlat the price of fuel in Europe
for years has been in the (lirectioll of improved fuel economy:; wlreas
ill tie United States. I guess yoll would hfave to say th at we have had
arti ficially lower l'iiel costs wllich Ol)viollsly is ll,)t ail incentive to )u1y' a
smaller. more effh'ient car.

Senator P.C( WO(D). But for the molnlit, I do not want to ret on t')
wants, l)ecamlse may)e if 1,lropeams ha(l 25 ('emits ,1i gallon gasoline and
!)iL roads, they would wvant big cars.

Is there any reason an .Xmrian ne(ds a b)i, car? Isn't a -'S-niile
per gallonn station wagon sufficient for me amld my wife and my dog and
kids to ,et around?

Mr. EsTES;. A shk-mile-per-galln station vaam ? It would be niixlt N
tiaht-voii and yomr wife and a 1ogr. We have 23 l)ercent of our fami-
lies in tbe Unite'd States, maybe 30 percent. I am talking about mainly
automotive customers. that have five people or more in their family.

.;vinator P,\cm w,,. Bitt low big a car (o they need?
Mrr. Es'rfs. ''hev ned a car thaft will carry five, mayie six people.

grandlmother wants to go. six people an(l some luga!,e to go on a
vacation.

Senator PAcwO,,). And ilhore vre no 28-mile per gallonlon sedans that
wold, (1o that .

)1r. Es s. No, sir. foreign or domestic-diesil yes.
Senator PAcKvor,:. I understand. I meant gasoline.
M'. ESTS. T think here in our context, we have to exclude the diesel.

Tile Mtercedes diesel on the basis that we are talking about is between
26 nid 27 miles per gallon, and it is a 3.500-pound car. That is the Car
yol are talking about. 3.700 pounds. But that, same car with a gasoline
engine is in the 17 to 1S area. and our cars are in the 22 area on tle snie
1)asis.

Senator' PAC WOol). Last week wlieii my family wenut lome to
Oi'e.,.ron,, T went with them during the recess.'here we dive two fairly
large cars. There we were li\ing in n v Wife's brother's house. ITe left
us a Volksw"a ,n which is a two-door car wliich we rot around in
adeoquately. I find that T had not, forgotten liomv to shift, and 1 coul,
indeed make the car go forward anl backward.

Mr. Es'rvs. Yoi, did not need ai r-condition ir'
Senator P\ir'woon. It did not have air-con(lit ioni m.
Mr. Es'rf,. Yoi dIid not need it ?
Senator IA('KWoOD). I did not need it. I got along.

r. S'rEs. )id yoo b)rinf it back ?
Senator ]-Acw%,,ooD. I left it there so my wife Nwould live sometlii.n

to drive. And I am curious, if you were tri'nslatin, needs into wants. I
like air-conditioniwz, I like ani automatic shift, l)it 1 do not need it.
And if we are really serious about fiel savings. n iav) we are over-
(,stilnuat~nf r .,eds.
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,It. ES'rES. 1(10 lot thi"k tlre is any queston t)at in an evolution-
arv way we cal 1110\'e families such as yours into Snmaller, more fuel-
eflicient cars. But I thiink we have trot, to be.e very. very careful today
about putting a Volkswag(ren-smized car in, let us say, a Buick dealership
and hlave the Buick owner come in with his air-L.ol(litionled car that is
t reasonable size ( and comfortable and hope to sell him that car this
year.

Now, I liirik we lJa've got to (o this iI till evolutionary way, M[r.
Senator. WXe are (loilg oIr best to move just as far as we can. You know
theve iiay bei a j lgnlent factor llere on mw far and how fast we Call

Senat or Pl% iw(I 4I). But 10 years is a faith ev'olutiOtlary period. If we
saN" to von by 198.5 .on must im)odu(e cars that will (rvt on a weighted
sales av'erage basis. 28 miles to the gallon, my huncli is you will pro-
(Ii me and the. imports will have to match you because the big cars
a rv not there.

I agree witli Senator Ilaskell, I do not think suddenly all the people
11e going to keep all of I heir )ig old cars forever. You may have a
dro in sales for a year or two, but when the Buii.k owner finally-

Mr. lEs'r:q. That could be very, very serious. We have had a serious
pioliem this year as far as uneimployment is conceriied. So we want. to
ii 1VOil even a .ear or two if we can help it., 'ou knmw.

Senator P~RvcwooI). We are going to give vou a 10-year lead, and
weln the 'Buick owner finally comes in and he onl\" has a choice of
It\vinug cars tha't will get 28 miles to tl g.allon. mvy hunch is he will

Mi. I s'ri.s. "itier that or he will talk to you wien yot come home
a)out 

it.

Senator Pi. jw'oo). Mie talks to me all the time when I fLo home. But
I thiink vont are unduly pessimistic, onie, about the sales potential.

Mr. Es'T.ES . 'i'llat is possible .
Senator Il',ivom. TWo. I think yon are translating wants into

nee(ls that are not ile(ls.
Mr. I)uxcoMm.. Of collse. it is wants that are z o~h to motivate

leol)l( to buy i). car. 'ol and I migltt hnave quite sinni~nir cone.l)tS about
wlhat tie btsie va' is that woul(l serve fundaneetal transportation

e(lds, and- you and I mi-lit a,,_'ree on this perfectly.
Blt John l)oe 'ot ies in to uy a c.ar may say. w v ell w atever you and

I think. I want. this ear over lhere. That is tl thinr that. inspirs hin
to buy. It is not your judgment oi iiy .udlment, and I think this is on(-
1,0son why tle'autlnol)ile in(lustry has such a variety of cars out
there. hat von th~inlk is ininortant and what I thiink is important may
he quite difiment serving all of those varieties of wants.

Sev:at or l. A( (wOO,). 'Ihiat is (-xf(ltlyv what von are saying. those wants.
not those nee(1s.

Iv. )T.x'mr.. I '. you know oil, society is laised o ilhat.
Senator Ikc(liwo(m). 'lltit is coi'ect.

r'. DUNCO(.-M. Alnd if yu) and I ~t,rin to inpo). (Air jid,:nwnts on
wiae the American I)eol)l sliold lhav, we are ualiiu a very funda-

mental chanqo in thet wav wev lave o1)eIat,(l in tlis economy of ours.
,%.,hator P, 'iwoo. Tiht nay hle tui,. )ut if we ave goiilfl to et

substantial redii.tiors in oil i1lots and conservation we, are going to
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have to start iii a number 0f places. I thought all of your statemnets
were excellent stating that the auto industry is not the onely place to
start.

But we. are going to have to do al number of things if we are going to
exercise the leadership that this (.'ongress ought to. The people fare not.
yet prepared to accept these measures, they do iiot want them. If we
a'e going to cop out in Congress l)e(.ause they do not want them we are
going to pass a bill similar to the Iouse passed onle which 'was
inadequate.

.Mr. DUxCOMBE. I wAould sugge.;t in that connection tit the pro-
posals we have inwde-you know tle greatest inconsistency we have
today is controlling ti price of 40 percent of our petroleum. aind at
the same time, exhortiilg people to conserve. The economic al)proaclh
to this is to decontrol tle price of oil and vol will get people voliiii-
tarily making new judgments on how they want to slend their nionev
and that is basic to our thiinking.

Mr. Es'rF~s. And we will be llalpsy to build that size car at that time.
But we. think there ou,_ht to l)e incentives for tlie (ustomer to want to
bit them rather tliaii to force us into a p)ossible--

Senator P)ACKWOOD. I want to come, to tlie, eil)loyment and tile coil-
version part. also. Assuiming that the. sales will not droI) dranmt icall.y
or if they do they will drop for a year or two and finally pick ill),
where is the prol)leni oin employment'?

Isn't 10 years a long enough time to convert y'our facilities without
(tri matic economic dislocation?

Ar. ESTES. We are making a tre.neodous step il flat regard ill the
next 3 years, as I have descril)ed.

sventor PAC'W 101). Where is tle (,colloil ic .liis'l)tion if "on know
10 years dovn the road what voit have to achieve?

\Tr. E STES. 'lle ecolon)ie disi'uption is fact, that if during this
priod the customer does not get oriented to tra:dinig in the lar,.(Wr car
with the air conditioning for that smaller car .tt that time. And let uls
say that in the interim we hNave moved instead of 34) percent of our
c1rs being 3.500 1)oitls. which is a relatively small car in the staln(lards
of today, we have got ,0 percent. of fliem. and if by that tilm le is
moving in that direction, that. is fine. We will 1)e aide to (10 this rad-
tlily. But, we think it is unnecessary that you pass legislation so tlat
come 1985, and let us say we are still selling, even 30 l)ereent of or
cars at 3.500 pounds or 40 percent. and all of a sudden we h ave got to
start, building all 2,000 pound vehicles, it may he. it Could be very dis-
rulpting at that time.

This is not all a matter of economics.
Senator PACKWOOD. Is this disruption that you are talking about t

f 'om a loss of s, les ?
Mr. ESTEA. That is true.
Senator PACKWOoP. All right, but assuming no loss of sales, there is

no problem of convertingr your plant. You could convert apparently
in 9 months during Worldl1 War IL to making tanks and trucks.

MNr. EsT-.s. We. are building today about-we have a capacity to
build-25,000 V-8's a day and there are no V-S's in that 2,800 pound
vehicle. So we have, got to convert, facilities and we. have got to do it.
W e cannot do it on an if-come basis, we cannot afford to.

Senator PACKWOOD. I understand tiat.
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Mr. ESTES. So we have got to do it with the market each year. If
we were sure we are going to move to four-cylinder engines each year,

a. certain percentage that can be done, no question. What we cannot
stand is an immediate, overnight shift from V-S's or small V-8's even
to 4's.

Senator PACKWOOD. Nobody is talking about an immediate, over-
night shift, this is not a standard imposed in 1977 and you have to

lI tuni out four cylinder. two-door cars without air conditioning" next
year. Where is the immediacy in what we are talking about?

Mr. ESTES. The immediacy is going to be when it gets to be manda-
tory rather than on the basis of the customer wanting it. That is our
problem.

Senator P.wxwoon. M1Ny time is up.
Senator TAT.MADE. Senator Roth?
Senator Roe'ir. All of you gentlemen discussed at some length that

it is helter to permit tfiese changes to be brought about in the market-
p lace. And yet. it seems to me. ih.t there is some desirability in target
dates. All of us have a tendency, even big business, to procrastinate.
I think even internally you set a certain target.

One of you indicated that perhaps the automobile industry in it-
self had not done as much as it should in the area of emission stand-
ards- until 1973-1974. I think, Mr. Estes, you made that statement.

M r. Es-: . I (lid not say that we shold(l. I said that our technological
advaiweme:.-: na aybe were not as fast as we would like to have them.
I guess they never are. We were doing everything we knew how to do.

And let nie stiv this. we developed a catalytic converter in what
wo.e consider re,-ord time. even faster than the Government did.

senator Iut. ut, was that not after the Gov'ernment set certain
ta )'ots?

Mr. ESTES. Emission standards, sure, emissions and safety, we are
goince to have some kind of regulations. We hope they are reasonable
regulations but we have to have them because those two items unfor-
tunatelv are not saleable to the customer.

Senator Rori. The only point I am raising. I wonder if tflere is
not some desirability in attempting to set certain targets. whether
they should be penalties or not is another question. But, I am not
certain that the industry itself has moved as fast as it can due to the
pressure of the marketplace.

But Ibe, that as it may, what would be the position of industry if
we took another tack, say instead of a penalty, we offered some kind of
incentive. For example, we created certain targets and proposed that,
if a company met these targets that there might be some kind of tax
intent, ive, either' to the industry itself or possibly to the consumer.

What wouild1 be, the attitude of the industry toward that approach?
_Mr. ESTFS. Well, obviously we do no want any handouts, we do not

want any taxes. and we do not want any regulations. That is prob-
ably an overstatement and you all probably recognize we do not like
that sort of thing.

On the other hand, we think it is important that the customer
realize that the energy situation is difficult and it is going to be from
now-on. We are-not in just a )hase here with regard to the energy
shortage and the difficulties in this area. And consequently, I guess,
we would say that anything you can do, and we think that deregula-
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tion is one of the ways to convince the customer, our customers, that
this is a problem.

Senator ROTH. This is not the question I am asking, though, Mr.
Estes. I am saying that-

Mr. ESTES. I assume you are asking about giving an incentive? For
instance, I guess there is something in the bill with regard to electric
cars which supposedly would benefit the customer if ie bought a, more
fuel efficient, car.

Senator ROTT. Let me elaborate, if I may. Let, us assume that we
had a standard set, something along the House lines, maybe others.
but the same appi~oach. and we said to industry, to a company that
if you reach these standards each year perhaps there would be a 1-
or 2-percent tax advantage in your corporate tax. I am just thinking
out loud.

Would this create any incentive without the handicaps of a penalty
to the industry? I wonder if any of the other gentlemen f romn Chrysler
or Ford care to comment?

M r. SECREST. Well, Senator, I guess there would be no doubt that
my concern about the impact, of this legislation on ability to raise
capital would be different if the proposal were tuchl tl)t suecs w,)1Il(l
bring a reward from the Government instead of failure bringing a
fine.

I have looked at a number of alternative legislative possibilities
which try to assist the market in doing what we think it will do.
I do not believe that in this case an incentive of the kind you have
described is necessary to get the job done.

I think in contrast to the emission control situation, there is such
a force, in the market encouraging purchase of fuel economy cars that
I would think that the sort of incentive you discussed would be better'
applied to. for example. the development and production of new forms
of energy from sources that, apparently cannot or will not be developed
under present economics.

However, if you offered me the choice between penalties and incen-
tives I would opt for incentives.

Mr. LooFrouimow. I think I would agree with the Ford position in
that matter. There is one aspect in this whole matter which I think
has led to a pretty broad misunderstanding on the part of the public. 4
And that is that 40-percent fuel economy to which the industry is
committed to. I am sure there are many people who are driving a
1974 New Yorker that figures in 1980 they will have that czawle
equivalent automobile, same size, same weight et cetera, that he is
accustomed to but they will be 40 percent more fuel efficient. And this.
of course, is just not the case.

I think we have lost sight of the fact that as Mr. Estes pointed out
the most important item for improved fuel economy is weight reduc-
tion and to accomplish the necessary weight reduction you have to go
to smaller vehicles. I do not believe that these relationships are firmly
implanted in the minds of the people who are talking about fuel
economy.

Senator ROTH. Could I ask a question there that is somewhat
relevant?

We have a national speed limit of 55 miles an hour now on the
highways. Why do cars have to be able to go a 100 miles an hour or
faster? If you kept that lower would that make any difference!
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Mr. LooFBouunow. Limiting top speed by reducing power really
would not make much difference on fuel economy. If you carry it too
far, you begin to lose in fuel economy; if you underpower the vehicle
too much. The activity in the car is really related to a safety aspect
of the vehicle and the environment in which it lives. And if you have
the necessary activity for safe operation at low speeds, you automati-
cally get the capability at the top end. The high-speed capability of
cais in recent years has been coming down since the horsepower race
of a few years ago. The first reason for it was the tightening of emis-
sion requirements, and then the fuel crunch which caused tradeoffs
for fuel economy. High-speed capability is deminishing, but it is a
byproduct, if you will, of a basically sound automobile which is safe
to drive.

.Mr. Es'rF,. "May I add something to that?
Senator ROT T. Yes; please do.
Mr. EsTES. Part of the savings, the 20-percent savings we are

talking about in the 1,000 pounds of weighted vehicle is in theq,
smaller engine that is provided. The engine automatically gets
smaller, even at the same performance level.

Now, as I stated a moment ago, we are also looking at what is the
optimum fuel economy level for performance, as Mr. Loofbourrow
mentioned. And to put it in context, as I said a while ago, our cur-
rent cars are somewhat in the 0 to 60 15-second area; hotrods are
10 seconds; and the average automobile is about 15 seconds. We 're
finding that by dropping that performance level down to 20 seconds,
we are gaining fuel economy-not a great deal, but it is 5 or 6 percent.

So what vou are going to see, in these new vehicles we are talking
about, and to accomplish the 40 percent we are talking about, all of
our engines are going to get smaller in displacement; there is no
question about that.

Senator ROTH. One question that concerns me very much: I-Iai-ing
two plants in Delaware-General Motors and Chrysler-is what
would be the impact of the House standards on employment? We have
had a lot of general statements, but has an actual study been made
as to what would happen if these proposals became, in fact, law-on
the employment. picture?

Mr. Dv-Nco-.nmE. We have already taken some preliminary cuts. As
you might guess. it is a very difficult question to quantify anid it could
be illusory. I will say this: Just on the basis of what we have been
doing, we have already lowered our estimate of the sales volume for
1980, relative to what we had before, by about a million units. In
other words, we are now thinking in terms of sales in 1980 of a million
units less than we had projected ea-rlier.

Senator RoTi. What, had you projected earlier?
Mir. DUYNCOMTE. We had projected a total volume of 17 million cars

and trucks. We have lowered that, to 16 millions cars and trucks. And
it is about a million less on the passenger car level, and trucks are
about the same.

My guess is, and this a rough guess, that we can expect a loss in sales
of at least a million units a year. In other words. we would be down at
another lower plateau. We are doing more work on this, and as we
do more work on it, I would be glad to give you whatever we come
up with. But it has got to be a very, very substantial factor if, even

55-53-75-pt. 1-10
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on the basis of the voluntary program, we see a loss of a million units
a year.

Mr. Esms. I guess you are talking about the 20.5-mile-per-gallon
level in 1980? 20.5 miles?

Senator ROT!. Yes.
Mr. Du.NU'm,,E. To get the 20.5 miles will mean a very important

further shift (lown in the type of car that we can produce.
Mr. ESTES. And some postponements, which accounts for the mil-

lion loss.
Senator ROTI. Mr. Chairman, I wonder, do we have a representa-

tive of UAW testifying on this matter before us at some time?
Senator T,%ANIJJAD E. We will have, before the hearing is over; yes.
Senator ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator TALMfADOE. Senator Ribicoff.
Senator RIBiCOFiF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Estes, I am intrigued by your statement on page 5: "11e try

to put the kinds of cars on the market that the American people have
indicated th1,-y want to 1)uy.

And thell von say that foreign imports have remained steady, but
VoM' sales L 1t0, (lowu. They represent about, 21 percent, I under-
stal(l. of the ltiarket today.

Now. yol al.so menti oned the type of cars Americans Wan:it. thlat have
five pSse5,Agtrs alnd vol Call put a lot of lu'guage in and take the trip
and illalVhe s(iteeze in tlrandina.

I al lookiii,_, at .%Oir charts tliat you left, with us, and I notice that
a M1Terceles 0r0-) gets about 27 miles per gallon. That is a diesel.

I lhave a friend who sells Mercedes in Hartford, Conn.. who tells me
that lie las Lrf)t u waiting list of at least 9 months for Mercedes. lie
could sell all be could get.

I am cuvuii, z: wliv have none of vou made a diesel ? What is tlere
aboltt a die(l rlint gives that extra mileage? And diesel fuel is cheaper.
Wlhi is it tiit not a single one of you giants have inale a diesel
aul)i il i e ?,

'\Ji. ]sij.* It is easy to answer.
SeNato' L'WICO.'F. I WOuld like that. I think the American people

wollld like tlinr.
Mr11'. EST;.,. TliV vervY li)Vst that anyone knows how to niake in the way

of elniShiiii'--niid I ain talking about. the NOx standards-it is one
of the three constituents that is legislated currently at 0.41. The lowest
anyone kn,,loui liow to get a diesel, as far as NOx'is concerned, is 1.5.
Ve lliht, he able to gr'et to 1. So. until we have some assurance that
we do not. ]iave to mimet tihe legislated emissions standards in 1977 or

'18 or witever-it would be ridiculous for us to spend a lot of
mnev to to ol a diesel.

Lt ne tell vou this. Senator. we are looking.seriously at the diesel
110W. (in the ireli.se that possibly the emissions standards in the
futire, will I,(, st tightened out to permit this.

Senator lImjimuvr'. ani1 puzzled. Under the laws of this country,
(10 t e impoll s riot. have to, comply with our emissions standards? Does
the (lics.-t)it, :0r0-l)-not have to live up to the standards set by
EIS'PA as well as your automobiles?

,Ii. E's '.rs. Mrlm. Senator, I am sure that Mercedes would have never
toolel iat (lisl on the basis of the Anerican market.

Seiato1 lRiUCoFF. But tfley have been in the-
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'Mr. EsTS. They only tooled it on the basis of the European market,
aid thev ar' l)rin,,.ng it. in here. lhey will have to stop bringingy in
tIle diesel the day the standards go below, let us say, 1. 1.5.

Senator ]'iic, i-'. iey are living up to the standards now, are theyriot .
Mr. Es'ES. iSure; tie standards are well above that at the current

level. The current standard is 3.1, for instance; so the diesel fits into
that. fine. In tie future, we are going down to 0.41, unless Congress does
something about. relaxing that.

Senator Ih1mcor,. 1 1) dollarss to domuts, as the standards go Ul).
Afereedes-Benz will come up with those standards and still sell the
automobiles. Now. this is wN'hat puzzles me, that there is not the genius
;l,,d the technologV within the three of volt. your companies, to make
11 diesel. I think this is a grave question on tle minds of every Ameri-
call. Why caln you not make a diesel automol)ile ?

Mr. ESTEs. We are building lots of diesel engines right now, and as
I say, they just do not meet the standard that Congress says we have
#rot to meet. as of today, in 1977. And Mercedes-you can ask Mercedes
wien they c(,me in--I am sure they do not know hoiv to get 0.41 NOx
it, t lie current time.

Senator IZIBICOII'. Ill other words, are you saying' that the Mercedes
totlay is not meeting tle standards required by law

Mr. Esrm.s. Senator Ribicoff, you do not understand. Todays stand-
:1'(ls in this constituent are 3.1.

Senator RimwloFF. All right.
Mr. Es'r.s. It is very easy to mtrke a diesel meet 3.1. But in 1977

Or 178, whelk we get to the legislated statutory levels. that 3.1 goes to
o.-. nd there is no way to do it. Now. we cannot afford to tool a diesel
en(rine for a passengers ear, without considerable risk. on the basis of 2
or 3 yeaii. production. And this. as I said in my statement, and I
tlik we all agree, that the low level of NOx in the statutory eirission
stan(lards is one of the reasons that is inhibiting alternate technology,
,s far as alternate eng ines are concerned right today.

Senator R'timctiF. Let. us take the emissions stanidards-this is pres-
('ntlv. Mereildes h~as been making diesels for years. You never have

".e\n No eL of ou lhave ever made a diesel.
Mr. Es'rus. We are making diesels in Europe right now. We are

P(,lling then evvry dtiv.
Senator RIBIcovI.'.. Well, why are you not making them in the United

Mr. EI'TES. The reason we are not making them in the United States.
I. lRibicof'. is thw fact that we are not, going to invest millions of

dollars on aln engine that may be outlawed in a Couple of years. It does
nmot. fial- -ss.S1.S :itor ircov. But Mercedes has got a waiting list of 9 months
to(la\-, and .you are making them in Europe. Why are you not im-
iml-ti your diesels from Europe into the United Sfates? They comply
with the law Inow.

Mr. Esrs. We lave considered that, and if you look atthe total
volluuie of Mercedes--I do not know if you realize what you are talking
'bout---)ut it is very, very low, relatively. You know. they will sell
.10.000 i(tal vehicles in the United States. and the diesel is running.
wire. 21) percent of that: so they art talking about very, very few
V('lli '.s in the U nited States.
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Senator RIwICOFr. But when you say we try to put the kinds of eal.:
on the market. the American people lhave in(licated they N ant to biy.
and if each and every one of you is making a diesel automol)ile and you11
could advertise it, you could sell those cars in the United States of
Amierica, but you have never chosen to (10 so.

Mr. ESTEs. Why do you not say we have not chosen to bring in ouirdiesel, our Ope', into the United'States because. yon have to agree, it
is not reasonable to )ut a great investment. ill an'engifle that is goingf
to be outlawed in 2 ears.

Senator RIBi('OF'F'. I do not think it will be outlawed in 2 years.. I
a just curious, if there is somebody from Meredes here to say that
they are not going to sell the Mercedes in this country 10 years fro
low.

Mr. ESTES. As soon as Congress settles on the future emissions stand-
ards, that will get serious consideration.

Senator RRICOFIF. Well, to me it is a lack of all of you to be up to
(late of what the American people want. The heavier the car, the nmore
money you make, and you have been interested in Selling heavy ,cars
with low mileage because you make a lot of money on it-- a lot nlmore
tha n the small ones.

,Mr. ESTES. I would like to remind you of a little history, if you
would not mind.

In 1961, we took 200 pounds out of our regular sived cars. We
introduced a brand new small aluminum V-S, a small V-6, a Buick.
ain Oldsmobile. a brand new four-cyclinder engine in a Pontiac. an(l
we increased the volume of 4's and 6's in Chevr,,let: find 1965. in order
to get adequate capacity of big V-8"s to satisfy the market, because
we could not sell the little ones. we sold the equipment on the V--8 to
Rover; we sold the V-6 to Willy; we moved the four cylinder to
Mexico--ad incidentally, we just brought it back again the otler
day because it is doing a great job for us today. But we did not do all
of that because of any other reason except that the customer hlad
decided in 1965 le wanted V-S's.

Senator RIBICOFF. You are a leading executive of a large company,
but this shows exactly what is wrong with it. causeue von1 lost lle
market; so vou.got out of the market of small cars and the Europeans
came in and grabbed the market and you were indifferent to it and
now you wake up with egg on your face.

Mr. EsTES. No, no, no; no. no.
Sen.ator IIInCOFF. And now you are going back to the small ones

after having turned the market over to the Eurol)ean countries be-
r'a ii¢e of your indifference.

Mr.-EsTES. We have not turned any market over to the foreigners.
Senator Riwacoii'. You sure did, because they came in while you

were making the big ones; they came under the barriers with the smlI
onePS. And now they have, 20 percent of the market.

Mr. Es's. Senator, they were here at that ime.
Senator RIBICOFF. But they were not going full guns as they are

now.

M'r. ESTES. They have not increased at all.
Senator RBWcOFF. As Senator Nelson points out to me, 400.000 cars

imported in 1963 and 2.5 million cars today. That is a pretty good
market that I think you lost.
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.N,'. ESTE;s. 2.5 ? Tiet will be a great year wln they brig in 2.5
million.

Mr. DUNCONIBE. It is nowhere near 2.5 million. Senator.
Mr. ESTES. It, is 1.4 million.
Senator RiBICOFF. Before my time is up, one more question.
If the President succeeds in decontrolling oil, I understand that will

'aise the price of gasoline about 8.5 cents per gallon. What will that
(1o to the sale of your automobiles, if gasoline goes up by September 1,
I5 cents above wlat it is now?

Mr. I)tucoumw. I think the primary impact on that would be in a
further shift of the mix. Currently, about 50 percent of the sales of
cars are small cars. Bv that, I mean cars comparable to our Nova
(r S 1f.,ller-including the imports. And our feeling is that if the price
of oll oil were decontrolled and you got this, let us say, 8.5 cents-
I lave heard figures. incidentally, from about 5 to 8 cents-what you
woUld do primarily is provide an incentive to buyers to go toward
Fmnaller, more fuel-efficient cars. And we believe that this is the right
way to go about. this problem , not only because of its impact on the
11ew ear sales, but I think the thing you must remember, Senator, is
thai there are 100 million cars on the road, and if the price of gasoline
were permitted to reachl-were decontrolled-it would l'ave an impact
oil I lie way all of us use our cars. I think it would encourage car pool-
ing: I think it would encourage the discontinuance of what might. be
c Msidered frivolous driving: it might discourage the sort of driving
liat the teenager does on a'Saturday around town. And I think that
in Your thinking about this entire energy problem. it is important
to keep in mind that these prposals such as you have here relate to
onl]y the fringe of the total car market; that is, the new car market.
.Ani our goal ought to be to encourage conservation in the use of our
transportation facilities-and that is 100 million cars that, are cur-
rvnt ly on the road.

It would have an impact. It would shift the mix down. And I think
that to that extent, it would contribunte to our long-range energy goals.
11t ven more important than that, it would contribute immediately

to the conservation effort which, in our company, we believe is impor-
tant todav.

Seluator Rinicoi.. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Senator Hansen.

SVPator U.NSE.N. Was Senator Brock not here first. Mr. Chairman?
,nator rI'ALMAGE. I do not have it so recorded.

Senator HA-xs'EN-. All right, fine.
'|'here have been a lot of questions asked of you gentlemen al)out

legislation and whether we should face up to our responsibilities. They-
a re v('v it erestinl.

I am' going to ask some of my questions to you. Mr. Secrest. because
between the panel and Ralph" Nader, I think GM has gotten more
attenit ion than it really deserves at this moment, and I say that, because
I am a driver of a Ii k and a Chevy.

Is it not a fa.t if we wanted to do something about safety. Ralph
Nader and the Congrress of the United States. lhad we said we were
!oil.f, to pass a tough drivers law that would revoke permanently
the driver's license of anyone who was caught dri-in under the
ilf1 nee of nlcohol, we would hiave taken a very (Irnmatic step that
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would have reduced more than any-other single thing that could hav'e
been done legislatively?

I ask that, of you, Mr. Secrest.
Mr. SECrIEST. Well, I think there is no doubt that all of the students

and analysts of the vehicle safety issue agree that if we could find
some way, through legislation or something, to reduce the use of
alcohol by individuals operating motor vehicles, it would have tihe
effect you suggest; no doubt about it.

Senator 1ANS-EN. One way to reduce it is to pass a law that says
if a. guy is caught driving w hile he is drunk, he loses his license, ]e
cannot ever get it back. Now, if we want to face up to sonie tough
decisions, I suggest there is a good place to start.

I used to be chairman of the National Governors Conference on
Highway Safety, and at that time, it is my recollection that more
than half of the fatalities on American highways were the result of
someone driving while he was drunk.

Mr. SECREST. I think there are some very useful statistics bearing
on that, from the experience of some of the overseas countries, pal-
ticularly Sweden. I believe some of the other Scandinavian natiojns
also have what appears to be an absolutely iron-clad proposition in-
volving jail terms if you are driving with alcohol in your blood beyond
a certain point on the measuring device. And I think it has bee'n very
effective.

Senator IANXSEX. My purpose in asking the question is to say that
i think we are overreacting in our response to a very serious energy
situation. I think it is serious, but I think it has to be approached i-
two ways. One is to take all such steps as seem indicated that will
bring about conservation of energy, on the one hand. And the other
is to take simultaneous steps that will do something about increasing
supply. And I gather from the testimony that I have heard here
this morning, that opinion is shared by you panelists. I am not certain.
)id you address that point., too, Mr. Loofbourrow?

.Mr. LooFBoUrRow. It was not in my prepared statements, hut I
certainly conetur with that approach.

Senator HANSEN . It is a matter of fact that without any legislation
in Europe they have gone to using smaller cars. probably for two
reasons: One, the shorter distances that they drive and secondly, the
higrh cost of gasoline.

Is that opinion shared byv you, gentlemen ?
Mr. SF.CREST. Yes. I think there is no doul)t of that.
Senator hIANSEN. Has there been any legislation by any ot tio

European countries as to the size and weight of vehicles that yo; knw
of?

M11'. SECREST. Xo, 110 Coun1try.
Mr. EST:S. France and Italy.
M'. SECREST. There have been some tax provisions in 1% rious coun-

tries that relate the amount of tax that a car owner r pays. either each
year or weln he buys a car. which apply to the engine size, or somie-
thing like that. Most of the economic impetus to the development of
the characteristics of cars overseas, has been related to the cost of fiel.
This is particularly pertinent in relation to the real incomes of tire
1)eol)le. In most countries, real incomes are lower than in the Inited
States, but fuel prices have always been higher. And this has created
incentives.
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Senator Ribicoff is no longer here to pursue the diesel analogy, but
the Mercedes diesel is priced in the United States at 16,000. It is a
wonderful car, but it is not. cheap.

Senator HANSENI. That was my next question. You said the cost of a
Mercedes diesel is $16,000?

Mr. SECR'ST. Yes, it is a fine car. But it was not in great demand
until the price of gasoline in the United States moved off the plateau
of around 35 cents, where it stayed for several years. and b:'gan to
spiral at the time of the oil embargo. Gasoline is now at 57 cents or
more, and surely going higher regardless of which set of options is
chosen by the Congress. A diesel car is a heavy, expenIsive and costly
unit and which therefore had no market in the United States as lonI
as gasoline was cheap. Now however, there is a market for such a, clr.
Even at a high price.

Senator HANSEN ,. When we speak about steps that might be taken
legislatively to induce greater conservation of energy, I am impressed.
as I know the chairman is. You do not have to drive very far to observe
the number of automobiles around schools-not colleges exclusively,
but high schools as well, and even grade schools.

What would happen in *-our opinion if the Congress were to put the
minimum age of drivers, excepting those employed in industry, up to,
say, 18 years?

SenaItor ILAS KELL. If the Senator would yield, I think you might
have a mother's revolution.

Senator CT-RTis. You would save more gas if you would make it
28 years.

Senator ItANSFN. Well, the fact is-it seems to me to e a fact-that
I notice that the insurance companies recognize a male under 21 or 24
as being the most hazardous of all persons to insure.

Mr. Eswr-s. Unmarried, too.
Senator INSEN-. I should think if we want to get at tlhe root cause

of the problem and not take the car away from the working mail, and
he may be only 18 years, but to keep it out of the hands of youngsters
who do not need to drive-we could save a lot of energy. I am not
recommending this, I have five grandkids and some of them are driv-
inz. but the point is that it is awfully easy to attack the industry and to
criticize it. And I am not one who thinks it is without, blame, by any
means. But, I think sometimes, as it seems to me -we did in safety de-
vices and appliances, we went completely overboard. We added to the
cost of cars. We added to the weight of cars; we increased the consump-
tion of energy- bv cars to strike at one thing: Fatalities on highways.

And if we had really wanted to look at the bicg problem here. I'still
say: Do something about drunk drivers. But. you know. every 2 years,
or every 6 years. we start thinking about getting reelected. And I think
that is whv we do not take Senator Haskell's approach: That we move
the driver's age up.

I gather from what you say that you do not think that the stops that
have, been indicated here to do the things that you believe are going to
come about as a consequence of the operation of the economy are i n the
public interest. You do not, think we should legislate these standards
tli nt have been proposed and are before us now.

Would you respond to that. Mr. Lroofhourrow ?
Mr. LooFrorRow. We concur withl that viewpoint col"nletl v, )e-

cause, as has leen mentioned before, fuel economy with the incrasianf,
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price, of fuel is becoming an extremely nmarketable characteristic in
a ittomobiles. But there will remain a requirement for automobiles of all
sizes, because of the needs of l)eol)le vho buy them.

And, as has been pointed out, it is not necessarily the new car buyer
- who is going to be th1e one who bears the burden of the elimination of
large cars. The fellow who is below average income-a medium-class
laborer with a family of six-he is waiting for that 4-year-old station
wagon which he can buy on the used car lot.

If the regulations make it impossible to put that new station wagon
in tlo market 4 years before, that car is never going to get to him. So
lie is going to be the one that gets hurt.

Senator -ANsN. Wh]at about SO2 ? I am told that when we started
legislating on these emission standards, we apparently did not discern
the significance of SO.. in the air. Now there seems to be great concern.
particularly in a city like Washington. that people who have respira-
tory problems could be seriously afflicted by that.

Wolld someone respond to that ?
Mr. Looirot-mnow. SO2 is really not, a meaningful item in automobile

exhausts. However, SO, is one of the measured pollutants in the air. In
tiess where they have an air quality measurement, which is recorded
daily., they measure one. or two pollutants.

One of them is 1)articulates which is always part, if not all, of such
measurements. Many cities also measure SO. But the SO, primarily
cones from fixed sources. And of course. the l)articulates are not part
of the autonofile's emissions. So the things that are used to measure
tle quality of the air are non-automotive associated.

M\r. Esnrus. I would just like to add that automobiles, as far as sulfur
emissions are concerned, only are responsible for about 1 percent of
the total in urban areas.

I'le concern that has been expressed, is that the catalytic convertor,
in doing its job on the regular emissions, also converts SO2 into sul-
plhates that might be harmful.

There are only about five labs in the country that can measure it, it is
so low at the current level. There is some concern about 10 vears hence
wh-en all car's have catalytic converters that someone standing near a
crowded highway. withy. I think, the parameter or the software that
was Used in determining this was a 10-lane highway for automobiles
traveling at 60 miles an hour and a. pedestrian standing about 10 feet
away n Might be exposed to a severe problem.

We do not question that this might, happen. And. in view of that-
we have coming this fall what we call a big experiment.

We are going to fill our proving ground full of cars with catalytic
converters. We are going to measure the sulphate emissions at the
roadside under all kinds of atmosnheric conditions.

Incidentally, the EPA. and I think some of our competitors, have
agreed to observe these tests. in order to get some facts in this case.
And that is all we need. And if it is a problem. I can assure you we
will step up to it.

Right now at least, it is no 1)roblem. And it may not even be a pro)-
lem in the future, but there is a conversion in the catalytic converter
from the SO.,.

Now, this all comes, of course from sulfur in the fuel. But there is
a Vol.oversion from. let us say, less harmful sulfur compounds into
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Possibly more harmful sulfur compounds, in going through the cata-
lytic converter. That is what started it.

Senator HANSEN. MIy tim, is up, Mr. Chairman.
Senator TiALMADGE. Senator Dole.
Senator DOLE. I think it is interesting that there is basic agreement

among all three or four witnesses at the table. Is that correct, insofar
as the House-passed bill is concerned?

Mfr. SECREST. There appears to be; yes.
Senator DOLE. Are there any disagreements ?
M[r. ESTES. With our position?
Senator DOLE. Right.
Mr. ESTES. I stated our position-
Mr. SEtCREST. As far as I can see, Senator Pole. I believe we are in

general agreement. I have not had a chance to read through the details
of the longer statements of my associates. And they have probably
not read ours, but certainly, in general, we are in agreement.

Mr. ESTES. It seems to me from our verbal statements, we are in
aigreement.

Senator DOLE. I think in your statement, Mr. Estes you indicated
there was more energy consumed for residential purposes. But no
one has recommended we be limited to five-room homes.

Mr. EsTEs. Or two-room homes, maybe.
If we are going to be comparable to the 28 miles to the gallon, maybe

it is even smaller than a 5-room home.
Senator DOLE. I think you make a good point: if we are really goin,

to look at the problem, we have to know the problem and we have to
single out the-

Mfr. ESTES. Yes; we just ask that whatever incentives we have for
conservation, let us be sure that they apply to, all uses of energy,
rather than iust gasoline.

Senator DOLE. Do you have other examples, besides the residential
use of energy?

.Mr. EsTr:s. Well. industrial uses. I do not thiiik tlere is any ques-
tion that in our industry and in all industries, we are using gas today.
natural gas today, where we should be using oit.thik that ouh'. t
to be looked at by all of us.

And you say, Nell, why would you do a thing like that. when we
have such a shortage of natural gas today. And the reason we did it
is from an economic point of view. and our industry is highly coin-
petitive, from an economic point of view fr)mn an emissions point of
view, natural gas was the right way to go except for the fact that
probably it was artificially priced too low anl we are looking at the
wrong economics when we use natural gas for certain operations.

I am talking about electrical generation. for instance, in heating
and generation of steam in our plants. And on the other hand there
are certain operations, where, with current technology, we do not
know how to use any other type of energy. We say it should he con-
served now for the operations where we know no other way. But let
us look at everything. That is all we are saving.

We are trying in our industry, in General 'Motors, at least to do
everything possible we can to conserve all kinds of energy and to
move as fast as possible, within economic constraints, to coal. And of
course. we encourage the use of nuclear, because in both of these cases,
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we conserve two real critical situations we have: that is petroleum
and natural gas.

Senator )OLE. A general question that might be prol)ounded to all
three witnesses would be the state of the eniployment now in the auto
industry, and wlat do your forecasts say in the next 6 months? Is
there a reason for optimnism?

I might just start with you, Mr. Estes., then go to Ford and
Chrysler.

iiNfr. ESTES. Of course. as you know, I think, we publicly expressed
optimism in the future. We have said all along that we thought that
our industry, at least General Motors, had bottomed out in January
or February.

Senator DOLE. I-low many are out of work now?
Mr. ESTES. At the peak we had 225,000 on a tenporary basis, in-

cluding indefinite as well as temporary layoffs. Currently we have
about 80,000 still on indefinite layoff. We hope that in August that
will be down to 70 to 72.000. somewhere in that area. And hopefully
l)v the end of the year, we will have those back to work.

Right now our plans are to be at about a 70 to 75,000 level of in-
definite layoffs by the start of the model year 1976.

Senator I)OLE. So there has been a rather dramatic shift?
Mr. ESTEO;. We are improving the situation day by day.
Senator DOLE. 'What al)out Ford?
Mr. S11cnsT. 'Well. o1ur situation, Senator Dole, is somewhat similar.

Or piak months for layoffs were January and February. Counting
indefinite layoffs and temporary layoffs, that is people off for a week
or mrore but still on the rolls, we had around 65,000 of our hourly
workers on layoffs. This was in the range of 35 or 40 percent out of
work in those montlis. In addition perhaps 8 percent of our salaried
workers were unemployed.

Now that 65.00) number is down to around 23,000 or around 13 per-
cent. I think that thiroglgh the remainder of this year, unemployment
rates in our company will still be in the range of 10 percent to 15
percent. I do not see business recovering to the point where the problem
is aoing to go completely away.

'We are forecasting a relatively slow recovery and not a dramatic
turnaround.

Senator DOLE. The same with Chrysler?
M fr. LooFnouRow. We believe we are seeing the turn occur. We are

presently at 30,000 layoffs. And the max figure was about twice that
at the first of the year. So this is the lowest we have reached since
the first of the year. We have added a second shift in two of our op-
erating plants. So we believe that things are now headed upward,

's has been said, it is not a dramatic change, but it certainly is in the
right direction.

Senator DOLE. I think Senator Packwood, Senator Haskell ear-
lier, touched on another point. But if we assume by 1985 that laws
are passed and we have to reach 28 miles per gallon, it would cause
quite a change in your operation. Maybe it is too early to have any
figures on what it might do to employment.

I think you talked about units. But could you translate that into
.obs. What would it mean, job-wise, if we mandate something that
is going to mean smaller cars?
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M.% I)]UNCOMBE. Well that million car drop translates into about
2.50.000 jobs.

Mr. Esm s. It, is about one for four.
M,[r. Dv,.xco-.nE. That is the direct employment effect of a million

automobiles.
Senator DOLE. Is that shared by Ford and Chrysler? It. may be too

earixy to pinpoint it.
Afr. SECI:REST. I think the relationship between jobs lost to units of

sales lot is .1 bout the st-ame,,. We ha\e not really done a projection of how
Much smaller, if any, the market would be under the presumed 1985
conditions. We seem to be considering here the assumption that all
cars Would be the size of a Volkswagen Beetle or smaller. I am not
sure I c':m give you a valid estimate as to how serious a change that
,oUld be.

I thik it is important to keep in mind that the option we are sug-
g,'estin, is that we do inot choose between forcing people to drive cars
the size of todays cars with the fuel economy of today's cars versus
Volkswaoren Beetles. We think that it should be possible to save very.
very substantial amouits of fuel and improve the fuel efficiency of
todl, so-called bia cars by 50 percent or more, and still have vehicles
hat, will be 1,000 poundss or more lighter than today's vehicles. They

will do for the public what today's big cars do. I do not think that we
have to go all the way to Volkswagens in order to reach 'an acceptable
energy goal.

Now, 28 miles percrallon fleet average is another thing. And if we do
'-o bat far, I think we ought to make clear what choice people are
being asked to make and how much difference in petroleum consump-
tioii would come from the two possible options. We cannot compare 2S
miles per gallon with today's conditions because fuel economy in 1985
.ill be far better.

Senator DOLE. I wanted to ask one more question before my tini.
expi red-do vout have generally the same view ?

M[r. LoIot'nnw. I think it is imperative that the public be advised
-is to what will be the consequences of these kinds of bills. I am sure
t lit 90 percent of then out there are saying, great for you, Congress;
you are going to get us better fuel economy. But they do not realize the
m'.(sf of the thitligs that fo with it.

Senator DOLE. I think you are ri.ght. I think what the House tried
to (10 is to give the pul)lic at least the appearance that we were going
to have enerr, independence at no cost. No one had to sacrifice, no one
.ad to suffer. But we are not going to have energy independence by

. in_:1Dy imposing quotas.
Finally, do you all favor decontrol of natural gas and oil? -
Mr. Es'rPQ. Natural gas is very serious.
Senator DOLE. I think many of us feel that way in Congress, but I

am not certain that over half'of us feel that way in the Conrgress.
I would like pernision to make my statement part of the record

following the statement of Senator Curtis.
Senator TALMADGE. Without objection, so ordered.,
At the hour of 11 :30. this meeting will officially adjourn. Informally

and unofficially, we will continue to seek the advice of the witnesses.
Se-nator Nelson?

1 .e . 2.
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Senator NUL:so.-. Gentlemen, I have a copy here of a magazine that
I wonder if you happen to be familiar with. This issue is entitled, "A
Lighter Car," published by Pittsburgh Plate Glass Industries, a recent
number, and it includes an article on auto-emission standards.

Have any of you seen that article?
Mr. ESTES. We are familiar, I think, with everything Pittsburgh is

doing but I have not seen that particular publication.
Senator NELSON.N,. They do a lot of work with the auto industry?
Mr. ESTES. Absolutely; we work very closely with them, particularly

in the area of plastics and lighter materials.
Senator NELSON. It is a. very brief article and it shows some Pitts-

burgh Plate Glass findings on their newly developed exhaust trap.
But, let me read just a few sentences from it:
Tests of a new auto-enmissions control system, an alternative to the catalJyti.

converter, give promise that tough 1978 Federal emission limits can be met.
In December, the California Air Resources Board reported on six series of

tests on a modified 1974 Ford Pinto station wagon owned by Pittsburgh Plate
Glass Industries. In every test, as reported in the chart on the opposite page,
the Pinto met the stringent 1978 limits with no reduction in fuel economy.

Elsewhere in the article they state that they" think that it will last
for 50.000 miles. It says that Pittsburgh Plate Glass has spent 5 years
developing and testing the particulate trap which replaces the stand-
ard muffler. Then- they go on to say that this filter unit adds about
$12 to the manufacturing costs. Life expectancy for the trap is
50,000 miles.

Only the future holds answers to some questions, will Congress postpone the
1978 emission control limits, will auto companies adopt an emission control sys.
tern or a new type of engine that permits use of high compression ratios, leaded
gasoline, and particulate trap?

But, one question already is answered-the technology exists in experimental
systems to meet the 1978 limits with good fuel economy and with promise for
controlling sulfate emissions.

Then they show the six tests that were done with the 1974 FordPinto. Now. as you all know, the current standard is 15 grams iwce

mile for carbon monoxide. The tough 1978 standard is 3.4 grams. The
Ford Pinto on six tests was not just at 3.4 grams per mile but at '2.99
in one test and at 2.24, 2.48, 2.26, 2.03 and 2.65 grams in the others.

So, on all these tests, the Ford Pinto with this equipment was well
below the tough 1978 standards for carbon monoxide.

Now, for hydrocarbons the current standard is 1.5 grains per mile
while the 1978 standard is 0.41. The Ford Pinto with this new equip-
ment tested out at 0.17, 0.11, 0.11, 0.10, 0.11. and 0.13 grams per mile
of hydrocarbons, well below 50 percent of the tough 19 78 standard,
and at less than one-fourth of the standard in one of the tests.

On nitrogen oxide, the standard for 1978 is 0.4. In the tests, the
Ford Pinto did 0.26, 0.23, 0.27, 0.22, 0.23, 0.26. I am wondering, I
thought you might be familiar with the equipment that Pittsburgh
Plate Glass has been dealing with.

Is anybody familiar with it?
Mr. SECREST. I believe that the system referred to there, and I am

relying on one of my engineering colleagues who handed me a note
on it, is the system developed by Questor. another company that sup-
plies components to the auto industry and I presume is working with
Pittsburgh on this.
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Senator NELSONX. That is correct.
Mr. SECREST. Ford is doing a lot of work with Questor and we have

submitted for the record in the EPA suspension hearings, a great
deal of information evaluating not only that device but dozens of
others.

The. law, of course, requires us to meet certain standards by 1978,
1,ut tlat report you read uses the words, "on an experimental basis;"
did I hear tlat read in there?

Senator NELSON. Yes.
Mr. SI:CREST. With each of the experimental devices to date the facts

are. as we see then. ttev are not real for prodluction. That despite the
fact that we would be delighted to find some way to resolve this prob-
I (,n, and it is of no benefit for us to continue this long struggle to try to
design systems that will meet the law unless such systems are produc-
tion f ondable.

We are spending millions and millions of dollars on an attempt to
work out every conceivable alternative that might yield a technical
solution .

At the present time. as shown in our sworn testimony on the EPA
suspension bearings. we have been unable to find a device that is proven
in any sort. of production basis to deliver the results necessary to meet
the standards. In the. particular case of the Questor device, we are
concerned that the tests that have been run to date show very serious
fuel economy penalties.

Sena or 'NELSON. In here they say not.
Mr. SECREST. I think it would be appropriate for us to submit for

the record the information we have given the EPA on that particular
one.

I notice that in the press conference held a couple of weeks ago at
which Mr. Zarb and others talked about the recommendation of the
President for an extension of the current standards. Mr. Zarb was
asked about new technology for the future which could get improved
filel economy while meeting more stringent emission standards. le
replied:

I can just play the ball from where it is at the moment. No one has prodihed
those technology improvements, no one has shown them to us and If they are
hidden in the basement of somebody and they come out at some later date then
we ought to taIke a whole new look.

This is our view, we are sometimes painted as wishing that anyone
who has an idea would stay away so we could not make any contribu-
tion to solving the problem. The law requires us to solve'it, the law
requires a good faith effort on our part to solve it and if we do not
make a good faith effort to deal with anyone.

Qiuestor is one such company, Gould is another. At bie last bearing'.
a leading executive of the Gould Co., another supplier firn, appeared
before one of the Senate Committees and said in effect that the auto
('o11lp1nies were not teSting his product seriously enough. They just
were not giving him tile kind of cooperation that he ought to-have and
-that led-to a very, very extensive interchange of every telephone call
and every visit and every possible contact that had ever been made be-
tween this supplier and the Ford Compay---I suppose the others as
well.

And I think the record will show, certainly we are willing to stand
on it, thlat we are doing everything we possibly can to investigate
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every idea both from our own shops and from outside supplie's to
see if we can resolve the problem.

Mr. Esms. Senator Nelson, I did not recognize Questor as PPG.
Senator NELSON. This is not, they are working with them.
Mr. EsTEs. Is there a fuel economy number in that?
Senator NELSON. No; what they say on fuel economy. the sentence

I read earlier, the last sentence was. "the technology exists in exper-
imental systems to meet the 1978 limits with good fuel economy an(l
with promise for controlling sulfate emissions." And I do not know
what they mean by, "good fuel economy."

,Mr. ESTES. That' may be the problem because our iontiac division
for 5 years worked very closely with Questor and prior to the ilpor-
tance of fuel economy, it looked like that might havee a chance of doing
the job. And the principle on which it works is a considerably richer
carburetor in which it keeps the fire burning in the reactor to get
rid of the emissions and it is kind of a dual setup. There was another
reason for dropping it, in our case and that was that the dlurabilitv,
we were never able to get the durability beyond about 20,000 mies
and we did not think that was adequate.

But the basic reason, as Mr. Secrest has said, is that it may b~e
what they consider to be adequate fuel economy. It is nor. what we
consider in the concept of today, adequate fuel economy.

Senator NELSON. They do not give the dates of the test. "t is a recent
publication, but it is a California test.

Mr. ESTEs. I can assure that we will donblecheek and nm:ike sure
we are up to date. They may be comparing it with their 1974 Pinto
vou know: and that. is not very good.

•Mr. SECREST. Ol, I would not say that.
[General laughter.]
Mr. Looi.oTUROW. Senator Nelson. I would like to say that Chrysler

is also familiar with the Qitestor system and our results anl expe-
riences have been almost identical to whIt Mr. Estes has reported.

The CHiRkMa.\N.? [presiding]. Senator Brock?
Senator BROCK. Gentlemen. I have been most interested in v'our

testimony. I am not familiar with the device mentioned by the L,entle-
man from Wisconsin, but I think you may be facing tht Jiiomma
between environmental and conservation objectives.

I think the point was made about manadating a 28-mile-per-agallon
fleet average is something, that could be met, if we were willing to
compromise in other areas, size, weight, environmental staiiirls. anrl
the like. The point is, we cannot by statute mandate technolo,v in all
areas. I think that is the essence of your testimony.

Ve are discussing today rot just automobiles, we are discusSing
the whole energy i)roblem" and hopefully the Senate will do a cow-
petent iob. The House hias not. And I think w( have to establish
responsibility in this area.

I would like to point out. I think it was the stateinent of 'Mr. Fstes.
that you were using natural gas because it was a cheap Pnvr, y source
6nd it was cheap because we had mandated a low price. Now the sname
is true of gasoline. We are holding the price b(elow the market by
law and as long as that happens, market forces cannot. 1w brointlt
to bear to correct the problem. And this is the niost fund nmiit~il thi nZ
we need to do: To restore the market to its functioning plane by the
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deregulation of gas so that at least the market forces will be sup-
portive of Government policy.

Mr. EsTis. It will support us, too.
Senator BROCK. And of course the industry as well.
I might say I am a little bit weary of the discrimination against

those of us who constitute the 28 percent of the families who have
more than two children. I have four children, a beagle, and a half-
beagle, and we have no idea what the other half is.

We. do have a problem when we want to travel. We have a 1970
Buick station wagon, Mr. Estes. It cost me a considerable amount of
money yesterday to get back into operating condition. the transmis-
sion went out. But, I cannot afford to drive a Nova or a Pinto because
that would require me to buy two cars and my wife would drive one
with two children and the beagle and I would drive the other two
children and the half-beagle.

We would use. more gasoline than we are using now and I would
use more energy and have less of a family in the process. That is
what bothers me about us saying that you' cannot accommodate the
needs, the. disparate needs of the American people, get that is what
we are beginning( to reach toward when we say you have got to have
a 28-mile-per-gallon average. because, I tell y on something, in 1985
I still will want. a car that will carry six people because that is the
size of my family and I like to travel with them.

If you cannot put them in a Vega wagon or a Pinto wagon. I am
not going to be happy and I am not going to buy your product and,
I will keep this doggone Buick floating as long as I can; just because
that is a personal requirement of mine, it is not a matter of needs or
wants. It is a matter of physical necessity for me to keep my family
together.

I think that is why I raised some question about the mandation
of these standards that are not in the real world. The Senator from
Oregon is blessed with two children, and they are beautiful. He was
smart. I am not as good at family planning as he is.

I have got a different problem: I am just doggone weary of the
Congress asserting its ultimate wisdom on some of these questions.
General Motors and Ford and Chrysler have to face the market every
day, every week, every year and you are getting the consumer's judg-
ment. The Congress faces it every 6 years and we are getting ours.
Frankly you are doing better than we are.

I question whether we should trv-would it not be better to tfi1,e the
trck that Mr. Roth nroposed, crentlemen ? Let me ask you a diffrent
kSind of a question, lie proposed incentives as opposed to penalties.
M[,iv r suggest :i different nppro (+ entirely from that. 11old it
not be more feasible to nenalizo poIluti, n on the basis of its real cost
in the Americgn people : Would we not l:e better to have a tax On the
pereent2.ge of excess emissions, noxious emissions, than it would be
to have some, set standard that may not be within technical feasibility?

Would you like to comment. on that?
Mr. EsTms. Certainly, Senator Brock, von hve the perspect iv that

we tried to put crosss" mnd, as T said, there is not any question that
emission controls on vehicles and safety in some areas is not salable
and, consequently, we need some Government regulation.
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We have said many times, and I will just say it again, that all we
ask in those areas is that we are sure that, whatever regulations there
,ire are health effective, safety effective, and now. energy effective.
And if we examine all of the regulations in that context we have no
argument at all. We just say let us he sure of the facts, let. us investi-
gate our current vehicles ii the field and see if everything we have
dlonle in the past several years which has increased the weight of our
vehicles and our fuel economy, let us make sure that all of those regular.
tions are health effective, cost effective, and energy effective.

And if you look at the emission problem, as you have suggested, we
would have no objection to that. I think it would be a good idea.

Sen tor Bizoci. One of the problems I have with testimony from
people such as yourselves is that, generally speaking. we get a state-
ment that this is or is not technically feasible. But too rarely are we
able to pin down the true cost of various policy alternatives. We (1o
not have the mechanism in this Government for evaluation of our
programs. You do but we do not.

Is it. not possible for you to quantify your testimony in terms of jobs.
in terms of price per car, in terms of price to the ultimate consumer'
oin the various alternatives that we are facing you with so we can
hav some tangible things that we can see, and sense, and touch?

1ir. ESTES. In some areas we can and in other areas it is very dif-
fieiilt. But that is the reason I brought )r. Duncombe along.

Senator BROCK. To the extent that you can. I would very much
al)l)reciate your responding to some of the questions that have been

s1sked, as I say. to the degree you can in a quantified fashion. What
does it mean. what do these various alternatives, in terms of the con-
sumner. cost ?

I think Mr. Secrest mentioned that an 8-percent. shortfall in this
mileage figure would cost him a fine of $225 million. What does that
translate into the consumer cost in terms of cars, what does it translate
into in terms of consumer costs in reduced technology, the ability to
invest in new and better techniques? Can we quantify that. a little
bit

M[r. I)TrTNcoJJrnB. In this whole area of emissions and safety we have
statc(e publicly a number of times essentially two factors. 'Now, one
is that the conusunmer is currently paying about $600 per car for the
safety and emission equipment that has been put on since those
ploarains-

The ChWIn. Would you mind speaking into the microphone?
I cannot hear the answer.

Mh'. I)uNco-MBE. I was saying that on the basis of General Motors"
costs, the 1)uver of a new car today has a cost, an added cost of about

WO;0 per vehicle for the safety and emission equipment that is on it--
of that, $385 is safety.

And as we look ahead to meeting the standards that are now on the
hooks, on the basis of our current cost estimates, it will be approxi-
mately another $600 of cost. In other words, this is over and above the
current $600 of cost. So that if we were to go ahead with these stand-

ards as they are now on the books, we are talking in the area of 61,000
)vr vehicle when all of those standards are met.

Those costs (o not take account of some of the other penalties.
that is, the fuel penalties that may be associated with meeting the
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weight or the emission standards on the cars in the future. And there
may be other costs.

Now those figures, I think, we have made public but, I think, there
are other costs involved in this and I agree with you. One of the things
I would like to see is a much fuller accounting.

Senator Bnoc . My time has expired, Mr. Chairman, but if I might
ask for the record so you could supply it at your convenience, would
you give me a breakdown, by company, each of you, a listing of the
mandated costs current and already enacted but not being applied yet
and those which are proposed by type?

How much does the 5-mile-per-hour bumper cost, not just in terms
of tie consuirer, gentlemen, if you could give me a little clearer esti-
mate of what. it costs in increased repair bills because my son is not
smart enough to wreck at less than 5 miles an hmr and that is a
genetic defect he has to live with. We have that problem too.

I would like to be able to spell out the exact cost by item, not
individual, part by part, but by the major system item. If you could
give me that I would be very thankful.

Mh'. l The other thing, Mr. Senator, we have tried to do in this,
and it, is a little more difficult, and that is to rate the cost benefit in each
of these. lut that is really what you are talking about-is the 5-mile-
per-hlir bumper worth it? We have testified many times that the
i1 is but the 5 is not. But that is the kind of information we will try
to get for you.

.,'enator BnocK. Thank you very much.*
The (7rr.fA' r\ . Mr. Curtis?
Senator CTTTS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
lvr (onally, I happen to'believe that our present trend in our legisla-

tion here. w;hat has been proposed are a blueprint for a continuation
of unemployment and recession. Now. we can eliminate some drivers
whether we raise the age limit or not. We can do some other things, we
('al Close some. filling stations, we can go to the very, very small car. But
I am concerned about what that means in the way of jobs and I do
not think we have to do those things.

I would like to ask. how manv man-hours are involved in making
'ir smallest car? I will ask Chrysler first, or is it a trade secret?
Mr. Loorn'Joum1iow. I do not have that specific information at my

filigo'rtil's at tle oment, and this wmvuld have to go clear back to the
':'. ,, as tilev lie in the ground, if you want to really get the

total man-hours involved.
Senator C-i:,rs. I will come to that, but I think we ought to know if

it is : trade secret exactly how many mnn-hours-I would like to
know something between the difference over the man-hours that goes
into one of these smaller cars and one of these full-size ears..

Alir. L, oFonm iow. Within our plant, there is a substantial difference.
Se.nati' CURTS. how much ?
'I'. TAiFi; ,u,,mw. I will get that information.
L onit or C-w1rIs. Do you not have a quess?
T)oes it take twice as many people to make a full-sized car than one

of these little bitty ones? Because. if that is the answer, we can all go
to motorcycles or these three-wheel things or rickshaw carts.

*The information referred to wna. not available at precstime. In order to exnedltt, the
printing of these hearings, the information requested will appear in appendix B f these
hearings.

55-5S31-75-pt. 1--11
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How about the Ford situation?
Mr. SECREST. In answer to your specific question, Senator Curtis, I

would estimate-and I do not have detailed information on the subject
with me--that the man-hour content of a Pinto, in the Ford system, is
about 15 percent less than the manpower content of one of our larger
cars.

You might think it is a great deal wider difference than that, but
the fact is that the Pinto 'Will perform many of the functions that a
large car will perform, and we cannot find smaller people to build
the smaller cars.

Senator CurTis. You can put some of those small people into politics,
though.

About 15 percent?
M[r. SECRET. Yes.
Senator CURTIS. What is your comment on that?
Mir. Esrrs. Well, I do not have the numbers here. but it is not 50 per-

cent, I will say that. I do not think M r. Secrest is far off-it really
depends on where you start. If y-ou start at the assembly plant, that is
one thing; you go on to the engines, the axles, and so on, back to the
raw materials, you can go all the way through.

Senator CURTTS. I mean the whole business.
Mr. Eswms. I think 15. 20 percent is probably a good figure.
Senator CuRTs. Now. if you went clear back to the raw materials, all

the raw materials that go into a car, how much employment do we lose
by going to these tiny cars, as compared to what most of us think of as a
fill-sized car?

Mr. SECREST. I think one way to get at that would be to consider some
of the optional equipment features that are now available in most cases
on either small or large cars. Some of them. like air conditioning, are
alleged to have-you know, there is a whole industry that could be dis-
employed. I assume it would involve not onrly automotive air condition-
ing, but air conditioning for buildings and Senate hearing chambers
and everything else. And if we have to do that someday, I assume we
will do it.

Senator Cuwris. I do not think my question is difficult. Does it take
more people to build a full-sized car or a small one, and if so, how much
mlore?

Mr. EsTms. It, is a. good question. I think we should consider it and
try to get some kind of an answer on a percentage basis. I do not think
we have-I know we do not have the information here to give you the
kind of answer you want. I think the thrust of our testimony, however,
though, Mr. Selntor, was that in addition to the factor you are talking
about, there is a possibility of postponement for an indefinite period,
maybe up to 5 years. of buying intentions on the part of the public,
which is going io be tremendously severe in the way of unemployment
in the interim.

Senator CURTIS. That is exactly what, I am getting at. What will the
effect on the industry be on employment if we force you to go to a 28-mile-per-gallon average ?

Mr. ESTES. We are talking about 2,000-pound cars.
Senator CURTIS. What is it going to do to employment,?
Mr. ESTES. It is going to have a drastic effect, as Mr. Duncombe said.
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We say that even in 1980-and that is not the 28 miles per gallon, that
is the 20.5-we are looking at probably a million less vehicles in the
industry, sales, in 1980. because of the 20.5 number.

Afr. DUNCOMBE. And that is about 250-
Senator CunrIs. That is the sales of cars.
Mr. Du.N-CO.BE. That is 250,000 people.
Senator CURTIS. That is 250,000 people, but how much is going to

the smaller cars?
Senator BROCK. Excuse me, that is 250,000 direct; and what would

be the indirect I
Mr. 1)UNCO3MBE. The indirect in various
Mr. ESTES. That is 1 to 4, and it gets up to the point where it, is

almost 1.5 to 1, so you almost can double 250,000 if you are talking
about supplier industry and the whole thing. The 250,600 is just Gen-
eral Motors.

Senator CURTIS. What I would like to know is, in the whole ball of
wax, I think the Congress ought to know, how many man-hours it
takes-or if it is a trade secret, put it in some other way-to make a
small car and how much to make a full-sized car, clear from scratch.
I think we ought to know that.

I think we also ought to know whether or not you could pull a boat
or a trailer with these little cars, and who is buying the boats and the
trailers. I do not think the wealthy people. I am serious; I think this
movement has got the seeds of making our recession and unemploy-
ment permanent. I do not think there is any question that we have got
to turn our attention to the production of more petroleum and natural
gas in this country, and our conservation should be turned to a ques-
tion of those industries where there is a substitute.

Now, if they did all the things they have talked about under these
schedules here, would it save as much petroleum as we would save by
using coal instead of petroleum to produce our electricity in the
country? It is my understanding we use about-that 40 percent of the
electricity is made by burning petroleum. It is not necessary at all;
coal is cheaper. Now, what would be the comparison if we did al! of
these things that they want to do, which I am convinced means Coin-
tinued recession and unemployment, because our industry, our whole
industry is built around the motor vehicle.

There is another thing we have not touched here and that is trucks
and the like. If you make them smaller, you cannot haul very much.

Would we save as much petroleum if we eliminated petroleum as a
means of manufacturing electricity? Does anybody have an answer
on that?

Mr. ESTES. We have looked at this. I do not have the numbers at
my fingertips.

Senator CuRTIs. I would be glad to have it, supplied for the record.
I do not mean any harsh criticism of not having these ready answers,
but I believe you have been too defensive. You have been stepping
backwards as we in the Congress have imposed this managed
economy-and that is what it amounts to. Congress business should
be to see that we produce more petroleum and also a full utilization
of substitute fuels.
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Mr. Dtxcom . I was just going to suggest in connection with this
that the motorcar is taking about 30 percent of the petroleum. Now, a
proposal such as we have been discussing today would affect only new
ca-vs. And let us say for a moment that it did not affect the sales
volume. We have 100 million cars on the road, so that what this legis-
lation would be doing would be affecting;let us say, 10 percent; that
is. the first year's production would be 10 percent of the total. So that,
of the 30 percent of fuel, we. would be affecting 3 percent. Now, of
that 3 percent, we might be making a 5-percent improvement, so that
we are talking now about a first-year improvement in conservation of
5 percent of 3 percent of tle total petroleum used in the United States.

What we are talking about here is a proposal which will have a
major effect on the automobile industry and a minimal effect on our
national effort to conserve energy. That is one way of looking at it.

Senator Curris. Vell, now, we use 30 percent of our petroleum to
drive motor vehicles. And how much do we use, or what percent of our
petroleum (1o we use for electricity?

Mr. EsTES. Nine percent.
Senator CURTIS. Ilow much?
ir. ESTEs. Nine percent.

Senator Cnrwrs. Nine. percent.
Mr. Es'r:s. If you eliminated all of that, it "would be a 30-percent

improvement.
Senator Curris. If you eliminated all of that you would conserve 9

percent of your petroleum.
Mr. Esw's. About one-third of what we are currently using for

automobiles.
Senator Cuwris. And if we put you through tie mill on this thing

and change our whole economy. because I do not, think it takes an ex-
pert to figure out that these little cars cannot pull boats. If ol cannot
pull them, they are not going to buy them. There is an in(lustry. The
same thing is trie with trailers. I think it is our middle class l)eople
that are using those things. The boat industry has been one iof the
most rapid growing ones. Bu)lt by producilg electricity withi coal. we
could save 9 percentt of our total petroleum usage. And by all of these
things in the automobile industry we woul save 3 percent.

Mr. DuNco.31E. Less than 3 percent.
Senator Cui'is. Less than 3 l)c.rcent.
Do you think that if 5 or 10 years from nowv there is a massive imove

to very small cars. if it, is accomplished by then, that you will be em-
ploying as many people as you would be if you were still selling, ) full-
Sized cars ?

Mr. ES-iS. No: no question about that.
Senator CUm'I. I am sure. that every where voi follow alone_ , that

the insurance industry is cut down proportioltely, the finaw',iiin, of
cars is cut down proportionately, and all of the component )arts, as
well as its effect upon these other things. And I just believe we are
facing too grave a situation in reference to our energy supplies to
waste time talking about these things, that when it is all said and
done, we do not change the picture very much. And this energy crisis
has been with us now for almost 2 years and the Congress has not
done anything to increase the production of petroleum by a single
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point. As a matter of fact, they have gone the other way. The produc-
tion of oil has gone entirely down.

I will not take any more time. I do have some questions here that
I would like to submit for the record along this line that I have been
asking, and that will give you a little more time, relating to the em-
ployment situation. I would like to have that supplied to each one of
the'witnesses.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Cl1AIRMA-. Without objection, that is agreed.
[The response of General Motors follows. The responses of the other

two witnesses had not been received at presstime. In order to expedite
the printing of the hearings the information requested will appear in
appendix B of these hearings.]

QUESTIONS ASKED BY SENATOR CURTIS TO GENERAL MOTORS

Q1estion. If the House bill becomes law, what effect would it have on employ-
ment in the auto Industry?

Answer. Establishing man-datory fuel economy standards, even as high as
20.5 mpg which H.R. 6860 mandates for 1980, could have substantial adverse
effects on auto sales and employment in the auto industry and throughout the
economy. This would happen because, even at the 20 mpg level the kinds of ears
automobile manufacturers would be able to build in response to consumer
demand would be restricted.

l.R. 6860 would require standards as high as 28 mpg In 1985. It is difficult
at this time to speculate over what kind of cars could be produced in 1985 to
get a 28 mpg average. No car presently being built in the U.S. achieves 28 mpg
oni the composite EPA cycle. It is certain that there would have to be very many
small, very ligit-weight cars sold. If half a manufacturer's fleet consisted of
cars averaging 24 mpg (the best mileage for a low performance 1975, 3,000 lb.
car) the other half of the fleet would have to average about 34 mpg. It is impor-
tant to recognize that no car, domestic or foreign, (even the lowest performance
manual transmission cars) presently being sold in the U.S. achieves fuel economy
as high as 34 mpg on the composite cycle.

While cars that can attain fuel economies in the range of 28 mpg can be de-
signed and built, there is no assurance that they can be sold in sufficient numbers
to avoid substantial disruption and unemployment in the automobile industry.

At this time it is not realistic to speculate on the magnitude of the unemploy-
ment that would be generated by any particular standard a decade in the future.
One thing, however, is certain. If the American people demand 28 mpg cars, it is
in the best interest of the automobile companies to meet that demand. If they
do not demand cars of the kind but the auto companies are forced to limit their
production to such cars, the effect on the economy could be catastrophic.

Question. What impact will current emission standards have on your ability
to meet the fuel economy standards in the House bill?

Answer. GM has Indicated that we can achieve a 53% improvement in auto
fuel economy between 1974 and 1980, provided there are no additional fuel
economy penalties imposed by emission standards and safety standards more
stringent than those applicable to the 1975 model year vehicles. Any more
stringent emission standards would maxe that goal extremely difficult, if not
impossible to reach.

GM has informed EPA and California officials that we will attempt to meet
that state's standards in 1977 and "we intend to market 1977 models In Cali-
fornia In as many size and weight categories as we can under the regulations,
recognizing that some current engine/transmission combinations now being
offered In California may have to be dropped."

GM has added further that we expect fuel economy penalties of approximately
20 to 25% to result from meeting California's 1977 emission standards.

Present levels of emission standards currently required by law for the 1978
model year nationwide are more stringent than the 1977 California standards.
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Neither GM nor, to our knowledge, any other manufacturer has the technology
in hand to meet these 1978 emission standards. Until the technology is developed,
we can not reasonably estimate the fuel economy penalties.

Question. If there are fuel economy standards, should they be applied to an
entire car fleet, or should penalties be applied only to the low mileage cars?

Answer. Proposals have been advanced before the Senate Finance Committee
to apply penalties only to low mileage cars rather than to a manufacturer's
entire fleet. One approach would be to tax cars at a rate based on the fuel
economy they achieve in relationship to the industry-wide sales-weighted average
for that model year as determined' by the Environmental Protection Agency
in its certification tests.

While a tax on low fuel economy cars is unnecessary because of the voluntary
efforts being made by the auto manufacturers to improve the fuel economy
of their cars, this system would be much more fair than the penalties under
H.R. 6860.

Question. Is it "too early" to tell what fuel economy standard can be met in
1985 and whether any standard will in fact be needed?

Answer. We believe it is a serious mistake for Congress to set standards by
legislation. It Is particularly inadvisable for standards to be set as far as
10 years In the future when conditions, economic forces and the state of the
technology can not be foreseen. It is apparent that the post-1980 standards in
H.R. 6860 are arbitrary and unsupported by analysis of the way in which they
will affect energy consumption or the American consumer.

As a result of fuel economy improvements now being made in response to
consumer demands brought about by higher gasoline prices, total gasoline con-
sumption for all cars on the road will decline between now and 1980. There is no
other energy consuming sector of our economy that is approaching this "negative
energy growth." If there were, our country would be well on its way to solving
its energy problems.

Certainly there is no Justification for these entirely arbitrary standards pres-
ently written in H.R. 6860.

The CHAIRMAN. I apologize for my absence. I had to leave this meet-
ing briefly to attend the Democratic caucus which is meeting on
various and sundry matters.

Senator CURTIS. Did they cut down our supply of oil any this time?
The CHAIRMAN. My purpose for attending was to try to protect the

right of this committee to recommend a bill in line with whatever
the evidence and the good judgment of its members would dictate.

Senator Gravel has made available to us a recent summary of the
Harris Poll which indicates that a 46-to-31 percent plurality of the
American people now favor "deregulation of the prices of all oil and
natural gas produced here." And that was a reversal of a previous
poll taken July of last year, when 42 to 28 percent opposed
deregulation.

Over the last 10 years, has the price of oil gone up much more
relative to the price of the automobile?

Mr. EsTEs. These increases have been sporadic, so I do not know
if I know the answer.

Mr. DUNCOMNBE. The real price of oil went down. as you know,
pretty regularly up until the time of the embargo. The big change
in the oil prices comes since then. I think that gasoline and oil products
in the United States, without a doubt, up until the time of the em-
bargo, were one of the Nation's biggest bargains. We had them
underpriced.

The ChAimNx. I think that the evidence before this committee is
going to show that you cannot replace the existing oil and gas at the
price that the producers are being made to sell it for. In other words,
the producer who is selling his oil for $5.25, in due course will be
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made to buy energy from a source, be it oil or coal or whatever, and
he will be paying at least twice that when he buys for his own needs
in the future, because the replacement cost of energy just greatly
exceeds the regulated prices.

Now, it looks like the American public now understands something
that a lot of our fellows have not quite realized. The public knows
itis not within our power to deliver them cheap energy indefinitely
without taxing their eyeballs off of them to pay for it with tax sub-
sides. An overwhelming majority is now tired of being misled by
politicians who believe they can buy energy cheap indefinitely. There
is some cheap energy now, energy, which was found when it was
much cheaper to produce it. But from here on, you are going to have
to pay what it costs to produce the energy. And when you pay what
it costs to produce it, you will find a lot of people who are ready to
go produce it, providing that they can make the profit that they
would expect that they would if they invested their money in some-
thing else.

Now, few people are greatly upset that they have to pay a great
deal more to buy an automobile than he had to pay 10 years ago.

But I do think in the long run the public would like to "decide for
itself whether it wants to buy a big automobile, a small automobile,
an air-conditioned automobile, or one that is not air-conditioned, as
the case may be. And they would sort of like to decide for themselves
whether to drive the automobile 65 or 70 miles an hour on interstate
highways or whether to be held down to 50 miles an hour or 55.

And I take it, basically what you gentlemen are testifying for is
that you ought to let the free enterprise system work.

Mr. SECREST. Precisely.
Mr. EsTEs. Right, and it will do it, too.
The CIAIRMIAN. And in the last analysis, no matter what we poli-

ticians promise the public, we are not going to be able to provide the
public with energy much cheaper than it costs to produce it, are we?

Mr. EsTEs. That is right.
The CHAIR-MAN. I have no further questions. I may want to submit

some, and I would appreciate it if you would respond to them.
Any further questions, gentlemen ?
Senator HASKELL. I have just one, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secrest, you mentioned that it took about 15 percent more

manpower to manufacture a big car as opposed to a Pinto. Can you
(rive a rule of thumlb relating to the material costs?

Ml r. SECREST. Well, I think in materials. Senator Haskell, kind of
thinking off the top of my head. you will find

I guess I would have to say if a 5,000-pound car were reduced to 2,500
pounds, either due to the pressure of the market or to the law-

Senator -HASKYLr. No. I meant your present line. In other words,
your Pinto. What is the material cost of your Pinto as opposed to the
material cost, of your Ford suburban station wagon ?

Mr. SiCr, EST. I think the material cost is going to be very. very pro-
portional to the weight of the car. A Ford car today will probably
weigh 4,000 pounds or more-4.000 to 4.500 pounds. It will weigh
much less than that in the future. A 2,500- or 3.0000-pound car will
have a basic material cost that I think will be roughly proportional
to the difference in weight.
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Senator HASKELL. So, your Pinto is what? 2,500 pounds now?
Mr. SECREST. Well, today's Pinto is closer to 3,000 pounds.
Senator HASKELL, 3,000 pounds.
And just to take the top of the line, your Lincoln Continental is

what?
Mr. SECREST. It is 5,000.
Senator HASKELL. So it is a ratio problem.
Mr. SECREST. Sixty percent of the weight and probably 60 percent

of the underlying basic material cost-so there would be a very sig-
nificant difference in material, labor.

Senator HASKELL. So, if you had a 5,000-pound car versus 2,500,
the material cost would be twice as great? Is that roughly a rule of
thumb?

Mr. SECREST. I think that is right.
Mr. LOOFBOURROW. It is probably slightly biased upward for the

larger car.
Senator HASKELL. Roughly in relationship, if you have twice as

heavy a car, your material cost is twice as much?
Mr. SECREST. I think to take the weight out, you have, to take C,11t

material. I think you would come out close to that, not necessarily
exactly.

Senator HASKELL. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there further questions?
Gentlemen
Senator TALMADGE. I would like to ask one or two, if I mway, Mit.

Chairman.
Senator Ribicoff, as you recall, asked you some questions about diesel

atutomobiles. I believe the efficiency of the diesel engine is almost twice
as good as the gasoline engine, is it not?

Mfr. ESTES. No. On the basis of Btu value, Senator Talmadgce. the
difference gets down to about 10 percent, because the Btu or the energy
value of diesel fuel is higher than that of gasoline. So, if you look at
it on a, Btu basis, energy unit basis, the diesel is only about 12- or 13-
percent better. On a miles-per-gallon basis, it is about 20- to 25-percent
better. I am talking about everything else being comparable.

Senator TALM.ADGE. Is it possible to produce a diesel automobile with-
in the p urchasing power of the average American?

Mr. EsTs. So far, there is a penalty-if we look at the market pace,
there is a penalty for the diesel engine over the gasoline engine some-
where in the area of $100 to $200, $25C, depending on the size.

Senator TALMADGE. In other words, if you put all diesels in your
General Motors cars, it would cost you about $150 to $200 more per
automobile?

M r. EsTE'S. Per car; right.
Senator TALMADGE. Suppose Congress passed a law and said. rive

you enough leadtime to do it and gear up for it. that all automobiles
had to be powered by diesel engines. How much petroleum could be
saved?

Mir. EsTE.S. I guess we would need to do a little figuring. You :Ire
replacing about a 10th of the vehicles each year, so that has to be put
into the formula. I think we really ought to take a look at answering,
Senator Talmadge.
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Mr. LOOFBOURRow. The yield of fuel oil from crude is such that if you
lhavo a of the automobiles as diesels, there simply is not enough crude
oil to supply them with diesel fuel, and you would have gasoline as a
leftover byproduct that you would not know what to do with.

Senator TALM ADGE. In other words, you would have to have gasoline
made in. order to make the diesel fuel ?

Mr. Lo.FBoRROW. That is right.
Mr. ESTES. W\e asked all of the oil companies individually, recently,

how (to we get the most transportation, the highest number of miles out
of a barrel of crude. I think that is what we are talking about.

Senator TALMIADGE. That is correct.
M i'. ESTES. And we have had various answers, and I think there are

various answers depen(ling on the refining capability and the refining
capacity of the industry, spread between the various suppliers. We have
had answers all the way from the fact that our current mix is about the
optinmm, il) to the 1)oint where it would be better to have, let us say,
a multifuel engine. Now, that is kind of a simplistic and easy answer to
tie qutiestion. If you have a multifuel engine which will burn any kind
of fuel, obviously as the mix changes in the various refineries, we get
a little more. But in an optimum basis, I think we have a possibility,
maybe, of picking up 10 percent in this area by gearing our engines
to he current capacity and the current heat value of the crude oil.

Senator TAL.MADGE. Do any of you gentlemen have any idea how
much petroleum and gasoline we could save if we vigorously enforced
the 55-mile-an-hour speed limit?

Mfr. Esms. I think we said, when the 55-mile-an-hour limit caine in,
if it were enforced, as compared to a 70-mile-an-hour limit, I guess,
that was general at that time, we were talking about a 15- to 20-percent
fuel savings.

Senator TALMADGE. That is about what I get on my own automobile.
So if we save 15 to 20 percent of 5 to 6 million barrels a day, that

,wold bo a considerable savings, would it not?
'Mr. EsTFms. I think maybe-Mr. Duncombe reminds me-that that is

while driving at 70 or 55' and when we look at the overall picture, since
a lot of the miles are driven in city operation and maybe only 15 or 20
percent out on the highway, that that figure probably comes down in
the area of 2 to 5, maybe. I think that would be a better figure.

There is a savings on the highway when you are driving 70 versus
55 of maybe 20 percent.

Senator TA,31ADOE. Would you give us the best guess that you could,
and supply it for the record, if we vigorously enforced the 55-mile-an-
hour speed limit, how much we would save?

Mir. EsTrs. I would like to give you that later. I would rather do it a
little more nocurately than ijist to take it off the top of my head.*

Senator TALMAG. All right.
And let mpi rive vou another thought. It seems to me if we canceled

courtesy cards, there would be an enormous savings on gasoline. What
is your feeling on that?

Mr. EsT.R. I guess I have to have a definition of a courtesy card.
Senator TALTAMADoGE. Credit cards.

rI'. FST.s. I do not know. That is an economic question.
Mr. DU'COMBr,. That is a petroleum economic question.

*The Info-rntnn rWerrelr to wni not- nvilable at prO.tlme. In order tM 'xerflte the
nrintfne of these hearlng-, the information requested will appear In appendix B of there
11ean1'.
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Senator TALMADOE. I know if you go on the high school campuses
and the college campuses you find acres and acres and acres of auto-
mobiles. Young man or woman usually has a credit card that the parent
pays for on a monthly basis. I believe if they had to pay for it out of
their allowances, we would find those automobiles operating less.
Would you agree with that?

Mr. DUNCOMBE. I can confirm that by personal experiment.
Seniator,TALMADGE. I have had lots of interesting experiences along

the same line, I may say.
Then how much could we save if we closed the filling stations on

Sundays or weekends?
Mr. SECREST. lVe got some evidence on that, I think, during the

embargo, and also in some of the European countries, where they in
the past followed Sunday closings and so on. It-is a feasible method,
although in my judgment it is a method more suited to dealing with
temporary supply emergencies than as a long term.

Senator TALMADOE. Would you supply that for the record?
Mr. SECREST. Yes, sir.*
Senator TATMADGE. It seems to me we must mandate some vigorous

conservation methods, and it seems to me that the easiest and sim-
plest would be to enforce the 55-mile speed limit, close filling stations
on Sundays, cancel credit cards; and I believe that would have less
effect on unemployment than most any program we could adopt, I
believe it would work because it is simple, it is practical. The people
would understand it. And if you closed filling stations on weekends.
it would make the people realize that we are in an emergency, and I
think they would react in other conservation methods accordingly. As
long as they can drive up to a gas tank and buy all of the gas they
want, as long as the money holds out, there is no sense of emergency
or crisis whatever, as I see it.

Mr. SECREST. Of course, there is another advantage to moves of that
kind. They can be instituted almost immediately with very little lead
time, and if they do not work, they can be eliminated without any
enormous capital waste; whereas some of the other remedies that we
are grappling with, if they turn out not to work, if we have con-
verted the whole industry to build, let us say, the Questor car or one
of these other propositions and it does not work, we cannot go back,
because we have used all of our money to try the first alternative.

Senator TALMADOE. That is correct.
I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAx. Senator Packwood.
Senator BRocK. Gentlemen, I ask the Senator to yield because I have.

to leave for a few minutes, and I will try to get back.
I want to say how much I appreciate your testimony. I would like

to ask you one question that you might speculate on for me for the
record, and that goes back to another personal problem with ly kids
and (logs. Driving this full sized wagon back and forth to Tennessee
or whenever we want to go on a trip, if I am required to cut that
vehicle back to a 2,500-pound car, what is it going to do with my
safety problem?

*Thp Information referred to was not available at prpetInme. In order to Pxnedito the
printing of these hearings, the information requested will appear in appendix B of these
hearings.
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Mr. ESTES. Well, I guess there is nothing we can do about the
physics book. and the physics book says you are going to have more
difficulty with the 2.500-pound car against a 5,000-pound car.

Senator BROCK. Can you meet our emissions standards and our gaso-
line consumption requirements for 1985 with a 2,500-pound car that
will seat six adults and give them safety?

Mr. EsTs. I think we have said that with current technology it. is
next to impossible to do the first part of that, to carry six people
comfortably.

Senator NELSON. I might say that I have looked ,t the EPA stand-
ards, and here you have got the Volkswagen bus which will hold Sen-
ator Brock, his two dogs, his wife, his two kids and Senator Pack-
wood's family, too. And that one gets 18 miles per gallon in the city

_ and 25 miles on the road.
--- Senator BROCK. But it does not do 28 miles, Senator.

Senator NFLsoN. No, but that is much bigger than you need. You
do not have to take Packwood's family with you every time you ae
traveling.

IN you -have got the Dasher wagon, which does 23 in the city and
35 on the road. Now I drove the Dasher wagon last weekend

Senator BROCK. It does not seat six,-Senator.
Senator NELSoN. Yes. It would take your children, your dogs, every-

thing else. I drove it last week. Now if you take out the bucket seats
and had a straight seat across, it sits six easily. As a matter of fact,
all this talk about the space inside, the space'inside a Fiat is about
the size of a Seville. Just take the leg stays

Senator BROCK. I do not have a Seville'and I have got growing
children. They still eat.

Senator NFLSON. What is all this nonsense that none of this can be
done without having a huge monster on the-road? It is just plain
nonsense and I think we are dealing with bandaides on a very im-
portant problem.

Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Chairman, I have some more questions of
these witnesses and I have read the other statements. Vhat is your
plan? Are you going to go right straight through? Or are you going
to come back?

The CHAirMAN. We have other witnesses to be heard and I would
-1mpieth--all Senators would ask th-e questions that they feel must be

answered, here at this time, and then that those that could be sub-
mitted, that they would be willing to submit that.

Senator PACKWOOD. Is it your plan to take the other witnesses
straight on through? Are you going to break?

The CHAIRMAN. I am planning to hear every witness we have sched-
uled to hear today.

Senator PACKWOOD. Now?
The CAIRMNAN. Not right now, but before the day is out.
Senator PACicWOOD. That is what I am trying to. get at. Are we go-

ing to break for lunch or anything? Are you going to go to 1:30?
or 2?

The CHAIRMAN. I think we ought to conclude the questions we are
going to ask these witnesses in their testimony here today, and then
if you want to go ahead proceed with others go right on ahead.
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Senator PACKWOOD. I sensed, when you were responding to Senator
Curtis' question about employment and his effort to say how many
people would be unemployed if we make smaller cars, that is not real-
ly a significant factor in your thinking? I judged that from your
answers.

In 1985, if you are mandated to have a 28-mile-per-gallon standard,
then you are making nothing but 2,500-pound cars. You will not have
significantly fewer people than we 'have now employed, assuming
sales hold up? Is that correct?

Mr. DuTNCOMBE. If we accepted that 15 percent, rough ballpark fig-
ure, 15 percent unemployment rate would be almost unprecedented.
We are concerned today about unemployment rates that run in the
area of 6 to 7 to 8 percent, and here if we are talking about unemploy-
ing 15 percent of this given segment, I think you and I would both
agree that this is a significant number.

Senator PACKWOOD. I just want to know if that is what you are
saying, that in 1985 if you have 28-mile standards and a 2.500-pound
car, and sales are running fine, you will employ about 15 percent
fewer people?

Mr. DuNCOMBE. That was a horseback figure, I believe, was it not,
Mr. Secrest?

Mr. SECREST. Yes. I do not want to say that 15 percent is the answer
to that question, Senator Packwood.

Senator PACKWOOD. What I am getting at is that it does not seem to
be a factor so large, in your thinking that it is of a major concern?

Mr. DuNCOMBE. It is dwarfed by the other considerations of the
volume impacts.

Senator PACKWOOD. OK, because in all of the answers about the
effect, you have always premised this-you have brought your esti-
mates down from 17 to 16 million. It is always premised on the fact
that people are going to postpone or they are not going to buy. It is a
sales answer that you relate to employment, not a production answer?

Mr. DuicoNmi.B- That is true.
Mr. ESTES. That is true.
Mr. DUNCOMBE. They are both in there. As I say, the market

aspects of this problem in our minds have dwarfed the other aspects
of the problem.

Senator PACKWOOD. In response to Senator Long's comment awhile
ago, he said we ought to let the market take care of this. Mr. Estes,
you responded, "that's right, and it will".

And yet in your answer just a few moments ago, or about an hour
ago now, you said, "as far as safety and emissions were concerned,
the market would not take care of themselves." They were not "salable
items". If they were not mandated, you would not put them on.

Mr. ESTES. The word "mandated" is kind of strong, but we think
we need regulation in the areas-we have taken this position continu-
ously, that if the regulations in the area of safety and emissions are
health-effective, cost-effective, and energy-effectiv e now, sure, that is
the way it should be done.

We have proven this in the past-
Senator PACKWOOD. As I understand, you tried seatbelts at one

thne-it was not you, it was Ford-in the 1950's and they would not
sell, and you took them off ?
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",Nr. Es TF. That is rifrht. It was a lone time ago.
Senator PACKWOOD. But, I mean it did not work.
Mr. EsTF.s. We are offering the air bags today, passive restraints.
Senator PACKWOOD. And very few people buy it.
Mr. EsrES. We have only been able to sell in a year and a half

about 6,000.
Senator PACKWOOD. I agree with you and I understand you have to

mandate it, and you just mentioned energy now. This is what I am
curious about.

Mr. EsTs. To be sure they are "energy-effective," I said. Whatever
these regulations are, we have always said "health-effective" and we
have always said "cost-effective." And now we think more important
than ever before. "energy-effective" should also be included. And that
gets into the weight of the vehicle and the energy consumed by the
emissions system and so on. All of these things have to be balanced.
It is a difficult balance we are trying to reach and I guess all we are
asking Congress to do is to take a good look at it in this respect, to try
some of these things on a trial basis to make sure that we do not go
way overboard and to do everything possible to get all of the field and
engineering information we can on these thincs. Do they work? Is it
aceoinplislhng what you want to accomplish?

We are all'trying to get to the same place, with regard to all three
of these factors. We are all trying to get there. It is a method of how
we get there.

Senator PACKVOOD. Assuming. as a matter of policy, we wanted to
get to a 28-mile-per-gallon cak Would we get there with market forces
alone?

Mr. EsTF.s. Well, it would have to be-we think it would have to be
evolutionary, if that. is the word that is required. We think market
forces can move us in that direction, but it is going to take some time.
We, are going to have to take a good look. teclhnically, at how we ac-
complish the transportation needs of Senator Brock anl others in that
category, as well as you. Senator Packwood.

You have a different requirement than Senator Brock. We have got
thousands and millions of customers out there, all with a different re-
quiroment, and we are going to try to meet it.

Senator PACKWOOD. I come down on Senator Nelson's side on this.
I do not think I am counting myself, and I do not mean to count the
public. I realize there is a tradeoff. I aln not going to get in a Dasher
what I get in a Buick, and I am going to pay less money for it and I
will got better mileage and it is not af comfortable. Maybe it does not
have air-conditioning.

But, as a matter of policy, if this Congress thinks that that is the
way this country must move, will we get there in 10 veans, by market
forces? Or must it be mandated in order to get us tl;ere?

Mr. ESTES. We say the market forces are going to get us there. What
you are talking about, really, are your constituents and what thev want
and what they need and how well they recognize the problem and how
do we convince them.

Senator PACKWOOD. We never convinced them to have seatbelts
until we finally mandated it.

Mr. ESTES. Well, seatbelts and fuel economy are two completely diff-
erent animals here. There is not any question but that the economic
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forces are telling us and the customer is telling us that fuel economy
is a salable item. I said that in the beginning. It is almost the exact
opposite, with safety and-emissions standards, as far as our average
customer is concerned.

Senator 1AciKwooD. But your answer to the question is, if we want
this O2S mile fleet average as a policy to be achieved by 1985, you say
that it will be achieved by market forces and you will make it and
that is what the market will demand in 1985?

Mr. Es'rEs. Well, if it is really required, and the constituency and
the country and everybody agrees and our energy situation is such that
it has to be, we will get there in a noLmal way, yes, sir.

Senator PACKWOOD. I have no other questions.
Mr. Loo.nounnow. Senator Packwood, may I address myself to that

thought for just a moment , I thin _ the important thing,'basically, is
the matter of the conviction of the public and what they believe to be
necessary for this country.

If thev' believe that the 28-miles-per-gallon is absolutely necessary
for this country , then the free market will see that we get there.

Senator PACKWOOD. If they do not believe that it is necessary, then
what?

Mr. LooFBounnow. If they do not believe it, and the industry tools
up for 28-miles-per-gallon automobiles, you have a disaster on your
hands.

Senator PAciiwooi). Right, but if the public does not believe it, we
are not going to get there by market forces.

Mr. LOOFBOUnROW. If they do not believe it, you are not going to
get there by regulation either.

Senator PACKWOOD. Why?
Mr. LOOFBOITRROW. Because they will not buy the product and you

endi up with a chaotic condition in the industry.
Senator PAc1zwooD. That is where we disagree. You are saying that

if we mandate it and they do not like it. when 19S5 comes they are not
going to buy any cars or they are not going to buy-very many cars.

Mr. LOOFBOUInROW. That is right.
Mr. ESTE. We will have another interlock.
Senator PACKWOOD. And they will stop buying cars for years?
Mr. LoovnotURow. Is the Congress of this country going to force

these people to buy these automobiles?
S(eator PACHWOOD. We forced them to buy them with seat belts.
Mr. Loornp-How. You did not force them to use them. You force

them to buy them. It is a relatively small purchase price; but you do
not force then to use them.

Senator PACKWOOD. We are forcing them to use the emission devices.

Mr'. LOOFBuRmaOW. That is right. They have no choice in the emission
devices and they cannot avoid ,he fuel economy they cannot get because
of the controls. When they buy fuel economy, they are buying some-
thing that they cannot avoid using and they will buy something they
think fits their particular requirements.

If you can convince the public that this whole country has to be rid-
ing around in 28-miles-per-gallon automobiles, and really convince
them, they will buy hem. But Congress had better make sure that they
have got them convinced
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Mr. Esrj:-s. Senator, I do not want to be facetious, but the interlock is
a typical example of what we are talking about.

Senator Nmrsox [presiding.] The what'?
Mr. EsTEs. The "interlock." Congress went home for recess, and bang

it was gone. It cost us $200 million in the industry, at least in General
Motors, to find out that the customer would not accept it. It was a great
safety device. The customer had-to buckle his seat belt before he started
the car.

Senator NILSOx. Do not blame Congress for all of that. That was
the executive branch. We (lid not write in the statute that you had to
have an interlock, and there was not a single word4 of debate in either
House of the Congress suggesting it was so.

Ir. 1E STES. I have not heard a word about it since.
Senator Ni.sox. No, no. Congress did not like what the bureaucracy

did. If you read the statute, and the debate on the floor of the Senate,
you won't find a single Member of Congress who ever thought that the
rie gulatory agency was going to say you have to have an interlock. So
we passed the statutory requirement that you could not have it.

Mr. Duxco-LnE. 'We just want the Congress to avoid making the same
mistake the administration made.

Senator NELSON. I must say, I realize that, of course, it is not the auto
industry's primary function, or any other business' primary function,
to make social policy. But what interests me is that all of the conversa-
tion I hear, and all of the debate on this that I hear, both talking
individually and listening to testimony at hearings, is that. the public
anid industry and business and all the editorial writers all over this
country, the.New York Times, the 'Washington Post, the Washington
Star, mv Milwaukee Journal, all over the country they are saying
you have got to do something about the energy) crisis.

And every single industry that comes before Con ress says. "fine, but
donrt mandate anything for us." And then all of our constituents sav
"do something and do it fast, you stupid jerks, or go home: but. dol't
inconvenience us, and don't increase the price of anything"

So, we have got a situation where everybody says, "do something tomeet this terrible crisis, you fellows down. there, b"lt don't do anything
to inconvenience us." Now I understand your position, but the fact of
the matter is, and this is what dismays me, that this is not a crisis, it is
a disaster. And what dismays me more and that what amazes me
even more, is one of the Senators here referring to this "recent crisis."
This crisis has been here right along with cars. Twenty-five years ago,
men like Harrison Brown and Julian Huxley, were predicting it. In-
dustry paid no attention. Government paid no attention. 'No President
ever gave a speech on it. A handful of people talked about it; and now
it is here.

It is not a crisis that you are going to solve in 5 or10 years. It is amatter of at least 20 years. And the automobile is a significant l)art. I
think it is perfectly clear that -,'ou can build a elar as big as Senator
Brock wants and von can still cet I l1w mileage. In fact. von could double
the average mileage of all of our automobileS.

But you are not going to (1o it without, n-updating it. Now the idea
tlat the public would not buy it, is nonteiise: if that is all there is. that
is what people will buy. Anid. if somebody happened to be a buyer of
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big cars all his life and now he has got to have a new car, and all there
is is the high-mileage, lighter car, that is what lie will buy.

Now in none of these areas is the public, the Congress, or anybody
else, it seems to me, addressing himself to it in any significant and dra-
matic way. Our automobiles are just part of the problem, but if all the
automobiles in this country got twice the average mileage we now get;
if the whole mix of cars got twice the average we, now get. that would
be a saving. of almost 40 billion gallons a year. We are using about 781/
to 79. so it would amount to almost 46 billion gallons a year. That
would be equivalent to 1/ Alaska pipelines forever.

Now that is dramatic. That is significant. You are not going to get, it
by this play in the marketplace stuff. That is all there is to it. So I
think you are going to have to bite the bullet and be tough about it.

And that does not only apply to automobiles, it applies across the
board to activities in the conservation, the utilization of energy. Now
this is a very important problem. It may be one that we cannot resolve.

And yet, it is not as tough as what is coming right next. on its heels,
and that is shortage in metals, fibers, and proteins, and we are doing
nothing about them either.

So all I hear is testimony from people who want us to uise some
Bind-Aids and not disturb their way of life, or the way they act.
All I say is, it ain't going to work. It just ain't going to work.

Now you in the auto industry may prevail, as T suspect you will this
time, because I think that is What Inost of the public thinks and what
most of the leadership of the country thinks, but it just ain't going to
work. We are going to be in one hell of a. mess, worse than this,
10 years from now, and that is all there is to it.

We will adjourn until 2 o'clock, unless you want to content.
[General laughter.]

Mr. EsrEs. That is the last thing we need to comment on.
Mr. LooFBotmnow. I would like to make one ominent. One thing

that has never been mentioned in any of these bills. that involves fuel
economy. The name of the game is conservation, right? And there is
nothing in these bills that would cause the foreign manufacturer mak-
ing that small car to make any improvements in his vehicle. And this
is a very important factor.

Senator NELSON. You mean improvements in his mileage?
Mr. LooFROUnRow. In the efficiency of his automobile.
Senator NELSON.. Well, if he meets the standards set by statute
Mr. LooF'BOuRnow. The assumption that the foreign builder is more

technically Astute than we, are is a fiction. Ifrwe can make technirval im-
1)rovemncnts in our cars, and we are planning to do this, the bill should
be such that it requires the foreign manufacturer to do the same tiing.
They should produce their share of the improvements.

Seuator NE.soN. I would agree with that.
Mr. LOOFBOURROW. None of the bills do that.
[The. prepared statements of Messrs. lEstes, Socrest. and TLoof-

1)orrow with nttachiments follow. Oral te,t iniony continues on 1). 203'

STATEMENT OF GENERAL Mo'rons COPPORATION, IPREENTED BY E.LIOTT ,M. ES'rES,
PRESIDENT

Good morning. Mr. Chairmnn. I am Elliott M. Estes, president, of Genernl
Motors Corporation. With me today is i)r. Ienry L. Duncoinbe. Jr., vice president
and chief economist of UM. We are pleased to have lih, olport'mity to testify on
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I.R. 6860, and particularly on Title IT. part I, that promises to have a profoundly
adverse effect on the automobile buyers and the national economy.

The American consumer is just n.ow beginning to see wore signs of hope of
economy recovery, and consumer confidence, as measured by national surveys, is
beginning to increase. Yet the public remains cautious In two major respects-
home-buying and auto purchases. As a consequence of continued consumer reluc-
tance to make "big-ticket" purchase decisions, economic and unemployment
recovery is being delayed.

One contributing factor-though certainly not the only one-to the continued
reluctance of the American public to purchase honies an1(d new cars is the con-
fusion about energy availability, energy prices and national energy policy, which,
in turn. leads to lack of consumer confidence.

For example, there have been conflicting news stories about whether or not
people are going to lie able to buy gasoline this summer. Also, there has been a
wide range of figures quoted for future prices of gasoline. Obviously, people' are
not going to buy new cars if they are not sure they will be able to drive them.
Likewise, their purchase dew.lxions can be influenced by whether gasoline prices
are expected to be 700 a gallon-or go to $1 a gallon, or drop to sonie other price.

Both the home building and automobile industries play important roles in
national economic recovery and both industries are hen\vily influt',cedl by con-
sumner uncertainty. An additional reason for comparing them is that IT.R. 6860
applies two quite different energy policy I)hilosophies for these two industries.
That is, while consumers use about 22% of the national energy in their resi-
dential structures, 11.11. 6860 provides tax incentives for home insulation and
storm windows. It does not impose an arbitrary or punitive limit on the size or
fuel consumption of new homes-nor should it. In contrast, while consumers use
about 13% of national energy for automotive transportation, II.R. 6860 estab-
lishes fuel economy standards that will, by 1981, result in substantial arbitrary
restrictions on the types of cars that can be niade available to the public.

Unfortunately, neither of these provisions in It.R. 6S60 is supported by a
thoughtful analysis of the ways in which they will affect the American con-
sumer-nor the way in which they will affect energy consumption!

While we are not opposed to the home insulation tax provisions of M.R. 6860.
we do think that this provision-along with the fuel economy standards--is based
on an erroneous assumption about the economic wisdom of the American public.
That is, these provisions assume that the car buyer does not respond to the fact of
higher energy costs and will not adjust to market realities by conserving energy.
If the experience of the past two years teaches us nothing else, it is that the con-
sumer does respond.

The turmoil in the energy situation Is bringing about drastic changes in the
importance that people attach to fuel economy in automobiles-changes to which
GINM must respond If we are to be successful in busim: ss. In order to meet the fuel
economy demands of the public, GM has embarked on the most ambitious and
costly new-design program in our industry's peace-time history. In all, General
Motors plans to spend billions of dollars to provide the highest practicable fuel
economy in cars of all sizes in the next few years.

The first stages in this new design program are already in evidence. Since the
oil embargo ended some 14 months ago we have introduced six new smaller
models, which, taken together, average better than 21 mpg, sales weighted, on the

EPA urban/highway test. We also restyled our 1975 compact models, and we are
offering new smaller V-0 and V-8 engines.

The 1975 model program is only the first stage in our efforts to meet the fuel
economy demands of our customers. In the 1976 model year, we will introduce
America's smallest, most fuel efficient car. Still to conic are programs to reduce
the exterior size of our larger cars while maintaining present levels of roominess
and of comfort.

We are developing new, more efficient transmissions. We are working to improve
the efficiency, and therefore, the power requirements of air conditioners and
other accessories. And for the same reason, we are improving the aerodynamic
design of our cars.

One result of our programs to provide consumers with improved fuel efficiency
will be a major change In the weight classes of cars we will be offering In 1976
and later rodel years. Only about 20% of our current products are in inertia
weight classes of 3,501 pounds and under; by 1980, we expect these classes to ac-
count for more than 70% of our sales.

55-583--75-pt. 1-12
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Looking at our full-size cars, about 1/j of our total production in 1975 is in
inertia weight classes of 5,000 pounds and up. By 1980 we expect cars of this
weight class to represent a negligible percentage of our sales. We are taking
weight out of virtually every car we build-at least 700 pounds from our full-size
ca rs.

This drastic shift in the weight class of the cars we are building, along with
changes in engines, drivetrains and axles, improved aerodynamics and other fuel
economy measures will-because of market demands-enable us to keep our
commitment to the federal government to meet or exceed 53% improvement in the
fuel economy of our cars between 1974 and 1980-from a sales weighted 12.2 miles
lier gallon in 1974 to a sales weighted 18.7 mpg in 1980.

An important factor in our improvements in fuel economy is that we are
plaiming new entries in the 2,250 and 2,500 pound weight classes that we do not
have in 1975. Our goal is to provide cars-of all sizes-that are suited to the new
and changed needs and demands of the American people, in terms of passenger
and luggage carrying capacity, and other attributes to meet family needs. These
cars, however, will be substantially lighter, and therefore more fuel efficient,
than our current models.

It should be understood that achieveing tM-e 18.7 mpg goal in 1980 assumes that
the public will buy the cars we will be offering and that the 1975 emission staud-
ards will be carried over through 1980. A requirement to meet any more stringent
emission standards would result in a loss of fuel economy, and the goal of
achieving a 53% improvement in fuel economy would be much more difficult, if
not out of reach. More stringent standards would make cars more costly to con-
sumers, as well.

The reason for this brief description of GM's product plans is to stress that we
are working as hard as we can to improve the fuel economy of our cars, and we
plan to continue that effort-and to invest the billions of dollars this entails-
because it is the only way in which we can sell enough cars to earn a profit.

As a result of these fuel economy improvements-made in response to consumer
demands brought about by higher gasoline prices-total gasoline consumption for
all cars on the road will decline between now and 1980. That is, the gasoline
consumed by all cars on the road in 1980 will be below the amount used in 1973!
The projected savings In oil-as estimated by the Federal Energy Administra-
'ion-is 587,000 barrels per day by 1980. There is no other energy consuming sector
of our economy that is approaching this "negative energy growth." If there were,
our country would be well on its way to solving its energy problems.

Why then, do some people feel it is necessary to establish fuel economy stand-
ards for automobiles-a product that presently uses only 13% of total energy and
is showing declining rates of consumption? Because of several misconceptions
about the automobile market and automotive technology.

One of these misconceptions is that there is some "magic" new technolo.-y that
we could use--if only we would-to achieve fuel economy improvements of 50%
or more in a given car. I assure you, this is not the case, and such a misconception
is not supported by engineering studies. The changes I mentioned earlier, such
as lowering performance and Improving aerodynamics, can, in some cases, giv,
us improvements in fuel economy. For the most part, however, these technological
changes yield results measured in fractions of miles per gallon.

Another aspect of the misconception about technological solutions is that
European and Japanese manufacturers rely on superior technology to achieve
fuel economy that is generally better than the fuel economy of the American
cars. This is simply not true.

The high mpg figures associated with many of the foreign cars result from
the simple fact that they are smaller and lighter than most American cars. One
needs only to examine the 1975 EPA fuel economy ratings and make a comparison
between GM models and comparable imports to see that our technology is as
good as any in the world. Note that in Charts A, B and C, which make up the
last pages of this statement, in every weight class in which we compete. a
loniestic GM. car ranks either at tbe top or near the top for fuel economy. These
charts-which summarize the EPA fuel economy results on the combined urban/
highway cycle for cars with automatic transinlslons-ilu.rate that fuel econ-
omy gains come mainly from snuialer sizes and lighter weight. This is fle reason
our product programs are empha izing weight reduction of our existing oin-
pact, intermediate, and full-size cars, and we are planning to bring out new cars
that are much smaller.
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As we have indicated, meeting the fuel economy objectives of the voluntary
programi-18.7 miles per gallon by 1980-will require major changes in. the
kinds of products we offer, and especially in the size and weight of the cars we
will put on the market. H.R. 6860 calls for 20.5 mpg-almost 2 mpg more than
the-voluntary program of 18.7 mpg on a sales-weighted average basis.

Establishing mandatory fuel economy standards, even as high as 20.5 pruig.
is likely to have substantial adverse effects on auto sales and employment in the
auto industry and throughout the economy, because consumers will not be able
to buy the kinds of cars they want. Evolution in car design dictated by con-
sumer demand, not legislative flat, will, overall, give us the desired results
without market disruption.

Our analyses of this legislation has indicated that it could cause a substantial
loss of sales and jobs as early as the 1980 model year. Much more drastic con-
sequences could be expected in post-1980 model years as the standards jump
an average of 1.5 mpg per year to reach 28 mpg in 1985. Equally important, slles
losses of this magnitude would result in retention of older, less fuel efficient
cars. Gasoline consumption could increase above the levels that would be
achieved without this legislation.

Consumers today are demanding more fuel efficient cars, and we predict that
the trend toward lighter, higher mpg cars will continue in the future. That is
why we are committing billions of dollars to new model programs to build more
fuel efficient cars. I want to assure members of this Committee that we are
cutting the full efforts of the Corporation behind making our new smaller cars
a success in the marketplace.

The idea that GM can build the kinds of cars it wants to build, then use Its
advertising power to somehow make the American public want to buy those
vars is a myth. This point was amply proven by the experience in car sales in
the 1974 and 1975 model years. On the contrary, we try to put the kinds of cars
on the market that the American people have indicated they want to buy. If
we are required to meet standards that force us to build cars that do not con-
form with what the American people want to buy, they will not be sold and
the entire economy will suffer.

If, as we have indicated, the 20.5 mpg standard in 1980 could result in adverse
effects on the domestic automobile industry, the standards required for 1981
to 1985 could have consequences that are beyond anything even imagined so
far by Congress. 20.5 mpg, which H.R. 6860 mandates for 1980, represents a
68% improvement over General Motors' 1974 level of fuel economy. 28 mpg
I mandated for 1985 represents an improvement in fuel economy of 130% for
GM. There is no evidence that such stringent fuel economy standards as called
for in this legislation for the 1981-1985 model years can be achieved without

-serious disruptions of the national economy and intolerable unemployment
consequences. Consumer demand for cars has never changed as rapidly in the
past as this legislation would require it to change In the future to avoid a
negative impact on sales.

The standards called for in the bill, insofar as we can determine, were
established on an arbitrary basis without considering energy consequences or
the negative impact on the car buying public. No other segment of consumer
energy consumption has been singled out for such a drastic action as the auto-
mobile, which accounts for only 13% of total energy use but Is an important
part of the work, family, business and recreational life of America.

The 1985, 28 mpg standard cannot be achieved through technological develop-
nwts-it can be achieved only by restrictions on the size of cars that can he
offered. It is important that Congress have a very clear understanding of what
these product restrictions are likely to mean for the car-buying public. Begin-
ning this fall G.M1 will offer a small, light, relatively low powered vehicle that
Is smaller than the smallest subcompact car now being produced in the United
States. We hope that we can certify this car with the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency to meet current emission standards and with fuel economy in the
area of 28 mpg, at the top of all cars sold in this country.

Note, however, that if we were required to meet a 28 mpg standard-for our
entire production, the vast majority of our cars would have to be the size of the
Vega and our ncew mini car or smallrr. This 28 mpg standard would require the
production of extremely small two or four-passenger vehicles that do not have
adequate Interior or trunk space to meet the needs of lorve number.% of American
families. If the American public cannot purchase vehicles that will be suited to
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their needs, many owners of full-size cars are likely to keep them rather than
trading them in on new, more fuel efficient cars. Thus, rather than conserving
fuel, standards in the area of 28 mpg would have the effect of perpetuating the
use of less fuel efficient cars, and this would result in increased gasoline consumpl-
tion, contrary to the purpose of the bill.
Comments on H.R. 6860

Mr. Chairman, I would like to turn now to comments directed specifically to
the legislation before this Committee, H.R. 6860. The Senate Commerce Com-
mittee also has reported out a bill, S. 1883, that would mandate stringent fuel
economy standards. Although the Commerce Committee bill differs in its approach,
the effect it would have on the consumer and the economy is similar. Most of our
comments, therefore, apply to that bill as well.

Section 212 of II.R. 6860 would establish minimum production weighted fuel
economy standards of 18.5 mpg in 1978, 19.5 mpg in 1979 and 20.5 mpg in 1980.
The Secretary of Transportation would be required to establish the standards for
the years 1981 through 1984 at the "maximum feasible" level and 28 miles per
gallon would be required in 1985.

We believe it is a serious mistake for Congress to set standards by legislation,
and the problems encountered with the Clean Air Act bear this out. There is
widespread agreement that the automotive standard for NO. in the Act was
established in error, is not necessary to achieve air quality goals and blocks the
introduction of alternate power plants. Yet Congress has not yet changed that
requirement, despite the urging to do so by the Environmental Protection Agency
nearly two years ago. Several other government, academic and scientific organiza-
tions have made similar recommendations.

Section 212(c) (1) of the bill, as passed by the House, gives the Secretary
authority to determine if an "emission standards penalty" exists for any model
year compared to the fuel economy that would have resulted if the cars were
required only to meet 1975 emission standards. In the event a penalty is deter-
mined, the fuel economy standards for that model year would be adjusted by the
amount of the penalty.

This Section correctly recognizes that there are likely to be fuel economy
penalties associated with meeting future emission standards that are more
stringent than current standards. This -Section fails to recognize, however, that
emissions requirements on auto manufacturers are made more stringent not only
by lowering the numerical standards but also by changes in test l)rocedures and
other regulations promulgated by the Administrative agency. Changes in test
procedure or enforcement regulations, such as the proposed Selective Enforcement
Audit procedure, have the same result as a drastic reduction in the numerical
standards, insofar as the manufacturer is concerned. These more stringent
regulations require the manufacturer to lower his production line emission targets
to be sure of meeting all the requirements. Thus, unless Section 212(c) provides
for adjustment in the fuel economy standards for changes In emission regula-
tions and procedures that adversely affect fuel economy as well as for changes in
the emission standards, it will not be fully effective.

Furthermore, EPA, as the agency responsible for promulgating and enforcing
the emission standards and regulations, would be inclined to minimize any esti-
mates of fuel economy penalties associated with the emission standards and
regulations. If this legislation is passed there is likely to be conflict between
EPA and the auto manufacturers over determining the magnitude of the fuel
economy penalty. Since the punitive penalty for a manufacturer of four million
cars would be $20 million for each 1/10 mile per gallon below the standards, an
accurate determination of the emission standards penalty could be of vital
concern.

I have gone into considerable detail in discussing the emission penalty section
because it is extremely important that this Committee understand the relation-
ship between legislation mandating fuel economy standards and legislation being
considered by other committees of Congress that will establish the emission
standards that the automobile companies will be required to meet in future model
years. We have urged the Congress not to proceed with fuel economy standards
until such time as Congressional decisions on emission standards have been
made.

Aside from the merit of any argument against or in favor of fuel economy
standards, it seems clear that any proposal to mandate such standards before
future emission requirements are established would be premature.
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There are a number of other specific provisions in the automotive standards
section of H.R. 6860 on which General Motors would like to comment. In the
interest of conserving time, however, I will not cover these in my oral testimony
today. Attached as Appendix A are GM's detailed comments on Title II, part I.

In conclusion, General Motors currently is working as hard as it can to
improve the fuel economy of its cars, and we plan to continue that effort on
which we are spending billions of dollars. As a result of the fuel economy
Improvements that we are making In response to the demand of the car pur-
chasers, total gasoline consumption by all GM cars on the road is going down,
and will continue to go down as our new fuel efficient cars make up a larger share
of the total car population.

A 53% improvement In the fuel economy of our cars in five model years, which
we have committed to achieve under the voluntary program, represents a dra-
matic and unprecedente'd-contribution to achieving the energy goals of the nation.
Automobiles account for only 13% of total energy use, and if similar Improve-
nients were made in other energy consuming areas that account for 87% of
energy use, the energy "crisis" would soon end.

We recognize, of course, that it is not reasonable to expect as much con-
servation in other energy consuming sectors as will be achieved in the auto-
motive sector. That is why our nation's energy policy must include measures
to increase production of energy as well as steps to conserve energy. The Motor
Vehicle Manufacturers Association, including General Motors, urges that the
following steps be taken in addition to the voluntary passenger car fuel economy
i inprovement"program :

1. Decontrol energy prices to encourage production and reduce consumption.
2. If free market actions are insufficient, impose a tariff on imported oil for

the limited time needed to effect greater conservation.
3. Impose a tax on gasoline and other motor fuels if price decontrol and import

tariff are not adequate.
4. Legislatively enact a program to monitor the automobile industry's prog-

ress toward meeting the 1980 fuel economy improvement goal'and require
periodic reports to Congress.

5. Continue the present 49-state vehicle emission standards through the 1981
model year to provide the maximum potential for achieving the goal of the
passenger car fuel economy Improvement program, while avoiding unneeded
additional costs to consumers.

We believe these measures represent a sound, well-balanced program that
would make a significant contribution to achievement of the nation's energy
goals. We urge Congress to direct its attention to these areas rather than to
fuel economy standards that could have a drastic negative effect on the well-
being of Americans.
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ANALYSIS OF AND COMMENTS ON MAJOR SECTIONS OF TITLE II, PART I OF H.R. 6860

APPENDIX TO GENERAL MOTORS STATEMENT-JULY 10, 1975

(These comments are offered to assist the Committee In identifying defects in
the bill. As indicated in our statement to the Senate Finance Committee, Gen-
eral Motors believes passage of legislation mandating automobile fuel economy
standards is neither necessary nor in the public interest and adoption of these
suggestions would not eliminate GM's opposition to H.R. 6860.)

Section 211 provides that in calculating "average fuel-economy," the total
number of automobiles produced by a manufacturer in a given' model year
(excluding those exported in the model year) shall he defined by a "sum of
terms, each term of which is a fraction created by dividing (1) the number of
passenger automobiles of a given model type manufactured in such model year
by (ii) the fuel econom:¢ measured for such model type rounded to the nearest
mile per gallon as determined by the EPA Administrator."

Amendment of Section 211 (a) (5) (ii) to read as follows would provide for
greater accuracy in fuel economy calculations: (inserting underlined portion) :
"(ii) the fucl economy measured for such model type rounded- to the nearest
1/10 mile per gallon as determined by the EPA Administrator."
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EPA fuel economy measurements are calculated to the nearest 1/10 mpg, and
when a number of different measurements are to be added together, the frac-
tional calculation should be used. This procedure will result in a more accurate
calculation than the procedure of rounding each ntfifiber off to the nearest mile
per gallon.

Section 211(b) 1 & 2 requires that the fuel economy for "domestically pro-
duced" cars be calculated separately from imported cars in determining
compliance.

A car is considered to be "domestically produced" If 75% of the cost to
manufacture is attributable to value added in the United States or Canada. If
manufacture is completed In Canada, however, the car must be imported into
the U.S. prior to 30 days after the end of the model year to qualify as "domesti-
cally produced."

Cars produced in the U.S. but exported are excluded from the fuel economy
calculations.

The separation of domestic and foreign-produced cars would tend to benefit
-foreign-producers, at least temporarily, if the demand for less fuel efficient cars

exceeds the quantity the domestic manufacturers will be permitted to produce
under the standards. Certainly, they are In a relatively better position to import
some larger cars, whereas the domestic manufacturers would not be permitted
to use small-size imports to balance the larger, less fuel efficient domestic cars.

Domestic manufacturers would have to make the management decision whether
to cut back production of full-size cars toward the end of the model year to adjust
the fuel economy average to meet the standard or to pay the fines. Production
adjustments could result in a shortage of larger cars at the end of the model
year and a quasi black market in this product segment.

SECTION 212-MINIMUM FUEL ECONOMY PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

The proposed bill would set Into law specific fuel economy standards for
passenger automobiles for model years 1978, 1979, 1980 and-1985 and allow the
Secretary to set standards by rule for 1981-1984. Then, under Section 302(b) (3)
(B), the 1985 level can be raised or lowered to the maximum feasible average
fuel economy by the Secretary if either House of Congress does not object. To
avoid the experience of standards set by statute in the Clean Air Act, any
fuel economy legislation should leave the specific standards to administrative
agency rulemaking.

The passenger automobile standards the Secretary sets for 1981-1984 nust
be at the maximum feasible level and must provide for steady progress toward
the 1985 statutory standard of 28 mpg.

Beginning on January 1, 1978, and continuing each calendar year thereafter.
the Secretary shall review the standards and may make amendment, to those
he has set by rule If at least 18 months lead time is given to the manufacturers.

Section 212(b) relates to establishment of average fuel economy standards for
1981-1984, amendment of 1981-1984 standards and modification of the 195
passenger automobile standard. Section 212(b) (4) requires the Secretary to
consider "technological feasibility, economic practicability, relationship to other
federal standards and the purposes of this bill." This language also should be
Included In Section 212(a) (4) relating to establishment of light duty truck
and multipurpose passenger vehicle standards.

It is salutory that the Committee chose to require the Secretary to consider
-'technological feasibility, economic practicability, relationship to other federal
standards and the purposes of this bill" in setting standards. However. thi,
requirement may have little practical effect in providing relief to the industry,
for the following reasons:

1. "Technological feasibility" of standards as high as 28 mpg has been demon-
strated since there are some cars now being sold in the U.S. which achieve fuel
economies In this range.

2. Our experience with the Congress to date indicates It is probable that
"economic practicability" cannot be convincingly refuted until the damaLe has
been done to consumers and the economy by reducing sales and increasing
unemployment.

3. As stated elsewhere In this paper, EPA Is committed to minimizna tho
fuel economy Penalties a-sociated with emission srM( ards. "Rplationship to
other standards" does not provide any clear language on what is meant and
would not provide much relief.
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4. "Purposes of this Act" (H.R. 6860) are to conserve oil. There is little
relief promised by this provision other than the argument that stringent stand-
ards may cause potential new car buyers to retain their full-size cars that are
more nearly suited to their needs. This probably cannot be convincingly argued
until the sales fail to materialize.

Section 212(b) (3) (B) states that a modification to the 1985 fuel economy
level by the Secretary can be disapproved by either House of Congress within
60 days of transmittal to Congress or after 15 days of continuous session of
Congress, whichever is the longer period. This is an improvement over the
Dingell bill which just had the 60 day period whether Congress was in session
or not.

The Secretary Is given authority in Section 212(e) (1) to determine if an
"emission standard penalty" exists for any model year and to adjust the fuel
economy standard for that model year by "subtracting a number of miles per
gallon . . . equal to the amount of such penalty." This penalty is the difference
between the average fuel economy of all automobiles sold in the model year,
assuming the 1975 federal emission standards applied in that year, compared
to the average fuel economy the automobiles are likely to achieve under the
emission standards that are actually applicable to automobiles in that later
model year. A manufacturer may file a petition with DOT for a determination
that an emissionss standard penalty" exists and the DOT must decide the issue
within 60 days.

This emissions standards penalty provision does not go far enough. It should
allbw consideration of the effect of regulations like Selective Enforcement Audit,
changes in test procedures and high altitude requirements to be considered by
DOT, not just the absolute 1975 emission numbers themselves. Moreover. this
section mixes apples and oranges since it uses the defined word "automobiles"
(covering both cars and trucks up to 10,000 GVW), but references just the light

duty (under 6,000 lbs. GVW) emission standards. There should be separate
means of computing the emission standard penalty to accord with the grouping
of vehicles under the. Clean Air Act. To accomplish this, 212(c) (2) (B) should
be expanded to include other rules and regulations that affect emissions and
212(c) (4) should be deleted.

Section 212(c) (3) regarding petitions by manufacturers to have the Secretary
determine an emissions standard penalty Imposes an unrealistic time period for
filing such a petition. This type of petition can only be filed ". . . within the
18-month period preceding the beginning of the model year to which It relates."
That restricted period was not part of the Dingell bill. This is obviously more of
the feet-to-the-fire syndrome that will cause useless waste of resources, time
and money within the automobile industry. A more reasonable time period
should be specified, or there should be none at all.

The concept of a "emissions standard penalty" Is certainly desirable. Inclu-
sion of such a provision in the bill recognizes that there Is a relationship be-
tween more stringent emission standards and reduced fuel economy. However,
it will be very difficult to implement, and as a practical matter, may not provide
any relief at all to the auto manufacturers from the fuel economy consequences
of more stringent emission standards. There are a number of reasons why this
provision would be impracticable to implement:

1. The only way to obtain an accurate measurement of the fuel economy
penalty of emission standards in a given year compared to what the fuel economy
would be If cars in that model year were required only to meet 1975 standards
would be to run two certification fleets, one calibrated to the 1975 standards and
the other fleet meeting those applicable to the year in question. Even this very
costly and impracticable process would be open to criticism since the baseline
cars tested would not be produced, and, therefore, would never be subject to
end-of-line tests and field surveillance. Thus, in the mock certification processes
they could be set closer to the standards and would obtain better fuel economy
than they would if they were actually going to be produced.

2. EPA has consistently argued that there is no inherent relationship between
tighter emissions and lower fuel economy. In an attempt to justify their regula-
tions, EPA has consistently minimized any fuel economy penalties. It appears
that the emission standard penalty provision will ensure that there will be
additional conflict between EPA and the auto manufacturers. Since the punitive
penalty for a manufacturer of four million cars would be $20 million per 0.1
mpg below the amount of the standards, "emissions standards penalty" vill be.
of great-If not vital---concern to the automobile manufacturers.
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3. The concept of an "average penalty" is inherently Inequitable to some
manufacturers since the actual penalty will be different for different model cars
and all manufacturers have different model mixes.

Section 212(d) (2) provides that compliance with the fuel economy standard
is achieved for each year by coming within .50 miles per gallon of the standard.
The manufacturer is allowed to carry back or carry forward any amount of
fuel economy performance greater than .50 mpg above the applicable standard.
The amount carried back or carried forward reduces any civil penalty which
the manufacturer may be otherwise subject to for the preceding or subsequent
model year. This is a desirable provision which recognizes, to some extent, that
manufacturers do not "control" customer demand. It does not go far enough in
providing flexibility.

This Section 212 is a classic example of establishing moving targets for the
automobile industry. The difficulty of meeting such moving targets is com-
pounded by the fact that the test procedures to establish manufacturer com-
pliance are not definite and are subject to constant revision by the Adminis-
trator of EPA. While it is clear that this bill would require a fuel economy
test such as conducted by EPA in connection with emissions 'testing and the
driving cycles of 55% urban and 45% highway used for 1975 certification, the
EPA can use instead "procedures which yield comparable results." It seems
abundantly clear that it is arbitrary and unreasonable to establish minimum
fuel economy standards without a corresponding definite test procedure since
the outcome of meeting such standards is so dependent upon the test procedure
used. Compliance with minimum fuel economy standards is to be determined
by EPA,

As noted above, the Secretary of DOT has the authority to establish the
standards. It seems obvious that the automobile industry under this proposed
legislation wcald be caught in an administrative agency cross-fire since one
agency (DOT) has the authority to create unreasonable standards, while another
agency (EPA) Is given broad enforcement powers.

The reporting provisions of Section 212(f) are onerous. Under these provi-
sions, the DOT could get almost any information a manufacturer had relating
to its product plans. Moreover, most of this information would be proprietary,
and if it must be furnished,-should clearly be required to be held In confidence
by the DOT and EPA. Hence, Section 213(c) (1) should delete the last four
lines and, in that event, Section 213(c) (2) is unnecessary.

Section 212(f) also requires manufacturers to submit "plans" describing the
steps they intend to take to comply with standards. While this section does not
specifically give the government the authority to involve itself in individual com-
pany pricing and marketing plans, it is a step in that direction.

This section should be deleted. Auto companies are required to comply or face
enormous consequences. Nothing can be gained by requiring needless paperwork.

While this proposed legislation gives any person the right to obtain judicial
review of any "rule" promulgated under the Act, the vehicle manufacturer is
not afforded any rights to request an administrative hearing to protest or other-
wise question such rules. This seems to be in clear violation of the Admin-
istrative Procedures Act and other due process requirements. The vehicle manu-
facturer should be given the right to request a hearing, and the administrative
agency should be required to support its rules with appropriate findings based
upon substantial evidence. Failure to provide these fundamental rights to a
vehicle manufacturer in the Act certainly ignores established legal precedent
in administrative law cases. Such omission could cause technical disagreements,
which could be resolved at the administrative level, to wind up in court cases.

SECTION 213-DUTIES AND POWERS OF THE SECRETARY AND ADMINISTRATOR

The agencies have the broad powers to hold hearings, subpoena witnesses.
require information, reports, documents and materials from manufacturers and
to inspect vehicles. There is authority for agencies to obtain a subpoena for
any information covered by Section 213(a) (1) that the manufacturer refuses
to furnish as well as to obtain a court order to facilitate authorized inspec-
tions. Nowhere is there any indication that the vehicle manufacturer has any
right to request a hearing if he believes that lie is being prejudiced by unrea-
sonable administrative agency action.

In addition, giving both EPA and DOT authority to exercise these broad
powers could easily result in administrative chaos that could bog down the
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regulatory functions of these administrative agencies. Also, see the last portion
of the comments regarding Section 212 for deficiencies of the confidentiality por-
tion of Section 213.

SECTION 214-LABELING AND ADVERTISING

This section requires a fuel economy label to be placed on each new automo-
bile beginning 90 days after the Act is passed. This requirement could' be effec-
tive long before the 1978 model year fuel economy standards.

The information required on the label is: (a) the fuel economy for that car"which a prospective purchaser (could) expect; (b) representative average an-
nual fuel costs associated with the operation of such automobile; (c) the range
of fuel economy performance of automobiles of similar size and weight; (d) a
statement that the fuel economy is less than applicable standard, if that is the
case; and (e) a statement that fuel economy of other automobiles is available
from the dealer. The form and context of the label, within the above constraints,
are set by EPA after consultation with the Federal Trade Cctamlssion.

There are many serious problems with the labeling provision. Following are
some specific problems associated with such requirements:

1. Neither the manufacturer nor anyone else can indicate the fuel economy"which a prospective purchaser can expect." The ways in which cars are op-
erated vary so drastically as to make it virtually impossible for a manufac-
turer to present a single number representing "what a prospective purchaser
can expect." Manufacturers can and do label their vehicles with fuel economy
numbers obtained on specified driving cycles. Ideally, these indicated fuel econ-
omies are expressed in two numbers representing the extremes within which most
drivers can expect their experience to fall. The EPA dynamometer tests repre-
senting urban and highway cycles, while not ideal, do serve this purpose.

2. The language, as written, appears to require specific fuel economy data
for each car. The development of such information would be an impossible
burden.

3. The language does not recognize the lead time problems at the beginning
of the model year. It would be impossible to provide the labels at the beginning
of the model year.

4. Average annual fuel cost information would be virtually meaningless. In
addition to the variations in mpg that different drivers will experience, new
cars will be driven varying numbers of miles by different drivers, and fuel costs
vary in different geographical areas and seasons. The EPA omitted fuel cost
information from its voluntary labeling program because the information was
not useful to consumers.

5. Any fuel economy labeling requirement should provide that the informa-
tion shown does not constitute a warranty. The bill as written does not have
that important provision.

6. The requirement that the label contain information about the "range of
fuel economy performance of automobiles of similar size and weight" is not real-
istic. The range in most cases would be so wide as to be virtually meaningless.

7. It is not realistic to require the manufacturer to state that fuel economy
information on other makes of cars is available from the dealer. Since the
dealer is not under the manufacturer's control, the manufacturer cannot re-
quire the dealer to make such information available.

This entire section should-be simplified to give EPA authority to require fuel
economy labeling by rule after consultation with the Federal Trade Commission
and the Secretary. The Comir!tt-r' Report should instruct the EPA that the
Committee intends that the mandatory program be fashioned on the current
voluntary labeling program.

Section 214(b) requires that the fuel economy labeling information of Section
214(a) is to be included in the price sticker required by the 195S Act. This is
a direct conflict with the last sentence of 214(a) which says the EPA and FTC
determine the form and content of the fuel economy sticker. The fuel economy
sticker must be separate and distinct from the price sticker because consider-
able room is necessary to present the relevant explanations, qualifications and
warranty disclaimers that are fundamental to a fuel economy label require-
ment. Moreover, the information tlhiat goes on the price label is financially ori-
ented and may be developed at different times from other sources and on different
data processing equipment than the technically oriented fuel information. The
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fuel economy Information often Is not available until start of production, thus
allowing no lead time to set up and print the required labels.

Like Section 212, this section also lacks a public hearing opportunity for
manufacturers and adequate due process procedures. There has been no effort
to comply with the minimum hearing requirements of the Administrative Pro-
cedures Act.

SECTION 215-PROHIBITIVE CONDUCT

This entire section is so vague that it is quite likely unenforceable. Substan-
tial penalties of up to $10,000 per violation, with each day a separate and con-
tinuing violation, could be assessed for failure to comply with "any provision
of this part (other than Section 212(a)) or any standard, rule, regulation, or
any order issued." In order to make such violations enforceable, it seems evi-
dent the language must be more specific. Other prohibitive acts in this section
are also unreasonably broad.

SECTION 216-CIVIL PENALTY

The civil penalties set forth in this provision for violation of fuel economy
standards are so enormous that they may well be considered punitive. The pen-
alty for the automobiles of a manufacturer falling below the applicable average
fuel economy standard during a model year would be $50 times all the auto-
mobiles the manufacturer built that model year times each mile per gallon by
which the average fuel economy standard is missed.

This section does not recognize added Section 212(d) which provides that
comil:liance is achieved if the standard is missed by up to .50 mpg, nor does it
recognize the carry back and carry forward features of 212(d) discussed above.
Fractional miles per gallon deviations (in units of one-tenth per mile) are like-
wise punishable at $5 per car per one-tenth a mile. In the event a manufacturer
produced two million vehicles and exceeded the average minimum fuel economy
standard by one mile per gallon, he would be penalized up to $100 million, assuin-
Ji.g no carry over is available. This is clearly punitive for violating a law, particu-
larly since the manufacturer does not have complete control over the factors that
determine whether or not the manufacturer can comply. If a penalty is imposed,
it should lie only on those cax that exceed the standard. Section 216 could result
in penalties being imposed even on some of the most fuel efficient cars.

As indicated above, the marketplace will determine the types and sizes and
fuel economies of vehicles produced (luring the model year. The rights of tile
vehicle manufacturer to fundamental due process would be abused if the penal-
ties were imposed after the fact as proposd in this bill. Incredibly, the Secretary
doe,; nt have discretion to compromise or modify the civil penalties unless
necessary to l)revent insolvency or bankruptcy of a manufacturer, or unless the
"manufacturer shows that noncompliance resulted from an act of Got, a strike,
or a fire." This would enable the government to nearly confiscate ind.d stry mem-
ber assets.

At the very least, this section should he broadened to give the Secretary addi-
timial discretion in compromising civil penalties . There may lie many reasons
why a manufacturer may fail to achieve an average fuel economy objective
through iv) fault )f his own. For example, a curtailment of natural g:s at the
Wilhningtfn GMA) plant for an extended p-riod (a very real possibility) could
spri iusly reduce production of T cars needed to achieve a high production-
weighted average. GM would not only be penalized by lost saleu, hut would be
confronted with having to choose between shutting down additional plants to
adjust the protluction-weight ed average or paying enormous l)enalties.

While a manufacturer oliy appeal a civil penalty in a particular U.S. Court
of-Appeals, :i full adjudlicatiry lieaing on the record undr the Administrative
Procedures Act is vital due to the massive civil penalties. The presentations of
data, views rind arguments allowed the manufacturer in opposition to the penalty
by Sections 216(a) (1) and 210(b) (2) falls far short of the due process hearing
with full rights to cross-examination, of government l)ersonne and to obtain
documents from the government that are necessary to test whether the penalty
Is properly aq.sessed. On review by a court, a full administrative hearing record
is vital. Its absence is a clear violation of basic due process. By contrast, under
the Safety Act. a presentation of views, etc., by the manufacturer to the Admin-
istrator is followed by a right to trial de novo on the Issue of defect determination
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and that trial, at which a full adversary record is developed, may then be re-
viewed by the appellate court.

SECTION 2 17-RELATIONSHIP TO STATE LAW

States are not preempted from establishing their own fuel economy standards,
labeling requiirements or fuel economy advertising laws. However, any such
state law or regulation must be identical to a federal standard. Since this bill
does not contain any operative provision regarding advertising, the states would
be left free to regulate fuel economy advertising. It would !1e better to prohibit
all regulation of fuel economy advertising by states and political subdivisions
thereof. Note that states can have their own differing laws on any of these
subjects until the subject is covered by a standard issued under this federal law
that has become effective. This provision should be amended to provide for pre-
emption on all areas covered by the Act whether standards have been issued or
are effective. Even for a short period, the automobile industry cannot live with
differing state standards requirements. Any individual state fuel economy stand-
ards, etc., would necessarily result in an unreasonable burden on commerce. The
automobile industry is a mass production industry which simply cannot accom-
modate different state standards, notwithstanding the State of California's sepa-
rate emission standards. Finally, identical state standards and rules serve no
purpose other than to support duplicate bureaucracy and increase the costs of
business to the detriment of everyone.

STATEMENT BY F. G. SECREST. EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT-OPERATIONS STAFFS,
FORD MOTOR COMPANY

Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Finance Committee. I am Fred G.
Secrest, Executive Vice President-Operations Staffs, Ford Motor Company.

The bill before this committee, H.R. 6860, requires that motor vehicle manu-
facturers meet fuel economy standards beginning in model year 1978 at levels
32% higher than 1974 models. It provides severe fines for manufacturers whose
average vehicle production does not meet these standards. It establishes even
tighter standards for future years, culminating in a 28-mpg average by 1985.

It is Ford Motor Company's conviction that fuel economy improvement is one
area where there is no need for regulation. With gasoline at 570 a gallon In June,
increases last week of 3--50 a gallon and potentially much higher prices through
decontrol and import fees, consumers don't need a law to force them to look for
the best fuel economy in a vehicle that meets their transportation needs. Con-
sumers have already responded by buying-a larger proportion of small cars-
compacts and subcompacts are currently running 57% of Ford's sales, compared
with 41% in 1973. Fuel economy now tops the list of buyer concerns.

Nor does the manufacturer need a law to force him to provide what con-
sumers are demanding. A few weeks ago, Ford introduced eight new "MPG"
cars giving the customer a choice of several models that deliver 27 mpg in the
EPA combined metro/highway test, or 34 mpg on the highway test alone. During
the past five years, we have spent nearly $2 billion to develop new small cars and
to expand our small-car capacity. By 1980, we expect to spend an additional
$2 billion on more efficient car designs and better fuel economy, through engine
and drive-train improvements and product downsizing. We expect Ford's 1976-
model average fuel economy to be three miles per gallon, or more than 20%, better
than In 1975. These changes are expensive, but we are making them because it is
imperative that we respond to the demands of the marketplace.

The cost of mandating and deadlining these changes by Government regulations
is likely to be very high, for several reasons.

First, conversion of facilities and re-design and engineering programs to meet
the timetables indicated in this bill would be enormously expensive and disrup-
tive. In the six months ending March 31. 1975, Ford had before-tax lo8ses of over
$200 million. As a result, we have had to increase our borrowing substantially.
While we anticipate a recovery from the present automotive depression, the
losses will have a significant effect& on our long-run investment capability.
Present plans for fuel economy Improvement-the $2 billion I mentioned-repre-
sent the maximum we can afford-and some other manufacturers may well prove
unable to do this much. Indeed, Congress may eventually need to look at whether
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the fuel-economy improvements demanded by the market can be financed in full
without some form of Government guarantee or incentive.

Even with no limit on the capital available for investment, there would be
a serious risk that a manufacturer might fall to achieve some of the standards
under the rigid timetable prescribed in H.R. 6860. The risks include: (1)
variability of test results (fuel economy tests are far from exact, and in this,
bill millions of dollars will be riding on .1 mpg) ; (2) the mix of cars, which
can vary widely in response to consumers' demand thus changing the average
fuel economy of the munifacturer; (3) the ability of the manufacturers to put
together, on the stated date, all of the individual technical improvements that
may be required to achieve the overall target. Failure, even briefly or to a minor
extent, to meet tile targets for any of these reasons *ould mean massive financial
penalties. Although the bill describes these as fines or penalties falling on the
manufacturer, in practice the manufacturer would have to recover some or all
of them in the prices of his products. In addition, tie consumer would pay the
extra costs inherent in rush programs aimed at meeting arbitrary deadlines.

Perhaps most importantly, the standards may discourage actions aimed at the
real objective of the legislation-i.e., continuing improvements in fuel efficiency
for the entire car fleet. Running changes-those made during a model year-
might not count at all for the purpose of measuring the average results. The
introduction of high-ri8k advanced technology would be slowed because the
penalty for failure would be so much greater than in a free market-under a
mandated standard, manufacturers would have to place their limited financial
and technical resources almost entirely on "sure" things. Finally, the long-term
standard of 28 mpg in H.R. 6860 could substantially rule out efforts to improve
the fuel economy of larger cars, forcing those owners who believe they have a
genuine need for family sedans or station wagons to retain, as long as possible,
their less-efficient older models-because manufacturers couldn't afford to develop
improved versions.

Consequently, we believe that mandatory fuel economy legislation is unneces-
sary, that it could prove costly to consumers and that it would Impose an
unnecessary and unreasonable burden on the domestic automobile industry.

If Congress nevertheless believes that mandating fuel economy by legislation
is essential, we would hope that any bill would have three important objectives:
(1) to accomplish the goal with the least possible interference in the marketplace
and with minimum disruption to employment; (2) to set standards that are
found, after thorough study, to be technologically and financially achievable;
and (3) to assure the availability of vehicles adequate to meet the transportation
needs of the people. Further, the automotive fuel conservation goals should be
reasonably commensurate with whatever conservation actions may be mandated
for other energy uses. Accordingly, if such legislation is deemed necessary, we
strongly urge the following modifications to II.R. 6860.
1. Delete the 28 mpg standard in 1985

It seems probable that a 28 mpg average cannot le achieved l)y 1985 across
the range of vehicles presently demanded and needed by a large segment of the
U.S. market. Only 10 of the 320 passenger cars listed in the 1975 EPA Buyer's
Guide for 49-state vehicles achieve a metro/highway average of 28 mpg or better.
All ten of these are imports and all except the Peugeot diesel are In the 2500
pound weight class or lighter. A manufacturer could hardly make long-term
investments in improved engines or substantial weight reductions for full-sized
vehicles because of the risk that, even with improvements of 50% or more, the
vehicle would not come close to the 1985 standard. The six-passenger family
sedan and the station wagon would probably disappear from the new-car market.
(These cars now make up about half of the vehicle population.)

Such a standard would require a total restructuring of the industry, Including
the writeoff of billions of dollars worth of facilities. Major unemployment would
be unavoidable during the long transition period. Further, domestic vehicle prices
would have to reflect the enormous cost of this facility conversion; while most
foreign manufacturers, who are already building 2500-pound cars for their home
markets, would have considerably less task and cost. We believe, therefore, that a
standard at this level would turn over a further large piece of the market to the
imports-with severe effects on U.S. jobs and the balanv, of payments.

The flexibility given to the Secretary of Transportation to modify the 28 mpg
goal does not resolve this problem. Product and facility plans would have to be
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based on the statutory standard until a determination of modification was made
in 1979 or later. Any modifications would probably come only at the last minute,
after hundreds of millions of dollars had been spent, and after opportunities to
improve larger-car efficiencies by 50% or more had been passed up.

There is no doubt that continued improvement in automotive fuel economy is
necessary and possible after 1980. We believe that this improvement will occur
as a result of market forces, and that by 1980 it will become obvious that a costly
regulating structure is not needed to achieve the goal. If Congress wishes to as-
sunie a continuing need for regulation, however, it should authorize the admin-
i4tering agency to set post-1980 fuel economy standards only after (1) careful
assessment of technological and financial feasibility: (2) a thorough analysis of
consumer needs; (3) analysis of the impact on safety; and (4) reassessment
of the nation's energy requirements and supplies. Without such assessments,
there is no more basis for mandating a 28 mpg fleet average today for a period
ten years away than there is today for mandating improvements of 100% in the
efficlency of aircraft, home furnaces, power plants or crop dryers.
2. Modify the Penalties

The level of financial penalties set forth in I.R. 6860 is exorbitant and could
be considered confiscatory. If Ford should achieve an average fuel economy of
19 mpg in 19S0, the shortfall of 1.5 mpg or only 8% from the statutory standard
vould result in a civil penalty of about $225 million, equivalent to before-tax

profits of $450 million. (As a reference, the Company's annual dividends at the
present rate total $224 million.) Fines of this magnitude, of course, would de-
prive manufacturers of needed funds to make heavy investments in conversions
and fuel economy technology--thwarting their ability to make the necNssary
changers. In fact, such huge contingent liabilities would, in our judgment, seriously
Jeopardize the Company's ability to raise the capital fuids needed to attain major
fuel economy improvements. Payment of the penalties could of course jeopardize
dividends and interest payments on outstanding deb~t. In view of our concern
about the effect of these provisions on how investors and lenders would evaluate
the industry's securities, we suggest that the Committee seek testimony from
Government and private experts on this point.

There-are a number of ways in which the penalties could be moderated, such
as (1) use production-weighted average but apply the penalty only to vehicles
not meeting the standard; (2) reduce the dollar amount of the p(,na!ty ; (3) pro-
vide that the maxhnin penalty not exceed some stated percentage perhapss 10-
25%) of a manufacturer's profits; and (4) mhake the penalty tax-deductible. Such
changes could still result in potential penalties that would assure maximlm
effort to avoid them, without the shattering consequences of shortfall under the
II.R. 6S60 schedule. We strongly urge that the Committee consider such
modifications.
3. Delete any requirement for truck fuel economy standards

Because the lowest possible operating cost is a prime objective for truck o1)-
erators, fuel economy is already an especially important purchasing criterion for
trucks. Further, as trucks are designed primarily to haul goods, a reduction in.
trur.k size which might be required to meet fuel economy standards would not
necessarily result. in an overall reduction in fuel consumption, if more trips would
be needed to carry the same amount of goods.

Further, as yet there is no accepted method for measuring truck fuel economy.
There are no EPA data indicating the average fuel economy of the nation's new
truck fleet, because trucks rated more than 6000 gvwv have only engine (not ve-
hicle) (1yntmnmeter testing. Such testing cannot be extrapolated into meaningful
fuel economy figures. The wide v'ariety of truck usage patterns, loading conditions
and vehicle configuration have dictated this engine-only testing.

Additionally, trucks presently have unique emission standards, and the entire
approach would have to be adjusted to this fact.
.. Perit incliion of ears presently imported by the tmanufaetlurcr in overall

fuel cronomy average
As initially proposed by Representative Sharp, each manufacturer would have

deternined n "import base" equal to his imports in 1973 or 1974 as a percentage
of tie total vehicles sold by him in those years. This "import, base" would be in-
cluded -ii determining the manufacturer's average fuel economy in future years.
The House, however, accepted a substitute provision requiring that all imports
(except from Cnnada) be excluded il determining a manufacturer's basic fleet-
average fuel economy.
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The provision as originally proposed would clearly prohibit a manufacturer
from initiating so-called "runaway-plant" actions in order to achieve the fuel
economy standard. For measurement against the standard, he would be allowed
to count no more than his percentage of imports in 1973 or 1974. This seems to
be a reasonable safeguard. To exclude from the standards base the ears presently
imported by a manufacturer is an undue burden. Present fuel economy averages
include imports of the domestic manufacturers, and to rule them out would make
Ford's task up to .3 mpg greater than originally assumed.

We are gratified that the House, in H.R. 6800, has recognized that there must
be adjustments for the fact that, for any given vehicle and power-train, emission
control technology that may be available in the foreseeable future will almost
certainly exact fuel economy penalties if the standards are tightened beyond 1975
levels.

Finally, we want to emphasize that the single most helpful. thing that Congress
could do to improve automotive fuel economy, and also to help the automotive
industry recover from the current recession, would be to defer any further
tightening of emission standards and retain the present already-stringent stand-
ards for five additional years. The President has recently recommended such a
deferral, based on an analysis by the Energy Resources Council that indicates
substantial fuel economy degradation in moving.,to the 1978 statutory levels.
I must stress that an absolute prerequisite for the degree of fuel economy im-
provement envisaged by this bill between now and 1980 is a. freeze in emission
standards at or near today's levels.

We request permission to submit for the record a number of specific suggestions
for changes in H.R. 6860 that would, in our judgment (1) remedy the serious
problems I have discussed today and (2) clarify and improve the bill with respect
to a number of technical details.

FORD 'MOTOR COMPANY SUGGESTED AMENDMENTS TO H.R. 6860

Sec. 211(a) (1)
No change.

Sec. 211 (a)
(2) The definition of "automobile" has been modified to include only passenger

vehicles under 6.000 lbs. gvv. This change excludes all trucks, busses and some
multipurpose vehicles from the requirements of the Act.

(3)-(4) The definitions of "passenger automobile" and "light duty truck and
multipurpose passenger vehicle" are no longer required and have been deleted.

(5) The definition of "average fuel economy" has been renumbered (3),
deletions reflecting the exclusion of trucks and mpvs have been made where
appropriate, and a provision for greater accuracy in fuel economy calculations
has been added.

RATIONALE

Rationale for deleting truck fuel economy 8tandarda
Because lowest possible operating cost is prime objective for truck operators,

fuel economy is already an important purchasing criterion for trucks.
Since trucks are designed primarily to haul goods, a reduction In truck size

which might be required to meet fuel economy standards would not necessarily
result in overall reduction in fuel consumption, if more trips would be needed to
carry same amount of goods.

As yet there is no accepted method for measuring truck fuel economy. There
are no EPA data indicating average fuel economy of nation's new truck fleet
because trucks rated more than 6,000 gvw are subject to only engine (not
vehicle) dynamometer testing, which cannot be extrapolated into meaningful
fuel economy figures.

Trucks presently have unique emission standards, and the entire approach
would have to be adjusted to this fact.

Rationale for change In fuel economy calculations: EPA fuel economy meas-
urements are presently calculated-to the nearest 1/10th mpg and when a number
of different measurements are to be added together, the fractional calculation
results in a more accurate calculation which could be extremely important when
penalties are computed for each 1/10th mpg.

(6)-(12) These subsections have been redesigiated to reflect earlier deletions.
(13) Renumbered to reflect earlier deletions.

55-583-75-pt. 1- 13
I-
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Sec. 211 (b)
(1) Modified to reflect exclusion of trnucks and irpvs.
(2) (new subsection) TIbis is a new sUbe&ttn Incorporating the original

proViltons of the -Sharp amendment. It would allow manufacturers to Include a
proportion of imported passenger cars equiValent t6 'the presently imported
passenger cars, for pitpoges of determining ovefail fuel economy average.

RATro,,ALE

This provision would limit the inclusion of Imported vehicles in the manu-
facturef's fuel economy average to the percentage of ,elhIcles 'Urrew'tly inpotted.

Certalinly this amendment Is stfficlent osurkbee that a manufacturer will not
be able to import a larger percentage of vehicles in any given year to meet a fuel-eohloty ttaftdatd.

EPA fuel economy averages pee'tly include ihpbtts; to exclude then would d
maft P6d's task up to .8 klt tougher.

(2) Retinhbeted to reflect the addition of hew subsection (2).
Sec. 212(a)

(1) This subsectton has been amended as follows:
(a) A specific reference to the emission standards penalty provision of

J 212(c) has been added to avoid any qt1ebtion regarding Its applicability
to all years and all fuel economy standards ettablished under the Act.

(b) Modified to reflect the exclusion of truciks nnd mpvs.
(c) All specific standards after the 1980 model year ate to be establi.shed

by the Secretary under J 212(b) of the Act.

RATIONALE

Rationale for administratively setting po8t-1980 standards
A 28 mpg standard in 1985 cannot be achieved by 1985 across the range of

vehicles presently demanded and needed by a large segment of the U.S. public.
If the American public cannot purchase vehicles suited to their need, many
owners of full-sized vehicles are Aikely to keep them rather than trading them
In oh neW mote fuel efficient cars (and cleaner ohes). This would have an adverse
effect on auto sales, create enormous economic disruption and be contrary to the
purpose of the bill. Such a standard would -reqire total restructuring of the
industry tnd major unemployment would be Unavoidable during the long transi-
tion period. Domestic vehicles prices would have to reflect the enormous cost of
conversion While foreign manufacturers, who are already building 2500 pound'
cars for their home markets could have little or no task or cost-this could turn
over a further large piece of market to imports with severe effects on U.S. jobs
and balance of payments.

The nation would be better served by Congress authorizing DOT to admin-
istratively set post-1980 standards only after (1) careful assessment of tech-
nological and financial feasibility; (2) a thorough analysis of consumer needs:
(3) :analysis of impact on safety; and (4) reassessment of the nation's energy'
requirements and supplies.

(2) No change.
(3) Line 21-Modified to reflect elimination of the SpedMflc 1985 requirement..
(4) Deleted to reflect exclusion of trucks from the reqUIrementg of this Act.

Sec. 212 (b)
(1) Amended to reflect the expanded authority of the Secretary to establish

post-1980 standards and to more directly instruct the Sec'tetary to establish,
standards based upon a real, demonstrable national nteed.

(2) No change.
(3) (A) Amended to direct the Secretary to consider national energy needs in

amending any standards established pursuant to the Act.

RATION ALE

Rationale for adding consideration of national energy needs to standard (n-terion
The automotive fuel economy goals mbSt be considered and established in a

manner consistent with the nation's energy conservation programs. FPod bolieves-
the goals set forth in H.R. 6800 aden to hve been established without con-
sidering the total context of the energy problem. Certainly, ,no other segment
of consumer consumption has been singled out for such drastic nation. Consistency-
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with other energy use policies and goals must be part of the criterion for estab-
lishing long-range standards.

(3) (B) The authority of the Secretary to modify the 1085 standard would not
be required in light of earlier changes and has, therefore, been deleted.

(3) (C) Deleted for the reasons noted in connection with the' deletion of § 212
(b) (8) (B) on page 28.

(4) Amended to reflect earlier changes-and to specifically direct the Seezrefary
to consider national energy conservation needs when establishing fuel ecoliomiy
performance standards.
See. 212(c)

(1) No change in view of the recognition that in the short term, tlghtet emis-
sion standards will probably exact fuel economy penalties.

(2) (A) and (B)
(a) Amended In view of the exclusion of trucks and mpvs.
(b) Modified to reflect the fact that changes in certification and other

test procedures beyond those applicable to 1975 vehicles such as require-
ments-,for high altitude testing and testing of vehicles on assembly lines
may also create an emission standards penalty.

(2) (c) No change.
RATIONALE

Rationale for expanding emissions standards penalty to include test procedures
Ford has estimated, for example, that even if emission standards remain at

the 1975 levels, application of EPA's ptoped Selective EnforceMent Auditing
Procedure (SEA,) [39 Fed Reg 45360 et. seq.], would significantly tighten the
emission control requirements and create fuel economy peMaltics up to 8%. (&4e
Section III, page 4 of Ford's Response to EPA's Proposed SEA procedUreS April
17, 1975.)

(3) No change.
(4) Amefidled to reflect the addition of test procedures in § 212(c) (2) (A)

and (B).
See. 212(d)

(1) Amended to reflect the excludon of trucks and mpvs. Specific reference
should be made to section 206(a) of the Clean Air Act which contains the au-
thority for prototype certification testing conducted by EPA.

(2) No change.
RATIONALE

Section 206 refers to other EPA emission testing but in order to be feasible
and practicable, the development of fuel economy figures for labeling and other
purposes must be associated with emission testing prior to the time that vehicles
are produced and offered for sale to the public.
See. 212(e)

(1) Amended to include administrative determinations in judicial review
process.

RA1IOVALI

Modified to make it clear that important administrative determinations such
as those involved in establishing an emission standards penalty are appealable
along with other rulemaking action to the appropriate United States Court of
Appeals. Such determinations would, of course, be appealable to a United States
District Court, under t he general provisions of the Administrative Procedures
Act. However, there appears to be no reason to create such a diversity of review
procedures. In the interest of judicial efficiency it would seem desirable to have
appeals from all questions under the Act treated In the same fAshlion.

(2) No change.
(3) No change.
(4) No change.

Ae. 212(ty
(I and (9) The monitoring provisions appear to be superfluous in light of

the penalties for failure to meet standards stated in objective, pelforbiinee
terms, and, therefore. Section 212 (f) has been deleted.
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RATIONALE

Rationale for dclcting monitoring
We believe this section is a carryover from a previous draft of the bill which

set up a fuel economy monitoring procedure with no penalties.
Since the bill provides after-the-fact assessment of average fuel economy over

a model year subject to substantial penalties in the ever t of noncompliance,
monitoring during a model year would be unnecessary.

The bill would require a lengthy process of reporting with possible attendent
disclosure of confidential future plans.
Sec. 213(a)

(1) No change.
(2) No change.
(3) No change.

See. 213(b)
(1) No change.
(2) No change.

Sec. 213(c)
(1) No change.
(2) No change.

Sec. 214 (a)
(1) Amended to reflect the fact that EPA fuel economy numbers will not neces-

sarily reflect what can be expected from each individual vehicle but rather the
performance of test vehicles selected to represent a range of vehicles including
the one that carries a particular label.

Amended to limit the information on the label to a presentation of the fuel
economy performance attributable to the vehicle carrying the label.

(2) No change.
Sec. 214 (b)

No change
RATIONALE

Rationale for change in labelling provision
An overly-detailed and complex label will be confusing to the consumer and

therefore less effective.
Average annual fuel costs are almost meaningless given the variability in

,miles driven, price of gasoline and driver habits (city or highway driving, etc.).
Sec. 215

(1) No change.
(2) Amended to delete the double jeopardy aspect of penalties under this Act

and the Automobile Information Disclosure Act for labelling failures.
(3) No change.
(4) No change.
(5) Deleted. See comments under (2) above.

Sec. 216 (a)
(1) No change.

RATIONALE

Rationale for deleting double jeopardy aspects of labelling penalties
Currently, H.R. 6860 amends the Automobile T zformation Disclosure Act to

,require fuel economy labelling information on the retail price sticker and to sub-
ject fuel economy labelling failures by manufacturers and dealers to penalties
under the Disclosure Act. In addition, however, present sections 215 and 216 of
H.R. 6860 would also subject sucffallures to civil penalties of up to $10,000

-per occurrence. Thus, a manufacturer or dealer could be subject to being fined
twice for the same action. This Is unfair and Ford believes that H.R. 6860 should,
therefore, be modified to delete the double jeopardy aspect of penalties under this

-Act and the Automobile Information Disclosure' Act for labelling failures.
* (2) No change.
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Sec. 210(b)
(1) (A) Amended as follows:

(a) The civil penalty has been modified to provide for a penalty equal
to $5.00 for each Y mpg shortfall. Other means of minimizing the import
of the massive potential penalties applicable to average fuel economy short-
falls, might include:

(i) A new section 216(b) (1) (C) providing for tax deductability of
the fines; or

(1i) A new section 216(b) (1) (C) placing a "cap" on the total fine
that could be levied against a single manufacturer.

(b)A reference to the "deemed to meet" provisions of § 212(d) (2) has
been added to clarify that the fine is to be applied only to the extent of the
shortfall from the adjl'sted level.

RATIONALE
Rationale for limiting penalty

The penalties in the bill are exorbitant. A manufacturer of four million cars
would pay $200 million for missing the standard by only one mpg-a shortfall
that could easily occur by an unforeseen change in consumer preference or a
less than adequate adjustment for tightened emission levels.

Penalties of this magnitude, if incurred, would deprive manufacturers of
needed funds to make heavy investment In plant conversions and fuel economy
technology-thwarting their ability to make the necessary changes. Further,
just the contingent liability of that magnitude of penalty would jeopardize a
company's ability to raise capital funds needed for conversions and technology.

(1) (B) No change.
(2) No change.
(3) Amended to authorize the Secretary to take action with respect to a civil

penalty that would otherwise be due where the manufacturer can show that
his failure to meet the requirements resulted In unanticipated consumer demand
which existed despite his efforts to influence the marketplace.

RATIONALE

S. 1883, as approved by the Senate Commerce Committee contains a provision
similar to this amendment proposed by Ford. Under H.R. 6860, a sudden mix
shift in the middle of the model year or in the event consumers simply do not
purchase the percentage of small cars planned for production, a manufacturer
would be faced with either producing vehicles he could not sell or the potential
of massive penalties.
Sec. 216(b) (3) (C)

See preceding comments.
Sec. 217

Amended to provide preempt all state fuel economy standards and enforce-
ment procedures.

RATIONALE
Rationale for preemption change

Energy is a national problem and there is no need for identical state stand-
ards. On the contrary, adoption of Identical standards by a state would create
costs and administrative burdens associated with attempting to calculate fuel
economy averages by state. If purchases within a state constituted a different
sales mix than the national mix, a manufacturer could conceivably face fines,
even though the national average met the standard.

STATEMENT BY ALAN G. LOOFBOURROW, VICE PRESIDENT-ENGINEERING
CHRYSLER CORPORATION

I am Alan Loofbourrow, Vice President of Engineering for Chrysler Corpora-
tion. I appreciate the opportunity to elaborate on my remarks before the Finance
Committee regarding proposed automotive fuel economy legislation.

As you may know, we testified before the Senate Commerce Committee last
December on the bill to mandate a 50 percent improvement in fuel economy by
1980. At that time, I discussed Chrysler's long standing commitment to better fuel
economy, described the engineering considerations involved in improving gasoline
mileage, and outlined drawbacks to legislative solutions to the problem. I would
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like to submit for the record a copy of that statement. I think it will be helpful
as you consider whether fuel economy standards are neassary and in the best
Interest of the country.

).'O'LJpe JDeoniber, tJere )?as been qpne sIgW Acapt developwat affe ug auto-motive fuei economy thut I woull JIke to djcquis. Jst last March, the Admin-
istrator of the Environmental Protection Agency grantod its .au extension to
presept standards for hydr*(:arbwAs aud crhot monoxide, -d nrged Congress
to contintle these standards through 1979. Since that time the IPr~eident has
reconueule, frkegjjig lydrocaplioii, carbon uonoxce, ant oxides of nitro-
gen standards at today's grh,,v-l.5 r - - yrocearbw, 15 grAims-per.
mile carboa ionoxi4,e, and 3.1 grams-per-zile oxi4ts ot Ailtrogeu. I Congress willact oa this recommendatiou, freeze the lydrocarbQn aud e*rn nnoxide stand.
ards at their present levels, and also hold fats to the pre.,-ent oxides of ntrgen
standard of 3.1 granis-per-mile, we can significantly improve gasoline mileage over
the next few years while continuing oGtr pr(Agress toward cleaner air.

Failure to carry over all these standards--especaliy the o)4es of juitrogeni
standard-will seriously ljainUcap our efforts to improve fiqel econozjy. No law, no
tax or Incentive program, and no crash research and 44evelOVmet project can
(.hai:ge that basic engineering fi't of life.

Let me explain tMat briefly. The air Is compxosed primarily of two basic gaseous
elements: oxygen and nitrogen, which at 11bout 3lOo° JF., co~ibi e to make iaitro-
gen oxides. lecpuse an engine Is more efficient and gets better gasoUne mileage
whe i it is run at higher combustion temperntures, we seek out w'uys to raise
that temperature. However, to control oxides of nitrogen, we lower tenpera-
tures and that means lower gasoline mileage. Like it or uot, we cAn't repeal the
laws of tieiniodynanl4es. That is why the oxides of nitrogen standard of 3.1 grams
per mile is so essential to improved fuel economy.

At Chrysler we are developing ways to meet today's stringent standard while
Improving fuel econoiny by precise electronic, control of the engine',, operation.
As a re ut of our engineering achievements, we have told the Administratiou
that with a 3.1 XOx PtaudaiA, we believe wve can reacel the goal of a 40 lwreent
improvement in fuel economy on a saleb-eihicd basis by 1981). In making that
commitment we assumed th'it we could successfully develop sophisticate( elec-
tronic controls for spark timing, fuel distribution. and other engine operations.

A s you know, Chrysler pioUee Ced the first xnujor application of (4ectr01e
technology when it xpnaLde the electronic Ignition system standard on all en gines
in the 19173 model year. We believe the next major deveopment will come in the
1976t model year. We hope to introduce oil several inodels an ciectronic spark
tinling control which w\hl make possible a niew noio-cafalyst emission control
system.

The electronic control adjusts spark timing very precisely for a number of
variables including engine temperature, throttle position, and engine speed. 'The
precision of this count r(l permlits lus to modify our engines to bulr a mixture oL"
18 to 20 poudslif of air to one of fuel, rather than the present ratio of 16 to 1.

At ratios of about 18 :1 and above the nitrogen oxides drop off signifit-anttly.
Wile tflere is some ftUAI eWomon)y loss when an engine is run on a mixture this
lean, it is not as great as the loss from other methodls used to control oxides of
nitrogen. If the development of this electronici spark timing control and several
other engine modifications are successful, we beliae'e we can meet present emis-
simo :aular.is witho4Wt Wst of tie eplission control dievi(Ps k)n cars tor)y, includ-
il~g the catalytic vOVerter '11!1 the air isullp. 1$y using this system we .re

identt we can get beltr fl economy y drive4bility thaxi on tod4y's 1975aotouobiles.

Because tle engine pnns on a Learu mixture (f fitl to air we have been reforrilg
to this approach as a lean b urn iyst l. ince 1he I~ai) burn system Wouhd elimi-
nate the catalytic converter, we could use leaded ,as with its higher octane-
ratings, design our engines for higher compression ratios, an(l regain some
additional economy.

It is especially essential that Congress act to carry over the oxides of nitrogen
standard. The recommendation by he administrnitor of the Environniental Pro-
tection Agency to allow the oxides of nitrogen standard to drop to 2.0 grains per
mile in 1977 serIously jeopardizes our commitment to improved fuel economy.

A-, you know, the administrator's decision implicitly requires us to develop
non-catalyst omission control technology as quickly as possible. If the standards
remain at 1.5 grlmus per mile hydrocarbons, 15 gmims per mile carbon monoxide%.
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Rn1 3.1 gr.kw-s per 'Bile oxides of nitrogen, we believe we can remove catalystsfroiA Most--if not all--oh our ekgines. by thh 1M7 model year. And we cau i1-
prove fuel (colonoy by introducing lower axle ratios, lock-up torque CoUVerters,
and smaller engines in more wodeiW.

lIoever, these fuloIsai'ing changes reduce the ear's: p rformance. tbe oxides
of nitrogeun standard 2.0: trams per mle in 1977, we ulay not be able. to make
these c1itnges at all because lowerLng the NOiN st-andard, will result In, a 8ignifl-
cait 10,4 in drieabity that c11.d jeopardize the driver's, safety. bven if Nve cau
impleoemnt these chanKes, they would be hss elrctive tuan we origially plptilned
because of the stringent NOx requirement.

Ally redUctioxk of oxides of nitrogen sessions results in a fu.ei economy pen-
alty-reg.rojjeks of the cojktrol system, W(,, esti.u4ate that with, our present control
systems, the administrator's recommendation of 1.5 grnts hydt ocvrhons, 15
granius carbon monoxide. and 2.0 grains oxides of nitrogen would produce a fuel
economy penalty of'about seven percent from toduy', levels. Giveu lime, we might

oe alile to reduce, that lieulty-but we call never overcome it entirely, through
engineering changes alone. Accordingly, we urge Congress to hold to.the3:1 grams
level for NOx through 179 at least so that we can achieve our fuel economy
objectives by the eud of this, decade.

That staudurd is trigenA enough to protect public health. Studies by the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences and others show that even at that level, the rapid
trend to clean air will continue.

The industry is already working without benefit of any legislation to imi-
provo fuel economy. As a result of technical improvements aud the shift in mix
to small cars, we estimate that 1975 Chrysler models average 15 percent better
fuel economy than. 1974 models.

Not only are. fuel economy standards unnecessary, they may be unworkable
as well. They ignore all the other considerations that an engineer has. to take
into account when designing a vehicle--inludhng safety, emissions, performance,
and cost to. the consumer. The fact is the engineer wiU be. completely ha=-
srun11g1" if absolutely comar'adiRetory staudareks fire written into law. Yet this
CoJukl easily iapjwil L if C(ng1res Nets a fuel ',conouiuy sthndar(l and at the sauie
tile allows the statutory standards for oxides of nitrogen emissions to coei into
effeet.

This industry does. not need. any artificial incentive to improve fuel econ,)ny.
We "already have the strongest incentive a free economy produces-tlW denmind
of oir customers.

We've answered the demand for energy-efficient cars over the years. Even
when gasoline was selling at half of today's prices, Chrysler based successful
advertising and mnarkeling campaigns on the fact that its cars delivered more
- iles per gallon than the competition's. Today, wvith gasoline mileage more iou-
Iortant than ever, the demand is greater than ever. And we've respolided to
that demand. We are improving the efficiency of our vehicles. We have increased
our production capacity of small cars and smaller enginies.

If we could get 20 to 30 percent better fuel economy than our competitors,
we would do so--and we would proclaim it as loudly and aggressively as we
could. That's the way our free enterprise system works-and there's no ne?(,
to tamper with it.

I think we all know from experience in both government and industry that
you can't legislate a technical breakthrough or solve a problem by simply throw-
ing noioey at it. Technolozical progress usually require.-; careful n0d painstaking
work. There are rarely dramatic solutions to our problenis. To hell) reach the
President's '40 percent goal, we are taking. a nuniber of actions in addition to
developing electronic controls to fine tune our engines. These inodifications in-
clude reducing vehicle weight, improving aerodynamics, lowering axle ratios.
improving transmiLssions, reducing bra4e drag, lowerin, idle speeds, and me-
(luc.ing rolling resistance. None of these Sound very exciting boy themselves.
But taken together, they can produce significant inilrovemients iil ,asolibe nil,-
age. We are also planning new lines of smaller, lighter, more fuel-eflicient 4,'!4
over the next few years. The first of these newv cars will be available late this
year., an(l will sell alongside our present line of compacts.

The National Science Foun(dation has said nothing could provide a -reat(,r
ilevmitive to better fuel economy than a freeze on to(lay's eiissions standarls
A stable outlook for emissions stan(lards, an organized approach to determining
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new standards, and a realistic timetable for implementing those standards would'
provide the greatest possible incentive for development of more fuel-efficient
motor vehicles.

I hope that this committee will resist the temptation to find some easy legis-
lative solution to our energy problem. There is none. Rather, I urge you to
take the lead in doing the one thing will move us dramatically closer to
our fuel economy and energy conservation goals: freeze emissions standards
for hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, and oxides of nitrogen at today's stringent
levels. This will assure better gasoline mileage--and clean air as well.

STATEMENT BY ALAN G. LOOFBOURROW, VICE PRESIDENT-ENGINEERING, CI[RYSI.ER
CORPORATION, BEFORE THE SENATE COMMERCE COMMITTEE, WASHINGTON, D.C.,
DECEMBER 10, 1974

I am Alan Loofbourrow, Vice President of Engineering for Chrysler Corpora-
tion. With me today are Harold L. Welch, Chief Engineer-Engineering Pro-
gram Planning, and Victor C. Tomlinson, Senior Attorney-Legal Staff. I ap-
preciate this opportunity to give you my views on the Energy Conservation Art
of 1974 which would mandate a 50 percent improvement in fuel ecoinoiiy by 19-S0.

In light of the country's energy problems, I can understand why the govern-
ment would ask automotive engineers h: wat can you do to improve the fuel econ-
omy of your vehicles? Chrysler engineers have been answering that question
for years. We have always believed that fuel economy is a marketable item-
and so we provided superior fuel- economy long before it became a matter of
government concern.

Even when gasoline was selling at half of today's prices. Chrysler based
successful advertising and promotion campaigns on the fact that our cars de-
livered more miles per gallon than the competition's. And they do. As a result
of our continuing efforts, we have consistently led the Mobil and Pure Oil fuel
economy trials, not only with our small cars, but with our mid-size and full-
size cars as well. Today, with gasoline mileage more important than ever, EPA
tests show that 1975 Chrysler-built models offer better average fuel economy
than those of either of our major competitors.

I'd like to describe how we have improved engine efficiency over the years,
so that you can appreciate our technical problems in making improvements in
fuel economy.

(Graph :Fuel Consumption 1926-196S)
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This graph will give you some idea of our progress in improving the internal
combustion engine. It shows the amount of fuel a six-cylinder engine with its
throttle wide open requires at different engine speeds to produce one horsepower
for one hour. The lower the curve, the less fuel the engine needs. If you com-
pare the 224 cubic inch engine of 1926 at the top of the chart, with the 225
cubic inch engine of 1968 at the bottom, you can see that our engineers have
Improved engine efficiency by about 40 percent in 40 years. In addition the maxi-
mum power of the engine more than doubled.

I want to emphasize that this 40 percent was all technical improvement within
the engine-it does not take Into account the trend to smaller cars or improve-
ments to the vehicle itself.

Improvements to the vehicle include reducing its size and weight, improving
its aerodynamics, reducing its rolling resistance, and modifying its drive train.

For example, because of the Increase in engine power our engineers were able
to reduce axle ratios over the years from 4.61:1 in the 1920s to 2.76:1 in the
1960s. So fewer revolutions of the engine are required to drive the car each
mile down the road.

To help use fuel more efficiently, we improved our carburetors and redesigned
the comnilstion chamber. We developed the vacuum spark advance to vary igni-
tion timing according to throttle position and other factors. We he4ped the en-
gine breathe in air more efficiently by modifying the intake manifold, cylinder
head, valve timing and size. and exhaust system. We went from an L-head valve
arrangement to overhead valves.

And while we were redesigning the engine for better efficiency, the petroleum
industry was raising octane ratings for regular gasoline from about 55 in the
1920s to as much as 95 in the 1960.;. Because of this improvement in the fuel, and
our better control of tihe combustion process. we were able to increase the com-
pression ratio of our 6-cylinder engine from 4.5:1 in 1926 to 8.4:1 in IOGS. That
gained for us both better economy and better performance.

As a result of changes of this kind in all of our engines the 196S engines were.
generally the most efficient automobile engines the industry ever offered. These
engines vere about as efficient as a comparable size diesel engine under some test
conditions, and more efficient than the Wankel or any other alternate engine we
might be able to consider for production. This is history and it is factual.

(Graph: Urban Fuel Economy 1968-1975)
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Unfortunately, the trend to better fuel economy was reversed ill 1968. As this
chart shows, the average fuel economy for Chrysler Corporation vellicles in city
driving dropped by nearly 19 percent between 198 and 1915.

Part of that loss-about 4 percent-results from weight added to our cars.
Much of the weight is required by federal safety and emissions mandates. For
extamile, between 196 and 1975 we had to add 275 pounds to a full size standard
four-door sedan as a result (if federal requirements. All our other p)toduct im-
provements added less than 200 pounds to the vehicle weight. There wet'e corn-
paral)le weight increases for coliipact and mid-size cars.

The emissions control systems effectively mandated by the Clean Air Act caused
a 15 percent penalty because the engine modifications available that fulfill Its re-
quirements also reduce gasoline mileage.

Engineering involves a series of compromi-ses. Whenever we design a vehicle
we have to consider a numirer of factors: emissions, fuel economy, prformahce,
driveability, cost, availability of materials, weight, safety, durability, manufac-
tiling feasibility, and so on. What we do in (ne area often involves t rade-offs In
another. In the past, the emgilcer could balarnce his goals to get good polf,)rmnnee,
good economy, good driveability, and -so on. But ntow, lie hris lost control over these
irte-offs. lie must go all -otit for emissions, an(i he must add weight to comply
with safety and tlamtgeaiility regulation,. lie ' cannot get the kind of perforln-
an(* and economy out of the engine lie used to get and that the public expected.
He mnay be completely hanm.-trung if two alp.:olutely ('oltradictory standards for
eml~iS'410 land fuel economy are written ilto law. iet lIe give you one example.

(Graph : Rehltionship of combustion temlieratire and NOx emissions)
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This graph shows the relationship between temperature and the creation of
oxides of nitrogen. Whenever air is heated to about 3000° F, its two principal
gasses, nitrogen and oxygen, combine to make nitrogen oxides. Yet, the engine is
more efficient at higher combustion temperatures. To improve fuel economy over
tht, years, we had increased average combustion temperature so that in 1968 com-
bustion reached levels of about 4200 degrees. ('onsequently emissions of nitrogen
oxides had also gone up. It is self evident that if we are to reduce these emissions,
we will have to reduce the combustion temperature and lose efficiency and fuel
economy.

With that background to give us perspective, I would like now to review some
of our objections to the Fuel Economy standards in the Energy Conservation Act.
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My first objection to the bill is that we do not need mandatory fNel economy'
standards, The industry is already working without I-wnefit of any legislation to
regain fuel economy lost over the past six years. And we've made progress. This
progress is the result of the strongest pressure a free economy produces--the
attraction of customers. D oes anyone honestly believe that if Chrysler Corporation
knew how to produce cars that had 20 percent or 30 percent better fuel economy
lhan ou'r competitors, that we would hesitate to do so and proclaim loudly to the-

buying public that we had this product advantage? Anyone who does so believe
simply does not understand how our free enterprise system works. In support of
this the Environmiental 1Proteetioit Agency on the li:isis of its own tests estimated
that 1975 model 1)ass(ner cars get about 13.5 percent better fuel economy than
1974 inodels, and \ve di(t this without government mandates.

Last y ear Chrysler responded to the public denian(i in a free m, rket for re-
(l.cd fuel coilllilijtiol by ilicreasilng produ(tion of sniall ears, and by making
eolnical six anld si'alI eight cylinder engines available in more models. We
lowered axle ratios on manly of our models. We e(quilled fhill size 1lodlels with
radial tires as standard equipment, and offer them as options oil all ears. 11adial
tires generally redu~e ioll j 'csista lie and (-.n increase mileage hy uiji to six-
tenthus of a mile per gallon im tle highway. AVU offer a 1-'uel l'acer System that
hellp- the (]river develop) te g(iood habits thiat will conserve fuel. W,\'e will soon
(Iffer an overdrive manual tran-missiun that proniises additional significant
savings.

A., a result of technical linrovc 'nents and the shift in mix, we estimate that
1975 Chrysler models avtrage 15 perWent letter fuel economy tha n 1974 models.
We don't ined a law to force us to do what we are already doing in response to the
(lenina( in the inarket.

My second objection to this bill is that it makes no acknowledgement of the
(lean Air Act. Yet ite e. is.sifms s lndards already .,lledfuled fo r tie next few
years by that Act will w ipe out all of the fuel economy gains our engineers will
make by 19S0.

Earlier this, month we told the Administration we believe we carn moet Its goal
of a 40 percent sales weighted iuuijroveinent in fuel eeonumny by 1980. For Chrysler
that means an increase in average fuel ecooniy from 13.8 miles per gallon in
1974 to 18.7 miles per gallon. It should be completely understood that in making
1ilat (,oI0nI1iitlilerit we assunied some things hat are beyond our control: that there
would be no federally mandated weight in(.rease from safety, noise. or daniage-
ability standards, and most important, that emissions standards would remain
at 1975 levels through 1980.

In making that commitment we also anticipated the development of electrmiC
controls that will enable us to fine tune our engines for lower emissions and bet-
ter fuel economy.

Chrysler pioneered the flrst major application of electronic technology when it
made the electronic ignition system standard on all engines in the 1978 model
year, We believe the next major development will come In the 1970 model year.
We hopo to introduce on sveral models an electronic spark timing control which
will make possible a iew non-catalyst emission control system.

The electronic control adjusts spark timing very preeisely for a number of vari-
ables including engine temperature, throttle position, and engine speed. The
precision of this control permits us to modify our engines to burn a mixture of
18 to 20 pounds of air to one of fuel, rather than the present ratio of 16 to 1.

At ratios of abrut 18:1 and above the nitrogen oxides drop off significantly.
While there Is some fuel economy los when an engine is run on a mixtuee this
Jean. it is not as great as the losa fram other methods used to control oxides
of nitrogen. If the development of this electronic spark timing control and several
other engine modifications are successful, we believe we can meet present emis-
,ion standards without most of the emission ccmtrol devices ob cars today,
including the catalytic converter and the air pump. By usini" this system we are
confident we can get better fuel economy and driveability than on today's 1975
u utomolbiles.

PorPanse the engine run. on a lenn mixture of fuel to air we have beet rferring
to thfs approach as a lean Imm system. Since the lean burn system would eliMi-
nate the catalytic converter, we could use leaded gas with ItN higher octane
ratings. design onr engines for higher compression ratios, and regain gotne
additional economy.
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While this is a very promising approach to emissions control and fuel economy,
the fact is that we can offer it only If emission standards are held at present
levels.

(Graph: Effect of Emissions Standards on Fuel Economy).
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This gralph illustrates the effect of emissions standards on fuel economy. The
top line shows the average mileage improvement we can reasonably expect by
1080 if standards remain at present levels.

The next line shows the fuel economy we can expect if the standards are
tightened up in 1977 to 0.41 grams per mile hydrocarbons, 3.4 grams per mile
carbon monoxide, and 2.0 grams per mile oxides of nitrogen. Fuel economy would
be about 16.3 miles per gallon-only slightly better than today.

The third and bottom line is our best estimate of what will happen if the
oxides of nitrogen standard drops to 0.4 grams per mile in 1978. Fuel economy
will be less than 13 miles per gallon-a loss from today's levels. In this case the
question of fuel economy is actually academic. No one yet has a system that will
meet a 0.4 grains per mile oxides of nitrogen standard for more than a few
thousand miles. The Environmental Protection Agency, the National Academy of
Sciences, and other independent organizations have all pointed out that the
standard is more stringent than necessary. But despite these facts, it remains on
the books and will be imposed on the industry unless Congress acts to change It.

My third objection to the bill Is that a standard mandating a 50 percent improve-
ment in fuel economy in five years would produce severe economic disruptions.

Next to emissions, size and weight are the most important factors affecting fuel
economy. We estimate that to meet the bill's goal of 24 miles per gallon in 1980,
assuming 1977 emissions standards, 93 percent of the fleet of cars we could sell
would be in the subcompact range, and only 7 percent could be mid-size. If we
wanted to sell full-size cars, that percentage would be even smaller. In effect, this
bill would outlaw a number of engine lines and car models including most full-
size sedans and station wagons. It would restrict the industry to producing sub-
compact size cars-or even smaller ones-within five years, even though the
nation does not have the tooling capacity or capital resources to make such a
change so quickly.

With the variety of car sizes severely reduced, millions of our customers could
not find the right size new car to fit their needs. The projection of greater fuel
economy based on a sales mix of fewer large cars and more small ones is mean-
ingless if people don't buy according to the projection.
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Currently, more than 20 percent of the households In the country have more
than five people. Subcompacts simply cannot accommodate these families. The
result is that they will have to continue to drive their older and larger cars,
thereby delaying further improvements in fuel economy and emissions control,
and cutting automobile sales drastically. We are seeing today what happens
when automobile sales drop substantially-more than 200,000 people are out of
work today in my industry and the number is still going up. The effect of this
standard on auto sales and employment could be even worse.

My fourth objection is that there is no assurance that these standards will
meet the bill's goal of saving one million barrels of oil a day. Standards alone
will not insure a significant reduction in fuel consumption by 1980. Too many
other factors affect economy. The driver, for instance, is the single most important
factor In inmproving gasoline mileage. By careful driving, he can Improve his fuel
economy by 15 to 20 percent-more than engineers can save in the next few years
with all their technical improvements.

(Grapl: Fuel Economy Ranges)
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This graph compares the fuel ce(nomy ranges for subcompact, mid-size, and

full-size luxury cars. For each type you can see the gasoline mileage in the worst
-kind of city conditions at the bottom of the bar, and the mileage at ideal highway
conditions at the top of the bar. In the case of the mid-size car, we estimate, on
the basis of EPA test cycles, that the average fuel economy is in the neighborhood
Of 14.5 mile, per gallon. IBut as you (.an see, the actual economy ranges fron a

low of 10 miles per gallon under stop and go conditions, to more than 22 miles
per gallon at a steady 40 miles per hour. Actual fuel consumption depends on how
the car is driven. In some circumstances the luxury car weighing 5,200 pounds can
actually get better mileage than the sub-compact weighing 2,100 pounds.

I w(uld like to point out that there is a trade-off between safety and fNOl
eonomlly. Small cars which generally have better fuel economy are also in-

herently less safe than larger cars. Studies of more than 420,000 real-life aci-
(ent show that occupants of a 2000 pound car involved in an accident are three
times a, likely to be seriously injured or killed as are the occupants of a 4,",0
pound car.

We raise false hopes whenever we give the impression that fuel economy
standa-ds will solve our energy problems. Speed limits, traffic management,
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the nuinIer of mijs Pirven each year, the price of gasoline, and the driver's
aiwnreneqs pf what le cqn do to save fuel can have a greater effect than fuel
ecoi)omy staidq rds.

Fifth, the jihl sets qn I.qpossible timetable.
It does 'not take .,nto accouilt the EP41' emissions certiltation test cycle. It

presumes the Secretary .f TIransportation .wil set fuel economy .tandards for
a given model year the Jamlary before we tntroducp that model. The fact is
W, capnnpt make qny .can e 'that close'to the" start of production. It talkeg
qhoplt a yepr to complete the epsfsons certification process for EPA. We re
forbidden to lpke iaJor changes without having to start the test procedure all
,vyer n. iai . Let ilie review quickly the timetable we are following for our 1977
iin~els. mpl ~ nww ae oro h

Ip JiwP .,T5---six 'n.lth from w-we make final our decisions on the
engines we will offer.

In September 1975 we file an application with FPA. giving them compreheni-
rsive technical data on the engines and vehicles we will offer.

In October 1975 we begin S0.000 mile durability test runs for our vehicles ("n

,tn EPA specified schedule which means they cannot be completed until Mairch
of 1976.

In February 1976 we begin a series of 4,000 mile tests to measure emisin
I,,vels of engines that have passed the 50,000 mile durability test. These sti-
called data car tests can run up to the start of production.

As we complete our test. EPA runs its own series of tests to verify the data.
reviews all the information that has been generated over the past year. and
on the basis of its findings approves our engines and issues a certificate (if
conformit y.

As you can see. any law establishing fuel economy standards in January-
when we are in the middle of the emissions certification procedure-is completely
unrealistic.

Even if the law did not conflict with the EPA srhednle. w, cnuld not meet
the timetable set by this Bill, because it does not allow sufficient time for
research and development. We normally require up to three years for an in-
tensive program to reduce an existing vehicle's weight through the use of now
materials and new parts. We need at least five years to design, engineer, test.
and introduce a new engine. Even a major change to an existing engine can
take u to three years to complete.

In light of all these facts. I urge you to r,'i-4- t- f1wp) veonomy standards

proposed in the Energy Conservation Act of 1974. We do not need ninfidatoirv
standards-the industry is already lnkin rod irogres in improving fuel

economy. We will keep on making progress. Because of a number of siriows
shortcomings, the proposed standards are not realistic. They would create
severe economic disruptions. And perhaps most important, they wou!d not
accomplish the bill's objectives. The marketplace will probably accomplish
them more efficiently.

In its place, I would like to suggest two recommendations we can discuss
later if you wish.

First, support proposals to hold emissions standards at present levels through
1980. No other single action Congress can take will have such a beneficial effect
on fuel ecOI oy. Present slandarls arc, more tl n strjvrent elou;gh to) ,,-nfegnard
the public health. A growing number of people outside the industry recognize this.

lie,,ently, a study by MIT, Harvard, Ond Columbia for the National Sciene(.
Foundation concluded that forcing the automobile companies to adopt t1,e cmit;m-
lytic converter now, because it is the only immediately feasible technolgy 0:T
meet the standards, is an "unwise gamble." The study reconncinded def'r im Z
the 1fI77-78 standards to give us time to develop better technology or h ,"
power sources. It would also give the country time to determine what enis-
ions standards are actually necessary to protect public health. I hope th e

Conress will act quickly on this proposal.
second. this committee can take the lead In exploring ways government "Iid

business can work together to find solutions to the country's energy and environ-

mental problems. The public Is tired of confrontations, and of hearings tha t
turn into adversary proceedings. It doesn't want to see business and \overnmr-'t
locked in combat. The public should expect us to work together to establi4.'
realistic long-time goas which can be achieved with the most efficient u',e of
our resources. Because our society's problems demand increasingly complex



technteal soluttils, the country needs a lose partnership between government
and Industry technology. I'm sure all of. us here today realize that without cloe
cooperation between public and private sectors, there can be no lasting or
practical solutions to the nioy problems faciW4 the coututry to(ly.

I know fronq my own experiences with the Maphattan Project during World
War II that government and business can work together in harmony and trust.
In that case, we were partners then in every sense of the word, Workiog tgether
we successfully carried out an extraordintarily complex technological job ip
record time. I believe we can rebuild that partnership today-41d we should
if we hope to resolve the difficult questions of a national energy and environ-
mental policy. It only remains for men of good will to start constructing that
:partnership. This committee is in an ideal position to provide that needed
leadership. You can be sure that Chrysler Corporation will support your effort
in any way we can.

[Wh ereuron, at 12:40 oelock p.m.. tle committee recessed to re-
convene at 2:20 o'clock p.m., the same day.]

ArPERNOON SESSION

'The C'l\xi... Mr. "Millet and Mr. McElwaine have indicated they
<'an sumnmarize their statements in five n)inite,-. I will call the two
t0(r(,tgeer. because thev speak to a related subject.

STATEMENT OF RALPH T. MILLET, PRESIDENT, AUTOMOBILE IM-
PORTERS OF AMERICA, INCORPORATED

it.. I!LIET. Mr. Chairman, my name is Ralph Millet. I am presi-
deiV. of the Automobile inporters- of America, and also representative
Il tie United States for the Swedfish outomoh iie manufacturer,
S.XAB-SCANIA. I will summarize the points in my statement, and
then, if I do have time within the five minutes, I would like to make
so!,ie statements on this morning's presentation.

In summary, mv statement suggests tlmat the committee niight want
to consider a graduated increase in the gasoline tax-and,/or, I might
personally add, decontrol of oil prices-over the next 4 or 5 years, as
ian effective way of conserving fuel. however, such an increase shouJ(l
1)e (Yeared to I)etroit's ability to produce greater quantities of smaller,
more, efficient cars.

SI feel that the marketplace shoul(l be allowed to determine the fiel
efficiency of motor vehicles. However. if Congress feels that legislation
is required. it should establish only general goals and objectives related
to fuel-efficient cars, and delegatee to one agency the authority to imple-
*not tle legislation. I might compare here the Clean Air Act and tl)e
National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act. 'T'he standards are set
in concrete in the Clean Air Act, while the discretion to set standards
is loft to the agency in the Safety Act.

11owever, whatever measure is finally enacted, it is important that it
be applied equally to imported and to domestic cars alike. Any dis-
4'ri linatorv treatment in favor of doinestic cars would be contrary to
the national interest, and in particular inimical to the cause of fuel
Conservation, the well-being of the imported car industry, the success
of the multilateral trade negotiations, and the present export level.

I would like to make some other connents regarding this morning's
hearing. First, I would like to clarify the question about the volume
of imported ears sold in the United States. There were some statements
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made by members of the committee this morning that the imported
industry was doing extremely well, and if you look at it from the point
of view of share of market, that may well" be true. Blt this is because
of the fact that the domestic inditstry has declined greatly. Actually,
the number of imported cars sold in 1974 was substantially. below that
sold in 1973. I believe that 1,720,000 cars were sold in 1973, and in 1974
that dropped down to 1,370,000. In all probability, tile sales for the
year 1975, if they proceed at. the rate at N which they are now going, will
reach about 1,500,000. So I think it is somewhat of a miunderstand-
ing to say that the imported ear industry has taken over a very large
share of the American market.

The other point which I would like to touch on is the question
whether you ean build a small car which has a fuel economy of 28
miles per gallon, as )roposed in the legislation you are considerilgz
and can still carry comfortably six passengers an(l evel tow a trailer
or a boat, or what have you ? There are a number of imported cars that
can very adequately perform this function, although they might not
now meet 2S miles i)er gallon. They certainly would be able to do that
by 1985."I might cite a personal experience. I happened to drive my family,
which consists of myself, a wife, and five children, all over the country
towing a trailer weighing 1,000 pounds. in a car which weighed '2.75b
pounds. It was a small imported car. a statiin wagon.

Certainly, the ability does exist within I)etroit to build cars which
catn meet ile standards inI te bill before yoN. I think it should )e
realized that Eropeans are aeiiustoned to a car in -which tev are
using a large percentage of the engine capaciy to )erform tile func-
tion thev lmve to perform. and also iising a large part of the capacity
of tle size of the car. We have a tendency here to use big cars to carry
one or two person, plus a lot of extra homrse)power and torque whicl
may not be ileeded. 'I' ank von, Mfr. Chairman.

The C.lnwP1AxN. Thank'vou very much, Mr. Millet. Now. we will
hear from I\ It. 11ol)(,'t \lci.wa ifle of tle Anlical Imported Auto-
mobile Dealers Association.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT M. McELWAINE, AMERICAN IMPORTED
AUTOMOBILE DEALERS ASSOCIATION

.'. l(:EI,.wA.','N. Thank you. rIi. Chairman, Senal,,- Packwo,,d.
We have submitted fairly detailed testimoixy1" on oulr position ol Lis
Iill before the committee. ai(d I will confine ]IA remnarks to c we pjar-
ticular proposal that has. been )lt forward whiclh is to piioviie l.wnli:h
ineentives for tile pulrllase of fu1el-efieet (lo.dmestic autot ,oi l es. In
this. the American businessmen wlo sell anI service ipllomrte(l cars aie
in agreement witl the represeitatives (if time domet ic manufact urers
who spoke here this morin,_g. We feel the strongest possiLie incentive
for the prodctioli of fuel-efficient aut oinolbies is the spiur of t e
marketplace. Public demand and open market competition have al-
ready forced ia-ii factrers to the productions of m1ore eflicient allto-
mobile,. and this trend can only accelerate in the future, unless artili-

m re.stma ,ts alter tle developing !)r,'d et mix.
We are here today to protest. in he stromrest possil)le terms. against,

legislative proposals tfl at ,voild discriiiate against imported auto-
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molbiles by providing dolnestic sll)si(lies to support the purchase of
United States and Canadian-produced automobiles providing im-
proved fuel efficiency.

We do this not nerely out of self-interest, ulit in the conviction that
such subsidies would be counterproductive, that tlh.y would increase
rather than decrease gasoline consumption, and would remove the"
single Ino~t effective incentive to tle reductionn of more fuel-eflicielt
vehicles, which is unlimlIpered colmpetit ion ill thle open marketplace.

Now, such proposals as S. 20-40, w which woll'd provide (o\enIlnllent-
Sul)sidized 1)onllses for tile )lrchase of fUel-eflicient done.stic auito,-
moltiles would impose an artificial pricing structure oil tie a utoiioti -e
1nmrk-t and 1) ]v j hilng tihe most eflicienit product s at a price dis-
advantage. disr upt the normal conmpetit ive operation of a free market.
'Iis legislation, in addition. wNould l)e de.-trlctive to the 5.00 sall
Amllerican busines-:es who sell and servicee imported cars. and jeopardize
tie employment of 1.),0,000 U.S. workers in those businesses. Ill addi-
tion, it would increase the consumption of gasoline in the IVnitel St ate.-,
1bv transferring the sale of more ful-eflicient imported vehicles to
those of less efficient domestic cars. Tins measure would. according to
oiu' anal vsis, in rease the consupliption of gasoline in the United tate-
I v 50 million gallons ini its first year.

A further increase in gas ,line (0c'islit)tion probably would result
fiomii blinting tle eon petit ion from tlie more fuel-effieient inlported
veliicles, thus re.unovilig tlie incentive to d(oiiwst ic manufacturers to
provjite t iuiv fulel-eflicient ault oilolilos. At tle present tine, the
iveINae iiiiles-jier-ca]l m jirfo'nm l'(e (f S111,aI1 implorted cars. acord-

ingr to ETA hligll\fav figire-, is2 :;: ,iles per (:allon. Under S. 20o1c.
domel(t ic ca-s (-,- iVi-S onlv 26 miles per ,/allon in 1 9,S wo1A(ld Ie
eligible for tie 1mi xiul .,11 (ovelrmenut-lpaid x-nus. What this
do.s is St a:tl lib a .Sl 0 h)oius for a pu ,'Laser wlo chooses a 2;-innles-
per-gallon d,,i.i.t i, ear over an imitported iiodel dilivc'rinr 1,. h:l
as '19 miles per gallo. ()r. to 1ook at it c'onve(i'-elv. lie wouIl 've
to pay a $:(1I) pi l.1iui 1 ill ) r to bly a c'1r tlnat (le(i '!I s .,)( percent
bette r prfori'mlce.

D omewst ic In"11ii4"i:V lrenz 1111iu I, thle (11' f imupor ed car compJet i-
tion. h ave 'ceentlv 1 ,', lO itled . .L(i llil( i to dc '(.lopling more fuel-
eflicieiit velhioles. l.f thle i6d4:l i crilpicilt. were to provide a buIilt-inl
prem;Illn for- the Iui 'lil uie of dmi-icveilcles- Ie~ ri t then thle
i1,1pOt S. on 1ias to wo,nde1N' wlint lt a,:e of this I'"iilitl~eft would
the ]);' ,it Iim ! it'tl l e I :( le f &]t n] i,' t11 :1f It II, i

iuh W. tle 1 )ei T ! lt I li:T Ii 1 ,1 -1 1 'V i ' l ' l l'o -"lt i: tI j, I that
. . . I t

oly aI'll tI v l men! VI 1 -i w i oI'\'',r:( 1 r( I1ii . Il l (l., tl M wo

x.:,v, l .t.-, y-; I, " I "(,~ v . , , \ , , V ."l 1 1 Zl . "'oI -11 ';,l -i e - l ,,Ste zfhl-d Ic I I(, ,j ' ( ln,~ ,i n>" vov r- ( (1hl r it

(liePV1 tn \eI N~ 1),'Yack ('( Ip 11)C t I ti- mI~ "y 1)QIIC(Ili Of Itotal
tto1, ,,I ,il \2-"' i I }iS ,I ,it !'v. W,}l .1i 1 - IIot eve ( tli 2 li to
providi :cli ( o\ dfot ( )%-;1 i1 ('11 ,l 'li ,iidA.

All (M's a i (l r(- i!lI catr<. I v,),WVVe'. v.oml l yid for I ie
Iiiaxilmiutm7 Sl I \) il- I I (i)i.l] I 11i (i'M little iln'.ltivet, to)
increase I oduict ion of t l f liref

2,,'p , ", : :- - 7 ,,--- i t . I . . .- -- I
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N w. this proposed bomus would also have a deleterious effect on
eilliploynint ill thle I[ itd States. I sing accepted figures on the elastic-
it of prie demand, we assume tIhe bonus would transfer the sale of

0,0o autouioliles from imported to domestic make, and reduce im-
ported ': r sales b)y 25 )erCent. Now, such a reduction could close from
1 (.01) to I "9)i import,'d car lealership s, with a consequent loss of em-
ployien, for ns mlait as .,S,OO I .S. workers. and we do not s.e any
coi,,tervail i nrg inmrvnse il donlestic ellployment ill tie United States,
for rea.;onts I can exl)lain on (ie'stioning.

Inj tei, face of all of t hi.-, 'vvience. we rel),P'tfll3y urge this coin-
mit c, not To inclilde Slih a proposal il thie energy bill. Thank you,
M)I r. ( aa .

Th'le ( I~~A'.ny 41 1Stjol)s, pgentlimil

:il Oliae ]i .- ,l

i ( (hAv ',V . -AN. lat(,r Neisln:
, .i,,N. I haIl\ (. no qluestion".

Il ( 'Th'.a n:.N'. 'l']inuk von v'rv li. 1,. geiith'nelwl.
Seln tort Nm:Lsn. I :r. oi-i'. M r. ('i'ir1 :lil. 1 did have n 11C(i(,,tm .

)) }ol have Illt. statistics' ont I he iun l, rt l ass. ,r ., cars for thlie 1 .:it
few vyea vs

Ii'. IcEIcVAv.\l.f:. yes.
Mr. MlI,:r. I gav h,():e Iefo'e Vo j', ,'ne ill.
Senator N:m.: r . XV hat was 11" ,1
MP 'MIL.ET. 1973 is 1.720.0 )() t ''S. ilat , ll) t iili e C.ann i!:,.

CUTs. "l'at is .st iillopm-ts front om'de of 1l nted >ate uiid (a':la'l:i.
Senator NWL.o. ',- ith (Caliadwnt Is it
M[r. MLLT'r. I h elicv, Witlh ( 'aada it \a.- ,proximatly '2 .5 nilli,,l1

cars.
Senator Nrtsio. That is wlhat puizzles me. 'Fhi morning I askc,!. I

read from tI ( 'omlnvreo I )f'lrtnl t tnt ist ).S 2.- . and o fl ,f II
representatives. (eneral o,)tors. al i ,). 1,) tihat never was Ii ,ve I
niulliui (3a IA:

Nir. MItm .ii'r. yes. I lea,',l tlint e h,' tl is i'i,. S,,rn'lt,,tI
N kcl,, . I think their i,', \,,j a r frriri.r i ir'4,4,l11v a 1' 7o
figure for all imports,. fr'm ('alad. ami, )tl(,Ir cilitlcs.

tator N~:r~.,.N,. I Said fort i. it-l, I ts.
Mi..MILLE'r. Total ifiil,,NrI ,vre'. million in 1972,. of N01" Il1.7:2' .'" I Ill , p', ort" f r ln1 i,,t, ,, de f 'Illa .

Iitivt ,r.iL-lv iOi~lo~i,. 1.i11 1'71 t tkl irnl)portS vent ip to ;.6 "iftllin.
1i'tit i~lilp'." fiuln (')Ili1t re s ()ither ti('Canada went (l1ow-i to ..8'y .
ThFere was :I \'V -ha 1-l) i'',.aFe in) iwiplrts from ( 'nitada in 197t. 1n
1973 we inmort',d from ('-0~a > 7').0o, Cars. Il 197! we iml't,,1
L .230 .00 ). lhr w 4,11 i,,.rease of alout 5 1)cI'('elt ill ('ana(ljil r , X.
1l')ON e (olm, il (lilt v fI( e. I 1iuiglit nIII.t i0n.

Seaate0' NlSON. IS Wy memry) ' corivet ? Ti 1963 it was albolt I.. 1A1 0
forei £rn inilport-

Mr. Mm.ru,'. Ye,.s. I 1,eliv. it was. Bit T do not know what te fr-
uro's were for Canada at tlra tint,.

Senator NELSON. I ay. foreign imports. You have counted (anada

as a province or something?
Mr. MILLT. No. no. I said the figure for imports in 1963 was about

400.000 cars.
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Senator NELSON. You said you do not-oh. you mean including
Canada.

Mlr. MNILLET. No. I do not know whether that -
Senator NEirsox. When I say foreign imports, I mean any country

other than the United States.
Mr. MILLET. I F,.
Mr. MCEWAXNE. That wo.uhl not include Canadian imports, I do

not think, Senator.
Senator NELSON.. The 400,000 does not include-
Mr. McELWAIN.F Does not. The Caladian imports are always car-

ried in industry figures as a domestic automobile because they are
sold, they are indistinguishable from the domestic product. They are
sold on the same basis.

Senator NmSON. 1), we have in tlev reenr(1 all foreign imports. 196,3
through 1974, as well as a segregation from Canada and all of the
countries. Did you p resent this?

Mr. MILL . NO. We will be very pleased to submit that.
Senator NELSOX. Do you have the statistics?
Mr. MILLET. Yes. I do not have them with me.
Senator NELsoN. If the Chairman does not object, I would like to

have thm printed in the record at this )oit.
The CHAIR3MAN. Without objection, so ordered.
[The information referred to follows:]

IMPORTS D CAR SALES HISTORY IN U.S. MARKET- 1960 -75

Ncn-Cana,'an Canadian
Year imports I imports I

1950 ------------------------------------------------------------------- 497,836 NA
1961 --------------------------------------------------------------------- 378.622 NA
1962 -------------------------------------------------------------------- 339, 160 NA
1963 ------------------------------- -------------------------------------- 385,624 NA
1964 ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 4$4,131 NA
1965 ------------------------------------------------------- -------------- 9,415 21,809
1966 ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 658, 123 163,252
1967 -------------------------.----------------- -------------------------- 779,220 360,968
1968 -------------------.. ..-------------------------------------------- 985,767 517,084
1963 ------------------------------------- -------------------------------- 4 1,061,617 676,765
1970 -------------------------------------.-------------------------------- 4 1,230,961 681,872
1971 ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 4 1,487.613 766,432
1972 ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 4 1,5516, 18 3 844,996
1373 ...---------------------------------------------------------------- 1,719,913 913,808
174 ..... . . . . . . . . ..---------------------------------------------------------'41,369 148 819,813
19753 -------------------------------------------------------------------- 836,703 NA

I European and Japanese cars registered in U.S. market. (S-urcs: R. L. Polk registrations.)
2 Cars built in Canida far sale iii U.S. market. (Source: Automotive News.)

Through i June 1975.
Oklahoma registrations not included (from April 169).

The CHAIRAIAN. Any further questions, gentlemen?
Thank you very much.
Mr. [MILLET. Thank you very much.
,Mr. MCELWAINE. Thank you very much.
I The )repared statements of Messrs. Millet and MAcElwaine

follow. Oral testimony continues on p. 215.]

STATEMENT OF RALPH T. MILI,.ET PRESIDENT, AUTOMOBILE IMPORTMRS
OF AMERICA, INC.

Mr. Chairman and Meml-rs of the Committee, my name Is Ralph T. Millet.
I am the U.S. Representative of SAAB-SCANIA, AB, which manufacturers the
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SAAB car. I appear before you today in my capacity as President. of the Auto-
mobile Importers of America, Inc.-AIA-which consists of all the major foreign
automobile manufacturers, except Volkswagen and Mercedes-Benz (see attached
Ii.L of xiiun~betrs). I hope that my views will assist the Committee in its delibera-
tions on the subject of automobile efficiency and energy conservation.

For a number of years, most foreign car manufacturers have concentrated
on building a small, light, and maneuverable car that is relatively inexpensive
to run and maintain. This has been due primarily to the higher cost of gaso-
line abroad, which has generally been more than a dollar per gallon, as well
as to lower income levels. As a result, the vast majority of imported cars are
relatively efficient users of gasoline.

In short, the imported car makes a significant contribution to the cause of
fuel conservation. Foreign manufacturers as a whole are committed to making
further strides in the conservation of fuel, while continuing to make cars that
are safe and clean as required by Federal and state laws. In fact, the benefits
afforded by Imported cars certainly demonstrate that our free enterprise system
works out for the good of all. Over the past 15 years imported cars have given
Americans a choice In terms of price, economy, size, weight, efficiency, and
technical innovation.

Turning now to the bill before you, H.R. 6S60, AIA first suggests that the
Committee might wish to consider amending the bill to provide for a graduated

-tncrcease in the gasoline tax over the next four or five years. In the near term,
at least, this would appear to be an effective way of conserving fuel, bringing
about less use of the heavier, less-efficient cars, and hastening their retirement.
I would emphasize, however, the AlA Is not suggesting the consideration of an
Increased gasoline tax in order to try to obtain a preferred position over do-
mestic cars. AIA believes that any such increase should be geared to Detroit's
ability to produce greater quantities of smaller and more-efficient cars. While
the imported car industry has stressed the need for fair legislative treatment,
by the same token It is not seeking unfair advantages.

ALA Is naturally most interested In that part of I.R. 68M,0 that would estnb-
lish fuel-economy standards. It is AIA's position that the marketplace should
be allowed to determine the fuel efficiency of motor vehicles. In recert years, the
availability of the more efficient Imported cars has Induced the American con-
sinner to purchase such cars in greater quantities. This In turn has led Detroit
to place greater emphasis on the production of similar cars. Indeed, the major
domestic manufacturers have announced plns to make substantial new invest-
ments to render themselves more competitive with Imported cars.

If. however, because of the energy crisis, Congress feels that legislative
measures are required, AIA would urge that it follow example set by the Na-
tional Motor Vehicle Safety Act and not the Clean Air Act. That is. the legisla-
tion should estaiblish only general goals and objectives related to fuel-efficient
cars and should delegate to an agency like the Department of Transportation
the authority to implement the legislation. ATA's experience with both Acts
indicates that it would be far better to have the adinistering agency determine
the specific fuel-efficiency standards in the light of changing circumstances.
such as new technology, shifting energy sources, and differing transportation
needs. A specific fuel-economy standard for model year 1985 that appears sound
and practical today may well turn out to be either too lax or too demanding
ten years from now.

Whatever measure or measures may be finally enacted, it i. important that
they be applied equally to imported and domestic cars alike. Whether they are

-in the nature of Incentives or disincentives, they must operate in a non-dis-
criminatory fashion, for several reasons. First, a discriminatory measure, such
as a bonus for more efficient domestic cars, would In all likelihood result in far
lesq fuel conservation than a non-discriminatory measure, since, in comparison
with domestic models, Imported models are generally achieving higher levels nf
fuel economy. Earlier this year, nineteen models attained more than 20 milesq
per gallon in the Highway cycle, and of these only one wais dometically-mna.
QSince that time, Ihe pressures of the mn'trket place have stimulated Detroit to
brinl 0ilf ',ve'g-l new mnol's th,9t arl-ie'p thi ,v-l of effl ,ienvv. An inem-
tive granted only to domestic cars would clearly discourage the purchase of the
efficient imported ears. Likewise. a disincentive tmpns.ed only on imported cars
would not effectively encourage the purchase of smaller, efficient American cars.
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Second. a discriminatory measure would harn the imported car ilnIustry.
Consisting (f importers, distributors, and dealers, it is a significant donmestle
industry. In 1973, for example, it employed more than 143,000 persons, had an
annual payroll of $1.44 billion and sales of $9 billion, of which over half remained
in this country.

Third, a discriminatory measure would be an outright violation of the "national
treatment" obligation in our treaties of friendship, commerce, and navigation
with Italy, Japan, and West Germany and in the General Agreement on Tariffs
an(i Trade. Under the national treatment obligation, the United States must
ac,,r(l to products of other countries treatment no less favorable than that
granted to domestic products in all matters affecting internal taxation, sale, dis-
trilution, and use. Such a blatant violation of this obligation affecting all im-
ported cars would seriously harm the efforts of the United States in Gteneva to
Obtain the elimination of discriminatory )ractices of other countries that inhibit
our export I)Aential,

Fouil h, a discriminatory measure affecting a nmjor sector of international
trade woul(1, in ny judgment, probably lead to retaliatory action--of an overt or
covert 1n.tur(-tiht would hurt present I.S. exports. In olier words, there a ie
Vr1ly colierete reasons why it would not be in the national interest to imnlcse
(listrilillatory lileasures oil imported ( a:'s. --

lik dealing witil this question of discrimination, I am aware of an inclination
to try to assist Detroit and the energy problem at. the same time. Why noIt, in
other vords, use an energy bill to give Detroit a shot in the arm?

This attitude is based pon two fallacies. The first fallacy is that imports-
that is. all non-Canadian foreign (ars-will take a far larger ,hare of the market
ill 1975 Ohan Ihey di(in 1974. Ini fact, for the lreselt calendar year, it is now very
likely 1hat ilhe iziport share% will be alout I5%. Ul)only modestly from 15.7% in
197.4. It is trite that in tile first four or five months of 1975, imports were as high
as 22( of the zinrket. This was (lie, however, to the disposal of large inventories
olf 197.1 modek. In general, iml)orts are not expected to have a particularly good
yea . 111d the absolute numel,r of imports sold in 1975 will Ie less than the
numher in 1973, which was 1.7 million.

'l'le seonldl fallacy is that imports are the primary or. at least, a significant
eais e of 1)(1roits l)rezent (lifficulties. In fact. imports are not responsible for
thi,-v diffioultivS. Tihe domestic automobile industry has veen severely hit by the
combinations of recession and inflation that has affected the entire domestic econ-
onmy. Inded, these same forces have hurt the imported car industry, and sales
in 1974 and 1975 will lie below the volume in 1973.

Ill conclusion, I would emphasize that imported cars have done much to dem-
onst.rate to) the Ameriean public and automotive industry that efficiency, safety,
and low emissions are not incompatible. They can and, I am sure, will continue
to .terve as a salutary guide and examl)le, so long as discriminatory measures are
not enacted or promulgated.

Attachment :
AUTOMOBILE IMPORTERS OF AMERICA, INC.

Mee terq
Alfa Romeo, Inc.
Bayerische Motoren Werke A.G.
British Leyland Motors Inc.
Citroen Cars Corp.
FIAT Motor Co., Inc.
General Vehicle, Inc.
American Honda Motor Co., Inc.
Jensen Motors Limited
Lotus Cars Ltd.
Mazda Motors of America (N.W.) Inc.
Mitsubishi Motors Corp.
Nissan Motor Corp., in U.S.A.
Peugeot, Inc.
Relnault, Inc.
Rolls-Royce Motors Inc.
SAAB-SCANIA of America, Inc.
Subaru of America, Inc.
Toyota Motor Sales. U.S.A., Inc.
Volvo of America, Inc.
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Yalliallat lnt(rw:ttional Co(rp,.
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"Flte '-n jOi't (f 'l.rgy cr4n1s(-r\')t ti'I is 41 la l itivi' oif the N lwl !st (o(r!l i 111'

4.750 ., .i(:1 1 . lil W2i w s"]I Il'1 !Vi, iIiIn(I'ttt'd alit nIIIiIi '-. "il ', .
lI 411.) 8M fi ,atrep t Ir , thmt 1i ey have jpio'i-,e, d in ed0w i'a:i , i he A lierica:, l ii
to ti't hielitlits of flici-efficient alit Ilul( lil(p h i ('es i 1 -t twoi 41,'(ltQs.

It is the poiition of our lme( lilies t)"al the s'-4r,1g,-et 1w,.si4le ill elntive f'r lite
pr, ,1,nUti11n of fuel-etfliciont vehiclc-- is 1e spilr ,of tilt, lfaIrketp111(.. 11,1 .1 ic dianili4l

rid uj l'Pj-iiarket eCi 41141etiti 4 ll113 V 1 l ta ' f i'ic d ll14t lf1 tli-'crS toi Ile i'W"1'u11' -
lion oi t 111" re it i efivit t ,i it l esId'j Ics. 'Fleo ti vli( .11 ,I m ll 'y 4 (c'eior~ite ill tie ftltn e--

milt.4-. artificial restraints alte r tle dcveli,,qbidg prd li.t mix. We 8i pear here 1, Iay
to tpr"t esi In tlie st r(I1 ,eut l4os-ile lie I em , a gain.,.! l1gislativ e lpr opIsalIs that \v, 1(1
(ic ri Ill inat e against 111114(4 t al omoll 4 lile(4 j I y providing d,,vi tiv Sulli,,. to
sll-port the i)urhllase of I+'.S. and Canadian-priodued automoles prov idling ini1-
pro-ed ful eff!eiey.

We do s). not merely (ont (of self-interest. 1Imt In tle conviction1 that uch W.il,-
sidies voul lie counter-productive, increasing rather than deervea.si rig gisril inc
c(onSulptlon and removing tht, single n1st effeeliVO inentive to the roile!i,n
of more fuel-efficient vehir-les. That inceuitive is the tried anl true mnetl44l of
ulnhamlered competition in the open marketplace.

Such proposals as S. 20411, the ill to provide governnelt-sli)sidized l)on11o.P
for the purchase of fuel-efficient domest i(, automobiles would impose an artiliI'ial
pricing structure on the automotive market and, by placing the most efficient
products at a price disadvantage, disrupt the normal competitive operation of a
free market.

This legislation, in addition, would be destructive to 5000 small Am(,riean
businesses, Jeopardize the eiployient tif 150.000 U.S. worhers-and increase-
the consumption of gasoline in the unitedd States. By transferring the sale 44f
more fuel etfietent imported vehicles to tat of less efficient (omestic cars. !his
measure, would, according to mr analysis, increase the consumption of gasidile.
in the United States by 50 million gallons In its first year.

A further increase in gasoline consumption probably would result from blunt-
Ing the competition from the more fuel-efficient Imported vehicles, thus removing-
the spur to domestic manufacturers to provide truly fuel-efficient automuiohilts.
At the present time. the average miles-per-gallon lerformance of small imlported
cars, according to EPA highway figureQ. is 33 mpg. Under S. 20-46. domestic cars
delivering only 26 mpg In 197, would be eligible for the maximum $300 govern-
nieit-paid lonus.

This would establish a $300 bonus for a purchaser who elects to buy a 24l-
tnpg domestic ear over an Imported mndl delivering n, h!ah ns 39-mpg. Or. t)
look at its conversely, lie would have to pay a $300 prenlimn in order to lmy a
ear that delivers 50 percent better performance in terns of fuel consumption. T,
describe such a measure as a hill "to provide tax Incentives for the . . . pur-
(hlase of automobiles which use fuel efficiency" is a misnomer of awesome
proportions.

I ),imestie ma nufacturers. tinder the spur of Imported ear competition. have
recently committed $-.5 billion to (eveloping more fuel-efficient vehicles. With
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the Federal Government providing a bult-in premium for the purchase of
domestic vehicles less efficient thai the imports, what percentage of this coin-
mitment would the Detroit nintfactiurers tien feel required to spend?

Indeed, the Dotroit inanufact urers have demonstrated recently that by lmodify-
ing their existing models, tlhy cain deliver iniles-lkr-ga!lon figures of from 34
to 37 mpg. But such models m1ake tIp only a tiny percentage of their overall pro-
duction. The so-called .P1' inidoi Ford cars clistittite only an uudiscltsed
fraction of their total iprodlitiol. In General Motors' case the iiiuh-&l:dvertised
Chevrolet Monza Town CotUl,. with 5-speed trainiSis-ion, which sUlmtsedly
delivers 3.1 mpg on the hli.aWu, Ias yet t.) IN dleii\ei d to a customer. T'o 3t-
j l)g Chevrolet Vega Nott.hlack cluJle costitlutes only three percent o C to1,11
Vega production, not even enough to Irovide coach Chevrolet dealer wili 01e
sit.h model.

All of GM's and Ford%, small cars, hiwev,-r, would qulalify frir the maximum
$.300 bonus in 1978, giving Ford and GM little. incentive to increase production-%f
thl(ir mofre fuel-efficient ino(dies.

Suhi iltractical consideiatiol asid,.t, this legislation al5o w(,Uld •
Nullify and iniiair irtcvirisly negotiated tariff arrangements

Violale the natit tl tre.itniue!It obligation f thei Glie TT
And rt sult ill the revocation of the GATT waiver for the U.S.-Canadian

Automotive Profducts Agreement.
The proposed bonuS also would hv(, a ,leterious effect (n employment in tlhe

lInited States. Using accepted figures ()! the price elasticity of demand, we as-
sume the bonus would transfer Ihe sale of 3T3,00( automobiles from imported
to domestic makes and reduce imported car sales, by 25 percent. Such a reduc-
tion cold close from 1,01)0 to 1.2(00) imported ear dealerships, with a consequent
loss of employment for as many as 38,000 .S. workers.

)omestic manufacturers have displayed maiiv times, the capacity to increase
productionn by substantially greater amounts than this inllcatrd transfer with

little or no increase in employment. For each of the 25,000 domestic automobile
dealers, a transfer nf 396.(K)O sales from imported cars would mean only 1.3 addi-
tional new ear sales per month-hardly enough to justify any meaningful in-
crease in employment. We assume, therefore, only a minimal increase in em-
ployment on the domestic automobile sale side. which could not balance out the
substantial job loss among imported car dealers.

All these statistics are based on studies by llnrbrIdge House, "The Imported
Automobile Industry: An Agsessment of Key Aspects of its Impact on the U.S.
Economy and the American Consumer" (1973) and "Employment and the Imi-
ported Automobile Industty" (1974).

In the face of such evidence that 1. 20-46 would:
Increase gasoline consumption in the United States:
Remove incentives for the production of more fuel-efficient automobiles;
Increase unemployment i the U.S.:
And violate previously negotiated trade agreements.

We respectfully urge this coMmittee not to Include such a proposal in the
Energy 3ill.

1. ANALYSIS

It has been proposed that the Federal Government pay a bonus to purchasers of
domestic automobiles which are relatively fuel-conserving in nature. There-
are four reasons such a proposal should be rejected :

(a) The boms would he in effect a domestic stibsidy for the U.S. automobile.
Industry which Would Ifitfoduce an artificial competitive advantage for U.S.
producers and introduce serious distortion. Into the marketplace:

(b) The bnnu. would result In windfall profits to an fligopollsttcally-con-
trolled Industry for doing what it should have done a generation ago :

(c) The bonus could result In the revocation of the GATT waiver for the
United States-Canadian Autonlotive Products Agreement of 1965: and

(d) The bonus would violate the national treatment obligation of the GATT.
These points are explained in more detail below.

II. AN ANALYSIS OF A HONUS FOP DOMESTIC AUTOMOBILE PURCITASERS

A. The economkcs of domestic subsidies
The proposed bonus is in effect a domestic subsidy for manufacturers of auto-

mobiles in the United States. Domestic subsidies differ from export subsidies
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in that they are made to producers whether they export or not. However, those
that do sell abroad obtain an artificial competitive advantage in export markets
over foreign producers just as if they alone had received the subsidy. Domestic
)roducers are also given a special advantage in competing against imports. In

short, domestic subsidies have the same directional effect in distortions il the
marketplace as do export subsidies and import duties.'

The question that must be considered is whether the effort to subhdze special
groups or activities is a desirable economic policy in the long run, despite certain
arguably worthwhile short run objectives. Surely the current U.S. subsidy pro-
gram for the shipping and shipbuilding industries has indicated the dangers
involved in subsidizing special interest groups.2

The economic flaw of the proposed subsidy approach is its introduction of
artificiality into the domestic marketplace. By giving a price advantage to some
producers and not to others, competition based on the relative merits of the
prodlucts involved is removed. Competition on the merits is the linchpin of our
free market economy. Competition on the merits should lie lessened only for
ain overriding social good. The production of fuel-conserving cars by companies
that should have been producing them years ago hardly falls in that category
of worthwhile objectives.

B. Windfall profits
Economists have long criticized subsidies as inefficient. But subsidies are

o)noxious on moral grounds as well-it is simply unfair to further bolster tile
income of one segmiienit of the economy through windfalll profits while not making
Cominensurate benefits available to other segments of the population. It is par-
ticularly inappropriate to give large tax subsidies to an industry that has

consistently refused to provide the smaller fuel-conserving car that consumers
have desired over the years. The anterior question here is why Detroit emphasized
the production of large cars and deemphasized the production of smaller fuel-
('onservirig cars in the first place. The answer is found in the revealing statistic
that General Motors can produce a Cadillac for only $300 more than it costs to
build a full-size Chevrolet. and yet it can sell a Cadillac for $3,000 miore thall
it can sell a Chevrolet. For two decades, lhen, the prevailing l)hiliSOlly (i!_
Detroit has been that big cars mean big profits. It is clear that over the years
General Motors, Chrysler, and Ford have maximized their profits tby playing the
role of yielding oligopolists, ceding market shares while maintaining a higher
price structure for their larger automobiles. Given the rational profit-maximizing
strategy of the U.S. automobile manufacturer- in the past, it now seems incon-
gruous to ask the U.S. taxpayers to pay the i)rieoof a tax subsidy. If this were
to occur, U.S. taxpayers would be j)roviding windfall profits to producers for
doing what they should have been doing a generation ago.

C. The United States-Canadian Automotivc Agrccinct
At the time the United States-Canadian Automotive Products was negotiated,

it was widely recognized that the Agreement, by providing different tariff treat-
nient for the automobile products of different countries, violated the Most-
Favored-Nation principle in Article I of the GATT. Accordingly, the United
States sought, and received, a waiver from the Contracting Parties of the GATT
under Article XXV (5). The Contracting Parties, after serious misgivings, finally
granted the waiver on December 20, 1965. It was granted on the condition that
there would be no significant diversion of trade in automobiles away from the
historical patterns of the world automobile market. The waiver states:
. "In the event the parties-to consultation in accordance with paragraph 2 above
agree there has been a significant diversion or is an In-ninent threat of diversion
of trade, the waiver shall terminate in accordance with paragraph 5, with respect
to the automotive product or products in question. If the parties to consultation
fail to reach agreements either may refer the question whether there has been
,a significant diversion or is an imminent threat of diversion of trade to the
contracting parties. If the contracting lparties decide that the requesting country
has a substantial interest and that there has bieen a significant diversion or is
an ilullinent threat of diversion of trade, the waiver shall terminate in accord-

' Robert E. Baldwin, "Nontariff Distortions of International Trade", in Williams Com-
mission Report (1970). Paperf I, at p. 650.

2For an excellent study of time futility of the current U.S. 5hip subsidy program see
rlerald Jantscher, "Bread Upon the Vater'" (The Brookings Institution, \Vashington, D.C.,
1975).
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ance with paragraph 5, with respect to the automotive product or products in
question."

The proposed bonus would result in a "significant diversion" or "imminent
threat of diversion of trade". Accordingly, the bonus would "open up" the
Agreement to a revocation of the GATT waiver by other contracting parties
such as Japan and West Germany, who would justifiably feel that a "substantial
diversion of trade" would result from the proposed credit. Moreover, the waiver,
by its own terms, would be ended whenever there is "a significant diversion or
is an imminent threat of diversion of trade" in automobiles and parts.

D. The National Trcatment Obligation of the GATT
The bonus would violate the national treatment obligations of the General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). The application of the bonus for only
domestically-produced automobiles is a clear violation of Article III, q 2 of the
GATT which provides that imported goods must be accorded the same treatment
as goods of local origin with respect to matters under government control, such
as internal taxation.' The GATT clearly defines the national treatment obliga-
tion vith respect to internal taxes:

"The products of the territory of any contracting party imported into the terri-
tory of any other contracting party shall not be subject, directly or indirectly, to
internal taxes or other internal charges of any kind in excess of those applied,
directly or indirectly, to like domestic products. Moreover, no contracting party
shall otherwise apply internal taxes or other internal charges to imported or
domestic products in a manner contrary to the principles set forth in para-
g i aji h 1 .'' 4

Moreover, it has been acknowledged that the GATT rules on national taxation
preclude granting exemptions from such taxes for dome.stie goods but not for im-
ported goods. In 11050 the Nc,, -clands, for example, complained to the GATT
Contracting Parties of the "Utility System" used by Great Britain, under which
certain domestically produced consumer goods were exempted from the tax
while imports were not. Significantly, Great Britain agreed that the tax system
was improper under the GATT and one year later abolished the utility system,
thereby removing the discriminatory aspects of the purchase tax.'

Apart from violating the national treatment obligation of tie GATT, the dis-
criminatory credit arrangement which has been suggested by some would amount
to the nullification and impairment of previously negotiated tariff concessions.
Under Article XXIII of the GATT the other affected contracting parties such as
Germany and Japan could request that the application of prior trade conces-
sions made to the United States be suspended or that other appropriate remedies
be given. In other words, the suggested bonus mechlanismn would probably trigger
a trade war, a tra(le war in which the other contracting parties of the GATT
would be entirely justified in withdrawing trade concessions from the United
States. Since the withdrawn trade concessions might well be in markets other
than automobiles, it is likely that U.S. exporters totally unrelated to the auto-
mobile market would be made to suffer for the discriminatory taxing arrangement
that has been suggested.

III. INCREASED FUEL CONSUMPTION

If the proposed tax credit for purchasers of new automobiles is applied solely to
domestic automobiles, there would be a substantial net fuel loss to the U.S. econ-
omy. This would result from the superior fuel economy of foreign automobiles,
which, according to EPA statistics, are averaging approximately 33 miles per
gallon. Thus, even If a credit is given for "fuel-conserving" domestic automobiles
there would be a net fuel loss to the U.S. economy.

In order to estimate the fuel losses that would occur, the following general
assumptions were made:

(a) The price elasticity of demand for domestic automobiles is -0.9;
(b) The average imported automobile obtains approximntey 33 miles por

gallon; and
(c) The price of domestic automobiles would rise in the lower fuel-consumnp-

tion categories, as such automobiles tend to be larger and more expensive.

a See In general Jnckson, World Trade and tMe Law of OATT, Chapter 12 (1969).
' General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, Article III, paragraph 2.
1 See Jackson, aupra note 1, at p. 284.
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Tie calculation was made on a "slab" ha:is, as one must add up the impact
-separately for the five different categories for which the credit would be given.

Additional Additional
dormestic gallons of

Miles per gallon category cars sold I gasoline uled I

24 and oyer -------. . . ..------------- ---------------------------------------- 259, 295 25, 151, 615
23 to 24 ---------------------------------........ ---------------------------- 173, 880 19,822, 320
22 to 23 ------------------------------------------ 4 1 1........................ 113,647 15,001,404
21 to22 -------. . . . ..------------------------------------------------------ - -77.781 11,823,928
20 to 21 ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 36,267 6, 274, 191

Total -----------------------------------------------.................... 60, 878 78, 073, 458

'See table 31 to 5.
Mote: The3e tables were figured on the basis of a sliding scale credit of from $100 to $500, depending on fuel efficiencv.

It is not possible to make similar estimates based on 1978 production, since no figures on fuel officiency of 1978 models
.er3 a available.

T4RLE 1

24 AND OVER BRACKET

1. $500 credit (thus, assuming a $3,000 automobile), is a 16%% reduction in
Price:

2. There is an increase in demandd for domestic utomobiles of 15.03%/c, as-suning
a -0.9 price elasticity of demand;

3. There is a correlative decrease in demand for imports of 15.03e"' or 259,-295
(.153 X 1,694,740).

4. There is the following loss of fuel per year, assutiming:
(a ) The average MPG of the replaced foreign automobiles is 33 MPG;
(b) The average M PG of the domestic automobiles is 25: and
(c) The average uslage of efich automobile l)urcliase(l is 10.000 miles per year:
(d * * * average import uses 303 gallons per year: average domestic would

use 400 gallons per year;
(o-, 97 4()-303) X2 ",2,=25,,1,,615 gallons, or 598,8-18 barrels of gasoline

(42 gallons=- barrel).
TABLE 2

2"--24 BRfACKET

1. $400 credit (thus, assuming a $3,300 automobilee, is an 11.4% reduction in
price ;

2. There Is an increase in demand for domestic automobiles of 10.26%., assum-
Ing a -0.9 price elasticity of demand :

3. There is a correlative decrease in demand for imports of 10.26% or (.1026X
1,694.740) 173,880.

4. There is the following loss of fuel per year, assuming:
(a) The average MPG of the replaced foreign automobiles is 33 MPG;

b) The average MPG of the doiliestic automobiles Is 24;
(f.) The average usage of each aitomiobile purchased is 10,000 miles per year:
(() * * * average import uses 303 gallons per year; average domestic would

use 400 gallons per year;
(e) 114 (417-303) 173,880-19, 8 2,32.0 gallons, or 471,960 barrels of gaso-

line (42 gallons=1 barrel).
TABLE 3

22-23 BRACKET

1. $300 credit (thus, assuming a $3,700 automobile), Is an 8.1% reduction
in price;

62. There is kin increase in demand for domestic outonwbiles of 7.,9%, as-
suning a -0.9 percent elasticity of demand:

3. There is a correlative decrease in demand for imports of 7.29%, or (.0729
X I .0104,740), 113,647.

4. There is the following losS of fuel per year, assuming:
(a) The average MPG of the replaced foreign automoblles Is 33 MPG;
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(b) The average MPG of the domestic automobile is 23;
4 c ) Average use of car=10,000 miles per year;
(d) * * * average import uses 303 gallons per year; average domestic would

use 435 gallons per year:
(e) 132 (435-303) X113,47=15,001,404 gallons, or 357,176 barrels of gasoline.

- TABLE 4

21-22 BRACKET

1. $200 credit (thus, assuming a $3,f00 automobile), is a 5.1% reduction in
price:

2. There is an increase in demand for domeqtie automobiles of 4.-9%;
3. There is a correlative decrease in the demand for imports of 4.59%, or

(.0459 X 1.694740), 77,789.
4. Thore is the following loss of fuel ner year, assuming'
(a) The average IPG of the replaced foreign automobiles is 33 MPG;
(b) The average MPG of the domestic automobiles is 22 MPG;
(c) The average usage of each automobile purchased is 10,000 miles per year:
(d) * * * average import uses 303 gallons per year; average domestic would

use 455 gallons per year;
(e) 152 (455-303) X77,789-11,823,928 gallons, or 281,522 barrels of gasoline.

TABLE 5

20-21 BRACKET

1. $100 credit (thus, assuming a $4,200 automobile), is a 2.38% reduction in
price ;

2. There is an increase In demand for domestic automobiles of 2.14%;
3. There is a correlative decrease in the demand for imparts of 2.14%, or

(.214 X 1,694.240). 36,267.
4. There is the following loss of fuel per year, assuming:
(a) The average MPG of the replaced foreign automobile is 33 MPG;
(b) The average MPG of the domestic automobiles is 21 MPG:
(c) The average usage of each automobile purchased is 10,000 miles per year:
(d) * * * average import uses 303 gallons per year; average domestic would

use 476 gallons per year:
(e 173 (476--303) X36,267-6.274,19l gallons, or 149,385 barrels of gasoline.
rho CTI.\MA. ,. Now. Senator Packwood has tolcl to ine the fact that

MIt'. 'Nilli am Joluinon, 1)rofessok' of econoynies from Geo.'e Washington
lliversity has to catch a 3 o'clock airplane. So I will call 1)rofe-sor

.Tohinson at this time.
(oid you sunmmrize your statement in 10 minutes, Mt. Johnson?

STATEMENT OF MR. WILLIAM A. JOHNSON, PROFESSOR OF ECO-
NOXICS, GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, DIRECTOR, UNI-
VERSITY ENERGY POLICY RESEARCH PROJECT

.Mfr. JowtNso-N. .ir. Ch'ariman. I want to thank von very much, first
of all,, for letting me speak earlier. I do have to catch a plane in about
11j, iiours from now.

MIy namie is- William A. ,Tolnson. T was formerly an Assistant Ad-
ministrator at the Federal Energy Office and I am currently a profes-
Soi of economics at George Washington ITniversity anld directorr of the
university's energy policy re.sarch project. I appreciate very muich this
(opportumlity to appear before vou today to discuss ILR. 6860 and, more
gteuerally, various energy problems that now confront the Nation.

On January 15, 19 75, President Ford annomced major new initia-
tives intended to reduce imports of oil by 1 million barrels per (lay by
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the end of 1977. According to the President, were the administration
program adopted, the United States could become invulnerable to for-
eign supply interruptions by 1985.

Although one might disagree with certain features of the program,
it does contain several important initiatives which, if fully imple-
mented, probably could have accomplished many of tihe objectives set
for it. Especi-,ly important, in my judgment, was the administration's
emphasis on price incentives rather than volumetric controls to achieve
a reduction in demand and an increase in the supply of energy.

I.f. 6860 was to have been a congressional alternative to the admin-
istration program. In fact, it would do very little to help achieve our
longriin national objective of energy security. Many of the bill's
stronger provisions -have been dropped, including most of those that
used price and fiscal means for reducing U.S. dependence on foreign
sources of oil. In my judgment, -1.R. 6860 will not result in the reduc-
tion in consumption anticil)ated iii the original administration pro-
posal. It. would also create an extremely complex, exception ridden sys-
temn of taxation and import quotas that would allow mnany users of oil
to avoid the sacrifices that will be necessary if the Unitecd States is to
reduce its dependence on foreign sources of energy.

I will confine my formal comments on H.R. 6860 to two of its provi-
sions: first, the establishment of import quotas and an import license
auction and, second, the industrial use tax and various tax credits in-
tended to encourage greater supply and more efficient use of energy.

First, import quotas: II.R. 6860 would place a ceiling on imported oil
of 6 million barrels per day in 1975 and 1976, raise this ceiling to 6.5
million barrels per day in 1977, lower it to 6 million barrels per day in
1978 and 1979, and raise it again to 6.5 million barrels per day in 1980
and thereafter. The President would be enpowvered to adjust. this ceil-
ing by I million barrels per davy from 1975 through 1977, 1.5 million
barrels per day in 1978 and 1979, and 2 million barrels per day in 1980
and thereafter.

Let me observe, first, that one of the common problems with any
quota system is its inflexibility. It is difficult to fine tune quota levels,
and it, appears to me that this problem has not been avoided in II.R.
6860. Certainly this is the implication of these rather precise limits
that have been set inl the bill. These, limits may be sufficiently generous,
so that for all practical purposes, no import restrictions exist. Or they
may prove overly restrictive, in which case the nation would face seri-
ous shortages. Iii this latter case, it is likely that Congress might simply
enact higher import ceilings as the need arises. Of course, in this case,
the quotas would also come to have little meaning, especially in indus-
try investment plans.

I-I.R. 6860 does contain a provision for allocating supply reductions
to end users. The bill would establish public auctions for import
licenses, with a separate auction for small refiners and independent
marketers. It would also allow import tickets to be resold, thus pro-
viding some flexibility in what could otherwise be a highly inflexible
system for controlling imports. The prices paid at auction would,
presumably, be passed on to the final consumer in the form of price
increases. In this way, the shortages created by the Government would
be distributed, imperfectly perhaps, by a market mechanism.
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Two points should be stressed. First, the belief that quotas will
make it possible to avoid price increases is mistaken. Because of the
auction provision, there will be some price increases unless. of course,
the quota levels are so high that they are ineffectual and bids are
insignificant. -

Second, in theory a quota auction system should yield the same price
and import levels as the tariff license fee approach adopted by the
administration. The choice between the two boils down to a choice
between different forms of administering an import control program
and the differing incentives and disincentives that each form creates.

In early 1973 the Oil Policy Committee considered both the quota
auction alnid tariff license fee approaches. It chose the latter for several
reasons, perhaps the most important being that, with a tariff or
license fee, companies would be assured that they could purchasee the
oil they need at, some price. Tihis is important because the single most
important factor in deciding whether to construct a refinery is the
availability of crude oil. However, with the quota auction system
security of supply would be less certain. This, in tirn, might deter
needed investment in domestic refining capacity. Indeed, this is pre-
cisely what occurred under the old oil import quota system.

The reimposition of a quota system by II.R. (860 would also subjectthe Governinent to substantial l1re51ssres 1)y various interest groups.

Everyone would wnt special treatinent. Tihe same interests that re-
ceivedI exemptions front the old oil iml)crt quotas would delanld these
exemnptions once again.

This has already happened. II.R. 6860 would establish separate
quota programs for small refiners and independent marketers. There
would also l)e 2 million barrels per day set aside for distillate and
residual fuel oil imports used in home heating and generating elc-
tricity. while petrochemical feedstcks would be exelnpte(l altogether.

Perhaps the worst failing of the old oil import quota 1)rogram was
the numerous exeml)tions granted certain l)rivileged groups, including

,.heating oil importers, electric utilities, and the petrocheemical industry.
Primarily because of these exemptions the east coast, and the North-

east especially, became heavily dependent upon imported oil. When the
Arab embargo was imposed, the east coast imported over 90 percent
of its residual fuel oil, while New England imported nearly 40 percent
of its home heating oil. Because the exemptions were heavily weighted
toward refined products, the United States, in effect, began to export
its refining capacity. The easiest way to beat the quotas was to build a
refinery in Europe, Canada, or the Caribbean based on foreign crude
and then to ship the refined products to U.S. markets. This made the
United States doubly vulnerable to the Arab embargo.

Even before the Arabs cut off oil to the United States, several
European countries and Canada began to restrict exports of refined
products in order to build up their own inventories in anticipation of
supply interruptions. The quota system in II.R. 6860 would create the
same disincentives to refinery construction because of the preferential
treatment hifforded product imports.

I also question whether the exemptions contained in IJ-.R. 6860 are
justified. Why, for example, should the petrochemical industry receive
special treatment ? During the embargo the industry demanded and
received preferential treatment under the allocation program.
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One of the arguments used by the industry was that 1etrocheni(als
are essential to the national security and the ;,ell-being of the ecoomy11.
I think this is correct and, for this reason, believe that the petrocl)mPJi-
cals industry should also be subject to quota restrictions, except for that
portion of imports used in the manufacture of products for export.

I am not arguing for the free importation of oil. Far from it. A
long as oil will be used as a political weapon, it is imperative that we
take measures to safeguard our national security.

I am arguing that quotas are not the best way to achieve this oljec-
tive. A major advantage of the price and fiscal measure proposed by
the administration is that they would be relatively immune to favori-
tism and privilege. It is surprising to me that memories of the old oil
import quota system, and all its deficiencies, have dimmed so quickly.
The program was the subject of tremendous political controversy
throughout its existence. Whon it was abandoned in April 1973. there
was general acclaim by those who were familiar with it and how it
operated.

Mr. Chairman, let me if I may, summarize very briefly the remain-
der of what I say, since my time has run out.

I go on to talk about the various tax provisions that are contained
in H.R. 6860. These tax provisions seem to me, to be rather anomalous.
First of all, the industrial use tax contains a number of exemnptionis. It
is difficult for me to understand which uses of oil by industry would
I)e subject to tax after the exemptions are tallyed ul). The purpose of
tl)e tax is to encourage greater conservation through higher prices:
yet many potential sources of conservation will be eliminated becaiis,,_,
of these exemptions.

Various other tax provisions and tax credits in I.R. 6860 also suffer
from a selective bestowal of special privilege. There are tax credtit-'
for a number of things, ranging from using waste as fuel to the pumr-
chase of electric-powered vehicles, and the development of oil slhale.
One problem with these tax incentives is that they apply to only a
few of the ways of conserving energy or of producing alternatives to
oil and gas. Why, for example, are there not credits for the installation
of more efficient oil and gas furnaces, or the production of heavy oils.
or secondary and tertiary recovery?

It also seems rather strange that having just eliminated one tax
loophole, the depletion allowance, which favors more conventional
ways of producing oil, we are now in the process. in H.R. 6860. of
creating a number of other loopholes for unconventional ways of pro-
ducing oil. I would think that the path of consistency w-ould either be
to bring back the depletion allowance or to avoid tax loopholes alto-
gether and to attempt to develop various ways of encouraging the
production of oil that are neutral with respect to technology. I am con-
cerned that the emphasis on nonconventional methods of producing oil
will lock us into high-cost alternative methods that may in the future
prove to be less than optimal.

The best approach, in my opinion, is to raise the prices of all forms
of energy and to provide equitable price and tax incentives for con-
servation and domestic production of all energy sources. And to this
end, I urge the Senate Finance Committee to avoid selective tax credits
as a way of providing incentives for greater conservation or produc-
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tion and to adopt instead measunres that are neutral with respect to
technology.

The C IARTTAN. I am sorry, sir, but you have exceeded your time
limit. We will print the entire statement.

Mr. JoixsoN. Yes: pl'ease, if you would I would appreciate it.
The CT.mA.lx. Do the Senators have any questions?
Senator Blrock.
Senator BROCK. Mr. Jolhnon. vou were in the Federal Energ" 0f-

fice, and I wild like to just take you front that experience to your cur-rtLint proposal.
W would not a qota system inevitably lead back, then, to the bureauc-

racy and the inefficienicies that come thierefrom ? '
f would cite, for example, the fact-and I do not know if you had it

in your testimony-I do not recall it, anyway-that we have lost new
refineries to a ra-ther considerable degree. I do not know if you know
how many barrels per day of refinery capacity has been lost in the last
couple ofd'years.

)o you h ave that ?
Mr. Jo . I do not know allmt in tihe last couple of years. Do

vou mean new projects that have been canceled because of one reason
and another ?

,Senator 3BRoci.. Yes.
Mr. Jo.NsoN. I did a tally labolut 6 m11oniths ago, which estimnate(I

that in excess of 2 million barrels per day of new refinery capacity,
or rather plans for bliildinr new refinei-v capacity. has been canceled.
That; is an estimate as of a'nuiary. and' th(re have been more cancel-
lations since them. In some instances. these were new refinery plans
that were never announced and which have )een quiietly scral)ped.

Senator BtocK. Well over 2 million lrrels a (lay in lost c.,pacity
as a result of the existing allocation system, in conjunction with the
previous controls.

Mr. ,ohNsoN. It is a result of several factors that enter into th,-
decisions of the various oil companies. There have been, throughout
the. existing oil controls. uncertainties about what the prices will be.
The entitlements program, makes it highly uncertain that companies
will be able to utilize the crude oil they develop for themselves. And
if they have to sell it, it makes it uncertain as to -what price they
will be allowed to sell at. All of these factors have created uncertainl-
ties and greater hesitancy to build refineries in the United States.

Senator BROcK,. All ri'ht.
Now, let me take you to the second step of a logical sequence. If

you deregulate, as some of us believe we should and as you have tes-
tified, and yet leave on quotas, are you not. going to be forced to
reimpose price controls'? Because, by the very nature of quotas, if you
have less supply than you have demand, whether it is mandate(d by
Government or not, then there is going to be massive competition for
that available supply. Are you not going to rnm into an explosive
inflationary situation caused by the very quotas which you hope will
reduce the problems?

Mr. oiso-x. We could very well. If you are going to restrict
imports, that could very well lead to artificial shortages, which would
tend "to drive up prices.
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Let me make. if I may. thle ol)servation tlat. if we dereillate oil
privee. at tfel same time. I would think tlht there would be every
justification for the President to remove the SQ license fee on il)orts.
The notion tghat tleie w,,ild b e a pi'e increa,e ,esultingr froim dei-rreu-
lation of soinetlhin like 9 cents a ,rallon is, I think, rather excessive.
'Iheoret icaIy, this coll] occuI. But. I thiink more likely. particularly
if the license fee wvre renove(1, be pi-iee increase would be consi(l-
vral )lv less and probably 1no more tian 5 enu ts.

To" me. all we need. really, is the removal of the ceiling onl old oil.
This would ,.-(,ete price eq,,"Itit'. It woml(l create a g.re'ater amount of
'ert a ilt, ] t w l i1 (10 awav witl tlie need for entitlements and. in
tlIrn, witit ,imich of t I ii e d foir a allocation pro'nam at the pi'eserit
time. And we would1 not 1ave to hav'e the massive bureaiwacy that
we now h ave in lEA to L linnistev t he (list ribut ion and plricinu of oil.

Senator BrzociK. Let m, talk with -oi just for a moment about the
present oil allocation problem itself. It is my deep conviction that
States such as mine. and the Senntor from Louisianas, are being, re-
quired now to su)si(lize Stat(s iu the 1ortlheast. 1)e,allse of the forced
realloeation of d(oine,-te Crd(le on a formula basis to the ('onscillption
in those areas where' it was not nat rally there. Is that a fair thingr
for me to say. or is it wionr?

\Mt. JOH NSON'. No. I think it is a faii s~ate)Ment. vie su1l'siav oc-C11s 1;1,:1t0ll\" ill tie all ocati)Il I o ' "" it 'lso IO~l',| 4.11 ]Zo ocr-'l1"s ill tl~e enltitle-

ments~ l~4rge wliell was isc:hl islied 1 . the admini.t4I 'tin in order
to offset tle 11,1 effects of tlie two-tier price system. We 1:ave i-ere one
control begetting ,anotler.

Under the entitlenients plrocr'nn, relillelS tlat lhad the foresiglt
overall years ago to invest in oil in the U nitel States have been
forced 1by tle (joverninent to first pln 'cl,!se tle riglht to use thlat crilde
oil flom someone else. And who is it that they have to lellhase tlat
right from? They have to pur lase it from companies that che
instead to rely on other solures of oil besides domestic solrces. It is
primarily impor-ters of crude oil that are now being subhsidized by
refiners who iise(l dole4t1C Sr'',s of oil under' the entitlenient
j:rogi'a Il.

Now, it happens tlhat a lot of tile companies who have use(l im-
ported oil have been from the northeast, as well as from the north-
er' tier States. Th')(e effect of the entitleneits lproram is to subsidize
these refiners, and cert ain marketers. who hiave sei-ved tile northeast.

Whether the subsidy goes ultimately to the consumer is a question
mark. No one knows, and PEA will hIave to conduct. an audit to deter-
mine that. Buit there is a subsidy that is taking place, which is being
paid primarily by consumers, in the southern par't of the United
States. The southern States seem to be getting hit the hardest, and
following them, States in the Mi(lwest and the Rocky Mountain area.
The. subsidy being paid lni marily to consumers 01 oilmen iln the.
inoi'theast.

Senator BizOCK. You may gather why-be advised that I have writ-
ten Frank Zarb and asked him to give me a factual breakdown of
the amount that people in m State, and States throughout the South
and the Midwest, are subsidizing northeastern States. I want to know
how much it costs my consumers in terms of pennies per gallon of
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asoline, just because, first of all, our States are poorer than those
tates. We have a lower per capita income now. I think it is an ab-

solute fraud that the administration and the Congress have created
a situation where the poorer States of this country are being required
to carry the more affluent ones on their back.

Mr. JOHNSON. I did a paper a while back that showed that the
State that was most adversely affected by the entitlements program
was Alabama, followed by your State, Tennessee, whereas, I recall
that, on average, the, entitlements program has cost Tennessee some-
thing like six-tenths of t cent per gallon for gasoline.

Following Terniessee was Mississippi, North Carolina, and Florida.
Then several RockY Mountain and midweStern States.

Senator ltoceK. Maybe the Senator from Colorado would have a
problem here, too.

Mr. JoiNsoNx. Colorado, I think, ranked about sixth or seventh
highest on the list of States that were adversely affected by the proor
gram.

Senator BROCK. But even Colorado is affected by this entitlements
program in terms of higher consumer prices--adver'selv affected. That
is what. bothers m about this system of layering one control on top
of another. It seems to me we have reached the point of where we are
defrauding the people-certainly, in my instance-the people of the
lower income States in order to assuage the political problems of those
elsewhere.

MIr. JoHNSoN. I think you are right.
Senator BRocic. That is all I have,. Mr. Chairman.
Senator HASKELL. Mr. Chairman. I have just, two questions. Dr.

Johnson, is it your view that in the United States. we should try and
work toward ways of using less energy, whether it be petroleum or
otherwise ?

Mr. JojNsox. Most certainly. I think we consume altogether too
much energy.

Senator HASKELL. All right.
I just want to lay a foundation. If that is what you believe, how

are we, going to go about it?
Mr. JohaNsoN. The only way I think you can really enforce effective

conservation is to provide an incentive for people to conserve. And the
best way to do that is to raise the price of energy to the level that
reflects its real costs to society. Part of these costs Ire environmenal;
part of these costs are the threat to our national security created by
imports.

Senator TtASKELL. OK. Thank you very much. I have no further
questions, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMA.N. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. JOHNsoN. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Johnson follows:]

TESTIMONY OF DR. WILLIAM A. JOHNSON, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS,
GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

My name is William A. Johnson. I was formerly nn assistant administrator at
the Federal Energy Office and am currently a professor of Economics at the
George Wn-shington University nnd Direetor of the University's Energy Policy
Research Project. I appreciate this opportunity to appear before you today to
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discuss H.R. 6860 and, more generally, various energy problems that now con-
front the Nation.

Oil January 15, 1975 President Ford announced major new initiatives intended
to reduce iml)orts of oil by one million bpd by the end of 1975 and two million bpd
by the end of 1977. According to the President, were the Administration program
adopted, the United States could become invulnerable to foreign supply interrup-
tions by 1985. Although one might disagree with certain features of the program,
it does contain several important initiatives which, if implemented fully, prob-
ably could have accomplished many of the objectives set for it. Especially impor-
taut, in my judgment, was the Administration's emphasis on price Incentives
rather than volulnetric controls to achieve a reduction in demand and an increase
In the supply of energy.

1I.R. 6S60 wavas to have been a Congressional alternative to the Administration
program. In fact, it would do very little to hell) achieve our long-run national
objective of energy security. Many of the Bill's stronger provisions have been
dropped, including most of those that used price and fiscal means for reducing
U.S. dependence on foreign sources of oil. In my judgment, H.R. 6860 will not
result in the reduction in consumption anticipated in the original Administration
proposal. It would also create an extremely complex, exception-ridden system of
taxation and import quotas that would allow many users of oil to avoid the sacri-
fices that will Ie necessary if the United States is to reduce its dependence on:
foreign sources of energy.

I will confine my formal comments on H.R. 6860 to two provisions: 1) the estab-
liihment of import quotas and as import license auction and 2) the industrial use
tax .ind various tax credits intended to encourage greater supply and more
efficient use of energy.

IMPORT QUOTAS

11.11. 6864 would place a ceiling on imported oil of 6 million bpd in 1975 and 1976,
raise( this ceiling to 6.5 million hp1d in 1,977, lower it to 6 million bpd in 1978 and
1979, and raise it again to 6.5 million bpId in 1980 and thereafter. The President
would ic ellpowered to adjust this ceiling by one million blid froml 1405 through
1977. 1.5 million bpd in 1978 and 1979. and 2 million bpd in 1980 and thereafter.

Let ine observe, first, that one of the common problems with any quota system
is its inflexibility. It is difficult to fine-tune quota levels. and it appears to me
that this problem has not been avoided in II.R. 6860. The limits may be sufficiently
generous that, for all practical purposes, no import restrictions exist. Or they may
prove overly restrictive, in which case the Nation would face serious shortages.
In this latter case, it is unlikely that Conzress might simply enact higher import
ceilings, as the need arose. Of course, -in this case the quotas would also come to
have little meaning, eslpefially in industry investment plans.

H.R. (0800 (oes contain a provision for allocating supply reductions to end users.
The Bill vould establish public auction for import li,,nses, with a separate auc-
tion for small refiners and independent marketers. It would also allow Import
tickets to he resold, thus providing some flexibility in what could otherwise be a
highly inflexible sVstem for controlling imports. The prices paid at auction
would. presumably, be Passed on to the final consumer in the form of price
increase es. In this way, the shortages created by the government would be distrib-
uted, imperfe(tly perhap,, by a market mcihanisin.

Two points should be stressed. Fir.-t, the belief that quotas will make it pos-
sibl, to avoid price, increases is mistaken. Because of the auction provision, there
will bie some price increases unless, of course, the quota levels are so high that
tbey a re ileffoe.t1al and bids are insignificant.

Second. in he)ory a quota-allctio(l system should yield the same price and import
levels a.s the tariff-license fee approach adopted by the Administration. The choice
btwevei the two boils do'wn to a choice between different forms of administer-
ilg an import control program and the differing incentives and disincentives that
ealh frill h:vu.

In early 1973 the Oil Policy Committee considered both the quota-auction and
tariff-license fee approaches. It chose the latter for several reasons, perhaps thp
iii. st ilm1ort nt bein,. that, with a tariff or license fee, companies would be assured

that thcy could purchase the oil they need at some price. This is important because
the, single most important factor in deciding whether to const'uct a refinery ik tl',,

ov, i]ab ity of crlide oil. Ilowever. with the quota-auction sVstemn sec-urity of

supply woldd be less certain. This. In turn. might deter needed investment In

lmn ,nstic refining capacity. Indeed, this is precisely what occurred under the old

(quota system.
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The reimposition of a quota system under H.R. 6860 would also subject the
government to substantial pressures by various interest groups. Everyone would
want special treatment. The same interests that received exemptions from the
old oil import quotas would demand these exemptions once again. And this has
already happened. H.R. 6860 would establish separate quota programs for small
refiners and independent marketers. There would also be a 2 million bpd set
aside for distillate and residual fuel oil Imports used in home beating and generat-
ing electricity, while petrochemical feedstocks would be exempted altogether.

Perhaps the worst failing of the old oil import quota program was the numerous
exemptions granted certain privileged groups. including heating oil importers,
electric utilities, and the petrochemical industry. Primarily because of these
exemptions the East Coast, and the Northeast especially, became heavily de-
pendent on imported oil. When the Arab embargo was imposed, the East Coast
imported over 90% of its residual fuel oil, while New England imported nearly
40% of its home heating oil.

Because the exemptions were heavily weighted toward refined products the
United States, in effect, began to export its refining capacity. The easiest way
to beat the quotas was to build a refinery in Europe, Canada or the Caribbean,
based on foreign crude and then to ship the refined products to U.S. markets. This
made the United States doubly vulnerable to the Arab embargo. Even before the
Arabs cut off all oil to the United States, several European countries and Canada
began to restrict exports of refined products in order to build up their own inven-
tories in anticipation of supply interruptions. The quota system in H.R. 6860
would create the same disincentives to refinery construction because of the pref-
erential treatment afforded product imports.

I also question whether the exemptions contained in H.R. 6860 are justified.
Why, for example, should the petrochemlcalidustry re 6elve special treatment?
During the embargo the industry demanded and received preferential treatment
under the allocation program. One of the arguments used by the industry was
that petrochemicals are essential to the national security and the well-being of the
economy. I think this is correct and, for this reason, believe that the petrochemical
Industry should also be subject to quota restrictions, except for that portion of
Imports used in the manufacture of products for export.

I ain not arguing for the free importation of oil. Far from it. As long as oil will
be used as a political weapon, it is imperative that we take measures to safeguard

-- our national security. I am arguing that quotas are not the best way to achieve
this objective.

A major advantage of the price and fiscal measures proposed by the Administra-
tion is I hat they would be relatively immune to favoritism and privilege. It is sur-
prising to me that memories of the old oil import quota system. and all its
deficiencies, have dimmed so quickly. The program was the subject of tremendous
political controversy throughout its existence. When it was abandoned in April
1973, there was general acclaim by those who were familiar with it and how it
operated. By 1973 exemptions had become so numerous that many in the Industry
no longer took the program seriously. There was a prevailing feeling in the
industry, that, in a shortage, additional imports would always be permitted by
the government. The public would not stand the cold; nor could the government
stand the heat.

The ,luota may seem more direct than a tariff. However, it is also more subject
to political pressures. Former Secretary of the Interior Stewart Udall, who had
the responsibility for administering the old quota system under the .Tohnson
Administration remarked in 19r9 that he was fortunate in avoiding a major
political scandal because of the quota program.

CHANGES IN TAX PRovIsIoNs

P-T.R. 0800 would also make a number of changes in the tax code, taxing certain
Industrial uses of petroleum and natural gas and providing incentives for certain
type" of production and conservation.

First, the Industrial use tax. Under this Bill, taxes on industrial users would
Increase over a pf riod of years. Exempted from the tax. however, are a number of
industrial users. Once again, I1.R. 68110 makes a number of special exceptions for
special! interests. Among these exceptions are oil and gas consumed by the petro-
ehemneal industry and oil used as a fuel for vehicles, vessels and aircraft. Also
e-cluded is oil used as a fuel in farming and millinc. as well as oil used lV varims
tax-exempt and heritablee institutions, apartments, hotels and manufacturers of
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textiles and glass. It is difficult for me to think of what industrial users might be
covered by this tax. And any that are have another change to escape, for FEA
is authorized to recommend further exemptions.

The purpose of this tax is to encourage greater conservation through higher
prices. Many of the industrial users exempted from the tax are capable of greater
conservation if given an incentive. Under H.R. 680 they are not.

The various tax provisions In H.R. 6860 also suffer from the selective bestowal
of special privilege. There will be tax credits or other tax advantages for the use
of waste as a fuel, the purchase of electric powered vehicles, the extraction of
oil from shale and coal liquefaction and gasification, as well as credits for the
installation of solar energy units and home insulation. One problem with these tax
incentives is that they apply only to a few of the ways of conserving energy or
producing alternatives to oil and gas. Why, for example, are there not tax credits
for the installation of more efficient oil and gas furnaces? Or the production of
heavy oils? Or secondary or tertiary recovery?

Also, it seems inconsistent to me that having just eliminated one tax loop-hole-
the depletion allowance-which gave a special tax advantage for conventional
ways of producing oil and gas, the government will now enact new tax loopholes
for unconventional way of producing oil and gas. Drilling for oil in the United
:States is not inherently less desirable than processing shale. In fact, from the
standpoint of the environment it may be more desirable. It is also much cheaper.
lThe various tax provisions in H.R. 6860, in effect, reward certain technologies and
Ignore others. For this reason, they may help to saddle the Nation with high
cost and less than optimal energy sources over the long run.

The best approach, in my opinion, is to raise the price of all forms of energy and
to provide equitable price or tax incentives for conservation and the domestic
production of all energy sources. To this end, I urge the Senate Finance Committee
to avoid selective tax credits as a way of providing incentives for greater conser-
vation or production and to adopt, instead, measures that are neutral with respect
to technology. The most effective way to accomplish this is to deregulate the price
of oil and natural gas and, if it is thought necessary, tax away the windfall profits
that would result. This and the benefits to all segments of the industry.

Let me focus on deregulation of the price of "old" oil. Deregulation would,
in my judgment, be the single most important step that the Congress and the
Administration could take to reduce U.S. dependence on foreign sources of
energy. The President is to send a deregulation program to theCongress in f
few days. I would hope that this program is given careful consideration by the
Congress. The price ceiling on old oil is causing substantial problems for both
the industry and the Nation and should be phased out as quickly as possible.

In August, 1973, the Cost of Living Council created the so-called "two-tier"
price system for crude oil. Old oil is subject to a price ceiling, while new and
released crude oil can be sold at the free market price. The free market price
is, in turn, roughly equivalent to the landed cost of imported oil. In November.
1973, Congress also deregulated stripper crude. This is defined as production
from wells yielding ten barrels or less per day. Because of these exemptions. a
complex system of price controls has been created under which roughly 40 per-
cent of the crude oil consumed In the United States is subject to a ceiling of
$5.25 per barrel, while the remaining 60 percent sells for between $11 and $13
per barrel.

The two-tier system has created an impossible competitive situation for refiners
and marketers unfortunate enough to consume relatively large amounts of high
priced oil. It has also encouraged various inter-st groups to try to use their
influence in Washington to obtain, for themselves, the economic benefits result-
ing from possession of old oil. Partly for this reason, the Administration an-
nounced in December, 1974, an old oil "entitlements" program that, in theory.
will redistribute the possession of old oil to refiners and certain importers of
refined products. Under this program, refiners that have explored for and de-
veloped domestic sources of crude oil may not be able to refine this oil unless
they first obtain permission from another refiner. One entitlement allows the
purchase of one barrel of old oil. During the most recent month, an entitlement
waq worth $7.29.

The groups benefitting the most from the entitlements program are importers
of crude oil and certain Importers of refined products. There Is a strong incen-
tive under the entitlements program for companies to shut-in production of
domestic old ofl and to run imported oil instead. The entitlements program, in
effect, subsidizes imports and, for this reason, contradicts the basic objective
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of the Administration's energy program-to reduce U.S. reliance on foreign
sources of oil. If for no other reason, the removal of the ceiling on old oil, or,
at least, the difference between old and other oil prices would be a major benefit
to the nation. It would do away with the justification and need for an entitle-
ments program and the disincentives to self-sufficiency that this program has
created.

I et:timate that the deregulation of old oil would result in about half of the
Administration's goal of a one million bpd reduction in demand for oil by the end
of 1975 Deregulation would also encourage some increase in prodtfltiwn, al-
though by how much is uncertain. Eeit though the two-tier system has )rovided
ample incentives for new drilling, it has, at the same time, discouraged produc-
tion from existing wells. This is occurred in at least two ways.

First, it frequently does not pay to employ secondary and, especially, tertiary
methods of recovery (f oil sold at $5.25 per barrel. However, many of these
enhanced recovery methods would be remunerative at $12 per barrel. Enhanced
recovery is most likely to be applied to declining wells, that is well, whose
production is defined as old oil under the governmefit's price regulations.

Se.,oijd, and perhaps wor.s-e, there is an incentive under the two-tier price sys-
tem to shut in and plug old wells prematurely. This Is particularly true if the
casing steel, pipe, pumps and other manltwer and materials at these wells can
be used more prollsibly at newly drilled wells producing unregulated new oil.

The two-tier system has also encouraged some unnecessary drilling of new
wells in order to create new and released crude oil. No one really knows the ex-
tent to which domestic production has been lost or unnecessary drilling en-
couraged because of the two tier price system and the entitlements program. One
extremely rough estimate, based on work by Paul MacAvoy at M.I.T.. is that
crude oil production was about 580,000 bpg !ess than it would otherwise have
becn in 1974 because of the price ceiling on old oil.' In other words, deregulation
of old oil might, by itself, realize or at least come close to realizing the Ad-
ministration's goal of a one million bpd reduction In Imports this year. Half of
this goal would be achieved by reducing demand; the other half, by increasing
donstip supply.

The deregulation of crude oil has been opposed, with some justification, on,
the ground that it would allow domestic producers to become de facto members
of OPEC. They would be permitted to earn very substantial monopoly profits-
from the sale of U.S. oil at world prices. The President has proposed a windfall
profit. tx on oil to transfer most of these profits from oil companies to the
Federal Treasury. This would preserve most of the demand-reducing effects of
deregulation. However, the windfall profits tax proposal, if adopted, would lose
many of the supply Increasing effects of deregulation unless it also contains a
plow-ba,"k provision.

There Is also Coneern that higher prices resulting from the deregulation of
oil would have a substantial impact on consumers, especially low-income con-
sumners. This criticism, incidentally, applies to the higher prices resulting from
the Import license auction and the industrial use tax as well. But if the goal
is to protect the consumer. It is much better to do so by means of tax credits,
lower tax rates, direct cash payments or other fiscal means, and to allow the
price mechanism to serve Its primary function-to allocate oil and gas effi-
ciently amon varinis users and to provide maximum incentives for production.

We should, in other words, use fiscal measures to redistribute Income and
the price system to encourage energy conservation and production. Iristeld. ex-
isting price controls are retained because of concern that deregulation would
shift income from consumers to the oil Industry. This same confusion of func-
tions occurs In H.R. C3R60. H.R. (,5430 mixes Incentives for energy develripm ent
with efforts to alleviate the effects of these Incentives on the consumer. There is
a general rule that applies: tax and price policies that are destgmed-to sorve
two purposes simultaneously usually serve neither well. Nor do they serve the
Nation well.

Thank you.

I This e.tininte aslmps n price elPstlclty of deninnd of -0.1 and an increase In the aver-
ago rriee of crde nil from $O to $12 after derectulatton.

'Pll W. MneAvAy. riuce . Stanle. and .on.thnn 13. Tonpor. "The Federal rpargy
OMPic n s PReaiilntor of the FRnervv Crictlc." unnouhlshr'd paper. Mlann School of Manage-
ment and Energy Laboratory, Manssachusetts Institute of Technology. p. 5.
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The CT.%ARAN.. Next we will call Mr. Robert Nathan, speaking for
the Small Producers for Energy Independence. Mr. Nathan, I am
pleased to have you before the committee. It was my privilege to read
a statement that you presented before the Interior Committee, and
I was very much' impressed by your documentation, by both your
statement and the facts you gave to support it. I would 1ike to inter-
xogate you more about that after you have presented your statement
tind others have had a chance to go into it, because I want to know
exactly how you arrive at some of these figures that you have
presented.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT A. NATHAN, ON BEHALF OF SMALL
PRODUCERS FOR ENERGY INDEPENDENCE

Mr. NATHA .NT. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, members of
the committee. Let me briefly summarize this statement of mine. I
believe that in aldition to this tstinionv today that has been dis-
tributed with a few charts and tables, you also have, I believe, the
full document on which these conclusions are based, and it is called,
Calculation of New Oil Costs in the United States, years 1959 through
1974, dated May 1 of 1975: and that was produced by a firm of petio-
leum engineers to whom we made this assignment of making some
of these calculations of new oil costs.,

Now, very briefly, the purpose of this exercise in which we engaged
is a fairly simple and a direct purpose; namely, to try to determine
what I think economists could characterize as the economic cost of
exploringr and producing new oil. We did not get involved with the
development and the cost of ongoing activities in all areas. This is
primarily related to the cost of new oil.

Let me just make one general economic observation, and that is
that we found, as we went through this analysis over the last 15-16
years-namnely, from 1959 through 1974-that increasingly, for a
good meany years, the cost of new oil production rose very substan-
tially. whereas the price at, which oil was sold in the United States
laged very considerably. In that testimony which is before you, if
I may refer to exhibit 2. which is iust the second page after the end
of thie text-the end of the text is on page 7; page 8 is a table of
data, and page 9 is a chart. And in that chart, we can see, going back
to 1959, the top line is what is called the cost of new oil, and I will
explain in a minute precisely what we have in mind there. But this
is a year-by-year estimate of the economic cost of exploringr andl pro-
ducing new oil. The lower line going back to 1956. on the other hand,
is the prive received for new oil during each year. and reviews the
east Texas field as typical and representative. And if you will notice,
the cost of new oil. year by year. has been risinor, althoiiqh there fre
some slight deviations, as in 1964 and 1972, slight declines. But by
and large. the price was rising nuite substantially during most of that
period, whereas the nrice of oil sold during the year. new oil, was
practically flat from 1956 through the next 15 vears: and the gap be-
tween the cost of the new oil and the price rose very substantially.

I This dneument is reprinted at page 250 of this volume. The tables and appendixes were
made a part of the official files.
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And that is included on my next chart, namely exhibit 3, which is on
the next page.

And there we see a solid line, entitled New Oil Price Difference; and
that is the difference between the two lines on exhibit 2-namely, I just
took the difference between the economic cost of oil each year and the
price received each year-and of course up until 1972, that gap grew
very substantially.

And we see, then, a very sharp rise in the price of the economic cost
less the price received, and that was the gap.

Now, the main point that this chart reveals is the fact that as that
gap between the economic cost of oil and the price received for oil
grew-namely, as that lag, as that deficit in the price in relation to cost
grew-there was a very marked decline in drilling, and from an ceo-
iLoiic point of view that is what one would have expected. And we see
on that exhibit 3 that, whereas in 1960, the exploratory wells drilled
were very nearly 12,000; at the low point in 1971, there were less than
7,000, so that you have a drop of almost half in the number of new,
exploratory wells drilled during that period. And this, of course, as I
say again, derived from the fact that the price clearly was not adequate
to cover the costs, and this served as a disincentive and a disadvantage
in terms of new exploration.

Now, there are two observations I would make about, this. First is
that of describing this exercise very briefly. What we discussed with
these petroleum engineers in Texas was the problem of how to arrive
-t what meaningful costs were of new oil exploration in each year.And as the resut of our conversations, a model or an approach was

undertaken in which we took each year as a distinctive entity. Take
1959. What we did was to look at what the drilling for new oil was
iii 1959. We took the number of wells drilled, and we took the total
amount invested. We took the costs, then, all of the costs-royalty costs,
ol)erating costs; all of the advantages, depletion costs, the intangible
a I lowances-and we took into account everything that was invested and
what the costs were.

Then we took-and by the way, those costs included the dry holes as
well as the producing wells-and then we projected those new discov-
eries over a life pattern which was typical, based on actual empirical
experience. And that roughly is projected over about a 25 1/2 -year take-,
out or extraction of that oil. And we then projected, on the basis of
1959 prices, tax rates, depletion allowances-all the elements in 1959-
and applied those costs to this pattern of production extending over
the next 25 years. And then, we discounted that revenue back to 1959,
on the basis of providing a 15-percent rate of return on investment.
Now, we could have used any rate of return. You could do this exercise
using a 10-percent rate of return, a 20-percent rate of return, a 121/2, a
15 or 18 or whatever you will.

We decided to use a 15-percent rate of return, because in our judg-
ment, exploratory drilling is a fairly risky business; and I would say
this before this committee, that this is not a purely theoretical observa-
tion. I have had quite a bit of experience, or I did some years ago, in
actually engaging in putting syndicates together on oil drilling. After a
couple of years, I decided that was not for me. It was a mistake, and
I got out of it, and never would go back again, because you may some-
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times be lucky and hit two out of two or three out of four, but you
often could hit five out of five dry holes; and the record is that
approximately four out of five wells drilled are dry. So you have a crap
game going all of the time, so you work with the averages. But there
are some people that do better than the averages, but a lot of people
do much worse than the averages.

So, what we did then was to conclude that, given the nature and
character of the risks in this business, a 15-percent rate of return was
not unreasonable. But as I say, one can compute this any way e
wants. And on the basis of that, we arrived at what price oil had to
be in 1959 to cover all costs, and to cover a 15-percent rate of return
on investment. We did that again for 1960, for 1961, for 1962, and we
did it for every single year. And all of these computations are shown in
this book, which is submitted herewith.

Now, we have gone over this. I have done a lot of testifying before
public utility commissions on cost of capital rate of return, and I think
this concept of economic cost is a. very sound and commonly used one.
We discussed this with many economists, and on the whole, I think we
have found a considerable amount of support for the results. I will not
sit here before this committee and say that the results are absolute,
precise, exact, because one can exercise judgments. It n,-' be possible,
on sonie of these issue, you ought to give them a 10-percent rate of
return, not 15, in computing this. That could be done. But when I
stopped to realize that electric utilities in the United States, despite
their hardships as the result of inflation, have been earning on the
average between 11 and 13 or 14 percent on their return, I do feel that
15 percent is reasonable.

One can say, let us cut depletion in half, and see what that would
look like. You can make all kinds of adjustments. The technique is here,
the data are here, the procedures are here. So we have these reslIts.

Now, let me just wind up by saying, what is the meaning and the sig-
mificance of this information? Very briefly, basically, in a free enter-
prise system, capital tends to flow in relation to incentives and rewards.
It is fundamentally that way, and I think new oil drilling will be siz-
able if the incentives are substantial. And if the incentives are iot
substantial, it will decline. And over the period, most of the timfe,l from
1959 to relatively recent periods, I believe the drop from 20,000 to
10,000 independent oil producers, the drop-nearly half-of wells
drilled, the drop in the yields per well that would accrue to these pro-
ducers, all reflect a disincentive. Because foreign oil was available at
substantially below the economic cost of newdrilling in the United
States, the country is now faced with a policy issue.So, inmy judgment, if the price of new oil is controlled at levels

with any degree of significance below that economic cost which we
arrived at, or which anybody else can compute-and maybe it would
vary somewhat from ours-in my judgment. we are going to have less
and less drilling. And the issue posed to the Congress and to the coun-
try is, do we want to explore and to exploit our new resources? Do we
want new drilling? If so, then I think the answer lies in a price that is
adequate to provide these incentives; and if the. price set is goin to
be substantially below the cost, we are just going to have considerably
less drilling.
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The Washington Post this past week said that the House committee
has just voted to extend controls and roll back prices of previously
uncontrolled new production. They said it is a disastrously bad idea.
As. an economist, I myself do believe that setting, rolling back the
price of now oil below the cost, will inevitably result in less pro-
duction, less-exploration of new oil, and I do not think that is in the
best interest of the country.

The CIIAIRMAN. It seenis to me, Mr. Nathan, that you have rendered
a real service in seeking to provide us one of the answers, without which
I do not think we can arrive at any intelligent conclusion. We have to
know % number of things if we are going to serve the Nation's interests
well. We need to know what it costs to attract capital to produce more
energy, and in this area we just do not have any figures. We have heard
all of this screaming, that the price was too high, because the price
went up compared to a previous price. But people simply did not ex-
plain that at that previous price the industry domestically was in the
process of going out of business.

Is not that about the size of it?
Mr. NATHAN. That is correct. It was in the process of slowing down

very substantially, the exploration for new oil sources.
The CHAIRMAN. Each year they were drilling less wells than they

were before and producing less energy. Now, here is the thing that
impressed me, and this was in your previous statement, too. Before the
other committee you said that based on your calculations, the eco-
nomic cost of finding and producing new oil would be between $12.50
and $13 in 1974.

Mr. NATIANz. That is also in my new testimony, at the bottom of
pag e 6.

'he CHAIRMAN. Now you have done one other thing that I think is
a great help to all of us; and, that is, you have presented us a book of
figures. here which are the figures that you relied upon in arriving at
tlese conclusions.

Are these all from published sources?
Mr. NATHAN. Practically all from published sources. They have the

survey, they have the Government materials, the materials are all
there. The assumptions are spelled out.

As I said, Mr. Chairman, if anybody disagrees with our procedure
and they say you should have 12 percent, they can recompute it easily;
or. if somebody says take out this or take out that. it is all recom-
putable. I. think the system, the approach that we have here is a very
reliable one.

The CHATRUN. We have been told about the tremendous problems
of oil, but almost without exception, people speaking of that have been
talking about the fantastic profits that someone has been making in
oil in the Near East or oil in Venezuela. Now, that is an entirely differ-
ent problem, is it not q

Mr. N.THAN. Yes. That has nothing to do with the exploration for
new oil in the United States.

The Ci-AIrAN. There is one other point here. You say that for
producing oil, and you are speaking for small producers, these people
do not own fillin g.tations, dothey s,

Mr. NATHAN. o, no. These do not own distribution facilities. These
are the independent producers who account for some 85 percent of the
exploratory drilling.
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The CHA1RMAN. Now, you are. not saying, as I understand it, that
that is the rate of return a person is entitled to expect for operating a
filling station?

Mrfi'. NATHAN. No, no. This has to do with the rate of return entirely
associated with exploration-wildcatting.

The CHAIRMAN. You are not saying that is what the rate of return
ought to be for transportation, for moving the oil around?

Mr. NATH1Ax. No, sir.
The CIAIRMAN-. But, for this type of operation, it looks to you that

that is about what it would be.
I was noticing here a figure from a document that we published here

which indicated that in 1975, an-d these are the major companies, on a
basis where they took their percentage depletion. if you look at it in
terms of what they actually made. on a cost basis they made about
14.7 percent domestically. But that included the whole operation, as
I understand it.

Mr. NATJir.\. That is correct. It includes the distribution, refining,
andl everything.The CAtA. So, if you were including everything, would you
think that 14.7 percent would be more than you would need to pay
the major companies?

Mr. N-ATHANT. I would have to look at the composition as to what
proportion is, what I call, you know, the risk area. But, I tell you-14
percent; actually 14 percent is not an abnormally high rate of return.
If one looks at'the Federal Trade Commission and the SEC data,
the rate of return for most mainfacturing is somewhere in the 12 to
15 percent range. So, this does not sound exceptionally high.

The CHAIRMAN. As I understand it, your feeling is that you need
not necessarily have that rate of return in marketing, distribution or
even refining. -

Mr. NAThAN. WVell, certainly the risk in marketing of gasoline or
other oil products and refining, in my judgment, is a substantially
lowcr risk than in wildcat drilling or exploratory operations. And. if
one were to conclude that 14 percent is appropriatP, or 12 percent is
appropriate for those purposes. certainly 15 percent is not excessive
for new drilling. It is quite reasonable, I would say.

The CHAIRMAN. I notice for last year, now, here is a doement that-
well, it is the same document from our committee to which I referred
last year-all manufacturing corporations, looking at nondurable
manufacturing corporations, their rate of return was 17.2 percent.

Mr. NATHAN. All manufacturing-that is, after taxes? That is
surprising, because last year was a recession year.

The CITAIRmAN. That is 1974: annual rates of profit on stockholders
enuitv by industry--all manufacturing corporations. 14.9 percent; non-
durable manufacturing. It all falls in that area-17.2 percent. That
was taken from the Quarterly Financial Reports of the Federal Trade
Commission.

Mr. NATJTAN. Yes. That is a sample they do regularly. In the non-
dural)le, last year we did not have nearly the decline in economic
activity in the nondurables that we had in the durables, the auto-
mobiles and building materials. They were the ones tTat were hit worst
in the recession.
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The CHAIRMAN. It seems to me, if we are going to do a responsible
job, one, we have got to look at what it would take to attract capital,
to do what you want capital to do. Two, we need to look at how much
capital is needed to do this job, and then three, we need to think in
terms of where are we going to get it front. Are we going to get it
out of earnings, or are we going to get it out of investments, or a
combination of the mix? And, if so, how much?

W1hat would be your thought along that line as to how you would
generate enough capital to produce this Nation's requirements of
energy?

Mr. NATHAN. Well, I think that most important of all, Mr. Chair-
ian,is to try to get this economy moving up again. If we can get some

degree of recovery, we will be surprised to see how rapidly savings will
rise and profits Will rise too; because, when the economy is depressed,
there is a reduction in income, and there is a reduction in aggregate
savings. I think we can attract the savings. I think what we have to
do, following what you stated, and I agree with it, is to provide
incentive to get the investment so that people actually do invest.

Now, my whole concern about the general economy, Mr. Chairman,
is that too large a proportion of our investment in the last 2 or 3
or 4 years has been in debt investment, and not. enough has been in
equity investment. I think that this is attributable to the fact that we
have had a rather bad inflation, that the inflation has resulted in a very
substantial rise in interest rates. The very high level in interest rates
has resulted in lots of people investing through the debt instrument
rather than through stocks or other equities. The result is that many,
11,any companies have emerged out of these recent periods with a
very high debt equity ratio that has made their stock rather pre-
carious. So, you go into a vicious circle. The more they invest in debt,
the more precarious their financial structure, and the less people are
inclined to invest in equity. It is a self-defeating process. The more you
borrow, the less coverage you have of your interest rates. So, a lot of
companies, especially utilities, are in very serious trouble as a result
of this.

But, I think that the answer does lie in an adequate rate of return
on equity to permit equity investments at attractive terms.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Nelson?
Senator NE.LSO-,. Did you say. or are you saving, that for examplee_

the lid should be lifted off the price of old oil?
Mr. NATHAN. No, sir. I am not saying that. I am talking only about

new oil.
Senator NELSON. Would you do anything about old oil ?
.II'. N.TIT.N. Well. I would try to find out what the costs are on

old oil. I think that to the extent that tle cost. of extracting old oil
does not involve tlih('.e very rapid rises in costs and exploration, if you
lifted the lid off of old oil, you wo-uld undoubtedly have a very sub-
stantial windfall.

In other words, I think that old oil wold tend to move to the level
of the price of time new oil., anl that is not too mcl different from
the imported price. I think that if you took off the controls or elim-
inated all controls on new oil, then I think soinethina would have to
be (lone in the nature of some kind of recapturing the windfalls for
a period of time.
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Senior NF.,soN. If you removed the lid on oil ?
Mr. NATHTAN. On old, not new, because I think new is a different

matter. I think, from a very straight. tough, hard-hitting. realistic
point of view, the price of new oil must be high enough to cover the
costs.

And the analysis we have made here, Senator Nelson. indicates that
in 1974 that cost of new oil is somewhere in the $12.50 to $13 area.
And, as I say, I have talked to economists who have looked at the
figures and they say, well, I would eliminate that. or I would give a
12/ /-percent rate of return, or 13. so they may come out with $12 or
,1o.o,-. 1 have s'en no one come out with less t han-uqin~g this kind
of aralvsis-then the $11 or $12 range at the lowest.

Senut or NELSON.. This is cost?
M]'. NATTL N. Yes. The economic cost of exploring and producing

new oil, yes, sir.
Sei tor NT.soN. So then if the economic cost, of producing new oil

in 1974 was $12.73 a barrel, what then is your estimate of what the
retail price should Qo at-will 'eo at? What wolld the, retail price be?

Mr. NATHAN. Well, the retail price will he affected somewhat,
Senator Nelson, but not substantially, because it depends on what
proportion of the total oil produced is nw oil, as distinguished from
imnorted oil, and as distinguished from old oil.

In other words, your price is a combination of all of the sources of
supply. It depends on how much old oil you have, let us say, at $6 or
$7 a barrel; how much imported oil at"$13 or whatever it may be
after October; and what the new oil is, say at $12.80.

I think that if you leave the new oil uncontrolled, as it is now. I
do not think it is going to have any really meaningful impact on the
price of the finished products of petroleum at this time. It is already
reflected.

Senator NELSON. Well, it all goes at the world prices, does it not,
ultimately ? I mean all new oil?

Mr. N ATHAN. Well, it will tend to move toward the world price,
but nnt necessarily at that price. One can vary it. You see, you do
have the problem-I was listening to Dr. John'son-yrou do have the
problems of geographic differentials and how these things level out.
You know prices never quite equalize. Tnder theoretical economic
terms. everything tends to reach an equilibrium. The only trouble is,
that equilibrium is elusive and it keeps sot of moving away from
me. This is one of the problems he was talking about geographically,
that, presumably if you did have some kind of differential in alloca-
tion and New England began to pay for substantially higher prices
and Tennessee or somewhere else had somewhat lower, presumably
industry would move quite. rapidly. and production would increase
here rather than there. But-and these adjustments take time-hut
basically T do tbink that uncontrolled oil prices will tend to move
towards the marginal price, and now the marginal price is imported
oil.

Sensqtor NELsON. What, is the world price now?
INMr. NATTTP %. Oh, landed, at about, ,i9. or $13 a bIrel.S;.-nator NELs6w. Just one more question, then. The common asser-

tion that has been made bv almost everybody I read, whether it is
•editorial-including Mr. Kissinger in Europe and so forth-is that
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the OPEC price is a very high artificial, nonmarket price, and yet the
pressure, talking about the cost of production for 1974, is at the OPEC
retail price. I

What is your observation about that
Mr. NAT'HAN. Well, there is no question but that the OPEC prices

are ,politically determined prices. This is not f competitive, free
market, free enterprise price; This was set by the OPEC countries
getting together and deciding what they were going to charge, and
they decided to charge something in the. nature of a multiple of 4 or
5 of what the price was before.

Now, if the OPEC prices were to fall, and we were to have do-
mestic, new oil, competing, then we are going to have a drop in new
oil production. It is just, that simple. One price is an arbitrary,. politi-
cally determined price, by a cartel. If that price, set bv the cartel., is
substantially below the cost of new production in the 'United States,
there is no way, Senator Nelson, that you are going to be able to get
full production and full exploration of domestic new oil, It is just
that, simple.

Now if one were to say, "yes, but as a matter of American national
policy, we want to encourage new oil exploration" and it comes to
this $12.80 that I have come up with, and OPEC, let us assume-I
do not believe for a minute it would-were to cut its oil down to. say,
$6 a barrel, then you are not going to have any new drilling of any
significance. It will decline rapidly here, or you may have to put some
kind of a subsidy on onp side and a duty on the other side.

But, this internationally set price is not an economic one, but it has
economic consequences.

Senator NELSON. I assume what you are saying is that in fact the
cost of production is so much lower abroad that they could make a
profit at various levels below what we could in this country?

Mr. NATHAN. Oh, tremendous. You know once you hit a field like
they hit, there in Kuwait or Abu Dhabi or Saudi Arabia, the lifting
cost is not a tremendous amount. Basically what makes the new oil
cost in the United States so expensive is that it is really exploratory
and risky. If somebody tomorrow were to strike a big, major, huge,
all-out oil field like Prudhoe Bay, tremendous quantities, the price
of that would not have to be $12.83. The price of that would be largely
development, drilling around, you know what you have got anc the
drilling costs and the development costs and the lifting cost is g )ing
to be way below the exploratory costs.

Senator NELSON. But., nevertheless, the price is still going to tornd to
be what, the world price is.

Mr. NATHAN. Yes, in economic terms prices tend to move tov'.ard
the margin.

Senator NELSON. Thank you.
The CiAMRMAN. Senator Packwood?
Senator PACKWOOD. In your estimation. if Congress would p: ss a

windfall profits tax, should we decontrol old oil?
Mr. NATHAN. If a windfall tax is passed, it would have the same

economic effect. I have one real concern about this, however, Senator
Packwood, and that is I am very, very distressed about the inflation
problem.
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I think we now have had 10 years of inflation in the United Stares.
We have seen what that inflation has done to the public utilities. We
have seen what that inflation has done to the interest rate mechanism
on housing. We have seen how that inflation has had a differential
impact on intermediary financial institutions and I would, at this
stage in our economy when we are having a serious recession and we
seem to be making some progress on inflation, but we are not sure
whether it is going to last and we are not sure, whether when the
economy turns up we are not going to be faced with worsening infla-
tion, I would hesitate to introduce into the price stream any higher
costs than I had to.

And so I am not sure that now is the best time. Now there are ways
to do it. Art Okun, for instance, came up with a very interesting idea,
and that is he said, well let the price rise, recapture it with a windfall
tax, then take that windfall tax and give it to the States and localities
and say we will give you this money if you will cut your excise taxes,
so that the Consumer Price Index that catches the higher oil price
will be reduced by the reduction in excise taxes. Because, otherwise,
if you are going t get higher oil prices into the Consumer Price Index,
you are going to get it into the escalator clauses; you are going to get
right on the inflationary spiral.

Senator PACKWOOD. That is very similar to the President's program.
He gives rebates not only to States, but to individuals, in addition.

Mr. NATHAN. Well, but you see the trouble, Senator, is that the re-
bate to the individual does not reduce the Consumer Price Index.

Senator PACKWOOD. That is true.
Mr. NATHAN. The Consumer Price Index will affect a lot of wage

settlements and wage adjustments. You see, when you have that escala-
tor clause, the indexing procedure, when you increase the Consumer
Price Index you are almost assuring a further round of price increases,
and the spiral is too contagious, And I just do not think we are out of
the inflation mess yet.

Senator PACKWOOD. I have no other questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CIt AMAN. Senator Haskell?
Senator IASKELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Nathan, your analysis is extremely interesting and I certainly

would think your methodology sounds reasonable. Nobody can quarrel
with the. 15-percent return-at least I do not think you can.

I suppose what we are really saying is to induce the average pro-
ducer to stay i business in 1974, an intelligent, average producer
should expect to get $12.72. That is basically what you are saying?

Mfr. NATHAN. That is correct, sir. That is; in essence, correct.
Senator HASKELL. This is minor, but just as a matter of curiosity, the

economic price from 1973 to 1974 was about 50 percent increase.
Mfr. NATHAN. Yes.
Senator HASKELT. What were the factors working there ?
Mr. NATHAN. Well, we have it in here iii the biq report. We show the

price series, and this shows what happened to drilling costs, what hap-
pened to pipe, what happened to all of the expenses. For instance, on
table 8, if you look through, right in the middle of the report, there
is a whole series of tables-

Senator It.sics1r.T,. I will not take your time now, but-
The CHAIRMAN. What page is that on?
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Mr. NATHA_2N. It is table 8. It is, oh, about a quarter of an inch into
the report. You have a whole series of tables. Just look at table No. 8.
This is an index of well costs. And, without going into detail, you will
see the total drilling costs due to rising prices went front an index of-
in 1969 it was 100. It jumped from 130.2 in 1973 to 175 in 1973 and
1974. And you can see how at the top, just the payments to the drilling
contractors, went up from 133.2 to 199.6. That is a 50 percent rise in
drilling cost.

Senator HASKELL. Mr. Nathan, I am lost. What line am I meant to
look at?

Mr. NATHA€. The top line.
Senator IASKELL. I see. I have it.
Mr. NATHANs. The top line says "Payments to drilling contractors."

That is the man who is engaging in the drilling process. Ile does not
usually buy his drilling equipment. le contracts it out. And that index
of drilling

Senator IASKELL. That is about a 50-percent increase right there.
Mr. NATHAN. Then if you look down below, your road and site pirep-

ara(;ol only went up about 10 percent. Transportation went up about
20 percent. Fuel went up 50 percent. So that you see what you have
hicro, Senator I'askcll, was an inflation problem, coupled with a tre-
inendous demand in drilling equipment relative to supply of drilling
equipment.

The CIARAMnM,,. If I might just interject, at this point-the price of
mud went up by 84 percent ? I had always thought that that was sonae-
thing you could always get at a reasonable price, mud.

Mr. NATHAN. It is a rather modest item, but it is ain important use
there. You see this is what you pay for the item, per se. But behind this
are other costs, such as manpower, transportation, and the like.

Senator HASKELL. I have no further questions. I think it is a very
rational, very complete, very interesting presentation. I presuinulet
me ask you another question. This is not dealing with oil. We have this
natural gas problem and I have not seen any solution yet that does not
have bugs in it. And I say the present situation is appalling.

Mr. NATHAN. Yes.
Senator HASKELL. But have you given any thought to that? Now

I realize this is an irrelevancy, from your testimony.
MI. NATHAN. Well, I have done somne work for pipelines, gas pipe-

lines, and also some work on the natural gas demand and supply and
the curtailment measures. I think that what we have to do is on new
gas we will have to allow the cost to go up very substantially again
because the drilling costs are so high and the number of failures is
higher than it used to be. and the production per well is low,,r than it
used to be because there is no use kidding ourselves, as we have gone
along and exploited our natural resources in oil and gas, we have
clearly had a process of going after the most accessible.

I saw a chart once which showed on the left-hand side the tholusanlds
of cubic feet of gas discovered. per thousand foot of wells drilled. In
other words, this gives you an index of your yield in terms of 'gas dis-
covered per thousand feet drilled. And so this yield, starting-and, by
the way, across the bottom of the chart is years, 1910, 192), 1930, 1940.
it goes back over 65 years; it goes back to 1910-that chart just starts
up high and goes down at an amazingly steady rate and has coime down
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near the lowest level and has leveled off there and the result is that your
response in terms of production per thousand feet drilled is way down,
and that is very costly.

NowI th14nk that what we ought to do is to try to explore our gas
resources as fully as possible, and I am afraid we just are going to
have to go to liquefied natural gas and gasification of coal, -hich is
very expensive, but I do not think you are going to get gas at any-
where near the present prices. That is, substantial new exploration.
Old, they are making out very well on old gas because the price is
substantially higher and the lifting cost is not much. But the new
gas costs are going to-be ver 'y -high.

We did not try to do that. We (lid that here with related gas. This
is oil and the gas that comes with the oil is included here. But we
did not do gas. But I have not, much doubt, Senator Haskell, if you
did the same analysis we have done for gas, you would find the new
gas cost has gone up substantially.

Senator HASKELL. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHATIMrAK. Senator Brock?
Senator BnociK. Mr. Chairman, I forgot to ask earlier. If I might,

-I would like to insert some remarks at the opening of the session,
this morning, related to the subject.

The CIATRMAN.. Without objection, it is agreed to.
Senator BRocK. Mr. Nathan, you have done an enormous amount. of

work, and obviously a superb piece of work. I have just a little bit.
of a problem with your response to Senator Packwood, rel,-ting to
the decontrol of old oil and gas.

There is not, anybody in the room that does not share your concern
over inflation. But the problem with a controlled price, whatever the
reason for inflationary purposes or for some other reason, the problem
with the controlled price is'that it forces unrealistic market decisions.
And I would use as an example the testimony of the president of
General M otors who was in this morning, and he said they were using
natural gas to produce the energy for their automobile plants because
it was the cheapest possible commodity available. That is an immi-
nently logical economic decision to make.

But, the fact is that natural gas prices have been held below the
market by the action of this Government. and not bv the market-
place, as'long as I can remember-and have been around certainly
longer than I have been in Congress-and. as a result, we have forced
an increase in the utilization at the very time where, by the increase
in level of cost in the development of new resources we have forced
a reduction in the investment needed to enhance our reserves, our
identified reserves and supplies.

Now is that not going to be the case on any controlled price situa-
ation? Are you not forcing the wrong decisions to be made by the
market on the basis of a political judgment?

Mr. NATHAN. Well let me say that I share with you, Senator Brock,
that over the long run, or over a period of time, sustained controls
will have very serious implications in terms of allocation of resources.
And I think that undoubtedly as we look back now, our natural gas
prices have been much too low. It has been a clean fuel. It -has been
an attractive fuel. It is low cost in terms of -extracting, once you hit
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it. The lifting costs are insiTificant. You have 'pipeline costs. You
have -your byproduct costs-but on the whole, it is a very low cost
to derive.

So, we set these prices. In retrospect, I think we would'have been
a lot better off if we had let those prices go up. However, I have three
questions in my mind, sir.

One is that we do not know about how much response you will get
on the supply side, any more than we do on oil. If Senator Nelson
or Senator Long had said to me, Mr. Nathan, if you let new oil prices
go to $12.83 are you confident you are going to get a tremendous
amount? And I would say no. I do not know. All I am saying is that
if you do not let it go near the cost, you are never going to know
because you will not get the drilling.

And I think the same thing is true of gas, but I do not know what
the response is.

The second thing, I think, has to do with the fact that one of the
reasons I guess that we felt that gas prices should be kept low was
that our access to oil w'as very, very low abroad. Now that is not
true any more, but I also believe that this inflation that I was talking
to Senator Packwood about is a very serious matter because there
is no doubt, Senator Brock, that inflation is a terrible allocator of
resources, too. Inflation has a miserable impact.

I have seen public utilities in this country, as a result of inflation,
and as a result of the regulatory lag having their stocks sell at 50
percent of book, and having, as I said before a financial structure
that is terrible. I have seen public utility bonds go from AAA ratings
down to a B rating.

So inflation is a bad allocator of resources, and recession is a bad
allocator of resources, because you see whathappens to certain sections
of the economy like, housing, but I certainly would not want to see us
maintain controls over the long run. I think transition, yes.

Senator BROCK. I do not. argue that at all. The problem is that
every time you put a control on, you have got to put another control
on to make it work, and then you have got to put another control
on top of that, and it, builds on itself and there-is no way to get out
without the house falling in on your head because you have built a

house of cards.
Mr. NATHAN. That, I think happens, when you have them on

a long time.
Senator BROCK. We have kept them on a long time.
MT r. NATUAN. Yes; we certainly have.
Senator BROCK. How long have we had them on natural gas: 30

years or so? The Senator from Louisiana knows better than I. And I
tellyousomething, maybe I am sensitive to the subject, but I have got
some good friends in my State that are not working today. Some of
them in Nashville, at a Ford glass plant, because they cannot use any-
thing but natural gas. That is the only way they can make that glass.
You cannot use coal in that facility. You cannot use electricity. You
cannot use oil. It is natural gas.

And here we sit, not allowed to pay any price in orderto keep people
,working, and I am bone weary of this political judgment that says,
well, we are going to hold down the price because we cannot afford to
raise it. And, in the process, a lot of Tennesseans right now-my State

55-583-75-pt 1-16
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is more effected than most, I grant you that, but the fact remains that
they are out of work because they cannot get gas at any price and the
market is making a rational decision that is going to hurt us in the long
run because of that price.

We are doing the same thing with oil and I would personally be
willing to see a deregulation now, but at least I would like to see us do
it over a couple of years. I would like to have some end point in mind
:and I think it ought to be set into law so that those who make the
.decisions-when you build a plant, you do not build it for next year.
You build it for 5 and 10 years down the road. The decisions we are

making to build plants, if there are any being built with this idiotic
policy today, are based upon the wrong economic premise.

Now if we said, in law, that we were going to deregulate prices in
stages, you would be making these economic decisions on the right
premise. You would know where to locate your plants. You would
"'know what fuel to use. You would know where you were going. But,
.you do not today.

Mr. NATHAN. Well there is no question that it is going to have some
:strange economic consequences we cannot anticipate now. I think we
-are just, over the years, Senator Brock, we will have to come around
tof-using more liquified gas and more gasification of coal.

Senator BROCK. We are doing a lot of research down at TVA and
. Oak Ridge National Laboratories on gasification, liquefaction. It is
superb.

Mr. NATHAN. It is going to be very expensive.
Senator BROCK. It is as expensive as the dickens.
Mr. NATHAN. It may shift our industry quite substantially, but I

-agree with you. I have moved gradually toward it. I do not know if I
* would agree on 2 years, but I would move gradually toward it.

Senator BROCK. Would you give me an outside figure?
Mr. NATHAN. Five years.
Senator BROCK. Oh, come on. That is ridiculous.
Mr. NATHAN. You want to comprise halfway between four and five?
Senator BROCK. Let us compromise at two and a half.
Mr. NATHAN. Well, I do, but Senator I am really worried about in-

,flation because I think this country is now in the worse recession since
the 1930's and I wish I could sit here before this committee and tell
,you I was confident that we have broken the back of inflation or the
recession, but I just cannot.

Senator BROCK. I cannot either, but do you honestly think the wage
and price controls we had on 2 years ago did not contribute to the reces-

.sion that we are now in?
Mr. NATHAN. I am not sure they contributed to the recession, but I

think the recession was pretty much a result of an effort through over-
-all monitoring and fiscal policies to break the inflation by curtailing
aggregate demand. I am not so sure-I am not for wage and price con-

.trols, across the board, or wage freezes, but I do wish the President
would use his moral authority and moral persuasion to-and, by the
way, I say this about labor as well as prices-to try to get a modifica-
tion of the wage and price increases at this stage.

Senator BROCK. Sort of like the social contracts that are working so
-well in .Eng.a.d
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-Mr. NATHAN. Social contract is not working well in England, be,'
cause I do not think they have any. I think our labor has been far mere
responsible.

Senator BRocx. No question about it. If they were not, we would
really have a mess.

Mr. NATHAN. Yes, we would really be in trouble.
Senator BROCK. Tlnk you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Nathan, I am going to ask those who might not

agree with your conclusions to do their own study and look at your
published data and your information and I would like to have a few
extra copies of it-the backup information here-so we can make it
available to them. If they do not agree with this they should tell us
what is wrong about it and see what conclusion they reach after they
put the pencil and challenge some of these figures that they might
want.

But it seems to me that what you have said here illustrates some-
thing that Congress has not been aware of; that those Arabs might
have had some logic in what they were doing when they put prices
where they put them. Because if you look at what is likely to happen,
if you are an exporting country or an exporting cartel there is only one
of those nations that you are exporting to that has the potential of
not only becoming independent in short order but also of exporting
instead of importing. And that is the United States of America.

Now. where did they put those prices? They put them right about
where you are putting them on the basis of saying, well, now you do
not need to import this from us if you do not want to. You can go
ahead and achieve energy independence. But you cannot produce this
any cheaper than we are selling it to you.

Mr. NATHAN. That is right. Yes, they may have had a sense of some-
thing around this magnitude, I do not know and I am not saying that
the $12.83 is 100 percent perfect.

But I think it is a very, very near correct figure.
The CHAIRMAN. It would not be very smart for them, all things

considered, to put their price to where within 3 or 4 years, their cartel
would be completely shattered by the economic factors favoring pro-
duction in the United States and elsewhere. A good place to put it
would be to put it right about, or slightly below the point where
the United States could achieve independence.

.Mfr. NArHAN. Yes, I think that is logical.
The CHTAIRMAN. Now, if you look at what they were sating at their

meeting. They were saying that they were selling this stuff it all
together to lower price, that the rest of the world could not produce
it, any cheaper than that. And their argument has that much intrinsic
value. I am not, saying they are right about that.

All I am saying is that they were just illustrating something that
I was always led to believe was the first lesson that a young man is
supposed to learn about business. I was told the story about the bus-
inessman who went homi e and he said, now son, let us see if you have
now mastered your first lesson in business. How much is two and
two? And the son said, Pop but that all depends. And he said, it
depends on what? And he said, are we buying or are we selling?

And now from the point of view of those Arabs, yes. they can nro-
luce that stuff at 50 cents a barrel or less. But when they are selling
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it to you, a good businessman is not going to sell his cost of produ,-
tion he is going to sell it at what itgog to cost the other man.
to produce it.

Mr. NATHAN. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. It is somewhere in that area, between your cost of

production and the other guy's cost of production that their price is
going to fall.

And what they were going to do is to move their price up to sonic-
thing that would appear, based on your calculations, to be pretty
lose to what it would take us to produce new oil in the United States

Mr. NAT-AL. That is correct.
The CHAIIMAN. Now, I hope we can find ways to achieve this.
There is one other thing I think I should ask you about. Now, you

are testifying for a veiy fine group I have all the sympathy in the
world for and I have expressed it many times. You are testifying for
the Independent Domestic Producers, I take it, small independent
producers?

Mr. NATHAw. That is correct.
The CHAiMrM AN. Most of those people are still getting their depletion

allowance?
Afr. NATHAN. Yes. sir, a little bit, but they are still getting some.
The CInAIMRA. I know that there are quite a few complaints about

the fact that we, drafted something that was too tight for some of
them to live with on. that they cannot sell something. they cannot
comply with their contracts-where a man drills and then a fter be
gets the well drilled if he finds nil he assingns an interest to all of
the partners. And we have got it drafted so when he goes to sign it
they do not get their depletion allowance and all of that. But maybe
that can be worked out by regulations.

However. those people, theoretically at least, are still getting the
depletion allowance.

Now, what would this figure have to be for a medium, or a large
independent, or a major company that is not getting a depletion
allowance ?

Mr. NAIAN. I think to eliminate depletion allowances entirely
would probably add something in the vicinity of $1.90 a barrel to
this figure.

The CTAunrA rN. Because I think, since you are testifying for the
other people, you can be regarded as being sort of an impartial or
unbiased witness talking about the competition.

Mr. NATHAN. I would be glad to do that, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator NELSON. Did I understand the chairman to say he was go-

ing to have some critical evaluation? Do you have any critics of this
methodology?

Mr. NATHAN. Orally, Senator, nobody in all of the discussion we
have had with people, nobody has criticized the technique. The criti-
cism has been, somebody says, well, 15-percent rate of return is too.
high, you ought to use 10 or you ought to use 12, somebody else said.
well, you have got in there the bonuses you pay for the right to drill
ond since that derives from the price of oil and if the price is higher
they are willing to pay a higher bonus.
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But one of the things you will find in our methodologT here is that
we lag our bonus payments by 2 years. In other words, our 1974 bonus
in here is what was paid in 1972, because what you acquired in land
leases in 1972 you do not start usually drilling that. So, we have had
a 2-year lag. So, we have not got the really very, very big most recent
bonuses in there.

But even if you take that out and even if you reduce it to 12.5-
percent rate of return you might get this $12.83 down to $11.50,
$11.75, $12.

Senator NErso-,. The reason I asked the chairman is that when I
find a good New Dealer like you hand-in-hand with a conservative
Tcnnezsean, I tend to be concerned about it. I am a little unsure.

Senator BROCK. We found some areas of disagreement.
Senator NELSO.. Not very much.
The CHAIRMAN. I appreciate your statement here and I publicly

invite anybody to obtain a copy of the backup information which has
been developed and to offer a critique of it if they want to. Because
when I read your statement that you delivered before the Interior
Committee, my-reaction was that that is an approach which I think
is essential to solve this problem. We need to know the answer to a
number of questions.

One. what will it cost to produce energy ? What is it going to cost
us to produce oil? What is it going to cost us to produce gasl What
will it cost to produce coal?

The next thing you want to know is how much money is it oig
to tal.e and how much on an annual basis. Then we need to Know
how we go about getting all of that and we ought to try to make some
plan to bring those things about.

Now to proceed on any other basis, to just, run around here shout-
ing we, are paying too much for sonmiethinar-if you cannot back it p,
-one way or another you are just talking about passion and hard feel-
ings that somebody, raised the price or that those Arabs you think
recilly give you the 'worst of it. That is not going to solve the problem.

It't evnis to me as though the price will come down as far as the
world mlirket is concerned when the United States can produce its
-own requirements. Then we will have some leverage.

Mr. NATHAN. Yes, I agree with that.
The, CHAIRIMAX. Thank you very much.
Mr. NATHAN. Thank you, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Nathan and a document entitled

"Calculation of New Oil Costs in the United States. Years 1959 through
1974", dated May 1, 1975, follows. Hearing continues on page 255.]

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT R. NATHAN, ON PETR0LEUMi PRICING ON BEHALF OF SMALL
PSODUCEM FOR ENERGY INDEPENDENCE

The development of policies and programs designed to maximize the Inde-
pendence of the United States in the energy area is both highly important and
complex. One element of this issue which has been discussed by many Con-
gres-ioual committees relates to prices of crude oil produced In the United States.

The Jeep concern of the United States with the problem of inflation makes it
especially important to understand the relationship between oil prices, oil sup-
plies and oil demand on the one hand and the dangers of continuing inflation
on the other. Particularly relevant is the impact of oil prices on the supply of

-oil, and, most importantly, new oil.
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As my testimony will indicate, my associates and I have studied the economic
cost of drilling for and producing new oil.

It is clear that if prices set for new oil are Inadequate to cover the costs of
explo~mtion and producing new oil, exploration and production will be discour-
aged. This is a simple and blunt economic fact that no rhetoric or generaliza-
tions can erase. The recent history of prices and exploration strongly emphasizes
the fact that adequate prices are an important determinant of drilling for new
oil.

I urge this committee to take into account the differential costs between new
oil in past years and the present levels of such costs. Also it is essential to take
into consideration the cost of new oil as distinct from old oil. It is in the In-
terest of the United States to drill extensively in order to know all that can be
known about total supplies. In this respect we must provide Incentives to maxi-
mize the exploration and exploitation of new oil, and this principally calls for
prices of new oil that will cover costs. Any level of prices below that level will
curtail new exploration and additions to supply-.

As you may know, on April 28, 1975, 1 submitted to the Senate Committee
on the Interior a statement entitled "The Cost of Finding, Developing, and Pro-
ducing Crude Oil in the United States." This statement was based on a detailed
analysis of the true economic costs involved in all aspects of new production
of crude oil in this country. The results are both significant and provocative. It
is quite clear that for some time oil prices in the United States have been at
levels well below actual costs and this has had a discouraging impact on find-
ing and developing new sources of oil supplies. These findings may not be good
news for us, but it is essential that the facts be developed and aired in order
to arrive at policies which will be compatible with moving toward tie fulfill-
ment of our national objectives of reducing our dependence on insecure sources
for energy and reducing the unfavorable balance of payments resulting from
heavy imports of crude oil and petroleum products. Simultaneously, we must
take into account the longer-run needs of consumers and the problems of gen-
eral inflation.

The following observations relate specifically to the cost and price problems
of new oil development In the United States and should help to shed light on a
complex and sensitive subject. It should be noted that these problems are quite
distinct from two other issues that must be addressed by overall energy policy:
the problem of conservation by constraining demand and the problem of pre-
venting or offsetting unintended enrichment of producers of old oil or ih-
poverishment of consumers. Here we are dealing only with incentives and means
to add to domestic supplies.

Unless oil can be sold by producers at prices sufficient to cover costs plus a
return on the operator's capital investment sufficient to sustain exploration, then
surely wildcat drilling in the United States will decline. It is the rate of return
on capital investment that provides the driving force to sustain the level of -
exploratory activity. This, In turn, determines the level of our oil discoveries
and production volume. It is In this context that we must take note of the huge
cost increases that have been experienced in finding, developing, and producing
crude petroleum.

Tile attached table, Exhibit I, provides data on the economic cost of finding,
developing and producing crude oil in the United States for each year durin-
the period 1959 through 1974. The oil (and regulated gas) reserves found each
year represent the total quantity of usable reserves that are available for pro-
duction attributable to all new wells drilled within that year. The total level of
capital investment In drillings each year in the United States (excluding Prud-
hoe Bay) is also shown. Revenues from the sale of each year's discovered re-
serves of oil and their attendant costs were projected year by year over the
calculated life of the reserve. The price at which each year's discovered oil was
assumed to be sold over the life of the reserve was then determined to be at
that level which would yield a discounted cash flow rate of return to the pro-
ducer of 15 percent after payment of all costs, including income taxes. This is
referred to as the "economic price," In that it represents the price necessary
to Induce wildcat producers to take the risks and incur the costs attendant on
finding and developing new sources of crude oil.

In the calculations, all costs incurred in the drilling of dry wells as well as
new discoveries have been taken into account. All tax Incentives, such as In-
tangible drilling costs and percentage depletion, as they actually existed In
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each year, have been added to cash flow in arriving at the price neded to yield
the 15 percent rate of return. The 1974 calculated price does not, therefore, re-
flect the increased costs and reduced capital accumulation which will result from
the changes in percentage depletion rates and the 65 percent taxable income
ceiling enacted in 1975. It does not take into account the 10 percent minimum
preference tax on percentage depletion or the higher than 50 percent income
tax bracket of many Individual entrepreneurs.

An enterprise engaged in oil exploration is distinctly unique from most other
kinds of business. It utilizes depleting capital as income and then expends the
larger part of this income in ventures, many of which result in a negative re-
turn. Four out of five exploratory wells drilled are dry. A 15 percent return
on invested capital must be regarded as an extremely conservative base for
calculating the economic price in an industry that is so speculative and risk-
laden.

The year-by-year economic price and the actual price received for oil discov-
ered over the 1959-74 period are shown graphically in Exhibit II. As is evident,
only in 1959 did the price actually received equal or exceed the economic price
for new crude oil. The consequences of this price situation should have been
anticipated. During this 1959-74 period the number of barrels per exploratory
well drilled dropped by almost 60 percent. The level of drilling activity fell by
56 percent. The number of independent oil producers declined from an estimated
20,000 to 10,000. The price chart largely explains these declines. Reasonable
returns from exploratory drilling involved real costs that far exceeded the
prices at which oil was being bought abroad.

Despite the recent price Increases in crude oil, the economic cost of new oil
remained above the price actually received through 1974. If new oil prices were
rolled back or If ceilings on new oil where set at levels below the economic
cost, taking into account the cost effects of the changes already made in per-
centage depletion, we could well again experience the situation that resulted
in the precipitous decline in the discovery of oil reserves over the past 20 years.
Oil is more difficult to find than In the earlier years of the industry, but scien-
tific techniques are increasingly sophisticated and costly. If the decline In do-
mestic discoveries is to be reversed for any extended period of time, the existence
of appropriate economic incentives-absent for so niany years-is a necessary
prerequisite for more exploration.

Several observations can be made that are pertinent to your hearing and will
serve to update the basic study findings to which I previously referred. First
of all, exploratory activity declined somewhat during the past 3 months, after
reaching a 10-year peak in mid-March. One would have expected such activity
to increase in face of the rising reliance on imports. Explaining the decline in
active rigs, from 1,672 in Iarch to 1,625 for the week ending July 7, must, to
some extent, be speculative. However, It seems clear that the chances made in
the percentage depletion allowance, with the consequent reduction in internal
capital sources and lowered borrowing capability, plus the specter of price con-
trols on new crude oil production, all contributed to the change from increasing
to decreasing exploration.

A second development of significance has been the continued firmness in the
prices of Imported oil despite the worldwide drop in demand, production cut-
backs, and increased U.S. tariffs. Indeed, despite repeated predictions of sharp
drops in the price of Imported oil by government officials and others, the outlook
seems to be for higher rather than lower prices.

It Is well known that imports of crude oil are holding at high levels and threat-
ening to Vo higher. What is not as well known is that during the four weeks, end-
ing June 27, 1975, imports from Canada Into the United States east of the Rockies
dropped to 412 thousand barrels a (lay from 6.2 thousand barrels a (lay in the
comparable period last year. As a nation, we are not only becoming more import-
dependent, but more dependent on imports from less secure sources. If and as
recovery takes place in the economy. there will le more imports.

As an alternative to larger imports or increased domne'ttie production, the nation
could undertake a massive conservation program. Nothing has happened since my
April testimony that would lead me to believe this Is in the cards-short of
another oil embargo.

What the foregoing adds up to is a trade-off between Increased imports of
Mideast oil-the only plar-e from which they are available--and Inereased domte -
tic production, which depends heavily on new oil. We calculated the economic



-cost of finding and producing new U.S. oil at between $12.50 and $13.00 in 1974.
That is cn ftverage cost. Some new oil may be *oduced at a lower cost and some
at higher levels. However, It is clear that as the price of new oil is controlled at
levels below the economic cost of finding and producing it, less new oil will be
sought, less produced. As a price ceiling Is reduced, it is Inevitable that the level
of new oil production will also be reduced.

Assuming that a serious conservation program is not undertaken, then the
'quar.tity of new oil not discovered and produced because of price ceilings set
below the economic cost of producing new oil will be imported from the OPEC
nations. This contributes to our balance of trade problems and increases the
threat to our national security resulting from imports from insecure sources.
Indeed, to pay a higher price for domestic new oil than the cost of Imports could
be regarded as a national security insurance premium. At the present time, how.
-ever. the reverse Is true and it could be said we are enjoying a national security
bonus rather than payment.

IN
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EXHIBIT I.--COST OF NEW OIL, TOTAL UNITED STATES, YEARS 1959 THROUGH 1974

[Dollar amounts in millionsl

Gross
oil

reserves
(millions

of
Year barrels)

Gross
oil

8:d
gas Royalty

sales expense

Deple-tion
allow-

ance
Depre- Taxable
ciation income

I nvest. Federal
tax inco 4,e

credit taxes

(18) (19)(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

$2,362
2,087
2,052
2,100
2,004
2,307
1,852
2,085'
2,042
2,273
2,358
2,323
1,864
1,726
1,628
2, 813

$857
706
701
704
718
769
693
758
753
781
757
692
606
696
669
987

Note: Figures are for total United States except Prudhoe Bay field in Alaska. All financial data
expressed iii constant dollars for year of initial projection. Columns may not add precisely because of
computer Iounding.

EXPLANATORY NOTES
Column:

(1) Oil reserves added by drilling plus expected upward revisions.
(2) Gas reserves assncitcd with oil.
(3) Col. (1) multiplied by col. (18) plus col. (2) multiplied by col. (19).
(4) 12.5 percent of col. (3).
(5) Variable tax rate multiplied by (col. (3) minus col. (4)). Tax rate is approximately 6 percent.
(6) Direct operating costs including fifld labor and supl)lies, mint, nance, general and adminis-

trative overhead.
(1) Col (3) minus col. (4) minus col. (5) minus col. (6).
(8) -t otal capital investment attributable to oil reser ves added in year including leasehold costs.

(9) Portion of total capital attributable to intangible drilling costs.
(10) I ncludes cost and percentage depletion based on law at time of 1st yr projected.
(11) Cumultatie depreciation of tangible 1ril1ing costs and leasehold equipment.
(12) Col. (7) minus col. (9) minus crl. (10) minus col. (11).
(13) Investment tax credit is variable for each year depending on law at start of year. Zero

some years.
(14) Col. (12) multiplied by 50 percent minus co. (13).
(15) Col. (7) minus col. (14) or alternatively col. (12) minus col. (14) plus col. (10) minus col. (9)

plus col. (11).
(16) Col. (15) minus col. (8).
(17) Col. (16) discounted at 15 percent per annum compounded annually. Must total zero.
(18) Cross oil prices at wcllliead required for 15 percent discounted rate of return after federal

income taxes.
(19) Gioss gas prict for the purpose of calculating coproduct credits.

Gross
gas

reserves
(billions
of cubic

feet)

Ad
valorem

and
state
taxes

Operat-
ing
ex-

penses

Ad-
justed

gross
income

Total
invested

capital

In-
tangible
drilling

cost

1959 -------
1960 ----) --
1961 -------
1962 -------
1963 -------
1964 .....
1965 .....
1966 -------
1967 -------
1968 ------
1969 -------
1970 -------
1971 -------
1972 -------
1973 -------
1974 ----

3,793
2, ;85
2, 773
2, 511
2, 133
3,118
2, 234
1,986
1,874
2,003
1,522
1,766
1,267
1,803
1,049
1,206

After
tax
net

income

4,594
3,373
3,358
3,041
2,583
3,775
2,705
2,560
1,908
2,258
1,901
2, 138
1,488
1,764
1,450
1,677

Net
cash
flow
dis-

counted
15

percent

$11,740
10, 179
10,025
10,174
9,721

11,223
9,098
9,993
9,808

10,833
11,146.
13, 352
10,818
10,105
9,458

16,099

Net
cash
flow

Grossoil
price

(dollars
per

barrel)

Gasprice
(dollars

per
thou-
sand

cubic
feet)

$1,467
1,272
1,253
1,272
1,215
1,403
1,137
1,250
1,226
1,354
1,393
1,669
1,352
1,263
1,182
2,012

$680
594
567
570
538
641
522
562
569
634
640
770
6C5
561
448
762

$1,8931,505
1,531
1,550
1,565
1,670
1,498
1,477
1,426
1,478
1,493
1,667
1,546
1,499
1,451
2,137

$7,700
6,807
6,674
6,733
6,403
7,508
5,940
6,709
6,587
7,367
7,620
9,247
7,315
6,781
6,377

11,187

$3,630
3,150
3,120
3,202
3,095
3,475
2,917
3,135
3,132
3,446
3,406
3,590
3,032
2,986
2,846
4,632

$2,341
2,042
2,048
2,078
2,075
2,155
1,981
2,009
2, 88
2,268
2,112
1,891
1,751
1,893
1,855
2,739

$2,139
1,972
1,873
1,900
1,607
2,277
1,414
1,857
1,704
2,045
2,393
4 340
3,093
2,467
2,225
4,618

0
0
0

$49
50
54
48
41
43
55
37
0

42
49
47
69

$1,070986
936
901
753

1,085
659
837
809
968

1,159
2,170
1,504
1,185
1,066
?,255

$6,630
5,821
5, 738
5,882
5,650
6,424
5,282
5,822
5,778
6, 399
6,461
7,077
5,811
5,597
5, 311
8,932

$3. 0002,671
2,618
2,680
2, 555
2, 949
2,365
2, 687
2, 646'
2,953-
3,055
3,497
2,779
2,611
2,465
4,300

00
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Z.863.40
3.34
3.77
4.27
3.32
3.79
4.73
4.99
5,13
7.01
7.25
8. 22
7.36
.63

12.73

0.194.210
.227
.233
.237
.231
.234
.236
.240
.246
.251
.257
.273
.293
.279
.449

• w f

(10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17)
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EXHIBIT Ill A.-ECONOMIC PRICE OF NEW OIL AND PRICE RECEIVED FOR OIL

[Dollar per barrel

Economic
pr ice

for
new oil IYea r

Price
received

for
oil12 Difference

1959 ............................................................. 2.86 3.25 -. 31
1960 ............................................................. 3. 40 3.25 .15
1961 ............................................................. 3.34 3.20 .14
1962 ............................................................. 3. 77 3. 10 .57
1963 ............................................................. 4.27 3.10 1.17
1964 ............................................................. -3.32 3.10 .22
1965 ............................................................. 3.79 3.10 .6 .'
1966 ..................................................... ; ....... 4.73 3.11 1. 6.
1967 ............................................................. 4.99 3.11 1.3*
196& ............................................................. 5.13 3.16 1. -7
1969 ------------------------------------------------------------ 7.01 3.32 3.69
1970 ............................................................. 7.25 3.40 3. t5
1971 ............................................................. 8.22 3.60 4. c')
1972 ............................................................. 7.36 3.60 . 6
1973 ............................................................. 3.63 8 4. 20 4. 3
1974 ............................................................. 12.73 1 1C. 50 2.2.

I CDI. 18, exhibit I.
s Price received for oil during year (east Texas field).
I New oil.

40
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EXHIBIT IV.A.-DOMESTIC PRODUCTION OF CRUDE OIL AND NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS AND IMPORTS OF CRUDE
OIL AND REFINED PETROLEUM PRODUCTS, UNITED STATES 1959-74

in thousands of barrels per day]

U.S. Imports into U.S.
Year production United States consumption

1959 ------------------------------------------------------------ 7,969 1,780 9,7491960 ------------------------------------------------------------ 8,194 1,815 10,009196 . . . . . ..------------------------------------------------------- 8,242 1,917 10, ,,
1962 ----------------------------------------------------------- 98,46 2,082 10.578
163 ------------------------------------------------------------ 8, 838 2,123 10, 961
1964 ------------------------------------------------------------ 8 ,976 2,258 11,234
1985 ------------------------------------------------------------ 9,242 2,468 11,710
1966 ------------------------------------------------------------ 9,720 2,573 12, 2?31967 ------------------------------------------------------------ 10,329 2,537 12,8761968 ---------------------------------------------------------- 10,796 2,839 13,635
1969 --------------------------------------------------------- 11,215 3,166 14,381
1970 --------------------------------------------------------- 11,549 3,419 14, 968
1971 ------------------------------------------------------------ 11.523 3,916 15,449
1972 --------------------------------------------------------- 11,861 4,741 16,60219)3 ----------------------------------------------------------- 11,26 6,2"6 1,552
1974 ------------------------------------------------------------ 10,781 6,083 16,864

LA RuE, MOORE. & SCHAFER,
Dallas, Tex., May 1, 1975.

CALCULATION OF NEW OIL Cosrs, UNITED STATES, YEARS 1959 Tur:ouGri 1974,
M AY 1, 1975

FOREWORD
Scope of Investigation

A study has been made to estimate the economic cost of finding, developing, anti
producing crude pyetroleum in the United States, exclusive of the Prudhoe Bay
theld in Alaska. for each year (luring the period from 1950 through 1974. Yearly
historical additions to the United States oil reserve inventory were analyzed as
were the expenditures associated with petroleum exploration and development
and production. Projections of production and revenue attril)utable to the re.serN'es
a(lded were processed using an economics model designed specifically for the pur-
pose. As an aid to interpreting the significance of derived economic oil costs, vari-
ous petroleum activity indicators were compiled and compared to the selling
price of oil. While this study is specifically concerned with crude petroleum and
its associated gas, the techniques used are also generally applicable to natural
gas exploration since many economic factors are common to both.

A nth ority
This study was authorized by Mr. Robert R. Nathan, President of Robert R.

Nathan Associates, Inc.
Source of Information,

Information used In this study was obtained from published sources which we
consider to be the most reliable and complete, our own files, and work papers
compiled during previous work on cost data for Projec-t Independence. The calhu-
lations of new oil cost are consistent with those developed by the Interagency
Task Force on Oil, chaired by Dr. V. E. MeKelvy of the U.S. Geological Survey.
Some of the more important published references may be found in Appendix A
and other sources are given as footnotes on various tables and figures in this
report.

SUMMARY AND CONCL17SIONS

A series rf comlputations have been made for each of the years from 1959
through 1974 to estimate the economic cot of crude petroleum in the I'llited
Stntes. Til'es,- stutlies show that theQ(cofloIiC (ost of (,rdle petroleum in tl
V'nited Si:ites, excluive (if ['rudhue Bny, inm-ased from $2.5( ncr larrel in 1959
to ,€.70 per barrel in 1973. During the same period, the typical selling price of new
oil inRr"' . r ,2..21 to $.4.10 rer ',arr(,.

As a ro )s'eluenve of the ever incresing lisi'ai'ity between the nctuna1 eonomli(
cost M1!: d lling prieoz. Iy"trolomn ex,)lorntioin luringe th, period (ld(elined shArplv.
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Between 1959 and 1973 total drilling activity dropped 50 percent, drilling rigs in
service declined l)y 60 percent, and over 100 producers, many of substantial size,
found it more attractive to sell their properties to larger international firms than
to continue exploration activities.

Nationwide costs have not been compiled for 1974, but we have estimated
capital expenditures based on the number of wells drilled and have calculated
the economic cost of oil found in 1974 to be $12.94 per barrel. As a result of
the Arab embargo, the 1974 selling price for crude oil increased to approximately
$10.00 per barrel, providing great stimulus to exploratory drilling and a marked
reversal in the 15-year trend of declining activity.

Economic cost is defined as the cost of finding, developing, and producing
crude petroleum plus the minimum return on the operator's capital necessary
to sustain exploration. The rconomic costs of new oil supplies are calculated by
the discounted cash flow rate of return method whereloy revenues from the sale
of oil and their attendant costs are projected yearly over the expected life of
the reserve. Oil prices are adjusted \ within the economic mtdel until the dis-
counted ca'zh flow rate of return to 1he producer (after federal income taxes)
is 15 percent, the minimum required, in our opinion, to maintain exploration
levels. Detailed results of the econonir, calculations and the methods used in
their derivation are contained within the text of the report.

One important factor affecting economic oil costs is the depletion allowance
which hats now been repealed for the nation's major producers. Calculations
made previously usiug the same economic model but not inehided in this work
have shown that elimination of the depletion allowance will increase economic
costs of new oil by approximately 2(0 to 24 percent.

Submitted,
JOHN D. LARUE, P.E.

DI SCUSSION -

Pctrolcm exploration
The basic elements of petroleum exploration are much the same around the

world. Crude oil Iruduction is the culmination of a mans idea---the suece.ssful
testing of a correct hypotlesis of where oil might lie found. Idea, come from
many sources, such as a study of aerial photographs, reconnaissance seismic
surveys, examination of logs from un-muc.essful wells, and analogies with condi-
tions elsewhere. Pursuit of exploration ideas may -w-sult in a piece of tangible
information which strengthens the idea. Thisn piece of information. which is
frequently referred to as a "lead'. may be nothing more than the subtle change
in contour spacing on a map or the way a river changess its course as it flows
through the plain.

Leads which offer the most promise are investigated by assigning additional
geologists, geophysicists, engineers, and sulppordTing staff to unke interpretations
of all available geologic data and p(,stullate petroleum f(.Unnimlationf.. If the
idea still appears to have merit in the order of one in one hundred will) the
lead may lie upgraded into a "proslaet". At this point, leases are purchased.
geophysical crews are engaged to make surveys, and geological core holes may
be drilled. Exploration geologists and g.ophysicists wvill then interpret the new
information to see if the original concept was valid. If the new data still supports
time prospe(t (in many cases it will not) and it appears to have sufficient com-
mercial potential in relation to others being evaluated, the prosp,.ct is slated
for one or more exploratory wells.

Proof of petroleum reserves comes only from drilling exploratory wells-there
is no other way. The best of modern geophysical techniques give only a shadowvy
inference of laces to look for petroleumn accumulations. The exploratory well
may be productive or dry. but the odds gre:!tly favor its being dry. In 1974, for
example. 6,000 of the 8,600 exploratory wells drilled failed to find either oil or
gas and were abandoned as dry holes. If the exploratory well is successful In
1im(iiig oil. newv oil reserves are added to the United States Inventory Reserves

added by drilling are classified into three general categories: new fields, new
reservoirs in old fields, and extensions t,) old fields. Reserves added by drilling
have historically been revised upward, MOst commonly through implementation
of enhanced oil recovery techniques.
Development and exploration

Trhe foregoing, vhieh is generally referred to as the exploratory phase in te
life of .an oil field, is followed by the development of the field when additional
wells are drilled and equipment is installed to accomodate oil production.
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Development investment is usually divided by accounting conventions into two
-categories: well drilling and equipping costs, and lease equipment costs. The
wel'-a.sciated costs include all conduits through which oil is produced to the
surface and the wellhead assembly. Lease equipment includes surfaces and sub-
surface pumping equipment, pipelines to storage, and lease storage tanks re-
(jired for holding and measuring crude petroleum before it Is sold.

Exploitation of the field begins when the first well is placed on production and
continues until operating costs equal the operating revenues at which time the
field is abandoned. During the exploitation period which typically lasts 25 to 30
years, wells require continuing attention to keep oil production at economic
levels: the costs of labor and materials to maintain equipment and oil production
a:,( referred to) as producing or operating costs.

Jicrinwmic considerations
A gLance at dry hole statistics on Table 4 shows that many failures accompany

the successful wells which define new oil fields. Each failure represents a con-
siderable expenditure of time and monies in terms of geophysical and geological

c lease acpuibsition, general and administrative cost, and all other outlays
titribu able to getting the prospects to the point where they are abandoned or
-,lectcd for drilling.

Any viable entity engaged in prospecting for and producing crude petroleum
must generate enough economically successful ventures to pay for both its fail-
ures and successes. Moreover, to justify continuing exploration activity, the pro-
ducer must earn a return on investment commensurate with his risks. Should the
producer do ftlherwvise, petroleum exploratory activity would decline and firms
having revenues from oil production would seek niore secure Investment oppor-
tunities. One tremendously complicating factor is that oil is discovered In a some-
what random fashion and a firm exploring for oil may continue in a net-loss
l msitioit for >evoral years before it can ho( determined that it is unable to continue

-or until a discovery is made which covers the previous losses.
In this study we have endeavored to set out in the most straightforward man-

ner possible the relationship between oil found and cost attributable to the find-
ing (if that oil. The frame of reference is the entire United States (luring the past
16 years, exclusive of the Prudhoe Bay field in Alaska which is in a geological
provide for which we have very little history.

The 15 years prior to 1974 have beeni a period of declining petroleum explo-
rattiry activity. During this period, an increasing number of producers found
that in the face of rising costs they could not find enough new oil to justify
attempts to replace their reserves and, therefore, began de facto liquidation.
W cause of the random nature of petroleum finding, a few explorers prospered
,during this period, but most, and Indeed the nationwide exploratory industry as
we shall show later, did not.

We have quantified the effects of Increasing costs and decreasing finding rates
on the cost of new -petroleum reserves in the United States. It serves no useful
purpose to state that finding costs are so much a barrel and lifting costs have
increased to a specific level unless one is so familiar with the magnitude of these
numbers that they can intuitively be converted into profitability. Since few
people, even those within the petroleum industry, can readily make this transi-
tion, the historical economics of oil finding have been expressed in terms of the
economic cost of new oil.

The economic cost of new oil is calculated by taking Into account the amount
of oil discovered in any one year and the cost of finding, developing, and produc-
ing that oil, plus the minimum rate of return on the operator's investment
necessary to sustain activity. When the economic cost is compared to the actual
selling price of crude oil, great insight is provided into the forces that drive
petroleum exploration levels. The next section, "Methodology", gives a detailed
account of how economic costs of new oil are calculated.
Methodology

Activity in petroleum exploration, like most endeavors, Is driven by the pro-
ducer's anticipation that he might Improve his position. The major considerations
in exploration decisioninaking are current petroleum prices, extrapolation of past
economic experience, and the current laws and regulations concerning petroleum
finding and extractive processes. If prior experience seems to justify continua-
tion of exploration, the limiting constraint then becomes the availability of risk
capital which is normally generated Internally since petroleum exploration ven-
tures cannot be financed through commercial lending institutions.
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In this study we have Isolated historic yearly expenditures for petroleum ex-
ploration and development and the ultimate petroleum reserves added through
drilling during the same year. These reserves were projected over their expected
lives so that the future annual gross revenue from the sale of crude oil and Its
associated gas could be calculated. All costs associated with the oil production
were deducted to calculate net cash flow to the produce' r after federal income
taxes.

Laws concerning depletion allowance and Investment tax credit in effect dur-
ing the year of discovery were used in calculating the net cash flow since these
factors were the ones influencing exploratory activity in that year. Maximum,
advantage of intangible drilling deductions and depletion was taken, whieh im-
plicity assumes that the producer had other income against which to deduct a
large portion of intangible drilling costs.

Economic costs of new oil were calculated by the discounted cash flow rate of
return method wherein oil prices were adjusted until the producer's discounted
rate of return after federal income taxes was 15 percent, the minimum required.
in our opinion, to maintain exploration levels. The discounted cash flow method
was used in this study because it is a universally accepted deciion-making in-
vestment criterion in petroleum exploration and production ventures. Individual
economic projections for the years 1959 through 1974 may be found on Tables 11
through 26. The bottom line of these projections is summarized on Table 1, which
also includes as footnotes the derivation of the columns appearing on the eco-
nomic projections. The exact calculation procedure and derivation of economic
parameters may be followed by examining Tables 2 through 10.

No claim is made that the calculation is precise. One might correctly argue, for
example, that the geological expenditures predate drilling by several years or
that -royalty expenses are substantially greater than the one-eighth used in the
calculation or that oil wells cost more to oparate then gas wells. These refinements
were not made because basic data are not available to permit more detailed dif-
ferentiation of the costs. Further, it is better, in our judgment, to handle the sta-
tistical data on a consistent basis rather than to introduce arbitrary assumptions
which would add little to the accuracy of the calculations and would not mate-
rially change the results. A conscious effort has been made to perform the calcula-
tions in such a manner that the resulting economic costs of new oil are not
overstated. In general, introduction of more detailed data and refinements in the
technique would result in slightly higher oil prices; however, the methods used
provide a consistent basis for making meaningful year-to-year comparisons.

Historical reserve additions in the United States are shown on Table 2. Total
reserves added by drilling include extensions of old oil fields, discovery of new
fields, and new reservoirs discovered in old fields. A second category of reserve
additions includes revisions to existing reserves which are the algebraic summa-
tion of the positive and negative adjustments to reserves in all of the fields in the
United States. The oil reserve revisions show a long positive historic trend, pri-
marily because recovery factors have been increased as a result of secondary
recovery projects. Revisions listed in 1974, for example, may come about In part
because a West Texas field found in the 1960's was placed on waterflood In 1913.

Historically, each barrel of new reserve added through drilling will accrue an
additional three-fourths barrel of oil through the revision process and the ulti-
mate reserve added must be credited to the year's exploratoxry efforts.

Table 3 Is a compilation of historical expenditures in the United States associ-
ated with exploring, developing, and producing crude petroleum for the years
1959 through 1973. Drilling statistics for the same period plus 1974 are on Table
4, and Tahle 5 depicts the calculation of operating expenses allocated to oil wells,
compiled from data presented on Tables 3 and 4. Implicit In the calculation of
operating expenses Is the assumption that operating costs for oil wells are the
same as gas wells. This assumption, which is required because oil and gas well
operating costs for oil wells generally exceed those for gas wells.

Table 6 shows the combined capital cost for oil and gas wells as compiled from
data on Table 3. Capital investments allocated to oil operations based on data
appearing in previous tables are on Table 7. Also shown on Table 7 is the adjust-
ment In capital expenditures in the Prudhoe Bay field so that the calculated
capital costs apply to the United States, excluding Prudhoe Bay.

Cost components related to well drilling and completion costs are on Table 8,
together with the cost index for the years 1968 through 1974. The basic cost data
used for the years 1959 through 1973 have not yet been compiled for 1974; thus, it
was necessary to use the supplemental material from Table 8 to estimate capital

55-583-75-pt. 1-17
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-expenditures for 1974. Table 9 shows a comparison between drilling costs appear
Ing on Table 4 and those computed from a completely different source listed on
Table 8. The correlation between the two sources was judged satisfactory for use
In estimating the drilling cost component of 1974 capital expenditures. Calculation
procedures for estimating the total 1974 capital expenditures related to oil are
shown on Table 10.

The detailed calculation of discounted cash flow rate of return and economic oil
price for individual years from 1959 through 1974 is shown on Tables 11 through
26. The results of these calculations are summarized on Table 1 and footnotes
appearing on Table 1 apply to Tables 11 through 26 as well.
Analysis of results

The results of the calculations summarized on Table 1 are shown graphically
on Figure 1, which depicts the economic cost of new oil and the price actually re-
ceived for new oil during the same year. The East Texas field was chosen as a
reference for new oil selling price because of its large size and long history of
consistently tabulated oil prices.

Figure 2 shows the cost of the average well drilled during the period from 1959
through 1974, and Figure 3 shows the average monthly operating cost per well
during the same interval, with 174 being estimated by extrapolation of the curve.
The trend in the amount of oil discovered per exploratory well is shown on Figure
4. Data presented on this figure are exclusive of allocated reserve revisions.

Figure 5 shows the number of drilling rigs sold at auction in the United States.
The significance of these data is that auctions of drilling rigs axe usually distress
sales and most of the rigs sold in this manner are junked or dismantled and used
for spare parts. The first drilling rig auction took place in 1960 and by the end of

-1973 over 60 percent of the nation's drilling equipment had been permanently
removed from drilling service. The reason for loss of the drilling rigs may be
seen in Figure 6, which depicts the total drilling activity, an increasing number
of drilling contractors were forced to sell their equipment and cease or reduce
their operations.

Figure 7 is another activity indicator which shows total oil wells drilled. Figure
8 indicates the total exploratory wells drilled In the United States, and Figure 9
shows the total footage drilled.

All of the activity indicators shown on Figures 6 through 9 have one thing in
common: in the 15 years prior to 1974, the level of petroleum exploration had
shown a continual decline. The reason for the reduction in activity is apparent
from Figure 1, which shows that during the early 1960's the economic cost of new
oil began to exceed the price for which it could be sold in the United States. By
1971, the economic cost of new oil was about $8.00 a barrel, or more than twice
the selling price. A predictable consequence of the decline of petroleum activity
was the sale of many substantial producers to larger or international firms and
the beginning of the liquidation of the country's oil reserves.

By 1974, economic cost of new oil had increased to over $12.00, based on esti-
mated 1974 capital expenditures and operating costs.
* The first major reversal in the 15-year trend of declining exploration activity
occurred as a result of increased worldwide petroleum prices in late 1973, when
the United States selling price of new oil reached $10.00 per barrel.

[Whereupon, at 3:45 p.m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene at
10 a.m., Friday, July 11, 1975.]



ENERGY CONSERVATION AND CONVERSION ACT -OF
1975

FRIDAY, JULY 11, 1975

U.S. SENATE,
CoMMTrEE oN FINANCE,

Tashington., D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 2221,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Seinator Russell B. Long (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Harry F. Byrd Jr., of Virginia, Nelson,
Gravel, Bentsen, Haskell, Curtis Fannin, Hansen, and Packwood.

Thi CII: [R[AN-. he meeting will come to ord(idr.
I wish to make a statement regarding procedure. An objection has

been made to the committee meeting after 12 o'clock while the Senate is
in session. However it. is the judgment of the chairman of this coin-
mittee that this legislation is so vital to the Nation's future that it would
). unv.Ise to post one or delay this hearing or in anly way delay the

progrc.;s of this bill toward enactment.
Lnder the rules of the Senate, so long as there is a quorum present, it

is not within the power of the Senate to require any individual Senator
or any group of Senators to be present on the floor, although objection
can be made to a committee meeting. If we are precluded from meeting
officially. we will meet unofficially. We will neet as a group of Senators,
if we a're given no alternative e, and obtain the information, and find
some way of making it available to the Senate, even if the chairman has
to pay the stenographer himself.

Because some, of the statements may occur after 12 o'clock, I will
order that the secretary obtain and make a part of the record. all of the
prepared statements Of all witnesses, just as though they were r ad.
And I will also order that the secretary obtain and make availabh for
the record all statements, all questionsand all answers that were r.,ade
yesterday while the Senate was in session. Any statement tlt was
made aPfter objection was made ii the Senate of thecommittee me.aing
is or" -red to be printed as a part of the record.

I mow call the first witness, Mr. Herbert S. Richey, vice chairman

of the chamber of commerce, and such advisers and associates a he
mav care to have, join him.

We are very pleased to have you here today, Mr. Richey, and T an
sure I speak for the overwhelming majority of this committee who
share a profound admiration for your fine organization and its record
of service to this country.

(255)
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STATEMENT OF HERIERT S. RICHEY, VICE CHAIRMAN, CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA; ACCOM-
PANIED BY: WALKER WINTER, CHAIRMAN, TAXATION COM-
MITTEE, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA, AND PARTNER, ROSS, HARDIES, O'KEEFE, BABCOCK &
PARSONS, CHICAGO ILL.; DAVID LUKEN, ACTING DIRECTOR, NAT-
URAL RESOURCES SECTION, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA; JAMES GRAHAM, ASSOCIATE DI-
RECTOR FOR ENERGY, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA; AND ROBERT R. STATHAM, DIRECTOR, TAX
AND FINANCE SECTION, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA

Mr. 'minEY. Thank you, Senator. We are delighted to be here.
My name is Herbert S. Richey, and I am vice chairman of the board

of directors of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, and
president and chief executive officer of the Valley Camp Coal Co., lo-
.atcad in Cleveland, Ohio.

I am accompanied by my fellow board member WValker Winter,
chairman of the national chamber's taxation committee and a partner
in the Chicago law firm of Ross, Ihrdies, O'Keefe, Babcock & Parsons;
David Luken, acting director of the chamber's natural resources sec-
tion and James Gral am, associate director for energy; and Robert R.
Stratham, director of the chamber's tax and finance section.

We are appearing before this committee on behalf of the Chamber
of Commerce of the United States, the largest association of business
and professional organizations in the United States, and the principal
spokesman for the American business community. The national
chamber represents over 3,500 trade associations and chambers of
commerce. It has a direct membership of over 48,000 business firms and
an underlying merfibership of approximately 5 million individuals
and firms. Based upon the energy utilized by the commercial and in-
dustrial sector of our economy, the national chamber federation prob-
ably represents the largest energy-users bloc in the United States. On
behalf of the national chamber,' I wish to thank the committee for
this opportunity to present its opinions on national energy policy aRd
the J-Iouse Energy. Tax bill, Th.R. 6860.

The Nation's energy problem, serious as it is, could be treated
simply. We need to reduce our reliance on foreign energy suppliers.
To do that, our prime objectives must be to: One, increase domestic
production of energy supplies, and two, reduce consumption by curb-
ing wasteful practices. In our competitive enterprise system, there is
only one, sure way to accomplish both objectives: Remove price con-
trols from oil and natural aas.
- This market approach would allow prices to rise. The higher prices
would provide an incentive for producers to explore and develop
greater domestic supplies of oil and natural gas. The higher prices
would also spur consumers to conserve fuel, to look for ways of reduc-
ing their consumption. In addition to removing price controls on oil
and natural gas, the Congress, in coordinatin with the admistratin,
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should remove constraints and encourage refinements in four addi-
tional major areas.

One, facilitate the availability of our natural resources. We must
accelerate leasing and development of the Outer Continental Shelf,
00S. ]evise Federal lands policy to resume coal leasing on public
lands and expand leasing of public lands for oil shale and geothermal
development. Expeditiously develop the capability to utilize Alaskan
natural gas. Support increased research and development of under-
developed domestic energy resources such as oil shale and geothermal
energy.

Two, revise existing constraints on energy production and consump.
tion. Establish realistic standards and procedures for surface coal
mining and land reclamation. Assure a balance between measures for
environmental protection and the economic utilization of- domestic
energy resources. Amend the Clean Air Act to permit greater use of
coal. Develop procedures to expedite the sitiug of energy facilities,
including nuclear power plants, refineries and deep water ports. Sub-
stitute coal-fired or nuclear powerplants for oil or natural gas fired
plants wherever feasible.

Three, assist in revision of energy demand. Establish national man-
datory heating and cooling efficiency standards for now buildings.
Stimulate development of new technologies for industrial energy con-
servation. Maximize resource recovery and energy recovery tech-
nology. Develop an ethic of energy conservation on the part of the
American public. Support active public and private campaigns to
conserve energy.

Four, free the marketplace to allow the capital formation essential
to meet future energy requirements.

There is no better example of the misguided use of price controls
than the history of natural gas production. The Natural Gas Act of
1938 was enacted to protect consumers from the inherently monopo-
listic operation of natural gas pipelines which basically are regionally
nonconmetitive. However, producers of natural gas. which are hi 'hly
competitive and regionally mobile, were specifically exempt from
the act.

These pricing policies have caused the present natural gas shortage
and have contributed to our overall domestic energy shortage in three
ways. One, artificially low natural gas prices reduced the economic
incentive to locate and develop new supplies of natural gas. A reduc-
tion in the rate of discovery of new gas accompanied the FPC's price
policies of 1958-70.

Two, demand for natural gas accelerated sharply in response to the
declining real price of natural gas. Many inefficient and inappropriate
uses of gas were employed. The clean-burning quality of natural gas
also increases its value, though not its price, in these environment-con-
scious times. Predictably, the rapid rise in demand for natural gas and
the drastic reduction in new finding has brought about the present
shortage, causing severe curtailments of natural gas deliveries to
businesses, hindering production and employment.

Three, beyond just the present natural gas shortage, artificially low
natural gas prices have contributed significantly to our domestic
shortages of other fuels. These low prices had a depressing effect on
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fuel oil prices since fuel oil competes with natural gas for many uses.
As a consequence of the artificially low fuel oil and natural gas prices,
the domestic fuel supply situation deteriorated in two ways: A shift
developed away from coal as a fuel and was hastened by rising coal
prices, due primarily to increased labor costs and stringent environ-
mental controls. New exploration and development was forced away
from domestic resources to foreign resources. Most of the easy domestic
oil and gas deposits had already been discovered. Present costs of
exploring and developing offshore areas and Alaska are about 10 times
the cost of typical onshore drilling. The result was expanded develop-
meat of relatively inexpensive foreign reserves, such as Venezue1a,
Indonesia, the Middle East, to meet domestic demands.

Thus, the combined effect of artificially depressed natural gas prices,
.reduced development and use of domestic supplies of all fossil fuels,
and accelerated demand has brought the United States to its present
precarious situation. To reverse this trend, new natural gas should be
deregulated immediately.

A recent Business Week article on the intrastate natural gas market
illustrates perfectly what happens when a market is allowed to func-
tion freely. In recent years, some Texas intrastate gas pipelines have
curtailed deliveries just as severely as the interstate lines. Following
an almost textbook example, the shortages caused prices to rise in the
unregulated Texas gas market, which in turn encouraged new drilling
anl l)roduction. The result has been the production of more gas than
'lexas call consume, iotcino the price down from around $1.90 to in
some cases $1.20 Mfcf, a price which interestingly is below some cur-
rently 1)roposed statutory ceilings for gas.

The article points out that the higher prices have made gas users far
more frugal. An expert estimated that most plants have cut consump-
tion by about 15 percent simply by using better insulation, recovering
waste heat, and taking other gas saving steps. Additional evidence
-indicates that the higher prices resulted in a 20 percent net increase in
producing gas wells over the previous year. A study by the Texas Wild-
,catters AssociaGton shows that gas production from new discoveries
,amounted to almost 1 trillion cubic feet in 1974. That was 15 percent
:above the 1973 figure and 21/2 times the 1970 level.

Decontrol of crude oil will also significantly increase production
Canld decrease consumption. The Interstate Oil*Compact Commission
has estimated the decontrol will increase production from old oil wells
.by 350.000 barrels a day, resulting in a net addition to reserves of 10

billingn barrels a clay by 1980. The Federal Energy Administration and
the Ciamber of Commerce have estimated that decontrol would result
in increased conservation of 400,000 barrels per day. A large percent-

-ago. of these savings will displace foreign crude oil.
Utilization of coal. The U.S. Bureau of 'Mines has estimated that

-there are 4.34 billion tonq of coi 1 in the demonstrated voal r(qerve base
of the United States. It is estimated that 50 percent of this coal is
recoverable. The demonstrated reserve base is coal in relatively thick
bed(s which lie close enough to the surface to be mined by conventional
surface or underground methods;. Thus, a minimum of .2.17 billion tons
of coal is available for recovery by present technology and within pres-
ent economics, At current consumption levels, thisis enough coal for
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300 years. Even at the doubled production rate projected for 1985, this
is C1nough coal for a century and a half.

rowveer, the demonstrated coal reserve base is only a minor
f action of the coal known to exist in the United States. The U.S.
Geological Survey has identified 1.6 trillion tons of coal deposits at
(le)tlhs of less than 5,000 feet, and it is estimated that about as much
additional coal lies in deeper seams or in unexplored areas. Coal at
these depths is mined in other parts of the world, but in the United
States it has not yet become necessary to go to such depths and expense.

In sort, the U7nited States has a nearly boundless abundance of coal,
enough to last for centuries. What is required is a policy which will
encourage the fullest development and use of the available reserves,
including the development of technology to mine and transport the
coal in the amounts needed in the future, and a commitment to assure
full use of this most abundant domestic resource. Such a policy should
also consider that synthetic fuels from coal can make a timely contri-
bution to dwindling supplies of natural gas.

An important Government action would be to resume coal leasing
on Federal lands, which has been frozen for more than 3 years. The
req(Iuirenient for an environmental impact statement on most Federal
actions has evolved into a paper bludgeon to thwart most expansion
plans of the mining industry involving Federal lands or Federal ac-
tions. Additionally, SNG, shale oil, geothermal, nuclear, solar, and
of her potential forms of energy can make a significant contribution to
the high degree of domestic energy self-sufficiency.

We believe quotas, if implemented, would legislate shortages which
will require allocations and will mean restricted energy for all seg-
ments of the economy, especially if we do nothing to increase domestic
supply equal to the shortfall.

The proposal to tax the business use of oil and natural gas is ill-
conceived and misplaced on several counts. When fully effective, the
excise tax on the business use of oil and natural gas will be $1 per
barrel for oil and 18 centsper thousand cubic feet for gas. This is a
negative approach to the stated purpose of the provision, encouraging
business conversion for greater savings. The answer to encouraging
greater energy saving is not to put a penalty tax on business but to
let the market system produce more efficient energy supplies and new
sources of energy.

If the tax is designed to encourage industrial conservation of oil and
gas, this has been, and will continue to be, accomplished more efficiently
in the marketplace by inWeraction with higher energy prices. A recent
Department of Commerce survey of industrial consumers shows that
industry in 1974 cut energy consumption on a per unit of output basis
by a median 7.6 percent which then-Secretary of Commerce Frederick
Dent called very substantial. The majority of the energy reductions
wce in Fhe )ercent, to 8-pe ent range. flowever. 10 reporting in-
die4tries recorded savings of over 30 percent. As technology responds
to higher costs. efficiency will continue to improve.

If the tax is designed to encourage industrial conversion to coal,
this can also be better accomplished through the marketplace where
industry can determine what energy, source is most desirable based on
cost, and availability. Industries which are unable to convert to coal,
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either because of poor transportation facilities or because of air quality
constraints, would be unjustly penalized. Those industries which de-
sire to convert to coal should be assisted through a prompt capital
cost recovery system, which is considered in a later section, rather than
by prodding through penalty taxation. Penalty taxes drain needed
capital for companies to invest in energy efficiency equipment. Addi-
tionally, because natural gas is so underpriced, a tax on it would have
little effect on conservation or conversion, since its price would con-
tinue to remain below the price of coal or crude oil.

An excise tax on oil and gas will raise revenue, but do nothing to
increase production of gas or oil which should be the thrust of national
energy policy. Tha most efficient conservation, as we have seen, will
result from higher energy costs which will also encourage exploration
and production of new sources of energy.

Capital is an important factor in energy exploration and develop-
ment. Estimates of the capital needs of the energy industry over the
next decade have reached $1 trillion. Existing and anticipated tax
policies greatly influence investment decisions by the energy com-
panies. Additional tax burdens or threats of additional taxes can dis-
courage investment and impede the development of essential energy
supplies. Thus, there exists a correlation between taxes and the energy
crisis.

Facing a capital shortage, the energy industry was dealt a severe
blow by the Tax Reduction Act of 19Th. The act increased taxes for
1975 oni the petroleum industry by almost $2 billion. The severe limita-
tion placed on the percentage depletion allowance alone could reduce
available capital in 1975 by $1.7 billion. These adverse changes in the
tax laws with regard to natural resources could seriously impair the
search for new energy.

There have been numerous proposals to impose an excess profits tax
on energy producing companies. We oppose excess profits taxes. They
run counter to the competitive enterprise system, are economically un-
sound, are difficult to administer, and are not a solution to the current
energy crisis. A tax on excess profits suggests that the Government can
decide how much profits should be and which profits are excessive and
which are not. If this is possible with the energy producing segment of
the economy, then why is it not possible with other segments of the
economy? Where do -e stop? What will be the shortages next yearand the next, and which businesses will be subjected to Government

re gulation and control of their profits?
Excess profits taxes discourage capital investment for the develop-

ment of new energy resources. There is a definite psychological effect
on investors who know that any success will be subject to a tax that
could consume most or all the profit. In addition, an excess profits tax
could have the effect of causing companies to delay capital investment
actions until such time as the tax expires, resulting in a definite post-
ponement in the development of productive facilities.

We are opposed to any form of excess profits tax. If one is imposed,
however, it must contain a plowback provision. Without a plowback
provision, the capital vital to the solution of America's energy needs
may not be available.

I would like to thank the committee for allowing the chamber of
commerce to come to comment on this most critical national issue.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
We are proceeding under the early bird rule, and unless objection

is heard, we will continue in this fashion. And since the chairman was
the first Senator present, I will avail myself of the opportunity to ask
the first question.

You have suggested that we should amend the Clean Air Act in order
to use more coal How much additional pollution can we expect in the
atmosphere in the metropolitan areas if we switch to natural gas and
fuel oil to the extent that it is being used, and use coal instead?

Mr. RIcHEY. Senator Long, that is a difficult question to answer
specifically. There are many areas that are not in metroplitan dis-
tricts that can convert to coal, which we do not feel would load the
air with impurities.

I might also add here that there have been great strides in recent
years in the collection of particulate matters.I think when people speak of air pollution from coal, they speak
particularly of sulfur emissions, and there is a great argument as to
the lack of-well, there is really R lack of knowledge on the effect of
sulfur emissions. What we, as coal people-and I am speaking here as
a coal man-have recommended is that the high sulfur coal be allowed
to be burned, that the standards for health should be set at ambient
levels-that is, the level that we breathe-and not at the mouth of
the smokestack. And that in times when there are weather inversions-
cloudy days, heavy days, drizzly days-that the powerplants-within
or near urban areas, metropolitan areas, be required then, on a tem-
porary basis, to convert back to lower sulfur fuels.

I think I am right in saying that approximately O to 60 percent
of coal reserves in the Eastern part of the United States are what are
now called high sulfur reserves. And of the low sulfur reserves, a great
number are committed to the production of metallurgical oalfor
steelmaking.

The CHAIR AUN. Well, it has occurred to me that along the eastern
seaboard, so long as the wind is blowing from the west-and that
seems to be the prevailing direction

Mr. Ricin. .Yes; that is the prevailing wind.
The CJIAiRaN, [continuing]. If you put your generating plant

somewhere near the coast, and so long as the prevailing wind is blow-
ing westward, it simply carries the smoke out to sea. And while it
is nice to see the horizon, it would not make a lot of difference except
in the summertime when bathers are out there wanting to see it. So
that during the winter months, when we have to do a lot of heating, it
would not make much difference, anyhow.

Nwv, when it is blowing the other way, you might switch over to
use gas or fuel oil or something that has a much lower degree of pollu-
tion to it.

We are going to have to find some ways of making some compromises
if we are going to become energy sufficient. I think that is clear.

Mr. RicrmY. This is correct.
The CHTIRMAN. Now, it has also occurred to me that we must imme-

diately take steps to reduce consumption by curbing wasteful practices.
We now have utility rate structures all over America which were

designed to encourage waste. You drive down the road and you see a
sign with three little birds on it, saying, "Electricity is cheap, cheap,
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cheap," urging you to use more electricity. And electricity is pricedso that the first x number of limits you will buy would be at about
14 cents a kilowatt-hour, and then it would drop down to about 7 cents
a kilowatt-hour.

It seems to me that it should be just the other way around" that the
early units ought to be the cheap units and the late units ought to be
the expensive units. So if you could persuade r. fellow to insulate his
home, the savings would ;e twice as great as iv would be if the rates
remained unchanged. That is, if a person used the same amount of
energy, his bill would have to be increased; but. if lie reduced his
energy consumption, his bill would be about the same as it was before.

Can you offer us any suggestions along that line?
M[r. RicilI.wy. Senator, I think that there are some studies on that

matter going on at the present time. Our feelinm is that with tOhw prie
of natural gas and oil (lomestically increasing, that people will turn
more and more to electricity for domestic heating and other domestic
functions.

The price of electricity is going up. as you know; and I think we
have covered in our report, and ceritainlv back it ul) with further sta-tistics, that this already has caused savings. I know that in my own
industry, the coal in(lustrv. we have always been pretty poor, :'111(l we
savedJ every nickel of elertr.'iitv we could that was a bia part of our
costs. I think more, industries that were profitable perhal)s used elee-
tricity a little more freely.

I was amazed to receive from one of our largest corporatiors. Gen-
eral Motors, a rather thick report, sone 2 inches thick, th't slowed
the ways that they saved electricity. For example. if I recall the figy-
ures right, they produced as many cars. let us say. in 1973 as tlhey did
in 1968 or 1969, with a tremendous reduction in electricity. Now. this
can be done. In the household, I think it is a little more difficult for a
person to save electricity.

There are some talks now going on
The CH~1A1R.A-. Mlay I interrupt for a moment ?
You are making a point that. has appealed to me for some time. I

look at television and hear the follow advertising that, if you inszulate
your home, you will save ..1 50. That is, if you put his 6 inches of insu-
lating material in the attic, you will save 4150 in the winter.

Now, if you structured utility rates be it for natural gas or be it
for electricity, in such a fashion that the last units c; re very1 high,
then he could advertise not that this is going to save $150, but that
it may save $300. A

Now, the I-Touse bill would (ive a person a tax break to hell) a
person to insulate his house. If we require them to reverse the rates,
that ,adds to the incentive so he saves $300 in a year. If it cost some-
body $1,000 to insulate his home and if you give him about s .S200 tax
break and reverse utility rates, in 21/ years that would pay itself out.
Then if we can find a way to help finance it over a longer period than
3 years and have the utility v company collect for the monthly payments
as part of the hill. he would wind ip payincr no more than he was pav-
in, before. In fact. he would pay less. And after a few years, lie would
actually have a smaller bill rather than a larger-bill, by a very sub-
stantial amount, because he had insulated his home.
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Now, fundamental to all Of that, it seems to me, should be simply
the restructuring. of the rates. That does not cost the taxpayer any
thin... Why should we not do that?

Mr. Ricin.r. Wl11, as I said, I believe study is going on on that.
I believe it should be made.

Now, your specific example, I do not think anybody can disagree
with that.

The CH1AIRMCAN.. Now frankly, the man who pointed this out to me
was tile man who was the chairman of the board of a big pipeline
company. This company is delivering to all of these utilities, and to
him it is absolutely silly to be still pursuing a rate structure which was
built to encourage waste at a time when you ought to be encouraging
eOllco;iv.

MV. 1ZTrCiii-. I think perhaps there is another side of the coin. speak-:
in, for business and as a businessman, if I have a mine or we have a
fatory and the more electricity we use the higher rate we pay., this is
dis,.ou'i'aging expansion. I think this is what I fear. And I see a flop
over, as I havex been reading in the papers, in the rate stucture of elec-
tricitv. It seems to me that to encourage expansion and thus prouce
more jobs, large users should have a quantity discount of some sort..
And I think this is-the present rate structure now.

'hP ('1 AIw.rAx. If you are doing whatI am talking about doing, it
will put people to work manufacturing insulating material and in-
stalling it in the attics of the houses. Down in my part of the country,
they are building homes with the air-conditioning running '24 hours-
a de\ in the summertime and the heating running 24 hours a day in
the wintertime, with no insulation whatever. The air-conditioning
machine goes constantly; it never cuts off at all-either heating or
cooling, as the case may be. And it seems to me we ought to make it so
expei~1ve to waste energy that people cannot afford to waste it: and
you would provide more employment, not less, to do what I am talking
about, because you would put people to work insulating those homes.

Mr. RICcnEY. Well, I was speaking generally of the whole business
economy, not just the insulation industry. It sounds to me like your
problems down there is that there should be building standards that
would require insulation of homes.

The CIT IIIhMA. That is not a problem down there alone. I bouz'ht
John Mitchell's apartment after he moved out of the Watergate, and
it has glass walls. The outside walls are practically all glass, with
no insulation whatsoever. And nobody has done a blessed thing ini the
whole WYatergate complex, one of the most expensive apartment con-
plexes in Washington, to do anything about insulation. Tn fact. 1 (10
not think anybody has even turned off the pilot lights on the gas ranges
inside that building.

Why not l)roceed to make it so expensive to waste energy that the
people who are supposed to be running that apartment building will
say, we cannot afford this; we have got to start insulating.

Mr. ILCn-. Senator, if I might eciie back to our written testimony
here, the chamber's posit ion is that )y freeing up the marketing prices
of domestic fuels, gas and oil, that they are going to rise according to
the laws of supply and demand, which will fund more money for
more discoveries. But this alone is going to raise the cost of power,
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heat and so on in this country. In the electric utility industries they are
going to have to be paying more and more for fuel than they have
been, and their rates thereby are going to go up, which I think will
accomplish what you are suggesting we do.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I have exceeded my time.
Mr. RIcHiEY. But before I can go and really comment on your pro-

posal-which I do not totally disagree with-as I said, it is my under-
standing that there are some very serious studies made of this
project, and I think we ought to wait until those are out before we try
to make decisions.

The CHAMMrAN. Well, it seems to me we have wasted 2 years the way
it is now. Indeed, before this committee meeting got started, you told
me that insofar as mining coal is concerned we ought to quit waiting
and go on and do something.

Now, what I am saying is, insofar as insulating homes is concerned,
we ought to quit waiting; insofar as turning out the pilot lights on
those gas ranges, we ought to quit waiting. We ought to get busy and
start doing something.

Now, I am willing to have somebody prod me and use a stick on me
to make me do what should be done, but I do not feel like being the
only guy in the whole Watergate complex that is trying to conserve
on energy. I want to make my neighbor do the same thing. And then
I an willing to do my part.

Mr. RICHEY. I think it will have to be done as you say, through the
pricing mechanism.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Haskell.
Senator HASKELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Richey, I would like to pursue Chairman Long's general line

of questioning.
For example, taken into the industrial area, with the quantity dis-

count way o structuring rates there is no disincentive to use, of course.
Furthermore, what it does is exacerbate the peak loads. And we all
know that high peak loads require substantial capital investment.

Mr. RICHLY. That is correct.
Senator JIASKELL. For example, by using a rate system with a break

for off peak usage for example, we would save tremendous capital
investments.

Another aspect of domestic pricing of utility rates has been men-
tioned. I have a friend who has a country house and another mutual
friend was out there and he said, let's turn out the lights. And this
fellow said, oh, the hell with it; I never use up the minimum. Well,
you know, something is wrong.

Mr. RIcjr.Y. I do not live in an area where we have a minimnmn.
This is something new to me.

Senator HASKE LL. I see.
Well, I am just pointing out the whole area of utility rate struc-

ture is a marvelous way, if we do it wisely, to save tremendous capital
investment. And we are going to need to conserve power, in my per-
sonal opinion.

Mr. RICHFY. No question at all.
Senator IASK ELT. And also at the same time it saves energy. I

would comment that in Senator Nelson's State the utilities commission
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has done some experimenting. The Public Service Commission in
New York, as you are undoubtedly aware, is looking into the matter
substantially. But I concur heartily with the chairman that this pos-
sibly could be one of the most fruitful areas for exploration in energy
saving.

And I would appreciate it if perhaps your organization would give
a little thought to the subject matter and advise us what you think
about it. I think that might be very helpful.

Mr. RicmliE.-F-I think that would be very possible.
And I would like to comment on your first statement on off peak

loading. This is very important. I do not know if it is still done. I
remember when the electric utility industry back in the 1930's first
began to promote the sale of electric hot water heaters. They were $o
programed or timed that they only heated during the offpeak hours,
and you got a reduced rate from the hot water heater. Now, whether
that still goes on or not, I do not know. But the only problem with it
was if you ran out of hot waty, during the. peak time, then you had
to pay the premium. price. Fortunately, in our industry we are basical-
ly a 2- and 3-shift industry, so we are using power 24 hours a day, and
this helps a great deal. But we do have a great capacity that'is not
used, from about midnight at night until 6 or 7 in the morning.

Senator HIASiIL. WVell, if your organization would give a little
thought to the general subject matter and advise use of your -think-
ing-

Mr. RIciTEY. Yes, I think-we can do that.
Senator HASKELL. I have no further questions.
The CHAIRTMAN. Senator Packwood.
Senator PACKWOOD. Let me pursue coal burning with you a little

bit more. I am not that familiar with it, in the generation of elee-
tricity, because I come from the West and we use mostly hydroelectric
power.

In your statement you say if the clean air provisions go into effect
in mid'1975, it would effectively outlaw 200 million tons of coal, which
is a third of all the production in this country.

Mr. RIciiY. That is right.
Senator PACKWOOD. Then you say, with emerging sulfur dioxide

removal technology, about 100 million tons of this o00 million, I as-
sume, could continue to be burned, but the equipment probably will
not be ready for installation until around 1979. The other 100 niillion
has so much sulfur in it that even these techniques we are now talking
about will not work ?

Mr. RicmEY. It will work. but it will produce sulfur emissions higher
than the secondary standards permit.

The due -d-ate is now past, and to my knowledge there has been no
restriction yet in the burning of the higher sulfur coals.

Senator PACKWOCOD. Excuse me, how is that accomplished? If the
deadline is past. the restrictions are in effect?

Mr. RictEY. I believe EPA has taken the position that utilities who
are working toward the development, purchase and installation of sul-
fur removal equipment, and who are making attempts and accomplish-
ing in fact the blending of higher sitlfur coals with lower sulfur coals
to reduce the total level of sulfur going into boilers, that they are con-
tinuing to operate.
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There is just no way that I can see that if 200-my figure is 240
million tons. I happen to produce high sulfur coal, so I am pretty close
to it. That this has shut down some 28 percent of the electric generation
in this country, and you just cannot do that.

But we are working toward a goal, Senator. To me it is not a goal
that can be accomplished by pullg a shade down and saying today
everything is black, everything is white. It is going to take time to do
it. 14jr example, I do not'believe that the electric utility industry could
equip itself with the so-called sulfur scrubbers in order to develop
the limestone to work in. the scrubbers, nor to produce the extra coal
that is needed to dry the himestone to put in the scrubbers, nor to dig
the holes to put the effluent in, nor to develop the transportation sys-

:ten to haul the limestone from the limestone mine to the plants. And
from the date of the Clean Air Act until this July, there is just no way.

So, this is going to have to be stretched out.
I night like to add a point. When I spoke to Senator Long about

the ambient air levels, I mentioned my own company produces high
sulfur coal. We sell to two major utility companies in the country who,-.
for the last 2 years, have had sulfur measuring devices stationed away
from plants where this coal is burned, as far as 25 miles at the ambient
level. Now, they have put them in river valleys; they have put them
up on hills; they have put them in forests; they have put then on
fans; they have put them in cities, and they have yet~o pick up a
sulfur reading in the air.

Senator PACKWOOD. A sulfur'reading? None at all?
Mh. RTCHEY. No. sir. And this data is available.
Senator PACKWOOD. Would you send that to me? I w'uld appreciateit.

Mr. RICnEY. Sir?
Senator PACKWOOD. Could you get that data for me? I would like to

have it.
Mr. RicmY. I would like to have the two utility companies who are

doing this. because they are outspoken about it-ii fact, one gentleman
has some very straightforward ads in the paper.

Senator PACKWOOD. They are burning your coal, which is very high
sulfur coal-

Mr. RIcHEY. Well, it is relative.
Senator PACKWOOD. Two or three weeks a fro. I read a story-not

more than 3- or 4-col,,mn inches; I have not followed up on it*-that
the, Batelle Institute had patented a device for economically taking
sulfur out of coal.

Do you know anything about that?
Mr. RicH-Y. No; just what I have read in the naper.
Senator PACKW0OD. Does it sound hopeful? Batelle is a good

institute.
Mr. RrcITEY. Oh. sure, high sulfur coal producers would greet some-

thing like that as reasonable.
Senator PACKWOOD. I have no other questions.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRtMAN. Senator Byrd.
SPnntor HIATRRY F. Bini), ,I. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Pichey, your statement. I think, is a fine one.
Irl'. RTCIFY. T would like to credit the staff of the chamber for it.

They are quite knowledgeable.
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Senator hARRY F. BYRD, Jr. The staff developed a good presentation.
I agree with your statement. too--I think it is a good statement--on

page 25, in regard to the capital formation, the capital needs of the
energy industry. It seems to me also that you are on sound ground in
your statement with regard to the excess profits tax, which was tried
in World War II and proved very unsound. I do not remember the
entire history of it, but I think it was taken off after a relatively short
period. It did not work well. But the, other side of it is that if you
completely decontrol all petroleums, tremendous profits will be ob-
tained, I suppose, by the oil companies. And without an excess profits
tax, which I do not favor, how do you achieve equity for the consumer?

.Mtr. RICHEY. Senator, your point is well taken. The chamber histor-
ically has been for the immediate removal of such things, but we are in
a different circumstance right now. Our feeling-miiy feelinmr is that if
things were cut loose immediately, there would be such a rush for
drilling pipe, drilling rigs, steel, labor, geologists, transportation
equipment, that it would be a mass scrlam)ble. ad tl1,re could be a pe-
riod of difficulty. It bright be that a planned, scheduled deregulation,
over a reasonable period of time, would permit operators and drillers
and so on to plan a schedule knowing where they would be 6 months,
1 year, 18 months, 2 years down the road. And perhaps would slow that
down some.

Walker, would you have something to add to that?
3r. WINrERt. No. Our experience has been very bad with the excess

profits tax. Whether you call it windfall profits, it, is still an excess
profit tax. We have opposed it. But I would certainly agree that p~er-
haps a form of decontrol of the old oil, over a period of time., might
accomplish this. And as Mr. Richey said in his statement, if there
must be some sort of a tax in the interim to achieve equity, that is not
otherwise considered proper, we would hope that there would be a
plowback provision so that the additional revenues that were gen-
erated would go to the companies and would increase exploration.

I would like to pick up one other point, too, on capital formation.
We have testified repeatedly in the hope that provisions can be added
in the code to assist in capital formation. As you know, Secretary
Simon testified before the Wavs-and Means Committee--I guess it was
Monday or Tuesday of this Week-urging that this be done. He has
agreed with the W~ays and Means &mmittee to come back with
specific administration proposals on this area of capital formation by
the end of July. And if possible, I would hope that this committee,
with the primary jurisdiction over the taxes, could pick up on that
and give us some of our capital recovery changes, such as the invest-
ment credit, increased depreciation, and so forth, so that we could
assist in this conversion from gas and petroleum to the use of coal
and so forth.

Senator H.,mY F. Bnim, Jr. Well, do I understand you accurately,
that while you oppose an excess profits tax in principle, that you think
that such a tax is needed, or would be needed, for a period of time if
all petroleum were decontrolled?

[r. WINTR.. I think if you have decontrol over a period of time,
and not instantaneously you will not need any form of excess profits
tax.

Senator IARRY F. BY]RD, Jr. What do you mean by over period of
time?
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Mr. WhN'riP. I do not know. What it would be, whether it would be
over a 3-year period-but in any event, if there is some judgment in
Congre of the need for a tax such as an excess profits tax, then we
wvoud certainly urge that there be a plowback provision. We are
totally opposed to the imposition of any excess profits tax. We think it
leads to inefficiency. I do not know whether it would be extended from
the petroleum industry to the steel industry or to the housing industry.

Senator HARRY F. JIYRD, Jr. I agree with you. I am trying to under-
stand just exactly what your view is on it. I thought that you in your
statement indicated that there would need to be a windfall profits tax.

Mr. W.TERmv If one is proposed, then we want a plowback provision.
We do not want a windfall profits tax, no, sir.

Senator HARRY- F. BYRD, Jr. Well, let me see if I can-
Mr. licRm.y. Senator, if I could perhaps--we are opposed to a so-

called excess profits tax or a windfall tax. We need in the energy
industry the capital to put back into that industry, to expand. We
agree on that . If, however, Congress, over and above the people in this
room, decide that they wnnt to put an excess profits tax on it, we say
if we have to swallow that, please give us a p1owback provision so we
can still take the capital that would be. normally taxed awav to an ex-
cess profits or windfall tax, and let us put it back in the wells and
mines and so on.

A specific exaniple. I am fortunate; I am an independent coal com-
pany operator. I am not owned by an oil company or a copper com-
pany or anybody. I am t'e Valley Camp Coal Co. We are not a big
company. but our net worth is now about $45 million, Our spendingprogram for the next 4 or 5 years is $128 million, all going into coal
mines to produce coal. So anybody that would take capital away from
us, which we desperately need, is going to do but one thing; restrict
the output of coal from our company. Aid this would apply to all of
the others.

Senator Long said earlier that in speaking with him before the
meetings be1ran, that I was for "lot us get oing on coal production."
The specific example-and this is one 'I can cite, and you can
remember-there was a great to-do aboxtt impact statements being
made. I think impact statements. properly made, are a mood thing.
Thev should cover environmental eonside'i'ations, they should cover
economin situations. and they should cover sociological situations. Mi.
eornqynny is about to build a mine in Ufah.*$3 million to produce 2
million tps a year. Our mine would be developed on private fee land,
but within some of our coal reserves are Federal leases. Because of that,
it is now becoming apparent-not fully decided, but becoming fully
apTparent-that we will have to have an impact study made, which will
take year.

"No,". I cannot sit around with that money. I do not bave to be in the
coal buslne.4. I am an investor of other people's capital. If I cannot
Put it where T want, it, I have to put it someplace else, and this is the
big, serious delay. Ouir industry has close to doubled coal production
in 10 years. and here is .3 years taken away to start.

Senator' IT-AitrY F. BT3M. JTr. I think you are quite right. As a
matter of information, if a business--or an individual, for that mat-
ter-was putting up a new facility and trying to-determine whether
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to heat it by coal or by petroleum, or one or the oth6r means, how
would the cost of coal compare?

Mr. RCHpY. Today, I believe, in most situations, the cost of coal is
cheaper than imported oil, unregulated oil; and is cheaper than intra-
state gas, which operates in a free market. Now, for example, my
company ships coal to the east coast, to an east coast utility. Our
coal delivers to them-I am not counting burning costs, because I do
not know those-but our coal delivers to them about $12 to $14 a ton
equivalent less than the imported oil.

Now, if I could say one thing about the impact studies, to my knowl-
edge, from the impact studies that have been made, they have never,
after the impact studies have been completed, stopped a project. They
have delayed a project; and my feeling is that the development of a
project and the impact study can go together simultaneously, because
I do want to know what effect our development will have on a com-
munity. How many homes should we provide? How about schools?
What taxation do we need to provide for sewage plants, growth, and
so on? This is valuable information, and it helps the producer. But
let us not delay the digging of the coal.

Senator HARRY F. BRiD, Jr. Yes, I think so, and I think the Con-
gress has not given adequate consideration to the points you develop
there, and has not given adequate consideration to the need for capital
formation. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bentsen?
Senator Bentsen. I very much sympathize with Mr. Richey's com-

nients concerning the impact statement. But let me say, Congress has
given consideration to that specific point. We held hearings earlier
this year and witnesses assured us they were going to cut out about
one-third of the time. We will wait and see ii-they do it. They also
said that they would try to cooperate and work with the State agencies
in developing this instead of letting the State agency do its job, and
then the Federal Government agency do its; and then say the State
did not do it satisfactorily, and you have to start through the cycle
again. So hopefully, we are inaking some headway in the very thing
you are talking about. You cannot sold up $45 million worth of capi-
tal, for example, while this kind of study is being made.

Now. the other point is, you are talking about the leasing of Federal
lands. is it not also trlie that iioich of this Federal land is a checker-
board situation so that one has a difficult time; because if you are
talking about your private lands you get a lease off, then you run into
the problem that the Federal lands, in effect, negate what you can do
a lot of times. I was in a mine 2 weeks ago. I went back 7 miles from
the entrance underground and that mine covered a geographical area
larger than Manhattan Island.

M[r. RichEY. What mine was that?
Senator BENTSEN. That was Consolidated Coal, outside of Pitts-

burgh.
Mr. Ricmy. We have some mines that go back 14 miles.
Senator BENTSEN. I certainly agree with the chairman on this

question of stopping quantity discounts for big electricity users. A
small businessman has enough trouble competing with larger com-
panies. Major quantity discounts put smaller firms in a pretty tough

55.-583-15-pt 1-18
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spot trying to compete. So we have that competitive problem, plus the
objectives of the Nation in trying to get better utilization of energy.

I have seen a Bureau of Standards Study that estimates that indus-
try today can save about 30 percent of the energy it uses; and you
cited some examples of some of the energy savings that had occurred.

We have also had some major engineering firms testify about poten-
tial energy savings before the Publi Works Committee.

Mr. Rici-mEY. Senator, energy has been so cheap we threw it away.
S(1111001' BENTSEN. 1V11V CanI We not put in something like a 5-year

w-'ite-off on new machinery, that would save energy? We do that for
pollution control machinery today.

Mr. RC1.iy. That is correct.
Senator BENTSEN. 1We give them a 5-year write-off if they will put

ilawll~ury in that will control pollution.r. R WHEY. Anythinlg that provides commerce, business, entrepre-
neurs, vith more capital to invest, the better off the country is going
to be.

Senator BE N-,TS E.N. I would like to see us use the carrot and the stick
ai proarh. We should get away from quantity discounts for big indus-
try's Ilse of electricity and provide them perhaps with a five-year
wr'ite-on for energy saving machinery. And at the same time, we
would improve technology in this country, which we are in need of
to remain competitive in world markets. We invest the smallest per-
centage of our disposable income back in manufacturing capacity of
any Major nation in the world. England is the one next to us, and they
are in real trouble.

JAet me ask you another question. We talk about moving on energy
and trying to (levelop a, Manhattan project approach. We did this
when natural rubber was cut off in World War II and we developed
synthetic rubber in this country. Yet I look at the cost of a coal gasifi-
cation plant, for example, and I am talking about a major one. Coal
gasification ii not a new process. They were doing it in Germany
during World War II. That is the way they stayed in the war as long
as they did. We are talking about trying some new technological
processes, and we are also talking about doing it on a magnitude that
has never been done before. That can lead to problems and there is
some risk involved. First industry was talking about building a coal
gasification plant for $500 million, and then I heard $700 million, and
then I heard $1 billion. And then, the 6ther day, somebody said, well,
yes, but maybe $2 billion.

Now, I would be concerned if I were on the board of directors of
one of those companies, and was told it was going to cost $1 billion,
and might get as high as $2 billion and that synthetic gas would equate
to $13 or $15 in the price per barrel of oil. If I were to build that plant,
and I had a capital surplus of $500 million, and then suppose the
Middle East countries, in a capricious way, decided to drop the price
of oil for a couple of years, and put these alternative energy sources
out of business, the capital surplus of that company gets w iped out.
So it does not get built. And yet, it is in the national interest to build
these plants to determine their economic and environmental feasibility.
I do not want the Government to have to build them and operate them.
How do we get it done, then? How about this kind of an approach?

Suppose we had an energy bank. And suppose we would say to
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private industry that has a plant they think is feasible for a major
alternative source of energy like coal gasitication or one of the others.
if private capital put in the top 25 percent or 20 percent of the risk
capital, the first dollars lost, and then they have to run it, and you
have uhe discipline of the bottom line, then Govermnent through this
energy bank, if they also think it is feasible and in the national pur-
pose, would guarantee the bottom 75 percent of that loan for investors,
or 80 percent, and look to the property itself as the only liability. Do
you think that would be an incentive that would bring some of these
things oil, and get them built?

Mr. RIcIF.Y. That is one I would like to study, because, Senator, I
feel it is our national interest. We would be derelict in our duties as
citizens if we did not, build some of those plants. I do not expect to
see the country covered with their, but if we (to not get sone of those
plants built and operated, and get the experieice in rluining them and
producing a profit for feed stock, I think we should be ashamed of
ol rseJ y's.

Senator BYENTSEN. We are not sort, of energy in this country if we
will develop it.

Mr. RiCIIEY. This is correct. Now, as to your plan, as I said, I think
we ought to study it. I think we ought to study it very carefully.

Senator BENTSEN-. We can sit around and talk about these things.
Mr. licimy. We have got to build some of these plants, Senator. If

sil,!) (I pUant were in effect today, and a contract was signed to build
that plant, I firmly believe that-well, this is 1975; it would be 1985
before you saw any synthetic fuel come out of it. That is what our
leadtie IS.

S,,nator BENTSEN.. I agree.
Mr. RICHEY. And 10 years from now, we could be in pretty bad

slame for energy in this country.
Senator BENTSEN. We had better start now to take care of it. The

troufle is that sometimes we have the attention span of a 5-year-old
in this country. We wait until the next crisis before we move, and then
it O Io late.

Mr. RIcHEY. To give you an example, I was in Mexico 2 years ago,
1a1d I met a salesman for atomic energy plants. And I askedhim how
,,ilig it would take to build a plant in Mexico. And he said 5 years.
I thiuk we all know in this country, it takes 12 to 15 years, and the
iti ffervve is

Senator BENTSEN. Do not believe all of that from Mexico, either.
Mr. R(I'TIEY. Well. I was just making a point. We seem to have a

lot of delays in this country on large projects.
Senator BENTSEN. If you think we have redtape here, try Mexico.
Mr. RWHEy. No. thank you. I am used to this redtape. I do not want

to learn redtape in Spanish.
Senator BENTSE.X. Thank you. I have no further questions.
The (1 I IAIRMAN. Senator Nelson?
Senator Nr.LSox. Well, on the matter of this general assault that is

made, day in and day out, on environmental impact statements--
there is a recent FEA report, I wish I had it here. This is a report on
the delays in nuclear powerplant construction. The amount of delay
caused by environmental impact statements and environmental litiga-
tion was the smallest single, cause of delay they had. That's what they
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found in this FEA study-the figures were 1.7 percent of the total
construction delay in nuclear powerplants-all 28 nuclear plants being
built last year--were on account of environmental delays of one kind
or another. It averaged out just 4 months for environmental delays.
Strikes by labor unions accounted for about 18 months' holdup on
construction in all these plants, labor shortages about 18 months, some
other problems in labor fields a number of months. One of the largest
causes of delay was equipment availability, 68 months. Mr. Chairman,
I- would appreciate these FEA study results being ade, part of the
record for this mourning's meeting-that nuclear power is being delayed
by the environmental issues is just not true according to the FAA
statistics. It only amounted to 1.73 percent of the total delay found
by the FEA.

[Senator Nelson subsequently submitted the following letter for therecord :]
U.S. SENATE,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Wa8hington, D.C., July 11, 1975.Hon. RUSSELL LONG,

Chairman., Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Mu. CHAMMAN: Pursuant to our conversation this morning during the
meeting of the Finance Committee listed below are the results of the Federal
Energy Administration's (FEA) power plant construction delay report.

I would appreciate the study results being made part of the record for this
morning's meeting. In addition, I am informed- the FEA Is currently under-
taking a study to update this 1974 report. I will keep you informed of the re-
sults of the FEA update.

The results of the FEA study are as follows:
-Of the 28 atomic power plants that were scheduled to go into operation
last year, environmental action was one of the least significant causes of
delay.

CONSTRUCTION

(1) 4 months were lost due to environmental litigation (1.73% of total loss),
(2) 18 months lost due to labor shortages,
(3) 18 months lost due to labor strikes,
(4) 12 months lost due to rescheduling of associated facilities,
(5) 23 months lost due to changes in regulatory requirements,
(6) 68 months lost due to major equipment delivery delays,
(7) 84 months lost due to poor labor productivity.

Sincerely,
GAYLORD NELSON, U.S. Senator.

Senator N-.ELSON. In other words, the whole assault that has been
going on across this country.

Now, here, we get the same thing about coal. Now the VEA says-
you are in the coal business, so maybe you can correct them if they are
wrong-that to start out and put a strip mine in business tales 3
years, to get the equipment, to get everything started and going. Now,
you are saying the environmental impact statement takes 3 years. Well.
you could not go any faster than that anyway. A deep mine, they sai,
takes about 4 to 5 years. Are they correct in that?

Mr. RICHEY. I cannot make an investment and place orders for
equipment pending the results of a report about which I know nothing.
If I have to have an impact statement made, when that is finished
and then I get the go ahead then I can do everything else.

Now as to the strip mines I might also comment, my company is.
more than 98 percent deep mining so we are not strip mine people.
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But a strip mine, under certain circumstances, can probably go it in 3
years and following the study could go in a matter of months.

We figure it would take us to build this deep mine, I mention if we
could start now, it would be 1978; so that is 3, 4 years before we would
get our production up.

I was not picking on the environmentalists at all on impact state-
ments or on delays in nuclear plants. I just make a statement that in
this country it seems to take 12 to 15 years from the conception until
the operation of a nuclear plant. Now, there are some 62 agencies,
I believe, in Washington alone, not counting the States, that you have
got to go through for clearances on it.

Senator"NELso-,. Well, if there are unnecessary delays in any of
these we would all be interested in it. What troubles me is that there
is the flat assertion, time after time, and the general acceptance all
over the country that the environmental movement somehow or an-
other is keepir, us from getting automobiles going because of pollu-
tion controls, or coal mines going, or nuclear powerplants, but nobody
really gives us any evidence. And when the FEA, which is under a
Republican administration, comes out and says that only 1.73 percent
of the delay in all 28 nuclear plants being built last year was environ-
mental delays it seems to me that that ought to finish it for the nuclear
powerplant argument.

Now, let us go to coal. Now, what we need if we are going to deal
with this intelligently is for the coal people to submit, in detail, the
,documentation of what the delay is and let us have a look at it. I
suspect, given what has been sail in the past, that there is not much
more validity to the coal argument than there is to the nuclear, and
the automobile one turns out to be a total fraud anyway.

They engaged in a conspiracy for 15 years. and a consent decree
was entered against the automobile industry in the Federal Court in
Los Angeles. for a conspiracy not to develop pollution control devices.

So, they engaged in a conspiracy for which they could have gone
to jail. Then they attack the Congress for passing some laws saying
you have got to set some standards. So, there is just a whole lot of
phony baloney in all of these attacks.

Now, what I would like to see is the coal industry submit, in detail,
documentation, point by point., month by month, what happened.--
Then we would have something to deal with.

[r. RICIEY..May I speak to that as a coal man?
Senator NELSON.: Certainly.
Mr. RIcHEY. I believe it was last week or the week before our

industry put together a detailed study, company by company, sum-
marized it and delivered it to FEA as to what the growth rate in the
industry will be: the number of tons-this is over 10 years-the
number: of tongs of deep mined coal. the number of tons of strip mined
coal, the number of tons of coal west of the Mississippi, east of the
Mississippi, metallurgical coal. high sulfur, low sulfur, and that
information is available from the Natural Coal Association and cer-
tainlv FEA has it now.

In'my own case, it is very simple. We have the personnel to develop
so much at a, time. We cannot develop any faster than our personnel
will let uis. including the firing and training of coal miners which is
a very serious thing Mind difflcilt thinm to do. I do not disagree with
the way it has to be done now but it has to be done a. certain way.
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So I think, speaking for coal, you can have that information and
I believe the figure in the next 10 years is all increase in production
of sonic 956 million tons scheduled now, provided certain things will
take place. And those are itemized, one, two, three, four, five, and
SiX.

Senator Nrr.sox. Now, you have testified that you agreed that it is
necessary to have environmental impact statements. I think any ra-
tional person would agree to that.

Mr. RICHErY. Not necessarily, I said I think tley serve a purpose.
Senator NEt.sex. Well, a good or a bad purpose?
MIr. Ircti.Y. I think tlev can serve a groo,! pilipose used in the proper

way. As I said, I think in answer to Senator Long or Senator lyrl.
that. I think that the development of a coal raine can go on at the sall
time that the impact shltenivlit is going oil. that the ti1(dings of tie Mn-
pact statement will be beneficial to the coninuitt and to .1 1,li(.
operating company. Because we have to know how to provide go()d
places aid the proper places witli adequate facilities 1011 our em1pIoVees.

If you move into a desolate area in the mountains with i0 or 600
people over 5. 6, or 7 years. you lave got social problems. And I think
an impact study would be most helpful to us. But I do not want to hold
up a whole project on a Yes or no basis of whethe' such a study is made.

Senator NIIJmO. Well, J wold like to let you explain it.. Now, I
woUld assum that it is the consensus in this country, at least a ma-
jorit" Consensus, that we are not ,Yoin , to flov into the west '91n1. strip
the \w-hole wc.st and pollute every water course in the west and destroy
vast areas of the west. And that in order to avo-d that yon have t.mt to
make a stud(y of the water courses, the pollution problenis, the availa-
bility of water, the drainage problems, the restoration of the surface of
the land, all of these things. So, a study has to be done.

Now, of course, that is going to cause some delay but. I do not think
the country is prepared to say, we are just going to forget all about
that and create a disaster area out in the west on account of strip
mining.

So. if it is agreed to. it has to be done. Sure, it takes some time. What
I would like to see is what is your evaluation of the unnecessary delay,
of course there is some necessary delay if we are going to plan the
proper utilization of our resources. Then tell us what is the unnecessary
delay? Does the study that you are talking about address itself to that
precise question ?

Mr. RICHEy. Senator Nelson. I think we are both painting vith very
broad brushes here. I do not think that the coal industry or the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce expects to go out and tear up the west or tear
up any other place.

Senator NELSON. I said I have assumed that is the case. I said I as-
sumed it is the consensus that we have to (o sonm planning of resource
utilization, and in order to do some planning it takes some time.

What I am saving, to you i;, wllv does not the co1l industry tell us
what. is the unnecessarv delay pre'iseiv delineated? You are in the
business. Now, the assertions are made by the coal industry. they come
here and flwht the strip mining bill. we spent 4 years on it, it a',,qs been
before. the Congress 10 years, we pass it, it gets vetoed, we, pass it again,
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it gets vetoed. The President snakes assertions it will cost 30,000 jobs.
And when they get to hearings before the House side. they cannot

prove it at all. Actually it probably will create jobs. And the coal in-
dustry was on the side of the President on it. Now, all I am saying is
it is about time the coal industry came up and said, all right, we agree
that we are not going to destroy the west, that is the consensus of the
country. We agree there has to be impact statements and studies on
what the environmental impact is. But we do ihot want unnecessary
delay and gentlemen. here is one, two, three, four, or five, the, unneces-
sary delays, specific, exact, not general assertions. Now where is that ?

Mr. P.1C;IY. As I said a few minllutes ago. we have pr',pared a report,
which I believe will aj:swver the question, which wvas givelN toile FEA
last week or tle week before.

Senator N.lsoNx. I)oes it delineate pre0cisely where?
Mr. 1iciu:Y. J think there are 'qjew c poffnts on there that thi;s can

be done if that is loiiv. I camnot itenize in my lind1 what they all are
but the report las been made and we ceta.ilnly can get one froin the
Coal Assoiatioli over to you.

Senator NLS:.sON. I would like to see it beeaise with all of the talk
that hias been roin,, on over this issme since 19 4--1 tinlk I intr'oiuced
the first, legis!atiol o1 this, in recent veans anyway, in I9N--ini all these
years of talk and hearings these assertions are made. But, to this day
I have never seen any documentation.

So. I think it, is tuiem the coal indlustry came up witli some documen-
tation. If it is tlieie, we walt to see it.

Mr. Ricii :. I tlink we c ,n provide it for vou, Senator.
[Mr. Richey subsequently submitted the f" ' , formation :1

This report sunnarizes expansion plans of the bittlninous coal industry
through 1985. Mines already under developnint ini 1974 will. whien eo,,q6'*ie,,
have a productive capacity of 43.79 million tons. The additional capacity under
construction, announced or planned by 19S5 amounts to 534.01 million tons,
m:ikiiig a total of 577.8 million tons of added capacity available by the end of
1985.

(The cumulative figures for eastern mines should be discounted to allow
for about 3 per cent annual depletion of existing mines or 15 million tons per
year: no such factor need be applied in the Vest, where nearly all operations
will be new.)

"The figures are subject to the following assumptions which would remove
obstacles to industry expansion:

1. The Clean Air Act amendments proposed by the Administration will be
enacted.

2. Capital will be available for the projected expansion.
3. No unreasonable surface mining legislation will be enacted.
4. A viabl&-f al coal leasing program will allow development of Western

coal.
5. Realistic means of complying with the National Environmental Policy

Act (NEPA) will allow energy development without undue delay or restraint.
6. Adequate transportation will be available.
If the expansion indicated in this report Is actually to take place. these

assumptions must be transformed into accomplishments as soon as possible.
Each assumption concerns a present major obstacle to coal production. Each
week that they persist means a week's slippage-even complete loss-in attain-
ing future production goals.

With stretched-out timetables in developing new production, inflation in-
creases the cost of materials. capital becomes inadequate. aud the whole in-
tricate timetable Is thrown askew.



NEW COAL MINES AND MAJOR EXPANSIONS OF EXISTING MINES-PLANNED, ANNOUNCED OR UNDER CONSTRUCTION IN THE UNITED STATES. 1975-85

[Millions of tons)

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Western United States:
Washington:

Incremental ----------------------------- 1.30 0.30 0.60 0.40
Cumulative ----------------- 3.00 1.30 1.60 2.20 2.60

Wyoming:
Incremental- -------------------- 5.40 17.70 21.20 22.20
Cumulative ---------------- 123. 40 5.40 23.10 44.30 66.50

Subtotal, Western:
Incremental ----------------------- 21.65 33.35 34.10 43. GO
Cumulative ----------- 302.40 21.65 55.00 89. 10 132.70

Eastern United States:
Alabama:

Incremental ----------------------------- 3.55 3.45 2.95 4.60
Cumulative ----------------- 19.55 3.55 7.00 9.95 14.55

Illinois:
Incremental -----------------..-------- 1.75 7.75 7.70 7.70
Cumulative ----------------- 40.60 1.75 9.50 17.20 24.90

Indiana:
Incremental ----------------------------- 2.80 2.70 -----------------------
Cumulative ----------------- 11.00 2.80 5.50 5.50 5.50

Kentucky, Eastern:
Incremental ----------------------------- 3.80 6.80 5.10 3.40
Cumulative ----------------- 24.60 3.80 10.60 15.70 19.10

Kentucky, Western:
Incremental ----------------------------- 3.10 2.80 3.00 4.30
Cumulative ----------------- 44.40 3.10 5.90 8.90 13.20

VI

0.302.90

21.80
88.30

0.103.00

15.50
103.80

3.00 3.00 3.00 3.30 3.00

5.50 3.50 3.00 2.00 2.00
109.30 112.80 115.80 117.80 119.80

57.80 41.20 20.20 17.90 8.00 4.00 2.00
190.50 231.70 251.90 269.80 277.80 281.80 283.80

1.50 0.50 ------------------------------------------
16.05 16.55 16.55 16.55 16.55 16.55 16.55
5.10 2.90 2.20 1.90 1.80 -----------------------

30.00 32.90 35.10 37.00 38.80 38. 80 38.80

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 -------------------------
6.50 7.50 8.50 9.50 9.50 9.50 9.50
3.20 1.00 ------------------------------------------

22.30 23.30 23.30 23.30 23.30 23-.30 23.30

6.00 5.40 6.00 2.60 3.60 4.20 1.00
19.20 24.60 30.60 33.20 36.80 4L 00 42.00

Region and State

Ultimate
capacity of
additions'

Region and State
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Kentucky, total:
Incremental -------------------- .......... 6.90
Cum ulative ----------------- 69. O0 6. 90

Ohio:
Incremental -------------------------- 2.0
Cumulative ----------------- 14.20 2.00

Pernsylvania:
Increm ental 31.................. ........... 4.40
Cumulative ------- --------- 31.50 4.40

Tennessee:
Lncremental ------------------------------------------
Cumulative ----------------- 4.85 -----------

Virginia:
nuremaental ----------.................. 30

Cumulative ----------------- 13.70 .30
West Virginia, Northern:

Incemrental ------------------------------ 2.60
Cumulative ................. 13.20 2.60

West Vkgina, Southern:
incremental ------------------------ .
Cumulative ----------------- 57.80 5. 45

West YVginia. total:
;rcsem ental 71........................... 8. 05
Cumulaive ----------------- 71.00 .05

Subtotal. Eastern:
Incremental ....------------------- 29.75
Cumulative ........... 275.40 29.75

Total, United States:
Incremental ----------------- ------ 51.40
Cuinulative ----------- 577.10 51.40

9.60
16.50

2.60
4.60

• 7.70
12.10

1.00
1.00

1.70
2.00

2.10
4.70

7.80
13.25

9.90
17.95

8.1024.60

3.00
7.60

7.80
19.90

1.10
2.10

1.90
3.90

1.40
6.10

8.26
21.51

9.66
27.61

7.7032.30

2.60
10.20

6.00
25.90

1.25
3.35

3.00
6.90

1.40
7.50

8.60
30.11

10.00
37.61

9.2041.50

1.20
11.40

2.90
28.80

1.00
4.35

1.30
8.20

3.00
10.50

6.70
36.81

9.70
47.31

6.40 6.00 2.60 3.60 4.20 1.00
47.90 53.90 56.50 60.10 64.30 65.30

1.10 ------------------------------------------
12.50 12.50 12.50 12.50 12.50 1-.50

2.20 .10 ---------------------------------
31.00 3L 10 31.10 31.10 31.10 31.10

.50 --------------------------------------------------4.85 4.85 4.85 4.85 4.85 4.85
1.10 1.60 1.20 .60 .......................
9.30 10.90 12.10 12.70 12.70 12.70

1.60 ....... -....... ....... i.........i. - --...........i-
12.10 12.10 12.10 12.10 12.10 12.10

4.10 1.30 1.60 ------------ 1.50 1.50
40.91 42.21 43.81 43.81 45.31 46.81

5.70 1.30 1.60 ------------ 1.50 1.50
53.01 54.31 55.91 55.91 57.41 5. 91

46.40 42.21 42.85 32.90 21.40 12.20 8.30 6.00 5.70 2. 50
76.15 118.36 161.21 215.51 194.11 227.71 236.01 242.01 247.71 250.21

79.75 76.31 86.45
131.15 207.46 293.91

90.70 62.60 32.40 26.20 14.00 9.70 4.50
384.61 447.21 479.61 505.81 519.81 529.51 534.01

I Ultimate capacity of new mines and expansions, including capacity that was added before 1975.

tO
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The CHAIRMAX. If the Senator would yield; I just hope if we can
come to terms with Senator Nelson, whom I admire, on this e:>iron-
mental problem then the environmentalists and the Congress will go
along with his judgVment; because lie is a reasonable man.

And I think thvre is great trust of him as an environmentalist.
kr,. lZrcIn,:m. Well, Saiator Long, I have a business philosophy, when

yo have a problem, fzo to the guy who can either do the most against
you or for you and sell him.

Se-iator Ni;rsoN. If there is truly unnecessary delay. i do not care
wi]iat any environmentalist says, I will oppose the unnecessary delays.

Mr. RiclIFY. I appreciate that.
The CTIAMAL -N. I wish the Senator from Wisconsin would give his

reaction to the situation aff the Atlantic coast and when thus so far they
have not even drilled a single hole. In fact they have not even let lease.
I would be curious to know how much of that, you would attribute to
environmental considerations?

Senator NELSoN. I do not know but I -will look into it and give you
mly opinion.

The ChARMV. Well, the Atlantic has been out there a long time -

and tltb re has not even been a dry hole out there.
Mr. Rcinx:. I just hope that if a hole is drilled out here that there

is some oil because this thing in Florida was just shot.
The CI[AJI WIrAN. I think there would be progress if th-ey just drilled

the dry hole. They have not even done that.
Souator Hansen? .
Se a-or hANSEX. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Richey. I would like to compliment you on the perception and

excellence of your testimony. I was interested in niany of the facets
of the energy picture that you discussed and T think that you very
prol)perly and accurately note that there is a relationship between the
price of one form of energy and the rate and development of other
formins.

I l'nve hard the coal industry maligned, as I am certain that you
have for a long period of time. They have been criticized for not plow-
ing money back into research, for not getting on with coal gasification,
and one thing or another. And yet it is perfectly obvious to me with
the Federal Power Commission controlling the price of natural gas
for a long period of time and keeping that price at about 18 cents per
1.000 cubic feet when, in the last 2 or 3 years, the figures are that it
would cost at least cne-third more to go out and find new gas than
you could sell it for previously, the previous 3 years.

Something has to be radically wrong and yet this concept was
sold1 to the American public on the idea that their interests were being
protected and I suspect a lot of peonle went- along with that concept
until tif energy crunch took place here less than 2 years ago. Then
for the first time. I think, America had a look at its hole card and
said, maybe we aire building up a dependency on unstable, foreign
supplies to the degree that was not in the public interest.

So. I compliment you on the way you have laid it on the line, as
I like to characterize it, and say what you have. Now. there has
Ieen talk and I am pleased that my very dear friend, and one of the
persons I admire most in the Senate. Spitor Bvrd is here because
I think he expresses a concern that is widely held. And that is that
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if we decontrol oil now, is it not true that-we are going to have ex-
orbitant profits reaped by the oil companies and that there must
either be some way to plow back part of those obscene profits as one
member of our club of .99 describes them, we are not yet up to a 100
.yo know. we are about that.

Senator IJASKELL. We are trying.
Sen'rtor HAN-SEN.. We are still rankling you mean?
Anyway, there are some who characterize these profits as obscene.

I have read( a lot of statistics on the financial needs of the oil industry
and I note that a few things impressed me.

Most people, most of the witnesses, not all, but most of the witnesses
we ha:.'e hald, have said that we must go in the direction of decontrol.
But there is not agreement on how quickly decontrol ought to come
about, nor is there agreement on what sh'oild be an interim course
of action by the Government either to guarantee a plow back of the
escalating profits that are anticipated if we decontrol automatically
on the one hand, or what sort of a windfall profits tax on the other

,ourhtl to be put into place.
Let. me point out that the, testimony we have heard, and I think

it has been pretty well corroborated by a group of experts, talking
about. discovered oil supplies now. I am talking about oil that we
know is in place. There is no doubt about the amount of it. We have
I.istniricilly recovered around 3Q percent or less maybe of the oil that
is in place.

Now, if we were to take off the cap on oil, if we let the price rise
as high1 as it would go, and of course everybody says, well, it will
go clear up to where the OPEC nations put it and if they raise it
ligh(.r, it will go hig.'her. That does iot quite conform with my under-
standinr of economics which says that there is a little elasticity to
deimnd that. reflects on the price of oil. And if it gets high enough

-there n'av be a few people buying a little bit. less oil than they may
otherwise h~ave bought.

So. let us talk about the 40 billion barrels of reserves we now have.
This is the amount of oil that I understand is in place now. We know
all about it. The USGS has confirmed it. The industry knows it is
there and it. is the ainount of oil that will be pumped with costs where
they are now and prices where they are now.

If you want to pump more of it,'if you want to induce secondary
and tertiary recovery efforts to get more of it above ground, let the
price rise so that you can afford to spend more money to get more
out of tl]e ground and you will get more out.

Tlie stripper well is a good example, I thinlk4of the point I am
tryi inc to make; 13 percent-and your testimony, I believe, includes
tlese figures-13 percent of all the oil we have today comes from
stripper wells. We would not be getting very much of that if it had
iiot been fr. I)ewev Bartlett and some other Members of the Senate
who recogu,,ized that as quickly as it costs as much to pump oil as
that oil sells for, that is the day you shut the well down, simple
CI ''O llOh1S.

.And I am delight! ted you are here because somehow the basic common-
se nse logic that. Senator Long has oftentimes stressed about the gro-
('er ' nVI who was selling tomatoes, and the gal comes into the store
and says, how much are your tomatoes? Well, they are 40 cents a dozen.
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So, she comes back in a little bit and she says I can buy them for 20 cents
a dozen down the street. He said, why did not yot buy them? Well,
they are out of tomatoes. He says, if I were out of tomatoes here I
would sell mine for 10 cents a dozen.

But, somehow, we do not seen to understand that message.
Mr. Rictmy. Senator Hansen, I cannot give you absolute figures,

only relative figures. But, my understanding, and let us take the old
oil price of $5.25, that we can recover out of a well, on. an average, some
30 percent of the oil down that hole.

if we go up to $7, $7.50 a barrel, we might get 45 percent. If we go
to $10 a barrel, we may get a higher figure, and so on. And I think the
real fact and people have overlooked this, but, by increasing the price
we may be doubling or tripling this Nation's oil reserves.

Senator ILAwsEN. W1"ell. as a matter of fact, I am not particularly-
Mr. RicIEY. And putting us in a better economic position in the

world for oil-people forget. the first embargo was in 1967 but it fell
apart because we had surplus oil to sell.

Senator HANSEN. Every bit of competent testimony we have had
here, Mr. Richey inclines mie to believe these are accurate figures. We
have 40 billion barrels in reserves now, oil that is in place on Ameri-
can soil that we know about and if we are willing to decontrol prices,.
to let the price rise by using secondary and tertiary recovery tech-
niques, we will get in addition to those 40 billion barrels another 60
billion barrels-one and a half times as much.

Now, it sure makes great campaign oratory and talking about exclti-
"tve clubs around here, the 99 is not an exclusive club. I longg to the
exclusive club-there are seven of us. including Senator Byrd, who are
not yet candidates for the Presidency. [General la,1ghter.J

Senator 1-IANSEN. Anyway. it is not going to go over very well this
winter, if trouble breaks out in the Middle East and we have another
oil boycott over there to be able to go around an(! tell the people, well,
we are sure sorry you are out of oil and we are sorry your home is
cold, we are sorry that you have lost your lob because there is not any
natural gas or oil either to run the plant. We are sorry about, that but
we hope you will remember that we kept the price good and low. Ve
hope you will remember that.

I am glad I am not running next year because if I had to go around
and tell that story I am not so sure that people would attribute the
intelligence to me that I hope that they might.

Mr. R cIY. Your voters are like my stockholders-it is not what you
did for them yesterday, it is what you are going to do for them
tomorrow.

Senator IA-sPN. WVell, you know now. this industry, according to
different surveys that have been made and studies that have been made,
is going to require between two and a half and three times as much
capital, both within the United States and internationally just to try
to keep even without any inflation. And the figures are that we will
need, worldwide, $1 trillion, 9".00 billion of new capital to put in. That
is without any inflation. If inflation continues at the rate of 15 percent
worldwide, it is going to take $3 trillion.

So, I think that maybe instead of being overly concerned about how
much we have to take out of the industry in excess profits taxes or
plowback or whatever, we had better start thinking about where we
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are going to get the oil. Because here are some facts that people may
not know.

In ,1y State of Wyoming, and we happen to be the fifth largest oil
and gas producer among the States, we had 136 rigs drilling in Wyo-
ming, last Easter. People do not know that. They think we produce cow
chip and mountain scenery, but we do have some oil.

Now, we have got this, we had 136 rigs drilling oin Easter. The 20th
of June there were 96 rigs drilling. And why did that come about?
We passed a, tax rebate, tax reform bill and among other things, it
reduced the depletion allowance. And when somebody goes around
trying to get some money from a banker or a doctor or somebody else
and that potential investor looks at the opportunities anid sees first
what the chances of hitting a dry hole are, and they are pretty good,
you know, they are not bad at all. If you want to take a sure bet, bet
that you are going to hit a dry hole and that is a winning bet anvtime.

But, if you look at that and add to that the take that the Govern-
ment is going to extract, if you are one of the fortunate ones, about 1
well out of 70 happens to discover a major new field, 1 out of 40 is a
commercial producer and I have forgotten precisely what the figures
are on dry holes, but that is a darn good bet.

So, I think that if we are going to encourage the people and the capi-
tal to take the risk to find the oil we had better be looking at that and
my feeling is that we are watching the wrong rabbit if we are con-
cerned, as some are, with making certain that the oil industry does not
have too profitable a business.

Now, how does this relate to coal? I think it relates in this way. So
long as we continue price controls on petroleum, so long as we keep
the prices down, the opportunity you have to do the job you must do,
and coal has the biggest opportunity of any energy source in this coun-
try today in the short, term to replace ,Vhat we get from oil and gas, if
coal is going to do the job, would not your ability to do that job be
enhanced with quick deregulation of both natural gas and oil?

Mr. Ricm:y. Yes, I think it would. The big goal in coal is going to
be to produce coal for the electric utility industry. And the second big
market is going to be to replace industrial heat for plants that have
formerly operated on natural gas.

We are finding, in our case, and I think this is applicable to most
coal mining companies. that we are making contracts with these peo-
ple for 25 and 30 years. So, I think coal is more than short term. I think
it will help coal. it will make coal become more attractive. It will prob-
ably give us at better price which will let us accumulate more capital to
put right back into coal mines.

Senator HANSEN. Well, now when you think about coal gasification
plants. they cost a lot of money from what I have been told.

Mr. RiciEY. Unbelievable amounts I have been told.
Senator HA.sEN. And if you are going to get the kind of investment

that you need in order to build those plants, you certainly will find
your task easier, will you not. if natural goas is completely deregulated
so that. it is ,going to liave to become truly competitive in tbe market-
place as contrasted with the situation now ? Is this not true?

Mr. Ricnr. Yes, sir.
SMIator HAN.SEN. One final point, and I would just make this to

iiy gmI friend f rom Wisconsin, for whom I have the highest regard,
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there was a recent circuit court decision-here in the District holding
that before any further leasing could take place, as I understand, oil
Federal lands,'before any railroad lines can be built, before any major
mines can be opened, or major plants developed in the West, a regional
environmental impact statement is required.

Now, some of the people with whom I visited down at the Depart-
ment of the Interior tell me that if they have to go through all of those
steps this may take at least 2 or maybe 3 years. I would ask my good
friend from Wisconsin if he could tell me if that estimate is right or
would he have any thought about that?

Senator NELSON. No; I saw a note about the decision to which you
refer and it may be absolutely sound and necessary. But, I have not
looked at the decision.

Senator HANSEN. I just wanted to make that one observation. You
probably are not concerned with what goes on in the West except
academically, but I know-

Mr. RicimY. We now have a mine in Utah.
Senator HANSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I apologize for run-

ning over the time.
The CHAMIRAN. Thank you very much.
I would like the witness to know that if we listen to one another long

enough we do have a, way of agreeing on something eventually in this
committee. We did it with regard to runaway fathers. After 5 years
of debate we finally reported out a unanimous recommendation. It
did not receive plaudits-in all areas but we were unanimous by the time
we had debated for 5 years.

Are there any further questions, gentlemen?
Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. RIcnEY. Thank you very much. it is delightful to be here.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Richey follows. Oral testimony

continues on p. 299.]
STATEMENT ON NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY AND ENERGY CONSERVATION AND CONVER-

SION ACT, H.R. 6860, FOR THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES

(By Herbert S. Richey)

My name Is Herbert S. Richey. I am the Vice Chairman of the Board of Direc-
tors of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, and President and Chief
Executive Officer of the Valley Camp Coal Company, Cleveland, Ohio. --

I am accompanied by Walker Winter, Chairman of the National Chamber's
Taxation Committee and a partner in the Chicago law firm of Ross., Hardies,
O'Keefe, Babcock and Parsons; David Luken, Acting Director of the Chamber's
Natural Resources Section and James Graham, Associate Director for Energy;
and Robert R. Statham, Director of the Chamber's Tax and Finance Section.

We are appearing before this Committee on behalf of the Chamber of Cnm-
merce of the United States, the largest association of business and profosionil
organizations in the United States, and the principal spokesman for the Ameri-
can business community. The National Chamber represents over 3,500 trade.
associations and chambers of commerce. It has a direct membership of over 48.000
business firms and an underlying membership of approximately 5 million-indi-
viduals and firms. Based upon the energy utilized by the commercial and indus-
trial sector of our economy. the National Chamber federation probably ronre-
sents the largest energy-users bloc in the United States. On behalf of the.
National Chamber, I wish to thank the Committee for this opportunity to "re.
sent its opinions on National energy policy and the House Energy Tax Bill, 11.R.
8860.'-
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Development of a National Encrgy Program
Today the United States and the rest of the world face major energy problems

that are both short and long term.
Unlike many others, our nation has the energy resource technology and capital

to develop a high degree of energy self-sufficiency. But if we are to have any hope
whatsoever of achieving this goal, a united national effort will be required that
wvilI far surpass any peacetime program in the history of the United States.

The U.S. must implement a positive and comprehensive program for the
or(lerly development of the nation's energy resources, one which will involve
the cooperation and participation of all elements of our society.

Two motivating forces are absolutely necessary if such an effort is to succeed:
(1) a widespread public understanding of the program and its aims, and (2)
a national dedication to the program.

It is imperative that the public understand that the U.S. must develop all
viable sources of domestic energy. There will be no single best solution to achieve
energy self-reliance in a relatively short time. All technologically feasible en-
ergy resources will be needed to satisfy the continually growing energy require-
mients, even given modified growth rates, and provision should be made for
their simultaneous development.

Energy will cost more in the future. New resources are becoming more diffi-
cult to find and construction costs have increased due to more complex tech-
nology, safety, environmental concerns, and inflation. To have a chance of
attaining energy Independence, a national energy program must recogize the
role of profits; the energy industry must maintain a level of earnings adequate
for underwriting the massive expenditures that will be required.

The U.S. will have to import, significant volumes of oil for the next ten to
fifteen years, even while working co gain its self sufficiency.

Energy conservation must be practiced intensively and on a continuing h;tsi.s.
Conservation is of basic importance because of the need to use our finite energy
resources more wisely. The focus, however, must be on eliminating wasteful
and inefficient energy use. Even these measures may indirectly reduce or shift
employment to some extent. But we should avoid imposing reductions in energy
use which would lead to production cutbacks, substantially increased unemploy-
nient, and deterioration in the economy.

To be effective, the U.S. energy program must have a national dedication and
a unified direction.

The Government must provide leadership in establishing a comprehensive
national energy program covering a period of at least two decades.

The program must be structured to encourage. the effective participation of
the public, government, business, industry, labor, education, and the media. It
should be based on a philosophy of constructive participation rather than puni-
tivd regulation. And it should recognize that the attainment of energy self-
sufficiency will be an evolutionary process.

The program should recognize that the energy problems of this nation can-
not be solved in isolation from the energy problems of other nations. Our econ-
omy is to a considerable degree dependent on the economic welfare of other
industrialized countries which generally are oil importing nations. And we and
the other importing nations for many years will require oil imports as well as
the recycling of capital from the oil exporting nations.

National Chamber Recommendations

The nation's energy problem, serious as it is, can be stated simply: We need
to reduce our reliance on foreign energy suppliers. To do that, our prime objectives
must be to:

(1) Increase domestic production of energy supplies, and
-(2) Reduce consumption by curbing wasteful practices.
In our competitive enterprise system there is only one sure way to accomplish

both objectives: Remove price controls from oil and natural gas.
This market approach would allow prices to rise. The higher prices would

Support increased research and development of underdeveloped domestic
supplies of oil and natural gas. The higher-prices would also spur consumers
to conserve fuel, to look for ways of reducing their consumption. In addition
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to removing price controls on oil and natural gas, the Congress, in coordination
with the Administration, should remove constraints and encourage refinements
in four additional major areas.

(1) Facilitate the availability of our natural resources:
Accelerate leasing and development of the Outer Continental Shelf (OCS).
Revise federal lands policy to resume coal leasing on public lands and

expand leasing of public lands for oil shale and geothermal development.
Expeditiously develop the capability to utilize Alaskan natural gas.
Support increased research and development of underdeveloped domestic

energy resources such as oil shale an geothermal energy.
(2) Revise existing constraints on energy production and consumption:

Establish realistic standards and procedures for surface coal mining and
land reclamation.

Assure a balance between measures for environmental protection and the
economic utilization of domestic energy resources.
- Amend the Clean Air Act to permit greater use of coal.

Develop procedures to expedite the siting of energy facilities including
nuclear power plants, refineries and deep water ports.

Substitute coal fired or nuclear power plants for oil or natural gas firedI
plants wherever feasible.

(3) Assist in revision of energy demand:
Establish national mandatory heating and cooling efficiency standards

for new buildings.
Stimulate development of new technologies for industrial energy

conservation.
M aximize resource recovery and energy recovery technology.
Develop an "ethic of energy conservation" on the part of the American

public.
Support active public and private campaigns to conserve energy.

(4) Free the market place tO allow the capital formation essential to meet
future energy requirements.

Nature of the n'orgy Cl4tE
Through 1971, the U.S., for all practical purposes, was able to produce do-

mestic energy supplies adequate for its needs. Imports were held to nominal
levels through the Oil Imports Quota System, and the nation enjoyed spare oil
production capacity.
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In the early 1970's, however, the growth rate for oil consumption accelerated
rapidly due to the resurgent economy and the increased energy required to meet
newly established environmental standards. In 1972, domestic production of oil
reached capacity levels and oil imports were used to satisfy further demand
increases, thus making the United States increasingly reliant on foreign energy
sources. This fact was recognized by the Arab oil exporting nations, resulting
in their use of the oil embargo as a tool of political and military policy In late
1973.

The preceding chart, using National Petroleum Council data, plots historical
and projected domestic energy supply to 1985. The 15 million barrel per day
(MBPD) projected import level of foreign crude is a significant warning of our
Impending domestic energy shortfall. The U.S. economy can neither support the
resulting financial deficits nor abide the ever present threat of an embargo.

Mcan8 to Increase Production

PRICE CONTROLS AND NATURAL GAS

There is no better example of the misguided use of price controls than the
history of natural gas production. The Natural Gas Act of 1938 was enacted to
protect consumers from the inherently monopolistic operation of natural gas
pipelines which basically are regionally non-competitive. However, producers
(if natur-l gas, which are highly competitive and regionally mobile, were specif-
ically exempt from the Act.

In 1954, the Supreme Court, in the now famous Phillips decision, interpreted
the law to include extension of Federal Power Commission (FPC) authority
to producers who sold their gas to interstate pipelines. The FPC, believing the
Congress would clarify the producer exemption of the 1938 Natural Gas Act,
did not commence regulation of interstate gas until the late 1950's. They were
immediately buried under an avalanche of individual rate cases which the

i'PC eventually translated into regional area rates and finally into one national
a rea rate.

Many technical experts and academicians are convinced that our current
natural gas shortage, estimated for this winter to be more thant three trillion
cubic feet (Tcf) short of approximately 23 Tef of total demand, is the result of
FPC cost regulation.

In examining the history of FPC controls on natural gas sold interstate. one
finds that a decade-long decline in real energy prices corresponds to a significant
decline in supply for that period. Prices for new gas (expressed in 1958 constant
dollars) sold interstate declined steadily from a high in 1958 of 18.6 cents per
thousand cubic feet (Mcf) to a low in 1969 of 15.4 cents per Mcf. This corresponds
to an overall decline In new non-associated discoveries from 13.8 Tcf in 1957 to
a low of 1.7 Tef-in 1969.

The cost-based methodology employed by the FPC to determine regional and
national area rates has been consistently discredited both within and without
the FPC. The laborious computations could, at best, set only average costs for
producing gas which, by definition, will prevent half of the available reservoirs
taken into computation from being produced. When drilling, a gas producer will
continue only as long as he feels he can make money under the price controls
rather than according to market conditions. The, mandatory ceilings have re-
duced the incentive to explore areas known to present the potential for high risk
and above average cost.

These pricing policies have caused the present natural gas shortage and have
contributed to our overall domestic energy shortage in three ways:

(1) Artificially low natural gas prices reduced the economic incentive to
locate and develop new supplies of natural gas. As seen above, a reduction In
the rate of discovery of new gas accompanied the FPC's price policies of 1958-
1970.

(2) Demand for natural gas accelerated sharply in response to the declining
real price of natural gas. Many inefficient and inappropriate uses of gas were
employed. The clean-burning quality of natural gas also increases its value
(though not its price) in these environment-conscious times. Predictably, the
rapid rise in demand for natural gas and the drastic reduction in new findings
has brought about the present shortage, causing severe curtailments of natural
gas deliveries to businesses, hindering production and employment.

(3) Beyond just the present natural gas shortage, artificially low natural gas
prices have contributed significantly to our domestic shortages of other fuels.

55-583-75-pt. 1-19
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These low prices had a depressing effect on fuel oil prices since fuel oil competes
with natural gas for many uses. As a consequence of the artificially low fuel oil
and natural gas prices, the domestic fuel supply situation deteriorated in two
ways: A shift developed away from coal as a fuel and was hastened by rising coal

prices, due primarily to increased labor costs and stringent environmental
controls.

New exploration and development was forced away from domestic resources
to foreign resources. Most of the "'easy" domestic oil and gas deposits had al-
ready been discovered. Present costs of exploring and developing offshore
areas and Alaska are about ten times the cost of typical onshore drilling. The
result was expanded development of relatively inexpensive foreign reserves
(Venezuela, Indonesia, the Middle East) to meet domestic demands.

Thus, the combined effect of artificially depressed natural gas prices, reduced
development and use of domestic supplies of all fossil fuels, and accelerated
demand has brought the United States to its present precarious situation. To re-
verse this trend, new natural gas should be deregulated immediately.

A recent Bu8ines8 Week article on the intrastate natural gas market illustrates
perfectly what happens when a market is allowed to function freely. In recent
years some Texas intrastate gas pipelines have curtailed deliveries just as severely
as the interstate lines. Following an almost textbook example, the shortages
caused prices to rise in the unregulated Texas gas market, which in turn encour-
aged new drilling and production. The result has been the production of more gas
than Texas can consume, forcing the price down from around $1.90 to in some
cases $1.20 Mcf, a price which interestingly is below some currently proposed sta-
tutory ceilings for gas.

The article points out that the higher prices have made gas users far more
frugal. An expert estimated that most plants have cut consumption by about 15
percent simply by using better insulation, recovering waste heat, and taking other
gas saving steps. Additional evidence indicates that the higher prices resulted in
a 20% net increase in producing gas wells over the previous year. A study by the
Texas Wildcatters Association shows that gas production from new discoveries
amounted to almost one Tef in 1974. That was 15% above the 1973 figure and 2 ,
times the 1970 level.

Assertions that production is more a function of potential supply rather than
price are simply unfounded. And the developments in Texas need not be limited to
that state. The Energy Research and Development Agency (ERDA) has estimated
that there is at least 500 Tcf of natural gas locked in the Devonian shale fornma-
tion in Ohio, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Alabama, Tennessee, West-
Virginia, Pennsylvania and New York. However, to produce that natural gas, the
free market must be permitted to operate.

PRICE CONTROLS AND CRUDE OIL
I. Background

The present system of pricing domestic crude oil is both wasteful and counter-
productive. In addition to the complicated and bureaucratically expensive alloca-
tion mechanisms needed to enforce the two-tiered pricing system, continued regu-
lation delays investment in secondary and tertiary recovery methods which can be
expected to increase oil supply on both a short and long term basis.

Decontrol would permit domestic crude oil prices to rise to the prevailing
world price levels so that the demand-dampening effects which have been felt
worldwide would be felt to the full extent In the United States. Under the two-
tiered price system, the price of a high percentage. of domestic oil Is held at less
than half the world price. The impact the escalation of world market prices has
had on de-nmand overseas has been considerably cushioned in the United States.
By way of reference, current domestic oil production Is 66% "old," 13% "new,"
8% "released" and 13% "stripper." Imports account for almost 40% of domestic
consumption. The removal of price controls on domestic crude oil is an essential
and integral part of the program to reduce energy consumption and curtail de-
pendence on imports.

It is generally agreed that production incentives afforded since the fall of 1973
by the rules permitting "new" and "released" domestic crude oil to be sold at free
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market prices are of decreasing effectiveness. Prices for domestic crude oil (other
thetn crude oil produced from a stripper well lease) are determined under Federal
Energy Administration (FEA) regulations according to the number of barrels
produced and sold each month from each property. If the current months pro-
duction from the property concerned is less-than in the corresponding month of
1972, all the production must be sold at or below the ceiling price established for
'old crude petroleum." The ceiling price now 1i the May 15, 1973, posted price for
the particular crude oil concerned plus $1.35 per barrel. The national average of
such ceiling prices is currently approximately $5.25 per barrel. However, to
encourage increased production, the FEA regulations permit all production in ex-
cess of the 1972 base level (less adjustments for production at less than the 1972
base level in prior months) to be sold as "new crude petroleum" at the higher
market level prices (currently $11.50 per barrel and higher).

Another incentive for increased production is the allowance of an amount of
the month's production which equals the amount of "new oil" produced to be
sold at the higher market level prices, provided that such amounts of crude oil,
called "released crude petroleum", do not exceed the production level of-the
1972 base month. This means that if production from a property in the 1972
base month was 10,000 barrels and is 13,000 barrels in the current month, 7,000
barrels of the current month's production would be subject to the "old oil" price
ceiling while 3,000 barrels could be sold at market level prices as "released
crude oil" (assuming no adjustments were needed for past production
deficiencies).

As previously indicated, two-thirds of total domestic crude is classified as
"old oil" and Is therefore subject to the price ceiling. The remaining one-third
is either specifically exempt from price controls under the stripper well lease
exeml)tion or is permitted to be sold at free market levels under the production-
incentive rules governing the sale of "new" and "released" crude oil.

Many producers, especially those whose current production levels are substan-
tially below the 1972 base levels and are further declining under primary recov-
ery techniques, remain unaffected by the incentives which are too remote to
outweight the high cost of the substantial secondary and tertiary recovery
programs necessary to bring production up to and above 1972 base levels. Tile
existing incentives are effective only for limited periods of time in any event.
The inevitable slackening-of output will bring production below base levels to
the point where existing incentives will no longer encourage ilvestnient in sec-
ondary and tertiary recovery and other costly programs designed to increase
total output.

An additional benefit of domestic crude decontrol will be the elimination of
economic distortions caused by the present two-tiered pricing system. This sys-
tem inevitably causes cost disparities among refiners and marketers of petro-
leum products. Moreover, the existing complicated structure of price controls
at all levels of distribution, necessitated by the cost disparities resulting from
the two-tiered system, tends to be self-defeating over the long run. It reduces
normal incentives for increased production and cost control and eliminates ini-
dustry's ability to engage in long range planning. As effectiveness of price con-
trols wanes, regulations of greater complexity and reach become necessary
to maintain the controlled-price structure. Tightening of controls tends to further
stifle initiative and contributes to greater economic distortion.
II. Analysis of Oil Dccontrol

The two-tiered structure system, with 66 percent of the domestic oil at an
arbitrary low price of approximately $5.25 per barrel and 34 percent at the
market price-0T approximately $11.50 per barrel, results in an average domestic
price of about $8.29 per barrel. The average price of all crude oil consumed
in the United States must then Include about 40 percent of the supply at the
foreign prige of approximately $13.00 per barrel. This results in an average crude
oil cost to the United States consumer of approximately $10.15.

Companies are allowed to use this average cost figure in setting the price of
refined products. For instance, if we can determine that demand responds to
price changes, we can estimate that the pricing policy has caused the purchase
of about 0.4 million extra barrels of imported oil per day over a short period and
about 1.2 million extra barrels per day over a longer period (this assumes a
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demand elasticity coefficient of 0.2 on the short run and 0.6 on the long run; de-
mand elasticity has been estimated as high as 0.8). 1 Import of an additional 0.4
million barrels per day at a cost of $13.00 per barrel equals $1.89 billion per year
that we would not otherwise demand from OPEC sources. The longer term pro-.
jection is $5.67 billion per year. An irony here is that the elasticity coefficients
which have been used were determined during periods of low prices, indicating
.that the coefficients could be higher during periods of higher market prices.

The Interstate Oil Compact Commission (IOCC) published a report in March
1975 which stated that lifting of price controls on oil produced through see-
ondary and tertiary procedures would increase daily production by 350,000
barrels and U.S. reserves by 10 billion barrels between 1975 and 1980. The
study, prepared at the request of the FEA, is based on data representing over
4,300 enhanced recovery projects and 125,000 producing wells. The 000 operators
represented in the study are from 28 states and produce over 98 percent of all
l.S. enhanced recovery oil. The report states that the sizable daily production
increases would be due to an extended economic life for enhanced projects and
increased capital investments. The report concludes that this increased produv-
tion would reduce oil imports by nearly 8.5 billion, thereby improving the balance
of tra de. A stronger economy and more jobs will result.

Decontrol of crude oil will also make the development of the OCS a more
realistic enterprise. However, the legal impediments that delayed construction
of the Alaskan pipeline, which will eventually deliver 2 million barrels of oil
per day to the lower 48 states, must not be allowed to recur in the OCS situation.

Preliminary geophysical evidence suggests that we could eventually find
billions of barrels of oil and trillions of cubic feet of natural gas off our Atlantic
Sieahoar(1. Gulf of Mexico wells already provide a significant l)ortion of domestic
production. When foreign oil could be bought for less than $4.00 per barrel-and
was politically s-afe to depend on--Atlantic offshore oil was not economically
attractive. With oil at a world price of more than $13.00, offshore oil has become
an attractive Investment. Venture capital is flowing towards OCS development
as the Federal Government moves toward leasing. Yet, enormous opposition to
OCS leasing is developing in some surprising places, such as those regions most
severely affected by cutoffs 'and price increases by foreign suppliers.

The American outer continental shelves present a great opportunity-perhaps
the greatest opportunity-to lessen significantly our dependence upon foreign
oil. These offshore areas can be developed economically and with minimal en-
viirnmiental risks. The legal framework to help coastal states cope with the
problems presented by offshore drilling and onshore support facilities is embodied
in the Coastal Zone Management program, through which Federal funds are
provided to help states plan for coastal and offshore development. Accelerated
leasing of the OCS is crucial to Increasing domestic energy supplies.

Continued Federal 'price controls on natural gas and "old" domestic crude
oil will serve to discourage capital investment and risk taking, thereby
discouraging exploration and development of these two vital fuels.

UTILIZATION OF COAL

The V.S. Bureau of Mines has estimated that there are 434 billion tons of
coal in the demonstrated coal reserve base of the U.S. It is estimated that 50c%
of this coal is recoverable. The demonstrated reserve base Is coal in relatively
thick beds which lie close enough to the surface to le mined by conventional
surface or underground methods. Thus, a minimum of 217 billion tons of coal
is ailable for recovery by present technology and within present economics.
At current consumption levels, this is enough coal for 300 years. Evei at the
doubled production rate projected for 1985, this is enough coal for a century and
a half.

However, the demonstrated coal reserve iase i only a minor fraction of the
coal known to exist in the U.S. The U.S. Geological survey has Identified 1.6 tril-
lion tons of coal deposits at depths of less than 5,000 feet, and it is estimated

We a.umne the price of refined products Is abnut X2.30 per barrel or about $0.05 per
gallon less than would be the ease with no control. IF petroleum products are selling on
average for $.40 rer gallon instead of $.45 per gallon, if the short run elasticity is 0.2 and
the' long run Is 0.6. and if the Nation Is consuming 16 million barrels per day of crude
oil-then conusitiuptlan Is (..05/.40) X (0.2)X16=0.4 million barrels per day greater than
It would be without price controls; at 0.6 the excess consumption is 1.2 million barrels per
day.
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that about as much additional coal lies in deeper seams or in unexplored areas.
Coal at these depths is minded in other parts of the world, but in the U.S. it has
not yet become necessary to go to such depths and expense.

In short, the U.S. has a nearly boundless abundance of coal-enough to
last for centuries. What is required Is a policy which will encourage the fullest
development and use of the available reserves, Including the development of
technology to mine and transport the coal in the amounts needed in the future,
and a commitment to assure full use of this most abundant domestic resource.
Such a policy should also consider that synthetic fuels from coal can make a
timely contribution to dwindling supplies of natural gas.

An important government action would be to resume coal leasing on federal
lands, which has been frozen for more than three years. The requirement for
an environmental Impact statement on most federal actions has evolved into a
pauper bludgeon to thwart most expansion plans of the mining industry involving
federal lands or federal actions. The following charts indicate existing and
potential coal leasing areas as well as potential -production from federal leaises.
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U.S. Potential Production of Coal on Federal Leases, 1973-90
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Synthetic gas (SNO) produced from coal can also contribute significantly to
future energy demand. SNG will have a similar clean burning quality as natural
gas and will also be very efficient in terms of BTU's for the dollar as some of
our current coal conversion loss problems will be avoided. Once Again, however,.
it is a problem of competition between regulated, artiflcjally low priced energy
forms in competition with unregulated forms of energy. A'free" market in energy
will make SNG a viable product. The following chart' indicates the dollar-coAt
relationships of different qualities (f synthetic fuels. The chart- is expressed in
"inillibn Btu," allowing comparison with current unregulated natural gas rang-
Ing from $1.20 to $1.90 per million Btu (1974 dollars).
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Costs of Synthetic Fuels from Coal, 1973
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(if the ('haon Air Act Ainendtidents tf 1!070, fo" example, f(i rlid( butrnting of coal
tmidler waniS co('(tions. 'Thls affects coal l)roduction ly decreasing the market
I or voal and discouraging capital inivestixent in coal production.

Despite recent action by Congress alnending the ('Clean Air Act to facilitate
the c((nverioin of s(ome lirge fos.,il fuel-lurning stationary sources to coal froii
,iI. nuch infore iii'eds to lie donie. This legislation allow,; a number of plants (100
llanis at 32 lb,(ationn) to convert to the use of coal, but the major problem (plants
now turning coal) has been ignored. It is estimated that full implementation of
the air quality standards. scheduled to go into effect in mid-1975, could effee-
tively "htlaw" 2() million tons of coal annually (1,4 of all coal pro(luctton )
which i, nvw utilized by electric utilities. With emerging sulfur dixi~xde (SO,.
removal technology, about 100 million tons of this coal could continue tio lie
1burned-but the necessary removal equipment cannot ie manufactured and in-
,,talled before the scheduled deadline and probably not until 1979 or later. The
other 100 million tons cannot be utilized under present air quality standards
using known SO: control methods such as intermittent control techniques. Serious
elvetric power shortages could occur and many localities chuld be thrown into
chaos if large quantities of coal are burned after the applicable deadlines have
lias-sed. For these reasons, it is imperative that further amendments to the Clean
Air Act to facilitate the conversion of more power plants to coal be passed by
Congreg. as qun ickly as possible.

')ntinued delay in amending the Clean Air Act also has indirect energy fi-
pacts. Con] producers and investors are reluctant to invest capital in coal produc-
tion so long as the possibility exists that the coal cannot be sold.
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UTILIZATION. OF SHALE OIL

Another Important source of energy is shale oll. U'.S. shale oil reserve base (if
the known higher grade is approximately 418 million barrels with roughly S4%
loCated In Colorado, 12%r In Utah flnll 3% in Wyoming. The oil shale is contained
within a 25,000 square-mile area, largely on federal lands. Although Colorado has
the smallest deposits, they are the richest, thickest, and best defined.

Given accelerated supply, production of shale oil is projected to reach a million
barrels a (lay in 19S5. or ap)proximately 9 of 1q74 U.S. petroleum production.
Between 1,X5 and 19 .0, the annual rate of growth in shale oil production is
lr,,jected tat 9.9 percent.

The federal government should, as quickly as po.sihle, make this land avail-
alle for development and assist In that development wherever feasihle.

U.S. Shale Oil Production Potential, 1980-90
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U.S. OiH Shale Deposits, Green River Formatlen
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UTILIZAIION OF GEO'IIERMAL ENERGY

Geothermal energy is a resource whose time has come. A private utility has
already developed an enormously productive geothermal field in the mountains
of Northern California near Santa Rosa. Several years ago, Congress authorized
the Secretary of the Interior to lease federal lands for geothermal development.
Though the technology Is reliable, the government has been painfully slow in
identifying and leasing potential geothermal lands. The chart below identifies
prospective and potential areas for geothermal development. Every reasonable
effort must be made to bring geothermal energy on line.
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U.S. Geothermal Resources, Areas of Promise
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Coal, oil and natural gas are irinvtn 'esour'es that can hell us to reestalli.sh
energy independence ini the next ti%'k' to ten years. While these are the m,,st
reliable ,-ources of energy available at this time, they will n.ot le the major
sources which we must utilize in the years ahead. Another set (of technologies
exist that are not yet fully develoIped, but which are our greatest long-term holpe
and are deserving of more study and development.

The most developed of these emerging energy technologies is nuclear power.
The fission reactor is already a proven, reliable energy source. The breeder
reactor, while showing enormous potential, prolally needs several more years of
research before reaching pilot plant stage. Nuclear fusion is still 4a highly
theoretical energy source that will need several decades of study before full
realization.

The federal government should encourage the installation of fission plants
wherever feasible. We must, however, perfect all phIases if nuclear development.
such as improving reactor safety an(l efficiency, and provide for equitable siting
procedures for nuclear power plants. The costs of alternate sources of fuel will
play an important role in nuclear development. Continued private controls on
oil will have a detrimental effect on nuclear capacity, as illustrated in the chart
below.

We further recommend that adequate financing lie provided ERDA for the
continued development of nuclear breeder and fusion reactors.
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Projected U.S. Nuclear Power -Plant Capacity. 1973-90
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The creation of ERDA was a giant step in our national effort to promote new
antl better energy sources. We hope that ERDA will catalyze an(1 concentrate
advanced research in such diverse areas as solar, wind and tidal power, advanced
engine cycles, magnetohydrodynamics and the like.

'MAXIMIZE RESOURCE RECOVERY

Another means of producing energy from readily accessible resources is avail-
able through the emerging technology of resource recovery. Resource recovery
and its attendant technology of energy conversion can, in the long run, not only
reduce the cost of municipal waste disposal, but also can lower energy costs
through energy conversion techniques. Refuse-derived fuel burns at approxi-
mately one-half the Btu value of an equivalent amount of coal. The largest power
producer In the country, Tennessee Valley Authority, Is seriously studying the
possibility of converting a number of Its electric power facilities from fossil fuel
to refuse-derived fuel.

Resource recovery refers to the extraction and utilization of materials from
mixed solid waste; energy recovery refers to the utilization of the caloric value
of refuse in energy systems. In application, they offer the most positive approach
to present and future municipal refuse management.

Resource recovery Is not new. It has been a standard tool of industry for many
years. However, it has not been applied to the problem of municipal solid waste
until recently because of its inability to compete economically with conventional
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lisl)osal techniques and with the development and increased effectiveness of
resource recovery systems. In fact, total resource recovery systems have increased
six-fold in the past three years and more and more major corporations are
entering this growing new field.

Technology is now being developed, and in some cases Is already available, to
mechanically process refuse to recover resources. The significance of such systems
is that materials can be reclaimed for reuse in predictable quality and quantity
to meet manufacturer's specifications.

A recent study by Franklin Associates, Ltd., sponsored by the Aluminum
Company of America, indicates that if resource recovery were "fully developed,"
i.e., put in 150 metropolitan areas in this country, 62% of the population would
be served. 57.6% of our solid waste problem would be solved and 25,700 more
people would be employed in this industry. Furthermore, if only 25% development
takes place, a more realistic figure, 5.3 million tons of combustible waste could
be recovered. The latter would be the equivalent of saving 32.4 million barrels
of oil ler year. This works out to almost a hundred thousand barrels of oil a
day. which is one-tenth the energy conservation goal expressed by the President.

Conservation

As has already been indicated, considerable conservation would le achieved
under decontrol of crude oil. Although projections are difficult, similar, if not
greater, results would be achieved with deregulation of new natural gas. Because
the price for gas has been held at such an artificially low level for so long, any
rise is likely to have a significant conservation impact.

The market place, through the interaction of demand and higher prices, will
promote the highest degree of energy conservation. At the same time the govern-
m,,ent should continue to develop, through ERDA, technology which will improve
the efficiency of energy related operations and facilities in the transportation,
resi(lential-commercial, industrial and electric utility segments. The chart below,
using National Petroleum Council data, plots the historical and projected demand
in the energy consuming sector.
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While conservationis critical to our national energy program, we must firmly
keep in mind that conservation alone cannot provide the solution to our energy
needs. Even at a minimal growth rate of two percent a year, domestic energy
production will have to increase 26 percent through 1985. At a 3 percent growth
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rate, domestic energy production will have to increase 42 percent. At the current
rate of oil consumption, all of the presently proven U.S. reserves would be con-
sumed by 1985. Thus, an amount of oil will have to be found during this period
equivalent to 114 percent (or 123 percent for the higher growth case) of our
present reserves if we are to maintain this reserve position. This will, indeed, be
an enormous task and can be achieved primarily by the efficient functioning of
the market place.

Specific Objections to I.R. 6860

Qfotas, Rationing and Other Allocation Devices
For years the National Chamber has advocate(d allowing the market intechanis j,

rather than the government to make the adjustments necessary to the efficient
finictioning of our economic system. Current energy problems clearly (ledeionlst ral. e
the market mechanism's superiority.

Quotas, for example, have been proposed to rapidly reduce U. S. dependence on
foreign oil. No one questions the need to reduce our vulnerability to foreign
suppliers, but let us examine the impact quotas will have. Those levels currently
ieing discussed-6.0 MBPD in 1975 and 1976, 6.5 MBII' in 1977, (.0 M11I'l) in
1978 and 1979. and 6.5 MIPBI) in 1 1SO and thereafter--would czistitute o suh-
stantial cutback in projected import levels. Both the National Petroleum Council
zind the Federal Energy Administration's Project Independence projections indi-
cate that we can expect a level of imports over 11 MBIPD in 1980. This would face
the U.S. economy with a minimum shortfall of 3.5 MBPD. Yet, the U.S. has no
prospect of developing any surplus producing capacity. Even when Alaskan pro-
duction is on stream this will increase domestic production by only 2-2.5 MHPD.
Thus the proposed quota system could potentially cripple the U.S. economy. Even
at less restrictive levels, quotas would put pressure on the overall price level,
rekindling inflation, while dashing hopes of a full-fledged economic recovery by
(nying industry the raw materials for production.

Quotas do not address our more basic need, to encourage domestic energy
development. In fact, both quotas and import fees may have the opposite effect.
Energy shortages lead to shortages of enerny-itensive Tpro(lucts .ome of u li(.h.
notably steel, are in turn necessary in energy development. And, even if materials
are available, large amounts of capital are also essential. The implementation of
quotas will further hike the scarcity value of oil, 1ut the resulting economic rent
wvill not go to domestic producers who need the capital.

Quotas have an additional, overwhelizuing liabili ty. They will require the
imposition of allocation and rationing systems. There is no indication that
Americans recognize the seriousness of our energy situation and, without their
cooperation, there is no way in which any such system would work. Even if this
credibility problem could be overcome, however, it is virtually impossible to
devise a fair system? H1ow does the government allocate: by climate, by geog-
raphy, by population, by occupation, by product? The problems are endless. And
neither rationing nor allocation has any direct effect on reducing wasteful uses
of energy, encouraging the development of more energy efficient production
processes, or developing alternative energy resources. It is on these areas which
we must concentrate if we are to reduce our energy import dependence, and it is
on these that the market system will force us to focus if it is allowed to do so.

What of an import license system? If competitive bidding were institute(] as
part of such a system, it would increase the ease with which the producing coun-
tries could gang up against us. In addition, it would bid the price of petroleum
up, not because of costs of production, but because companies would be bidding
for a commodity in artificially short supply. Even if an import licensing system
were imposed without import limitations, the problems created and exceptions
granted-of which there Ure a sampling In currently proposed legislation-would
create vast bureaucratic bottlenecks. Most damaging of all, the uncertainty gen-
erated by such a system would greatly hamper the long-term planning essential to
the viability of our economy. And there is no assurance that the producers would
bid at all.

A related proposal, that for an import purchasing agency, is subject to many of
the criticisms cited above. In addition it would damage an important segment
of the U.S. economy, the oil industry, by interfering with its Integrated operations.
It would, at considerable expense to taxpayers, attempt to achieve a secure supply
of oil at a reasonable price, an approach tried by a variety of other countries
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without significant sources. In fact, it would provide the producing countries with
an easy means of cutting off our imports entirely.

BUSINESS USE TAX ON OIL AND NATURAL GAS

The proposal to tax the business use of oil and natural gas is IllI conceived and
misplaced on several counts. When fully effective, the excise tax on the business
use of oil and natural gas will be $1 per barrel for oil and 18 cents per Mef for gas.
This is a negative approach to the stated purpose of the provision: "Encouraging
Business inversionn for Greater Energy Saving." The answer to encouraging
greater energy saving is not to put a penalty tax on business but to let the market
system produce more efficient energy supplies and new sources of energy.

If the tax is designed to encourage industrial conservation of oil and gas, this
has been, and will continue to lie, accomplished more efficiently in the mark-et-
liace tby interaction with higher energy prices. A recent Department of Commerce
survey of industrial consumers shows that industry in 1974 cut energy consump-
tion on a per unit of output basis by a median 7.6% which then Secretary of
Commerce, Frederick Dent, called "very substantial." The majority of the energy
reductions were in the (;% to 8% range. However, ten reporting industries
reeor(le( savings of over 30,". As technology responds to higher costs, efficiency
wi ll continue to i neprove.

If the tax is designed to encourage industrial conversion to coal, this can also
toe better accomplished through the market place where industry can determine
what ,nergy source is most desirable based on cost and availability. Industries
unable to convert to coal. either because of poor transportation facilities or
because of air quality constraints, would be unjustly penalized. Those industries
desiring to .oiivert to coal should be assisted through a prompt capital cost
recovery system, which is considered in a later section, rather than by "prodding"
through penalty taxation. Penalty taxes drain needed capital for companies to
invest in energy efficiency equipment.

Additionally, because natural gas is so underpriced, a tax on it would have
little effect on conservation or conversion, since its price v ,uld continue to remain
)(low the price of coal or crude oil.

An excise tax on oil and gas will raise revenue, but do nothing to increase
production of gas or oil which should be the thrust of national energy policy. The
most efficient conservation, as we have seen, will result from higher energy costs
which will also encourage exploration and production of new sources of energy.

Capital Formation and Energy Dceelopment

Capital is an important factor in energy exploration and development. Esti-
mates of the capital needs of the energy industry over the next decade have
reached $1 trillion. Existing and anticipated tax polics greatly influence invest-
ment decisions by the energy companies. Additional tax burdens or threats of
additional taxes can discourage investment and impede the development of
essential energy supplies. Thus, there exists a correlation between taxes and the
energy crisis.

Facing a capital shortage, the energy industry was dealt a severe blow by
the tax laws should provide that all non-renewable natural resource industries
industry by almost $2 billion. The severe limitation placed on the percentage
(depletion allowance alone could reduce available capital in 1975 by $1.7 billion.
These adverse changes in the tax laws with regard to natural resources could
seriously impair the search for new energy.

To meet national needs and to assure replacement of exhausted mineral assets,
the tax law.s should provide that all non-renewale natural resource in(iustrites
have adequate depletion allowances. The need for the percentage depletion allow-
ance is a g,,reat today as it has been in the past if America is ever to return to an
afforable level of self-sufficiency in its oil and gas supplies.

There have been numerous proposals to impose an excess profits tax on energy
producing companies. We oppose excess profits taxes. They run counter to the
competitive enterprise system, are economically unsound, and difficult to admin-
ister. and are not a solution to the current energy crisis. A tax on excess profits
suggests that the government can decide how much profits should be and which
profits are excessive and which are not. If this is possible with the energy pro-
ducing segment of the economy, then why is it not possible with other segments
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of the economy? Where do we stop? What will be the shortages netx year and the
nexet, and -which businesses will be subjected to government regulation and control
(: their profits?

.;xc.ss Irofits taxes discourage capital investment for the development of new
energy resources. There is a definite psychological effect on investors who know
'hat any sUCcess will be subject to a tax that could consume most or all the profit.
lit addition. ali excess profits tax could have the effect of causing companies to
delay capital investment actions until such time as the tax expires-resulting in a
defi nite po'stloo(nelient of the (delopnent of productive facilities.

WVe are o ,l,-d to any forun (if excess rolits tax. If one is ili pO-(l, however.
it m11ust 'ntall in a "ploxviack" provision. WVithout a "plowb'ick" provision, the
capital vital to the solution (if America's energy needs may not toe available.

('ii,.ervati,,i alid eli(in'y cani I :I s iillprlht:11it iTl e8l ing with tile energy
crl-is a ,, lie dis,.,,very (of S,iur.cs (if new energy siipli(-s. According to a 'Mc(raw.
Hill su rvy relea 'ed in Noveilmer (if 1974. 1W percent if thw h lant and equip-
:ient f Anerican business is at least '-20 years oi((. United States tax policy
s.imuld encourage the replacement (if obsolete plant and eciuilpment. To provide
t1i ,.rgy-et ,ciel t lla lit iniid equil .et t. tile (hiceit of I lroili I)t ('aItll recovery
:Tl,,wai os sh liulld take tlie 1lace (of (ilitlliidd(l c4 Iceplt of l: e(i f l lives wli'li
li 'e e'im li.-te(l Silc(,es,-flily a-; a lieaUre of dlipreciati,,n and obsolescenc(,.
RtIpain.- isn-,,l.te. eiiergy-vastimig niiit and equilikiie t with modern, energy-

!.!iielli a1, lit i'ld eqluililelit w Iulld hell the Uiiited Staites solve the energy
r xi-i-.

" I', 't-Iei t s al r-\Iana Ten,*ent Cc, nmi ite, I"as ree-(,ntlv re(i,,nliIIeIl(led Ihat
,*i iii vt', iu n tax credit lie i:c('r,''iie(l to 12 iertcnt fir electric ntilities. The
mingress .how d to ke action ofn tiis rel,irt. We faNvir a full 12 percent credit.
ot on, ly fo.r el e,.t ri, ut ilities-but fm' nl business.
'ax Policy Iliward energy coii' il)itii les i tld (leteTmiiIe tie onlit olle of tlhe

tiier*v (ri-i,. If taxes are i n.ren sed. tlie si ri ,s of calital can certainly le
oXl cted to di n inish. \Ve urgZe that tax measures 1-e adopted to encouralre
*,ner,,vy ex;,l,,ration. ener.zy production, and capital investment in energy-efficient
equillillvit.

('on clu.sion

Ill oiclii, ,iin. I tlian k he c',imanittee for alllwhi i '..m th Cha nuier of Conimerce
(f the United States to comment on this most critical national i-ssue.

Th'] e ( 'i .xi .\ N. Next w, ,v,,ill call Mr. 1vicllerid B. Ingram, 'irman
of the E]nr,,( "orpiual il of ILouisiana.

'X 1 -'1 'Lrht 1r. Illncri.,, we would l(,h ery tsed to hear your
8t atolTliCnt. Sir.

STATEMENT OF MR. FREDERIC B. INGRAM, CHAIRMAN OF THE
BOARD. ENERGY CORPORATION OF LOUISIANA. LTD. ACCOM.
PANIED BY: MR. JOHN G. BUCKLEY, VICE PRESIDENT AND DI-
RECTOR OF NORTHEAST PETROLEUM INDUSTRIES, INC. OF
BOSTON AND VICE PRESIDENT AND DIRECTOR OF ECOL

Mr. I N,",:A.\. \[r. (ihaiP n ai . thank - t y C--)i'V lLT(' ti for the o1)1)oru-
nit vof pipea riI_, 1)eforle this conuimitt ,c today."

\ynalle is Frederic 1n.Ingra I a ch -air'.an of the board of
!tugramn ( 'orp.. of New Orleans. L'a. O-)ur coinlm ny is an indepeldent
til'1 1)vincipa:ly enga,.ed il ocoan tranlsp)rtatio,, stipbuiil1il(lf, ill-
land waterway trannsportationl of petrolellnil. (henlicals. rock. sanld
a 111d gravel. international )etr'oleui and chemical trading, and (,(l-
stnmction of oil and gaz pipelines. I am ah-o clm'irni1n of tle l)oard
of Energy Corp. of Louisiana. Ltd.

ECOL is a petroleum refining company, ,0 percent owned by Il-
-_raMi 'n( 50 percent by Northeast Petroleum Industries. Inc. of

Boston, Mlass.
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With me today is Mr. John Buckley. vice l)'esidelt of Nortleast and
a director of EC)OL.

ECOL is currently constructing a 200.000-bairrel-per (lay refinery in
St. John the Bal)tist Parish about 3.5 miles up i tle Mississippi River
from New Orleans.

This new facility will be the largest refinery ever built in a single
construction phase in the continental United States. - d upon its
completion in the latter nmont]s of 1 976. wvill e tle hirgest i ndepen(1-
ent refinery in the continental United States.

The ECOL refinery will ,ilso be the fii-st refinerv ever 1 built in the
ITnited States (leign(:d to maximize tie 1'ro(llh(t ion of heavy in dustrial
ftel oils-a product this Nation ]ow ilnll)oi'ts ill su!bst llt ial volules.

I will limit I-v comments today to title I of I1.R. (;,"W) ald to the
im pact of the import (luota. aletin a1(1 dtty systems cst 1a listedd !by
th'.ht title on new iln(lelpen(let refineries.

The (11., 11d. -\.ould yo inl slisl)endcing just a muomnelit lecaluse
I want Senator I laskell to hear wh,,at v'on are al)oit to sav !

Mr. IToRnx f. If sections 111. 112. and 1"21 are (e;nIte(d in their
present fomlnl it will he Iearly im po sihde for al inlepe nde it com-
ianlv such as ours to bu il(l a new retinei'v il tle fmmtinrc. Il fact. if

these provisions )ecome law. it is unlikely that v'ery imi&'li ('l)acit-\
will be built by any comnpanyi. anywhe e in he I'lited States. anl
we will continue to he del)endent on f('ei,,gn refilneries fo' a sil)s t itatal
volume of ou1r products. particularlv inl the case of re-'si-lual fuel oil.

A review of recent history will un(lersc<ore ill-%. concernli. As the coin-
nittee knows. in A pril 1973. tle P'lesi(leiit an'oun(.e( aba ntbndrlent
of the import qluota system that had been in existence sil(-(, 1959. In
plate of the quantitative limitations of a (1uotal he established an
impoi't licevise system under which a y person wh-1o wiAlicd to import
could do so upon payment of a license fee.

The licensee fee on crude oil was set at 21 cents pei 1a'rel aInd the
fee on products, at 63 cents p)er barrel. Thi]is is very similar. I mi-lght
note. to the ad valorem duity schedule of 2 percent oil cri(le and 5
percent on products established by section 121 of IJ.R. ;680.

However. in order to stimulate and encourage the construction of
new refining capacity, particularly by independent com panies, the
President created a special incentive-for the first 5 years of opera-
tion. a new refiierv would be forgiven the obligation to pay the license
fee on 75 percent of the crude oil it used. In effect, for the first 5 years
a new refinery, would )ay an import fee of 5.25 cents per barrel, in-
stead of 21 cents per barrel.

In April 1973. upon announcement of the new program. the Federal
Government made two commitments: first, the new p)roram would be
a stable, long-term one, upon which the industry could rely ; and sec-
ond, it was particularly designed to encourage the construction of new.
independent refineries.

I note that Secretary Simon will be testifying on Monday and I
would just quote from a statement he made on April 18:

Our objective was to design a program that would assure the oil industry
flexibility to iniport oil to satisfy the short-term needs of U.S. refiners and con-
suners while, at the same time, provide longer term stability and additional in-
centive for increased domestic exploration and production and new refinery
construction and expansion.
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I realize that this may seen like a smallI aim unt of money-the
waiver of about 16 cents per barrel, but several facts may underscore
its significance. First, as the committee is aware, an independent
project must be financed by borrowing from outside sources, usually
large banks in contrast, when a major oil company bil(s a refiner'y"
it need only rely on its internal cash sources or the borrowing strength
of its entire operation. 

L

Since an indepIen(ent project mist borrow leavilv. its illtere'st al
principal payments are leavy. )articularly lring/ the early years
(of operation. That is why tile year vaiver l)rovides an inceiltive.

Another fact : With tile decliningg level of U .S. dlonlest ic prodlluction.
a new refinery must rely on in n)orted crude oil more heavilv than
existing refineries. Although this factor has beei nitiiateI somewhat
by tle mandatory allocation 1)ogran1i. that I)rograxli is tenIpo'rary
and in t le long run a new refinierv mulst Conllit Onl proce: sill a large
proportion of foreign (rude.

In fact. as you will note from tihe backgrouInd material . ul)lnitted
to the committeee. 0111, relneiy wa, S)ecificallv desigled to 'un oil
foreigi rules" it was Slpecitica I v iesig e(I to m(ove res idual fieI
capacity into the 1 nite(d States while being able to run crulez from
anywhere in the world, thus mniimizini the risk of sul)ply interrul-
tion from foreign refineries upIon w NiN.h we no wN rely so hicavi ly.

Tihus, with the 1)rosl)e(t of runn11ing a high.. proportion of hiTh-cost
foreign crude. tlie waiver of i lp)ort fees 1ieo,.ne s ta crlitial factor.

In summary, we siml)ly coul(l not ani wou l not have embarked
upon our 'efilry project without t l 5-year wai ver ,ram ited by the
Fe(leral (6roveriinent. It is essential to ()ur operation; it is e:-sential
to the o)erat ioln of aIy indeplendllet retinery l)roject.

liifoit ttV.ly lI.l¢. t~ ( 11a( ' ll,,_ ths]] )is. Ill 0110 str'1)01 ,. it wil)(s
out tile exist ing fee-free system an( the .,-vear vaiver forl new re-
fineries. It l)reaks a im'n coJnnitinient of the'l federall Go, rnlIIent, on
whiich a i 1 1 lm of $l si,,m cli('am t iii vest)ei It dec i.ioisi we 111)a (le.

.As i)ersons who relie(l oil that ('oiiitmeuit we*(, arme deel)V (1ist'l)ed.
if 1.11. 6(isO becomes law iii its ipresent form. we Ibelieve it will raise
serious legal and equitable (juest iols regarding that (onimit lent. Per-
lha)s worse. by removing the waiver the (olgress will be saviuug two

* things to independent companies, who. like ourselves, wish to build
new 'refineries: You cannot rely on our firm )romises an(1 we (1o not
care about new capacity in any case.

As a private citizen with substalitial experience in the building of
refineries. I can assure this committee that without any ineentives, 1no
flew ilndepelideint capacitv will le )uilt i tle 1United States. And that
would be bad for our Nation and contrary to the goal of energy
independence.

In addition to abolishing the 5-vear waiver, the quota ani(l auction
systems established by I.R. 6860 have three other features which are
certain to (discourage iiew indlendtent refiner'ies: First. tile establish-
ment of a strict quantitative limit on imports is a disincentive in and of
itself. Since a quota means that someone will have to go without oil,
this usually means new refineries: thus potential investors will be
scared away from a project by the prospect of being without oil. even
when there'is no embargo or foreign supply interruption.

55-5S3-75-pt. 1-20
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Second. II.R. CISCO raises serious inet aut v about the cost of imn-
ports. U nder section 11'2. conipaunes mu1lst )id it aun't ion for the right
to import. Thus an importne'-and. more important. a l)rosletive
liorrower or leder- 1as no i(lea what it will cost to bring crude oil
intothe united States.

Further. for one company the cost could be different than for
another. depending on the (hile of the auction anld the volume of crudeoil liceiles he must bid for. This unceitaintN will l)e death to new
rejectss. No (,Ne will )e able to ur n 1 fi i'm financial )roie'tiolls' H

one will be alle to deter'iiniie 1his c'ude costs vis-a-vis his competitors.
Third. while th(e auction \st em provides n limited set-aside for

indle l(1 'h-t importers arnd sinall rcfiers. it (lo,s nothing for inde-
pleiendt l efiners suchl, aois Alvs. As a i'esult. ve will be forced to
(nter tle auction and tid for crhdl oil imlport li'ci'Ises against the
l"aior (Il r'oi .alicS. -voe t;)a,'ial re.orces fitr exceed our own.

l :Hl'lit ion. such(+ nma Koi~ )V]ii >iilt ll mia uklt it h'~s of fore;irm crud1(e
oil an(] t1]u' would 1w a)' to S(.t he price of the ,''le to 1w hid upon
I )y t ] ,,i)selx, and 1v us. ( )hvio,:lv, thiis is totcillv unfair and
anit icli 'wt it ive.

In s. Rniav., I.T. 6t.SWO, if enacted il it, presuiet form, will end
anv\" ho!''s for exl)a,,Sill of iH(lnoeilcfdet riefiig cap acity in the
t'nite'+ Stat i ,-. It wiltl (.1. aiiv ('la t,'e ()' i 'leasilg the .,]a,'e of the
rIimliing in,(ius'rv ownedl h, itl'peici(lents. It will mioan t hat major
Oil ( t , , ,I lla i . ii,,l .,, lt (,l of It' ,tlI: t,, I i. :-I I I r ( f(r decades

(.1 (0Ie.
1,ovt Ilev tI i 4-c'11ni,11 teec (.() li'L\~'lt t~sfo ll)eif~.~.n

I sliuu- l like t,) cO 'l ( . )1le Il" tc itIo10 N" Willi five deJle'ilic l'ei'Oill*lllel-
(lat ils l'c]:,itilLr 10 tit ' I of II.I. ;N0

Fir-t. t> , iota ill ltiofl .v..emns in Stion.. 111 arld 112 ,should
de dcI't, 0,1. As I have ind iated theyI v wv.l create e a I Iia-sive new set

of ),'JeI c''ali . ,' coit i,)l.. ''nlilt iM im i'e 'tai'tv ai(l (.oflls.ion. :andl
will e(l'ctti v.tlv iS' '0 z lagi tile (',oI St ' 't boll of i ewv. inderell( elit
I' er i l ies.

S('lidl. if the colnmnttee h''ilt' to r'i:iia Sm-ile Suit of impo't
q(ota s'sc+ii. tlie wtioin, must he comp)el el'lniitina(ed and replace(l
hY Canl alllil SYl 5Vfci iWi (jiluta~ 1'ii1. And such anm allouai ion
is II. I iiu-st iu'o','iile a spe'i. - set-asi(le, a Lrual'ai l ',,, allocation for

0W. il tl+lependlent 1',fl. Tie.ies. I wolu]l 111',ie tiat t his allocation )e of atleast ;, veam'" du+rati,,n.

fli~i'(l. II(, 'd va() .lo,'n (1ltv sstem, ill Se(tion 1-21 shoulld be re-
ained. T is, as I h ave, ind,,!icaet, is ,sselIt 'il v the samne as the ci'irrent

.fee, ,,vstell "ld, )y e-ztoblisl~i i a hele, duity on imports of
prodllcts than crude. proI(;Vidls Cllcouri~elnit to tle* ('onst'uction of
(dOlilest i n ing (aljac.it.

Fou ii . if thIis a (I va1lorem sVst eml is reta ine(L it must carry forward
the. 5-year waiver commnitinent 11uade to liew lv eineries by the Federal
(4overn)'ient in April 1973. This cou01ld he (lone simly 'y providing
that, new refineries were required to pay o)N 25 percent of the ad
valormin duty. that is. a duty of one-half of '1 percent, on crude oil
imports for t'he first 5 years of operation.

Fifth, section 121(f), which eliminates the current supplemental
fee program, should be maintained. An important and positive lea-
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ture of 1I.1. 6860 is thIe ending of the conpli,ated Slipplmelitral fees
imposed by the President oil February 1 and June I of this year.
Those fees., which place m1ore of a )rUdren on crude oil than products,
are a clear disincenitive to, new domestic capacity and should be
cliiiiinnated as soon as possible. I coniiieiid tile louse for its action in
ti. I 41e a r d.

Mlr. (hairman, ill conclusion, I wish to thank the committee for
tihe ,) 1 )olrt unity of 1lI)l arillg today. Thie bill before you is of the
greatest t iInl)Orta-ice to oilr lrefinery project anid to the future of imde-
pedleIlcu t projects tro u ll out the' conllitry. 'lThe action taken by tile
t.,milittce and tile ('om l'C.c 1 l.R . (; et;o -will establish energy poli-
iI'S folr Yvea 'S tO colle a1id WII (dleter in whether lin, indePendenlt

i'efi lie Ii (,&I ben but it allI dSurvWive.
Y",,m actiwl will alo letterm ine whether our Nation will continue

toe dipl d on uncertain over.en I soi lrues for tlie m ajor volunile of its
lQitlllill fel oil inlportS. I ai 'll (Olilelt tliat yon will act wisely.

Thank you very liu(1l.
'Pe ('itAIRMAN I \alt to Sjlgre( St tllat tll.re Ii-av lK, somlle bet ter

wY to Solve 'our problems an(l I tlink w, ought to explore tlat wvith
teI le I.'''et NV of tlie "I'!easuilv anl with others to see just, how ve
coul 1( d this.

Blut. I am fully ill sYmpathy with you and I think t his Conmittee
\ b'ill l>e ill .\' ml)alihy. We agree thlat wve should not do anythi to
l)levelt lihe tmiildintc of new. idli(lependent refilleries.

I wi-sh to ask this question )oes it 1ot tend to Nvork out that \vien
\\e find oil and rl)llcts in scarce suil plv. suchd as was tihe (-Iase' of a
Y'ar . o. thlat the major companies telndl to use every device available
t tlemul to favor t]ueilr own (1Olpaily. own ttion. aild to extend their
('(lt 101 of mlarketinlcr over other il(lellendleit outlets when t hey can
ill tlwse, I in1es of short suIpphlY

Mr1. 1 1, .Ot. I thtilk tha is c(Nt, l"l fair to say. I would say it
}'I lmalS ui!lt not be inte .tiomal on their Ixlrt dIue to tie size of their
Operations and tle way rihey have trained all of their peop~le.

Tl110 ('11.Iu: A.N. I was here at that time. 'The indeenldent filling
.t iti, ul ojl'atols were Sleal lir to izi hiea ven tl at the major com-

,allie" were t aking advantage of that shortagoe to expand tleir control
aniid 'xte1d their coitrol over the retail outlets both in ternis of con-
vcrtlug stations to eoipauD" ox-lld stations 'here i)reviously they

i t Iel 1 individuallv owned alld termimat ino- leases, tiglitellilg, their
colut rol over their retail outlet s.

And in addition to that, the completely independent retail Outlets
were finding it difficult to obtain gas up 11ttil they eventually found
frlnw ways to impress theem to treat these independent retailers more

An independent refilery Stch as yours has every interest and finds
it very mu11ch to its advantage to try to keep these independent re-
tailers alive. does he not ?

Mr. INGRAMt. Yes. Sir.
The CBIA nrx. Because those are the people that you hope to sell

your1, product, to ?
Ml'. INGRA-m. That is right.

SI
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The C MM.~ aN. And I know that sometime ago the retail iidepeid-
ents stressed to me the fact that everything that could be done should
he done to try to Promote one or more independent refineries that
woull try to keep them alive because they would have an interest ill
doing so; contrary to those other major cOmpalies who h)ad1 no such
iliterest. I guess you are aware of that ?

Mr. INGRAM. i's, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator Iaskell ?
Senator 1tASKTrLL. 'Ihank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Ingram. it is nice to see you again.
I met Mr. Ingrain with tle clIa i rman'" colleague from Lolisialla.

I must say I am not imlpre with eit her a qluota or a taril"', I may
have soei; other ideas. vis-a-vis t he indi(lvtr" that roll and I niight )iot
see eve to eve oi but I certain ly See tle dlisloc.ting effet! of bothI
the tariff an'd the quota.

I a\ lviv have 0 questions.
I would like, to sa v this. Mr. Chair'nin. 'Mr. Bucklev is here. There

has I)een talk of the U nited States being the sole r)urcliasing agent fr
overseas il. I (0 not know if that is going to (,onic 111) 1n Iolrl(ctio:
with IH.R. .S60. 31t I hIeaIrd Mr. Buckl ev on another occasion dis-
(.1s that l)roposition wlihichi has considerable .urfac'e a ppe'1I. ie seems
to put a lot of holes in it, it makes it look like a swiss clese. So. if
t lat l,o ',),sitioll is goiliy to ('omle ill) bef e our Coninlittee, I would
like to recol imn( at that tii, fl)at we nilit want t(o hear from
Mri. Bunckley.

1 (o not think I should ak a nv questions about the i)roposal! ,w
leca s, I (1o not th1ink it is a matter before the committee. 11t. if it
(does come(' t1) lefoe the cozininittee. 'Mr. chairmann . I would like to
i'(,'oinI l that M r. Bucke\v be called :s a witness.

Thank you very much. fr. Ingral. I al)pr(ite yorU! st:itelleiit. it
Is N ice to VP \,oui again.

111V (C>r.i n.%r.%x. Senator Packwood ?
Senator I1.\'Kw(o o. I think you have 1een dealt unfailv with and

I sympathize with what tle ch'tirman s-lid. I t hink we can find a way
out of the prelicament.

I am cur'iollS general. do (1-oi think we .should )e trying ,,.. to re-
st'ict olur imports? Should we have an energy l)olicY poilntihg in dihat
directionn or not?

Mr. INcnm. 1 (1o not think we sho ld have a policy that tends to
restrict imports just as I (1o not think we ourht to have a policy hat
tends to control te prico of domestic erufle oil or natural gas. I think
we are going to have to cone to a situation w-lievr, free market prac-
tic s dorj iate the energy lmsiness or we are troini to end ill) iii vor'sC,
troii)le than we are today.

M r. BIuc'imm-S. Could f add to that answer. Senator?
Senator P.tRciwoo. Yes.
Mr. Brcu7'ivr:V. I think the problem lhere. as you know on the side of

the House. and they had a difficult strumgale there. is they came ti) with
a bill that addresses really one side of the problem, and that is the
supply side. If we are going to deal effectively with energy. we have to
deal with demand. If we are going to cut iml)orts automatically. an(]
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if we put no restraints on demand and simply try to deal with it by
cutting supply, then obviously we end up with shortages; we end up
with higher costs because of these shortages. We end up with an anti-
coml)etitive impact on independent marketers and refiners and enor-
inious new bureaucracy.

And, overriding all of that, a system that simply will not. work. You
only can have a quota system that is effective and works if you have
spare cal)acitv in .your own country; if you have reserves you can draw
on when the shortages hit.

We no longer have that, kind of spare. We did back when the quota
system worked earlier. We no longer have that kind of spare capacity
so what we are doing is imposing upon ourselves a self-imposed em-
bargo. I do not think there is anybody in this industry that has looked
at supply and demand that does see, looking at the numbers that have
been suggeste(l, pretty massive shortages over the next 5 year.

An(l who is going to be cut out? Which industries are going to be
shut down? Which homeowners are going to go without oil ? And when
you get to those questions, the whole thing will fall apart.

Senator PACKWAOOD. I (10 not think you and I seriously disagree and
whlien I posed my question to Mr. Ingrain it was in the context of an
entire energy policy. I realize if you cut your imports back 3-million
barrels a day without. decreasing demand, you are going to have to
ration, or the price will go up l)becausp of the shortage.

But fundamentally. I am curious, with your answer, Mr. Ingrain,
because even in the context of an entire energy policy, you say, no,
do not make any restrictions on imports and let the market take care
of it. But, in purchasingg our supply, we are not dealing with market
e('onomies. I would he with you 1.000 percent if I could )e guaranteed
that. the market would be allowed to operate and we would have access
t o lpurchase.Mr. IN-RAM. Well, I think that it will in the final analysis. There is
a ic. at which we will not. be buying Middle East crude oil or other
(tile oils that are priced too high.

SenaItor ]I.ACKWOOD. I suppose at some stage it will be priced where
we will not buy but we will have no alternative if we have no reserves.
If we have no energy policy, what will we do?

Mr. INmAM . I think the only way we are going to have reserves in
this country is to spell out a positive energy policy so the people can
start nmking the kind of investments that it would take to get us to
the next energy plateau.

We have got. to stop all of this worry about whether there are going
to be windfall profits if they deregulate oil. That is not the problem.
The problem is that there is no program for phasing to that. It would
be just as bad not to deregulate oil, to deregulate the price of old oil.
As of this morning, the windfall profit is the least of the reasons.

There are many practical reasons in the business. There could be a
tremendous amount of waste, confusion, black market-everything
you can think Of would go on.

Senator PACKWOOD. I agree with you. I hope we do deregulate but
you have no hesitancy being 40, 50 percent dependent on imports, the
rmi'k that entails?
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Mr. IN,RAM. No, I do not. We are going to be that way no matter
what so there is no sense in worrying about it. You might just as well
deal with it'as a reality.

Senator PACKWOOD. I have no other questions. Mr. Chairman.
The ChAIRA,. Are there any further questions? Senator Hansen?
Senator HANSE.-N. Let me yield. I took more. time than I deserve. I

would be happy to yield to Senator Fannin or Senator Curtis.
Senator (Nihis. I have no questions.
Senator FAN.Nix. hank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Ingram, I just hope your rejectionn that 50 percent of any oil

requirements will be imported is wrong because I think that would be
disastrous. not only from the standpoint of what it would do to our
economy, but also from the standpoint of that dependency. Being cut
off from that foreign supply would be a, catastrophe. Do you feel that
there is valid reasoning behind that?

Mr. BUCKLEY. The 50-percent suggestion? That, is really Senator
Packwood's figure. I do not believe we suggested that.

Senator FANNIX. Oh. I see. I thought you agreed upon it.
Mr. BucIuciy. No. I think there are a lot of projections that do show

import dependency in the petroleum sector running up to 50 percent
by 1985 and 1990.

Senator FANNI.. If we do not take certain actions?
M.r. BCLEY. That is true.
Senator FANNIN. Well. that is the point I wanted to make. That pro-

jection was being made. I apologize, I was not here to hear the testi-
mony I just heard that one statement. But the 50 percent, as you now
agree, is based upon the assumption that we do not take proper actions
in the near future to alleviate that happening. So on that basis, of
course, I agree with you. And I understand in your statement here,
you talk about quotas; and certainly, I oppose quotas. If we institute
quotas, would we not have to institute price controls?

M r. BUCKLEY. If you institute quotas. you may not institute -
Senator FhNNIN. No, no. If we institute quotas, would it necessitate

price controls?
Mr. 3UCKLEY. Well, you have price controls now, as you know, on

old crude; and so long as there is some kind of domestic price control
on domestic crude production. and foreign crude is priced much higher,
then I agree you have some inequities and some difficulties. And it
almost compels continuation of a price control system.

Senator FANNIN. I agree that we should decontrol. I just read part
of your statement, with which I am in agreement. The 'problems that
we have with the shortages and all-the first thing they say, is let us
have some price controls. And then they talk about rationing, and, of
course, then you have more serious maladjustments. I think that would
be disastrous.

I assume from your statement that you agree with that.
Mr. BUCKLEY. That is correct.
Senator FAXNi,-. Then. of course. we talk about the bureaucracy. It

was estimated it would cost as much, as $2 million a year to have a
bureaucracy that wouldhandle rationing and all..1 think you are in
agreement with that from your statement.

Mr. INnGR r. Yes, sir.
Senator FANNIN. Now. the one item that I think perhaps has not

been covered-is that if we establish a Federal purchasing agency, how
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could we insure that we would get the optimum mix of oil for this
country, the proper gravity crude from the appropriate refineries, and
so forth that is brought about by our present competition?

Mr. INGRAM-. Well, a national purchasing agency is possibly the least
workable of any idea that has been put forward In my memory in the
oil business. Every refinery is an entirely different piece of machinery.
A barrel of crude is worth $10 a barrel running in one refinery. I do not
think it would be worth $9.25 in another refinery. And in order to
hivive ian-ational )urchasing agency, every barrel of refining capacity
in this country, and every crude oil available in the world, would have
to be put into some mammoth computer. And, in effect, the Govern-
ment would be trying to equitably program the economics of every oil
company in the country. It just could not be done.

Senator FANN,IN. It is unworkable, you feel; completely illogical?
Mr. IN.GRAM. It is an awfully hard thing to do on a company-by-

company basis, and probably the thing that the oil companies do the
poorest job of. And if you threw them all together, and tried to take
care of everybody, it would be categorically impossible.

Senator FNINi. Would it not remove any possibility of a competi-
tive factor operating, too?

Mr.-IXORAM. It would, in effect, be nationalization of the business,
because the Government would have to run the whole business. They
could not just run that part of it.

Senator FANNIN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hansen?
Senator HANsE-N. P possibly you may have answered the question. I

apologize for not having caught every word you said. What percentage
of our petroleum supply do you think we could import without undue
risk to our national security ?

Mr. ITN RA. I think after you import any sizable percentage, you
run pretty much the same risk; and I am not convinced in my own
mind that we will not be importing 50 percent of our requirements by
1985, even if we go ahead and do everything as expeditiously in th'e
energy business as possible. I do not see much difference in 'the risk
between importing 50 percent and importing 35 percent. If it gets cut
off, you are uoing to have exactly the same problems.

Senator HANSEN. Would you see much difference in importing 50
percent and importing 15 percent?

MIr. INO P. Yes. I think that is a significant difference.
Senator HAxNSEN. Vould you agree that as our de)en(lney upon

petroleum is lessened, assuming that we bring other forms of energy
into the stream of energy supply in this country, such as nuclear
power and coal, to mention two that are on the immediate horizon.
and solar energy possil)ly, that then. we could safely run the risk of
increasing the percentage of our petroleum supply that would have
ftbhcomefromn abroad ? I am saying, if we can have more of our total
amount of energy. produced by domihestically owned resources., then
I would assume you would agree with me that the risk that we would
run in importing more of our 1)etroleun- would not pose as serious a
threat to the country as is now proposed. Does that make sense.4

Mr. IxqR-.%r. Yes. I. think it does make sense. I think one other
thing ought to be pointed out., and it roes more to what we were
sayiiig in our statement. The type of refining capacity in the United
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States today is to a very large percentage the type of refining ca-
)acity that can run U.S. domestic oil, and cannot run foreign oil,

because of the quality of it. And I feel, notwithstanding our project
here or anything else, that one of the serious shortcomings in our
dependence on foreign energy sources is the fact that we do not have
the refining capacity to run crude oils that are in large supply in the
world today.

When we let refining capacity be built outside of this country, in
the Caribbean. in Canada. and South America, and Central America.
we are just adding additional people who can twist our tail. -And
the Middle East countries might be very willing to sell us the oil,
but, you cannot burn Arabian heavv in a, powerplant or anything else.
It ha got to be run through a specific type of refinery which we do
not have.

Senator HANSEN. Several of the committees of Congress have gotten
into the energy business, or into a study of the energy situation, and
on recalling testimony that I have listened to, addressed to the spe-
cific point of new refineries coming on. being built and coming on-
stream. I have gathered the impression that the biggest single
(rawback to capital formation and the building of new refineries
seems to )e the lack of adequate assurance of crude oil supply. Is that
an opinion you share ?

Mr. IN c .. No, sir, that is not. I do not think anybody who is
considering building a refinery is terribly worried about the physical
supply of crude oil. What they are worried about are the rules and
regulations covering the economics of the business, and on our project.
for instance, we are spending $400 million. And we borrowed close
to $300 million of that from banks: we (lid not have a barrel of crude
oil committed, and we are halfway to being onstream. And if you
had to ask me, we still do not have very much crude oil tied up. by
our own choice. The only risks that we are concerned about, really,
are the risks right here in'Washington.

Senator H-INSEN. Well, I must assure you that your fears are not
unfounded.

Mr. BUCKLEY. Senator. I think the point is that we can see rules
change, such as the ones that would be changed by this bill, where
we have been told. in a statement by Secretary Simon which was made
on the. same day that President Nixon put out his Executive order
of April 18, 1973; and I would like to submit this for the record. If
you read Secretary Simon's statement on that day, April 18, 1973,
at least a dozen times in there, he said the reason we are going to
this new system is to provide long-term, assured policies that you
can count on, and go out and build those refineries. Well, we made
the investment, and we are half-built, and all of a sudden comes
along a new I.R. 6860, which in 1 day eliminates all of those incen-
tives that were built into that program. It eliminates the tariff dif-
ferential between crude and pFiducts, the forgiveness, the waivers that
new refineries get, and establishes a quota system. So suddenly, if we
are able to do the best deal in the world with three or four different
producing countries, we cannot bring that oil in ourselves. We have
got to go through an auction system, and bid against the majors,
and you know, it is just a disaster for us. And that means that, since
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we are the only new refinery being built in this country today, if our
experience goes badly, who else, in the world is ever going to build
one? And we need 20 01 30 of these things.

Our big vulnerability right now is not an Arab embargo. It is the
threat that any embargo poses on residual fuel, because we import
over two-thirds of our total needs for that, and that runs factories,
it runs utilities. We have got to build some of that capacity here,
and under this bill it, will not be built. One way to limit our risk
here is to get, the kind of refining capacity that we need in the country,
and that means the kind that replaces product imports. That is what
ours is designed to do. We are going to make 68 percent residual
fuel. In the United States. the average refinery produces 7 or 8 per-
cent. Every barrel we reducee will back out a barrel of imported
product , and vet this bill simply ignores all of that, and creates dis-

ilcentives. And we are hoping that this committee will recognize
those facts, and will take the steps needed to rectify that situation.

Senator HASu N. I have no further questions, Mr. Chairinan.
[The April 18, 1973, statementof Secretary Simon, referred to pre-

viously, follows:]

STATEMENT BY WILLIAM E. SIMON, DEPUTY SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY ON TIUE
O, IMPORT PROGRAM, APRIL 1$, 1973

President Nixon today signed a Proclamation which terminates volumetric
quotass on oil imports beginning May 1, 1973. The Proclamation substitutes a
system of license fees on imports of petroleum and petroleum products into the
United States.

Today's action follows an intensive study of the nation's oil import policies
relative to current domestic supplies of crude oil and petroleum refinery capacity
and the national security interest of the nation. The study was conducted by an
inter-agency task force under my direction as Chairman of the Oil Policy
Committee.

LICENSE FEE PROGRAM

An explanation of the new license fee program is attached. In essence, how-
ever, as of May 1, 1973, there no longer are any volumetric controls on oil im-
ports, and the existing duties on crude oil and refinery product Imports are sus-
pended. Any person or company- wanting to import crude oil and/or refinery
products may do so after obtaining an Import license from the Office of Oil and
Gas at the Department of the Interior and after paying the license fees in force
at the time.

In order to provide an equitable transition from the current program to the
new license fee system, certain crude oil and product imports will be exempt
from license fees for a limited period after May 1, 1973. These exemptions, how-
ever, will be phased out over a seven year period.

DEMAND AND SUPPLY

In recent years, the United States has seen its surplus supply of crude oil and
refinery capacity rapidly dwindle into a deepening deficit, as demand for
petroleum products has spiraled upward and discoveries of new reserves and
construction of new refineries in this country have failed to keep pace. Increasing
reliance on Imports of foreign supplies has raised serious questions with regard
to the nation's balance of payments position and national security requirements.
In addition, the difficulty in satisfying the nation's home heating oil requirements
this past winter and the threat of a gasoline shortage this summer underscored
the imminent need to reconsider national oil policy, and an investigation of cur-
rent policies was begun in February by the oil import task force under my
direction.
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MANDATORY OIL tPOIRT PROURS

The task force found that the Mandatory Oil Import Program no longer pro-
vidled the proper climate to support a vigorous domestic petroleum industry,
which is essential to the national security and the economic welfare of the
nation. It found that the program was neither adequate to alleviate the threat
of near-tern crude oil and product shortages, nor adequate to provide longer-
term incentives for increased Investment in domestic exploration and production
and new refinery construction and expansion.

The task force found that the program was not so much a failure vs it was
obsolete. It was established at a time when domestic production was in excess
of demand and it was found on the premise that it was necessary to restrict
imports of cheap foreign oil to encourage the domestic petroleum industry in
the Interest of national security. The conditions which gave rise to this policy
no longer exist.

Further, the original purpose of quotas was to provide reasonable self-
snfli.iency by encouraging the developmentt of domestic production and refining
capacity. This clearly has not happened.

Companies were induced to explore and produce abroad in order to benefit both
from lower foreign producing costs and the assurance of a large higher-priced
market at home. Imports now account, for 30 percent of production and are
expected to climb to tile 5) percent level in a few years.

The task force found that these unintended developments are inherent in the
(p ota system. ini( have not been corrected by the stop-gap measures used to
shore up the program over the past years.

Lately refinery capacity has also begun to move abroad. Although other factors
have contrilbutt.d to this development, including environniental restrictions which
have blocked refinery plant sitings, tle uncertainties of the quota system have
ha1(d an nolverse effect on long-ralge investments for now refinery construction as
well :,s inves-tments for additional exploration and production in this country.
This uncertainty d(,velolped bec-.use:

1. Import allocations are subject to annual realignment
2. In rtccnt years, the program has beeil altered frequently, making it a

patchwork of special provisions and excel)tions: and
,3. General dissatisfactioin with the program both in industry and the

government has fostered the expectation that it would be aba ndoned shortly.

BASIS FOR POLICY RECOMMENDATION

Based oin this assessment of the "Mandatory Oil Import Progrsam. we launched
a full si.mle effort to develop recommendations to restructure import InMicies. We
recognize(d the need to get the federal government out of the business of reguilat-
ing oil imports, sin(-e the government does not have the forecasting capability
to predict exactly what import levels will be each year. Our objective was to
design a progra-m that would assure the oil industry flexibility to import oil to
satisfy the short-term needs of U.S. refiners and consumers while, at the same
time. provide longer-term stability and additional Incentives for increased domes-
ti. exploration and production nid new refinery construction and expansion.

We knew that in designing this new program the special provisions, exceptions
and subsidies in the MOIP would have to be ended. We realized that this could
niot he done abruptly. but would have to lhe done gradually to avoid putting an
unfair economic hardship on tile niumerous persons and companies that together
have invested many millions of dollars in the domestic oil industry based on
the policies under the MIOWI1.

We also realized that our new policy recommendations would have to satisfy
consumer interests in reasonable prices and sufficiient supplies without straining
or (isrupting the complex mechanisin known as the oil industry. We knew that
each segment of the Industry must continue to be viable iii order to meet the
supply needs of the nation both in the near and longer term. The formidability
u'f this task is obvious when you realize that the oil industry is composed of
companies s that vary in size from global to local and from integrated majors to
indelpen(lent producers, 'refiners, marketers and Jobbers.

We further recognized that our policy recommendations would have to be
compatible with other government policies and programs, in particular the
Economic Stabilization Program.
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We knew that in order to be more attractive for oil companles--or for that
matter anyone--to build new refineries and explore for more oil in this country,
prices in this country for foreign petroleum products would have to be higher
than the prices for domestic products. Only in this situation, would it be more
profitable to manufacture those products here than to make them somewhere else
and import them into this country. There had to be clear advantages to producing
crude oil in this country rather than producing It somewhere else and in turn
selling it in this country. Therefore, we have set a license fee on imports of crude
oil and even higher license fees on Imports of residual fuel oil, distillates, gaso-
line, unfinished oils and other products. Various changes in these incentives are
spelled out in advance so that the oil industry will have a reasonable degree of
certainty under which to make major new investments in U.S. exploration and
development and refinery construction.

- INDEPENDENT REFINERS

Implementation of the new license fees on "May 1, 1973 will give value to
unused 1973 import licenses, providing landlocked independent refiners with
some additional leverage to bargain for domestic "sweet"-low sulfur--crude oil.

Import licenses, in general, now have no exchange value because the landed
prices of foreign crudes-especially "sveet" crudes-are roughly equivalent to or
above domestic crude prices. An increase in the value of independents' licenses
by the differential of 101. cents per barrel initially should help independent
refiners bargain for additional "sweet" crude supplies. Moreover. the ability of
the independent refiner to obtain license fee-exempt tickets from the Oil Imports
Appeals Board will, hopefully, enable them to obtain a sufficient number of
tickets to allow then to bargain for adequate crude oil supplies under present-
day price relationships.

Tender the new license fee program, the exemption of 1073 allocations for all
refiners will be phased out over 7 years. The intent is to provide refiners both
the time and the incentive to adapt their refineries to run available "sour".crudes
or to develop cr contract for adequate "sweet" crude supplies for the long-term.

INDEPENDENT MARKETERS AND JOBBERS

Today's action also gives value to the 1973 import allocations issued by the Oil
Import Appeals Board to independent marketers and jobbers. enhancing their
ability to bargain for products . The OIAB will continue to hear appeals from
this sector of the industry to make certain that no undue hardships occur as a
result of tight product supplies. In the long-run, the license fee program will
further benefit independent jobbers and marketers by encouraging additional
refinery capacity, which will make products more readily accessible.

PRICES

The impact of today's action on oil prices is expected to be gradual over the
long-term and minimal In 1973. ,Imports subject to the new license fees during
1973 are expected to lbe such a small percentage of the nation's total oil require-
ments as to have little, If any. impact on consumer prices. The Cost of Living
Council has advised us that there is adequate flexibility under the current oil
price controls to allow such price movements should they be necessary to meet
the supply needs of the nation. \ .

Today's action also gives all importers the opportunity to negotiate long-term
contract., and thereby lower prices, for their crude oil and product supplies.
This should be especially beneficial to deepwater terminal operators In PAD
District I.

The program announced today by the President deals equitably with the many
and varied aspects of oil import pollev, while satisfying the national security
interest by assuring the nil industry the flexibility, certainty and Incentives to
meet the growing petroleum needs of the nation through domestic expansion at

lileme.is of the prodiiceton and distribution system,
Today's action suspends oil import quota restrictions without abandoning the

Mandatory Oil Import Program. It onen% the way. for,foreipn Imnorts to alleviate
potential shortages of crude oil 'and flnfihed products, without foreclosing the
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option of reimposing mandatory controls at any time in the future, should that
ever again become necessary or desirable. The intent is to maintain import con-
trol and accountability without restricting the flow of essential oil into the
United States.

The license fee approach gives the President the flexibility to satisfy short-
term needs of consumers without destroying long-term incentive, namely, do-
mestic exploration and production of crude oil, and construction and expansion
of domestic refineries.

The CAIRMrAN. Let me see if I understand this situation now. If
I understand it, you are not here to advocate that we rely upon
foreign oil. You are here simply to say that this Nation is going to
be inp)orting a lot of foreign oil for a long time to come, regardless
of how you look at it. TFhat is a fact of life. We are inmp)orting about
6 million barrels a day, and you would hope, by the time you get. your
refinery completed, that you would be refining about 1 barrel out of
30. and that 1 barrel out of 30 would )e the kind of oil that most
of the other refineries are not built to handle. Is that correct ?

Mr. INGRAM. Correct, sir.
The CHAIRMA.. All right.
So that, assuming that we are going to import some foreign oil,

it is better to bring it in as crude than it is to bring it in as a product.
And that has been national policy for a long time, I take it?

Mr. INGRAM1. Correct.
The CHIAIRIAN. If you bring it in as a product, and you have to

go to a third party country in order to get it refined, you increase
your injury in the event of an embargo. So that it is more to this
Nation's advantage to maintain your independent refining capacity.

I see you nodding yes. And then, that being the case, the Nation
made it to your advantage to build a refinery, and then having done
so, you now are confronted with a bill where it would no longer be
an economic proposition.

Mr. INGRA-M. Right. It would be even less so for somebody else to
build one.

The CHAIRMAN. I did not hear you.
Mr. INGRAM. It. would be even less reasonable for somebody to start

today on a new refinery, because their cost would be considerably more
than ours.

The CHAIRMAN. If I were you, I would worry about myself. I would
not worry about the next guy.

Mr. BUCKLEY. We are worried.
The CHAIR.MAIN. What you are saying is that this Nation adopted

policies which make it feasible to refine that oil here, and now you
are confronted with a bill that would remove that incentive.

Mr. INGRAMr. That is exactly right.
The CHAIRMAN. And if that is to be done, you are saying that that

threatens your investment, and you have borrowed $300 million. How
much did you say you borrowed?

Mr. INGRAM. Just under $300 million.
The CITAIRMAN. Sb you have raised $100 million, and you have

borrowed $300 million to build this refinery. And you do not think
it would be a very good investment if they do what they are talking
about doing to you?

Mr. INGRAM. It would be a terrible investment.
Mr. BUCKLEY. It would be a disaster.
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'1h0 CHAIRMAN. I think I understand the occasion, and I think we
should remove the confusion. You are not here saying we should rely
on foreign imports.-All you are saying is, so long as we bring them in,
they should not change the rules in the middle of the game.

Mr. INGRA M. They should not change the rules on us in the middle
of the game, and this committee, and a lot of people up here, should
realize where our real vulnerability is, and it is in the fuel oil imports
where we depend on third parties; where we depend on a producing
country to send it to a refinery, and for that. country to be reasonable
about low it marks it up, and then send it to us. And then they do not
have to if they do not want to.

The CHAIRI. rN'. The point is, your argument then is, it is bad
enough to be vulnerable for the crude, but it is doubly bad to be vul-
nerable both for the crude and the relining.

Mr. Ic.RaM\r. Correct.
\fr. BUCKLEY. We would hope we, as a Nation, could limit our vNul-

nerability by promoting the kind of refinery that we are building, and
lessening our imports of products by promoting an intelligent and
comprehensive storage program for crude oil, which would be a na-
tional program, and actions along those lines. And quite apart from
those steps, that when we come to grips with how we are going to
lessen overall dependence on petroleum imports, let us look at how
you1 ('a restr'ict demandd. increase conservation, use energy more efli-
(.ienllv-all those things that reduce demand automatically, back out
the h]fihest cost oil, and that, is the imported barrel. Whereas, if you
juist say, well, we do not care about demand, we are not going to put
anv taxes on demand, we are not, going to haave conservation, we ale
not going to use energy efficiently: the only thing we are goi, to do
is slap on a quota and limit supply., then you just create shortages,
and that is goingr to create great confusion-cripple the econonvy,

quite apart from what it does to us. And we just, think that that is the,
l)roblem of this bill. It- deals with some long-term conservation and
some long-term measures to promote conservation. but short term and
inimediately it, puts the clamps on supply. And we just think that is
going to be extremely bad for the Nation and the Nation's economy.
at a time when it is trying to stiir-le to get out of the recession.

The CI.M.N. Senator Hlaskell?
Senator I1ASKELL. M1;. Chairman. I just have one question. Mfr. In-

gram. did I hear you correctly ? You borrowed roughly 75 percent of a-
new facility without any assured source of s~ipi)lv?

M r. That is correct ; without one barrel of crude oil com-
mitted iinder contract.

Senator IIASKELL. I had always understood that, to build a refinery.
you had to have assured sources of supply to borrow the funds. I
guess I am wrong, in your case anyway.

Mr. Ixc W r el. Yell. I think that that. was probably a prevalent
runmor. and a lot of l)eople thought that if they got and insured their
c, rude oil under contract, they could go to a bank and borrow money.
But as it turned out-

Senator TIASK LL. It is not so?
Mr. INGRAr. Not necessarily. --
Mr. BUCKLEY. I think, Sen'ator. there arc 12 million barrels a day

of crude oil shut in around the world. Almost every major producing
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country who has gained ownership rights from the majors of part of
their production wants to deal with independent refiners. The reason
we do not have crude is, it is really our own choice. We wanted to
wait, because we felt that the market for crude and the price for
crude and the credit terms we could get would be better now than
they were a year ago or a year and a half ago. So we were pursuing a
conscious policy o not trying to tie up long term at a time wlhen
supplies were tight and prices were high, and there was no credit
available, and wait for what we saw developing, which has now de-
veloped-being a major surplus of crude in every producing country,
on much better terms to us when we now consummate our crude con-
tracts. And we were able to convince our banks that was the right
strategy.

Senator I.sKELLT. Thank you very much. 'lhank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CIIA1\LN. Now that you bring that subject ill), it is relevant

to an experience I have had. I have run across a number of people,
l)roioters, who have contended that they could assure oil from Nigeria
or someplace, various and sundry 1)laces. And 111 my impression from
the information that came lmy way was that anybody who Could o-
tain the assurance of a supply of oil would have no difficulty builing
a refinery. But every tinm someone wanted to take him ul) on tie other
end, the answer was they found out, no; there was no way they could
guarantee that oil. 1 take it that, that is why you are smiling, because
those guarantees were not there, anyway. Soine fellow found soie
)olitician over there in Nigeria or Algeria or somewhere who wants

to talk about it, but when you really get (lown to facts, there is no
way they can guarantee it.

In the last analysis, about all you lhave got when you think you
hav'e got a guarantee from some of these countries is just a l)rOlise
from solme )olitician in governments that are not as stable as this one.

Mr. INm.T]. Tlt is correct.
Mr. BucKii-;Y. Even if you have a contract, all of the contracts you

sign today, whether with a major international company or a country.
they all have quarterly outs. They tell you. each quarter, what the
price is, and if you do not like it, you can walk away from it; and if
they-do not like you, they can walk away from you. So there is no
such thing as a long-term, secure, crude oil supply contract today with
anyone, and that is whether you deal with the major international--
because they are dealing with the same governments, and they have
no assurance either. So, you know, you bascially have to rely on the
fact that you build that new plant, you are going to get crude some-
where, with surpluses all around the world and crude oil production-
we will get it from somewhere.

The CHAIRMIAx. Even those major companies have been "persuaded"
to sell what they have to the Government of Saudi Arabia on very
"reasonable" terms, have they not?

Mr. INGRAM. That is correct.
The CIHAMMAN. So that, in the last analysis, you are not really in

as bad a situation-do not have any "firm" commitments-as it might
sound, when you look at how the other fellow has made out when,
theoretically, he owned the oil.

Mr. I ,GAM,. That is correct.
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The CHAIRANX. He thought he may have set it on the other fellow's
terms. So, in the last analysis, it is not all that bad again to have a
refinery, and go out in the world market, looking for oil:

Mr. BUCKLEY. We are willing to take those risks. We are willing
to take the marketing risks. We think we can make this project move.
But the one thing we do not have now that we thought. we did have
is U.S. Government policy which is going to be stable-which was
announced as going to be stable, and suddenly it is going to be changed.
And that, we feel, is some kind of a risk that we simply cannot absorb,
because the money is too big.

The CHAIRMAN. I think that most of us here probably feel that,
since you started out on this endeavor under policies encouraged by
this Government, and since we need the refining capacity, you should
not have the rules changed on you to keep you from going into it.
Now, it may be that what you are suggesting here is not the best way
to do it. Mr. Simon was the former Energy Administrator himself.
I suspect he set some of these policies upon which your investment
was predicated. Ile may be able to suggest a more feasible way, con-
sistent with the other objectives of this bill, to meet your problem.
But I would be the first to say--particularly because you are trying
to build an investment in Louisiana-that we should not change the
law in any way that would put you out of business. I hope that we
can discuss it with Secretary Simon and "Mr. Zarb and others, and we
can find an answer to your problem. Thank you.Mr. BUC:KLEY. We certainly would appreciate your discussing it with
him, Mr. Chairmaim.

Senator HASKELL. I would merely like to observe-I think in view
of the fact that Mr. Buckley is here, I think it is of importance to New
England as well as Louisiana.

Mr. BucirinY. Well, New England imports all that residual fuel,
1C0 percent of its requirements, so any refinery that niakes residual
fuel has to be helpful to New England.

The CHA.RMAN. Would it not have been more desirable if you could
have gained permission to build that refinery in New Englandt?

31r. BucKLEY. It would have been better'for New England, but not
as good for Louisiana.

The CAI MA-. I understand that. But it should also be said that
the people in New England, for various environmental reasons, have
not been willing to encourage the building of refineries in their area.

Mr. BUCKLxY. That is absolutely correct, Senator. And we, in fact-
our company did try, made several efforts to get refining capacity in
New England, and were frustrated for a number of years. And I tlink
it was a very short-sighted policy by those in New England responsible
for delaying, postponing, or killing the projects. And we, however,
have been most gratified by the not, only gracious but very warm wel-
come we have had from political leadership in Louisiana, and I am very
pleased to be there.

The CHuAM ,Nx. Well, if there is anything wrong with refineries,
we have so many of them in Louisiana that one more will not do any-
thing but provide a few more jobs, and we can use the employment
opportunities.

Thank you very much, gentlemen.
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Mr. INGRAM. Thank you, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Ingrain follows:]

S'TATMENT OF FREDERIC B. INGRAIAM, CHAIRMAN N OF TIlE BOARD, ENERGY CoiR.
OF LOUISIANA, LTD.

Mr. Chairinan: Thank you very much for the opportunity of appearing before
this Committee today. My name is Frederic B. Ingrai. I an Chairman of the
Board of Ingrain Corporation of New Orleans, Louisiana. Our company is an
independent firm )rlncipally engaged in ocean transportation, ship building, in-
land water way transportation of petroleum, chomicalb, rock, sand and gravel,
international petroleum and chemical trading, and construction of oil and gas
pipelines. I am also Chairman of the Board of Energy Corporation of Louisiamm,
ltd. (I;tOL). EC0L is a petroleum refining company, 50% owned by Ingram and5,% by Northeast Petroleum Industries, Inc. of Boston, Massachusetts. 1COL is
currently constructing a 200,000 barrels per day refinery in St. John the Baptist
Parish about 35 miles up the Mississippi River from New Orleans.

This new facility will be the largest refinery ever built in a single construction
plihase in th continental United States, and upon its comply etion in the latter
months of 1976, will be the largest independent refinery in the continental United
States.

The ECOL refinery will -ilso be the first refinery ever built in the United States
designed to maxiniize the production of heavy industrial fuel oils-a product this
nation now imports in substantial volumes.

TITLE I OF II.R. 680

I will limit my comments today to Title I of I1.R. 6860 and to the impact of the
import quota, auction and duty systems established by that title on new inde-
piendent refineries.

In brief. the impact will bo (lisastrous. If Sections 1II. 112 and 121 are enacted
in their present form, it will be nearly impossible for an independeIt company
such .ts ours to build a new refillery in the future. In fact, if these l)rovisions bo-
('unie law, it is unlikely that very much capacity will be built by any company,
nnyvlmere in the United States,. and we will continue to be dependent on foreign
refineries for a substantial volume of our products, particularly in the case of
residual fuel oil.

A review (of recent history will underscore my concern. As time Committee knows,
in April 1973 the President announced abandonment of the import quota system
that had been ill existence since 1959. In place of the quantitative limitations of
a quota, lie established all import license system under which any person who
wished to import could do so upon payment of a license fee. 1

The lincense fee on crude oil was set at 21 cents per barrel and the fee on
productsP, at (3 cents per ha rrel.' This is very similar. I might note, to the a(d
valor duty schedule of 2% on crude and 5% on products established by
Section 121 of II.R. 6860. a

INCENTIVES FOR NEW REFINING CAPACITY

However, in order to stimulate and encourage the construction of new refining
capacity, particularly by independent companies, the President created a special
incentive-for the first five years of operation, a new refinery would be forgiveni
the obligation to pay the license fee on 75% of the crude oil It used2. In effect,
for the first five years a new refinery would pay an import fee of 5.25 cents per
barrel. instead of 21 cents per barrel.

In April 1973, upon announcement of the new program, the Federal Govern-
iment made two commitments: first, the new program would be a stable, long-

, Presidential Proclamation 4210, April 18, 1973 and President's Energy Messaige, April
18, 1973." Tho fees were phased In on a gradual basis over two years, moving from 101, cents
per bbi on May 1, 1973 to 21 cents on May 1. 1975 on crude oil, from 52 cents to 63
cents on gasoline and from 15 to ru.' cents on other products.

3 Section 4(b) (1) of Proclamation 4210.
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term one, upon which the industry could rely; and second, it was particularly
designed to encourage the construction of new, independent refineries.'

Based on these commitments and rpon a number of discussions with Federal
officials, we decided to embark upon the ECOL project. An essential element
in our financing was obviously the 5-year waiver of import fees.

I realize that this may seem like a small amount of money-the waiver of
about 16 cents per barrel, but several facts may underscore its significance.
First, as the Committee is aware, an Independent project must be financed by
borrowing from outside sources, usually large banks; in contrast, when a major
oil company builds a refinery it need only rely on its internal cash sources or
the borrowing strength of Its entire operation. Since an independent project
must borrow heavily, its interest and principal payments are heavy, particu-
larly during the early years of operation. That is why the five-year waiver pro-
vides an incentive.

Another fact: with the declining level of U.S. domestic production, a new
refinery must rely on imported crude oil more heavily than existing refineries.
Although this factor has been mitigated somewhat by the mandatory allocation
program,5 that program is temporary and in the long-run a new refinery must
count on processing a large proportion of foreign crude. In fact, as you will note
from the background material submitted to the Committee, our refinery was
specifically designed to run on foreign crudes; It was specifically designed to
move residual fuel capacity into the United States while being able to run Crudes
fromn anywhere in the world, thus minimizing the risk of supply interruption
from foreign refineries upon which we now rely so heavi,.

Thus, with the prospect of running a high proportion of high-cost foreign
.crude, the waiver of import fees becomes a critical factor.

In summary. we simply could not and would not have embarked upon our
refinery project without the five-year waiver granted by the Federal Govern-
n ent. it is osential to our operation; it is essential to the operation of any

;inependent r0finery project.
Unfortunately, H.11. 6860 changes all this. In one stroke, it wipes out the

existing fee-free system and the five-year waiver for new refineries. It breaks a
firm coniiltment of the Fede-ral Government, on which a number of significant
investment decisions were made.

As persons who relied on that commitment we are deeply disturbed. If H.R.
6860 becomes law in its present form. we believe it will raise serious legal and
equitable questions regarding that commitment. Perhaps worse, by removing
tle waiver the Congress will be saying two things to independent companies,
who. like ourselves, wish to build new refineries: you can't rely on our "firm"
promises and we don't care about new capacity in any case.

As a private citizen with substantial experience In the building of refineries,
I canassure this Committee that without any incentives, no new Independent
capacity will be built in the United States. And that would be bad for our Nation
and contrary to the goal of energy Independence.

QUOTA AND AUCTION SYSTEMS

In addition to abolishing the five-year waiver, the quota and auction systems
estahlished by H.R. 6A60 have three other features which are certain to dis-
courage new independent refineries:

First, the establishment of a strict qiuantittive limit on imports is a disin-
centive in and of itself. Since a quota means that someone will have to go with-
ouL oil, this usually nieans new refineries: thus potential invstors will be
scared away from a project by the prospect of being without oil, even when
there is no embargo or foreign supply Interruption.

4(i \'ril 1,R, Secretfary Sim' n S :fe] "Ciur oh.'oetivo was to ,lv.tan a proTrini that
wnld as:iirv the oil industry f"fyiblu itv to import oil to st1-f3 the short-tsrm novels of
17.5. refiners and o-,i Ulnuers while. ot tlw same time, provide Ionngr-terin stabl, ly :1i d
addl'io :il Incnti -. for l',crcavsed ,:ome !c exploration and loro i Notinn and new refinery
constructton PTid ePx,,nn,1n."

5 Sep Section 211.65 of the Mandatory Petroleum Allocation Regulations. the "buy/sell"
program atirl Section 211.67, the old oil allocation (or "entitlements") program.
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Second, i.R. 6860 raises serious uncertainty about tie cost of Imports. Under
Section 112, companies must lid at auction for the right to import. Thus ai
importer-and, more Important, a prospective borrower or lender-has no idea
what it will cost to bring crude oil into the United States. Further, for one com-
pany the cost could be different than for another, depending on tie date of the
auction and the volume of crude oil licenses he must bid for. This uncertainty
will he death to new projects. No one will be able to make firm financial
projections; no one will be able to determine his crude costs vis-a-vis his
competitors.

Third, while the auction system provide. a limited set-aside for Independent
importers and small refiners, it does nothing for independent refiners such as
ourselves.' As a result, we vill be forced to enter the auction and bid for crude
oil import licenses against the major oil companies, Nvho)se financial resources far
exceed our own. In addition, such majors own substantial quantities of foreign
crude oil and thus would be able to set the price of the crude to be bid upon by
themselves and by us. Obviously, this is totally unfair and anti-competitive.

In summary, II.R. 6860, if enacted in its present form, wN-ill end any hopes for
expansion of independent refining calacity in the United States. It will end any
chance of incceasing tile share ol tie refining industry owned by Independents. It
will mean that major oil comlptny dominance and control of -,efining is assured
for decades to come.

RECOM MEN DATIONS

Fortunately, this Committee can prevent this from happening. And I should
like to conclude my testimony with five specific recommendations relating to
Title I of 11.1t. 6S40:

First, the quota and auction systems in Sections 111 and 112 should be deleted.
As I have indicated, they will create a massive new set of bureaucratic controls,
result in uncertaintly ant confusin, and will effectively discourage the con-
struction of new, independent refineries.

Second, if the Committee decides to retain some sort of import quota system,
the auction must be completely eliminated and replaced by an allocation system
for quota rights. And such an allocation system must provide a specific set-
aside--a guaranteed allocation-for new, Independent refineries. I would urge
that this allocation be of at least five years' duration.

Third, the ad valorem duty system in Section 121 should be retained. This, as
I have indicated, is essentially the same as the current license fee system and,
by establishing a higher duty on imports of products than crude, provides en-
couragement to the construction of domestic refining capacity.

Fourth, if the ad valorem system is retained, it must carry forward the five-
year waiver commitment made to new refineries by the Federal Government in
April, 1l973. This could be done simply by providing that new refineries were
require(] to pay only 25% of the ad valorem duty (i.e., a duty of 1/ of 1%) on
crude oil imports for the first five years of operation.

Fifth, Section 121(f), which eliminates the current supplemental fee program,
should be maintained. An important and positive feature of H.R. 6860 is the
ending of the complicated supplemental fees imposed by the President on
Fbruary I and June 1 of this year. Those fees, which place more of a burden
on crude oil than products, are a clear (isincentive to new dmestic capacity and
should be eliminated as soon as possible. I commend the Mouse for its action in
this regard. S

Mr. Chairman, in conclusion, I wish to thank the Committee for the opportun-
ity of appearing today. The hill before you is of the greatest Importance to
our refinery project and to the future of independent projects throughout the
country. The action taken by the Committee and tle Congress on H.R. 6840
will establish energy policies for years to come and will determine whether new,
indepenldent refineries can be built and survive. Your action will also determine
whether our nation will continue to depend ( uncertain overseas sources for
the major volume of its residual fuel oil imports. I am confident that you will
act wisely. Thank you very much.

The CJFAIITAN. I am going to recess the hearing now, if there is no
objection. until 2 this afternoon.

-ection 112(h) (2) (A) detines a "small refiner" as one who operates less than 50,000
b/d of capacity.
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[Whereupon, at 12 :20 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at
2 p.m. the same day.]

AI'TFIXOON SESSION

The CH1AjirrAN. The committee will come to order. I say the com-
mittee will come to order; this group will come to order, because I be-
lieve we are nieotirjo without consent of the Senate at this point. As
I pointedl out in thi morning sessiofl, there is no power of anybody to
require the presence of Senators in the Senate Chambers as fono. as a
qjiormn is there; and if they cannot get a quorum, t, hey" can send for
us. Now, until such time as consent can ibe gained, w will just have to
linvet as a group of Senators, at the invitation of the chairman of the
committee, interested in talking about energy, policies.And so oin that basis, 1 am going to call the next witness-and your

statement has already been printed in the record-Mr. Gerarl M.
Brannon, economist, representing Taxation With Representation.

tlow are you, Mr. Brannon ?

STATEMENT OF GERARD 1M. BRANNON, CHAIRMAN, DEPARTMENT
OF ECONOMICS. GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY, REPRESENTING
TAXATION WITH REPRESENTATION

.,\'. BIIA-NN-o. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The (11AwR3Arhx. It is good to have you.
Mr. BRANNON. I have submitted a statement, and I would like to

summarize it briefly.
The statement makes three points. One, that we should have sub-

stantiallyI higher petroleumn product prices. Second, it explains how
we can have higher ptroletlnl product pries without the bad Side
effects of high prices. And finally, I argue that the overall sitlationl
is such that if you do not find away to get these higher prices svs-
tematically, you will get them chaotically. and we wvill have a general
mess and probably more recession.

This morning you talked a great deal about hi:'lier pri,.es. and
I doubt that, it is really necessary for lte to say muchI about tiat. 1[v
statement makes the point that these higher prices are not so illpow" -
v:it. with resp(e.t to oil companiess themselves. Very el( arly. the price
of oil has gone -up a very great deal. There ar¢e already am ple iucenl-
tives for oil production. The higher prices are necessary to discourage
consutiption. Basically, at this time, an extra barrel of oil in time
U-nited States costs tle United States i[out $1 real re'ourcc.s. We,
ill effect, tell the public to buoy oil if it is wo't h $8 to them: I iat is
ab out the average price of oil to the public, so we are subsidizimlr oil
consu mption.

As lonr as we are paying $12 for the margin oil stipplv it helps
the United States to produce a substitute energy Produ", ht tlat hn
a cost anywhere up to $12. But we throw all of those substitutes into
(0111etitiOl with 8 oil, So we discourage the produt ioll of substit te
energy sources.

Now, these are not just technical economYC 'Irguments. A way of
looking at this is tlat we are beimez patsies for the ca rtcl. The masou
that a cartel does not raise its price indefinitely is that at sonc high
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price it loses sales. In principle, OPEC ought to be losing some sales
when it raises its price as high as $12, but the United States conven-
iently arranges things so that 1.S. consumers only have to pa $8
for (;il, and the OPEC does not have to face the consequences ofYthe
loss of sales that would go with more expenisve oil. No wonder they
talk about raising the price again in September. A cartel could hardly
have a better customer than one that protects the cartel market and
makes it easier for them to raise prices.

Now, the obvious drawback to higher prices are that these will create
very substantial windfalls for oil producers, and they will impose
heav-y burdens on consumers.

The first point I want to make is essentially a logical one: that we
could structure a windfall profits tax which, from the producer's
standpoint, was exactly the same as the present price control. I will
argue later that we can make a better windfall tax than this; but
presently I want to say that we have got a system which is just like a
windfall profits tax. We have a law that says for so-called old oil,
which a producer could sell on the market for something like $12, he
is required to sell it for $5.25.

Now. the producer's situation would be no different if we told him
he could sell it for $12, but wlen he did that.. he would have to give
Uncle $5.75 or $6.75. Just as a matter of pure logic from the producer's
standpoint. price control islike a windfall profits tax, rather a wind-
fall excise tax.

Now, if, instead of price control, we impose some kind of a wind-
fall tax such as the Treasury proposed to the Wavs tindc Mcns
Committee, we could go somewvhat further and refun4 the windfall
taxes to consumers in a way in which their refund did not increase
the more oil they used. The mischief, so to speak. of oil price control
is that we think we are giving consumers a benefit by letting them buy
oil cheaply. This benefit is a direct function of how much oil they
buy. The fellow who drives a Cadillac obviously gets more beneli
thn the fellow who rides on the bus.

T happen to own a house in the country. so you are subsidizing my
excess trips dovn to the country through this technioe. of letting
me buy gasoline cheap. This is absurd. If I want to pay fo'r Ily luxuries,
evo, shoulld not be subsidizing them.
The obvious way to deal with the price problem is to let the price

go up. impose a tax on oil companies for some of these windfalls.
,and refund this tax to customer in some way in whi(ch no c.istomer
( ,v., mor, 1iefund the more oil he usles.

I had earlier propose(l a simd)le wa of doing this: that von give
eve !4y 11,0L woman and child d $t75., hich he could take as a credit
ainst income tax. or as a refund. In the Treasury po)osal. tlere
-as ;I eonsiderablv miore complicated refund arran,.'eient. 1 (10 not

a ','e strong between these two. but it is important to g.t the money
l) Pk. T'is is why we have tile political pressure for price 'entrol. And
also. it is impoV1,t ant to avoid the very ,Yreat rece;sionary inlpat that
wold occur from a large increase in the oil price, which would take
p11 lY;):asin power away from consumers.

I ,I ri I saIyiI 'f. in III (e(.t, you van give the l)lrehasin g power 1):ek to
c0112IfcrS. blt we do not lhave to do this in this present form which
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attaches the refund to buying oil. That price control makes it harder
to sell oil substitutes and encourages people to use more oil.-And the
whole, then, price control is socially undesirable because you are financ-
ing these inefficient uses of oil.

In the paper I talk about some of the specifices of this alternative
structure, windfall tax, higher prices and refund. I have already said
I thought the Treasury windfall tax reasonable. I do think the Treas-
ury moved too far from the structure of the present price control. Our
present price control has a very great incentive for new oil---essentially
uncontrolled prices-and a very great burden on old oil. The Treas-
ur's windfall profits tax would have applied equally to both kinds of
oil. I would rather see something in between those two, in which there
was a windwall profits tax on new oil and a windfall tax, which was
less severe than thepresent price control, on the old oil. I think the
heavy burden on ol oil is connected with some of the present dis-
couragement of production.

If you do have a windfall tax, one thing I would urge very strongly
is do not hai'e a plowback. Basically, a plowback is a subsidy 'Tor
investment, in the energy , industry which is limited to people who" have
windfall incomes from the energy industry. If you want to subsidize
energy investment. subsidize it for everybody: do not say that this
subsidy is an exclusive club which is limitecf to people who already
hiavo h;.( investments in oil and are getting windwall incomes in oil.
The plowback is absolutely absurd.

I do iot favor import taxes, as such, because import taxes raise the
,',e of nev, t,,il in the United States, and that part of the price in-

c'ease does wit go to the Government and you have no opportunity
to maake this kind of adjustment to the higher price that we are talk-
in about.

The whole structure of higher prices would cause some increase ini
the price of coal. I do not see a necessity for windfall tax there, bt I
would urge that you repeal percentage depletion of coal. I notice that
percentage depleiion is a very poor kind of subsidy for increasing ,ut-ptut. 'With tile 50 percent of net income limitation, percentage depletion
is structured so that it, provides the largest benefit for the most p,),fita-
liO proldueer. the fellow who would have produced even at a low price.
At the inar.rin of production where you really want to increase pro-
duction. the 50 percent of net income limitation cuts depletion down
toward zero. Consequently, percentage depletion is structured in such
a way that it does not provide an increased incentive for Pro(lulling
coal. You would get that increased incentive, by simply letting the oil
il'ile 9o up.

'The third part, of my arauiment was that you do not have t-i1e to
wait. It. seems very clear that the President is determined to prevent
an extension of price control in August, and this Congress hl;s not
,shown the ability to nass legislation over the President's veto: so that
we could very well come out of this year with higher prices for petro-
l tim prrulueis an(d no adjustment for the windfall profits that they
wMld create, no adjustment for the hard burden that they woild
impose on consumers, and no adjustment for the reduction in consumer
purchasing power that they would involve.
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This is the kind of thing that would not only be burdensome on con-
sumiers. but would push us, back into recession. And this is the kind of
thing that I foresee if the Congress insists on going along with kind
of a stalemate, with no effort to systematically deal with the price
)ro)lem, but simply lets prices go up as a consequence of being unable

to agree on any kind of legislation about the extension of controls.
Thank you.
THe CiIATU MIA-. Senator Gravel.
Senator GRAvEL. It is nice to see you again 'Mr. Brannon. You

testified before, and I was just going over with Mr. Best some of your
testimony at that time.

I am encouraged that you take a very strong and aggressive view
toward higher prices. I think that if we can begin talking that rheto-
ric, it will make a lot more sense to the American people, because prices
are going to rise regardless of what we do. So I think we can begin to
condition them to that.

I do want to focus on, though, what you call windfall profits, be-
cauF:e I think that is another part of our rhetoric that, we pay atten-
tion to. I have not been able to find a windwall profit. I know a lot of
people talk about then. Maybe you can hell) this committee and tell
us how much profits, who is getting them and what they are.

Mr. BRANN'O. You have got to separate this problem of windfall
prefits on crude oil from this total picture of an oil company. An oil
,-ol0)1ay. as such, does a lot of things. It refines oil, it sells oil in gas
stations; it may operate in the Mideast and may really be losing over
there because the local countries are taking away their profit.

Very specifically, what I talk about as Iexcess profits is the receipts
from 'the continued operation of an oil well. Now, an oil well has
ordinarily a life of something like, 20 years. In 1973. there were a lot
of oil wells producing in the United States, and a lot, under construc-
tion. At that time. the market situation was that this oil would probably
l)e sold for $3.50 a barrel. Then the well was drilled, and from thenon. for, say. something like 10 years the well would probably be free
flowing . For the other years, there may be some secondary recovery,
which was more or less anticipated, when the well was drilled. You
kiew you would get so much free flow and so much yield from other
-metliods to increase operation.

Now. what is happening here. is that already that, oil that is coming
out cif wvells that were, drilled when the expected price was around
$3.50 is producing $5.25. That is the old oil price. And it will be pro-
dicinr Z13 a barrel-almost four times the expected price-if we have
decontrol, and higher if the OPEC raises the price as seems to be the
universal expectation.

Now. this particular company then goes ahead to sell the oil in
gas stations and so forth, and the final profit will be confused with
a lot of other things. But on this production of old oil, there is substan-
tial windfall gains.

Senator GRAVEr. Fine. So we can begin to isolate.
Now. do you know of any other windfalls in any other part, of the

industrv that are taking place right now?
Mr. BRANO-. No. A great deal of the oil that is conin onstream

now. which is involved in the Treasury proposal to extend the wind-
fall tax to new oil, ought to- be recognized as oil that people-planned
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oil well into production. The Alaskan fields are a pretty good case. We

r . arguing about building that Alaskan pipeline long before the
pri. e went up. A lot of companies thought that an Alaskan pipeline
was i good investment when they would pump the oil down here to
sell it on the market at $3..0. Now it is going to be pumped down
here and sold on a very different market, and under the FEA rules
it will be called new oil; but it has been planned for a long time.

.:, nntor GRAVEL. I think, then, you are not faLcing up to some of the
facts. The Alaskan pipeline, when it was first talked of, at ihat time,
was supposedd to cost $900 million; now it is going to cost $6 billion
]lus, and they have not even finished building. So obviously, those
,costs are changing quite rapidly. So how can you just pull out and
talk about-well, I do not want to focus on that.

If. as an economist when you want to look for excess profits, would
you not normally look at their financial statement at the end of the
year?

Mr. BRAN-NON. No.
Senator GRAVEL. Where would the profit go, then, if they are not

reflected in their financial statements?
M RA. NhNNON. Well, you see, the word w"as reflected. There is a re-

floctiop in the mirror, and if I had a chance to look at. something di-
rofly, I would rather look at that thani the inirror. I would rather look
at this oil production-

Senator GRAVEL. They -have got tanker operations, they have got
refinery operations, they have got all these operations. Now, if they are
getting excess profits somewhere, will it not show?

Mr. BrANNoN. If you look at it carefully, and separate out all of
the obrn-,- lel.ients that ,,;o into it, yes; it will show. but it is very hard
U .;Oru it out.

Senator GRAVEL. Fine. so it does show. and we have got a lot of
people on Wall Street that make their living at sorting out. Why is
it that energy stocks, oil stocks do not enjoy a premium in the market-
place. If they are the recipients of excess profits, the investor would
poronve this and therefore, react accordingly.

MNr. P~RA.NoN. Well, the investors are anticipating that there are to
be restrictions on the excess profits. In effect, one reason that you do
not have excess profits now is the fact that you have the price controls.

Senator GRAVEL. Oh. so there are no excess profits, then-is that
what.you are telling me?

Mr . PTxxN! -N. 1"(.,C ('(ltrol is one way of dealing with excess prof-
its. awl I suggested this logical argument that there was a certain kind
of q. windfall tax wbh'h was exactly the same as price control.

Sen .for G RA L. OK. so we alren v have something that stops wind-
falls,. We have not had any windfalls:

Alr. T3RAN-,ON. It stopped some windfalls in old oil.
Senator G A L. Have we, or have we not had windfall profits?
Mr. BIRANNON. We have had a device for restraining windfall profitso', ol.d oil: - ir.

Senator GRAVL. OK, and since we had that device on, have we had
any excess profits?

Mr. BRANNqON. Yes.
Senator GRAVEL. Where?
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Mr. BRANNON. On new oil.
Senator GRAvEL. Where on new oil ? What companies?
Mr. BRANoz. I do not really spend much time analyzing company

statistics, but there is a great deal of oil that was in the planned pipe-
line at a time whei the expected price was $3.50.

Senator GRAVEL. Sir, you are dealing in theories. I want to know
specifically. Show me what figures you have that show that the indus-
try has an excess profit, not theory. Here I will dispute your theory
on your windfall. For $5.25, if I have a million barrels of oil that cost
me $1 to discover and I sell that right now, in today's market, and I
get $12 for it, I have a windfall profit.

Mr. BRANNO,,. Yes.
Senator GRA, VEL. But, if, the day after tomorrow. I still want to stave

in business, to use my rigs, to use my refineries, to use all of that, I
now have to acquire oil at $12, so that means, to replace the inventory
I have, I have to expend $12. So I got no windfall. It was a paper
windfall. It only becomes a real windfall, if I go out of business. Now.
do you buy that logic?

Mr. BRANON. No.
Senator GRAvE. Why?
Mr. BRANNON. Because I have a great deal of confidence ini the

American business system, and if there is a market for oil, sufficiently
strong to make investment sensible at. these high prices that you talk
about, I am confident that one or another com pany will invest in it.

In effect, your proposition was that you slmon1d make specially fav-
orable provisions for you to make this investment in the new oil.

Senator GRAVEL. I did not offer any proposals.
Mr. BRAmN4NON. Because if you Ao that, you still have windfall

profits.
Senator GRAVEL. I was not offering a proposal. I was asking you a

very specific question.
Mr. BRANNON. You were kind of suggesting that reinvestment

purges the fact that, it is a windfall.
Senator GRAVEL. No; I was not suggesting that. I will say it again.

I have got a million barrels of oil. It costs me $1 to discover that oil.
Now, I sell it at $10. I make $9 profit. That is windfall I?

Mr. BRAoNN0N. Yes.
Senator GRAVEL. But the day after tomorrow. I have got to fill my

tanks up arain, so I can sell some more oil to stay in business. It now
costs me $10. so therefore, the monle'y that I supposedly made for wind-
fall, I have now got to use to stay in business.

Mr. BRANNON. Let ine try to explain it in a different way. In that
last operation, where you speak about making new investments that
cost $10-

Senator GRAVE.L. I am not making new investments: I am just try-
int to fill up my tanks that T emptied out.

Mr. BRANNON. Making investments that produce replacement oil.
Senator GRAVEL,. OK.
M r. BRANNo- N. That costs $10. In a market sense, those investments

should not be made, unless the investments are worth $10 after you
have made them.

Senator GRAVEL. WPl1, the new oil now is permitting me to sell it.
Obviously, if we regu].-vd new oil, I would take my money and go
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away, because I could not even replace. But at least the Government
is going to let me stay in business, to go look for some new oil. Now,
where have I ripped it offI

Mr. BRAN;ON. When you make this investment in new resources to
produce replacement oil, for this to be an economic investment, it has
to produce things which, on the average, expected value is worth $10.
So you have not sacrificed anything; you have transferred your cash
assets to new assets. A steel company could have gone out and done
this as well as you.

Senator GRAVEL. Have I made any excess profits?
Mr. BRANNON. I do not see why- you should get the kind of a tax

break for doing it, unless you want to say any investor gets it.
Senator GRAVEL. Wait a second. There is no tax break. I am in

business, like anybody else. If I could just finish this point, Mr. Chair-
man-I am in hisiness, like anybody else. I ask no tax break. All I
want to do is sell the product that I have, so that, I can stay in business
the next day. Now, you are implying a tax break. I have not put a
tax break into this.

Mi'r. BUNNo.. I was implying a tax break in this sense, sir. You
said that, if you took this profit and went out and spent it on con-
sumption goods, it would have been a windfall.

Senator GRAVer,. Now, I did not say it was a windfall.
Mr. BRAN NoN. I thought you said, if you spent it without buying

new oil, it would have been a windfall.
Senator GR ,r.. I could take it home and buy a Cadillac if I want.

All I am saving. I am in the oil business. If I were in the cotton busi-
ness. and I had in the storehouse 1,000 bales of cotton that cost me
$1 a bale to produce; the market went up; now, I could turn around
and ~ell my cotton at that higher value. But if I want, to go replace
II V w, rehouse, to keep my warehouse an effective economic unit, I
have now got to buy at the higher rate. So I take the money that
people say was a windfall, but I do not get, any benefit from it. I am
just staying in business.

r. BRANNoN. I was trying to ask you to look at this as two separate
stages. That is, I think you are saying something about what the
situation would be if this fellow took his profit and went out of the
business. That is some kind of a-

Senator GRAVEL. Most oil companies are still in business
Texao-

Mr. BRAN-NNON. I want you to look at this as two separate stages.
You seem to be saying something about what if he goes out of business.

Senator GRAVEL. But can-the oil company look at it in two separate
stages ?

Mr. BRoNNON. Yes.
Senator GRAkvErY. How can they?
\Ir. Brixxov. They (van talk about not making a new investment.
Senator (0%vlEL[. No,' they cannot. Well, then, what they have got

to do is write off all of the refineries, write off their service stations.
Mr'. BRA o. They can get crude oil. The can buy crude oil from

other people.
Senator GR vr.i,. At $13 a barrel.
Mr. BRANNOXN. Yes; so it is only worthwhile building their own

resources, unless they get oil that is worth everything-



Senator GTRAvr,. Doctor. I think we have made our pohit. I am
not going to monopolize your time.

The record is probably going to be open for more than a week, and
I would be happy, as one Member. if you could come forward with
any excess profit documentation of any American oil company, or
tho industry. And I think it would be very edifying to us.

M r. BRANNO. All right.
Senator (GRAVEIL. T hank you.
[The following materital was subsequently supplied by Mr.

Brannon:]
WINDFALL PROFITS IN OIL

I have 3 comments in response to Senator Gravel's request.
(a) My statement argued that it was more efficient to deal with windfalls by

producer taxes and consumer payments than by price controls. This argument
stands even if we cannot agree on any precise definition of windfalls. I submit
that the fact of current price controls on oil and the widespread belief that they
should be continued is evidence that the Congress believes that uncontrolled prices
would create windfalls. So long as the belief exists it is relevant to discuss how to
deal with it.

(2) Further I agree with the implicit Congressional judgement on windfalls on
the basis of comparing base profits from oil with the potentials for added profit
from further price increase.

BASE PROFITS

The 1972 Preliminary Corporate Statistics of Income reports the following net
Income for petroleum and natural gas eompanies: $3.0 billion for petroleum and
gas "mining" companies and $5.8 for petroleum and gas manufacturing companies.
I add to this three quarters of the $4.6 billion depletion deduction as an estimate
of the excess of percentage over cost depletion. This yield $12.3 billion as approxi-
mate book income before tax. The allowed foreign tax credit was $3.0 while the
income tax before foreign tax credit was about $3.8 billion. This suggests that
about three quarters of the profit was from foreign operations and thus we could
roughly estimate that U.S. petroleum companies made profit of about $3.5 billion
from producing about 3.5 billion barrels of oil in the U.S.

PRICE INCREASES

In 1974 U.S. oil production had dropped to about 3.2 billion barrels but the
average price had risen to $7.25. Of this about 2.1 billion barrels were old oil sell-
ing at $5.25. I assume that in 1972 without controls the old oil price would have
risen to $11.00, and in 1975 it would be $12.00. Several added profit calculations
are plausible:

IncreasRed profit
ill biitin

Increase from $5.25 to $11.00 on 1974 production of old oil (2.1 billion)- $12.1
Increase from $5.25 to $12.00 on 1974 production of old oil (2.1 billion)------14.2
Increase from $3.60 to $11.00 on 1974 production of old oil ---------------- 1i. 6
Increase from 3.60 to 11.00 on all 1974 production ----------------------- 23. 7

CONCLUSION

If price controls were remove(] the oil companies would be selling oil for $7.40
per barrel more than they received in January 1973 and almost all current oil
production is from fields already under development in 1973, i.e., fields that were
planned investments when the oil price was $3.60. This would represent an in-
crease in the profit of petrole-um companies of 200% over their profit from all
sources foreign and domestic in 1972. It would represent an increase of about
800% over the profit on U.S. operations (and the increase was calculated from
U.S. operations only.)

Even if we confine attention to old oil, an increase in price from $3.60 to $11.00
would represent a 440% increase in profit on oil that was simply a continuation of
production from fields producing in 1972. I regard these increases as windfalls.
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(c) An examination of the unedited transcript may permit a sharpening of our
respective ideas of windfall profits. On p. 311 the stenographer recorded you as
referring to a calculation similar to the ones I made above and asserting that "It
was a paper windfall. It only becomes a real windfall if I go out of business." My
assertion is that reinvestment does not change the character of a "paper windfall"
into "no windfall" because reinvestment is a rational business activity which
should be undertaken only if the firm expects the assets to be acquired by rein-
vestment will be worth more than the cash. Reinvestment in a profit motivated
economy should only occur when it Is profitable to reinvest. For this reason, I
don't see reinvestment changing a paper windfall into no windfall. If you think
that a paper windfall which Is not reinvested deserves a windfall tax I would
say that a paper windfall which is reinvested also deserves a windfall tax. As I
said In my statement, If you want to subsidize new Investment in energy. you
should do this for all investors not merely those who make such Investments out
of "paper windfalls."

'r1i CHAIRMAx. Senator Haskell.
Senator IIASKiELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Brannon, I think the scenario you present has considerable

loric; that is, that. come August-the Congress, in the context of
whether we keep the lid on old oil-the Executive comes out alicad.
And I think your suggestion is very ingenious, as to how to deal w\:ith
the substantial economic consequences.

However. my question to you really is, given your druthers, and for-
getting the scenario almad,-froun an economic viewpoint solely, would
you prefer to have the scenario set forth in your paper take place, or
would you prefer to see the oil situation dealt with as it is being dealt
with tolay? Mv (lJestion is meant to be looked at strictly from an eco-
nomic viewpoint.

.M'. BRAN."%_ x. I would certainly want to go in the direction of the
scelario that. is written out here in the paper.

SeltO(r IIASKl.:Lr. I rant you a rebate to consuiners. You feel that
way despite tie fact that certain people vill be iml)nacted mlore heav-
ily than certain other people by the increased price of fuel products?

Mr. B LNNON. Yes.
Senator HAsimi.. Thank you very much. I have no further

questions.
Mr. BRHANNON. If I could say one general thing about that. sir, it

does seem to me in our society. that we continuously fall into this prob-
lm of confusiig pries and incomes. In our farm policy, for example,
we have for a long time talked alout wanting to help farmers by in-
creasing the price of their products. Now this is a peculiar way to'help
farmers. It sys, time bi.,.er tle farm is. the nmore massive it is. the(. nore
it benefits from price support. There is very little help for low inome
farmers here. yer v little encouragement to increase farm 1)'ro(Iletion
here. Looking back over oil experience, this is why we have made agri-
cultural labor so im)rolitable, and caused such mass migrations in the
cities. If you really ae (oncei'ned with the fact that some farmers have
ina(lequate in,.omi-s. the Government has the ability to change their
incomes, and in,.re(asimigly. our farml programs have gone in te(l direc-
tion of dealingg witl incomes.

Now. in tlhi- oil sittlation, a lot of people are concerned tat-some
low-ilcolne ColismilCrs would-be badly off. if oil prices went u) and
gasoline pri'e" went up: yes, they would. And you ought to deal with
their incomes, their being too badly off. And it is silly to tell them, well,
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we. will let you have gasoline for half price, because then, the more
gasoline you use, the more benefit you get. You are paying for my trips
to mny place in the mountains, and that is silly.

Senator HSKI,T,. I see your point. I just think that the impact will
fall unequally on different I)eople. I see your point; I think it is very -

ingenious; and I think there may be a great deal of merit to it; and I
appreciate it.

Mr. Bm ANN. You might structure it to make the refunds higher
in colder climates. You have a lot of staff resources to look at
different-

Senator HA KFLT,. How about higher altitude?
Mr. BR.\N.O,. Higher altitude: that is all right.
M r. HASKELL. Thank voii. Mr. Chairman.
The C I AIR M AN. Senator Byrd.
S,.10tou llAitty F. BYRD. Jr. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
I just have one question. Dr. Branion. You say that it is madness

to hold down the price of oil. From the point of view of the consumer,
why is it, madness to hold down the price of oil ?

Mr. BR.NNoN. Notice the approach of the President's proposal on
energy last January. It was to find out what is the average increase
In cost the consumers would pay if you let the price of oil go up. And
he found this average at different levels of income. And he said, let's
give each o~f these families that, much money. so that on average, they
would be just as well off as they would be with lower prices. Once
you have done that, each consumer faces the choice that if he drives
another mile, it is going to )e nore expensive l y the real cost of
gasoline. If he keeps his house two degrees warmer, it is (roing to be
considerably more expensive. He would be facing the full marginal
cost for using that oil.

When you help him. by keepimu the )ric.e down to $F instead of $12,
each consumer gets a benefit of $4 for every barrel of oil he uses. If
hie uses 100 barrels, this benefit of lower prices is $400. If he really
sacrifices and goes without using oil, he gets no benefit at all.

It is rather conspicuous in the whole business o.f conservation, a
fellow really does save the U nited States-a business firm that figures
up some way to reduce oil consumption really saves the United States
$12. by not iising a barrel of oil. But when the price is $8, he saves him-
self ,only $9. ie loses this $4 that you thouarlit yon were giving him.
In effect, you are paying him to use oil. That has to be madness.

Senator I.NionY F. BTh. r. Thank you, sir.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CIhxrRh,,. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr:. Brannon follows:]

STATEMENT OF GERARI) M. BRnNNON. DEPARTMENT OF EcoNoMiCs,
GEORGETOW N TTN'VERSITY

Mr. Chairman ond Members of the Committee, I appreciate this opportunity
to testify on energy legislation. I am appearing both as a representative of
Taxation With Representation and as a student of the subject who has written
boo-, mnd ariles on energy prices Pnd taxes.

Energy policy has been an uncommonly tough political issue. I will address
the central political problem which is the price of petroleum products. This Is
the hard nut that the United States has refused to crack. Specifically I will:

Argue that we need substantially higher prloes for Titroleum products;
Show how the undesirable side effects of higher oil prices can be con-

trolled; and
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Argue that if the Congress does not deal systematically with these price
issues, fate will deal with them chaotically.

THE NED FOR HIGHER OIL PRICES

The need for higher oil prices can be seen most clearly by considering :epa-
rately the demand and supply aspect of price.

On the demand side, the hard fact is that it costs the United States about $11
to import another barrel of oil. More oil use means more Imports, since Imports
are the variable, i.e., the marginal supply. In this situation, it is inefficient
to use oil in ways that are not worth $11 to the user.

This is why we talk so interminably about conservation, but talk is a stupid
way to conserve. Should we add more insulation to our homes? Certainly we
should twt when an extra $100 worth of Insulation saves only $1 of oil a year.
This is wasting insulation and the labor and material that goes into it. But we
should put in more insulation than just pays for itself at the present low con-
trolled price of oil. The efficient answer is that we should insulate as nu,.h as
would pay for itself if toil cost $11 a barrel. At present, how are we tindin.g out
how much that is? We rely on a bunch of bureaucrats in FEA and on stupid
proposals to grant tax credits for insulation.

Our business system is a remarkable means of getting the wost out of re.
sources if it knows the true resource prices for commodities such as oil. But
when prices are distorted, the system is going to operate inefficiently. It will
overuse cheap resources and we will in a futile way rely on bureaucracies
like PEA to cope with the resulting problems.

The other side of the price process is that when the I .S. rimust pay $11 -t tho
margin for imIported oil, it is efficient to use su),stitute fuel.- that have all oil
equivalent cost up to $11. When we artificially hold the average oil price to
something like $S, then we make it uneconomic to utilize liquilied coal or solar
energy with oil equivalent prices of $10.

This nonsense is of course, the excuse for more bureacuracy and tax bt-nefits.
Since w, w'mn't pay. in tilm( market lImme. the cost (f in rginal efficient oil
substitute., we cvmco,-'t alternative Incentives wlhiLh are less elficient.

These points that I have made may sound like a pesky economist carping
at esoteric points of technical efficiency. But they are far more than that.
These points show that present energy policy adds up to continued high demand
for imported oil. Imports will stay high because we refuse to rely on price ito
cut demand, and are equally reluctant to rely on price to stimulate develhp-
ment of substitutes. This is disastrous public policy, because the high deriand
for imports is a continuing drain In our balance of payments. Even i le
importantly, it is an invitation to OPEC to raise the prite of oil-even further.

OPEC is a business operation. Ill bluSiness IMe only reason for not ral'lAn
prices still more is loss of Iusiness. Ill the oil case Ave are protecting the American
consumer fromn the OPEC price and we are preventing potential substitute fuels
from competing with the OPEC product.

Fatuous customers like this are a cartel's dream. Of course, OPEC will
raise the price for (oil. A thowand Fords and Kissingers will make no (lifter-
ence. The only reason for a cartel not to raise price is loss of 1)1si1e-d. a11(
we are doing little to cause OPEC to lose business.

110W TO MEEr TIIE DRAWBA KS OF IIIOIIER PRICES

Why does the United States pelrsirt in this madness of holding down the till
price? We think that higher prices provide wviN:dfalls to producers who re1 e
ready to do business at the old )rice, and we think-that higher Prices imp( re
burdens on consumers.

As to the windfalls, this can tie dealt with very easily. Notice that froma
the standpoint (if the produccr a price control law is just like a tax. Ak I,,odm,,or
is indifferent between a rule that says he Must sell an $11 h.arrel of oil fo,
$5.25 and a rule that says he can sel it for Rl.1 bul must pay a wvindfall tax of
$5.75 per barrel.

Very clearly there are a variety of ways that we could impose , a windfall tax.
I will Fay more about specifics later. At this point I will limit myself fi tHi,
logical argument that the present system of price control eotld be conv,,rtd
lock. stock and harrol. into a tax with no different inlmct on plrotdlers1$ of ,1!d
oil than the prvseAit price control system.
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With this point about the Identity, so far as producers are concerned, between
a windfall tax and price control, let us turn to the other bad side effect of
higher prices, the burden on consumers.

If we used a windfall tax instead of price control, government receipts
would rise as much as consumer p)ayments for oil at the higher prices. Govern-
ment could then use the tax proceeds to make payments to consumers which
in acgregate would offset the price increases.

The crucial words are "in aggregate." Controlled low prices offer a benefit
to consumers which is available in proportion to their purchase of oil products.
The more low price gasoline the consumer burns, the more benefit he gets. The
Cadillac owner gets more benefit than the bus rider.

This is madness. Because I own a house in the mountains I drive more thaa
average. It is absurd for the government to subsidize my luxury.

If you raised the price of oil products, taxed the windfall, and used the pro-
ceeds to make payments to the public that didn't increase with their use of oil
products, we would have tile basic structure of a rational energy policy:

Consumers at. the margin would be confronted with the real price of oil
in deciding whether or not to make marginal purchases.

Consumers on the whole would find the cash rebates offset the added cost
of oil,

Producers of oil substitutes would be encouraged to press forward with
production I)ecause the competitive product, oil, would not be selling at
an artificially low price, thus driving substitutes off the market.

SOME SPECIFICS

I. you adopt this way of looking at the energy price problem, most of tile
problem will be solved. You must get away from the madness of thinking that
the way to help consumers Is with lower prices. You can help consumers with
money. Prices need to serve their economic functions of indicating the relative
cost of the resources we consume.

Obviously, within the broad strategy of higher prices, windfall taxes, and
consumer rebates unrelated to oil consumption, there are many alternatives.
Your staffs and the Treasury staff can give you much help. I will offer only a
few comments here.

WINDFALL TAXES

The Treasury's windfall tax proposal drew no distinction between receipts
from old oil and from new oil. I think price control provides too much differ-
ence in the treatment of those receipts, but I would keep some distinction be-
tween the tax on new and old oil. In my view, the wvindfall tax should be a
little higher on old oil. Furthermore, the definition of old oil could lie improved.
I call your attention to suggestions by Charles Shuiltze, Arthur Okun, and
3nyself in testimony before the Ways and Means Committe"'.

Il1 no case should ally consideration be given to "pli,,wloack" rebates of a
'vin(lfall tax. With higher market prices for oil, I see no need for energy in-
vestment subsidies. If you think they are needed, then it is insane to structure
them so that they are only available to companies that already get windfall
profits from oil. This only encourages oligopoly In oil. The only reason to
suggest plowback is to solicit campaign contributions from oil companies. If
you want euergy investment subsidies, give the subsidies to all Investors, not
just people with windfall profits in oil.

Import Taxes
Taxes on imports are not sensible. Since Imports are the marginal supply, a

higher price for imports due to an import tax raises the price of uncontrolled
.U.S. oil. This creates more producer windfalls. The total Increased price to
,consumers is more than the government's tax revenue, so an import tax can't
;fniline compensation to consumers hit with higher prices.

'Coal Pricea and Incentives
You should recognize that higher oil prices will cause some increase In coal

prices. A minimum response to this would be to repeal percentage depletion for
coal. Percentage depletion is a completely insane producer incentive. With the
net income limitation, it provides the biggest incentive for the most profitable
coal property, the one that would have been worked even without the incentive.
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Percentage depletion is useless for marginal production, and to increase coal
output we need marginal production. Higher prices will help to increase produc-
tion from marginal mines; percentage depletion will not.

Higher Prices
We have already wasted almost two years since the dramatic increase in world

oil prices. Nevertheless, a very sudden further increase in the oil price has a
potential for unexpected ramifications that could upset the very tentative signs
of the end of the current recession. One can make a plausible argument for moving
with some moderation to decontrol with appropriately modified windfall taxes
and rebates.

The Ways and Means Committee believed that It would be wise to structure
this moderate move to higher prices by concentrating the increase on gasoline
prices. This strategy Is not to my taste, but it is plausible.

Rebates
The administration proposal of last winter had an intricate structure of

rebates, partly cash payments to non-taxpayers, partly tax reductions for tax-
payers. I think that the strategy will be more easily understood by the public if
the rebate system is simpler than what the Administration proposed at that time.

I would suggest that the law should require the Bureau of Labor Statistics
to publish two cost-of-living indexes: one as constructed now and one without
those price increases for which consumers have been directly compensated
through rebates. The law should also state that all contracts providing income
adjustments for cost-of-living increases should be interpreted as relating to the
Index that excludes compensated price increases.
Tax Benefits in the House Bill

I would drop all the nonsense in the House bill that creates new tax benefits,
such as the insulation and solar energy credits, to offset defects in the price
system.

THERE IS NO TIME TO WAIT

You may decide that all my testimony to this point sounds pretty good, but
that it offers a complicated plan that will be hard for the public to understand.
You may therefore prefer to bumble along as we are doing now.

I submit you don't have Lhat option.
It is widely anticipated that OPEC will raise the oil price in the fall. I predict

it will keep on raising the oil price until the higher prices cause them to lose too
much business. As long as we insulate the U.S. maTket from those prices, we are
being patsies for the cartel, because we are refusing to take effective steps to
reduce the U.S. business done by the cartel.

There Is also a more immediate problem. The oil price control law expires
this summer. There is no evidence that this Congress can pass an extension over
an expected Presidential veto. We could therefore get the worst of all possible
worlds: A large oil price increase, with no windfall tax and no effort to com-
pensate consumers for lost purchasing power. That result will plunge us back
into recession.

I urge this Committee to act in a responsible way. In lieu of the Irresponsible
House bill, you should write a bill that provides:

1. Higher oil prices,
2. Windfall taxes, and
3. Consumer rebates unrelated to oil consumption.

The CHAn.N.Ax.\,. Next, we will call MLr. Richard Scudder, chairman
of Garden State Paper Co.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD B. SCUDDER, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
GARDEN STATE PAPER CO., INC.

Mr11'. SCUDDER. I appreciate this opportimity, Mr. Chairman.
Mfy name is Richard Scudder. I am chairman of the board of the

Garden State Paper Co., Inc., of Garfield, N.J., a firm which I founded
in 1961, after participating in the invention of a process by which old
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newspapers could be deinked and recycled for the manufacture of
newsprint. We presently operate mills near New York, Chicago, and
Los Angeles and are building a mill in Mexico in partnership NNith
an agency of the Mexican Government.

It may seem like a considerable jump from oil and its attendant
problems, to newsprint and tax incentives, until you realize that our
newspapers aie more dependent on imports than users of oil will ever
be, under the pessiniiic forecafst that you have heard here today. And
until you realize the adverse balance of payment for newsprint-is $2
billion a year.

Garden State makes newsprint entirely from waste newspapers, and
together with its associate FSC Iaper Corp., produces some 450,000
tons of newsprilnt per year, %%hich is about 11 perceii of the newsp)ilnt
production in the U3nited States, and which accounts for the consullp-
tion of about half a million tons of wastepaper a year.

We would like to produce double that amount and retrieve from the
municipal solid waste stream additional thousands of tons of waste-
paper. To achieve this objective, three new mills would be constructed.
Each mill would be cal)able of producing 150,000 tons of newsprint
per year. Eachi of these mills would cost in the neighborhood of
$75 iillon foir a total capital expenditure of $225 1u i ioln.

I will explain briefly why the foregoilig objective has national
signuficanue; how this objective may be achieved; and how our pro-
l)sal for accolml)lishing tile l)jeti'e resolves lustiolls that w.eirc
risedC ag'aiii;P t a dlrf,1'eint recycling: tax credit proposal in the house.

TI' lic t(d Stat('s is dependent I1p)(') fo(ieigu sorc, for n,,pr!y

70 perm'ent of its newsprint supply. This means that this great, ses-
tive, and vital industry, the newspaper business, is totally dependent
for its survival on foreign sources. The adverse impact upon the U.S.
balance of international payments at, ' 260 a ton, up from $165 in 1972,
is nearly $2 billion. Tie Commerce )epartmuent forecast a 5-perc-ent
per year increase in U.S. newsprint requirements, and this rate of
increase, which was halt(l in the present recession, will probably have
validity wlhen the economy begins its upward turn.

New facilities are neede(. Canadian mill executives met last spring.
in April, with other foreign l)roducers, to discuss the world Price of
newsprint. They have forecast increases in prices up to $300 a ton in A

1976. If the threatenedt strike of Canadian newsprint mill workers
o(ciirs, as expected, we miay have $300 per toll newsprint by the (1d
of this year.

We 1)01uld l)e.gii to take steps to protect American newspaper )ub-
lishers fr'om shortages. rising prices, and the constant threat of
strikes by (anadian mill and transportation workers. We. should also
do what we cmi, to lessen our dependence on foreign sources and to
iml)rove 0111 balance of payments.

We must also provide economically viable, stable, permanent mar-
kets for substantial amouts of mecyclable raw inat(,ri,'ls. This could
mean that communities wlich supl)ly recycling. miills wit] use l
could reduce the cost and birden of awurbage disposal by adopting
profitable newspaper recovery programs.

It is vital that the United States stiniulate the colBSI iictionl of 1,'o-
ductive facilities. In no other way can th;s cemuntry tpay for the social
services it would like to guarantee to all of its citizens.
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Our proposal would provide income tax incentives, in the form of a
tax crelit of $10 per ton, for increasing recycling of posteonsumer
solid waste materials in the manufacture of products for which the
United States is more than 50-percent dependent on foreign sources.
To avoid one criticism voiced in the House, the tax credit woll not
apply to recycled materials required in the operation of existing facili-
ties. The tax credit woilid apll only to recycled materials used bv a
new nill built after the enactment of authorizing legislation. The
proposal places a limitation or ceiling uIpon the aggregate amotnt of
ti-e tax credit which ma'y be claimed. The aggregate of the tax credit
wolild not exceed 15 percent of the total cost of the manufacturing
facility. The tax credit, however, woull be in addition to the existing
investment tax credit of 10 percent and would apply to-buildings as
wll as nmacliiry and equipment.

There were serious and mnanswered questions in the HIouse concern-
ing the cost atid potenti., benefits of the former tax credit proposal
which was strickeii from I-.R. 6860.

Ihe (,c'Ot of our proposal and the benefits which would accrue iia v
Ie, readily computled. For example, in the case of a new newsprint ..iill
costingf $5 million an(d having a cal)avitYv of 150.009 tons of newsprint
per year, the tax erelit would aggregate $11,250,000. which is 15 per-
,'(,I)t of ,4T5 million, the total cost of the mill.

Tle tax credit wotild be earned at the annual rate of approximately
$1,.(i50.000. This is computed on the basis of $10 per ton for the 1f 5,000
toins of used newspapers per year which is required in the pro(ictioJl
00- 1.10000 tons Of fresh! 1V5wspriflt. Thus, thi, total amount of thl
'llowable tax credit could 1e, claimed in 7 years from the (late tat

the mill was fully operational.
This loss of tax revenue would be recaptured by the. Treasury in

substantial part. through. increased employment, and the taxes that
would be paid from profits of the new facility. Nor should we overlook
annual savings of $45 million in the balance of payments account for
each mill's output computed on the basis of $300 per ton for Canadian
newsprint.

Opponents of the recycling tax credit eliminated from the i-mse
bill estimated that increased recycling of only 2 or 3 percent woNuld
haxe resulted f!'om1 its provisions. Our proposal.-if carried throilh,
would result in ,n increase of 22 percent in the recycling of old news-
)apers-, nationally. The actual recycled tonnage could- be increased

from 02.200.000 tons annually to 2,70.000 tons from the efforts of only
one company when the three mills it, proposes to build are in full
ol)eration. Many other mills might be built.

We have no estimates on the total effect upon recycling that would
result from the adoption of the recycling tax credit proposal we have
discussed in this statement. We do urge, however, that a realistic
approach must be taken to make, recycling of valuable waste material
resources a viable enterprise. We believe that our proposal, if adopted,
would be. a good start. The details of our proposal are contained in
the attinci:mnent to my statement.

I will be pleased to answer any questions,. and thank you.
The CHAIARM7,A-,. Are there any questions. g.entlvmen?
Senator GRAT.L. Yes. I just want to ro on record tha* T am v0,'v.

very strongly in favor of a tax incentive for recycled rnat'rials. 'T'hIat

. .! --- t. ! - 22
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would include paper. And I will be offering amendments within the
COjummittee to the bill, to reinstate what. the House Ways, and Mleans
(:omnittee tried to do.

However, I find myself just having a few questions in the area. I
will try not only paper but ferrous metals, glass, anything that can
be recycled. We are derelict in our duty not encouraging it to be
recycled.

The two exclusions that you have that disturb me are, one, it only
qualifies if it were 50 percent dependent upon a foreign source. I
would hope you could take a more global view to the problem of
eiersy. If it saves energy to recycle certain products, we ought to
do it extraneous to national boun(laries. So I would not have that
kind of an exceptiol to it. Would you have any comment on my
position, Po?

Mr. Sct:mui. Well, almost all recycling efforts do, in fact, save
energy. It is true of paper and aluminum, and steel, and rubber, and
everything else I know of. The proposal here, at least in part, is to
Jlwet objections of tie Treasury.

Si)eator (GRAVFL. HOW (tOeS the national 50 percent foreign solve an
objection of Treasu'y ?

Mr. Scum)mw. Because of the burden of an adverse balance of
paylnents.

Senator G(n.vu. What about the burden on the environment, cut-
ting all excess iitil)er of trees. And I say this as a person who repre-
sents a resource State here. We do not bave much paper in Alaska
to recycle, but I just think it is ininoral to waste what nature has
given us on this planet. So, why should we put a regional or a national
boun(arv to it? If it is something we should do to be more efficient,
why should we not do it on that basis? Why do we have to tie it to
a foreign country? If there is going to be benefits of balance of pay-
ments, there are also going to be benefits in energy.

HMr. SCUDDEJR. I agree with that, and with other recycling too. It
has seemed that this kind of proposal has been before Congress for
some nuniber of years, and there has been no success in getting enact-
ment of such laws. And this is, as we say, a start. This is a section
in which there is this additional, to me. very significant phls that you
also do reduce the balance-of-payments deficits.

Senator GRATEL. Maybe'your start is much too humble. We will try
it at a little higher level.

The other point that I wonder about is, you have this incentive
only for existing-for mills that will now be constructed. What
about a guy who has been laboring in the vineyards? lie really
hustled, built this pant, and then has been suffering an economic
detriment all of this time, and all of a sudden, now comes the Con-
gress with its beneficence, and it just going to give it to the guys
that will now go do it. What about the guy that already is already
recyclipae? Do you not think he should have an advantage, if
wearegoing togive an advantage to this industry?

Mr. ScuDDR. .ell. I am one of those poor -fellows, Senator. We
have been doing this for 10 years.

Senator GIAwL. Do you not think you should begin to get an eco-
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nomic advantage to not only do new stuff, but to give what you are
doing already an economic advantage, so we. will do more recycling,?

Mr. ScuniEa% I think it will be very pleasant, but the windfall
argmnent has been raised against it-that here you are, already doingthis-

_-Senator Gr.w1-m,. What would you do, supposing-you say you have
a plant. Now what will you do if we turn around and give an advan-
tage to a ton of paper to be recycled? It is goilg to have an economicadvantage. WVat are you going to do? You arc going to expand the
l)ro(luction of your plant,; are you not ?

Mr. S,:'u1:R. We might very well.
Senator G([.\xvFj,. OK, would you do that, or would you go out aAnd

buy yourself another Cadillac? What would you do?
Mr. , CUDDEP. No (adi I lac s.
Senator G1rx.:r,. Well, you would now, for the first time. begin to

enjoy standing in the sun in the marketplace. So are we to assum 1le
that everybody now is going to go out and deal conspicuous consumlp-
tion ? Or are they going to do what they have been doing for 10 years
andl do it better ?

Mr. ScUnum:R. Once again, with the experience that the Treasury
Department has objected st renuously to--

Senator GRAVEL. Sir, you are not testifying before the Treasury
Department; you are test, ving before the Congress. M Kaybe they will
have hearings down there, 1)t-"

Mr. ScUDRw. Vhat we are trying to (o is to combine ,an incentive
to build new productive facilities, because without productive facili-

.ties, nobody can live.
Senator (ThAVEL. The other point-this ,.l0 a ton that you have-.

the House had a figure of 10 percent. which probably amounts to
paper for a)out $2 a ton. And that $2 is not sufficient incentive to
(1o the job, at least for the paper that does get mixed up in the trash.
Computer paper and newspapers, they are easy to collect. But would
the 2., be sufficient, to at least handle the easy collection of paper, or
do we >-ve to co iiore than $2 a ton?

Mr. SCUDDER. I do not think $2 would be sufficient, sir. We avoided
the percentage simply because it is an extremely volatile market, and
waste paper can be bought for $6 a ton now. It'was $70 a year ago.

Senator GRAVEL. Have you figured out what the competitive advan-
tage is for capital gains treatment on virgin timber? What level, or

-wiht-does that translate to in dollars per ton?
Mr. Scurnin. I do not know, sir.
Senator GRAVE.L. Could you secure that for the committee?
Mr. SCUDDER. I believe it is available, yes, sir.
Senator GRAvNE!. All right. Will you get it for the committee, and

then communicate with my office personally, since we are drafting
legislation in this regard. I think if we went right to that, we could
rationalize a difference from other advantages to other recycling
material.

M1r. SCTDW WR. Yes, sir.
Senator GRAVEt,. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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[Mr. Scudder subsequently submitted the following material:]
COMPETITIVE IMPACT OF TAx BENEFIT FOR VIRGIN WOODPULP ON WASTE PAPER

RECYCLING INDUSTWiES-JULY 16, 1975

This statement is prepared in response to the request of Senator Gravel for
information on the competitive advantage of present capital gains tax treatment
of virgin timber.

The Environmental Protection Agency's Second Report to the Congress (March
26, 1974), Includes a discussion of the subject of tax benefits for the virgin mate-
rial industries.

The following statement Is found on page 30 of the report:
"Capital Gains Treatment. For most corporations, property held and theni

sold in the ordinary course of doing business is subject to ordinary income
taxes at the time of sale at the maximum rate of 48 percent. But income
received from the sale of timber is subject instead to capital gains tax treat-
ment. This special allowance for the sale of timber reduces tax payments
from the ordinary 48 percent rate to the 30 percent capital gains tax rate."

The capital gains tax treatment of virgin timber Is not the issue in pursuing
objectives for increasing paper recycling capacity. The basic problem is to raise
substantial sums of money to build necessary productive capacity in a vital
industry that has a significant impact on the national economy.

Funds in the magnitude of $75,000,000 per mill or $225,000,000 for three mills
are not available on a long term (15 to 20 years) basis at interest rates that are
compatible with the relatively low rates of return on investment. Preliminary
data based upon an EPA report b~y Arthur D. Little, on the process economies of
the pulp and paper industry, indicates that for new investment (with only rare
exceptions) return on investment for virgin mills is from 1 to 15 percentage
points greater than that for secondary filler mills. However, a recycling tax credit
of $10.00 per ton for waste paper consumed by a mill in the manufacture of new
paper products would make the return on investment for secondry mills coma-
petitive with virgin mills an..d can ;'.sult in n',,)me favorable ftimancig term, th' ,
now exist and a substantial reduction ini the overall cost of financing the mill.

A tax credit proposal which embodies these features could result in the con-
struction of 25 to 301 new paper recycling mills over the next decade, with all
investment value of approximately $1 billion dollars.

Garden State Paper Company, for example, would have in operation and/,1r
under construction at the end of 5 years at least 3 new 150,000 ton newsprint
recycling mills. This would double present capacity and would provide a market
for additional thousands of tons of used newspapers. There would be undoubtedly,
comparable capacity increases In recycling mills that produce paperboard, lx-
board, corrugated medium and other recycled paper products.

A tax Incentive measure such as we propose, designed to increase investment
in paper mill capacity, has the potential of increasing the recycling rate for paper
from the present level of approximately 22% to around 26% and perhaps higher.
This projection is based upon a report for the American Paper Institute by
Midwest Research Institute and on preliminary data being developed by the
Environmental Protection Agency. The API report indeed sugge.4tw that without
ali economic incentive the recycling rate for paper could drop to 17 percent by
1985. The increased recycling rate whih would result from our propo,: 1 w,:l
mean roughly 20 million tons of additional paper recovered over the 1975 to 1985
period. According to EPA data, if the recycling rate increased to 30 percent, which
we believe is entirely plausible, there would be 40 to 45 new waste paper using
mills, or nearly 40 million tons of additional paper recycling over the decade.

The $10.00 per ton recycling tax credit for paper derives from studies that have
been made In the past few years to determine the potential that exists for recycling
waste paper. These studies dipcus. tlhv reed for e'ol1niie. ,n.entiveq if qlrtr
recycling rates are to be Increased to what Is reasonably considered to be feasible.
Bnsed upon these studies the paper Industry has concluded that a $10.00 per ton
re-,yeliug tax credit would be needed to achieve feasible paper recycling objectives.
EPA data support these conclusions.

RECOMMENDATION FOR PAPER RECYCLING TAX CREDIT PROPOSAL,

To achieve the objectives for increasing recycling of post-consumer waste paper
a tax credit must be tailored to the unique circumstances of waste paper as distin-
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gushed from other recyclable materials in the post-consumer solid waste stream,
including residt ntial and commercial solid waste.

According to EPA, paper represents 53 million tons of the 69.8 million tons
of post-consumer solid waste. Glass Is second in volume with 13.5 million tons
followed by textiles, 1.9 million tons; aluminum, 1.0 million tons; and other
non-ferrous metals, 0.4 million tons. Waste paper prices fluctuate widely, and
are at the very bottom of the pricing scale ranging from $6.00 per ton to as
high as $70.00 per ton. This compares with prices of aluminum scrap and other
non-ferrous metals which range upwards from $400.00 per ton. That is why a
flat $10.00 per ton tax credit for paper meets the unique requirements of the
paper recycling industry but may not fit the needs of other waste material
recyclers.

To make a $10.00 recycling tax credit effective In helping to achieve objectives
to increase paper recycling, the tax credit must be applied to the expansion of
existing facilities or to the construction of new plants. This limitation on the
application of the tax credit will reduce the cost of the tax credit provision
substantially and at the same time will substantially increase necessary
productive capacity.

The proposal follows:

PROPOSAL TO PROVIDE INCOME TAX INCENTIVES FOR INCREASING WASTE PAPER
RECYCLING

Definitions:
1. Prooesscd.-The term "processed" means repulped, defibered, or otherwise

subjected to a treatment that alters its composition or physical properties. The
term does not include conversion processes consisting merely of sorting, shred-
ding, and packing for storage and shipment.

2. Post-conumrnwr waste paper.-The term "post-consumer waste paper" means
paper, paperboard, or other fibrous product that has gone through Its useful
life, served the purpose for which it was Intended, and been discarded by the
user. Such term does not Include waste or scrap:

(a) Created in a manufacturing or converting operation, or
(b) Recovered outside the United States.

Proposal
1. Allow a tax credit in the range of $10.00 for each ton of post-consumer

waste paper processed in the United States by the taxpayer during the taxable
year. into new commercially marketable pulp, paper, paperboard, and other
similar products.

_9 The tax credit allowed may be used by the taxpayer only for the purpose
of expanding existing paper recycling capacity or In the construction of new
paper recycling facilities.

3. If the amount of the credit for any taxable year exceeds the liability for
tax for the taxable year (an unused credit year) the excess shall be treated as:

t a) a recycled waste paper cre(lit carryback to each of the 3 taxable years
preceding the unused credit year, and

(b) a recycled waste paper credit carryover to each of the 2 taxable years
following the unused credit year.

4. The aggregate of the tax credit allowed the taxpayer under the provisions
of this paragraph may not exceed 15% of-the total cost of the proposed capital
expansion, including machinery, equipment and buildings, but excluding land
and site preparation costs.

The CHAI RIA. Senator Haskell.
Senator HASKELL. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
)T. ,CIu'rn .a. I g-uess this 'shows what the horserace is. I think your

I1r)1.0s10 i. '1,dloubtedlv a verv worthy thimT. but I suppose T should
express myself, in view of the fact that I think that percentage deple-
tion ought to be eliminated entirely. All members of the committee are
not unanimous on that. In view of the fact that I think that capital
gains on timber ought to be eliminated, I do not believe th,,.t I could
go along with another subsidy to another industry. I just thought I
ought to make myself clear.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRM.X. Senator Byrd.
Senator IImity F. Bu), Jr. Mr. Scudder, two of your associates are

very close and dear friends of mine, Tennant Bryan and Alan Don-
nahoe, of Richmond, Va.

In reading your testimony, I am not clear as to whether this tax
credit would be taken in 1 year, or taken over a period of several
years-is that the way?

Mr. SCUDDER. It would be over several years; yes, sir.
Senator HARRY F. Byn. Jr. Seven y-ears?
Mr. SCUDI)DFR. Presumably, it would be 7 years.

x Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr. Why, 7? W hy inot. 5., or 10?
Mr. SCtTDDE R. Only that the mathematics work out that way under

the formula we have proposed.
Mr. DR.&CE. And based upon the consumption of a mill, the $10

credit applies to each ton that the mill would consume, so that a 150,-
000-ton capacity mill-

Senator HARRY F. BYRD. Jr. Each ton of old newsprint that a mill
would consume-not the amount that the mill would produce?

Mr. SCUDDER. That is correct.
Senator HARRY-F. BYRD. Jr. What is the difference between the cost

of the regular newsprint. voun might say, and the recycled newsprint ?
Mr. SCUDDER. Recycled newsprint is somewhat cheaper, $10 a ton,

$5 a ton, depending on where it is sold.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD, -r. And with $265 newspaper?
Mr. SCUDDER. $260; yes, sir.
Senator I-ARRY F. BYRD, Jr. $260, that is not a tremendous difference

in price. then, is it, to the consumer?
Mr. SCUDDER. No; it is not.
Senator HAity F. BYRD, J 1 . How many recycling mills are there for

newsprint at the present time?
Mr. SCUDDER. There are three. The construction of another is con-

templated in Virginia. One is being built in Arizona; one is contem-
plated in Georgia.

Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr. I guess what I really meant is, how
many different comIpanies are involved? You are the pioneer in it', as I
recall.

Mr. SCuDDER. We are Ihe only con)pany.
Senator IARy F. Byir. Jr.'Are vou the only company?
Mr. SCUDDER. That is able to make newsprint completely from waste

paper. There are others who choose waste paper as a partial furnish.
We. believe that these incentives would lead to other companies who
have newsprint mills and other mills to use waste paper, instead of
trees.

Senator hlARRY F. BYRD. Jr. You mentioned that American newspa-
pers are dependent on foreign sources for 70 percent of newsprint. I
guess most, of that comes from Canada. the 70 percent?

Mr. Scv)ER. Almost all comes from Canada today. But there was an
important, instance of what c:n hapoi)ei last year. when the Scandina-
vipn countries iust unilaterally withdrew. regardless of contracts or
anything else, from the Amnerica" market. They do not sell paper in
the. American market any more. Te newspniers who were dependent.
on those suu)lies were in a very difficult situation.

Senator HARRY F. BYRD. Jr. The price escalated almost as much as
the price of oil.
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Mr. SCUDDER. Yes; it did.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr. At least, it seemed that way to a lot of

newspaper publishers.
How do you judge the newsprint production now? Is it relatively

stable? And1 what do you look for in the near future?
Mr. SCUDFR. We lo(k for shortages again in a year or two, Senator.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr. At the I)resent time. I take it that there

is not a shortage. In fact, there is a very heavy inventory.
Mr. SCUDDER. The shortage ended in December, with a violent switch,

and there is a surplus of newsprint at the moment.
Senator IIARity F. BYRD, Jr. Is that. because the publishers have taken

steps to reduce consumption?
Mr. SCUtDDER. That certainly is part, of it, but it also is a reflection of

the recession, dimintution of advertising.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr. When you speak of a .hortage, are you

speaking worldwide. or are you speaking insofar as U.S. publishers?
Mr. SCUDDRFR. I think it is a worldwide shortage. sir.
Senator IARRY F. BYRD, Jr. It will be a worldwide shortage?
Mr. SCtrDOFR. Yes. sir.
Senator TI.\nny F. BYrD. Jr. And you think that will come about in

18 months or 2 years?
Mr. ScUt'n:n. The forecast is for an annual increase of 5 percent in

use, but the capital costs of building a mill are such that nobody is
very anxious to build one. So there is no real prospect of increased pro-
duction. Nit there is a very real prospect of increased n ed.

Senator HARRY F. BYRD, Jr. You mean the mills are now producing
at ,al)aitv?

_Y. ,'t!CDDER. They were in November. December. October. and were,
unable to meet demand. We think that situation will recur in 1976.
even without further fYrowth in their business, in the development of
new papers and small papers. where most of tile growth has been. I
do not see -io is ioinq to furnish the paper for that growth.

Senator TIARRY F. BYn. Jr. Do you anticipate the growth will come
about largely because of improved economic conditions?

Mr. S-cT7rnTER. Yes. sir.
.q-nqtnr TTAR, F. PYRm. J r. Thank vou. sir.
Now Senator Fannin is not able to he hpre. He has another committee

meeting simultaneously with this one, and he cannot be here, but he
has six questions which he would ;ke to have answered for the record.
I wnuld a siime that would be satisfactory to you?

Mr. SCennER. Yes. sir. I should say so.
Senator JT iRmv F. B-RD. Jr. Tank von. Mr. Scuddel.
[Senator Fannin's questions, with responses. follow:]

QUESTIONS FOR RICHARD B. SCUDDER FROM SENATOR FANNIN

Question. If you plan to build new mills, why don't yon begin now? Why Is a
tax credit Incentive needed when it is apparent that a market for yonr prodnet
seems to be assured?

Answer. The combination of high capital costs and high long term interest
rates make the return on investment unattractive.

Questin.. How does a tax credit that Ns earned after a mill ennimneneq opera-
tions affect your ability to obtain capital financing now to begin construction
of a rather expensive project?

Answer. The guaranteed return affeets the, pro forma financing statement In
a favorable way so that financing would become more readily available and'
at lower rates.
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Question. Your proposal is rather attractive, and we woul4 like to kvow
whether In your judgment the recycling industry generally could obtain more
favorable financing for new plants in anticipation of future tax credit increments.

Answer. We believe it could.
Question. How do you arrive at the figure of $10.00 per ton as the amount

of the tax credit you feel you need to build mills?
Answer. The $10.00 per ton tax credit is the result of a mathematical study

aimed at achieving a financial return adequate to attract new capital.
Question. Are you inferring on page 2 of your statement that we have an

international newsprint cartel that is seeking to set and to control newsprint
prices?

Answer. There may be such a cartel. We have no direct knowledge of its
existence or operations.

Question. Would a loan guarantee program achieve the same objective of
allowing you and other- industry people to develop and construct recycling
facilities.

Answer. A loan guarantee program would help only, to the extent it resulted
in a reduction in the cost of borrowing from financial institutions. Since most
large companies can borrow short term at or near the prime rate and long-term
at the lowest competitive rate, a guarantee will not help them to finance a new
mill. Its help would be limited to companies not otherwise able to borrow, but
since even the lowest long term rates presently available, when applied to current
costs of constructing a paper mill, make the return on investment unattractive,
guarantees which can only reduce rates to those levels may not be very helpful.

A program under which the government would loan money at moderate interest
rates would, however, be helpful in a major way. Such loans might be limited
to the financing of facilities whose production would benefit the U.S. in such
ways as reducing our adverse balance of payments, elimination of dependence
on foreign sources, elimination of national problems such as disposal of solid
waste, or other objectives that might seem to serve the national interest.

'1'11e CH-A1Rm.-. Those questions were (lovelo)ed by Senmaor Fanni,
who is necessarily absent, participating in another committee meet-
ina-and I would appreciate it if you would answer those in writing.
He would like to better understand vour suggestions. and so would I.

For years now, I havo beep importuned to do something to help with
the clinglig of materials. The argument that has been advanced to
Tine i somewhat similar to that which Senator Gravel was making. It
was satid that people in the scrap and recycling business are offered no
tax ad"ai.tnge in any respect. while in other areas. there are tax incen-
tiv,,s. For exsinple.'they would point out that, as Senator Gravel has
int!i,,ated, thlat we are giving incentives to people in the tree farming
lmwi)s to plant land in trees and to grow it to its proper maturity and
to harvest thos" trees in the proper way. And because it takes a long
tiim' to grow it. we permit them to have capital gains treatment for
timlber. And I do not expect to vote to repeal that. I expect to vote to
keer if iilit exactly the way it is.

But they say, now it is a tax expenditure or a tax advantage that yon
gave these people, and their reason really is no better than it would
be to encourage us to make better use of what we have. So that if you
give uis the same type tax treatment, if you equate our tax treatment
with whlat they have, we think we onuld r,.cycle a lot of vital materials.

Now, have you analyzed the relative tax advantages of capital gains
treatment for newly harvested timber-compared to what you are
asking for here?

Mr. SCUDDRF. N o, sir. Our objectives were not equalizati'6n so much
there as it was incentives that would make it possible to go ahead with
new production.
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The CHAMAN. So it isyour theory that you should have a tax treat-
ment of $10 a ton, I take it, based on your cost and what you think it
costs to make the investment feasible.

Mr. ScuDDER. That is roughly what it is; yes, sir.
The CHAIMAN. Now, what is the going price for a ton of newsprint

nowadays?
Mr. ScrDDE. It is $260 in the east, $280 in the west.
The CHAIRMAN. I see.
Can you give me some indication about what you think the profit

is on a ton of recycled newsprint?
Mr. SCtTDDM. It has varied widely. It was somewhere in the neigh-

borhood of $20, I think, in 1974.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think you ought to give us the best docu-

mentation you -an to show why you think that this is not adequate to
permit the industry to expand and why you think that the additional
$10 would make it feasible. I personally think that you have got a good
argument insofar as this would help with the balance of payments.
And it would help us to clean up the environment, and help us to make
better use of the resources that we have. But I think that you ought to
try to document that $10 of what it would take, the best you know how.

Mr. SCUDDER. I was distinctly wrong on the figure I gave you a
minute ago. The profit per ton in 1974 was closer to $5, but it will be
considerably more in 1975.

The CHAIRINAN. That is a lot of difference, $20 and $5.
Mr. SCUDDER. Yes, sir, it is. I am not a good in-the-mind

inathemiatician.
The CHAIRMAN. So was that your after tax profit?
Mr. SOUDDER. Yes, sir._
Now, one of the principal problems is that the interest costs that

each ton of paper has to carry will be around $60.
The CIHARMAN. Now can you tell us-
Senator GRAVm,. Mr. Chairman, could I just ask one thing?
The CHAIR.MAN. Certainly, in a moment.
How are we going to equitably administer a tax law where you get

$10 a ton tax credit, but you would not get tax credit for what you
have now? In other words, what kind of equity does that make .

It seems to me that assuming someone opened ti new mill to compete
with you, it would be completely unfair that he would get a tax
credit oni every ton lie recycle(l alnd Y( woulld h)(, prflalized for all
that you ]lad been doin.q. I do not sAe how we, can make much justice
or equity or unmiformity out of 9 qRitlftion wh erein a fellow who is
doing .omething that w'e would like him to do gets no advantage for
that, hnt some newcomer in tle field would get the full adv:tnaae
of it. How can you justify that?

Mlr. SCITDDER. It is addressed only to what we enoceive as the na-
tional interest. tihe need for new l)ro(1i.ti\'w Leilities -rd the reed
to attack the balnce of payments deficit. I am sure anybody that
runs a mill would be delighted to get in extra amount of dollars
per ton for what they produce. However. in our e-s', we built the mills
we have on sound economic princil)es; we are content with them and
ore looking now toward the future and what we can do in the future.
Inflation and the cost of money-it has been unblelie-able; it costs
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four or five times as much today to build a mill as it did only 8 or
4-years ago. And under that circumstance, help is needed; whereas,
we built our fi,'st mill for $9 million. To be sure, it was smaller; but
today we are talking about $75 million.

The CIAT.RMAN. How long ago did you build your first mill?
Mr. SCUDDER. In 1961.
The C1AI R .AN. It has gone up that much in that short a period

of time ?
MNr. ScU-DDR. Well. to be sure, the mills are bigger. but it has gone

up dramatically, a multiple of times.
The CI1.1AR NT.\.\,. And if I understand your" argament, in view of the

fact that the argument was made on the House floor that this was a
matter of rewar(ding people for doing something they were doing
airoadv, you want to nake it clear that the only respect in which
you would ask a tax advantage would be just insofar as you can
expand production.

Mr. ScUDrDEu. Yes, that is correct.
The CITA1A MA\,. Thank you very much.
Senator Gn,.kvr. Mr. Chairman. could I just follow on that, because

that does rankle me a little bit. You have a plant in existence that cost
von x amount of dollars. You are going to build a new plant under
this device that will cost you, say 2x. Now, if plant No. 2. which cost
2., can buy newsprint or can buy recycled paper a $10 economic
advantage, and then plant No. 1, that you similarly own, cannot have
that, economic advantage, so it buys at y; plant No. 2 buys at y plus
a $10 advantage. Now. when you have to r'elir pl,-nt No. 1. if a,
generator goes out in plant No. 1. it is going to eost you e. If the gen-
erator goes out in plant No. 2, it is going to cost you e, also. So how
can you, in economic terms, testify before us and sfy that you are
prepared to let that inequity exist*? Because you have got one plant
that will not, even within your own organization, will not be able
to compete favorably plant No. 2.

Am I making a false assumption here?
Mrl'. SCU)DR. I think so, in part. Senator. These are depreciable

expenses. Mills renew continually and are buying new equipment con-
tinually. while the allowance for depreciation never pays in a period
of inflation for the new equipment you have to buy from it. It can
come fairlv close. You have the depreciation factor working equally
in both mills.

Senator GRAVELT. Well. but if in the first mill you depreciate at a
cost which is half of what your replacement cost would be, then
your depreciation (ives you no succor at all.

Mr. SCUDDER. Well, there is validity in what you are saying. in that
nevertheless, when you go to build a new facility it is the return on
v"ur investment that counts. And the return on the investment of the
old mills at a cheaper price can be considered adequate. The probable
return on the investment of the new mill can in no way be considered
adequate.

Senator GnAVEr. I grant yon that. Now. we have got one injustice
there that we are trying to correct because it is good. But I hate to
see vou take the public Position, just to get it through the Congress,
or think that you can get it through the Congress, by writing off an
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Existing inequity and being preparMd to sort of bite the bullet on
that. Because we can hc.ok at a l)roblol straightforwardly, and I
think the chairman recognizes it and I do. I tlihink it is grossly unfair,
whether it is you or another company, that they labor in the vineyard
in a bad competitive situation and then all of a sudden there comes
benefit, and what you do is you reward Charlie, that has never made
an effortn-in your case. vou have-hut never made an effort to get
ilito the recycing busin;,ss. What happens to the pioneers in this
business? It is discrinijnat ion. Now. vou lIaIpl)ln to own two- mills,
6ut supposing an old gentleman who has a recyclincg mill has now got
n ) compete with you. Hei has been in the recycling business and you

liild a new plant. and ie has an old plant. And you can now biuy
at a $10 advantage. You are going to run him out of business, are
yon not?

Mr. SCUDDER. Well, in practical fact. no. 1 do not think so.
Senator GRAVmL. 11W1y woull you 11ot? If you have a $10 advantage

per ton on him, then you are going i o take away all of his customers-
unless lie is prepared to eat that in profit.

'Mr. Scvnn),En This is a limited .10. It is froing to he eaten u) in
the interest costs and oliver costs of constructing this new mill. It is
not ffoing to come out in a eomJnetitive advantage in purchasing
w:l ste aperr.

Senator GRA;VEL. If that is the case. should the competitive advantage
not be what I asked-and that is. what is the tax advantage for virgin
timber-and then tell us what that is and then we will give, you the
S.mle thing so that you are equal in the marketplace. That is what
w, want to do.

M r. SCUJDDER. That is ani interest ing approach.
Senator GRAVkr.. There is no other reason that we would want to help

to ,rive you a tax loophole-at least for me. I do not want, to give you
a tix loophole. All I want to do is give you the same weight boxing
gloves that the other people have in that kind of affair. Because as
thie chairman pointed out, there is great energy savings in recycling
i']mapr. and that is what. this bill is all about. So we want to save energy,
andt the way to do it is to make you equal in the marketplace. Now. you
toll is what, that equality is. So all you are saying is, we want 110.
Wo do not know what that $10 means; I do not know what it means.

Mr. SCUiDDE. Well. VoU see. like my pm(deoessor. T am an economist,
,nnd I want to state to you a view that I think this country will have
difflculty in surviving unlezs more of its capital is put into productive
tincilities. This is strongly oriented in the direction of leading people
to build new plants.

Senator GRAVWL,. Maybe if we made it-since you are talking about
an interest of $60 out of $280. maybe we ought to make it 'P20. Give us
. rationale for that; that is what the chairman was asking. Tell us
what that $10 means-and also. since yon are in the business, you tell
us what the capital gains treatment for virgin timber is.

The CITAt1RMAN. Well, Senator. if I might just interrupt. T think
that from a practical point of view it is fairly easy to understand
why the man is making such a modest request of the committee. The
J louse treated him better, but he got knocked out on the floor. He would
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just as soon settle for half a loaf, hoping this time it will stick in, then,
and it will not be knocked out.

Senator GRAvEL. Maybe on the Senate floor we might have a greater
deal of maturity and wisdom and they would accept something based
on logic and not on something that is a tactical consideration.

Mr. SCUDDER. This is based on financial logic.
The CHAIRMAN. What would we be paying you if we gave you $10 a

ton on your existing facilities? On your existing production?
Mr. SCU3DER. Over $5 million.
The CtIArMMAN. About $5 million a year on your existing production.
How do you arrive at that maximum ?
Mr. DRAN.-cF. The maximum was calculated to be 15 percent of the

cost of the mill, which, added to the 10-percent investment tax credit.
would provide a total tax benefit of 25 percent of the cost of the mill.
This is the amount of money which it was determined was needed in
the way of a tax benefit in order to obtain the kind of financing that
makes a mill of this size a viable enterprise, taking into account the
very costly financing rates that are available to companies such as we.

The CTAIRMtAN. What would the maximum then be?
Mr. DRA.cF. The maximum would then be, for each mill, $11,200.000.

representing 15 percent of the cost of the $7.5 million, plus the 10-
percent investment tax credit-or $7.5 million. So if you add the $7.5
million to the $11.2 million, you then have, roughly, $19 million.

The CHATRMAN. I do not see why you have to--are you talking about
the existing tax credit?

Mr. DRANcE.. The existing tax credit.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I do not see why you hav'e to add that to costs:

that is there already. It seems to me that all the cost you are talking
aboit is the cost of what you are asking for, the cost of the chanl'e ill
the law that you would be asking for. Now, what would that be? We
are 'allincr about the maximum cost.

Mr. ScuDD-Er. $11 million.
The CHAIRMAN,. Is that over 1 year or over a period of time?
Mr. DRAN NCE. Over a p-eriod of 7 yea rs.
The CHAIRMAN. So you are only asking for what vould %mornt

to only, hopefully, only about $1.5 million a year-what yon think
would then make it feasible to build how many additional mills?

Mr. SCUDDER. Three.
The CIAIRMA-,\-. Three additional recycling mills.
Mr. SCUDDER. Right.
Senator GRAVEL. The problem there. Mr. Chairman. as I view it,

is that they are basing their request on the cost of hiildincr their mill
now. I would rather that we let the discipline of the marlketpla,. do
that, and you just tell us where the inequity in the marketplace exists.
You see. what you are saying is, we need this to get the financing for
the mill. While your company may have one problem. another company
may have another problem. ,mnd anotherr big eonpl'omerpto mv not
have the same problem of gettiniwV capital as you are prelting. So we
cannot sit here and hand out a goodie to you and one to them, knowing
that they are unequal. What you have got to do is tell us what the
market condition is. and if you are equal in the marketplaee. then you
go to the financial marketplace and you finance it on your own strenth.
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If you cannot do it that way, then you cannot look to us. We have
made you equal in the marketplace.

The CHAIMlAx. Well, Senator Gravel is sympathetic to the problem,
but in being very modest in what you arc asking, you might have
shown better judgment than the Senator realizes, because after all, the
House was better to you, I take it, then you are asking for here, but
they did not, succeed either: that is, the House committee was mor
helpful to you than what you are asking for here.

Senator GRAVEL. I think that is not tie case, Mr. Chairman. They
only offered them $2 a ton, is what they got out of the House com.
mittee. They lost that on the floor, so they are not being more modest.
I think they are just approaching it, from a different vector. And I
am sympatietic to that vector. The only thing is, I would rather see
the discipline of the, marketplace-and You could help us with that, by
just giving us what the difference is for the capital-gains treatment of

0irgin timber, and then, if that is $12, if that is $15, then we have got
a logical posture.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I am frank to tell you that in my personal
judgment, when you are recycling paper, you really have a right to
claim every bit as much tax advantage as one has in cutting new
timber, because that is an item we have in short supply. We have to
import a lot of it, and we have an unfavorable balance of trade with
Canada. So that. I really think that you have got a right to ask for
every tax advantage that his counterpart has. And it might even be in
the iation.l interest for us to give you more than that, because we
ought to try to encourage people to pick up all of this trash rather than
leave it out. on the streets and have it cluttering up the environment.
And furthermore, we. ought to make better use of resources.

Now, when we. consider this proposal in the committee, we are going
to be looking at it along with what it will cost to recycle aluminum,
aluminum cans. and what the potential is for recycling glass and
things of that. sort. So, if we are going to do something in recycling,
I would be inclined to do something for the recycling of paper as well
as recycling aluminum. I do not know whether we ought to do any-
timig about tin cans or not, but I hate to see them beside the highway,
I know that. So that if we can do something. I think this ought to be
considered., and I would hope that if we decide to try something in this
area that the Ihouse Ways and Means members night be willing to
take it back amul have another t.y at it, if- we go to-conference with
them, because l)eronal1y, I think that. recycling, particularly in cor-
tin areas-i-luminum, paper, glass-has a lot of desirability and a lot
of potential.

S0nat.or H'ASIKELL. MV. ChalUnirman. may I ask MI[. Scdiider a
question ?

Is time. competitive advantage ill the caIpital gains treatment on
timber ? I wns out of thle Irool1 for a while.

Mfr. Scui)i:. That is correott.
Senator TI R1ELL. If we eliminated that advantage, would you be

romr,,.lmly eqnil witl them eeonomically ?
M\.r. ;ci-imwr. Well, tle timber industry has both capital gains treat-

Mnent and the del)letion allowance.
Senator I.\511;rL. Suppose we eliminated both; would you be

roughly equal?
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Mr. SCUDDR. We would be roughly equal, butthat does not mean
we would accomplish oiwr objectives.

Senator HASKELL. You had better define your objective.
Mr. SCUD)DEJ. Well, our objectives are to find a way to build mole

mills, which has become extremely expensive, and which we think, in
their own peculiar way, really' do benefit the interests of the
Govermnent.

Senator HASKEuL. Yes, I understand that. I am just thinking slicer
economics. If we took away the capital gains and the depletion on
timber, would your costs of delivering newsprint equate then witlh the
costs from virgin timber ?

Mr. ScUDWr . Well, bearing in mind that 70 percent of this sulb-
stance comes from outside the cout ry----

Senator HASKELL. I realize that.
Mr. Sctum:m. Yes, it would have the effect of equalizing our costs

with those-( f the domestics, domestic suipl)liers.
Senator I- AISKELL. Thank voU very much.
Senator GRAVEL. And then you would have an advantage in the

marketplace because with the rapid increase in energy and since it.
takes more energy to produce from virgin stocks of paper, then you
should enjoy the economic benefit.

Mr. SCUTDDER. Well, many. many of those glvs, many of the original
old mills were on waterpower, if it stays the same.

Senator GRAV .. Just so the Senator from Colorado understands
our views, I hold the same position. You have got a. choice: it either
is to wipe out the tax advantages that your competitors have or to give
you a tx advantage to equate what thev have. And I can go either way.

The CHAIRMA-. ,Just to complete the picture, if you want to do this
by taxing the other guy even if you do that, you s. ill have not met tle
Canadian problem or the problem of foreign imports. Most of this
newsprint is produced abroad, is it not?

Mr. SCtTTDDFR. Yes; it is.
The CHAIIRMAN. So, if you tried to put a tariff on the fellow whn

is producing it up in Canada and elsewhere, you get a letter down here
from the State Department protesting that this violates the GAT'F
andl one thing or another, we are not living up to some trade agree-
ment, and it would create all sorts of things. It would be just a A

lot, easier to do something for this fellow than it would to try to tax
all of the rest of them. I will tell you right now.

Senator GR~AVEL,. Well, can we pursue that for a moment ? I do lint
know if that would be accurate, Mr. Chairman. if they are competin-c'
with the Canadian newsprint people. If we took away the tax ad-
vantage on virgin timber; it costs more to produce a ton of newsprint
fro, virgin timber in energy terms-

'Vhe Cii tUMAN. how a re you going to tax a producer in Canada ?
Senator GRAVEL. You do not tax them. what you do-
-Tle CITATrI"rAN. All you can do is put a tariff on his product.
Senator GRAVEL. If -that is your problem, then you cannot compete

favor,bly with tiP Canadians.
NTr. ScrDDER. That is not our problem.
Senator GRAVEL. That is right, that is not his problem. That is what

I am trying to focus on. We do not want to be led astray here in
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thinking that: we are going to give you an advantage so you can coin-
pete with the Canadians.

Mr. ScuDDER. We do compete successfully with the industry; we
would like to do more of that.

Senator (hIvr:L. I realize that. But I for one, Senator, am not pre-
pared to vote you a tax advantage on that basis. I will vote you a tax
advantage to equate what other advantages your competitors have.

Mr.. SCUDDER. The tax advantage can be argued not to be a cost to
the U.S. Government but to have certain returns that are worth-
while to the U.S. Government.

I think you are talking about something else.
Senator GRAVEL. What?
,%r. ScDDER. We think there are other advantages.
Senator GRAVEL. Then you are in the wrong bill. You should be

in the tax reform bill. This is the energy bill that we are dealing
with here, Mr. Chairman, and the motivation here is to save money

Now, if you have got other tax problems, we can treat it in another
bill. But let me go back to the motivation that we have. I would have
a motivation for recycling because it saves energy, and the way to do
that is to do away with-the disadvantage you presently suffer. Now,
is that satisfactory?

Mr. SCuDDER. It is not what we are seeking: no, sir.
Senator GRAVEL. So, you are seeking funding beyond the energy ad-

vantage that we are looking for in this bill?
Mr. SCUDDER. We bring you an energy advantage. We bring you

an effect on the balance of payments which nobody else does prac-
tically. We do promote jobs and production in the United States,
which I think is vital, and I hope the Senate is going to think it is
vital because it is.

Senator GRAVEL. There is no question. It is vital, but I think this
colloquy has brought out. something', very significant.

The CHAIRMAN. I think it would be a little bit easier to make yourease if you would let these fellows who are going to be recycling
aluminum cans, to come in here first because they are a bigger energy
saver than you are, I believe. But in any event. I think that you have
spelled out your problem. and I do think that we will consider the
matter of recycled materials in connection with other things.

I mentioned aluminum, for example, where there is a big energy
saving, and while we are considering recycling, we miglt as well
consider your problems as well as the rest of them. and we will try to
see that you are treated fairly along with the rest. Thank you very

[The prepared statement of Mr. Scudder follows:]

STATEMENT OF RIciiARD B. SCUDDER, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
GrARDEN STATE PAPER CO., INC.

My name is Riehard B. Scudder. T am chairman of the board of the Garden
State Paper Co., Inc., of Garfield. N.J.. a firm which I founded in 1961 after par-
tieipating in the invention of a process by which old newspapers could be de-
inked and recycled for the mnufacture of newsprint. We presently operat, millz
near New York. Chicago. and Los Angeles. and are building a mill in Mexico
in Partnership) with an agency of the Mexican Government.

Garden State mnkes newsprint entirely from waste newspapers, and together
with its associate FSC Paper Corp., produces some 450,000 tons of newsprint per
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year. which accounts for the consumption of about 500,OO tons of waste news
papers annually.

We would like to produce an, additional 450,000 tons of newsprint annually-
and retrieve from the municipal solid waste streami additional thousands of tons
of used newspapers.

To achieve this objective three new mills would be constructed. Each mill would
be callable of producing 150,000 tons of newsprinb per year. Each of t4ese mlUls
would cost in the neighborhood of $75 million-for a total capital expenditure
of $225 million for the three mills.

I will explain briefly why the foregolng objective has national significance;
how this objective may be achieved; and how our proposal for accomplishing the
objective resolves questions that were raised against a different recycling tax
credit proposal in the House.

The United States is dependent upon Canada for nearLy 70% of its newsprint
supply. The adverse impact upon the U.S. balance of international payments, at
$260/ton (up from $165 in 1972) for 7 million tons, is nearly $2 billion.
The Commerce Departmnent forecast a 5% per year increase in U.S. newsprint
rexluirements, prior to the present economic recession, a rate of Increase which
will probably have validity when the economy begins its upward turn. Canadian
mill executives met in Spain in AprlT with other foreign producers to discuss the
world lprice of newsprint. They have forecast Increases in prices up to $300 per
ton by 1976. If the threatened strike of Canadian newsprint mill workers occurs,
as expicted, we may have $300 per ton newsprint by the end of this year.

We inust begin to take steps to ease the concern of American newspaper pub-
lishers about rising prices and the constant threat of strikes by Canadian mill
and transportation workers which have affected newsprint supplies in the past.
We should also do what we can to lessen our dependence on foreign sources and
to improve our balance of payments.

We must also provide economically viable, stable, permanent markets for sub-
stantial amounts of valuable recyclable raw materials. This means, for example,
that communities which supply recycling mills with used newspapers can reduce
the cost and burden of waste disposal efforts by adopting profitable newspaper
recovery programs.

Our proposal would provide income tax incentives, in the form of a tax credit of
$10 lier ton, for increasing recycling of post-consumer solid waste materials inthe manufacture of products for which the United States is more than 50%
dependent on foreign sources. To avoid one criticism voiced in the House the tax
credit would not apply to recycled materials required in the operation of existing
facilities. The tax credit would apply only to recycled materials used by a new
mill built after the enactment of authorizing legislation. The proposal places a
limitation or ceiling upon the aggregate amount of the tax credit which may be
claimed. The aggregate of the tax credit would not exceed 15% of the total cost
of the manufacturing facility. The tax credit, however, would be in addition tothe existing investment tax credit of 10% and would apply to buildings as well
as machinery and equipment.

There were serious and unanswered questions in the House concerning the cost
and potential benefits of the former tax credit proposal which was stricken from
H.R. G860.

Time cost of our )roposal and the benefits which would accrue may be readily
computed. For example, in the case of a new newsprint mill costing $75 million
dollars and having a capacity of 150.000 tons of newsprint per year, the tax
credit would aggregate $11 million 250 thousand dollars-whcih Is 15% of $75
million dollars--the total cost of the mill.

The tax credit would be earned at the annual rate of approximately $1,650,000.
This is computed on the basis of $10 per ton for the 165,000 tons of used news-
l)apers per year which is required in the production of 150,000 tons of fresh news-
p'rint. Thus. tle total amount of the allowable tax credit could be claimed in 7years from the date that the mill was fully operational.

This 1,iss of tax revenue would be recaptured by the Treasury in substantial
part through increased employment, and the taxes that would be paid from
profits of the new facility. Nor should we overlook annual savings of $45,000,000
in tits, b;alitnce of payments account for each mill's output computed on the basis
of 1 :100 ,or ton for Conadian newsprint.

Opponents of the recycling tax credit eliminated from th- House Bill estimated
thai increased recycling of only 2 or 3 percent would result from its provisions.
Our prljiosal, if carried through, would result in an increase of 22% in the re-
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cycling of old newspapers nationally. The actual recycled -tonnage could increase
from 2.200,000 tons, annually to 2,700,000 tons from the efforts of only one com-
p ny-Garden State Paper Company-when the three mills it proposes to build
are in full operation. Many other mills might be built.

We have no estimates on the total effect upon recycling that would result from
the adoption of the recycling tax credit prop6ail we have discussed in the
statement.

We do urge, however, that a realistic approach must be taken to make recycling
of valuable waste material resources a viable enterprise. We believe that our
proposal if adopted would be a good start; The details of our proposal are con-
tained in the attachment to my statement.

I will be pleased to answer any questions you may have.

ATTACHMENT TO STATEMENT OF RICHARD B. SCUDDER BEFORE SENATE CONIMITT.r
ON FINANCE

Proposal to provide income tax incentives for increasing recycling of post-
consumer solid waste materials in the manufacture of products for which the
United States is more than 50% dependent on foreign sources.

DEFINITIONS

Recycled-The term "recycled" means the process by which waste.materials are
transformed into new-products. . . . .

Pfost-consumer .solid waste material-theterm "post-consumer solid waste ma-
terial" means Ciny material which has been used by an ultlmbte donsume, afd
Nkhich 'lhs no gignifiant value or utility except as A Waste material.

PROPOSAL ,

Allow a ttaxicreffit of $l0'for eeh ton of post-consutner solid waste material
i'ecycled in the UnitedStates by the taxpayer during the taxable year into nawv
,nanufPctured finished products in a plant which meets the follo.0%pig crlteri,4:

1. The manufacturing plant must be conistructed hfter the enactment of
this, l)aragrapli apd construction must commenie withinA 5-ears. there.

'. The recycled Waste materials to which the tax credit'is,-applicable ibust
"be used'in. the n~mufacture of finished products for which .the United ,States

is more tha.il 50% dependent upon foreign sourees,-as certflpd by ,the Tre a
Ury Dgpartunent, . , " -'M6 aggregate of the recycled waste, naterialtx credt allowed theaxpayev

1lidei" the provig 1n6iof tlis p6ragrah nmav not exceed 15% of -the total co~t 'of
the manufacturing, faciltty, including midhineiry, equipment and buildings, but
excludinglaQ, and site preparation costs, "..

_If, the. amoi' t ,redit for any taxable year exceeds the liability for'ta.
fof-the taxable VtrV*' (aft unused credit year) tlh, 'exe0s shall be treated o-:

(a.) ' 46clidait ateriIT ci&ddit' crryh'ack to eachof th'e. 3 ta.xabe, years pre'eeding the' u'iused rredit,:yer [ nd . *,..., ,,. . • .... ,.

* .{b)- a. recycled -wste- material. credit car"oyver t e el of t ",e 2tlb

The revled waste Imaterial ta. credit anll6welf by this paragraph shall-not
*afffet. the:4eligi.ilitt 6f tio inialnfiivlnflno facilfty -roi -the inve. tment ta-- cret
'provY(led pmrstifnti tro S ot~n. '46 of the, Internal -Reenut- Ccqe."

The, Cu\N.MAX. No ' ".will l" I)i'. Fre Sehin' of'Fed
"qivulnian ',sohiA s, etie - on~ilfaAg aintl chfirhan if Wthe , t'ade-
c0erv information center. '.:

STATEMENT OFY'.R.' ER2D SCHtYLMA;,ARED -SCHULMAN ASS001-
ATES, E4EkGY COtSIULTANT Ab *dAHRUL MA ATSV-I-GY

'INWORM TION.1CENTER :,,. " . .

%). 1, P. -- -; 1 , .j,,r. Sntrjr 4  ;.I" tppr .*at" this Ol)ltnI.t, t0 disc.,s t erie "eonct ,'t~n a [col\eiLoM 1 Wu. h~wlt h 'ouu' pernibion ]wod

]tit mrel lketo sum- i eeon L statemet •

55-5S3--75--pt. 1-23
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The CHAI :MRA YO.s, we will print it in the record.
MXr, SCHTULMAN. My. name is Pred Schulman. I am chairman of a

technology assessment ove'sight committee on underground coal min-
ihg aimed at passing the problems involved in increasing coal sup-
plies fdr electric iitilites.

I am, also a consultant to a New England firm engaged in energy
Lnaservation and conversion. J

I Anmfolnder Of 'the rtrade-energ, information center which con-
sists of a small group pf volunteers Which hzts met tibout once a month
since the first Arab oil embargo to discuss related isues of trade'and
elnorgy.

Today, since it is late, I will confine my summary to three main
points.

FRrst, can the bill now under discussion serve as a means to Shift
oil company intereSts and profits to domestic oil production, domestic
refinery construction and away from operations abroad especially
away from international OPtC oil production? And if so, how can
this Le done?

Second, I would like to discuss before this committee, which is
unique, 'in my opinion, because it hag responsibilities not -only in the
energy area but also in the tax area and the trade area and you have
had extensive hearings on these subjects whether U.S. trade policies
can be used as a means to reduce exorbitant OPEC oil prices, and if
Ao, how? -It selems to me that the combination of these three areas can
be used very Atdtively to Maximize American strengths to obtain oil
in aAequate amounts at vhat you consider to be fair prices and with
beneficial effects -on.both ingation. and joU.

Two examples will iilustrmte what I mean. We have read in the
papers, I 'believe olthtr today or ye~tertday, that our detente partner,
the Soviet Ofnion, 19 in the market again for *food. And, o edrse, the
U.S.S.R. will .be obtaining our food at the market'price, which is a
pretty low price. They are short of food, that is why they are hereand
they know that efar export and domestic food prices ae the same.

When we were short of petrolenni products during the Arab em-
'bargo, the Soviets 'did 'make available to us some petroleum products,
bat at the price of $24.17 'per barrel at a time when tlie average price
for these products was somewhat over only $10. So, they obviously A
took advantage 16f our needs and have done some really good trading.
-And, it seems to me, that perhapg-somewhere in the bill w6 should
have some provisions that combine our own trading strengths to avoid
this kind of double-barreled trade weaknesses,; that we buy high'when
wenire short, #ndw# stll low.when they're short.

The second illastration,1 want tomake is this problem of indexing,
Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. I might just interrupt-what you are 4ying'is that
wh'eA the Soviets 'trade with ms they do not pade like they love us.
.. Mr. ScRULXAN. Y.es they trade like theyeare capitalist and we are

not, and it always surprises me.
The second illustration, Mr. Chairman, is that of indexing which

we have heard so much about. Now, if you take -a look at..the.data,
and they will be in my statement, you will find that in tllewo 66f rAn,
the prices 'that Iran paid for imports over the last 614.veara dcro"4
about 74 percent; which means that if they wabnt44o -izoVer 'this
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increased price level by the price of oil, they would have only received
$1.55 in revenue instead of $9.38 in revenue that they did receive. So,
that is a far higher figure than merely recovering the cost of inflation.

Now, when I say $9.38 revenue, that is not w hat I mean by posted
price. I am speaking about revenue to the Government. To this
amount, you have to add profit, transportation, cost of production,
taxes, things like that in order to arrive at the posted price. But this
is what they received, $9.38 in income from the posted price of $12.65
but only $1.55 would have matched all the import price increases in
Iran from 1958,through 1974.

In the case of Venezuela, the price level for the imports that they
paid for increased over the same 16 year period by 106 percent which
means. Venezuela should have received only $2.06 instead of the_$8.66
that they did receive.Now, at the same time, it is kind of interesting to see that Iran, tho
same country which overcharged us for oil by more than 500 rxw..t
hIst year, received 61 percent of its total food supply from tha6UritedJ
States. I do not have to go into industrial products, machinery or
arms purchases of which we supplied a very significant proportions of
Iran's needs.

So, we do have products, I am glad to see, that OPEC countries
want and are willing to pay for. Thequestion is, can we um these
needs for our technology and products in some way to help us in our
own energy situation?

And the third point I would like to mention and discuss briefly in
this. Are the incentives in the bill for energy conversion adeqi;ate nnd.
en-they be improved-and if so, how? I will just take a zfew Iinutes
tdNo into thee matters$

Now, during the past year this committee has heard and others have
heard, many discussions of how unemployment and inflation have bIeevt
caused by the high price of imported oil. There was recently releasect
a congressional budget document which went into this subject. There
als was the analysis made by the Chase Econometric Ak-sociates for
the New York Times which was published in the Times and which
indicated the effects both on employment and inflation of the pro-
posed $4 increase scheduled by OPIC for October and cm decontrol
of old oil prices which only serves to increase the price of oil as well
as resulting in higher infiution and unemployment unless spcitaJ
measures to prevent this are taken. The recent report on decontrol by
]Representative Dingell of the I-rouse Committee on .-Tterstate nn4
Fomig Comynerce confirms some of these finding. The point that,
is often forgotten is this; that in -the United Statr, where we enjoy
high wages and i tjigh standard of living wo have 4TWavs he eue'rv
ilit.nsive in indmtity. W may call it wasteful, tTiat Is true.h Nit' it
o44tr to cojrnptin-tijoeworld ,mrket weahvwys ma xinized energy
use in our industrial processes so as to require fe&er Tabor in order tn
compete smvwossfiilly abroad. We have been able to do tThat for rnanm"
ye a' by using lots of energy. To the extent, the-"'fore. that the pri:o
of oil Vgos up. or th, prk o energy goes up, Wt freponfe less corn pet i-
tive in tlh* world market-and we will lose jois anTI ,mhsbess.

That is whv, ain, I feel ths committee is 11'1 ,1M'q),1 in that it,
.ra'kc-nisikdr the whole problem w'a totality rfTier than in tits and

pieces.
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The question is, how do you translate this in a few minutes into
recommendations to serve the goals that I have just mentioned?
IWell, it seems very clear that one of the greatest positive ineerntives
for oil operations abroad, rather than here in the United States, in
Louisiana and Newy England, including building needed refineries as
was mentioned earlier, has been the tremendous tax incentives, if you
will, which are given if oil is produced abroad.

Now, it turns out that most of the OPEC nations are assuming a
larger ownership role in their own oilfields. In other words, they are
buying control, or nationalizing in sbme cases, American properties.
A nd so what do we find? We find that buyback oil-buvback oil is the
oil that U.S. oil companies must buy back from the OPEC host na-
tions-could very well be treated, because there is nothing in the bill
thatprevents it, as a tax credit, dollar for dollar, by virtue of an IRS
ruling, which Senator Church has suggested is being requested.Just as the riding which changed royalty payments to tax credits
for foreign income taxes back in 1950, as Assistant Secretary of State
Geoi'ge McGee testified last year greatly increased incentives for for-
eipn oil operations, so will a buyback oil tax credit. As you know, the
1950 ruling-shifted a tremendous amount of activity aid exploration
from domestic operations to foreign operations. This is the source of
nrueh of our problems with OPEC.

If we really' want to reduce our depeiidence on OPEC and if wo
really waat.to .aid domestic oil exploration and oil refineries, it seems
to mie clen*r that we coiln very simply shift those incentives -to do-
mestic industrv rather than to activities abroad."

The second is this. We now provide investment -guaratntees, thi'ough
,the Overias, P.rivato Investment Corporation. to projects overseas,
but not to dmestic.oil oPerations. The gentleman from Louisiana who
testified earlier is building a refiner- in Louisiirna may losemoney if
lie does not get friiWce diI at the riper price. He has no risk frontnationaizaf n..But if yq@i build the refineryabroad you can get

p u uar aitees agafnstlso's from natiofihlization or certain other

And the qi1estion i I ,2 Es pecially il we'wat to discourage-
9veireas oil investmeit' Shi'ce we are talking abot equity. why do
we 114 provide at ea stnile kfid Of treatment for doinestic oi I
.fvestmeht? Or better yet, if N6, are trying to'r&hce tli6 ,)moint of

WvC~~t~ ~ 1)na in. riia e ino il oertos h~l
' tve$init. jtin. 6lia 0d and convert'ifito inestment h/re-whv do. J.i tqfi elimhinatQ OIPTC .rr, annftevs for oil p.tos h,/?

,. T li ve' .in min'hthe cas5 .of'.hy;X, &r ex- mple, wVhiph' nation lizeI
oproi* rtO" of 3obi1 Oif riud .witihfi a n'onth later51:oil' anuioifmeda .$.. i lnl6 addifti -nal$6 nestent. Tlwv do" no 'lo e nn- h~nir Tf

.the ,compensation Is not. adequate, OP l'f pics ill) tll' tab. 'I am sre
You i~ant.to"consider whctTir or not' thaf is the Roperr thing to do in
tle current situation that Nw:e have..•

'I we ,so l]ii-p the Expo't-Tnport'Batlk whIch pirovills low-
' 5,. hr r'afions" 'abroad. Shoi Thi be (i V# 'fooil O. "lera-

r f n O. a) r6ad? ioest 'i i dit ' iot g'et it. 'You heird tet imdliv
tls il orning aloiut.tingentleman 'or Lonisiag..*h had!tol boivow•W' million to l1u*id a. fine'+ . w .:h does- t get the 1ow-cost
tons tift *tt'e available' from TEitibain k f yot bild.quipment
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abroad. It just seems to me, you may want to consider whether that
is proper.

With respect to the incentives-I certainly think it is quite wise to
provide incentives in the bill for all domestic nonpetroleum sources.
But they should not be limited to the energy alternatives listed in the
bill. The incentives ought to be extended to such other alternatives as
geothermal energy and nuclear energy. Geothermal energy can
probably be available almost anywhere in the world at deep depths.
According to some data that NASA has obtained from the A!:ollo
lunar surface experiments that were described at the Houston lunar
science meeting that I attended in March 1973.

Geothermal energy may possibly be gravitational in origin which
is generated as various celestial bodies move through space. You get
earthquakes and movements of the crust which generates frictional
energy and heat. Therefore, deep drilling tecliiques ought to have
some, incentive consideration in the bill-not only for oil but for
geothermal energy:

Nullear energy is not mentioned anywhere in the bill and it seenis
to me that it should also be included for similar incentive treatment.
There are other ideas for alternate energy sources. It seems to Ine we
,,l1olld not preclude them by sinlplv not specifically mentioning tliem
il the bill. Let me mention a l)OSsiI)le example. It may well be that we-
(11n grow oil as a cro). When oil was cheap this al)proalch was not
econoinicallv feasible but there are ways to convert agricultural prod-
uets and agricultural wastes into other organic compounds similar to
petroleum. It is a matter of economics. it has not been looked into.
But. (o you want to encourage that kind of thinking. It is -Eomething
to (,onsider.

I know my time is up and it is late so I want, to conclude.
h'lle ( 1i. wx. Sir, if I might interrupt you just for a moment?

I am sure you have given some thought to it'but I have too and I
all sure you will find thlat you wiFl make more money doing it the.
o)tlr way ai'otin(l (m oiverting petroleum into food.

Selnator , wrL. It is five calories to one, five Ca],,ri(s caloric count
for one unit of food. That is what we are putting in now.

The ('IxTrAN. I tiink you will find you will riu:.ke a lot more
monVy if you convert petroleum into food.

M. CI'Ax . 'I'h'at is true.
T'ie ('CA fAr.\x. 'l'in yvon will, if von convert for ,-into petro leum.
Mx. S(tLM.-,N. Whell, what I had in nlind, obviously must be simple

aiidl cleap.
Tle CI.un.rN. 1ight now they are still nmaking money making

frtiliz r out of petroleum.
Mr. S rll. .M.AN. I know. You are ahwolutelv ritlutt. 'Mr. Cl,airman.
WVThat I had in mind was simnily taking agri;ultral matter contain-

in carh~ohvdrates material and treating it with a digestive organism
li]ke ,el Iul(],,nas wlie]! colivei s it into smaller organic comfll)Ouds.

I f do (lr -I inl tl,, u',t'(ence of air vo (t') (,-et some ly(lrocarl)ons.
I t , ' !ti ,,, u'. le,r! ap:. if w,' \A-c- (-e 1t oIT' - ij frorjl forpi,.n oil and
if we do not ]lave the petroleum we need, that might well become a
new source.
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You know, this is a very big poker game that we are all playing
lere.

The United States is dealing with OPEC countries which have
greatlv increased the price of oil and caused very high inflation in the
United States and around the world. Earlier you have heard of the
tremendous increases in the cost of a refinery, the tremendous increase
in the cost- of a coal mine and everything else. And the reason for this,
Mr. Chairman, is, to an extent, not realized yet that since the price of
oil, in effect. is maintained by the cartel, it has caused the price of
everything else to rise to what I call its equivalent in value to oil.

Now, the equivalent value to oil of everything, including clothes,
"housewares, food. industrial products, and so on is a 400 to 500 per-
cent increase. This is essentially the excess OPEC oil price over the
index price, as in the Iran-Venezuela case. So we are going-to have a
tremendous increase in prices which we are now seeing everywhere.
Phosphate fertilizer, as an example, has already risen more than 150
percent in price since 1973. Unless we can bring counter pressure to
bear by using our strength in trade and aid, food, arms assistance,
technology, and so on, to bring the price down, our prices will continue
-to rise until they have reached 400 to 500 percent of the 1973 levels. If
our strengths in these areas are used as bargaining chips, we won't need
the cumbersome quota system and licensing system to which the chani-
ber of comerce and others have objected.

I suggest, in lieu of that. that there be a Petroleum Import AdInin-
istration of some kind at the Cabinet level, which can deal with the
OPEC countries for oil needed by the United States. We should have
authority to deny or to grant access to American food, trade, ma-
chinery, arms assistance, and so on, in order to be in a strong position to
get a decent deal at lower prices for the United States.

There is a tremendous gap between the true value of oil, based on
equivalent prices with other materials and the actual price. If we do
not succeed in getting oil prices down to its real value, the actual price
of everything else is going to rise to its equivalent level with oil, which
is 400 to 500 percent of the prices in existence in October of 1973. This
could occur slowly or quickly, depending on whether the goods in ques-
tion are in international trade or not. But they will tend to rise. Thus,
there is much at stake. If we succeed in this, then decontrol of domestic
oil will not result in harmful price increases because the OPEC level
will be lower.

I'd like to conclude with this story of the strange poker game which
we are playing with OPEC. We have a hand of four aces and OPEC
has three kings, so we think we win. But OPEC shows us three kings
and a knife, the knife being the threat of an oil embargo and says no
you are wrong, we win.

So we. fearfully look at the three kings and the knife and we say,
"You are right, you do win." And then realizing our poor situation, we
ask. "How come you are alwavs so lucky?"

And that is the trouble. We have four aces. And yet we let three
kings, three tens, or even a pair of duces beat us because we do not use
our full strengths in trade, technology, arms assistance and food to-
gether as a unit to get the energy access that we want at reasonable
prices.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this opportunity. I hope I
have not taken too long.

[The prepared statement and a biography of Dr. Schulinan, and
newspaper articles by Dr. Schulman fo low:]

TESTIMONY OF Ds. FRED SCHULMAN, TRADE-ENERGY INFORMATION CENTER,
WAsnINGTox, D.C.

L INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
I appreciate this opportunity to present to this distinguished Committee my

views on the Energy Conservation and Conservation bill. As the energy crisis
continues its destructive course, with its growing impact on industry, our
standard of living, our foreign policy and our financial, social and political
stability, it is clear that this Committee can perform a much needed service
to the nation by clarifying the present confusion on energy policy. Because
of your extensive responsibilities in a number of interrelated areas and your
incisive hearings during recent months, on trade legislation, tax policy and energy
matters, the Committee on Finance has a unique opportunity to use its con-
siderable powers to provide effective energy legislation which would reduce
or eliminate the present heavy-handed OPEC impact on oug Jobs, our prices
and our ability to conduct an independent blackail-free foreign policy.
Obviously, these are complex interrelated subjects which cannot be fully
treated here, but they must be understood if both the public and industry are
to support the sacrifices expected of them and the measures proposed in the
bill or their modification. Relevant details on some of these matters are dis-
cussed in the two Capitol Hill Forum articles which are attached to this state-
ment and they will not be repeated here.

:L RECOMMENEDED CHANGES FOR FOREIGN OIL OPERATIONS

The proposed Energy Conservation and Conservation Act of 1975 (HR6860)
contains many desirable features. But if the aim of the bill is to reduce U.S.
dependence on imported oil as quickly as-possible, then other provisions are
needed, and they are needed fast. At present, under current law and regula-
tions, it is just too profitable to produce OPEC oil and to import it into the
United States. The present bill does not remedy this fundamental defect of
energy policy. This defect can, however, be effectively eliminated by this pom-
tuittee by recommending certain changes, affecting overseas operations, in the
tax laws, investment credits, low cost Export-Import Bank loans and federal
Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) guarantees.

First, in order to encourage domestic oil over OPEC oil, the bill should specifl-
cally exclude U.S. tax credits for both foreign taxes in lieu of royalties and
for oil bought by U.S. international oil companies from the equity shares of
•41 fields owned by host OPEC countries. This equity ownership by OPEC
governments is increasing rapidly by negotiation of participation agreements
and by nationalization. Saudi Arabia now owns 60% of AIPAMCO and is negotiat-
ing for a full takeover of 100%. The American partners of ARAMCO buy back
this oil, usually below market price. These tax credits last year mounted to
410 billion. If these credits are not excluded for "buyback oil", they could
amount to $40-$50 billion in credits against U.S. income taxes. Surely, the
Committee is opposed to this non-congressionally approved giveaway and to
the distortion it creates against domestic oil production.

Second, there should be language in the bill which excludes the Overseas
Private Investment Corporation and the E xport.Import Bank from making low
rost loans or guarantees for foreign oil operations. Surely, we want to assist
domestic oil operations; not subsidize foreign oil! Such a provision might have
Diverted Mobil Oil, whose investments in Libya were nationalized, into invest-
Tug its money in U.S. oil operations instead of putting another $300 million into
additional oil exploration inside Libya.

The importance of such a provision in the bill is obvious. Finally, the Com-
mittee may wish to consider adding authority in the bill for the Treasury to
recover revenue lost as a result of private IRS tax rulings which, without an
Act of Congress, have the effect of significantly changing tax laws affecting
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energy. Such authority would prevent the Issuance of important tax rulings
affecting energy and tax policy without Congressional debate similar to the
landinark private IRS ruling in 1950 which, without Congressional sanction,
allowed royalties, then paid to foreigners for use of oil lands, to be treated for
U.S. income tax purposes as foreign taxes, creditable dollar for dollar, against
U.S. income taxes. This important ruling caused scores of U.S. oil companies
to shift overseas their'major future activity because in the United States, royalties
are not creditable against Income taxes. Not only could large profits be made
from cheap mid-eastern oil, but these profits could be kept or reinvested over-
seas with little or no U.S. income taxes. As a result, great efforts were spent
by the oil companies to develop large markets for oil in Europe and Japan and
the societies of these areas were transformed from a largely non-automotive
society In 1950 into a largely automotive and mechanized society by 1960. Thus
without Congressional debate or approval of the issues involved, this private tax
ruling laid the foundation for developing foreign instead of domestic oil sources.
We are all paying dearly for this mistake in policy.

III. ROLE OF SPECIAL TRADE REPRESENTATIVE

The United States Is probably the world's strongest economic and tech-
nological power. It is important not to fragment in this bill, the combined
.-trength of the United States in trade, technology and agriculture so that this
unified strength can be used as aii important element of energy policy. Clearly,
tihe need for American know-how, industrial goods, arms and food can, if we
choose, be used to assure access to OPEC oil at reasonable prices. This canm
be accomplished, while at the same time meeting the goals of reducing oil
imports as set forth In this bill. by vesting In the Special Trade Representative
i STR), exclusive power to import all foreign petroleum for auction to the
domestic- petroleum industry. The STR already has the cabinet level status
he will need to equal that of the OPEC ministers lie will have to deal with. If
necessary, a Petroleum Import Administration could be created to assist the
Special Trade Representative. Such an approach would eliminate the need for
in extensive licensing and quota system to control imports and would simplify

a(ni inIstration of the program by elimination of most hearings, decisions and
appeals of license and quota proceedings. Significantly, It centralizes Americain
buying power for negotiations with the OPEC oil cartel and can offer the carrot
of trade, technology, food, and arms, or the stick of withholding then.

This approach can bring down the price of OPEC oil to levels closer to it.,
real value, a goal important to the American worker, businessman and public.
For example, the Shah of Irin has often linked the price of OPEC oil with those
of goods imported by Iran. What are the facts? During the period 1958 through
1974, import prices in Iran rose 74%. Iran therefore would need to receive only
S1.55 per barrel In revenue to achieve equality in price, not the exorbitant
$9.38 per barrel In revenue It received last year. Similarly, the prices of goods
imported by Venezuela during the same 16 year period rose 106%. In order to
achieve indexing of oil with imported good.q, Venezuela therefore would need to
receive only $2.06 per barrel of oil, not the $8.65 it did receive. Recent data from
the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development show similar trends.
If the OPEC prices are allowed to remain at present high levels, then ,other
goods will rise to seek its real "equivalent value to oil." This means inflation levels
rising to 400-500% of 1973.

Furthermore. the price of oil affects alternative fuels like coal and naturnil gas.
For each dollar per hiarrel rise in oil prices the price of a ton of coal will i,.rease
by about $4 per ton and natural gas prices will increase by about 17( per
thousand culie feet. Studies by ('hase Ecinometric Associates and by others
have shown the strong Impact of oil prices on employment and Inflation.

According to data published by the Subcommittee on Energy and Power of
the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, a rise of $4 per barrel
i the OPEC oil prioe. now scheduled for Octob ,r. will result in direct losses of

60,000 homes and 430,000 car sales. Direct unemployment will rise by 280,000
persons. The consumer price index will rise an additional 1.3,% iut the wholesale
price Index will rise faster, climbing to an (lditiolal 12.8% within a year and to
18.0% within two years. In other words, Industry will ie hardest hit first. but
(1onw:umers will feel the pinch of increased OPEC-Intation some months later.
When these effects ripple through the economy and if they are added to the effects
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11f d(eontrolled domestic oil under present conditions of acquiescence to OPEC,
we ,.an expect that another million Americans could be put out of work.

'lhe suggested approach can avoid this catastrophe. Since OPEC oil is now
selling far above its real value, the Special Trade Representative would be ill a
stroIng position to bargain with OPEC to reduce its prices in exchange for access
to reasonably priced needed U.S. goods and technology. Even decontrol of old
hiti eic ,il Vould not cause the economic mischief now feared because lower

I)l'E( (oil prices would serve as a veiling for domestic oil. A price of $7 to $S
ik nit oit of tile question if the STR is given the combined authority described
vartier. Thie Srle ould equalize situations like our recent purclmse of oil front
the U SSR at high prices and our sale to the Soviets of low priced American
grain. Records indicate that during the Arab oil embargo, when we needed
d1, the Soviets sold petroleum products to us at an average price of $24.19

whien the average price of all iiplorted petroleum products wvas $10.57. However,
the USSR can get our low domestic market price for the grain it needs now
Lea cuie it can deal priVately with our 'grain companies and it does nt have
Iii i'ike a quid-pIro-quo for oil as it would if it had to deal with the Special
Trade Ilepresentative. It is Important to note that the STR could use as bargain-
ilg p1(ints fur OP C, the facts that OPEC countries receive large percentages (of
dI,,ir food, in(lustrial products and arms from America. Thus, the U.S. supplied
Iran last year with (1% of its food import-s and 64% of its arms imports. Sauli
Arabia received 2'0% of its food imports and 65% of its arms from the United
Stlt(,. At the same time. because of the OPEC oil price rise of 500%, the
it-,ative U.S. trile halaIce with MIEC rose from a deficit of $0.9 billion in 1973-
to, a whopping deficit of $8.9 billion in 1974.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

An ext eisive analysis of the energy crisis by Profussor Edward V. Ericksoi,
Lv i:rd Wavermnan, and M. A. Adchaa an(i 33 other scholars, shows that tile
success of the tWPEC oil cartel was due largely to an international failure (f
hlohi-'y by the WVestern iu(histrial nations. I believe that this Committee can help
r(.stt'I~r lev i7nited states -to its former l)sitiln of e-adledyshilp in energy policy
lyv efretivvly meeting the challenge of the0I .)PlF' nations. The modilicatiois to
liq;oti' wvhic h I have suggested are aimed at that goal.
* Thank you for the privelege to appear.
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[From the Capitol 11111 Forum. May 12, 1975]

FOREIGN POLICY INFLUENCED By OIL COMPANIES

(By Dr. Fred Schulman)

(Dr, Schulman is with the Trade-Energy Information Center)

High prices, unemployment, high interest rates and bankruptcies, a weakened
dollar, and political instability are all fruits of the energy situation in the United
States today. With all these miseries combining into the worst recession since the
depression of the 1930s, you would think that legislative action would be forth-
coming in a serious attempt to overcome some of them. A cursory look at the
breakneck pace of current congressional activity would show that you would
not be wrong. This article will discuss briefly some energy legislation, with a
view to identifying certain important aspects suitable for further discussion and
possible action by those in a position to do so. Other aspects of energy policy and
related tax legislation will be covered in subsequent articles.

Last year during extensive hearings on multinational corporations, Senator
Frank Church identified several areas of legislative oversight that may need
correction. The American oil industry not only controls all petroleum products.
but also owns 72 percent of the natural gas, 27 percent of the coal, and 52 percent
of the uranium in the United States. Such figures spell real vertical control of
energy resources in this country. Is this desirable from either a congressional or a
consumer point of view? During the recession year of 1974, when unemployment
nearly doubled, the next profits of the oil industry increased 167 percent to $16
billion from $6 billion in 1973. From foreign crude oil operations alone, net income,
after deducting oil depletion allowances of 22 percent, amounted to $2.1 billion.
But foreign tax credits, never voted by Congress, amounted to $2 billion, leaving
a tax payable to the United States of only $97 million, or less than five percent.

As former Assistant Seeretary of State George 0. McGhee testified, these tax
credits where created through the mechanism of a private IRS ruling in 1950
which allowed royalties then paid to foreigners for use of oil lands to be treated
for US income tax purposes as foreign income taxes, creditable dollar for dollar,
against US income taxes. This Important ruling caused scores of American oil
companies to shift the emphasis of their operations overseas because in the United
States, royalties are not creditable against income taxes. Thus we laid the basis
for developing overseas rather than domestic oil sources, and we all are paying
dearly for this mistake in policy.

It is quite possible that unless effective legislative prohibitions are enacted
against future private tax policy rulings which could again bypass Congress,
new tax credits for "buyback" oil from the Oil Producing and Exporting Coun-
tries (OPEC) may be allowed. In amount, these credits would dwarf the loss of
the oil depletion allowance, thereby defeating the intent of Congress in passing
the Tax Reduction Act of 1975. Such a quiet gambit would create an unintended
new bonanza for the oil companies. Language on page 43 of the Conference Report
of March 26, 1975 on the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 is unclear and may provide
the needed loophole for such a ruling. This section says that certain payments
for foreign oil purchases cannot be considered for tax credits, if the taxpayer bas
no economic interest in the oil and if the purchase price is not at a fair market
price. Won't the oil companies interpret this language to their own advantage and
use it to create another unintended giveaway? The interests of the public would
be served by clarifying this language to better conform to congressional intent and
by closing this potential loophole.

At a time when imports of exorbitantly-priced OPEC oil are causing unprece-
detted unemployment and inflation in the United States, there is no effective prn-
gram to substitute alternative domestic fuels such as coal, nuclear power. or
oil-shale. it is unfortunately true that 19 of the 21 electric utilities which had
converted from oil to coal during the Arab oil embargo have shifted back to oil.
Why? Lack of Incentives, environmental restrictions, or what? Two of the three
oil companies involved In preparing for oil shale production have stopped their
development work. We all know that nuclear power is being delayed for a variety
of regulatory, mechanical, safety, and environmental reasons. Yet nuclear power
currently generates electricity at a rate equivalent to total imports of Arab oil.
Much more power could be generated safely-and without the loss of Jobs that
OPEC oil causes-if we made the effort. Part of the answer seems to be that
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under present tax and trade policies, the international oil companies seem to
enjoy cozy relationships with both the Arab countries and the United States.

John G. Sawhill, former Administrator of the Federal Energy Administration,
told a congressional committee that the oil industry exerts much more influence
in Washington than he had imagined, and that he was surprised at the tremen-
dous number of oil industry people here in Washington. Mr. Sawhill need not
have been surprised. Back in 1953, a formerly top-secret memorandum to the-
President through the National Security Council from the Secretaries of State,.
Defense, and Interior stated that "American oil operations are, for all practical
purposes, instruments of our foreign policy toward Middle East countries." The,
report usel "national security" as the reason for secretly turning over key
responsibilities for tile conduct of American foreign policy, without congressional'
debate or approval, to the multinational oil companies. And so, far from being.
agents of the United States, during the oil embargo, when we really needed them,
the oil companies were, in reality, agents of the host Arab countries-even to the
extent of refusing to refuel American armed forces at the command of the late
King Faisal. Thus, without congressional discussion of the national policy inter-
ests involved, the international oil companies proceeded to transform the back-
ward Persian Gulf principalities into modern nation-states with the power to
reshape the policies of the free world against us. This occurred with a vengeance
with the abandonment of the U.S. by all allies in Europe, except Portugal, during
the October 1973 Arab-Israeli war and nuclear alert.

It is interesting to speculate about the role of the congressionally unrestricted
oil companies during the Suez Crisis of 1956. At the height of the crisis, British
Prime Minister Anthony Eden cabled President E:qenhower on September 6,
1956, saying that "if our assessment is correct and the only alternative to military
intervention is to allow Nasser's plans quietly to develop until this country and
all Western Europe are held to ransom by Egypt acting at Russia's behest, it
seems our duty is plain. We have many times led Europe In the fight for freedom.
It would be an ignoble end to our -long history If we accepted to perish by de-
grees." Well, the United States, against our own real interest, opposed the British
and saved Nasser. What was the Influence of American companies with Arab oil
concessions in forming this policy? At any rate, less than two years later, Iraq
fell, the Baghdad Pact collapsed, and the Soviet Union filled the power vacuum -
in the Middle East, gaining a network of military bases that today Is drawn
tightly across the oil-jugular vein of the West. It seems clear from this experi-
ence that Congress may well decide to put contraints In an appropriate bill to
Insure Congressional consideration of all Important policy-making decisions.
This would put Congress in partnerhip in energy matters as well as in foreign
policy. Senate Bill S. 505, relating to the creation of a petroleum import admin-
istration, might well offer the opportunity.

S. 505, which was Introduced by Senator Church, removes the multinational
corporations from control over OPEC oil imports by setting up a Federal Petro-
leum Import Administration. Its goal Is to reduce the power pf the OPEC
cartel over oil supply and prices by requiring sealed bids for all oil offered for
import to the U.S. by Individual exporting nations. Oil companies, and others,
are prohibited from Importing oil. The goals of S. 505 are clearly timely
subjects for congressional debate. Congress may well wish to consider upgrading
the Federal Pertoleum Import Administrator to ministerial (cabinet) level in
order to give him equal stature with the OPEC ministers he will have to deal
with. This can be done, for example. by removing him from the FEA and
authority. and that of the US Trade Negotiator, should be clearly defined and
making the Administrator a Presidential Assistant with cabinet r;nk. Iliq
mthority, and that of the US Trade Negotlator, should be clearly defined and
separated. Specific authority to the Administrator should be considered to
enable him to deny American trade, investment, technology, and military assist-
ance to those OPEC countries which refuse to participate in the US oil-import
program. This authority is needed in order to provide necessary Incentives for
OPEC participation. A further safeguard against future private tax policy rul-
ingq might be language to provide authority in the bill for the 17S Tronsury
to recover all revenue lost from any private ruling which has the effect of chang-
ing the tax laws without act of Congress.

Strong remedies for deteriorating oil-induced world Instability seem to be
in order. According to the International Monetary Fund, the OPEC counties'
received, from oil exports in 1974, the fantastic Aladin-in-Wonderland 1um of
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$13.3 billion. This caused a tradle deficit in tihe industrialized W\s unwilitill- to
$67 billion. When it Is remembered that a deffsit (if only $6.4 million in 1.f72
Tr5u'tP(1 in two devaluations of the US dollar, the effect worllwde ,of a ni-is siv,,
deficit of $67 billion can be seen to be potentially calamitous to ouir weakened
allies and ourselves. Further. Imnportatiom of about 827 billion worth of foreign
oil last year is equivalent to the loss of purchasing power supporting more than
four million jobs. In other words, as all products seek to rise to their eipival ,pt
In value to OPEC cartel oil (400-500 percent), inflation, hardships and ivini-
ployment become the unwelcome gifts of the OPEC countries. It is, therefore,
iluite ::urprising that there are many who are hesitant about taking effec-tive
comniteraction. Why?
I Finally, the arrangements by Occidential Petroleum. El Paso Natur'l €;as

and Others to explore and develop the Siberian oil and gas fields are eqiiival.r)t
to tafing the Soviet side in the Sino-Soviet dispute. Th is due to the. faet I1.nZ
much of the territory is claimed by China. Obviously, this has enorinou- foreizn-
podicy implications which have never been presented or debated in congresss .
9,1h(. decision was basically iade by the oil industry, as in th Arab enitric:.
in cooperation with the executive departments only. Similarly, are there no
important foreign-pIolioy aspects of concern to Congress in the recent ,e0ision
to shiie 1.4 million pounds of uranium oxide to the Soviet Union for processiIZg
into enriched uranium intended for West Germany nuclear power plant.?

It is time for lni-ui"effective congressional participation in the nmkilm of
national decisions dealing with the related problems of energy and tax poiiy.
Time running out.

[From the Capitol Hill Forum. ni me :0, 10751

OPEC BLAMED FOR UN'EMI'LOY.M EN T

By Dr. Fred S'hulman)

-ligher oil prices . . . ill result in a reduction in cCononUi- .hbizlir
u1nemployment and a continuing high rate of inflation.-Internatirnal EIc":onic
1e1(ort (if the President, 1974.

'he (Oil Producing and Exporting Countries (OPEC) plan to increase their
oil export price after September 30 to four dollars per barrel. What +Ihis consti-
tutes. as the President's report explains, is a threat to your job. your saving,
and the economic and social health of the United States. Although the relati,n-
ship between escalating oil prices and escalating unemployment was apparent
in early 1.74. existing economic predictive models are based upon a price
structure which is no longer applicable. However, the quadrupling of oil lricevs-
and the simultaneous doubling of unemployment--betray an underlying ,tiologv.

This year our foreign fuel bill will he R?7) hilliont. To the extent that this s1u1
exceeds fair value, it removes wealth and jobs from the United State. in ini-
nn.se amounts. For example, import prices in Iran rose 74 percent between
195k and 197,4. If oil revenues were to exactly match the increase in ini)orr
prices. Iran would have received only $1.55 per barrel of oit last ytar in.st-d
of, ihe SI,.38 average actually received. Similarly, another OI'E"' rienlir.
Veiezuela, experioued an average rise of 106 percent in import price s rImtri,!z
the s- ne 16 year period. If it were to have fully recovered its import prive Jn,-
creas(.4 (indexing), Venezuela would have needed to receive only '2.O(; per
barrel in 197-4 instead of the $8.65 it actually received. These figrr,. reprt
exc.-s iyments over indexing to Iron of 505 percent, and to V,,nezi *,,i, or 2,)
percent. Those are tremendously important figures, the significant , of wli.h ik
often 1,isQed when estiniating the harmful effects of the OPEC-cartel 17i,e Ihi('y
to the W'st,

Some general effect, on unemployment, inflation and interest rate.s w, r.P ivo,,
In 11,1 stitenient to the louise Ways and Means Committe hoearinz -n Ilch
PresiPnts Authority to Adjust Imports of Petroleum in January oif !hi y .
The prie effects ripple tlrngh thr, ntire economy erausin- prive riz,- (,very-

where as other goods seek to reach their "equivalent value to oil" which, l,v
OPEC action, now is in the 8300-400 percent increase range. Thus many fnrA',
pri ,us tave ri. en nore than 50 percent since the OPEC nrico ac.tion. (T-lf 1i
plentiful harvests. Coal costs to the Potomac Electric Power Vo. (a tvpeil
energy using utility) have risen 160 percent between Septembr 1,.7. an, Tan-
1ary 1975. Cumulative effects of the rapidly rising costs of doing 1,usit,,'s have
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Im en devastating to small business, minority enterprise, and Jobs for youths. A
further rise of lour dollars per barrel in the OPEC oil price, now scheduled for
,alter is.,tember 30, will result in the direct loss of an additional 120,000 jobs,
according to a recent study by Chase Econometric Associates for the New York
Times. if thse figures are extrapolated to the President's plan to decontrol
c1ioiestiv oil, the resulting price rise will increase the liet direct loss of jobs

tencrials, credit, capital and labor which result from such price increases, the
overall loss of jobs cill enlarge the uliewpioymelit rolls by another million
Aiiiericaiis.

1"le iii ctary (utlows to OPEC from the Western World now exceed $60
mliou a year and :my continue to drain our resoures iltlelinitely. lil colt-

trast, tie Marshall Plan, Nv'iich revitalized a devastated colltilent cost only
t.9.7 billion: diiiing its tllree years. Also, our '..5 hiiliol oiuttlow to OP1,EC is

equal to the vost of ouir witire nat ional research ald development efforts bot h
pri vate amid goverIllmlital, which affects our jo bs, national security, al l health.

Simllyv ~this $25 billion translates directly iito jobs. In testizmoiiy before the
Joilit E.olit tic Committev, Arthur Biurs lroposed a .$4 billion progra i to
gi-neraie %,Wt.S10 jobs. Extrapolating the $25 billion outliow is equivalent to
tile Its of 5 inillion jobs. It is 11 coincidence that ()'ITEC related liutemployment
has 1,,v reached ithe highest levels since tle Great\ l)epression. Between April
1iT4 and May 1975, unemnployni'nt clillibed from 4.S peceit to 9.2 percent-
all additional 4.2 million people nuemployed---aud it is still climbing.

Tlhe $25 billion pumped frolu our econ111y represents a signileant portion
of our (GNI. But this massive (rain of revenue has side OlY'-ts whi(.h com-
pound-aild even outweigh-the original damage to the econoiny slm.! each--
lost job eventually results in further layoffs. 'Thus (it' 25 billion is merely a
base from which to calculate the true ecolloni(, vost 44 muloiolilistic oil pricinig.

Similarly. the $75 billion spent by our trading partners on oil imipurts not
only wviakens their econoiIies but also has iipoliant leg:tlive imllli'ations,
for the Aierican * economy. OPEC delpendetlcy relquires them to relinqiiish a
higher share (if their own GNP. The economic ou!.vmiie is readily apparent.
The reductil ill purchasing pover lowers their dlelltld f'o)r iur export ClIn-
niftmdilii-. But -t drop ill Aniiiricaii (N.i)Olt5s and the adwo'se collequelces of the
izimltiplier f'flect imiply still furlier len rinploymilt.

Iligher oil prices also iiinnish the competitiveneuss of our export sector in
interiltio al train . because of Ameriea's traditional alotmdaiie of raw mate-
rials. awl high wages, production in the i'S is muc u r t' fuel-intensive thau
il (t lhr industrialized nations. ln'rea.ses ill oil prices. tlher,,fore, have a more
selective hiarinful iflhipt oii total llrOdU('tlion costs iii ti United States. Profits
are silu('izd ndl sa's and jobs are lost to foreign produtcers when energy costs
are increased.

Reyecliig (f oil dollarss to the industrial countries is mistakenly touted as
a letrt)linau-ea. But recycling primarily mitigates to a questionable extent
ouly soiie of O h- l'alance-of-ul yments deficit. 1Iuut iiot ilt i)iss of incnm e and
eml iOyiient. If the recych d (0I1E(1 C'walth an bie filly illvE'Stvd in loillg term
('0ol.tiblde tit rlie.e, thelm tlie 1uiiil illier ef ,ct eaii ie reduwel Iaut the $25
billion in gtld,; an( services are irrevocably lost, alot the net effect is still
harmful to tih US economy.

I'le rocveling decisions anld policities, moreover. rest ex%.Iusiv'ly Nvith OI'EC
rather Ihan wvith the leefertrn mitions. SuIch polcit.si are 4ui).,ct. OI'IC may
distrib iure funds ill a way which miaxiuizes its rev'villi(s, fiirthors its political
gaN and buarlll. tie world economy. Already. the tilistrial ]:ilor lock has
had to ri-(,rt to a -$25 billion "safety Ik- to bail olt vo1trivs wvit1 balance
(if ;iay"lw.!1's difliculti's. nie stronger economies, notably West Germany :inl
t1" l . nomst bear the nitajor part of this burden with consequent weakeningi
of (ir banking system (lilt- to transfer of assets abroad.

Bt.-id,.-: r'tdiiar to suIlsltantial income transfers frm tle US, preeiliitous oil -

lpri'- '.diai!4.s tlro'w t t e leonomy iffto diserqilibrilur an nl aus.e ma ssive dis-
iot-a ticl,.. IovViol;imig new. fuel-efficient technology. d(precialiig Tres'ht equip-
mont and replacing it vith less fuel-intensive processes entails additional
vxonditurv4 (ov(,r a proitractod period. 'Meanwhile. tho inability of industry
auinl I(or to, ac- ,,modato effectively to new oil realitis results in )erslstent
uflrP]('yfll(',t. Tle, auto industry, for instance, presently suffers from its eom-
pc!ivilt ary relatinship to gasoline. When consumers contemplate a mito pur-
chases, they \w(igh both operating and capital costs before making a decisi.om
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Increases in petroleum prices affect the total cost of motor vehicle ownership
and therefore seriously alter buying patterns. The result Is hundreds of thou-
sands of lay-offs. Rather than being diffused throughout the country, these losses
are concentrated over the short term in a few communities, which are conse-
quently unable to provide alternative employment.

Implicit in the structure of our national economy is a finely-tuned balance
among several key factors and commodity prices. An imbalance in one Invari-
ably induces wild oscillations in the others. Compounding the problem is the
expectation that OPEC's example will inevitably spawn additional monopolistic
cartels. Indeed, there is Increasing evidence that OPEC is financially and politi-
.cally supportive of such formations.

Accepting the central thesis that a cause and effect relationship does indeed
-exist between higher oil prices and higher unemployment, it is not likely that
we shall realize a significant economic turnaround without affirmative remedial
measures that would alter the underlying causality. The most direct cure for
our current economic malaise is to face the OPEC challenge to US employment
and prosperity.

Surely we ought to better understand what is happening. The first steps to
correct the OPEC-caused unemployment and inflation are to Identify OPEC
:and Its policties as harmful to the interests of the United States and to adopt
export policies of our own designed to reduce OPEC's power to harm US and
world economics At the very least, availability of US food, arms, technology
and industrial goods, and plants should be contingent upon reciprocal avail-
ability to the US of OPEC oil at fair prices.

Second, US energy policies should not be designed to support, or have the
effect of supporting. OPEC high prices. US energy and tax laws should be
strengthened and enforced. Tax benefits and credits, for OPEC operations should
be removed. The Supreme Court gave Congress a powerful tool when It ruled
recently that corporation executives are responsible for -their firms acts-
Including violation of any laws. Thus US oil company executives now do OPEC's
bidding at their own personal risk. It seems that Congress is now In a better
position to take the leadership to provide effective countermeasures to OPEC's
economic warfare.

World economics, at the very least, availability of US food, arms, technology
and industrial goods and plants should he contingent upon reciprocal avail-
ability to the US of OPEC oil at fair prices. To do less iq to short change, the
American people. To do nothing is to Invite OPEC to dictate the amount of
unemployment and inflation in the United States. It is obvious that we can and
.should do better.

The CHAIRMAx. Thank you very much, sir.
'Senator GRAVEL. I have no questions, ir. Chairman, thank you.
The CHAIRCMAN. Thank you very much.
That concludes today's hearing. IWe will meet again at 10 o'clock

on Monday.
[Whereupon, at 4:10 p.m. the meeting was recessed, to reconvene

at 10 o'clock a.m., Monday, July 14,1975.)



ENERGY CONSERVATION AND CONVERSION ACT OF
1975

MONDAY, JULY 14, 1975

US. SENATE,
COXI IITTEE ON FINANCE ,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 o'clock a.m., in room

2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long
(chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Long, Talmadge, Ribicoff, Byrd, Jr., of Vir-
ginia, Nelson, Mondale, Gravel, Haskell, Curtis, Fannin, Hansen,
Dole, Packwood, Roth, Jr., and Brock.

The CHAiR-A:X. The hearing will come to order. We are pleased to
have the Secretary of the Treasury as our first witness this morning.
Mr. Secretary, you have worked long and hard to move this Nation to-
ward energy sufficiency. We will be pleased to hear what your views
are on this'bill, as to how this committee can make it something that
would be more in line with what the administration would think
might do the job. Would you please proceed in your own fashion.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM E. SIMON, SECRETARY
OF THE TREASURY

Secretary SIMoNi Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the- op-
portunity to appear before you to comment on I.R. 6860, which you
are now reviewing, and to discuss a number of other considerations
relating to the development of our energy policy.

At the outset, I would like to reemphasize the urgent need to es-
tablish a national energy policy and a comprehensive and integrated
legislative program to help achieve it. Energy policy simply cannot
be approached on a piecemeal basis.

In formulating a sound national program, we must address both the
supply and the demand aspects of the energy equation. The shortfall
in domestic supply, of course, has to be accommodated through im-
ports. The urgency of the import problem is highlighted by the fact
that., during the first quarter of 1975, we imported about 37 percent
of all the oil we used, at a value of close to $26 billion.

The President has already determined that our current imports
of oil are of such volume and under such circumstances as to threaten
to impair our national security. He has acted within his authority
to constrain demani-through the imposition of an additional license
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fee. on crude oil and products. lIis limited actio is l1 initial .tel),
but 'e need to get on with further energy Illeastares wit hout delay.

As you know, ouar current domestic prodetion lhas! been declining.
In spile of a 20-percent increase in exploration and drilling activity
(uringy the last year, the decline in production has not yet been
reversed. In the wake of declining production, we are not well p)re(-
pared to withstand another embargo. Crude oil production for Maa' i
1975 was 9.6 percent less than in October 1913, ani natural gas
l)ro(lletion had declined by 5.6 percent.

While energy demand declined by slightly over 2 percent. in 197-4
recent indicators, palticularly in the area of motor gasoline. are tit
(onsllI)tion is moving i1l) again. As tl)e econolly continues to re-
cover, we expect demand for petroleum and natural gas to increase
in the last half of this year.

The anticipated conseqiiemices are clear-(lenaln(l, in the absence of
new legislation., is going to move ip1). production will continue to
decline: and we anticipate an inevitable increase in imports, with the
resulting adverse inlmacts on national security and balance of trade.

Since the President submitted his lerislative proposals for a na-
tional energy policy last January. the Congress has not enacted any
legislation whiell would address our energy problem in a comprehell-
sive and balanced way. On the contrary, the Tax Reduetion Act of
1975. while it was essential to help stimulate the economy., will ne'ra-
tivelv affect our domestic energy program thlaough the changes in the
depletion allowance.

Alteringy tile pererltage depletion allowance has the net effect if -

withdrawing $1.6 billion from oil producers this year and about $ -

billion per year thereafter. The reduction in depletion i., in effect, a
permanent tax increase on the, oil l)rodiicer at the very time-we nee!l
additional investment in domestic exploration and development. It
has already had a significant adverse impact on exploration To remove
tlis incentive without a compensating decontrol of prices will sil)-
stintiallv impede progress toward our national goal of energy
inde1 Cpen)dence.

Wh!,ile alternate energy sources, such as solar energy, oil shale. im-
clear fusion ald svntlhetic fuels. are pronvising after 19,85. the reateqt
energy notential for the next 10 years is froIff omi' conventional oil,
gas, and coal resources. Today almost 77 percent of our energy con-
siim)t.ion cones from oil and fgas and nhioiut 1,Q 8 irelt fr m voni.
These are our" basic sources of energy. Omr distribution facilities, as
well as out plants ,nd equipment. are desi.mled to lse these so,1r,'.es.
Substantial conversions of our plants, omi' ;ndIIs'trieq 9n1d ou 0 homes
to use other eueuj.V forms are not likely within the next 10 years.

Recently. the TU.S. Geologieal Survey relp,,sed est"flIPI, of und10ic-
covered oil and natural ,xas in the range of 50 to 127 billion ibarrels -
of oil and and 322 to (1,55 trillion cubhic feet of gaq. While these mw%
,nstiniat,,,s are lower than the previous ones, they are significantly
larger than existing proved reserves of 40.6 billion.

Tjn addition, there are in known fields enormous quantities of oil
that have not been produced as a result of inadequate technology and
uneconomical prices. In fact, by present methods we are able to pro-
duce only about,30 percent of oil which has been found. This means
that almost twice as much remains in the ground as has been produced.
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There are promising technological develoneints. which may improve .
the recovery rate., and iiicreased prices make it ecolnoncal to develop
these technologies and to produce these more difficult reserves.

Clearly a potential exists for additional production through addi-
tional exlloration and secondary and tertiary recovery but only if
tilQeP are sufficient financial incentives. The Project Independence
i-eport estimates that by 1985 at $11 per barrel equivalent prices, domes-
tic oil production will increase from current levels of about 8.5 mil-
lion barrels per day to 13.1 million barrels per day. and that natural
gas lioduction will rise from 21.3 trillion cubic feet to 24.6 trillion
4121ic feet.

I have emphasized the need for increased domestic oil and gas pro-
(luction because these sources provide real potential in the near term
for significant, quantities of additional energy. In addition, we must
look to coal and other sources.

Today, tils Nation has about a third of all the recoverable coal re-
szerves in the world. We are the largest exporter of coal in the world,
and at 1973 levels of consumption, we have enough coal to burn for 800
years. Yet, coal production in the United States today is lower than it
vas 30 years ago. In 1960. coal represented 23 percent of our energy
,.onsum')tion: last, year this dropped to S)ercent. This trend has to be
reversed. Our goal of 1.2 billon tons per year of production by 1985
will not be reached if we do not remove Government impedimenits anrd-
create incentives for expanded production. These must include im-
proved transportation facilities as well as the opening of new mines.

In the remaining areas, nuclear power is also a very promising
soure of energy. By 1985. it is expected to furnish 13 percent of our
total domestic supply, up from 2 percent in 1975. There are however.
limitations in its use. It is confined to electricity generation, and its
development is plagued by construction, regulatory and siting delays.
ThIis country was a pioneer in the development of nuclear power:
vet. today, it can take up to 11 years to build a powerplant in tho
I nitecd States while only 4 to 41/., years in Europe and Japan. Wlhy ?
Bevallse of excessive governmental regulations.

While there. has been some, progress in developing synthetic fuels,
sul)st'antial v'ohmes of these fuels are years away. So, for the next 10

years, our main focus for expansion of energy resources must be on
oil and gas, coal and nuclear energy-. We nust. continue to recognize,
however. that the chief barriers to all new energy production lie at our
own doorstep, right lhre in Washington, ).C.. in the problems created
],v the (lean Air Act, the moratorium on coal leasing. as well as price
and supply regulation affecting oil and gas. This administration is
1;1.nl* ill fa,,or of protecting the public health through balanced elean
air staindards and protecting the enviroinent. At the same time, while
never losing siglit, of our environmental and safety concerns, we must
strive to ensure that our policies are properly balanced to meet our
exI)Tding energy needs.

I bave previously discussed the extraordinary need for capital in-
vstments to meet future energy, demands. The capital requireiwnts
for energy alone will approximate $1 trillion in the next decade. The
rTqiirel invetme4ts for domestic petroleum are variously estimated
to inge between $12 and $20 billion a year through 198.

The, availability of such capital funds will depend on the profitabil-
ity of the oil industry. Recent reports indicate that, during the first
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carter of 1975, the earnings of major oil companies fell sharply from
t level for the first quarter of 1974. This has been due to nationaliza-
tion moves abroad and low margins on servicing foreign operations as
well as the lack of price incentives at home. Concurrently, the major
,oinpanies have announced substantial investment cutbacks. Since
there is a direct relationship between the supply of energy and the
investment made to secure that supply, the availability of capital will
largely determine whether we receive the energy we need. Unless we
recognizee the need to increase investment and capital formation and
realize that profitability is essential to this, we will not be able to de-
velop needed supplies of energy and our reliance on foreign sources will
increase.

With that background in mind, I will turn to the bill on which you
have asked me to comment, H.R. 6860, the Energy Conservation and
Conversion Act of 1975, which consists of four titles.

I will limit my comments primarily to tax issues, because Frank
Zarb, who willibe up here in a little while, will comment on the other
issues. I would, however, like also to comment on the difficult problems
associated with a quota restriction on imports.

There have been suggestions that, instead of increasing oil prices to
reduce oil consumption, we should simply reduce the supply of oil
available by placing a quota on the amount of oil that can be imported.
Proponents of quotas argue that we could not consume oil that was
not available.

That sounds simple. However, such an argument leaves off in mid-
air, and does not consider what happens after the quota is imposed.
One of two things is possible: prices of oil will rise, just as in the case
of an import fee; or, alternatively, shortages and/or rationing will
occur.

If we put a quota on imports the price of oil will rise unless we take
further action to prevent that rise. If we knew for sure that a 10-
cent-a-gallon price increase would reduce consumption by one million
barrels daily, we could be equally sure that an import quota that re-
duced consumption by one million barrels would increase U.S. prices
by the same 10 cents. We are dealing with the same supplies and the
same demand, and they will balance out at the same place. Thus, an
import fee and a quota are likely to have identical price implications.

- A quota system, however, has two disadvantages. First, a quota
normally leaves the additional price increase in the hands of importers
and producers, rather than in the hands of the Government.

Second, a quota would probably be more disruptive of economic
activity, because the expectation of quota reductions would create new
business uncertainties.

Some proponents of a quota would introduce controls to prohibit
the price increases that would normally follow from it. But such con-
trols would, in turn, create shortages. At artificially low prices, the
quantities demanded will exceed the supply. The shortages could then
be distributed across the population by a system of allocation or
rationing. We might embark on an era of chronic shortage and mal-
adjiu-tment, without the incentives to develop more sources of supply
and to accept substitutes. I do not think the public would tolerate
such a system.
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An allocation program is sometimes cited as a solution-primarily,
I think, on the mistaken notion that it would avoid rationing. But
allocation is itself a system of partial rationing which occurs at the
business rather than consumer level. An allocation program would
leny businesses some of the supplies they need to continue function-

ing and would lead to business dislocations and the loss of jobs. Fur-
tlhr. much of the impact will be felt by small and growing businesses.
The established and large enterprises can reduce, but others do not
have such flexibility.

We could find a continuation of the situation that occurred last
winter when plants closed because they could not get a sufficient
"allocation" of natural gas. Undoubdtedly, thousands of jobs would
)e lost. At the retail level, quantities would be rationed by queuing,

as was gasoline last: winter. Nor woulld all of this necessarily prevent
consumer prices from rising. To fully ensure that prices will not rise
due to shortages, we Would ultimately have to ration gasoline, fuel
oil, fertilizers, and petrochemicals.

Rationing is certainly one way of curbing demand and a number of
national leaders have proposed it. We could, perhaps, live with ration-
ing in a period of temporary emergency. But, as a way of life, I sug-
gest it is fundamentilyN, inconsistent with our system and with the
spirit of the American l)ulblic.

People should ask themselves which they prefer: a small increase
in prices, or a system in which someone else could tell them now and
for the indefinite future where and when they might drive or how
warmthey-might keep their homes.

Does anyone honestly believe that the American public is willing
to trade these basic freedoms, in perpetuity, for 10 cents a gallon?

The President has proposed instead that we reduce consumption
of oil by the most neutral and least bureauratic system available-
through the price system. The energy proposals would raise the price
of oil. At the same time, income tax cuts would increase the disposable
incomes of every household. Taxpayers could, if they wish, continue
to purchase mole expensive oil and oil products, and they would have
extra money with which to do it. The question they would face is
whether they wish to spend that extra money for more expensive oil
or whether their wish to use it for some other purpose, but the choice
will be theirs. imposingg quotas as title I does and instituting rigid
allocations or rationing will move us in exactly the wrong direction.

Another undesirable feature of title I is that it eliminates the
President's current authority to impose import fees and tariffs and
replaces it with set duties on imported oils and authorities to raise
these duties to a fixed level. We believe that this will severely hamper
our domestic program by removing needed flexibility to maintain ade-
quate price protection for domestic supplies.

Title If of 11.R. 6860 provides, along with a non-tax measure relat-
ing to auto efficiency standards. for the repeal of certain excise taxes
on buses used in intercity public transportation, and on radial tires
and rerefinel lubricating oil. The Administration itself has proposed
a comparable change in the tax treatment of rerefined lubricating oil,
but we oppose the selective or discriminatory repeal of excise taxes.
'While repealing excise taxes on intercity public transportation might
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save snime energy by reducing the use of private transportation. our
policy with respect to excise taxes that flow into tie ]-ighway Trust.
Fun i has been that all highway iusers should I)ear the cost of highway
iiiaiit~enane, iid we believe that the potential energy savings ere
do not. warrant a change iin tviis policy.Title II also gives tax Credits to individuals who ilns'tall home in-
sutlation or solar energy equipumt, or who buys electric cars. In
,January, the President proposed a tax credit for home insulation.
It is a relatively ilnexpensive item, with proveni energy-saving qualities.
IBy contrast. solar equilmeit anid electric cars aire expensive itens,
years away frmi development and the cost effectiveness of which has
;iot. been satisfactorily proven. We (1 want to encourage solar euei',.
and we should do so through Federal support of R. & ).; but not
attepl)t to developp such long-term eiiergy soulrces tjrlogh tax iii-
(enwives. Ve oppose these tax credits to consumers because they appear
to he premature.

Title Ill liFovides for an Energy Conservation and Conversion
Fund. for the purpose of promoting rezeareh anid developmnent. We
oppose such a fund. All trust funds reduce flexibility n imanaging the.
nati onal budget. Furthermore, trust fuids make available large sums
of money without first defining needs and priorities, encouraging the
Federal Govermnent to overtake, and sul)l)Iant private sector efforts.
When potential sources of revenue are set aside for special purposes..
we do not have access to those sources, which may not continue to be
needed for the original purposes.

With respect to this fund, for research aid development. I would
add that the new Energy Research and I)evelopnet Administratioln
has undertaken. and the Congress has approved. a major acceleration
of Federal energy R. & i). 1)rogram,-, inc.filding a i62 percent increase
in funding in fiscal year 1975. The Trust Fund would seem to ignore
these developments, and indeed earmarks amounts of funds that nmv
bear little relationship to the need for sl)en(ling or the ability to.
spend wisely.

Title III also provides for a Tf iust Fund Review Boafd of five
meul)ers appointed by the President. and whose duties would include
evaluating projects for which expen(litilres are nla(le and recolmmeld-
ing changes to Congress. -lthougl tl)e Board Would help select ER I)A
priorities, it would have no direct resplonsibility for E1]R). activities.
Such I role could possiblyy duplicate dutiess of other Government
agen-ies an(1 fragment the nanagemeient effort.

Title IV aims to encourage businesses to use fuels other tlan
petroleum -ad natural gas. Part I imposes taxes. begilniing in .77.
on the business use-of petroleum and natural gas. There are two
weaknesses here.

First. the bill exempts from tax the oil and gas used by firms
engaged in transportation, agriculture, mining, ectric generation
in existing plants, textile and glass manufacture, or in rental housincz
or lodging. Additionally, certain tax-exempt organizations would
not have to pay the tax on purchases of oil and gas. The result would
lie nin exemption for many major, industrial users of oil and gas,
causing serious efficiency losses in the business sector.

Second. even if the tax on oil and-Tgas used by business were to cover
-all businesses, the result would be an undesirable distortion in petro-
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lcumi usage. Prices on products would be titled in favor of gasoline
foi Pri'ate cars, fuel oil and gas for home heating and other non-

lirsiness uses. Yet, one of the main purposes of the rlp'si(lent's program
is to re(luce consumption; and the individual consumer often offers
1le I Iest scope e for such reduction.

Ultimately, the best way to cut down consumption of oil and gas
will be to raise prices across the hoard, as was intended by the
President's program, rather than to impose most of tle conservation
:burden on one or two sectors of the economy.

Part II of title 1V introduces a set of 5-year amortization provisions
fr" investment in "energy-use property," including certain facilities
'used to produce coal or slhale oil, to li(]iif. or .asify coal, to use solar
'energy, aid to burn solid waste to l)ro(luce thermal energy. Part If
also Jprovide&for 5-year amortization for investment in certain rail-
10(1d equipment and facilities and extends for 4 a(lditional v mns the
amortization provisions of section 184(e) relating to railroad rollin.r
sto(.k. Part III extends the investment tax credit to solar eiierxy
,e(luipment and denies use of the investment credit. for investment in
,ele.tric generating plants fueled )y 1)etroleuni or natural gas.

We do not feel that tile 5-year amortization and investment crfedit-
)roposals should be en acted. Wherever tie economics are favorable,'

•there is no nieed for a tax subsidy for coal mining or for utilizing solid
waste as a fuel. Instead, we should concentrate on removing tle goi-
ci'nimiental impediments. Wien the ;,kolmnoloies for such tlings as
,s(ar energy utilization and shale oil Irodlictini- exist, the economies'

,f business decisionmaking should silice to iiduice their adoption.
AJI(.re the technologies are lackiii, what is needed is research and
Adevvlol)opme1t--not an investment subsidy.

'Whatever the merits of a 1)olicy of cumrtafling tle conistruiition of
oil arid gas-fired electric generating facilities. I woild lIl're tile coin-
mnittee to reject the )rOposal to deny tile imvestirient Credit for such
fa.. ilities and to accept 0111, approach to assist utilities wlich I will
liselss in a moment. '"Ihere flav I)e (cast's where id ility companies will

he forced to Use oil or gas. either lI)(:lise they are required to meet
• e1n'i,'olmental standards, or because they are situated wlre coal
siip! lies areiot JIavailalble at reasolla)le prices. l)civiiu invest ment
crePdit voudd be another umvoidahle capital cost tliat would le re-
flected in higher prices for selected groups of consumers. 'Fl~Us. this
proposal is inequitable.

''lh, administration has recognize(d the advisabilitv ol easing the
ea!iital cost of c(mverting to facilities not fired by'oil or gas. Ac-

rI'diII!0y. we proposed to increatse from 10 to 12 perevnlt the credit
f(--r sn'h facilities. However, denying the credit cut irely so as to in-
,'i'a e the capital eost of certain investments on the grmn(s t hat
Owy are "tinwor liv" is quite a differentt matt,v. In that sense. MfR.
(;80 i; an i uiacleptalble departure from I!)(e. ,'eieral neutrality of the
investment, credit. Accordingly, I ure this committee to reject the
chh._,es in tile investment credit prom)Ose(l.

Finally, in connection with all the provisions of title IV. it, is im-
u-,'taiit to note that tax subsidies generally address the res ults of the
Jroldem. not the causes. We must clear away the regulatory and price
disincentives to energ-y development firt. Flrtler, tax subsqidies :en-
,orally benefit only persons with tax 1*al)ilities. Ilo'vever. n:,w and un-
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profitable businesses also should be encouraged to convert to alterna-
tive energy sources to conserve, or to increase supply.

The Government could better direct its efforts to encourage conser-
vition and conversion directly, such as the programs initiated by FEA.
and ERDA. The Government is already spending much money for
energy research and development. Total outlays for ERDA, for exam-
ple, are expected to exceed $3 billion during fiscal year 1976. Follow-
ing further progress in technology and after identifying those energy
areas which offer the best potential, it may become clear that we should-
step up Government efforts in well-defined areas.

In summary, we find that we cannot support most of the tax aspects
of H.R. 6860, particularly in view of the unsatisfactory energy savings
that we can expect from the bill. Likewise, these disappointing ex-
pectations make it difficult to justify estimated revenue losses from
H.R. 6860 of $768 million for 1976 and over $1 billion for 1980. More
important, gross revenue gains would go into the trust fund and would
be spent. However, the revenue losses from the bill must also be taken
into account in assessing the full impact on the Nation's budget. Doing
so, the ultimate effect of the bill would be to increase the deficit by
more than $2 billion in fiscal 1976 and more than $3.5 billion in fiscal
1980.

Having commented on the specific provisions of the bill under con-
sideration, I would like to direct your attention to omissions which
the administration feels are essential to the development of a compre-
hensive energy policy.

We need a definite plan to deregoulate the prices of new natural gas
and old oil-that part of domestic oil production which is still sub-
ject to price controls. Decontrolling prices and eliminating allocations
are, perhaps, the most important parts of the President's program.
Keeping a dual price system for crude oil and the oil entitlements pro-
gram creates distribution and economic problems, which could distort
the marketplace permanently. Such distortions change the basis of
decisionmaking from one based on cost effectiveness to one based on
political considerations. Retaining such a system will threaten the ef-
ficiency of the economy and ultimately result in higher prices to the
consumer. A

A failure to increase prices will surely accelerate the already alarm-
ing decline in supplies of natural gas. On June 6, the Federal Power
Commission released preliminary 1974 statistics indicating a further
decline in natural gas resources committed to interstate pipelines. Ded-
icated reserves dropped from 134.3 trillion cubic feet at the end of 1973
to 120.4 at the end of 1974, the seventh consecutive year of decline.

The FPC also released a staff report showing net curtailments of
firm service by interstate pipelines of over 2 trillion cubic feet. roughly
10 percent of total U.S. production, from April 1974 through March
1975. Such curtailments are expected to increase to nearly 3 trillion
cubic feet from April 1975 through March 1976.

If supplies of natural gas decrease at current rates, replacement
costs for alternate energy will increase dramatically. For example, the
FPC reports that in January 1975 on a Btu basis, utilities paid almost
3i/4 times more for-oil than for gas and nearly 11/2 times more for
coal. Homeowners and industrial plants are faced with similar or even
higher costs.
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With deregulation and higher wellhead prices for natural gas, it.
will pay to drill in marginal areas, to work over marginal wells, to
make distant pipeline connections which are not now economically
feasible and to drill in the high-risk frontier areas where there is real
hope for significant new discoveries. Without higher prices, gas sold in
interstate commerce will continue to decline, increasing the unit of cost
of pipeline deliveries, creating uncertainties in supplies for businesses
and homeowners and requiring the use of high-cost energy substitutes.
This, in turn, will further depress the amount of natural gas resources,
which have already declined from 22 years' supply in 1955 to currently
less than 11 years' supply.

Because of the uncertainties of past price control policy, we must
also address the deregulation of "old" oil prices. In doing so, we must
keep in mind the dual objectives of increasing domestic oil supply
and restraining oil demand.

Because of price controls, about 60 percent of our production is
selling at an average price of $5.25. In 1970, domestic oil production
peaked, declined slightly for the next 3 years and accelerated to about
a 5-percent decline last year. Oil production today is nearly 500,000
barrels a day below last year's rate and about 1 million barrels a day
below 1973.

Decontrolling oil prices will allow the free market to provide the
needed incentives to discover new reserves and increase recovery from
existing wells which will help reverse this trend. Further, by allowing
oil to be sold at the market price, consumption will be reduced. More-
over, allowing oil prices to reach a level reflecting world conditions
will also spur investment in alternate energy resources as well as the
vigorous expansion of R. &. D. programs.

Clearly, the most important element of an effective energy policy
is the deregulation of energy prices in order to restore free market
forces.

In January, the President proposed immediate decontrol of crude
oil prices, and a tax on producers that would assure that no sector of
the economy would gain an unfair advantage from decontrol.

Since January, much has occurred to influence the structure of a
legislative program for decontrol as well as the tax which should be
applied to producers. Taking all of this into account and in a spirit of
compromise, today the President has proposed phased. rather than im-
mediate decontrol, with a ceiling on all domestic oil prices. The plan
will phaseout price controls on domestic oil by January 1978.

This phased decontrol program, combined with the $2 increase in
import fees already imposed by the President, will reduce demand by
almost 900,000 barrels pcr day by 1977. Such actions, coupled with the
President's other proposals contained in the Energy Independence Act,
of 1975. will reduce our oil imports by 2. million barrels per day by
1977. H.R. 6860., on the other hand, can be expected to reduce imports
by only about 300,000 barrels per day in 1977.Colnplete decontrol of domestic production, and the $2 import fee.
would raise consumer costs by only about 10 cents per gallon. some of
which hal already taken effect. The President's phased decontrol pro-
gram will increase prices of all petroleum products by about 1 cent a
gallon by the end of 1975, by about 4 cents by the end of 1976, and by
7 cents when fully in effect by 1978.
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In eoniunction w;th deontrol. we are still seeking a reasonable winld-
fall profits tax. wlich would include a plowba k provision. We must
reeogiiize that. depletion has been removed and that costs of finding and
prourleinng oil have continued to rise, further eroding the profitability
of oil producers and limiting their ability to increase their investment.
As such, we. would like to work closely with this committee in structur-
il,., a tax which will insure that profits are no more than are needed to
i1eease future sll)plies.

We-believe that the tax shmldH phase out over a period of years to
take account. of continluing. cost increases ald to encoiira..e investment
in supplies that will come onstream niear the end of that peIriod.

Further, it may he most appropriate to impose the tax on only "old"
oil-that whi,.h is decontrolled under tle plal-so that the f1ultioln of
the tax will bC to pha) e in increases in producers' revenues over an
acC(,ltn,!)le lp"'rIlod. I'nd'r such a prooposal, the tax would not apply to

ClrrentlY uncontrolled oil. on tle roundss that net profits on that pro-
duction have been diminlished by the elimination of percentage deple-
tion an d the risin., costs of dis,.overv awl devclolmlelt.

A idowback provision will loviole further assurance. that price do-
reIlation and added taxes will n)t serve to discourage needed invest-
mit ill new domestic supplies. A plowbaek proposal must 1)e carefully

drawnn to aceomlplish the 1'ein 'estlil(fnt objective without: encouragingwc'lste 'Lu] drillintr or other extrava'ance.

In addition to the decontrol of oil prices, the President proposed in
Jry' a progreSsive increase in il)ort fees on petroleum and petro-
leni i,'ordiiets as well as excise taxes on domestic crude oil and natural
tas. lei President also proposed that these taxes and fees he related
to the American people. It is important to emphasize that the Presi-
dlit's l)rogram is all interrela ted. No one part should he considered in
isolation.

With respect to the import fee, as You klmow, a .4 increase on crlde
.oil imports and 60 cents increase on products are now ini effect. Thje

4'2-1;er-barrel ,xcise tax oil domestic (ride oil is needed. in ll)art. to re-
cal)ture from domestic prod lcers the price rise induced by the import
fee.

The President's proposal with respect to natural ,as is an excise tax
of 37 cents per Mf ft3". Oil a B1tu equivalent basis this is equal to the :2- A

ner-a1rel tax on crude oil. Unlike the oil excise tax imposed on proe-
ducers to so;,k up a price icrease to consumers, the gas excise tax is
in)]mp.d at the colsilner level to facilitate orderly decontvol ofI prices.
to accelerate adjustments of consumption pattei:ls, and (sl)pei:lliv to
l)ii'vednt d'iver-sion of oil and coal demand to natural (vas. Otierw4se.
lie increase in oil prie.s Will ce" l.,mO a shift of demaiid to na turn!1

A. After thle dert,'ulation of gas I)vices and with tle reiplamcv:,t of
ol ,.as 'nder lou.-term couti,,cts by le, , tle :7 e nts 27:, %vill

'IV to present : i'etCSOItI lI)le i Irens's -in fie]d plrios dilrinmr the in-
Iti h 111 JPr J I)~l (if )1-ic adij tu. enlt. rlhie tax b'(,ld !)C ,orc. ivel
ph:sed 'mt vs in tle cii,,S( of tle oil excii, tax. Il -i.asiires will pl'e.
veit windfall profits to gYas producers. Even wit-hout dereg'vl a tion of
(r.: plive( 01c, tl:' tax is lieccssarv to plcv('llt shiftilng to lower cost. iiter-
slate as. \'!io A wmilld exa .,vlte inte-rstate slhortae..

Accorl'igly. I lrgfe lie, ( 'onl|rrss to eols;OIcr elinc-i., su1ch a tax on"
nat va! gas. as well as tli(, ex'i::, tax onl donusti i oil, awl to enact tho
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President's proposal to return such taxes to the economy through cash
)ayments and tax reductions.

In addition to the previously mentioned energy proposals, any com-
prehensive and integrated national energy policy must address the
problem of utilities and their need for expansion. The proposals that
I shall now discuss follow the recommendations of the President's
Labor-Management Committee.

We have said many times that the most fundamental problem of
electric utilities is tiat of adequate rates. Unless users of electric
energy are required to pay the full cost of generating it, including
•A. reasonable return on invested capital, investors cannot be expected
to invest in the industry. These proposals are designed to provide
help through the tax system, but only if the regulatory authorities
Io their )art. These tax proposals J)rovide incentives that will make.
it easier for State regulatory commissions to take difficult but neces-
sarv steps.

Tihe proposed legislation would do the following: -_
Increase the investment tax credit permaineitly to 12 percent on

all electric utility property except generating facilities fueled by
petroleum products. No change of the percent-of-tax limitation is
involved. The increase in the credit is allowable only if construction,
work in progress is included in the utility's rate bas&'and the benefit
of the increase is "normalized" foc ratemnaking purposes. "Normal-
ized" in this sense means reflecting the tax benefit for ratemakinu
wlurposes pro rata over the life of the asset which generates the benefit
instead of recogniizing the entire tax benefit in the year the utility's
taxes are actually reduced. In the absence of normalization, the entire
tax benefit woufd flow through imimediately in the form of reduced
utility rates for consumers, and no real economic benefit would result
for the utility.

Give electric utilities full. immediate investment tax credit on prog-
ress paymentss for construction of property that takes 2 years or more
to build, except generating facilities fueled )y petroleum products,
without regard to the 5-year phase-in required by the Tax Reduction
Act, of 1975. This new provision applies only if tle. regulatory agency
includes construction work in progress in the utility's rate base for
ratem'iking purposes.

Extend to January 1, 1981, the perio(l during which pollution con-
trol facilities installed in a pre-1969 plant or facility may qualify
for rapid 5-year straight line amortization in lieu of normal depre-
ciation and the investment credit.

Permit rapid 5-year amortization of the costs of either converting
a generating facility fueled by petroleum products into a facility not
fueled by petrolem productss or replacing a petroleum-fueled facility
with one not fueled by petroleum. This amortization is in lieu of
normal depreciation and the investment credit, an(l is available only
if its benefits are "normalized."

Permit a utility to elect to begin depreciation, during the construLe-
tion period, of accumulated onstruction progress expenditures, gen-
erally the same expenditures as those which qualify for the investment,
credit construction , rogress payments under the Tax Reduction Act
Of 1975. Any depreviation taken during the construction period will
reduce the depreciation deductions available after the property is.
CoMllcted.
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Permit a shareholder of a regulated public electric utility to post-
pone tax on dividends paid by the utility on its common stock by
selecting to take additional common stock of the utility in lieu of cash
dividends. The receipt of the stock dividend will not be taxed. The
amount of the dividend will be taxed as ordinary income when the
shareholder sells the dividend stock and the amount of capital gain
realized on the sale will be decreased. Dividend stock is deemed sold
before other stock.

Theax costs in connection with these utility measures are approxi-
mately $600 million.

Deferment of tax on stock dividends--$200 million, and the others
are. listed.

It is our view that the total tax cost of $600 million is eminently
worthwhile, in view of the likely effect in minimizing severe power
shortages in the future.

These proposals are probably not the same proposals we would ad-
vance had the luxury of more time, a less critical problem, and the
realistic possibility of an overall solution to our country's economic
problems. Some have pointed out that these proposals are exceptions
to our theoretical goals for a perfect tax system, However, we must
be practical, and we must act quickly. These proposals have the sup-
port of both business and labor, and are, we believe, the most effective
tools at hand to deal with the situation. In the aggregate, they will
improve substantially the immediate financial position of utilities and
)ermit them to resume the long-range projects critical to energy
independence, greater employment and economic expansion.

We recognize other problems too, including the extraordinary
political difficulties of facing those problems squarely in 50 different
States, as well as the delays 'nd obstacles which are sure to occur. The
proposals are designed to provide help through the tax system, but
only if the regulatory authorities and consumers cooperate in doing
thpir part. Several of the tax proposals will provide incentives that
will make it easier for State regulatory commissions to take the difi-
cult steps they must inevitably take. The increase in the investment
credit will be a cash contribution by the Federal Government for the
construction of additional electric powerplants. But, because of the

-limitation that the credit may be used only to offset tax liability, the
regulatory commissions will have to do their part by setting rates that
are sufficient to create a reasonable profit and a tax liability against
which the credit can be offset. Similarly, most of the benefits of the
bill will not be available unless the commissions include that property
in the rate base and provide a return on that investment.

In closing, I would like to reenphasize the urgency of the develop-
ment, of a national energy policy. This can only be achieved through
cooperation between the Congress and the executive branch. The
President has presented to the Congress a comprehensive energya pro-
gram. His proposed Energy Independence Act of 1975 provides
measures to achieve energy conservation, to increase energy supplies,
to deregulate natural gas. and to improve our energy preparedness
through a system of strategic reserves. In addition, he has asked for oil
decontrol, a comprehensive energy tax package, including a windfall,
inofits tax and excise taxes on petroleum and natural ga's which will
he returned to the American people, and incentives for utility
financing.



This provides a complete energy program. It is not the only possible
-a)proach, and we are willing to work with the Congress to develop
reasonable compromises. However, we cannot compromise our basic
objectives: Reducing energy consumption and oil imports while in-
creasing domestic supplies. The bill under consideration would not
adequately move us toward those goals. We stand ready to work with
you to develop legislation that will achieve our vital energy objectives.

Thank you, Mr. Chairinian.
Frank Zarb and Tom Enders are here with statements also, I believe,

sir.
The CHAIRMMAS. I suggest that, since Mr. Enders has a relatively

short, statement, we let him either read it or summarize it before we
-start. asking questions.

This is as large an attendance as you will have a chance to speak to
in this committee, Mr. Enders. Perhaps you should make your state-
ment or summarize it now, and then we will open the committee to
questions.

,STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS 0. ENDERS, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR ECONOMIC AND BUSINESS AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF
STATE

Mr. EN-DErts. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and distin-
guished members of thm committee.

I would like to situate our national energy goals in an international
context briefly in this statement, if I could, because it is clear that the
energy crisis is not only a crisis in our own economy, but it is a funda-
mental challenge to our security as a Nation and to our role in the
world.

At present, the element in our economy most critical to employment
and prosperity is subject to manipulation both as to price and as to
supply by countries that do not necessarily have an interest in our
well-being and success. Just as we are vulnerable, so are all the other
major industrial countries. Most of them are far more dependent on
oil imports than we are, most have fewer energy resources to develop.

And this has meant that we should cooperate with other industrial
countries to overcome our vulnerability, because no single country can
get the market powers, through conservation or thirugh the creation
of alternative sources, which is necessary to create a new balance in the
world market for oil atd thus bring the price down. In the next few.
vyelrs, anyway, no single country can successfully defend against a new
('mbargo, if it acts alone, or against massive slhifts in petrodollars, if
they are used in a predatory manner. And it is finally true that no
sihi-le country can expect alone to carry oit, all of the research and
development or provide all of the capital required for replacing fossil
fuels when they are exhausted.

I think, Mr. ('hairman. it is equally true that. the industrial
countries would all suffer if we collectively fail to restore competitive
conditions to the oil market. A degree of national freedom would
permanently be lost.. It would be far more difficult to restore sustained
growth in our economy. rhe industrial world would begin to split, as
eacl country offered political and economic concessions in an effort to
make a. separate peace with the oil producers. The future balance of
power in the Middle East might l)e irreparably compromised.
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It was this sense of shared interest that led to the U.S. initiative
to convene the Washington Energy Conference in February 1974,
and the foundation of the International Energy Agency in November
of that year. Eighteen countries now belong to'that agency, and they
are jointed together in pursuing three objectives. First, to provide
security against a new oil embargo by- a coordinated program to build
oil stocks, and to share available oil in an emergency; second, to share
equitably among the industrial countries the burden of conservation:
anId third, to coordinate our measures to stimulate the development of
alternative sources.

Mr. Chairman, that is what we have been aiming at. Let me report
briefly on where we are.

Fii:st, on emergency planning. On the basis of the detailed agree-
ment signed in .Noveniber, the International Energy Agency now has
the necessary planning and machinery in a good state of readiness,
should we be confronted with a new embargo situation. In order to,
back them Ul), each country must have authority to implement quick-
acting conservation measur-es on a coordinated basis, and we need de-
cisions to raise emergency oil stocks in all countries from the present
minimum of 60 days of'imports to the agreed level of 90 days. In
contrast to some other IEA members, the'-United States has laged'
in developing the needed emergency authorities. On the other hand,.
congressional action to create a 90-day petroleum reserve will put us
ahead of our )artners in. this critical area. However, both emergency
powers and more storage are necessary for an effective response to a,
new eml)argo. It is clear that instability in the 'Middle East creates
a very real potential for a new intet'ruption in oil supplies.

Second, as to conservation. However necessary. it is painful anl
costly to restrain demand for oil. And as a matter of simple politics,
few other industrialized countries will be willing to sustain a strong
conservation p)ro!irain over time unless others join them, and there
is thus the possibility of chancring market conditions and eventually
bringing oil prices own. I think it is obvious, Mr. Chairman, that
otler countries are not ,oin" to do very much in conservation if they
think that the United States, where per capita oil consumption is tvwie
Germany's and three times Japan's, are not going to do rqo. For (1tis
reason we proposed, al tle lEA adopted, the goal of saving 2 million
barrels per day of oil by the end of 1975 for the group of industrial
colltries as a whole, and distributed tl target raiong countries ac-
cor(1lnv to their oil consumption. Since we have half the oil consiimp-
tion of the group, o' target was 1 million barrels per day by the end
of the yea I. as set by the President.

Nearly all the other members of lEA lave taken action to decrease
oil demand. by passing through increased crude. costs to the end
user. by new taxation, by such specific conservation measures as .fuel
switching and lighting and heating regulations.

In contrast, the United States has lagged. So far the only major
conservation measure with immediate effect that this cruntrv his
taken is the oil import fec,. Decontrol of old oil over the )based
schedule, the President will recommend will add very substantial ly to
our conservation effort, bringing us up to the level where other
countries are already.
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The lagging -Performance of the United States can be seen in com-
'parisons with other countries' results. Between the first quarter of 1973
4ind the first quarter of this year, Germany's oil, consumption fell by 14
percent, Italy's by 8 perceIit, Japan's by 8 percent, Britain's by 18
percent, ours by 6 percent. And yet of all these countries the recession,
which of; course has reduced (lelnand for oil, was far more severe here
than elsewhere. We have the world's highest per capita consumption of
energy,-biit we have not been doing our part.

I-.R. 6860 would save us an estimated. :14,000 barrels per day by the
end of 1977 which is, Mr. Chairman, not much more than the program
Britain has already undertaken with an economy one-tenth the size
of ours.

Third, alternative -sources. The basic actions to stimulate the de-
velopment of new energy must of course be national.: the provision
of subsidies to high. cost or untested energy developments; tax in-
centives; adequate domestic pricing policies; the remo val of unneces-
sary or undesirable legal qbstructions.. But. there are important
contributions to )e made internationally..

First, by finding a. way to cooperate in R. & ). without jeopardiz-ing proprietary rights. No country hasa monopoly on scientific imagi-
nation and innovation. Even the United.States, withats major pubic
and private industry commitment to- energy R..& D., his much to gain
through avoiding.duplication, by sharing costs, and through scientific
cross-,fertilization. ..

Second, by, encouraging the flow of foreign, capital into areas 4,
,nergy development where :it is needed and wante(L As Secret.arv

Simon has indicated, all of us have capital-short ecoiiomies; with
perhaps a trillion dollars of new capital needed in the energy sectorin IEA. countries over. the next 10 years we he an Z't t .. Id-

Vwe laveallinterest 'in. _ id-
in way. to..ecourage foreign ,inv(stmnt . without jneopadizifi, the
acievement' of the nation lenergy,,pojicy goal of. '.ndepeiideijce.

Third,- 1ry assuring that. countries tiat contribut. to the welfare
of -the%whole. group by developing higlhercost. energy sou.rc's arepro-
tected again stpossible predatory pricing. by.the ,QPEC, adil 0E nof.
p.enalige4' it fqr, other reasons. pri~s .fall 16i '-t international oil
market. ThiJ.istle purpose of te niiimnuaiim s4feguard p!rice'con ept,in :whickl.eaeh qoiintry in, the I'A,. by . 6f. its 'O' .Tclsng,
applies a comparablq Ieiel.of borde pi.rot~tiol toeergV in IeStmen.
Contrary to what is fen sugsted this nuecbanmsm oiold not acsure
a minimum price to OPEC; it is a guarantee, oblv to qur own in-
vestors tat, tiey will. not, f ace..cQmpcvt ition .f loi-n :rporv d o6il blowa rninimn: p 'e-esltiablislhed ,le !il'.. weUl,b ]v,qiu .ent x. orld prices.

, Aq.Euntries dgred . t.i-e po6'ds in.Ma ch.,
-They are, now. being elaboi.td -Witin the Ngencx "iitie ob.6ecta j-
of having a complete. package' rady,.for A*doptioni by yva s's en..

• . -h~ir1an,d ;ticall '.aid 't'6.1".t ally. ,'jia'e just begu
on V9s uvat, io"s tdetile soIrce . .i IjUCStiqUfwc ust~is{ islo, far~vh'mutst go~lh~vwfiist>; ' ... ". .,;'. "' ''...: '. "" . ..

I f'au.swf r mw tist'come, n part, gporinaIy s~sof't p

of tle oil cartel In M[ay,'OPEC PWcl4uced( ', 1 liojliiael e .ay.as
atins 32. 8 millioiq b , ils p8r 4); %in i',13,. s _Ie the

,!]sAte,. t t0ruct'* h'% .omue
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through largely intact., although quality differentials have been re-
duced or elilmiated, and credit terms lengthened. Now demand wiltfirm, as we go into the winter and out of the recession. Absent addi-
tional conservation measures, the OPEC market may rise to pre-.embargo levels bv the end of 1977.. In the late seventies it may begitto fall again as North Sea, Alaskati, Mexican, and Chinese oil comes
on the market in large quantities.

Even if there are no new conservation measures, and if OPEC suc4,ceeds in raising prices to Ollset any increased costs of its imports, some-
oil exporting countries will already have gone into balance of pay-
ments deficit during the period of 1975-77. Algeria is in deficit now -so is Libya; Venezuela and Iran may follow. These pressures will in-
tensify in the l ate §eventies as the OP1EC market shrinks, when most
producers other than Saudi Arabia and Kuwait may go into deficit:

A serious program of oMservatiom-the 2 million barrels Por idathoPresident proposed for the United States by end 1977, matched by
other 1EA members to make 4 million barrels per day-would greatly
intensify the pressures on the cartel. -

Given the -cbhesion OTEC has shown thi% Near during- bhe reession,
it -it not sure that such a conservation program would sufice. To be,
sure'that the cartel loses itaexclusive capacity to set oil prices, und doenot regain it, we probably would have to -omress the OPD G .market
to soynewhat 'over 20 million barrels per day. Tn the net diwade thighcan only be done by a large-scale program of developing Isil fuels,
For the United States, this would imnpy an import level(f'thme to.
5 -million barrels per day in the mideighties as proposed by the

Mi. Chaian, to see the meaiiiii s o , t dhs ehsiMr the." bley' ie.
increase OPW-C now threatens us with. Each -dditlao l ,dollar on the.price of oil might reduce demand by half to 1 milionbarls per
dy, out -of a mark& of little more than 25 million barrels yr vlay,OA1C cannow absorb tlts like that without excessive diuce tl. lut
if we had the Pmident's progmn in place, the scope for fhte price-increases would be greatly reduced or eliminated in the next 3 years,
Xot only would they be njustified, as -now; they would net.be fsibe.,

In parallel with our effo itto de'lop effective progims,of tonm-er-
moperation, we ure -lso seeking to establisha baMs for produttivedih .

log between consuming and producing nations. The flint .onnal
attempt to launch a multilateral energy dialog in Paris ti past
April did not succeed.

n fay, Secretary Kissinger proposed'a new ipproami to the launch-
in, of a dialog, ioadening it owinelud the vwh- Ya e ;of i eltions.between industrial and developig countries. Thi ,w l involve the-.

. .r . Ifi ,-erialkWid 'one to codsi ar problems wroc ev j0p-ment The rection to Secret y ,M.i We.9s p ro slehasbeener-
ally positive, aad we are optimistic that suffient consensus can be-reached along these lines over the next several weeks to pernuit agree'.
ment to reeonvene the ,Paris meeting in early fail to prepare for the
ere'abon of the commissitns.

The purpose -f this. dileg is broader thun energy; it is to find, arhstic ani 'equitable basis on which decisitms a-ectinm the main
elements of. the wirld economy cn be shared between industrial and;_
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developing countries. The oil producers must understand that uni-
lateral exercise of their power to raise prices at this time would not be-
consistent with this purpose.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMEAN. I ask that the Senators limit themselves to 10

minutes in the first round of interrogation, and thereafter, we will
have additional questions, if the Senators wish.

Secretary SImoN. Mr. Chairman, Frank Zarb had to go back. He
wanted me to assure you he will be up this afternoon. He has other
testimony, too, but he will come iknmediately after that. Eric Zausner,
his deputy-administratordesignate, is here, and will respond to any
questions.

The OTRAMAKN. I did not think we would have a chance to interro-
gate Mr. Zarb abcmt his statement this morning, and I told one of the
staff to inform him 'that we will plan to hear him about 3.:15 this
afternon.

Now, Mr. Secretary, I want you to know that I have been -advising
against the suggestion by some -of our Democratic colleagues that we-
ought to send something the President has vetoed dowiito -be vetoed
a second time, -and down a third time. I think that is just a charade.
I think we ought to'try to work together on whatever we can agree
upon to try to meet this Nation.'senergy needs. Could you recommend
that the Vresidefft sign the bill -that is present before the committee.
or would you? Woulti you Tecammend that the President sign the bill
as :itnow atadsl

SeretarySMoN. -No; I would ,net, -Mr. 'Chairman.
The CHAxAIMx-,W.l, it asSed t4le. Hoiu.e b only 30 -or 40 -votes.

And -hit 1.ea-MO tht the bill would h6b be~oiii laiw, in m judgment.
It seems to me thatt we oghf to6 try to lagree-on .something that has
some possibfiitrf becoming taw.

Now yo v ;id -nothing liere about ome thing that seems to me an
essential element-of solving this problem. For many years our utilities,
particalu'y electric utilities, have strctured their rates in auoh' a wa
that would encourage waste. The early units of the power, which one
has to buy, cost a great deal -more than -the final unWe for one 'Who
consumeda substantial amount of energy.

Itseems to me that we ought to find some way--I can thin o1f Wme
ways and you might think -of some 'better ones--to bring about I 'rate
structure that would .encourage savings ratlber than one thlat would
encourage waste.

Would[ you favor something along that line I
Secretary SIMON. I favor anything in 'the Utility area or other areao,

Mr. Chairman,,that would eliminate needless waste. And thb FEA has
been looking at the block rate proposal whereby the coxsutmers of the
omnowdity rceiv .sluiedicu. .

'Tfic, 'wo~tld yr'lke t c&ieent on wlat the rvgres iS on that.
Mr. ZAuSNER. Mr. tmirnaimn, I .think you are probably referting to

what we have calle 'the "lifeline" oocept, Ibelieve, which is'the idea'
that perhaps the Yfr-t portion of enew' use is either Very cheap 'or
perhaps even free, and then it escalates after that.

We have looked -at that som. We will 'be glad to provide the coin.
mittee some o the advantages -and problems with that. I -might -also
nuj Mr. poiIimst i orat cone our-t1 e Wyhin on true-
tuwbe i"s n6t juk t this block rate concept, bue-tiU quetn 691Ad
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pricing, which I am sure you are familiar with, where in fact a-major
J Oirton of the utility's financing costs are to lne-et peak needs, as
opposed to base load, or the average use during a year. And there is
very significant potential for savings there as well.

Trhe CHAIR-MAN .. Well, if one structures the rates as they have done
historically, where you sta t out witha fee that you pay, whether you
are using the power or not. and then you pay at a relatively high cost
for the first mits and after you use a certain amount then the price
goes down to about half the unit price at which you start, that en-
coura ge people to leave the air-conditioning on all day, although there
is no one in the house.- It encourages them not to turn down the
thermostat at night and things of that sort. And likewise it tends to
retard the sale of insulation, storm windows, and things of that sort,
because the energy that is being wasted is the cheap energy, so that
- very low cost, below the cost of production and delivery.

It seems to me we might well consider simply initiating a tax on
waste, and any rate structure so calculated could just have an excise
tax on thi energy so delivered. 'You'might-sugest a better way that
we could do it. But one 'way or another, I think we would do well to
put one item' in thispackage to, try to make it very unattractive for
anyone to ha a'rate structure encouraging people to waste enerv.
And 'I hope that we can come to som& sort of an agreement.

-Secretary-SI~o.. I would like to work with you on something like
that. However, the idea of a waste tax presents some problems. Waste
to one person might be necessity to another. Furthermnore,.ti is very.
difficult administratively.t6' design one, Iwould think, but-we woulil
be glad to work with you on this, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAtI.rA-N. That is all I am going to ask, for the time being,
an d going by the early-bird. ruli, Seaitor Dole is next.

Senator DOLE. Mr. Secretary, you.stressed the need -for decontrol
of domestic" ail pri'eds:stating on 'page 16-of your, statement:

That' foreign rude oil Irices are mi*l{ hiigher ahd are expected to go higher
still If the OPEO co'nntrie do- Nhlattlhey indicate they may do around October 1.'

I think it might b wvel-fe& fVer' the record, your reactions, to
higher prices this fall'by tli ,6i'i'n rducers.'

SSe1reta4,V -,. For that' reason w iwls, proposed a cap 'on the
1eve! f 6ur.'doniesti ol )rces. I lddiit _'pec6fy the cap. It is $13.50.

appr04xi ili'y in 'alf icipatioh of potential political action on the 1part
of the OPEC n~tons.''~Nd %. * a d quite often, th6re are no
economic or financial justifications forthie. present price 'of 'il much
less an in C eease. It is apo11t'ic1 'quegfoifan a' apOlitichi considerat'on,
vk. 

:, I" 
.Ali'" ,'

,eiiator .DOLE-. NO i§7 that. your reaction to what tiy may 'do
O ctobei , ' : "" . ' ' ' . .

Secretary SiroNt. It is my reaction not oi-T to the present price ,f
oil. b',it als toq a1 ly.ght tak 'to increase the0 a15y, (Vfu tre Aictitat'the i t hepeetpieo,.. l rignig th& "de ~tathng e'ct it .woulYhii(ve omi" thedele'lo pi-ng t.ions, the lfrd y6od, a~nd leeconomic i11'*c'' ithave Tn{tihi'dutr~1hed 'oiktU i~w611.~ ' " "'clt it WO': L

.Sella ,.rJE. D0 ',6fi' e& "ifi " ibftiiy of 't nidvini'tih other
wa , 0"O , O s Ts'.heihcr-as arieealyt in 6ncrete'?

4 C 'a ll' -U 4 , - . '.n. , * ' . . . , . . . . . . .
1P1 , -9 - • " " i 'hP]iore about.'it tl "I

-,] niei an po whofia' rea& 9 eso-ca 4.:al ....,° .., ,t :, mer~~t~tm* ] .................... t li :omen sti es
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phony economic justifications that have been used for a price increase.
As I say, we have documented this on many occasions, by a detailed
economic and financial analysis of the present prices in terms of trade,
inflation, which totally refute those and every other bogus argument
that the cartel has used. There is no justification as I say, for an
increase.

Senator DOTE. Will the President announce, or have introduced,
his specific legislation today, tomorrow, or early this week?

I know he has met with congreqsinal leaders this morning. Maybe
you met with him concerning his decontrol compromise?

Secretary SImON. Yes, sir, that is correct, Senator Dole. I would
expect the legislation will be up here this week.

Senator DOLE. Now does that legislation have a windfall profits
provision and a plowback provision?

Secretary Srsiox. We purposely left the specific details of a wind-
fall profits tax open this time as opposed to the way we proposed it
the last time, because, as I said in my prepared statement, much has
changed since then. Congress has removed the domestic depletion al-
lowance, which is effectively taxing the industry, and the results are
predictable.- Our cursory examination of capital expenditures for exploration
and plant rel)lac meant indicates since March of this year just four
Companies have canceled $1.1 billion in expenditures. AndI suspect
that a lot more has been canceled.

You know it is really just an illustration that we get seeming
pleasure out of doing things to these so-called "guys in the black hats"who have been perceived to have bilked the- Anerican people for
something that was beyond their control. And in the long run such
an attitude is going to come back and bite us.

Senator DoL. I think, as the chairman indicated, there is a strong
bipartisan willingness to try to work something out. I think the pres-
ence here of 15 Senators on Monday morning' would indicate we are
energetically looking toward some solution.

The administration's program has been criticized as being unfair
to low-income consumers and moderate consumers, and based on
that I have two questions.

As I understand it, those who advocate another approach might
have the same impact, would not a high gasoline tax impact with the
most severity on the same two groups, the low-income and the
moderate-income ?

Secretary SIMON. Sure it would and to get the same reduction of
our energy consumption, we would need a much higher tax.

Senator DOLE. You are talking about from 7 to 10 cents at the
outside'?

Secretary Si-IoN. If you did it equally, it would be 10 cents rightacross the board on the President's originally proposal. These impacts
under our present. proposal are 7 cents, yes, sir.

But we have also looked at putting a large impact, in the short run,
on gasoline and some of the other commodities.

Senator DOLE. There is some justification that it would increase the
cost to those income levels. Do you still favor providing some relief
to these groups through increases in the minimum standard deduction
and reductions in the lowest tax rate bracket?

55-583--75-pt. 1- 25
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Secretary SIMO'. You see, this is the point that the eritis Ilever
bring up. They never bring up the fact that the President's proposal
redistributed as best we could, with emI)hasis on the low- and lower-
middle-income groups, all of the. money that we took from them in
taxes. The effort was to make energy more expensiN'e than other goo(Is
and services, in our economy.

Senator Djom;.. Plus there was an $80 payment for the nontaxpaver.
Secretary SI.o-x. That is right, and this would have beo a pernma-

nent rebate, as long as the taxes were in place. We thought this was
a very equitable way to handle it.

Senator DOLE. I 'know the windfall profits tax has not been spelled
out for any number of reasons. but could a portion of these tax reduc-
tions be funded by having a windfall profits tax which has a plowhack
of less than 100 percent? Say it was a 90 percent. plowback. You might
use. the other 10 percent to give tax relief to some of the low-income
and moderate-income groups?

Secretary SMO. It could be. We feel it ought, to be geared to-in
terms of a timnetable--the decontrol itself.

Senator DoEr.. Now do I understand correctly that the President
proposed a. 30-month decontrol?

Secretary SI.oNx. That is correct, sir.
Senator DoTr-. Do you know what the monthly percentages would

be ?
Secretary SIwoN. 3.3 percent per month.
Senator DOLE. Just flat out ?
Secretary SioM-. Yes. sir.
Senator DoLE. That is,-I might suggest. a rather marked movement

from the President's first proposal which was immediate-decontrol,
which indicated. I think, a willingness on the part of the President to
come together with the Congress and attempt to work out a program.

Secretary S131o-,. Yes: it is an effort by the President to conrnromise.
lRecogniziing the economic problems of sudden decontrol, it minimizes
these economic problems. and at the same time. it gives tbe signal to
the producers, to those who must find the new energv in this eorftrv.
the idea that they are going to have free market. in which to sell it at.
the end of 30 months.

Senator DoLE.. That is the only thing that I want-to move fast
enough to really get the signal out.

Secretary SIutoN. I think so.
Senator DOLE. MV time is up.
The C TA RMAN. Senator Ribicoff.
Senaitor RTTtwoFF. Thank von. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Simon. the two keys to the energy )rogram. as I read your testi-

mony. are conservation and production. You state it. will take $1 tril-
lion to make us self-sufficient on alternate sources of enerqv. nnd vet
you coutinuously contend that. we have a shortage of capital in this
counti-v to invest .41 trillion over the next decade.

Most of this leaislntion that is heine considered has a stick approach.
I hnve n few st;hks of my own in mind.

Could we achieve our results of more conservation and production
v ', carrot approach. looking forward to an overall eonsor-tion 011fl

nrodoiition investment tax credit? T think we would bave to be careful
to make sure there would not be (uiPlivatio. The oil producers who
now get intangible drilling expenses and still oil depletion allowances,
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ha-e you give aily thought about the possibility of all overall conser-
vattion and production investment tax credit program

Secretary SI.MiO,. On the productionn side, yes, indeed, we have,
Senator.

Senator Riwrcor'F. W at would that contain?
Secretary I.r).. We have looked at this. One cannot take the subject

of energy and say we are going to give an U.-percent investment tax
credit for energy. Tax incentives work well. We all know that. They
work well if there is a free market.. Thus, the prime question is whether
the taxpayer sJould indeed Subsidize this particular area in the na-
tional interest. Oil, gas, coal, and nuclear energy operate in a fairly
eficieit market.

The constraints are our pub) ic policy. We regulate. the price of nat-
tiral gas, we have land leasing and other policies that are constraints.
You ask yourself if tax incentives should be used to offset these pul'lic
1))] icies.

T'hen we mIov'e to what is going to be ou1r hope in the future---fusion,
fission, the more sophisticated nuclear technology, solar. sh ale oil.
g'1sificaiton, and liquifaction. all have great technilogical difficulties.
We do not know what their development is going to cost. Nobody can
say with certainty that- barrTl of oil is goinglo cost $4 or $6t. as sonie
claim today for oil shale. Others say $8 and others $12 to $16. The
sane is true in regard with gasification and liquifaction.

So a tax credit or a tax benefit, would really be questionable in those
areas because we do not know what the cost would be.

Now the President has proposed aid for coal-fired utilities and nu-
(le'ar plants, through tax incentives designed to (o a particular thing,
provide us -ith the necessary electrical generating capacity in the
1980s to weet our needs. Ve should look at them because they do work

Vell, as I say, Mr.R-ibicoff.
Senator I'mcoFvf. You say we should look at these but we are trying

to write a bill. As I uiider'stand it, the chairman's plans are we sit
dowpn next, week to mark up a bill and since this is of such prime. impor-
tance, we cannotwait for the future. I mean you have been urging
haste and so has tle President, and I believe ne'any of us in Conaress
feel the same way.

1)o you think the Treasury Department. Mr. Woodworth, our corn-
iittee staff. atnd my personal staff during this coming week could work
tooother to try for an overall conservation and production investment
I ax creditt to submit to the committee next week wlen we mark up this
bill ?

Secretary Si.:NdN,. We would be glad to look at. such a proposal and
work with Larry and your personal staff, yes, Mr. Ribicoff.

Senator Rin0icr'y. Maybe it cannot work out, but if it can I think we
ought to try. I understand the complexity. It is going to mean a lot of
work by all concerned during the coming week and I would hope you
wold give it a try.

Secretary SIMroN. I will.
Senator Rlw(-ovp. Mr. Simon, OPEC has threatened to raise thle

price of the barrel of oil from $1 to $2 in December. The price of OPEC
oil is already $13 a barrel. Every time foreign oil goes up; uncontrolled
domestic oil goes up by the same amount, to the greater profit of the
oil companies.

At what specific dollar level is the administration prepared to sup-
port a ceiling on domestic oil prices? And wlat specific measures are
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you now prepared to support to insure that domestic oil prices and the
profits of domestic oil companies do not go beyond this point?

Secretary Simo.. $13.50 is the specific proposal as far as the cap
is concerned, and also the windfall profits tax as well as the excise
tax that the President proposed will make sure that no segment of the
economy bears a disproportionate benefit for such a politically inspired
price increase.

And then, of course, the moneys will be redistributed to the Ameri-
can people.

Senator RIBicoFF. WNrhat if OPEC oil goes up beyond $13.50? Are
you prepared to say that the domestic oil price will stay at $13.50?

Secretary SImoN.. The proposal is to put a cap, if you will, of
$13.50 with the. windfall profits tax that would be (esirned to remove
the windfall element. and yet at the same time insure that the price
incentive is still there to produce the additional needed supplies.

Senator Rrnicon'. The 1$2 tariff on oil imports could eventually cost
the country as much as $18 billion to $24 billion a year in direct and
indirect costs, according to figures given me by the Library of Con-
gress. I believe the public has a right to expect'that a tariff'involving
such huge costs will have equally great benefits.

Do you have any specific evidence showing how much these tariffs
have actually reduced imports?

Secretary SuioN. It has r4-lly been too early to look at what the
savings have been in imports. One cannot make more than just at guess,
really, as to what the savings have been based on judgments of elas-
ticity. But remember, if you correctly assess the impact, I think every
dollar is a little over $2 billion per year as far as our revenues ar'
concerned, and again, it gets rebated to the American people.

Senator RIBICOFF. I am sorry. Mr. Chairman, my time is up.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Curtis.
Senator Cunrs. Mr. Secretary, I want to commend you on a good,

well balanced statement. I would like to ask you this. If the Congress
enacts no legislation of the type that you propose, will it increase our
dependence upon foreign oil in the months and years lying ahead?

Secretary SONio. Yes; it most certainly will, Senator Curtis.
Senator CRTIS. Now as we increase our dependence upon foreign

oil, that in itself will tend to cause the price of foreign oil to go up.
Secretary StmO-. Exactly, and this is what we are trying to explain

when people resist the notion of higher prices here domestically.
If we do nothing, our domestic price is going to go up because of our
increased dependence on OPEC sources and because of our importing
more of this insecure and uncertain commodity. Uncertain, because
OPEC can raise prices any time that they wish because they control
67 percent of the world's proven reserves.

Senator CURTIS. And if we continue-to get more and more depen-
dent upon foreign sources, we are then in a situation where arbitrary
and capricious action would be more effective and we would have to
accept it.

Is that not right?
Secretary SV.EoN. That is 100-percent correct, Senator. We still can

choose to act in our own best energy interest instead of reacting to
decisions by foreign countries. We have to start thinking of the energy
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crisis in this country as one affecting American jobs, homes, food and
financial security.

Senator CURTiS. And the cornerstone of that is to increase domestic
production of oil and gas.

Secretary SimoN. Yes; it most certainly is.
Senator CURTIS. Now do you find any provision in the House bill

which would increase domestic production of oil and gas?
Secretary SimoN. Do I find what, sir?
Senator CURTIS. Any provisions in the House bill which would in-

crease the production of oil and gas?
Secretary SI-.N. Unfortunately not. The actions taken so far do

just the opposite, such as rei'cing the depletion allowance.
Senator CURTIS. In view of the recent gas price increases, do you

see any need for a gasoline tax os a conservation measure? Would a
small gas tax such as 3 cents a gali,- he likely to stimulate any mean-
igful raluction in gasoline consumption

Secretary Si3iox. No, sir, it would not.
Senator CURTIs. How do you assess the likely impact on employment

of the auto efficiency standards in the House bill?
Secretary SIMON'. We have not done an employment analysis of that

particular proposal, but we will do one and supply it for the. record,
Senator.

[The following was subsequently supplied by the Department of
the Treasury :]

A mileage improvement program affects jobs in the automobile Industry and
il the service industries associated with motor travel. Cars with low mileage
amplify the effects of recent price increases in gasoline and decrease motor
travel. This hits the service industries directly as we observed during the oil
embargo.

High gasoline prices lower the demand for low mileage cars, and, if-high
mileage cars are not available from domestic manufacturers, the public will
turn to imports. Obviously, domestic employment in the automobile Industry
decreased from both factors in that case. The case for gasoline mileage im-
provement is clear, and I note with satisfaction that Detroit is already respond-
ing to these market forces by offering cars with greater mileage.

Some data is available on the effect of the voluntary program upon thp auto-
mobile industry. The Federal Energy Administration has calculated that
compared to the business as usual situation (that Is no gasoline mileage improve-
ment) the voluntary program will increase new car sales by 0.5 percent in
1977, 2.1 percent in 1980, and 2.4 percent in 1985. Domestic auto production
estimates are unavailable so employment effects cannot be determined. But,
for the reasons already given, employment would Increase.

Senator CuRTis. You do not have a guess at this time whether it
will add to employment or decrease it?

Secretary SiAtoN. It would be really purely a guess. I imagine it
would probably have a slight impact but 1 do not think it would be
very great.

Senator CuRTIS. Do you agree that price controls on oil and natural
gas have discouraged the use of coal as a fuel both by utilities and by
other business concerns?

Secretary SI-ONs. Of course they do. People are always going to
substitute where-they can get the same results with less money spent.

You know, all of this debate, really puzzles me because in the final
analysis, here in the United States. the. products which people will be
willing to pay for are going to be those produced, as an adequate
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price is going to insure an adequate return ; aid things that people
are not willing to pay for, are just not going to be produced. TIis is
not only the essence. this is the genius of our free enterprise systeir
and when we talk about tax policy, it is not taxes that subvert, our
econlolic system in this country. It is our political system that subverts
our economic system and does not allow it, to o1)erate efliciently, purely
and simply, an( utilities are a perfect example of it.

Senator CURTIS. In reference to utilities, 1 agree with the premise
that our tax benefits. our investment credit, must benefit the company
or they vill not use it for expansion to meet the needs of our economy.

Is that not correct ?
Secretary SD.toN. The ultimate beneficiariy, and this idea is never

exl)lained or understood, is the Ainerieaii oiisumer, because by ex-
panding the productive capacity in any area will lower prices to the
consumer ultimatelv.

Senator Cuj'rs. I am talking about the regulated utilities. If we
require or permit an immediate passthro ugh to the consumerTit will
not, meet the needs of t heir expansion.

Secretary SiroN-. It certainly will not, Senator Curtis. and basically
:all we are doing then is subsidizing the consumer.

Selator Cutn'w . Now, soirIe of these regulatory powers are exercise(d
-by the States and soie by the Federal Government.

I)o you have a comment as to how Congress could compel State
regulatory bodies to observe the policy that we write in reference, to
Ihow the passthrough should take place?

Secretary SuatON. I must admit, that I have freat trouble with the
Federal override or with the Federal Government overdirecting the
States. Our proposal is the carrot, if you will, Senator, that. allows
tlem to make these difficult choices, we hope, more easily.

Senator CTUTIS. I agree with your premise and it seems to me in
drafting the increased investment credit for utilities that this whole
J)rol)lem of passtlhrough is something to whih we should give par-
ticular attention.

Secretary SI ,N. Yes, it is. Of course, if they do rlot. have a tax
lial)ility, all of these proposals are useless.

Senator CURTIS. That is correct.
Now, I think most everybody would agree, too, that for the near

ftiture our )rincipal energy resources are oil an'd gas and nuclear'
energy an(d coal. It is not too early, however, to plan and provide
for the research for other alternate energy sources.

Secretary SIM toN-,'. Oh, it certainly is not. That is why we-are going
ahead within such great amounts of money for research and develop-
ment. As I say, over $3 billion in 1976 will be spent on R. & I). which
is the ultimate answer.

Senator CURTIS. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CITAIRMAN. Senator Talnadge?
Senator TALMAD)OE. Mr. Secretary, I judge from-your testimony

there is very little in the House bill you support?
Secretary" STMoN. That is correct l)ecause it just does not ro far

enoiuh in meeting the goals that we imist meet.
Senator TAtMADGOE. I find sonie of it. nuit(, inaccurate. I niay say

also. it. seems to me that what we must (10 is concentrate on trying
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to use the energy source that we have ill abundance; and that is coal.
.nd we must also concentrate, it seems to me, on trying to conserve
the energy that is nonjob productive. At least some 5 or 13 million
I)arrels a clay is used by automobiles, is that not a fact?

Secretary S-I-N. Six ilillion currclitly.
Senator TAL.M\ADGF. Six million?
Secretary SIMioN. Yes, sir.
Senator TAL-3ADGE. How much of that is in useless joyriding?
Secretary Si-ao.N. That is difficult really to qualify. I think the in-

crease in price has discouraged some percentage of useless joyriding.
but there are other considerations because of some very important
industries in this country. During the gas lines and the embargo, the
tourist industry landed on everybody in this room, including myself.
If we weighed too heavily on gasoline, it would have quite an eco-
nomic impact.

Senator TALMADGE. Why could we not do a lot to eliminate the
needless use of energy in automobiles by vigorously enforcing the 55
nuile speed limit-\v'e have the law but it is not enfor-ced-by cinceinug
credit cards for gasoline and by closing filling stations on Sunday?

Secretary SImo.N. Well, as far as the 55-mie-an-hour speed linmit,
some States are enforcing it rigorously aiid I am told, although I have
no firsthand knowledge of this, others are not. I think that it should be
enforced.

There again, the role of the Federal Government in telling the State
to enforce the 55 mile-an-hour limit is unclear to ine.

As far as closing gas stations on Sunday, that is of limited utility
because people can buy gasoline on Saturday and indeed they did, on1
Saturday and Monday instead. "

Senator TALMADGE. That is quite true but it would create a sene
of emergency I think that would cause people to know that we are in
an emergency and cause them not only to conserve gasoline but to
conserve it in other areas.

Now,-what can this committee do to try to mandate the use of coal
for electric utilities and boiler fuel wherever practical? We have lots
of gas and petroleum being used in that regard now, as you know,
Petroleum and gas we are short of and coal we are not.

Secretary SimoN. That is correct and the President's proposals are
directed to giving incentives to assure more coal would be used. To
amend the Clean Air Act-

Sentor TALzU>rADr. You would do it by an incentive method in the
tax system?

Secretary SImoN. Yes, that we consider extremely useful and there
again, as I said in my prepared statement, Senator Talmadge, if we
had-the luxury of tinie, these proposals would probably not be what
we would come forth with b-cause we do not want to mess up the tax
system with special incentives to special industries. The lead time to
()'i llstr,.et a facility. esl)eciallv a nuclear plant, is long and its cost, is
great. Many nuclear and coal-fired plants were canceled and deferred
during the past year, well over 200. We have to get those back on the
drawing board. It is going to be years before they are on-line.

Senator TALMADGE. I could not agree more. A few years ago, you
know, when we overreacted with some of our legislation, we caused
many utilities to convert from coal to petroleum.
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And now, it seems to me, we are going to have to go 180 degrees
in the opposite direction and require them to convert back to coal.
Would you agree with that?

Secretary SImON. Yes, sir, I would.
Senator TALMADGE. Does the Federal Energy Administrator now

have that authority?
Secretary SImoN4. I do not believe any Federal authority exists,

except the temporary authority of the Emergeni-y Allocation Act.
Senator TALMADGE. I do not know if this committee has jurisdiction,

but if we have, should we not try to approach it on that basis?
Secretary SIMoN,. Well, there again, we are talking about a Federal

override of the States with all of their different environmental
agencies that have presented quite a problem in utility switching.

I was involved in that problem during last winter's embargo when
we encountered great resistance from some States as well as and their
local EPA boards. And those that did shift to coal shifted right back
again the minute the embargo ended.

Senator T,.IA E. We have overridden the States in practically
every other area of energy; in clea-nair, water pollution -

Secretary Si iox. The administration has a sitlinar proposal, on
which Congress has not yet acted, providing that ,gtatcs give the
Federal Government plans for nuclear plants and refineries siting and
indicating when they are going to come on-stream. If in a reasonable
period of time-I thiink it was a year and a half or 2 years--they had
not come forth with plans then the Federal Government wouldo(10 it.

But, we ought to give the States the freedom to plan their own
futures and decide their own priorities. But, there should be a stick,
if you will, in the proposal. If the States do not do what is in the
national interest themselves, then somebody else will do it for them,
unfortunately.

Senator TAL-MADGE. One other area that offers hope iii the field of
energy, I think, is nuclear plants. You mentioned in your testimony
that in Europe and in Tal)an they can go from the drawing board
to a plant on-stream in about 4 -years. And yet here it takes what-
10 to 11 years?

Secretary Simrox. Yes, sir, it does. And that is purely and simply
the regulatory problei-n-getting through the massive paperwork, the
environmental problem, the siting, the fear of nuclear plants. if von
will, the rising costs during such delays. W hen you compound at 8.5
or 9 percent a year and it takes 11 years to build a plant-you are
more than doubling the cost of such a plant.

Senator TALMADGE. What can we on this committee do to try to
shor':en that time? -

Secretary SimoN. The President is working on that part of the reg-
ulatory process. WVe have to remove these regulatory impediments
and put a reasonable time-frame on them if we expect industry to build
such plants.

Senator TALMADGE. It is incomprehensible and inconceivable that
that much time could be wasted here when the future of this country
and the industralized world is imperiled by these exorbitant prices
we are having to pay for energy. And yet no one seems to want to do
any thing about it.
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Secretarv M. I could not agree with you more. You know it
~as ten 36 years since the end of World WVar II and nuclear energy

provides us wAith 1 percent of our (lornestic energy supl-Ay. And that
is a sihatne. Japan is building their first nuclear park right now and
wV ,io ,ot ]have one in tile United States.

Siiator "M'.XG,. My time has expired. thank you.
'lhe (-'lr\:.AN. Senator laskell?
Senator JL\SKruA. Thank you, Mr. Clairnan.
I wan iteVeste(l. Mr. Sillion, in your reaction to the chairman's

suge-,-t on utility rates and particularly the peak load pricing.
ilas t011 hToeaslry apartmentt made any estimates of capital cost

savings if sonie kind of off-peak pricing were adopted by utilities?
Secretary SIMNoN. I would like FEA to comment on that, they have

leel vorkjuL. on that. Mr. Ilaskell.
Mr. PAST R:.NAK. Mr. Haskell, Bruce Pasternak. Deputy Assistant

Admimistrato, for policy at ,'EX. We lave b een (1oiz a lot of work
IM o11-1,,.k pricing, 1 eak-load pricing. ks you probably know. we

just }luel a major conference here in Washington in the mont of
,tull in which we had sometliing like 1000 people from around the
coulltrv interestedl in this 1)roblein.

We le(dl that thIer'( are somie potenti:al savings frvm ofif-peak prnin ,..
But. hor , are also some l)ro)lems that have to be investigated in
terlltS of d l ah},ilit v of tliw poor to Colserve ener3"y ill some of the inner
,i " a vc:s where t'hey mtay not ha\'e the tharliU)stats ()r the ability to

C' 0 1- C I' V0

1,. t"I'lik it is a v'ery ln1,rtative 1 r(a and one which we are pur-
S111o 2 veIN (';11,tfllIv.

se.mi , I .\sI<:LL. I wonder if 'ou would suliait, for the comnmit-
tes ru1ieuuation. your analysis of the etfet of adopting (TIpeak
I ili f' i11111ustrial awl come racial iisers. parti(ularlv on capital
re ,1 1(11 !t,, of ol-peak pricing... I recognize tlie difficllties involved
w ith i,,lb tiiu, o!t-p)eak lriing for residential users.

(Co0' \ou do tlat
M '. I."We "vo(ld he ver\" halpy to.*
Set" or II MriH.L..Mr. Simon. I'was iltere'sted in your suction

oil ilie ,lefer'al of taxes for reinvestment of dividelds on utilities and
l1 p1-iile t Iiil is sonlwhat comnlarable to th.e 1)lowback provision
suis,.csted for t he energy indlustrv.

You were before the committee the other day. I believe, testifying
on the (liflbl lt it's of fiiiaiicing the 1)1u)lic de4t. I won der if von hla(d
(10i)Filere, tle ,ossiihilitv of IlOWback interest on GoeNeruliient bonds
and not e, ' lI the like.?

Secretary SiMtoN. I do not think that we have ever considered it.
1 )elieve at ole tilme in history. U.S. Government securities were fully
tax ('x(:nlpt.

S(nator M . Merely reinvesting the interest in Governmnent
bonds-I was wondering w\lhethter that would be the equipment of a
plowback and I was wondering what effect that would have?

Secretary Si.tox. Of course, the result of that, depending on the
interest tthat was indeed )lowed back on a deferred or exenipt basis

*Th, Inforim t i n rvferr i to waw not :avallalte at lirt-stime. In ordi-r to expedite the
printing (f tl(,,&v hearings, the information requested will appear In aploendix It of th'se
hearings.
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during fiscal year 1976, would amount to 1$36 billion. That is a ral1,
,Mensive subsidv.

Senator H.s iim,. Well, as vou know, Mr. Simon. the houlSing inrilus-
try is in difficulty and there is always the possibility of adopting a
plowback on savings and loan interests, or on hank interests, if people
reinvested in their savings account. And I wondered if oil h;:d ex-
plored carrying this plowback theory beyond the energy industry and
the utility industry?

Secretary Sx.-soy. We looked at the exemption or partial exempltion
with a cap on saving and loans and other thrift institutiomi an(d in(leedl.
we are sympathetic to their problems during the period of disinter-
mediation. But, our economic analysis showed, and I will supply it for
the record, Mr. Haskell, that it would not cause a net increase in sav-
ings. It would cause some great shift, which Congress perceived as a
benefit to the rich because people in the 20 to 40 percent tax biak.t-
20 to 30 percent tax bracket-would benefit very little.

Senator HASKEL,. You see. Mr. Simon, that is where I part from
your line of thinking. I would consider a reinvest ment in 1ttiitv div-
idends a benefit to the rich and I would consider a reinvestenwlt iv the
energy folks as a reinvestment for the rich and I just wanted to Inake
thi; poin~t. I think they fall into this category.

I would like to ask -oi one other question. The clhairman mentiont
one omission in your statement and I observedI another one. You did
riot talk very much abont conservation except by letting the pric-e rise.
Mr. Ea,,ders did talk about conservation. Mr. Endlers. t he ;a1-t fkl,,w in
te adtlnii.mitrat ion to talk about conservation lost his job.

Mr. Eym:i.. I will watch it.
Senator lI ASKELL. h'le *_'enator from Geor~ria..Mr. T: Jmadlr.. ,-

€f'e'- , to tle automobile fuel eflicieney provisions. The Ho -s : i- w'vi t
I consider a very modest stick to the folks in I)etrmit anl I ,T:i i el
Ilow yol reacte(l to that port ion of the Iouse 16i1l ?

II (li1(te' ,l vI o.le I l( .t tellient to th le a',.,: f i' .e -" "!t

lie ") ppe:1 u'I 1his a ft erllooii.
Senator IL.xsilnijKT. 1Do VoU have any views i view of tie fa,.t that

you are interested in energy renerallv. obviouislv from tC,,-.t imilat il,
of sources asect. The other side of the coim i; conservation. 1) roi
have any per'.,onal views oil that particular secti,,n of t!. i1011se ]ill

Seti't'l' l" S . N ". I think that the vol litam:v algree.i aut I! .1t we
t1a've ',ith1 thi :mltoumi,,ile ill ,lstr1v which is ( i , ii to iiivil'e t tIi ct h-
,'1e1'v (t' o.. bll v.it1)S by 40 pe!'veit before the cml of' t]his lecazde is

t i- v t]II Ni w Ii a 1ilii oa i - it Mr. I fa.,k t11.
Set~natl,:' I .\- .. ( 0i1 t fic volunt arv basis.
Wel th lt i-. all I h:Me. %[r. ('hCairruan. I inii(rlin say. Mr. Si:oi.

w-ie, I pra,i,' 1 lav and 1 , 111 0)ItlOlv Saitl tlhev voil il (i,) -,,o idtillr.
1 alw'vs sid. "1 ht i in witin!." So. the wa I look at it a far as
)etri' t it ;s 'lcei'ed. ;f tle\ say they are ,o; to do ,,oltli ,," I

V,'o l 1kp .r t l(a e it i n wArit in in leFislat io1."
Se'cretnrv SImo,.\(. We have a written ;1 ,rot-went wit li te.- Mr.

I askeli. it \-.1 si:,'el with the Secret ary :f Ttansport,ion.
sell:kti 1I \tE 1.. I(han voi bit I would pi efor it in the fovbd of
1e'~~lat1n tat may;L 1 )( a little bit more bindilnL.



Th'lank y'wi. Mrl. (ChairJ'Ill.

'Flit (ILAIuRMAN. 1;eii1,Ntou ?~kw
,",luttor I.-W x,( K i)v . Bill, as vou ki vow. I prefer to 'wo'k la.kwttvd.s

f 1",lll N\''lt, p Ne \,,'lilt ti) (o. ;11il1 t iell see wat st vps are Iw(l'.-al ' to
fet tlie. So follow rl W\vi!i IIe whilt I cinkl sie st atei#)vls, and
ask iv \ou at v:st :ai-cc with wlie, we are trviii t,, ro.

It Seens to JIe tiere art,' tillee tjirit th It aie, eeded. ()iie i, to
I' .,iee l lij, orts. :liltI we Jive( to lo t I mt bofti I'It 1i a 1ala .- of I )yI v -

wleilier' we llavv a!e tu' ill tati:x Av NP (. o 1i..l811.)1 li m,
St ''I. i.I'Vl S IN1P)N. " ts i'

iwlao I ACO(MD llljtino ~~VViit~s'u!I.t

. iti , I . w 1- , c, l r iII Iuis col.llt rv.

, l tt 1 l '1 ' . 1 t is to nit- t h.I t I d tl l l)ll
*P ()hI 10 1 1 1n 'l (J thle _,. i)iI. hilt voin d; tfl ()Ii 110.1S 4li , 14 v l :.ub

l ant litlIy (idhivi Ml or;~SIi l~t of t Ie etitit ( i.teIlie ill .

c'-il)(t (f tit . li , A" f ar Ias the 1iulpol ts ar mil ll . tilthV 1;:-t' t11e
g ,flzt, r t l. ,l( tut. thev lhave so t wry vNPlt o1ls a- ti t! i-,, ,t l
(ili' l I iJ ll)-I \1'1I il' i. Bill it Iv rb1t1ii',e it did \v wk. as \,t(i , ,I .
NVil .-aid ill VoI' to.-timony. they have not taken into accomit zzi )
wVil."t 1le \ ll.t',o"iilir 1( (I') wvithi ft , -:11(wt fall. "T he(v hz~i\ve l, '!l ,l l'.

I)!OL1'J' Il. lili'. Lt>-iIl0' l1(1 101(1' JB],'('aSt. (1,2j Il1 , ti A' fact '"l' ]li;m ] a
l at 'V .fI N. l* S . l iS ,',l'i t'('t.

Iati I I '.' i, 1. ( )ka '.

I .* * 1. ' n atYtl!

Ia t \IrI l( )t'i- i l i1lii t hI . I wNN iav weIe. t t I tt vii t I (l . i -,,
1,,tl lI t t t .,- ]l!,10 1 ()ll , tl < I t -t 2 v'... I r!fl '-:. . el ( t. II 'lt , V I. ',' 1:.- , l 11

I a:..1 ll) '..,'! ,it.i l o i u it, 1'tm . llt\ t rNVe te it lh1ke t il, tf ll; > 1 1t

si'cretau" t l .I'iV Ill) ' VC t t I aid i ('0 1 l tli it, ':. )-

i iI f ilt' JOI-Iti I, I V ilV t lY o l Simlply.

i lll " ]lr.\) \ V i m 11 ). Y ( )' 1 " a lt i -iI ' l 1e l I , I r, . ----(I i, !Y.: I.
a ri.e2l''t N ' It! v I I --- VI w e t L ( ' wt II irw i 't *1.t I v t'i +!:. , !t ' w : :t 1,,l

II' i lt I iI\tii 1 1 .(' 1n. u hi 1 1 V pm.o

wtliet tI I . I ,, iii V i ;N;d T]' II li(iIWo Vi. Iil) I I I i itLt i 1 " T V.

O![lilei.-l'.: t he ,l i ii\' II lslil' ion: til edi t :ui 't lm'i t hler, l. t :t,,..\* -

lie V I iI't' 'ithe il). eVt tth ' ,lii'1\at 0n.

S ','i t<. l oV SOwofN. ,-IVV.. tIil
S C'li;'tll 1lAr Ol. ()s1 "t llSole i l, t oi e 1,,V i I :o)1 theal' i.Vi , -,

I'itili l l \ vh a. ith Y lie tll. \v ii (f W )(m il' l V 'l tj, i I'e ll,, ' I l,, ill-tN. YS S'

.-,'i'\' V,'t'lV it"lt'i en l.'lle . pe r~'ilwipal ie. :1iS fail" th7l e l1 , r-;,,. is

Y'dy (m ri fl' i. ' tilt- retst oif t~iw (mlSI'l'\v:l| ioll.

, t "I n-l .<4-m ,' e' S. s ir.
S,.ll-mori Vlilw+,loi. I flitld hl) thle H ouse 11,i11 :Inld thie lt+,is '-

timli's Iill\, : itiii f w ll(,- sltndlpoint of (m:el "'l':tioii. !,<lm, t ir"
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suire the price meclanismI alone is going to result in the conservation
we wait.

,ecretarv SI.t-. We have building standards as well.
Senato0r I'.A(' wc . Pardon me. I had forgotten the building stand-

trl(S. I .1(5s what I)OtherS me about your position is that you want
to cons, 'xe energy only lcniise we are temporarily short. I do not
Sense aIMv 4,rfliflitiflent to tle conservation of energy from the stand-
loint of the environment or eology. Just because we are energy-short,
we have to conserve to w't us over a hurdle I think that is a short-
sighted vi4,w to which the Holse alddresses itself even less. and vou
do not HeeA to answer on that. beallse that is just niv personal opinion
of Nv1it \%'e,,ti,,,lit to (10 w itI ener .

Let l us ,2,, to rasolilne ill particular. You figure tlhat the S3 inport
fe :1 t ., eN(ise tax will increase gas 9 to 10 e(,nts a gallon?

See et'rv SI . . It is tile S2 import fee. Tl whole 1 'resident pro-
gzrain would alive been I0 cents a('ro-s tihe board. But, as we said. we
were h)l,,,kinz at W\ayvs to. in the s iort run, p,1ut more on gasoline.

Senator ]P.i \'(fIt. I -as talking iliut S, as we looked at it last,

Filiruarv. and what we were )rojecting it would cost if we put tile
entire jiarkare into etfect. 9 to 10 cents a gallon. Now. do you seriou.-ly
tiliuk th:t 9 to 10 celts a gallon will substantially reduce the consump-
tion o f ,rs line

''erV ,wI.,N. vWe believe it wold reduce it bY the amounts that
we li',ect ,, 1. TIle lox,-,.r ruin e!ltic'tv. as fir as ,.-olinc is concr'ied1.
is (g)eater. AN'l en peoplle denan lll ore efficient altomobiles. 1Detroit
is ir, to I r o ,uce dIiem. as ileilthey are proalucin, t hem rig]lit

low. A fax' : liomile iis ,ulation. buildiiv 'of homes. and all of the rest
of our 1 Uillinll, st- id 's :and ottiers ar( .. ing, ,- '1 , a ffe,'teO . bccall-e
VU(Il l evc' ] "al increa'tlse' On tie ot her coiniiiodlitics--on (listillate. em
1101110 l vt Ir. ,. oil ax ti t le rest-vou r I er,, aie in.l'reatse is larlei. be-

.l, that iz clei er t ian -a gallon of L.sl ine.
Senator I.xCliwool). Well. the armowi-nlit that the executives in Gen-

eral otors. Ford. and Ch1rysler niwide last wee0k was tihe saelle aWs tlis"
the marl:t is puIshin<7 us in that direction. We are volmntarilv ro,ii!
to achieve the 40-penteit ilicrease. But 1 a- ,int irigued with siI',liiir
in Frank Zarb's testimony. On pa(e 0I and 25. lhe says

We lweiev that the voluntary fuel efficiency agroenwnts made by the mn. *,Hr
manufactnrers nnd announced by the president continue ti Ie the most effective
way to- aelIeve increased automobile fuel efficiency with(,ut placing such a lur-
den on manufacturers S-, as to increase iiOile nenCllvynent.

Let, me stop there for a moment. The House bill, at least thirouhi
1980. is imposing by law the same standards. or very close to thte samie
standards, as the voluntary agreement that you already have. Is thiat
not correct ?

Sie"retar vSION. Yes: that is essentially correct.
Senator P.\cimwon. So oil should n)ot have any substantial bnurden

on unemployment, at least through 1980. unle-s tle volunfarv stand-
ards that we have already agrreed to are going to he a bm'rdeli oi
11i(iem1p1 oym ent.

Secretary SI.\oN. If we start down the path. Sniator Packwood. of
the Government le,:isl at int various segments of olr economy, you
know what the next step is going to 1be. It is predi,ta!le.
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Sellator PACKWooD. I understand. But I just want to make sure
that, at least, through 1980, the House legislation or the voluntary
agreed ent produces roughly the same thing.

Secret ary SIMON. That is correct.
Senator PACKWOOD. And then Frank continues
A 40-percent increase in automobile fuel efficiency is expected to result !,3"

1..',0 from the agreements and interim goals. * * * Should the autonilile manu-
facturers fail to achieve the goals announced 1. the President, the :kdmini-tra-
tion will seek appropriate legislation at that time.

Can you speak for him . Is what lie is saying that if along the way,
if tlhe mlanulfactur'ers fall by the wayside, if the market does not push
it to that level, we wNi1l thenll consider legislation to make sure we gt
to t hat.

Secretary SIMO.,. That is correct. Senator.
Senator P.CKWVOOD. All right.
Last question, a two-part question. One, considering all of that. if

you could have an enery progrraln exactly as you wanted. vith all of
ihe President's powers on tariff intact, vith all of the tax incentives
that you want, with all of the energy conservation matters that you
want, would you in addition support legi. ltively a sul stalt iallv
higher gasoline tax ?

Secretary SImox. Well, when vou say substantially, we favor. es-
pecially in the short run, a higher gasoli me tax than tle rest (of tle
barrel.

Senator Pm'iAwocv). I am tailling al oult a 20- to 30 -cent kx. inl al, i-
lion to evelrytiin,, else ?

Se('1'earv SI M(,N. 1 (10 not think we would need it to reach out goals.
Senator 1A.\Ciw,,o1). Llst ql(,i(tion. Would -\-ou Su)port a .m ti,'ker tax

nt the tine of p uchase on so-,':lle~l vas -,'lizzliugaltomol it(,.:
S'ui'etarv ,i MON. I havoI "]\a's Lon int rigied with that *,lea. but

we t ink thIt ius.t i asin llthe p1rie of ga,-oline is going to accom-
pl iSh the antet.i,. Peo,,pl( who want a 1S-rile-per-gallon car, or
)0pl)1e with a 25-ntile-per-gal Ion model sa.y, all right. I will haiy the

one at Io' I do not drive i hat miiu-h. so I anl not goingo to u(. that much
O.di'ite. You know. von are talkin,_ about sonet] inr ,rcttv fmnda-
1ltl(.11al in our count1r., anl it is Called freedom of Choice. And if voi
f'l tlkt ttlat is a pl'o(0 us cOMin'odity. or that we do need Goverliltiet
to n ake I) tile mind1( for the .\merican 1)eople. super. I do not.

;e-nat,') l..Xci {v' o). But you imti,,iue rte. B ill, in this sense. You (10
lint a ind uingi!,r th e price i'ccli an ism to enforce conservation11

Se-retarv StIMON. Tae 1w tilitis. for example. Sooner or later. eo-
ple are golj,, to find out. that we are goinr to have brownouts an(d
,I :V'k,,t d. I (lis.tze( it a little wliile ago, in response to Senator
Ci rtiS. It iS a politicalal protleni, not. an economic, financial. or tax
prllem. So we will 1l1,ve bro\vnouts and power shortages and black-
otils and two or three Secretaries of the Treasury from now. we will
be u) here explaining that, we will have to have a higher price. And
tilen wve will reognize that a higher price is needed to pay for it, or
we are, going to nationalize it or regulate it and subsidize it. These
0re( your options. It is pretty simple.

S nator PACKWOOD. Your tile is up.
Secretary SI'mON. I am sorry. You are on my favorite subject.
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'ICle (C'jimnmr..x. Senator Gravel ?
Sk'liator GRAVEL. M. Screttr', 'Oull have got some more time here.

Tile Ilouse Wavs and Means (omnittee passed a recycling credit that
fa ilc1l oil tile floor of tile I lose. because somie felt it. would eate a
l( )pltole. There are sm))stalltial enerlg sa ViDlrs to b)e made in re.yelin
l, per. bha uxite for alfotrinun i, iron ore for steel. ru)b~er., glass, atl
wl ;at htavv von. Also. there aile ot)viols benefits. because we are goilng
to lb, faced with cartel pricilg in niany of t these resource e area.-. S)
t ic'i'e aic eco(nl O ti, )eler('fits to recycling not to s)eak of t lie obl'ioWs ti-
vi tomttnent:l : benefitss. What counsel would you ,give us here in the

"t1at, ( llmlit t t ini (rIl r to reLalize tliese e's er,,v lbeliefits to recv-
cling.' I_,ul it ngas a (lisa(lvant age withI respc,,t to vil'rgill mn1ateria)-.
lecaal .v "X( havte (ax loophIole's. Fur example. wy e depict ion a 1ii
Capit g...ain treatinevtit for t0i il it. \Vliat counsel w onli you give us "
.1,1l01ld ve citel' wi',(j )tt all oft" telk, exist'img loopl,)olcs. "wlich N,01t14
e, ualize tle sitiatitiI foir recla)les. or 51 ,hu(l we lass a tax credit to
give (y'oVa ibes lie satie advaItaZge in the eo'n1omiliP m i ketplace as
VI'j,.rI pro,[ mets

se.'vtav S. x. ()f ,.ok'se. wt look at t'vclimur, and we think thiait
thc i',l'sent price and anticipated price in th~e future, as uncertain as
tha'It ":. wili accomplisLh tile recyclihng it.-elf vitlhout the need for addi-
tio ai I,i(1tives. if v)n will. It is adliliistrativel'. Senator Gravel.
0XI r"eliev dittit to lmiik att each I)articular eolilimi(litv that opera tes
iMl tile, pai'tetlar dtyanics of its own market place al( ow tI-
tilt i(u. (,Ii'le of it [eiig (tite eXl)'e.-ive al(i sone it. indeed, unknown.
sklh a. tlie sale allot ,_asificat ion. liquefact iol t lat I talked aholit
lwlou'e. to Ltally puttt :t tax like that iit()I )lac'. Ittt we WOuld )(! Million
to luok at it "viti )li • yes.

>entor(~~v1L.I wouldI Ilk(. to do a little bit Ilmre titan just loo)k
at it. If wv recycle a l1tti6im1n1, we cal probabl y save S) percent of t he

citrythat g-oes into IhL r sIn ()f b~auXite. It is Iot a very Coim-

ll. ,atc(d mattter. Ne have a depletion all( a lice fr bauxite, si) wh! v
c.all we lnot tlallol.'1d111(i and giv( e a similar' tax credit to arrive at that
equi\ alelcy for revyled aluitiin uni "1'1IThat wtoulil make it ('cotoimli-
ca] to p ick it up and recycle it ?

Sevcrevtarv si moN. B rutce knows sonietling oui tins subject. I do not
v ~tetl to be a expert on t Il recvclllmr side.

4eator (IRAVI. Ilease.
MNIr. 1.kSl'FlRNx i. Sel atr, 11v ti ist assiglinnent wliei1 I cane to

Washngtin '2 or :) years ago. t( thle Council of Environmental Qual-
it v. was to work oil a recyclingtx (redit. Ainl iii fact, tle e,.oimoitics
Dave changed over' tle past few year's. Ill tlose (lays, way back in
1 97"2 and 1973. recycling and resource recoVNery Was not econoniic. It
vas more expensive than just traditional wavS of doing t! ings iil

solid waste recovery. As tle price ol ene-gv t in 'reased. ts the .Vail-
ability of landfills for -ettiwg 1,1 of tlie solid wa-tes has wen lialdtr
to get recycling Ihas i)et'U)I ni)oe fav\-al)le. :an(1 I t ink i e ecoo cSis
slmNv tl-Iat tli change is 1,lgrssig ald ( ot illutilig. ()ur feelii,, is
that

,Seniator (-iRAV",. ,enator Nelson is )ointinmg out to me, we are still
not focusing oil the tltestion. I aii preparedd to give ctIvlit to the Arabs
for helping us think of recycling, Ibut what have we (lone ouirsl,.,
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w't I rl(,.j(t to t Ie tax advantage that virgin bauxite, iron ore, and
ti"mlfer iavt'c azaiiist ri''ycled materials j We can write a law saviiig
we will give tll(,ll a certain advantage, equal to iron ore. Now, would
yu 1,,at her hiave us create that credit, or would you rather have us
N|,W. o lt. the tax advantage that iion ore already, has? ''liat would|
, ta iilk, v!aste,,1 tie iav we do loe recclin g and save more energy.

c, r tt a 1,' *I .N. I \,:(ild be glad to go to work withI you on t hat,
- aa t ie tix beinttits are concerned, specifically.

. euator (i1+l:.vi. I altm not, looking to go to work on it. To me it is
v-;v ' l, ,. .A\re you l repared to say that we can wipe out the deple-
Iwt fol. ir1011 ore. and therefore give recycled scrap iron the same

IN")Ilt"trol r are you prepared to say that we should pass a tax credit
1,4i0 > Ir l oll '

."le, I'V Sl ' ON. WVell. the credit system again Inav not be the best
v-t mo Ii 11 lov. -No: 1 am not prepared, without looking at it very
:i ' 111litV. to :-av we olght, to wip)e Out the existing depletion on other

Ilil 'l'iiT il i !.iS ( lilIt IlV.
><,,iitor ( livv:.. Well. I all rather upset. Since this is Soluethil2,

LIho dT~lili:tration has been working at. In fact there have been a lot
,f o,'gal oi:ai , \work jnr on it. It is not a new subject. It, will save

(0,,isidciralk. (plant cities of energy. It has been debated in the House,
u': 5-\oil, are telling me that yoa will think about it. I think.

for a pri il 1 . Ii- ,area, that is somewhat inadequate.
Moving ti alnot her silject. I notice in *your statem1lent that you are

t'oati!l]_' (L". l hvole t i'ilit fund 'Collcel' t hiriltlv. lher' is no que.stioll
that, ia (lov. , liide certain quantities of IIoliCy in one direction. But it
htll,, clrvit, the a,.sttraliee of those funds.

N,,M . let eIl ;kiv v o ani exai il)le. 'I'lle EiRI)A )i lget was cut about
%,D tliiiliio : i solar by (MB. It vas ('lit ailother $100 miillioni ill eld-

se, ,.ol :'.\' at ioli. which everybody beats tfhvir breast auot but. (lcws
very litiI, 1,()out in teris of pltiig u p the money. I got from the
Cm ps (f El'lllee'rs a figre of $5 i Ilioli that we conild use t,)ac-
(ltlIt 11. !1 v10ro development for power' il this country . That is

710 million rglit, there that could be added onto the budget to
Iril ilt. 114ti n\al- g, ureater iIl(ependelnce ill enerv. Yet it wvas st'ojpedt
bY thle ac!l ii of the aildiiiisti'atimri and( ( )1\ B.

Nomv. ii" v\c had1(1 a t 'list fund. we,( col d(1 do as we did wv'itli the liigii-
wav. vs. IN , cid linet ti(, needt foir a period of t ilie. The fact thant
it n" ;I'Vt lilit lived its luseftllless celt a ilv is 110 leli in to ilot lunder-
t tik, till ii- i-t mind for at least a dreade to get us olit of O1 diflicliltv.

SVC''l.l-y vS'l)[ix, ()f ('OUrSe, tle l)riorities--alln where the R. & ).
Iuione ,v e(1 he spent. alld the amounts of iilioiy that, Shoul(1 h(

,eli' :1dv t'll'iiiled ]Iv. tlie experts' Bob Sienions and his group and
t iiti peio ple are going to have disagrieeii nts that iore nollev
should lq, .-,pe0t ill one area tiai another. But that is their expertise.

o-'ltor (GIt.\vj:l. I wish it were tle experts. l)ecallSe the solar (lci-
5,0)i was i,,(I'e at OMB. and not by Sienois and hi people. In fact,
at a Iwtlr lw. I-v lle technicians felt that they could spend the Inonev.
Now I ler' n 1_ 110 !MiOlieV. essentiall-, for end-ue conservation.

Secre i rv i N. You are going to have disagreements at the ower
level. S,.aItol" Gravel. constantly on the difficulties.
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Senator Gn.%vEI,. Would the trust fund iiot l(lp ,bviatO t hat ? If
we are really in a crisis situation with the energyy cris. would a trust
fun(d not permit. this to vector the resources necessary to (10 tile job?

Secretary SIMoN. I do not think that would change the iindeulving
difference of opinion that Illiglit occur as to wheIre t ile-e 1nuvlt's should!
be spent.: no.

Senator GRAVEL. W\olld there be a quarrel albollt *5tI0 m iilliou mole
to aelerate all of tihe livdrodanis and facifilities t hat are I ,eilr blmliIt
in the Nation today ?

Secretary Si o. It is a matter of what your1 priority a 'c. As far
as coal gasification and liquification versus sola, l Ithat migit be D)
years away. We should gret niovinl Oil the ones that :iUV III ,,re near
term ; while contilillinll to work ol tlhe otlhei-,t Ithe l, e till)(. It

recomizing that even if we spent a liell of a lot inoie mlonev on it.

it would not come on that quickly.
Senator ( RAVIEL. wvn -use ciserv%t ion, Mr. Seret a . 15 -o, nth z

t1 a t could he .ealize(l toilorrow. nl th e admi i..-1 al In lla ] :s Iliavally
]o 10td get in that area.

The C i.,am.Ax. Just in thte event that an obje'tion i-S lea', f'omn
ithe Senate as to the committee lleti . I aIm goinL t) or ye' t at the
reporter sees that at this point Mr. Frank Zar-Ws testinomiv is printed
azi tliat it appear a't the apjlropriate place in the re'ol.d.

Senator 'Mondale.
Senator M ND.\ I'. we1'. r -eeleta Iv. the theory "of the alt : it OItionIS

eilerrv jacka.. is dclt]lv ithat hligher. plvioe's will ,oth ol.ei ve el-
P".v an~d spurl new don es:t c lplO(11i4 ion. For01 0Ver a0e~ III' 1W e (ii

1O l0(bIvd in thlis Q-( intiv a, , en 1 p ice(d ovew1' :11 a wale 1i rice
co tliiolledl sd,-, lt,1 old1 oil has 1w ci S,] lii'z at .1M, vi et our
firi,tve'. slow th , prodiutlion of new oil has d! ,)e,1 by . WI .:,rrcls
leV ay, \l~ilc lio ','t io of oldi oil h.s :'!n :ullv lei ii:t ed cioi,, st:l t.

V11v has not tlhe !rc ielt ive ben \voukilg d1'rilr t bi_ heri 1 of
t itlc and wha..,t imulij.atiols (10 we !lave that it will wo'k lettel. in the
fit ire ?

secret ar i SiMON. It is j tut a li ., time. .q(.ator Mfolale. Explora-
t ioll as i j0reased 20 1el'cent last yea r. anl it ta o.<, 4 voea s Is i for,
it is; realized in t a ,nrible energy p'odltion if I his mo j uNtry, liotue-
tioB iS going to (le,'liuie. eV(l if we coliti ie to have 8 fl ij,1,', a- i f
fixlloration over t!he next few y'ears beeaise it (10,s take tii', to ln'in,
it oi-tream.

Senator M( )Nt<.LJE. In oIer wo'lrds, the fi".'1e-s thnat iri, nate that the
hiiaher priced oil has dropl)ed over tle past year Iw 7,) , .10 La rrels
a dav. while the lower plriced 0)(1 oil lhas 'eiiai ned (' ontr,:11 t. lo ]lot
hotle' you ?

[r. P.SITP~nA.\CK. It should be noted. tholrhi. thnm, in fai dH:.illinl-
of new oil wells las cone up 45 percent the fir-st ,uar teu. of lhis rv,1.%

a/ conmared to previous years. so I think it is a- prohlemi WithI' lea,!
I imes. It takes time to bring on the new wells: even i",f I started
(dillinirL todav. it would take 3 to 5 years to b)ring them around.

Secretary SI.ON. That is an impressivye ftire,. that .)(:.rit. 1).-
pending on what percentage are sicecessfil you will see th, w'inle thin,.
turn around. but not for several years.

Senator i\ONI)TAL.. There is a pretty clear consenwts thant we niiist
get more domestic oil produced through secondary and teirtiary' Ie-
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cover, and the administration has indicated that only if we (lecon-
trol tile price of oil would we be able to realize these production gains
and, yet, figures indicate that we can expect only 350,000) barrels per
dav of additional oil production by 1980 through secondary aNid ter-
tiary methods, which works out to about $180) a barrel. Is this not a
rather high price to pay for greaterr domestic energy production and
are there not less expensive mieaIns of .,etti lg at the same end ?

Secretary SI.o,. I would like the FELA to (olnnent ol tile
second ary ind tertiary aspect.

Mr. PASTERNAK. I tlink that is, again, the same problem of lead
time. 'While your number is pretty accurate for 19S0. by 1985 you
4,old increase domestic oil production by over 1.5 million l)arrels a
d'v from advanced recovery, tertiary recoveI, techniques, and1 it is
somewhat misleading to try to l)ut a marginal barrel price on tle ill-
creased production of oil that yol get from each new barrel because. In
fact. there are reductions in donestic energy deniand that occur and in
imports as well. that occur from the higher prices. I think v"-oi will
hlave to look at those too.;eriator f<).xrD. This is a question I might put to both Seretai'
,-iImon and 'Mr. Lenders. The administration has imposed a '.-'2 lr
1)a rrel oil import tariff on all imported crude oil, ilnbudin t,, at
importedI from Canada. Mr'. Zarb with tie FEA has b'e'n mst co-
operative. as has been the State Department, in attemn)tinI._ to work
,'It aIrralements .witl the Northern Tier States to enable di. v-
,iieries to continue to import Canadian crude oil byv c11ani ,(r it to
(Iomest ie crude.

Aq you know. most of those refiners in that Northern Tier are
totally dependent on the Canadian crude. They were estal,<iedl for
tlat purpose. yet loes not te inl)ort ta'iiff work count rary to
tlis l)Irl)l0Ce byw. i eilet. tell'ir tbe ('anadianI that we wNnt less
of their oil in spite of tile fact, that we have in other ways in dicated,
a desireo to ke(,p tle level of Canadi a iports u)?

Mr'. En-RS.Selntor. it does not tell the Canadians ihat we want
lvs of their oil. What it, does is say that Canadian oil, which is

)imorted into the U1nited States. will not get a windfall a'lvataq,
vis-a-vis all other oil. Therefore, it is necessary to keep from dis-
c'ininting in favor of a set of exporters or a set of imnport'rs wh o
ot!)ervise could clean this $2 off themselves, vis-a-vis all other
colvl)et it iors.

We, have seen thlat the Canadian Government is quite active in
111, kiii.. sure that its prices are at or above the world level so that
tll;h is a consideration for us. That is different from the matter of
flitinii, a way to take account of the future needs of the Northern
Tier refineries. which as you i(licafted, Senator. we are pretty en-
conraged that we can do.

Secretary Smyiox. That would be pretty much my response to that.
Sector.

Senator MONDAL. One final question, Mr. Simon. The administra-
tion has proposed, but not defined, a windfall profits tax. Would
.- n )e willing to consider rebating that tax to consumers bv way
of increasing. the individual dependents credit now found in the
tax law, that is $30 a dependent,?

55-5$3-75-pt. 1-26
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Se'retarv SivoN. We proposed various mechanisms in the original
Proposal. i would say that we would be willing once it is structured
to take a look at, any part of our tax system to determine the most
efficient vay and equitable way of rebating. I have no closed mind
on t his.

,OeMator [ONDALE. You would not rule out that possibility?
ek .retarv S IMoN. No, sir.

Senator MO,.\ .LE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Tbe ("IIA.RM.\,. Mr. Byrd.
Senator IIARY F. Bi-R. Jr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Secre-

tary. to follow up one of Senator Packwood's questions, the price of
gasoline has been increased roughly 50 percent in the last 2 years. What
effect t has that had on consumption ?

Se'retarv MMoN. I want, FEA to give the specific figures because
there is a inistaken impression that the increased prices across the
board have not resulted in any saving. Others say erroneously that tlie
I hPS', o~l ths a,.omnted for all of the savings. So let us look at the
1perio(l before the recession starting September 1974. really had its
impact. and compare what our energy growth was before and after

.. le (,ncr~y price was quadrupled. There had been about 7 or 8 )ercelt
inCrease ovral in the economy. Energy use had been growing a little
iII ex,'(e:s of - or 5 percent. but in that 6 months before the recession
recall * y hit an(d after prices quadrupled the growth rate dropped to
between 2 and - percent.

"I'11e CIIAIRM.N. If I might just ask the Secretary to suspend for'
jii-st a moioliiet. The Senate is in session and objection has been heard
to t He ,committee meeting. so I now declare this meeting a(ljourne(I.
and we will now meet as a group of Senators discussinZ the energy
prol)lem. Senator Byrd. you go right ahead. You are now advising a
,11,10111 of SenatorsF.

Secretary Svux. I liked the first part of your statement. 'Mr.
(1h:1 it'llin

('tor (ur URTIS. There are no rules now. It is a free for all.
'lThe ('1. r .x. You are advisingr a group of Senators who happen

to 1)( men lem)e' of thle Senate Finance Committee aboit energy, 'Mr.
Secret :m r'.

Senator I Tmy F'. Byrp). Jr. 'Mr. Secretary. would -on delay just
a moinent. Mr. Chairman. I regret that I am in tle position of asking
the. questions at the moment because I subscribe to the Senate rule that
if the sell:1tv ,i in session we should not have committee meetings if
tl.'e are olbjeetions. so I am in the position of going ag-ainst my own
ph ilozo)lphy on this.

'I' e CIIAT. ,N. Senator. we are not meeting as a committee as of
now" .. o I think I protected you.

Senator JI.\rRy F. Bvn). Jr. All right. We will proceed temporarily.
Will yon )lroced, 'Mr. Secretary.

,cretarv S\tMoN.,. Yes. due to the higher price, not only do we save
the approximately 21$. percent but we also stopped the growth of over
5 percent a year. so we have saved and there is elasticity admittedly.

Selator hIA\rRY F. BYRD. Jr. Well. let us get some figures as to the
use. Hbas tle use of petroleum decreased?

Secretary .SM. Yes. and I would like FEA to give yon the exact
figures.
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MIr. IRST:r ,NAK. InI fact. Senator Byrd, the gasoline consumption in
1!17:) during the summiler. for example, which is where we are today,
was about 7 million barrels a day, roughly. It was less than 7 million
1)a'els a d-ay last summer; it is about 6.9 to 7 million barrels a day
'i,,ht, now. If we hail. not had the increased energy prices it is our esti-

iliates-and we have lhecked them with all of our prev-ious forecasts-
that we woulld be consuming about probably 8 million barrels a day
riglht now. So. in fact. there has been roughly a 10 percent decline from
where it would have been had we not lad the increased prices, and
that is true across all petroleum products. It is the growth curve that
we have knocked oft colIl)letely over tile last 2 years.

S,,'natio I HARRY F. BYRD. Jr. It took the 50 percent increase to do
t lh:tt?

MI. ,AS'rIAIAK. It took l)robably a little less than 50 percent iii-
iew1a1e. hit t hat is about the kind of elasticities that we are talking

alboJt. nnd that is otie of the things that I think sometimes get con-
fused. AW, are not assuming that a 100 percent increase in the price
of ra -Oill w Iould anlinoit to a 50 or 1ot) pei'cet decline in demand. We
ait vi5>i11iii that a 100 percent increase in the price of gasoline would[
ainoimit to roughly a 10 or 15 percent.

.>-elator I.\'KwoO). How Iuch ?
Nit'. IP. :TYRNAK. Aiwilt a 10 to 15 percent.
Se1,ator .- i'wooi). You say for a 100 percent increase?
Ir. S:E,.NAK. IFor short-run elasticity. yes. In tile longer ru1 that

11,,i is up: tiat builds uI) to about 20 percent, .2 or .3 elasticity over a

Se, ret SIv ,: Tfhat is what iSecretary . i sw t is going to happen. As Det oit in-

cre,.ee t]e .1liciency of automobiles, we I.o from an average of 121.2
ini 1(- pr ,ga. lii presently, or 13, up to 20.

S .',i:atRP l\ 4'I F. Bvim, Jr. Well, insofar as the use of gasoline isz
COTI (11111 edl we are using the same amount now, 7 million per day.

. celt a rv SI).,'. 6 million per day.
Svia t or IT.AmnY F. ,YIu). Jr. You said roughly 7 million.
M%r. l .v:x.\K. In the summer peak of close to 7 million.
S,,iator I IAIzay F. By)im, Jr. "Mr. Secretary. to follow up Senator

';1 , , (-'s (Imestion with regard to coal. I am not clear as, to wlhat is
beII i: rI.,l- c ien(le d as :i-i incentive to convert to coal.

,,,l ; , .MO.-,-. .Well, of course, the incentives are thwre for the
tilid ;,s t, ,. 1-vert from oil fire(d to coal facilities throuali the tax in-

cei' iv-e. TI,l. strip mining legislation that we are all familiar with.
the 4iltii!, lefrislation. the 12 amendments to tile Clean Air Act. all
ev'Cll i'Ig(' ho use of coal.

,"l; ov I [. ]:IY F. fl Yn. ,J'r. WXell. the trip mining bill. as such. does
not en,'ouIa-e the utilization of coal. The veto of the hill would en-
comve it.

,',r,,: av ,O~. .,An acceptable bill would. I think tlat tie ieagiires
tht loa",, i enu taken, including, of course, the increased price per ton
of ('cal. 'ave been a !ignificant incentive because we have seen Pittston
Co. ai(l I am sure there are others, increase their capital expenditure
programs very significantly.

Senator I.AtRhY F. Bymn, .Jr. But oil the surface mining legislation, I
wait to be sure we are clear on this, it was the veto of tie surface mini-
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ing legislation that helps and not the surface mining legislation, is that
correct?

Secretary SimoN. Tie veto helped, yes. but. of course. a proper
strip mining mill would. indeed, act as an incentive when t hey woub I
know what the ground rules are.

Senator HARnY F. BYniD, Jr. But the surface mining legislation that
was enacted and then vet oed-that would not

Secretary Srmo-. No. sir, it would niot.
Senator HARRY F. B Iu). Jr. It was the veto that helped ins.ofar as

that particular piece of legislation is concerled.
Secretary eis. e sir.
Senator tIlut" F. 'RD, Jr. Thank you. I wanted that point to he

clear. Ihank you tMr. ('hairman.
The ([Lx 1i.".N. Selator Nelson1.

Senator M:NLSON. Mr. -Zinion. one quck (1 1estioI--solie I ,,o!nwils
ago, I think in resl)onse to soliie qiestionl of Senator 1tackwool's. vonl
said there were n1o easy answers to the energy lroblemn, that they
disappeared he.acise of iiMau ion over the past few years.

Secietarv SimoN. I said "20. Mr. Nelson.
Seniat or'E1 OX. ( )l1 . YOU said 20.
secrt ta I.MiN. A-c. Sii. You know what I iieait 1v ihait i,:iv'.

Senat(' Nets:on. was thiat due to tle qud illiipjlir (of oil o)f tihe ( )PiE'(
ati1Oll' the tce !lOlii(' iliiact of S'icl 11 (a iaii'lic l)rice ill(!TeA III

s11i} a 1i ,:sic CO)i iitioditl\ e oi '. consill",,, Ind ouir iIli -tri" ;i tl;-
coil it rv iS api)ar'ent to everi'vodv. If ve liad,! l'eltioved ll! : I , ii','eli-
meints 1tU(l well tlowed lil Ji all ti y llltelii:t(' ,. (if .!eI:r
tie last 20 years. Ihe increase ill price wil d have beei m1ore ,'Ilual.
That Is wh\II- I say it i a 1 i()IIho11ce ( i(-(, o( .

Senator (1:1so.. 1 (10 not wa lit o (llarrel about that. I (1o ilot (1uite
r.ie with that. V'ho is !iaili,.ilpill r allloly oil I le price o t ol I

AS a Iiattel of faict, we ,'e)t out illi oI'il. 1ii '(le to ke,,,p the , ,ii ,.i;
price higher than tile worl'l price.

Stce'marv BuM.,. But the pl 'oemi--j list lIke the 1i81 11181 .ru. I rca.
where, for :21 o 22 yeai's. we ellOctivel , Vl Oi YCl, ti,' price , Jittill'ai

gas. at mieconlmOiiC Pl11CS. witli tle expect(l re ilts.
Selli -orNiN. Btul we did not do it with oil. But that ;.o; a

qlest io0i I v iite(d (I get ito .
E v eIyb'0odyv ill Ithe Adini1iist rat :oli. or ol t of t 1e A dini " I I'-t 1't I.

ini ( oli2 ie.-s, .'hit (wi ] 'writis. llave ill n 7'(rree . that the ( )W IE( ,' ice
wits "i'Ihit iai". iniflat loIiai v. that it was iiot Ielitted to (co7t of i',-
tion or free iiirket. And d1uringotlie Siioi, \'. yuaid tolay tliant
there was no (,.ofiiic ju, ilication and tlie, a 'guIinct of tlih ( )lE(
lll 0115li aiS Iio'e.s. But if the price is inthliolim\ :ill ovei the iiidn-
tr'ial wor'!l. 4id'( ;f it is a (lisaserlo1' the inlust vial world. as ec'e-
t aryK v i siuie ' stated. vIell he was in Eil 10w a coup,(" Ol limlimt I s
iLro. andl(l tile argliHiclitS ill sul)lort of the price ane bDOuII.. N'tliv il

ll(eav(-nS nlie is tlte |i'esident iliSiiis gon sti'king 2 on( to1r Stlu'
worldwide inflati.,narv price. it a timne wlen e ale tlyinlg to control
inflation in this county ? It abOsolutelv haftesle. n

Secretary SI-mO-N. Whiat we wish io do is to transfer the dec!510n-
making from the OPEC nations that have a monopoly to our lomiestic
ecolnomly. A higher price is goinmr to result in A, tlhe collservatiolt
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ad 11. tile inierasei suip ly that is needed to do this. Unfortunately.
it does take a period of time to do it.

Seinator N ;i.sx. I 41o niot swallow that response. Yn already sail
tle ()PI'E( plrice is arbitrary. The 1 arugiviwnt is, it is l)oliticul. it is
Iiflat liolla Iv. that the VCriice Mght to be lower alnd tllit inflation is

Crentillg t'd isastrous situation in this comntrv, am l theii, link. vu
puott 82 on' to. of it. al now tle (IEC nations ave saillg--

Secret'a rv ,iM l. 01t ol ieghct. Mr. Nelson-
Senuator NMLJsOx. Let ine tinislh. And nmw tie OPEC nat ions aresaviti-z. w -ll. after all. our p rice is not 1inreasona le at all ; the Izesi-

lelt 11"Is a- ed -'s-2 on top of what has been attacked as an uireason-
able lprice. We are going to add some more. And I have not heard any111,. , lht , l l so l lsc to thlat.

(Thi (of your arguments has to be wron, g--eitlier it is not inflation-
a'W. and vN are. not worry ing about it, or it is iilationary ail you
are inaki1i,, it worse.

Se,'reta i. Sm~t,,X. It has got a oie-tim1Wp iiflatioliarN ilumpact. 1lit
yoU n.gle(t to 1lientionl. Mir. Nelsol. anti ]lost C'ithics do. that tile
1110110.N, is going to be rebated, and the coinsumer price index does not
take iilt() colisiirati li tlt, fact that the ColisiuilIer is no worse off
tlian lit, ''as 1w fore. 1 ,'cau flile lias tile oi-ley ill his pocket thatwas rVla1'ed through the higher price of oil a iil gas. of ener1- iii
this, ' oillt. iv. Ald he 'al iake the f'eeIoin of choice. then. as to
whIat he wishes to s1en(d it for.

Sean tr N E S.sON. There are not any economiists in tiis Nation thiat
M u'rC eil to Support that statement. W hemi vo put that price up, itis "W'0ill! W ! Ir ito wvage (ont I-act s I hliitlt t he' colmt :' it isgoing to go into thle i-,jease in tll( cost of li\'ing, it, is going to go
ilnto a ilIc'CItasC<l cost of p'o(duling every proillict in this couilt ry;
it is ."S" to ila'I-ca-e the c('ost of fertilizer. imi tufa,,turimg. t ranspolr-
thitiol1. ('V&tlling(. 'li callnot rel)te all oft lat.

S''i.u a i.-v Si.me,,N. llv ,ne-ti me (conoim ic (,,' i iflationary imaict.
Mlid I . trcsss that it was oml,-tie. was 2 )er'('vint. anii that is petty
.'.eri..11 a reed to by ImtSt ecolloilists.

ScrlatOW N 'EL(IN. I (0 110ot see what is Ouie-tilic f1e1olit it. I (10 Iot
i)W wlhet lln-' Ribin'ol"s fi,'i ires an col't o, lot. He I,;aid $2() billion

a yea . It i. : 2 bill on (,ve,'v snle veai'.
"'t)('c tarv 5' .jm()N. "1" onell v .rvt| . i'(th i, evel'v sinlrle Vear'.

St'vllti But1'IN. tht e l s (' , f the lti'olOxl Aa---r'el o I'C not i-chat il<r
to 1 lie "iim inu fact ille l.'

Sr'('I'c1 arv SIMoN. It is llot a (otinual illicease. The price does not
11O 1ilt. If 1,i'etad 'oes to 2) to :W celits, anb1d jJust stavs there, you do

ilot cOwmt iifl'taoill 'V in till1aCt ca(,l year. Tilt is 01 c-ti1ie.
s(clia:0 N!-,nsIN-. Tlie C' ot of illill nife(-llIl'il2'. the co.zt of that piodi-

li't ,o:i into liai lfacu(1t rill, il.h ; ific icsasI . pei 'i-1illa Tiv t Iv. Yoii ar'e
11o)t rtj-pat i11' tlat price. Now. yon are attel ptilg S(oe ibe Gold-

-i'tr +!"\'i,'', of iretti l!, Ihinck to the l.olle somio kini of al 'at e, which
I d(1( li! think is *'v ra ctal andt wu'kalI, Wit it just albsollitelv
I,:lli -: ,(f to See tile alout ii r'trat iol attaIkim the OPEC price a's
iria ioin.antli, th.n aliilrl tI ?- e irr t inalit v.

SC(' .1a r, s i mt N. The i I ii-eCI t co.t iinpif,.' WaS take into cOil-
sidte-rai'.ii iii outil' a'1-ivill, at the 2-p"ri (i~el'! Oitie ("-. .! iaiso
ill t he rebate process.
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Senator Nr.j. o.x,. Those are the funniest answers I have ever heard.
OPEC is irrational, but the Presi(ent is rational I by putting S2 ol top,
of tile irrational price. I guess I will get, a copy of the record for dis-
tribution to my constituents in order to define t)ie President's position,
buit it, certainly, does not make much sense to me.

()n the question of the automobile, that was raised )y Senator Pack-
wood, -oul have repeatedly said. and I generally i agee. that if w( .mll
have a'free market operate, that is what we ought to do. But when you
have got, monopolies involved, the free market does not work very well.
And that is what we lave ha(i ill oil. Iliollopolisti , iitlientwcS il oil. a 11I
in coal. We allowed the free market to operate on the automobile,
incidentally, and that destroyed mass transportation in this country.
Mv question on the alitomohlile-Nour proposals are to let the fi 'e
market ',andle evervthina, and yet, when it. comes to manldating any
activity bv anybody, the administration Oppl'oses it. "l'll volillit lv
a rel(nent wit 1 the automnolile inldlist rv to illwre.iase fuel cili'iclif v i V

40 recent is not anything g. liev can (1o that tomorrow. There is ,!o new

technology. It is just a lighter automobile. That is all, less power. And
if they simply drop all of their big models, they Vwould reach that
standard tomorrow.

I think tile problem faced here is. this is not a crisis: it is , ti-'i-t r.
The public does not understand that. I do not think the leadership in
te adninist rat ion understands it. ]i;ut if voj are olup to ,1() Soilt bing
about a disaster, it seems to me, you have cot to interfere in the market-
place. If we mandate doubling the mileage of the automobile, which
can be accomplished, by the time the automobiles were all in line. on
the highways. with double the mileage. we would have savings of 40
billion gallons of gasoline a day, a little less than that. We would save
8 million barrels .a day. We would have I %.. better t!han 11 :, A .\ik;t
pipelines. It would be dramatic. Now. it would be an interference with
people's choice, as (elinral Motors said th)e 1 othe ' (l. al For'11 ',l
Chrysler; there is no doubt about that. But, there is going to be a
dramatic interference with everybody's choice in this country in the
next 10 years if we do not do something dramatic to resolve this
problem . And what. we are doing. it seems to me. is totally inadequate.

Why do we not face lp to this as a di-;Vaster. which it is. ,and m-ld:, P
that we are just going to get rid of that huge. gasoline-consuming auto-
mobile, that, would cut in half the consumption of gasoline in this
country , which would be more dramatic than anything the administra-
tion or anybody else that I have heard of has suggested thus far.

Secretary S'Nro:,,. I disagree on one thing. I think that -you and I do
have, an understanding of the problem. I think that we have a very
fundamental difference of opinion in the approach that should be takenl
to attack the problem.

Tie. automobile indlusthv is going to inak, :uulouilus flv'5 t Amer-
C111 people are ~roitjn. to buy. .\utolnoile 1:aiufawt'iie'ihve nla&e
attem pted to tinpha -ize uall,,- ,',lt,,nio!,-1  \,. W e l :v, lui'l a hi, r a to-
molile society. and we have t 'ivd to e(l-le.ate tOw c , l" e sic',' IOwc cii-
1)argo. and the e.sealatinm_ co-its. that this wa s11 z 1.n ineficient warv in-,l,'ed
to be spenli)),r their money. We hamve a written agrvenont t lha is (r':ujj
to increase )r -1) Percent the eflieenc.v of the Alw 'ic..1 alt tv-,,i 1, I)(b-
fore the end of tlis decael. which s .,,oing to acc fl)lisi) a
savings in gasoline.
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We think we are accom)lishing the same thing and still maintainling
the freedom of choice and avoiding the bureaucracy, that always forms
a further enroaclunent on freedowis. And as I say, I think this is just
a fundamental difference of opinion, but it does not mean we (to not
understand the problem. We think we do. We know we do. aid we know
you do, too.

Senator N:LsON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CIAI iZm. IAx. Senator Hansen.
Senator IAN sEN. Thank you, M. Chairman.
With respect to legislative solutions to plrodu(ce dramatic results, Mr.

Secretary, it. occurs to me that one of the best examples I can think of
that illustrates the point being made by my good friend from Wis-
consin is to observe that. when we were all cranked il) oil pollution
here, a few years ago. and we were not yet aware of the extent of the
emer(ring (,er1cy crisis, we took some pretty dramatic action. We forced
tie -automnobile manfa,.turers to install pollintion Xevices. And about
the 1lost we got aeonmplislhd with those was a very dramatic drop in
gasoline mieage. Is that not a fact?

Secretary S YIMN. Xes.
Senator k-XSEN . As far as this Senator is concerned, I would just as

soon read a little nmore of the testimony from experts before we take
any more dramatic action. I think it-might be indicated.

Secretary SitoM-. I agree with that, Senator.
Senator ILxsfx. I tiave before me a copy of the U.S. News & World

Report, ,June 16. and I would like to read from it a little bit. The senior
vice president of the First National Bank in Midland, Tex. says:

The loss of depletion not only took a lot of money out of the industry. it showed
people that Congress is still in a vindictive mood toward the oil industry. When it
should be encouraging exploration, it warned oilmen that they had better wait
and see what happens next, before they proceed.

I have a copy of a letter from Dave True, the immediate past chair-
).an of the Natiolal Petroleum Council. and lie )oilts (Out tdlZlt in the
3 months since th President signed into law I.R. 2166. the Tax Rie-
duet ion Act of 1975, the average iunber of drilling rig's active il the

tof I-oming has decreased from 129 to 99. whicl is a decrease of
over 23 l)errent. )uring this same period last year. t-he average num-
l)er of drilling rigs in operation increased by 13 peeont. Tl e Society
of Independent, Professional Earth Scientists, a, very sophisticated
group of petroleum geologists, tells the same story in a report they
made that resultd from inquiring of the different 'drillinlg Comlpanies
in America what was going on, and the number of drilling rigs has
dropped, the numnl)eli that is working now. co)upared to ta year ato.

The backlog on the iumnber of wells has drol)led (lramnatically. In
other words, there are not as m vny wells that people wait to drill now
us there were awhile ago.

I make these observations because it seems to me thev uinderscore the
l)Ou1it that, you make, that we have a twof6ld dilhmnma facing us. On,
]how to ach;iev'e conservation; and No. , how to do something about.
increasing supply. And if I understand " c'u corretlv, i think that you
are saying that. the ]resident. in taking the act ion he has so far in-
thande( to discourage further importation of foreign oil. whieh creates
balance of l)aymnent j)robleiins foi' America. It n'sults ini an increase
in unemlploymenlt here in this country by discourarmii, (lomesti,. ex-
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ploration. I mean, what has been done absent the President's action has
had the effect of that, and if by increasing the cost of imported oil, we
will, as I am certain-I agree with you and the President--encour-
age domestic production, 'e will be creating jobs here in America. We
will be increasing the percentage of our total energy that comes from
petroleum, domestically, by that action. Do I read your testimony to
imply this?

Secretary Simon. Yes, sir.
Senator HANSEN. Well, now, we have been talking about Canada, and

what has been done there. I understand the Can'dians have already
said that they are going, despite the assurances given us a fow yeal:s
ago by our (rood friends to the North that we could always count on
them-to do what is in their own best national interest. Is it not a fact
that a few years ago, Canada was exporting oil from its western prov-
inces and importing oil for those people in the eastern provinces where
most of the consumption takes place, the cost of the imports being con-
siderably less or being less than the value of their exports? Was that
not the case here a few years ago?

Secretary SImox. Yes; that is correct, sir.
Senator HAN ENX. And did that situation not turn around when

they found that they were selling oil for less than it was costing them
to import it, and as a consequence, they raised the price of oil very
dramatically, and now, they have even gone further in saving that
it will not be too long until they intend to use most, if not all, of their
oil. to satisfy their own energy requirements?

Secretary SI3Iox. They have the same domestic energy policy that
we do. in attempting to achieve self-sufficiency. And they are building
this Montreal-Sarnia )ipeline to supply the eastern provinces, that
presently are supplied from Venezuela and other potentially insecure
sources.

Senator IL\NSEN. Now, the House, instead of biting the bullet as
I think it should have, has tried to waffle all around the real critical
issue of increasing supply, and has done a little bit about trying to
discourage consumption. and has-talked about quotas. and one thing
or another. What would be the impact of quotas on Canadian im-
ports, as you view their situation now today ?

Secretary SI.o.. 1 (1 not have any numbers, I do not have the
numbers that would relate to Canada or any other country.

Mr. E-x'ns. enatomr I ansen, the Canadians have made very clear
that they are going to decrease their exports to us on a, quite Sharp
scliedile and, on the basis of decisiolis that they have taken, we have
l) ('xpectatiol at this moment that we will 6e importing oil frol
Canada in 1980. That may conceivably change, but the. outlook at the
J)reent time is that it l)pro'bably will not. Oii that basis, it means that
the (Canadiau ex)orters. if there were a quota system, would have a
smaller ' and smaller portion of it. I think probably the availability of
Canadian oil rather thain the size of the quota would le governing.

Senator TA,_-EN. If I could be permitted just one final question,
Mr. Chairman, let. me ask-is it not a fact that the Canadians probably
intend to cut back their exports at a. sharper rate than would result
from the imposition of quotas by Congress?

.fr. ExDERS. That is correct. sir.
Senator hANsr-N. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
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The CHAIR.MAN. I have been advised that the Secretary of the Treas-
irv is due to make a speec at 12:30. 1 believe we should permit him to
make his speech.

What time do you think you might be able to return, Mr. Secretary?
There are three senators, Senators Roth, Brock, and Fannin that have
not had an opportunity to ask any of their questions. I would like
to accommodate them if we can.

Secretary SiMo.N. I could come back at approximately 1:45 p.mn.,
for awhile, Mr. Chairman, and then I have a lot of appointments this
afternoon that are going to have to get rejiggled if I do that.

The CHAIRMAN. 1:45, would that be all right with these three
Senators?

Senator BROCK. I wonder if somebody else could just answer the
questions, Mr. Chairman?

The CHAHMAN. Pardon me?
Senator BROCK. I would not mind asking my questions to his assist-

ant if that is going to strain his schedule too much.
Senator Romr. Or could we submit our questions in vritin(r? *Secretary SImOx. Sure, I would be glad to do that, Senator Roth.Senator \JNN.I. Mr. Chairman. we (to have lei.lat ioi on the floor.I think it would be fine if we could submit the questions. The onlyrequest I would make is, in consideration, if I could have assurancefrom the Secretary that he will read the clapters I have Inarked inthis book on solar energy because I think it will g.ive. him a different,piCthUre as to the potential we have on solar energy.
With that. understanding, I will be very -lad---Senator BROCK. Inasmuch as it applies to Arizona, of course.
S-,tor NN And the Nation and the world.
Tle ChfAIRMNAN. Well then if we have an understanding then thatthe Senators can submit their questions an(l I believe that Senatorrock would like to ask his questions and let whoever you care to

designate respond for you, Mr. Secretary, we will proced on thatbasis. " •r v e o lt a

You will be excused and I hope yon can make your speech. Ifyou have got a magic carpet, you eight make it, you have got 4
minutes to get there.

Senator Haskell?
Senator tIASKELL. Mr1. Clairman, I would merely like eCrmissionto insert in the hearing record letters from the presidents of GM,Ford and Chrysler which embodies the so-called comnitmnent thatwas made by tie automobile companies with the U.S. Governmentt.
The, CIIAI7NMt. Fine.
[The material referred to follows:]

GENERAL MOTORS CORP.,
Ion. ROGiRs C. B. MORTON, Detroit, January 10, 1975.
lzeerrtarq of m/e Interior,
Wa.9hington, D.C.

DAR I. SECRETARY: We are pleased to respond to your letter of Janary 8as chairman of the Energy Resources Council and assure you that General
SThs Informaton referred to wna not available at preRstimp. Tn order to exT'vdnte the-nriPting of these hearings, the Information requested will appear In appendix B of thesp,hearings.
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motors has committed itself to an all-out effort to improve automotive energy
elticiency and to iieet or exc-eed the 1980 fuel economy objectives btatud in your
letter.

This comniitnent is being carried out in a numbler of ways. Our research and
engin(eering jorograls to inl1rove the fuel economy of all our curs are running
full tilt. Also. we have c4,.ilmntted ourselves to large investments in facilities
LU build a much greater percentage of smaller, more energy-efficient cars. To
meet the growing small car demand, we have spent about $2 billion since the
beginning of the program for the Vega, introduced in 1971. Additionally, we
have greatly expanded our capacity to build smaller engines.

As we advised Secretary Brinegar on December 20, we have committed our-
selves to provide passenger cars in 1980 with weights, engine sizes and mechan-
lIal iml)rovements such that the sales-weighted fuel economy will average 18.7
wiles per gallon, assuming carryovex-of 1975 missionsns standards, no additional
weight for safety or dainageability standards and the market mix of cars that
we anticipate (using the I.,PA city and highway test cycles).

In response to your January 8 request, we reiterate this commitment.
We must emalmsize most strongly the need for a productive pause in new

safety regulation, as well as the need for Congressiomnl action in the retention
of 1975 vehicular emis-sion standards, if we are to attain the fuel economy goal.
Our letter of De!emlber 20 to Secretary Brinegar therefore suggested that 1975
standards for both emissions and safety be continued in order to achieve the
desired result.

Obviously, for example, if we were to be required to meet emission levels of
(W.9 ,r./mi. hydrocarbon, 9.0 gr./mi. carbon monoxide and 3.1 gr./mi. nitrogen
oxides-rather than carry over the 1975 standards- the resulting fuel economy
would accordingly be less than what would be attained a t higher levels of
these same exhaust constituents. Moreover, the cost to the customer would be
increased.

Additionally. we must also indicate that such restrictions on emissions will
limit our choices ii the developmen- of requisite engines and control systems.
Somoe qualified technical experts are on record in support of this view. They
assert that niore stringent emissions standards would serve only to narrow the
liethod'(,1 of accomplishing control objectives, with minimal improvement to
the enviroulnent and substantial cost to consumers.

Similarly, the a(ldition of any weight to the vehicles to meet new safety
standards will adversely affect our efforts in achieving the desired fuel econ-
oiny. As we advised Secretary Brinegar on December 20, weight additions due
to safety-related items AN-ill cause-fuel economy reductions on the order of
It gallons per 10,000 miles per 100 pounds of additional weight-or approxi-
1mately I% loss in fuel economy per 100 pounds of additional weight.

Each 100 )Ounds of mandated safety weight effectively can add as much as an
additional 100 pounds to the ear for needed support structure and other require-
mnents. Thus, the assumption in your January 8 letter of new federally mandated
safety standards requiring, on the average car, not more than 100 pounds be- 4
tween the 1974 and 1980 model years could result in appreciable additional need
for imported fuel oil.

As to the remaining points raised in your letter:
() We would expect to continue to participate in voluntary fuel economy

labeling, such as the 1975 program, and to work with appropriate agencies to
iprove, as possible, presentation of information to consumers to allow them to
make meaningful comparisons of fuel economy.

(2) We assume the Presidentially-appointed task force to study and recon-
mend emissions and safety standards and fuel economy objectives beyond 1980
would work with the industry in developing such standards and objectives.

(3) We assume that the fuel economy monitoring program Including seni-
annual reviews of fuel economy improvement plans and progress would be one
that is, mutually satisfactory to the government and the industry. However, we
ask that consideration of this proposal be deferred until details of the program
:ire delineated. Such a program would have to give recognition to the competitive
factors in the auto industry and the need for confidentiality in treatment of in-
formation acquired through such a process.

Moreover, the mandatory fuel economy standards which could evolve from
sueh a monitoring program have potential In themselves for being less effective
than the market forces of a voluntary system in reaching the fuel consumption
objectives of the total program.
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It should be noted that such standards could have the effect of placing restric-
Itins on the availability of certain cars-regardless of consumer needs or in-
tended use of such vehicles. Moreover, it Is frankly conceivable that the customer
de(iiand for a mix of various cars that would emerge in any particular model
year would lie quite different from the mix which a manufacturer would be re-

uiidr(d to produce in order to conform his production to a fuel economy standard.
The problalility is that the manufacturer would be faced with the requireineit
to reduce his oltlput of a particular type of passenger car to redress the balance
ollld come within the standard. One consequence of this could very well be the
(levclolmnt of a quasi-black market for that particular type of car during the
bit ter months of a production year.

An additional consequence would be to delay the removal of older, less fuel-
efficient cars of this type from the road rather than to replace them with more
ftiel eflicient, safer, low emission vehicles, since these proposed standards would
disc(Irage the production and sale of these cars.

Iti vo nelushin, we lutist emphasize that we share fully with you the desire to
lit-iduce and market more fuel-efficient automobiles that will aid the nation in
'enlwing its dependence on imported fuel oil. We assure you of our commitment

to do the engineering. eml)hoy the technical advances and make the capital in-
vtt'.entq to accomplish our objective of a GM sales-weighted passenger car
eveilge fuel economy of 18.7 miles per gallon.

We are sure that you recognize that certain unforeseen events beyond our con-
trol could cause variation ill the outcome. For example, our products, facilities.
lrodbction and distrilmtion planning will, of course, be in conformance with our
Coll llmit i nllent.

IHowever, in any model year conditions in the economy or the market may not
niklk it pos,,ible for us to sell the mix of products that would be required to
neet our commitment. Nonetheless, we will do our best to meet this important
obj,.tive.

We stand ready to work cooperatively with whomever you designate In devel-
,uliih details of those items which will require study and agreement in the
incres.t of achieving a program that will serve the nation.

'Sincerely,
E. M. ESTES, Preident.

TIE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR,
W.1(i ington, D.C., January 8, 1975.

M1r. . M. ESTES,
I'ir'ident. Gcncral Motor., Detroit, Mich.

I EAR IR. ESTES: The Administration requests that General Motors Corpora-
tin inake a public commitment to achieve, by the 1980 model year, a sales-
weihted fuel economy for all its passenger car fleet of at least 18.7 miles per
gallon (using the EPA city and highway test cycles). Su.h an improvement by
10S):0, with appropriate year-by-year progress before 1980, would represent a
.5:3,f gain over General Motor's 1974 fleet average of 12.2 mpg.

For vehicle emission requirements, the Administration intends to propose to
C'onurrss that Federal emission standards be modified for 1977-80 model years
to the levels of the present stricter California standards for emissions of hydro.
'a.liron and carbon monoxide (i.e., 0.9 grams per mile and 9.0 grams per mile,

respectively). Nitrogen oxide emission standards. which are now recognized to
hav( been originally set on the basis of faulty data, will be proposed to remain
at present Federal level.q (i.e.. 3.1 grams per mile) pending development of proper
dato and analysis. Test requirements for these standards would be proposed to
ie on the same or similar basis as for 1975 cars. Our studies indicate that the
above combination of emi.sQion levels and fuel economy represents a reasonable
Rhlarle, to meeting the essential National objectives of clean air and energy
con.w(rvation.

For piurposes of computing imtential fuel economy Improvements, it has been
nssumed that new Federally mandated safety standards will not require, on the
:vernee ear. more thair 100 pounds between the 1974 and 1980 model years.

It is our judgment that. through a combination of engine modifications, weight
reduet ions, transmission improvements and various other actions, General Motors

e I " chiovo these flet av,.rage fuel economy gains while contributing to our other
Nnli,,lal goals.
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To recommend proper levels and timing of emission standards, safety stald-
ards, and fuel economy objectives beyond 1980, we will propose that the President
apl)olnt a Federal task force which would include the Secretary of Transporta-
tion, the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, and the Director
of the National Science Foundation. This task force would be charged with
conducting necessary studies and making specific recommendations to the Presi-
dent by January 1, 1976.

We also request General Motors agree to a fuel economy monitoring program
which would Include senit-annual reviews of fuel economy improvement plans
and progress. Details of the monitoring program would be derelolped jointly
between your Company and the Secretary of Transportation so as to he mutually
satisfactory. If this monitoring program shows that there is likely to be a sig-
nificant short-fall in meeting the above fuel economy objectives, the Administra-
tion would then propose that Congress enact mandatory fuel economy standards.

Finally, we would expect General Motors to continue to participate in the
EPA/PEA Fuel Economy Labeling program. This is a continuing program antici-
pated to have full and uniform participation by the 1976 model year cars.

We would appreciate being advised as soon as possible if General Motors will
commit to these objectives.

Sincerely,
ROGERS C. B. NIORTON.

Ch airm .~ ! Encqjry Re.so urces ('o, ut ei1.

FORD MOTOR CO.,
Dearborn, Mich., January 10, 1975.

1i011. ROGERS C. 11. MORTON,
,cretary of the Interior,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: This is in response to your letter of January S that pro-
poses, among other things, more strict vehicle emission standards and requests a
(ommitinent from Ford Motor Company that with increase average car fuel
economy to at least 18.7 miles per gallon by 1980.

Ford is deeply committed to fuel economy improvements. both !in the national
interest and for competitive reasons. Our commitment is evi(lenced 1). the intro-
duction in the past two model years of all new, more fuel-efficient products, as
well as major manufacturing changes to increase omi small car capacity. Our aim,
however, is to fulfill the commitment to better fuel economy and adequate emis-
sion control at the lowest 1)o)s5ihle cost to the consumer. To (1o otherwise would
add to the depth of the recession in the near-term and help to rekindle inflation in
the long term.

As your letter recognizes, the presently established automotive Pmisiozi stand-
ards for 1977 and beyond must be changed if the ambitious fuel economy goals you
propose are to be achieved. Maximum fuel economy gains can be achieved at low-
est cost to the consumer by a carry-forward of the 1975 49-state control levels for
I11 and CO (1.5/15). The nationwide application of the stricter California stand-
ards (.9/9) would, in our view, delay fuel economy progress and add to con-
sumer costs and inflationary pressures-without producing appreciable air otuality
benefits as compared with a carry-forward of 1975 standards. In addition, it
would sharply~reduce any possibility of system redesign to remove catalyst,4-an
action that could permit substantial reductions in new car cost and increase
refinery yield of gasoline through the use of lead additives.

We can, of course, meet the .9/9 emission levels, as we do so today on produc-
tion units sold in California. It is abundantly clear however, that today's (1ali-
fornia cars cost more and give less fuel economy than today's 49-state cars. Re-
gardless of what fuel economy improvement can be attained at your proposed
standards, more fuel can be saved, more quickly and with lc.,s cost and 1ess invest-
ment if the standards are held at present 49-state levels. At issue, then. is whether
the Incremental gains in emission control levels warrant these negative trade-offs.
We believe they do not. We find no evidence that the proposed tightening of 11CW
and CO standards for 1977-80 production will have a significant effect on national
air quality.

In these circumstances, we must reiterate our view that the optimum cour.se of
action is a carry-over through 1980 of today's 49-state standards, and we shall
continue to advocate this position as vigorously as we can. We urge the Admin-
isration to continue its review of this issue so that final legislative proposals may
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be passed on the best possible assessment. In this regard, we strongly endorse
your determination to utilize a voluntary compliance program in the pursuit of
our common goals. Selection of a voluntary program-rather than a mandated
legislative route with its go/no-go inflexibility, costly and frustrating adminis-
trative burdens and the inherent adversary relationship between government and
the private sector-is most encouraging to us. This decision will put competitive
forces fully to work in the public interest.

With respect to the other points in your letter, we endorse uniform fuel economy
labeling, the provision for fuel economy monitoring by the Department of Trans-
portation and I wish to commend your recognition of the need to establish, as soon
as practicable, optimum long-range emission control levels that will reflect a
reasonable balance between the costs and benefits of improving the nation's
ambient air quality.

In summary, Ford Motor Company believes it can, by the 1980 model year,
achieve a sales-weighted average passenger car fuel economy of 18.7 miles per
gallon, as measured by the present EPA city/highway test procedure, assuming
that the 1977-80 emission standards are set no lower than 0.9 gpm hydrocarbons.
9.0 gpm carbon monoxide and 3.1 gpin oxides of nitrogen. It is our considered
judgment, however, that the imposition of more strict HC and CO control is con-
I rary to the public interest and a most regrettable additional burden to place on
new car customers who ultimately must, through higher prices, pay for what we
view as the totally unnecessary and not insignificant capital investment and
product costs that will be incurred. I hope you will recognize that we are speak-
ing not only for the account of our customers but for the welfare of our em-
ployees as well, thousands of whom are without employment, victims already of
the depression-inflationary spiral that will be fed further by this ill-timed
proposal.

Your desire to increase passenger fuel economy is no greater than ours. To ask
us to achieve it in a manner that is wasteful of both capital and energy supplies
is enormously disturbing to us.

On the other hand, it is even more disturbing that we-find ourselves continually
in a year-by-year adversary relationship with the Federal government over con-
stantly changing standards. Accordingly, in the interest of seeking an accom-
mnodation that should be in our common interest because it holds the promise of
stability for l)lanning purposes, we pledge that we will work in good faith toward
achievement of the fuel economy goal at the emission levels set forth in your
let ter.

Very truly yours,
LEE A. IACOCCA,

Prc8sidcnt.

THE SECRETARY OF TILE INTERIOR,
Washington, D.C., January 8, 1975.

--mhlr. LnE IACOCCA,
1PrcsidcOt, Ford Motor Co.,
Dcarborn, Mich.

DEAR MN. IAcoccA: The Administration requests that the Ford Motor Com-
pany make a public cominitmneut to achieve, by the 1980 model year, a sales-
weighted fuel economy for all its passenger car fleet of at least 18.7 miles per
gallon using the EPA city and highway test cycles). Such an iml)rovement by
1980, wit h appropriate ye.-r-by-year progress before 19S0, would represent a 30%
gain over Ford's 1971 fleet average of 1-1.4 mpg.

For vehicle emission requirements, the Administration intends to propose to
Congress that Federal emnission standards be modified for 1977-80 model years
to the levels of the present stricter California standards for emissions of hydro-
carbon aud carbon monoxide (i.e., 0.9 grants per mile and 9.0 grams per mile,
respectively). Nitrogen oxide emission standards, which are now recognized to
have been originally set on the basis of faulty data, will be proposed to remain
at present Federal levels (i.e., 3.1 grams per mile) pending development of
proper data and analysis. Test requirements for these standards would be pro.
posed to be one the some or similar basis a-, for 1975 cars. Our studies indicate
tbat the above combination of emission levels and fuel economy represents a
reasonable balance to meeting the essential National objectives of clean air and
energy conservation.
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F,,r purposes ,)f computing potential fuel economy iml)rovements, it liis beel
assumed that new Federal mandated safety standards will not require, on the

average car, more than 100 pounds between the 1974 and 1980 model years.
It is our judgment that, through a combination of engine modifications, weight

reductions, transmission improvements and various other actions, Ford can
achieve these fleet average fuel economy gains while contributing to our other
Nationial goals.

To recommend proper levels and thing of emission standards, safety
standards, and fuel economy objective beyond 1980. we will propose that the
President appoint a Federal task force which would Include the Secretary of
Transportation, the Administrator of the Environmental IIro"ection Agency, and
the Director of the National Science Foundation. This task force would lie charged
with conducting necessary studies and making specific recommendations to the
President by January 1, 1976.

We also request Ford agree to a fuel economy monitoring program which
would include semi-annual reviews of fuel economy Improvement plans and
progress. Details of the monitoring program would be developed jointly betw\'eenm
your Company and the Secretaty of Transportation so as to be mutually satis-
factory. If this monitoring program shows that there is likely to he a significant
short-fall in meeting the above fuel economy objectives, the Administration
would then propose that Congress enact mandatory fuel economy standard:,.

Finally, we would expect Ford to continue to participate in the ElPA/FE A
Fuel Economy Labeling program. This Is a continuing program anticipated to
have full and uniform participation by the 1976 model year cars.

We would appreciate being advised as soon as possible if Ford will commit to
these objectives.

Sincerely,
RoGERs C. B. 'MORTON,

Chairman, Enerpy Rcsourcecs Co_'onn'il.

CHRYSLER CORP.,
1101. ROERS . B."MORONDtrit. Mich.. January 10, 1975

Hon. ROGE s C. B . MORTON,

Secretary of thc Interior,
W1ashington, D.C.

DEAR NIR. SECRETARY: Chrysler Corporation is pleased to commit itself to an
all-out effort to meet or exceed the 1980 fuel economy objective under the terms
and conditions you outlined in your letter of January 8, 1975.

We are sure that you recognize that certain events beyond our control, such
as inability to sell automobiles in the projected mix, could cause some unf,4rvs,,on
variation In the outcome. We think it only fair to point (lut, moreover, that we
continue to believe that the public interest would be best served by a carryover
of the 1975 federal standards rather than the more stringent standards cd)r.ta1,Th(d
in your letter, because of the following beneficial effects: 1) it would n:oSe no
measurable sacrifice of mir quality: 2) it would yield additional fuel saving'-: 3)
it would be less costly ; and 4) it should obviate any need for removing .miplmur
from gasoline.

However, if the decision must be made on the basis of the emission stanlird
cited In your letter, we commit ourselves and our resources to this effort.

We stand ready to cooperate with whomever you designate in developing t1w,
program details.

Sincerely yours,
JoHN ,3. RIcc.aRo,

Pr( y i (Ic t.

Triw SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

Washin~ton, D.C., January 8, ;975.
Mr. JOHN J. RICCARDO.
IPresident. Chrys.cr Corp.,
Detroit, Mich.

DEAR MR. RICCARDO: The Administration requests that the Clrysler Corpora-
tion make a public commitment to achieve, by the ISO model year, a sles-
weighted fuel economy for all Its passenger car fleet of at least 18.7 miles per
gallon (using the EPA city and highway test cycles). Such an improvement by
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1980, with appropriate year-by-year progress before itSo. would represent a 35%
gain over Chrysler's 1974 fleet average of 13.8 mpg.

For vehicle emission requirements, the Administration intends to l)ropos to
Congress that Federal emission standards be modified for 1977-80 model years to
the levels of the present stricter California standards for emissions of hydro-
carbon and carbon monoxide (i.e., 0.9 grams per mile and 9.0 grams per mile,
respectively). Nitrogen oxide emission standards. which are now recognized to
have been originally set on the basis of faulty data, will be proposed to remain
at present Federal levels (i.e., 3.1 grams per mile) pending development of proper
data and analysis. Test requirements for these standards would he proposed to
be on the same or similar basis as for 1975 cars. Our studies Indicate that the
above combination oif emission levels and fuel economy represents a reasonable
lslance to meeting the essential National objectives of clean air and energy
conservation.

For purposes of computing potential fuel economy improvements, it has been
assumed that new Federally mandated safety standards will not require, on time
average car, more than 100 pounds between the 1974 and 1980 model years.

It is our judgment that, through a combination of engine modifications, weight
reductions, transmission improvements and various other actions, Chrysler can
achieve these fleet average fuel economy gains while contribution to our other
National goals.

To recommend proper levels and tifing of emission standards, safety stand-
ards, and fuel economy objectives beyond 1980. we will propose that the Presi-
dent appoint a Federal task force which would include the Secretary of Trans-
portation. the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, and tile
Director of the National Science Foundation. This task force would be charged
with conducting necessary studies and making specific recommendations to the
President by January 1, 1976.

We also request Chrysler agree to a fuel economy monitoring program which
would include semi-annual reviews of fuel economy improvement plans and
progress. Details of the monitoring program would be developed jointly between
your Company and the Secretary of Transportation so as to be mutually satis-
factory. If this monitoring program shows that there is likely to he a signilicant
short-fall in meeting the above fuel economy objectives, the Administration
would then propose that Congress enact mandatory fuel economy standards.

Finally, we would expect Chrysler to participate In the EPA/FEA Fuel
Economy Labeling program. This is a continuing program anticipated to have
full and uniform participation by the 1976 model year cars.

We would appreciate being advised as soon as l)ossihle if Chrysler will coin-
mit to these objectives.

Sincerely,
ROGERS C. B. MORTON.,

Chairrnan, Energy Resources Couticil.

The, CAT.rM.\x. "Mr. Secretary, it may be that some of the. other
Senators might want to ask further questions. If they do, perhaps
you might be able to visit with them later on in the day, after Mr.
Zarb has testified. AVlit is your situation after 5 o'clock?

Secretary SIMoN. I have to fly up for an engagement that las been
on my calendar to Buffalo this evening and fly back late tonight. I ,am
leaving later this afternoon for that.

The CITAIR.-MA-N. I See. For the time being then. we will excuse v"n,
Mr. Secretary.

Secretary SvMox. I will be glad to come back anytime. I[.
Chairman.The ChAI RM.N. Mr'. Zarb will be here tils a afternoon.

Senator Brock ?
Senator Bnocii. A re we going to stay now ?
The CITAIMAN. V ell. you said that you would be s,tisfled to ask

your questions of one of his assistants., Mr. Par'skv is here.
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Senator BROCK. Yes, if the Senator from Colorado is going to leave
I wanted to ask one question relating to his earlier question.

Senator HASKELL. Certainly.
Senator BROcK. Mr. Parsky, earlier in the hearings Senator Haskell

suggested that the proposed deferment of tax on dividends would be
an incentive or an advantage to the. rich. Now, if I understand the

proposal, it is that instead of cash dividends that the utilities would
allowed to issue stock.

Mr. PARSiY. That is correct.
Senator BROCK. And the stock would not l)e taxed until sold? But

at the time it was sold it would be taxed at ordinary income rates?,
Mr. PARSKY. That is correct, it is just a deferment.
Senator BROCK. Then there is no possibility of the so-called rich

being given a tax break by this device because if they had gotten
their tax dividend they would have paid a tax?

Mr. PAnsKY. That is right.
Senator BRiOCK. And they would have had the cash remaining. If

they (o rot sell that stock, they do not pay the tax but as soon7as they
sell it they pay the full tax at ordinary rates?

Mr. PARSKy. At ordinary income rates and I do not have the
breakdown, Senator, of the ownership of utility stocks and who
would benefit and who would not from that. But, in any event, it is
not a tax that would at no point be recovered. It is just 'a deferment.

Senator BROciK. My point, is that there is no advantage to a stock-
holder in this system. The advantage lies in the maintenance of capital
level for thei utilities for investment purposes but the individual gets
no benefit whatsoever?

Mr. .11Psiy. That is correct.
Senator BizocK. Because if he wants the cash so lie can spend it for

his own consumption he has to sell the stock at which point he pays
the regular income tax rate?

Mr. PARsK-Y. That is right.
Senator I-. SiE:,L. Would the Senator yield for just one comment?
Senator BReCK. Yes.
Senator I[ASKELL. I have suggested that possibly the same treat-

ment he given on interest on Government bonds and on savings ac-
counts and the Secretary responded that that might be interpreted
.as a lenefit to the people in the 20-40 per-ent bracket who lie charac-
terized as the rich. And I merely stated that I felt this fell into the
same category.

Senator BnoCK. Wel], let me make this point. I think I a;zree with
both of you, that may sound confusing, but I think if you will study
the tal)les of those who own stock you will find thift the average income
of a stoekhohler in this country is about $16,000 a year. That can
hardly be categorized as rich in today's society.

Now, the owner of bonds, in contrast, would have a considerably
higher-and I have forgotten the figure but Mr. IParsky can supply it.

Mr. P,\Rs cy. Sure.
Senator Buoci. But tle owner of Federal and in particular tax-

exempt bonds, the municipal securities, is a much higher income type
of person and lie would benefit by your proposal.

Senator II.KE.rI,. I was referring to the holders of Federal Gov-
ernment bonds and also savings accounts.
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Senator BnocK. In that case I think you will find-at least I believe
that it is true-that even there the average income of those individuals
is higher than the average stockholders. But, the point I am trying
to make is, in this particular instance there is, no advantage to the
stockholder, be he rich or poor, because when he gets that income in
a cash form he pays a tax on it at the ordinary income tax rate.

So, there is no advantage to him unless he postpones it to retirement
age and at that point his tax level is lower because his income is lower.
In that case you could have a point.

Let me just make a couple of other points-maybe Mr. Parsky,
you would supply for the record if you have these figures, the average
income level of utility stockholders and of stockholders in general. I
would be most interested in seeing those figures.

Mr. PARSKY. Certainly we will supply those.*
Senator BROCK. Just a couple of other points and, Mr. Chairman,

if I might continue-you say, or Secretary Simon said that we will
get a response to this increase of say, 9 or 10 cents a gallon because
the automobile manufacturers will produce lower consumption cars
and that houses and buildings will have better engineering, better
insulation.

I think that is probably true but, does not that statement presuppose
adequate capital inventories to make capital investments as opposed
to consumer investments? Because when you do $1,500 or $2,500 worth
of insulation on your house that is a today purchase, it drains the
capital formation market much more than the payment of an addi-
tional $12 a month on utility bills.

So, what you are requiring then is a sizable increase in capital
formation in order to achieve a reduction in consumption. And I
find that strange because Mr. Simon has made quite a point in recent
months of the concern that he has with the adequacy of capital forma-
tion in this society.

Mr. PARSKY. Well, I think there are several points I would make.
First of all, you have to take into account both the short- and long-

term energy savings and you have to also take into account the pro-
posals we would have with respect to energy taxes and use of the price
mechanism which would affect, to some extent, an increased willing-
ness on the part of industry to invest and other tax reform measures
which Bill has outlined, that would increase the willingness on the
part of industry to invest.

I think that use of the investment tax credit, looking at the possi-
bilities for integrating the corporate and individual income tax and
a number of other mechanisms, will increase the emphasis on capital
formation and savings.

Senator BROCK. My time has expired, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will meet again. I will say at 3:15,

when Mr. Zarb is available to us this-afternoon.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statements of Secretary Simon and Mr. Enders

follows:]J

*The Information referred to was not available at presstime. In order to expedite the
printing of these hearings, the information requested will appear in appendix B of these
hearings.

55-5S3-75-pt. 1-27
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STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE WILLIAMX\ E. SIMON, SECRETARY OF TIE TREASURY

Mr. Chairman and members of this distinguished Committee:
I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today to comment on 11.R.

6860, which you are now reviewing, and to discuss a number of other considera-
tions relating to the development of energy policy.

INTRODUCTION

kt the outset, I would like to reemphasize the urgent need to establish a
national energy policy and a comprehensive and integrated legislative program to
help achieve It. Energy policy simply cannot be approached on a piecemeal basis.

In formulating a sound national program, we must address both the supply
and the demand aspects of the energy equation. The shortfall in domestic supply,
of course, has to be accommodated through imports. The urgency of the import
problem Is highlighted by the fact that, during the first quarter of 1975, we im-
ported about 37% of all the oil we used, at a value of $25.8 billion annually.

The President has already determined that our current imports of oil are of
such volume and under such circumstances as to threaten to impair our national
security. He has acted within his authority to constrain demand through the
imposition of an additional license fee on crude oil and products. This limited
action is an initial step, but we need to get on with further energy measures
without delay.

As you know, our current domestic production of crude oil and natural gas
has been declining. In spite of a 20% increase in exploration and drilling
activity during the last year, the decline in production has not yet been reversed.
In the wake of declining production, we are not well prepared to withstand
another embargo. For example, domestic crude oil production for March 1975
was 9.6% less than in October 1913, and natural gas production had declined
by 5.6%

While energy demand declined by slightly over 2% in 1974, recent indicators.
particularly in the area of motor gasoline, are that consumption is moving up
again. As the economy continues to recover, we expect demand for petroleum
and natural gas to increase in the last half of this year.

The anticipated consequences are clear-demand, in the absence of new leg-
islation, is expected to move up, the production will continue to decline: and
we anticipate an inevitable increase in imports, with the resulting adverse
impacts on national security and balance of trade.

CURRENT STATUS ON ENERGY LEGISLATION

Since the President submitted his legislative proposals for a national energy
policy last January, the Congress has not enacted any legislation which would
address our energy problem in a comprehensive and balanced way. On the
contrary, the Tax Reduction Act of 1975, while it was essential to help stim-
ulate the economy, will negatively affect our domestic energy program through
t he changes in the depletion allowance.

Altering the percentage depletion allowance has the net effect of withdrawing
$1.6 billion from oil producers this year and about $2 billion per year there-
ufter. The reduction in depletion is, in effect, a permanent tax increase on the
oil producer at the very time we need additional investment in domestic explora-
tion and development. It has already had a significant adverse effect on explora-
tion. To remove this incentive without a compensating decontrol of prices will
substantially impede reaching our national goal of greater energy independence.

ENERGY ALTERNATIVES

While alternate energy sources, such as solar energy, oil shale, nuclear fusion
and synthetic fuels are promising after 1985, the greatest energy potential for
the next ten years is from our conventional oil, gas and coal resources. Today,
almost 77% of our energy consumption comes from oil and gas and about 18%
from coal. These are our basic sources of energy. Our distribution facilities as
well as our plants and equipment are designed to use these sources. Substantial
conversionss of our plants, our industries and our homes to use other energy
forms is not likely within the next ten years.

Recently, the U.S. Geological Survey released estimates of undiscovered oil
and natural gas resources in the range of 50-127 billion barrels of oil and 322-
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655 trillion cubic feet of gast. While these new estimates are lower than the
previous ones, they are significantly larger than existing proved reserves of
40.6 billion barrels of oil (including natural gas liquids) and 233 trillion cubic
feet of gas.

In addition, there are in known fields enormous quantities of oil that have
nt been produced as a result of inadequate technology and uneconomical prices.
In fact, by present methods we are able to produce only about 30 percent
of oil which has been found. This means that almost twice as much remains
in the ground as has been produced and is in included in known proved reserves.
There are promising technological developments which may improve the recovery
rate, and increased prices make it economical to develop these technologies and
to produce these more difficult reserves.

Clearly, a potential exists for additional production through additional ex-
ploration and secondary and tertiary recovery; but only if there are sufficient
financial incentives. The Project Independence Report estimates that, by 1985
at $11 per barrel equivalent prices, domestic oil production will increase from
current levels of about 8.5 million barrels per day to 13.1 million barrels per
day, and that natural gas production will rise from 21.3 trillion cubic feet to 24.6
trillion cubic feet.

I have emphasized the need for increased domestic oil and gas production
because these sources provide real potential in the near term for significant
quantities of additional energy. In addition, we must look to coal and other
sources.

Today, this nation has about a third of all the recoverable coal reserves in
the world. We are the largest exporter of coal in the world, and at 1973 levels
of consumption we have enough coal to burn for 800 years. Yet coal production
in the United States today is lower than it was thirty years ago. In 1960, coal
represented 23% of our energy consumption; last year this dropped to 18%.
This trend has to be reversed. Our goal of 1.2 billion tons per year of production
by 1985 will not be reached if we do not remove government impediments and
create incentives for expanded production. This must include improved transpor-
tation facilities as well as the opening of new mines.

In the remaining areas, nuclear power is also a very promising source ,f
energy. By 1985, it is expected to furnish 13% of our total domestic supply,
up from 2% in 1975. There are, however, limitations in its use. It is confined to
electricity generation, and its development is plagued by construction, regula-
tory and siting delays. This country was a pioneer in the development of nuclear
power; yet today it can take up to 11 years to build a power plant In the
United States while only 4 to 41A years in Europe and Japan. Why? Because
of excessive governmental regulations.

While there has been some progress in developing synthetic fuels, substantial
volumes of these fuels are years away. So, for the next ten years, our main
focus for expansion of energy resources must be on oil and gas, coal and
nuclear energy. We must continue to recognize, however, that the chief bar-
riers to all new energy production lie at our own doorstep, right here in Wash-
ington, D.C., in the problems created by the Clean Air, the moratorium on
coal leasing as well as price and supply regulation affecting oil and gws. This
Administration is firmly in favor of protecting the public health through
balanced clean air standards and protecting the environment. At the same timp,
while never losing sight of our environmental and safety concerns, we inii-t
strive to ensure that our policies are properly balanced to meet our expanding
energy needs.

FINANCIAL REQUMhEMENTS

I have previously discussed the extraordinary need for capital investments
to meet future energy demands. The capital requirements for energy alone will
approximate $1 trillion in the next decade. The required investments for domes-
tic petroleum are variously estimated to range between $12 and $20 billion a
year through 1985, based on 1973 dollars.

The availability of such capital funds will depend on the profitability of the
oil industry. Recent reports indicate that, during the first quarter of 1975, the
earnings of major oil companies fell off sharply from the level for the first
quarter of 1974. This has been due to nationalization moves abroad and low
margins on servicing foreign operations as well as the lack of price incentives
at home. Concurrently, the major companies have announced substantial invest-
ment cutbacks. Since there is a direct relationship between the supply of energy
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knd the investment made to secure that supply, the availability of capital will
largely determine whether we receive the energy we need. Unless we recognize
the need to increase investment and capital formation and realize that profit-
ability is essential to this, we will not be able to develop needed supplies of
energy and our reliace on foreign sources will increase.

COMMENTS ON H.R. 6860

With thnt background in mind, I will turn to the bill on which you have asked
me to comment. IH.R. 6860, the Energy Conservation and Conversion Act of 1975,
consists of four titles:

Title I-Import Treatment of Oil
Title II-Other Energy Conservation Programs
Title II-Energy Conservation and Conversion Trust Fund
Title IV-Encouraging Business Conversion for Greater Energy Savings

I will limit my comments primarily to tax issues, because I know that Frank
Zarb, the Administrator of the Federal Energy Administration, will cent in
detail on other issues. I would, however, like also to comment upon the difficult
problems associated with a quota restriction on imports.

TITI I

There have been suggestions that, instead of increasing oil prices to reduce
oil consumption, we should simply reduce the supply of oil available by placing
a quota on the amount of oil that can be imported. Proponents of quotas argue
that we could not consume oil that was not available.

That sounds simple. However, such ai argument leaves off in midair, and does
not consider what happens' after. the quota is imposed. Ono of two things is pos-
sible: prices of oil.will rise, just as in the case of an import fee; or,'alternatively,
shortages and/or rationing will occur.

QUOTA WITHOUT FURTHER CONTROLS

If we put a quota on imports, the price of oil will. rise unless we take further
action to prevent that rise. If we knew for sure that a 10-cent-a-gallon price
increase would reduce consumption by 1 million barrels daily, we could be
equally sure that an import quota that reduced consumption by 1 million barrels
would increase U.S. prices by the same 10 cents. We are dealing with the same
supplies and the same demand and they will balance out at the same place. Thus,
an import fee and a quota are likely to have identical price implications.

A quota system, however, has two disadvantages. First, a quota normally leaves
the additional price increase in the hands of importers and producers, rather than
in the hands of the government.

Second, a quota would probably be more disruptive of economic activity, be-
cause the expectation of quota reductions would create new business
uncertainties.

QUOTA WITH CONTROLS

Some proponents of a quota would introduce controls to prohibit the price
increases that would normally follow from it. But such controls would, in turn.
create shortages. At artificially low prices, the quantities demanded will exceed
the supply. The shortages could then be distributed across the population by a
system of allocation or rationing. We might embark on an era of chronic short-
age and maladjustment, without the incentives to develop more sources of supply
and to accept substitutes. I do not think the public would tolerate such a system.

An allocation program is sometimes cited as a solution-primarily, I think,
on the mistaken notion that it would avoid rationing. But allocation is itself a
system of partial rationing which occurs at the business rather than consumer
level. An allocation program would deny businesses some of the supplies they
need to continue functioning, and would lead to business dislocations and the loss
of Jobs. Further, much of the impact will be felt by small and growing businesses.
The established and large enterprises can reduce, but others do not have such
flexibility.

We could find a continuation of the situation that occurred last winter when
plants closed because they could not get a sufficient "allocation" of natural gas.
Undoubtedly thousands of jobs would be lost. At the retail level, quantities would
be rationed by queueing, as was gasoline last winter. Nor would all of this
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not rise due to. shortages,, we would ultimately have to ration gaoline, fuel o!4
fertilizers and petrochemicals.

Rationing is certainly one way of 'curbing demand and a number of nation
leaders have proposed it. We could perhaps live with rationing in a period of
temporary emergency. But as a way of life, I suggest it Is fundamentally ino#-
sistent with our system and with the spirit of the American public.

Even in times of emergency, rationing has never worked fairly or efficiently.'
To cut a million barrels a day from our consumption by rationing only gasoline
for private households, we would have to hold drivers to an average of less
than 9 gallons per week-a reduction of about 25% from today. To reach a 2 mil-
lion barrels a day reduction by 1977 would require a second 25% reduction.
Some persons would obviously need more, which means that the basic ration
for ordinary persons would have to be even less. But gasoline accounts for
only part of each barrel of oil, and we would clearly need to ration the remain-

* ing products, too-fuel oil, Jet fuel, diesel fuel, refinery products going into
petrochemicals, etc. Who would decide which persons needed more and which
needed less of each of these things? Every family, every car and motorbike,
every store, school, church, every manufacturer-everything and everybody-
would have to obtain a permit for a certain quantity of gasoline, electrlcity,
natural gas, etc. Those allocations would have to be changed every ine someone
was born or died or moved or got married or divorced, and every time a business
was started, merged, sold out or bought another, or the church or school added
on a new room. And some government official would have to approve it.

Last year, when we considered the feasibility of rationing gasoline, we con-
cluded that while it could be implemented, it would take four to six months to
set up, employ about 15 to 20,000 full-time people, incur $2 billion in federal
costs, use 40,000 post offices for distribution, and require 3,000 state and local
boards to handle exceptions. When we consider the problems of just getting the
mail delivered, are we really ready to trust an army of civil servants-however
able and well intentioned-to decide who deserves just what of this basic
commodity? ...

People should ask themselves which they prefer: an increase in prices, or a
system in which someone else could tell them now and for the indefinite future
where and when they might drive or how warm they might keep which rooms.

Does anyone honestly, believe that the American publiC is willing to trade
thPse basic freedoms-in perpetuity-for 100 a gallon? r.

The President has proposed instead that we reduce consumption of oil by
the most neutral and least bureaucratic system available-through the price
system. The energy proposals would raise tile price of oil. At the same time,
income 'ax cuts would increase the disposable incomes of every household. Tax-
payers could, if they wish, continue to purchase more expensive oil and ofl
products. And they would have extra money to do it with. The question they
would face Is whether they wish to sped that extra money for more expensive
oil or whether they wish to use it for some other purpose-but the choice will
be theirs. Imposing quotas as Title I does and instituting rigid allocations or
rationing will move us in exactly the wrong direction.

Another undesirable feature of Title I Is that it eliminates the President's
current authority to impose import fees and tariffs, and replaces it with set
duties on imported oils and authorities to raise these duties to a fixed level.
We believe that this will severely hamper our domestic program by removing
needed flexibility to maintain adequate price protection for domestic supplies.

TITLE II

Title II of II.R. 6860 provides, along with a nontax measure relating to auto
efficiency standards, for the repeal of certain excise taxes on buses used in inter-
city public transportation, and on radial tires and rerefined lubricating oil. The
ASdministration itself has proposed a comparable change in the tax treatment
of rerefired lubricating oil, but we oppose the selective or discriminatory repeal
9)f excise taxes. While repealing excise taxes on intercity public transportation
might save some energy by reducing the use of private transportation, our
policy with reslpct to exeie taxes that flow into the Highway Trust Fund has
been that all highway users should bear the cost of highway maintenance, and
we believe that the potential energy savings here do not ":,'arrant a change in
this policy.
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Title II also gives tax credits to individuals who Install home Insulation or
solar energy equipment, or who buy electric cars. In January, the President
proposed a tax credit for home insulation. It is a relatively Inexpensive item,
with proven energy-saving qualities. By contrast, solar equipment and electric
cars are expensive items, years away from development and the cost effective-
ness of which has not been satisfactorily proven. We do want to encourage solar
energy and we should do so through Federal support of R&D; but not attempt
to develop such long-term energy sources through tax incentives, we oppose
these tax credits to consumers because they appear to be premature.

TITLE IXI

Title III provides for an Energy Conservation and Conversion Fund, for the
purpose of promoting research and development. We oppose such a Fund. All
trust funds reduce flexibility in managing the national budget. Furthermore,
trust funds make available large sums of money without first defining needs
and priorities, encouraging the Federal government to overtake and supplant
private sector efforts. When potential sources of revenue are set aside for special
purposes, we do not have access to those sources, which may not continue to be
needed for the original purposes. The Highway Trust Fund, which the President
has recently announced he will reduce, offers a good example of why such funds
should be approached with great caution. Consequently, we resist the prolifera-
tion of trust funds, although we are prepared to discuss various ways in which
to promote needed commitments to the development of new energy resources.

With respect to this Fund, for research and development, I would add that
the new Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) has under-
taken, and the Congress has approved, a major acceleration of Federal energy
R&D programs, including a 63% Increase in funding in FY 1975. The Trust
Fund would seem to ignore these developments, and indeed earmarks amounts
of funds that may bear little relationship to the need for spending or the ability
to spend wisely.

Title IHI also provides for a Trust Fund Review Board of five members
appointed by the President, and whose duties would include evaluating projects
for which expenditures are made and recommending changes to Congress.
Although the Board would help select ERDA priorities, it would have no direct
responsibility for ERDA activities. Such a role could possibly duplicate duties
of other government agencies and fragment the management effort.

TITLE IV

Title IV aims to encourage businesses to use fuels other than petroleum and
natural gas. Part I imposes taxes, beginning in 1977, on the business use of
petroleum and natural gas. There are two weaknesses here.

First, the bill exempts from tax the oil and gas used by firms engaged in
transportation, agriculture, mining, electric generation in. existing plants, tex-
tile and glass manufacture, or in rental housing or lodging. Additionally, certain
tax-exempt organizations vould not have to pay the tax on purchases of oil and
gas. The result would be an exemption for many major, industrial users of oil
and gas, causing serious efficiency losses in the business sector.

Secondly, even if the tax on oil and gas used by business were to cover all
businesses, the result would be an undesirable distortion in petroleum usage.
Prices of products would be tilted in favor of gasoline for private cars, fuel oil
and gas for home heating and other non-business uses. Yet one of the main pur-
poses of the President's program is to reduce consumption; and the individual
consumer often offers the best scope for such reduction.

Ultimately. the best way to cut down consumption of oil and gas will be to
raise prices across the board, as was intended by the President's program, rather
than to impose most of the conservation burden on one or two sectors of the
economy.

I'art 11 of Title IV introduces a set of five-year amortization provisions for
investment in "energy use property" including certain facilities used to produce
coal or shale oil, to liquify or gasify coal, to use solar energy, and to burn Solid
waste to produce thermal energy. Part II also provides for five-year amortization
for Investment in certain railroad equipment and facilities and extends for four
additional years the amortization provision of section 184(e) relating to railroad
rolling stock. 'art III extends the investment credit to solar energy equipment
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and denies use of the investment credit for investment "n electric generating
plants fueled by petroleum or natural gas.

We do not feel that the five-year amortization an(l investment credit proposals
should be enacted. Wherever the economics are favorable, there Is no need for a
tax subsidy for coal mining or for utilizing solid waste as a fuel. Instead, we
Shi6uld-concentrate on removing the governmental impediments. When the tech-
nologies for such things as solar energy utilization and shale oil production exist,
the economics of-business decision-making Should suffice to induce their adop-
tion. Where the technologies are lacking, what is needed is research and develop-
ment-not an investment subsidy.

Whatever the merits of a policy of curtailing the construction of oil and gas-
fired electric generating facilities. I would urge the Committee to reject the
proposal to deny the investment credit for such facilities and to accept our
approach to assist utilities which I will discuss in a moment. There may be cases
where utility companies will be forced to use oil or gas, either because they are
required to meet environmental standards, or because they are situated where
coal supplies are not available at reasonable prices. Denying investment credit
would be another unavoidable capital cost that would be reflected in higher prices
for selected groups of consumers. Thus, this proposal is inequitable.

More importantly, however, this proposal would, for the first time, introduce
extraneous selective criteria for investment credit qualification. The economic
and tax policy justification for our investment tax credit are somewhat more com-
plex than other incentives for business investment, but its neutrality is a highly
desirable characteristic.

The Administration has recognized the advisability of easing the capital cost
of converting to facilities not fired by oil or gas. Accordingly, we proposed to
increase from 10 to 12 percent the credit for such facilities. However, denying
the credit entirely so as to increase the capital cost of certain investmelits on the
grounds that they are "unworthy" is quite a di1ffereUt matter. In that sense, the
H.R. 6860 proposal is an unacceptable departure from the general neutrality of
the investment credit. Accordingly, I urge this Committee to reject the changes
in the investment credit proposed by HT,. 68W0.

Finally, in ¢onhinctlon witli all the provisions of Title IV, it is important to
note that tax subsidies generally address the results of the problem, not the
causes. ye must clear away the regulatory and price disincentives to energy
development flst. Further, tax subsidies generally benefit only persons with tax
liabilities. However, new and unprofitable businesses also should be encouraged
to convert to alternative energy sources to conserve, or to increase supply.

The government could better direct its efforts to enepurage conservation and
conversion directly, such as the programs initiated by FEA aLd ERDA. The
government is already spending much money for energy research and develop-
ment. Total outlays for ERDA for example, are expected to exceed $3 billion
during fiscal year 1976. Following further progress in technology and after iden-
tifying those energy areas which offer the best potential, it way become clear that
we should step up government efforts in well-defined areas.

In summary, we find that we cannot support most of the tax aspects of H.R.
6860, particularly in view of the unsatisfactory energy savings that we can expect
from the bill. Likewise, these disappointing expectations make it difficult to
justify estimated revenue losses from H.R. 6860 of $768 million for 1976 and
(ver $1 billion for 1980. More important, gross revenue gains from H.R. 6860
would go into the Trust Fund and would be spent. However, the revenue losses
from the bill must also be taken into account in assessing the full impact on the
Nation's budget. Dt ing so. the ultimate effect of the bill would be to increase
I-he deficit by more than $2 billion in fiscal 1970 and more than $3.5 bl!in in
fiscal 1980.

COMMENT ON THE DECONTROL OF PRICES FOR NEW NATURAL
GAS AND OLD CRUDE OIL

leaving commented on the specific provisions of the bill under consideration
(II.R. UG(0), I would like to direct your attention to omissions which the Admin-
istration feels are essential to the development of a comprehensive energy policy.

WVe need a definite plan to deregulate the prices of new natural gas and old
oil-that part of domestic oil production which is still subject to price controls.
l)econtrolling prices and eliminating allocations are, perhaps, the most important
parts of the President's program. Keeping a dual price system for crude oil and
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the' oii entitlements program creates distribution and economic problems which
could permanently distort thet marketplace. Such distortions change the basis'
of decision-making from one based on cost effectiveness to one based on political
considerations. Retaining such a system will threaten the efficiency of the
economy, and ultimately result in higher prices to the consumer.

DECONTROL OF NEW NATURAL GAS

A failure to increase prices will surely accelerate the already alarming decline
in supplies of natural gas. On June 6, the Federal Power Commission released pre-
liminary 1974 statistics indicating a further decline in natural gas resources
committed to interstate pipelines. Dedicated reserves dropped from 134.3 trillion
cubic feet at the end of 1973 to 120.4 tef at the end of 1974, the seventh consecutive
year of decline.

The FPC also released a staff report showing net curtaihnents of firm service
by interstate pipelines of over 2 trillion cubic feet (roughly 10% of total U.S. 4'
production) during the period April 1974 through March 1975. Such curtail-
nients are expected to increase to nearly 3 trillion cubic feet for the period from
April 1975 through March 1976.

If supplies of natural gas decrease at current rates, replacement costs for
alternate energy will increase dramatically. For example, the FPC reports that
in January 1975 on a BTU-(heat) basis, utilities paid almost 3 times more
for oil than for gas and nearly 11/2 times more for coal. Homeowners and
industrial plants are faced with similar or even higher costs (because of beating
plant modification) for substitute energy, if natural gas supplies continue to

-decline.
With deregulation and higher wellhead prices for natural gas, it will pay to

drill in marginal areas, to work over marginal wells, to make distant pipeline
connections which are not onw economically feasible and to drill in the high-risk
frontier areas where there is real hope for significant new discoveries. Without
higher prices, gas sold in interstate commerce will continue to decline, increasing
the unit of cost of pipeline deliveries, creating uncertainties in supplies for busi-
nesses and homeowners and requiring the use of high cost energy substitutes.
This, in turn, will further depress the amount of natural gas resources, which
have already declined from 22 years' supply in 1955 to .currently less than 11
years' mpply. I do not believe we should place homeowners and industry in such
jeopardy. -

ELIMINATION OF THE TWO-TIER PRICE SYSTEM FOR CRUDE OIL

Because of the uncertainties of past price control policy, we must also address
the deregulation of "old" oil prices. In doing so, we must keep in mind the dual
objectives of increasing domestic oil supply and restraining oil demand.

Because of price controls, about 60 percent of our production is selling at an
average price of $5.25. In 1970, domestic oil production peaked, declined slightly
for the next three years and accelerated to about a 5 percent decline last year. Oil
production today is nearly 500,00 barrels a day below last year's rate and about
I million barrels a day below 1973.

Decontrolling oil prices will allow the free market to provide the needed incen-
tives to discover new reserves and increase recovery from existing wells which will
help reverse this trend. Further, by allowing oil to be sold at the market price,
consumption will be reduced. Moreover, allowing oil prices to reach a level reflect-
ing world conditions will also serve as an incentive to investment in alternate
energy resources and to the vigorous expansion of R&D programs.

Clearly, the most important element of an effective energy policy is the deregula-
tion of energy prices in order to restore free ma rket forces.

In January, the President proposed Immediate decontrol of crude oil prices, and
a tax on producers that would assure that no sector of the economy would gain an
unfair advantage from decontrol.

Since January, much has occurred to influence the structure of a legislative
program for decontrol as well as the tax which should be applied to producers.
Taking all of this into account and in a spirit of compromise, today th- 'resident
has proposed phased, rather than immediate decontrol, with a ceiling on all
domestic oil prices. The plan will phase out price controls on domestic oil by
January 1978.

This phased decontrol program, combined with the $2 Increse In import fees
already imposed by the President, will reduce demand by almost 900,t(O barrels per
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day by 1977. Such actions, coupled with the President's other proposals contained
In the Energy Independence Act of 1975, will reduce our oil imports by two million
barrels per day by 1977. HR. 6860, on the other hand, can be expected to reduce
imports by only about 300,000 barrels per day In 1977.

Complete decontrol of domestic production, and the $2 import fee, would raise
consumer costs by only about 10 cents per gallon, some of which has already taken
effect. The President's phased decontrol program will increase prices of all petro-
leum products by about 1 cent a gallon by the end of 1975, by about 4 cents by the
end of 1976 and by 7 cents when fully in effect in 1978.

In conjunction with decontrol, we are still seeking a reasonable windfall profits
tax, which would include a plowback provision. We must recognize that depletion
has been removed and that costs of finding and producing oil have continued to
rise, further eroding the profitability of oil producers and limiting their ability to
increase their investment. As such, we would like to work closely with this com-
rnittee In structuring a tax which will ensure that profits are no more than are
needed to increase future supplies.

We believe that the tax should phase out over a period of years to take ac-
count of continuing cost Increases and to encourage investment in supplies that
will come on stream near the end of that period.

Further, it may be most appropriate to impose the tax on only "old" oil-that
which is decontrolled under the plan-so that the function of the tax will be to
phase in increases in producers' revenues over an acceptable period. Under such
a proposal, the tax would not apply to currently uncontrolled oil, on the gro funds
that net profits on that production have been diminished by the elimination of
percentage depletion and the rising costs of discovery and development.

A plowback provision will provide further assurance that price deregulation
and added taxes will not serve to adversely discourage needed investment in new
domestic supplies. A plowback proposal must be carefully drawn to accomplish
the reinvestment objective without encouraging wasteful drilling or other
extravagance.

EXCISE TAXES ON NATU L GAS AND DOMESTIC CRUDE OIL

In addition to the decontrol of oil 'prices, the President proposed in Jahiuary
a progressive increase in import fees on petroleum and petroleum products as well
as excise taxes on domestic crude oil and natural gas. The President also pro-
posed that these taxes and fees be rebated to the American people. It's important
to emphasize that the President's program is all interrelated. No one part should
be considered in isolation.

With respect to the Import fee, as you know, a $2 increase on crude oil imports
and 60 Increase on products are now in effect. The $2 per barrel excise tax on
domestic crude oil is needed, in part to recapture from domestic producers the
price rise induced by the Import fee.

The President's proposal with respect to natural gas is an excise tax of 370
per m.c.f. On a BTU equivalent basis this is equal to the $2 per barrel tax on
crude oil. Unlike the oil excise tax imposed on producers to soak up a price In-
crease to consumers, the gas excise tax is imposed at the consumer level to facili-
tate orderly decontrol of prices, to accelerate adjustments of consumption
patterns, and especially to prevent diversion of oil and coal demand to natural
gas. Otherwise, the increase in oil prices will encourage a shift of demand to
natural gas. After the deregulation of gas prices and with the replacement of old
gas under long-terni contracts by new gas, the 37T tax will serve to prevent un-
reasonable increases in field prices during the interim period of price adjustmenr.
The tax could be progressively phased out as in the case of the oil excise tax.
These measures will prevent windfall profits to gas producers. Eveni without
deregulationn of gas prices, the tax is necessary to prevent shifting to lower-cost,
interstate gas, which would exacerbate interstate shortages.

Accordingly, 1 urge the Congress to consider enacting such a tax on natural
gas, as w0.ll as the excise tax on domestic oil. and to enact the lPresidlent's proposal
to return such taxes to the economy through cash payments and tax reduction,.

ELECTRIC UTILITY PLANTS

In addition to the previously mentioned energy proposal., any vir .hen.ive
and integrated national energy lDlicy mus-st address the problem of utilities and
their need for expansion, the proposals, that T shall no%%' discuss follow tho
reconim n(Iations of the President's L.alhor- N'.iage ment Committee.
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We have said many times that the most fundamental problem of electric
utilities is that of adequate rates. Unless users of electric energy are required to
pay the full cost of generating it, including a reasonable return on Invested
capital, investors cannot be expected to Invest in the industry. These proposals
are designed to provide help through the tax system, but only if the regulatory
authorities do their part. These tax proposals provide incentives that will make
it easier for state regulatory commissions to take difficult but necessary steps.

The proposed legislation would do the following :
-Increase the investment tax credit permanently to 12 percent on all electric

utility property except generating facilities fueled by petroleum products.
No change of the percent-of-tax limitation is involved. The increase in the
credit is allowable only if construction work in progress is included in the
utility's rate base and the benefit of the increase is "normalized" for rate-
making purposes. "Normalized" in this sense means reflecting the tax benefit
for ratemnaking purposes pro rata over the life of the asset which generates
the benefit instead of recognizing the entire tax benefit in the year the
utility's taxes are actually reduced. In the absence of normalization, the
entire tax benefit would flow through immediately in the form of reduced
utility rates for consumers, and no real economic benefit would result for
the utility.

-Give electric utilities full, immediate investment tax credit on progress
payments for construction of property that takes two years or more to build,
except generating facilities fueled by petroleum products, without regard
to the five-year phase-in required by the Tax Reduction Act of 1975. This
new provision applies only if the regulatory agency includes construction
work in progress in the utility's rate base for ratemaking purposes.

-Extend to January 1, 1981, the period during which pollution control facilities
installed in a pre-1969 plant or facility may qualify for rapid five-year
straight-line amortization in lieu of normal depreciation and the investment
credit.

-Permit rapid five-year amortization of the costs of either converting a
generating facility fueled by petroleum products into a facility not fueled
by petroleum products or refacing a petroleum-fueled facility with one not
fueled by petroleum. This amortization is ina lieu of normal depreciation and
the investment credit, and is available only if (I) its benefits are "normalized"
for ratemaking purposes, and (ii) construction work in progress is included
in the utility's rate base for ratemaking purposes.

-Permit a utility to elect to begin depreciation, during the construction period,
of accumulated construction progress expenditures, generally the same ex-
penditures as those which qualify for the investment credit construction
progress payments under the Tax Reduction Act of 1975. Any depreciation
taken during the construction period will reduce the depreciation deductions
available after the property is completed. This early depreciation will be
available only if the ratemaking commission includes construction work in
progress in the utility's rate base and "normalizes" the tax benefits for rate-
making purposes. Construction of generatink facilities which will be fueled
by petroleum products will not qualify for such depreciation. 4

-Permit a shareholder of a regulated public electric utility to postpone tax
on dividends paid by the utility on Its common stock by electing to take
additional common stock of the utility in lieu of cash dividends. The receipt
of the stock dividend will not be taxed. The amount of the dividend will be
taxed as ordinary income when the shareholder sells the dividend stock
an the amount of capital gain realized on the sale will be decreased (or the
amount of capital loss increased) accordingly. Dividend stock is deemed
sold before other stock.

The tax costs in connection with these utility measures are approximately $600
million. The breakdown is as follows:

-The increase in investment credit to 12%, and the credit for progress pay-
ments on construction-$100 million

-Extension to 1981 of the credit on pollution control facilities and the rapid
five-year amortization of conversion costs-negligible

-Allowance for depreciation of facilities under construction-$300 million
-Deferment of tax on stock dividends-200 million
It is our view that the total tax cost of $600 million is eminently worthwhile,

in view of the likely effect in minimizing severe power shortages in the future.
These prols)sals are probably not tih sane pr(posals we would advance if we
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had the luxury of more time, a less critical problem, and the realistic possibility
of an overall solution to our country's economic problems. Some have pointed out
that these proposals are exceptions to our theoretical goals for a perfect tax
system. But the fact is that we must be practical and must act and act quickly.
These proposals have the support of both business and labor, and are, we believe,
the most effective tools at hand to deal with the situation. In the aggregate, they
will substantially improve the immediate financial position of utilities and per-
mit them to resume the long-range projects critical to energy independence,
greater employment, and economic expansion.

We recognize that other problems exist. We recognize, too, the extraordinary
political difficulties of facing those problems squarely In 50 different states, as
well as the delays and obstacles which are sure to occur under those circunt-
stances. The proposals are designed to provide hell) through the tax system, but
only if the regulatory authorities and consumers cooperate in doing their part.
Several of the tax proposals are designed to provide incentive that will make
it easier for state regulatory commissions to take the difficult steps which inust
inevitably be taken. The increase in the investment credit will be a cash con-
tribution by the Federal government for the construction of additional electric
Iower plants. But, because of the limitation that the credit may be used only to
offset tax liability, the regulatory commissions will have to do their part by
setting rates that are sufficient to create a reasonable profit and a tax liability
against which the credit can be offset. Similarly, most of the benefits of the bill
will not be available unless the commissions include that property in the rate
base and provide a return on that investment.

CONCLUSION

In closing, I would like to reemphasize the urgency of the development of a
national energy policy. This can only be achieved through cooperation between
the Congress and the Executive Branch. The President has presented to the
Congress a comprehensive energy program. His proposed Energy Independence
Act of 1975 provides measures to achieve energy conservation, to increase energy
supplies, to deregulate natural gas and to improve our energy preparedness
through a system of strategic reserves. In addition, he has asked for oil decon-
trol, a comprehensive energy tax package (including a windfall profits tax and
excise taxes on petroleum and natural gas which will be returned to the Amer-
ican people), and incentives for utility financing.

This provides a complete energy program. It is not the only possible approach.
and we are willing to work with the Congress to develop reasonable compromises.
However, we cannot compromise our basic objectives: reducing energy consump-
tion and oil Imports while increasing domestic supplies. The bill under considera-
tion would not adequately move us toward those goals. We stand ready to work
with you to develop legislation that will achieve our vital energy objectives.

STATEMENT BY THOMAS 0. ENDERS, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE FOR
ECONOMIC AND BusiNEss AFFAIRs

Mr. Chairman, my statement is short:

The energy crisis is not only a crisis In our economy. It is n fundamental
challenge to our security as a nation and to our role iIn the world. I

At present, the element in our economy most critical to employment and
prosperity Is subject to manipulation both as to price and as to supply by coun-
tries that do not necessarily have an interest in our well-being and success.

Just as we are vulnerable, so are the other main Industrial countries. Most
of them are far more dependent on oil imports than we are; Imiost have fewer
energy resources to develop. -

And the Industrial countries have a strong interest iti cooperntiOn with ea,.h
other to overcome their vulnerability. Alone, no single comlitry (.an through
(onservation and the creation of alternate sources errate a new balance in tlh
world inarket for oil, and thus bring the price down. In the Iext few yvear
no country t, iia sntc'essfully defu-nd nlone negallst a new endlml'go, or nIa.ssiv(
shifts in Itrodollars. Finally, no single country can alone carry out all the



research and deVelopment or provide all the capital required for replacing fossil
fuels when they are exhausted. "

But it is equally true that the industrial Countries would all suffer if they
failed to restore competitive conditions to the oil market. A degree of national
freedom would permanently be lost. It would be far more difficult to restore
sustained growth. The industrial world would begin to split as each country
offered political and economic concessions in an effort to make a separate peace
with the oil producers. The future balance of power in the Middle East might be
irreparably compromised.

It was this sense of shared interest that led to the U.S. initiative to convene
the Washington Energy Conference in February 1974. As a consequence the
International Energy Agency was founded in November 1974. Eighteen countries
now belong to it. The IEA's objectives are:

-To provide security against a new oil embargo by a coordinated program to
build oil stocks, and to share available oil in an emergency;

-To share Equitably among industrial countries the burden of conservation;
and

-To coordinate our measures to stimuate the development of alternative
sources.

II

That is what we are alining at. What has s far been accomplished?
First, emergency planning. On the basis of the detailed agreement signed in

November, the IEA now has the necessary planning and machinery in a good
state of readiness, should we be confronted with a new embargo situation. In
order to back them up, each country must have authority to implement quick-
acting conservation measures on a coordinated basis, and we need decisions to
raise emergency oil stocks in all countries from the present minimum of 60
days of imports to the agreed level of 90 lays. In contrast to some other IEA
members, the U.S. has lagged in developing the needed emergency authorities.
On the other hand, Congressional actionn to create a 90-day petroleum reserve
will put us ahead of our partners In this critical area. However, both emergency
powers and more storage are necessary for an effective response to a new
embargo. It. Is clear that instability in the Middle East creates a very real
potential for-a new interruption in oil supplies.

Second, conservation. However necessary, it Is painful and costly to restrain
demand for oil. And as a matter of simple politics, few other industrialized
countries will be willing to sustain a strong conservation program over time
unless others join them, and there is thus. the possibility of changing market
conditions and eventually bringing oil prices down. For this reason we proposed
and the IEA adopted the goal of saving 2 MMBD of oil by the end of 1975, and
distributed the target among countries according to their oil consumption. Since
we have half the oil consumption of the group, our target was 1 MMBD by the
end of the year.

Nearly all the other members of the IEA have taken action to decrease oil
demand, by passing through increased crude costs to the end user. by new taxa-
tion, by such specific conservation measures as fuel switching and lighting and
heating regulations.

In contrast, the U.S. has lagged. So far the only major conservation measure
with immediate effect that this country has taken is the oil import fees. Decon-
trol of old oil over the phased schedule the President will recommend will add
very substantially- to our conservation effort, bringing us up to the level where
other countries are already.

The lagging performance of the United States can be seen In comparisons
with other countries' results. Between the first quarter of 1973 and the first
quarter of thiq year Germany's oil consumption fell by 14 percent, Italy's by 8
percent , Japan's by S percent, Britain's by 1A percent, ours by 6 percent. And

yet of all these countries the recession, which of course has reduced dewntand
for oil. vas far more severe here than O-.sewliere. We have the world's highest
per capita consumption of energy-twice Germany's-but we have not been
d(,ina our part.

11.11. 6860 would save u- an estimated 314.090 bd by the end of 1977.--nt mu.'1)
more than the prograni Britain has already undertaken with an eeouomy om,-
tonth the size of ours.

Third, alternative sources. The basic actions to stimulate the development
of ulew energy y must of course be national: the provision of sibsldies to l) i, i
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cost or untested energy developments; tax incentives; adequate domestic pricing
policies; the removal of unnecessary or undesirable legal obstructions. But
there are important contributions to be made internationally.

-By finding a way to cooperate in R & D without jeopardizing proprietary
rights. No country has a monopoly on scientific imagination and innovation.
Even the U.S., with its major public and private industry commitment to
energy R & D has much to gain through avoiding duplication, sharing costs,
and scientific cross-fertilization.

-By encouraging the flow of foreign capital into areas of energy develop-
ment where it is needed and wanted. All of us have capital-short economies:
with perhaps a trillion dollars of new capital needed in the energy sector
in IEA countries over the next 10 years, we have an interest in finding
ways to encourage foreign investment without jeopardizing the achievement
of the national energy policy goal of independence.

-By assuring that countries that contribute to the welfare of the whole
group by developing higher cost energy sources are protected against pos-
sible predatory pricing by the OPEC, and are not penalized if for other
reasons prices fall on the international oil market. This is the purpose of
the minimum safeguard price concept, in which each country In the IEA,
hy means of its own choosing. applies a comparable level of border protec-
tion to energy investment. Contrary to what is often suggested, this mecha-
nism would not a-s.ure a minimum price to OPEC; it is a guarantee only
to our own investors that they will not face competition from imported oil
below a minimum, pre-established level, well below current world prices.

YEA countries agreed In principle on these three points in March. They are
now being elaborated within the Agency with the objective of having a complete
package ready for adoption by year's end.

III

Domestically and internationally, we have just begun on conservation and
alternative sources. The question we must ask is how far we must go, how
fast.

The answer must come, in part, from analysis of the staying power of the
oil cartel. In May OPEC produced 26 mmbd as against 32,8 mmbd in Sep-
tember 1978, Just before the Crisis. Despite the soft market, the OPEC price
structure has come through largely intact, although quality differentials have
been reduced or eliminated, and credit terms lengthened. Now demand will
firm, as we go into the winter and out of the recession. Absent additional con-
servation measures, the OPEC market may rise to pre-embargo levels by the
end of 1977. In the late 1970's it may begin to fall again as North Sea, Alaskan,
Mexican and Chinese oil comes on the market in large quantities.

Even if there are no new conservation measures, and if OPEC succeeds in
raising prices to offset any increased costs of its imports, some oil exporting
countries will already have gone into balance of payments deficit during the
period 1975-77. Algeria is in deficit now; so is Libya: Venezuela and Iran may
follow. These pressures will intensify in the late 1970's as the OPEC market
shrinks, when most producers other than Saudi Arabia and Kuwait may go into
deficit.

A serious program of conservation-the 2 mmbd the President proposed for
the U.S. by end 1977, matched by other 1EA members to make 4 mmbd-would
greatly intensify the pressures on the cartel.

Given the cohesion the OPEC has shown this year during the recession, it is
not sure that such a conservation program would suffice. To le sure that the
cartel loses its exclusive capacity to set oil prices, and does not regain it, we
probably would have to compress the OPEC market to somewhat over 20 mind.
In the next decade, this can only be done by large-scale program of developing
fossil fuels. For the U.S., this would imply an Import level of 3 to 5 mnibd
in the nid-198)'s, as proposed by the President.

To see the meaning of this. consider the possible price increase OPEC now
threatens us with. Each additional dollar on the price of oil might reducel
demand by half to one mmbd. out of a market of a little more than 25 mmld.
OPEC can now absorb cuts like that without excessive difficulty. But we had
the President's program in place, the scope for such price increases wonld l~e
greatly reduced or eliminated in the next three years. Not only would they be
unjustified, as now: they would be infeasible.
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IV

In parallel with our effort to develop effective programs of consumer coopera-
tion. we are also seeking to establish a basis for productive dialogue between
consuming and producing nations. The first formal attempt to launch a multi-
lateral energy dialogue in Paris this fast April did not succeed.

In May Secretary Kissinger proposed a new approach to the launching of a
dialogue, broadening it to include the whole range of relations between indus-
trial and developing countries. This would involve the establishment of three
separate commissions: One to cover energy, one for raw materials, and one to
consider problems of economic development. The reaction to Secretary Kis-
singer's proposals has been generally positive, and we are optimistic that suf-
ficient consensus can be reached along those lines over the next several weeks
to permit agreement to reconvene the Paris meeting in early Fall to prepare for
the creation of the commissions.

The purpose of this dialogue is broader than energy; it is to find a realistic
and equitable basis on which decisions affecting the main elements of the world
economy can le shared between industrial and developing countries. The oil
producers must understand that unilateral exercise of their power to raise prices
at this time would not be consistent vith this purpose.

For two years we have all been trying, in the United States and among indus-
trial countries, to build agreement around the tougher energy policies we must
all adopt. We have so far achieved far less than we require. But it would be
wrong to judge what now can be done by what has been done. It has always
been true that the great democracies are extraordinarily difficult to get moving
But when they do, they go very far. I think both our friends and our adversaries
should keep that in mind, Mr. Chairman. So should we, for it is high time that
we get on with it.

[WNhereupon at 12:30 p.m. the committee recessed to reconvene at
3:15 p.m., the same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION"

Senator TALMADO E. The Committee will please be in order.
I expect the chairman momentarily. I have not heard from him, but

I will take the liberty, as ranking majority member, to call the meeting
to order. We have with us the distinguished Administrator of the
Federal Energy Administration, the Honorable Frank G. Zarb.

Mr. Zarb, we are delighted to have you back before our committee.
You may insert your statement in the record in full, if you desire, and
summarize it and proceed in any way you see fit, sir.

STATEMENT OF HON. FRANK G. ZARB, ADMINISTRATOR,
FEDERAL ENERGY ADMINISTRATION

Mr. ZAJJ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will, with permission, insert my entire statement for the record

and take only a few minutes to summarize, so you can get on with your
questions.

Senator TALIMAD0E. Without objection, it will be inserted in full.
Mr. ZAnR. You have heard from Secretary Simon this morning, and

I am familiar with his statement. A great deal of what he said is a
duplicate of that which I will raise here today.

I have been evangelizing on the subject, Mr. Chairman, since Janu-
ary of this year. We have had any number of opportunities to testify,
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and I am sorry to say that since January our situation has worsened
as a Nation and unless we de something pretty quickly, it will be
materially worsened in the year or two ahead.

Our imports are continuing to increase as our domestic production
decreases. We have witnessed the nature of the cartel and the fact that
it will take advantage of that situation wherever it can, whether it be
in the rising of prices, or inducement of others to do so. Even our
good friends to the north, the Canadians, charge us something above
the world cartel prices.

So, as a Nation, in these 7 months of debate, we have perhaps crystal-
lized some of these issues better. Indeed, we have all perhaps learned
something and benefited. But, as we have done so, our national condi-
tion has worsened.

The President has put forward a program, Mr. Chairman, that out-
lines a formula for this Nation to come to grips with both conservation
and the bringing on of additional supplies. We did not start, nor are
we now, of one fixed mind, not willing to look at and consider other
options and alternatives. We have been doing just that for the last
several months. However, we do urge and ask rather desperately that
we get on with the job and enact necessary legislation; legislation
which will let us begin the process both of becoming independent as a
Nation and demonstrating both to the producers and the rest of the
world that we have the will and the courage. The rest of the world
already knows we have the resources to take the necessary steps to
bring down our consumption of oil production and bring on our own
substitute products.

Mr. Chairman, my statement is comprehensive and complete. I know
that there are special areas that the committee wants to get into, so I
will terminate my remarks at this point so that we may get to the
questions.

Senator TALMADGE. Mr. Zarb. thank you very much.
I find some difficulty with the President's program, because as I see

it, it is predicated on the assumption if you raise the price of a product
high enough, the utilization will fall off. and therein you have a reduc-
tion in the consumption of petroleum. I am certain that that is true,
but I find it most inequitable. For instance, if someone wants to tour
from Miami to Maine and various other points in the country has the
financial resources, the increased price of gasoline and petroleum
means nothing. But it means a great deal to working people-and
working people live all around me; a good many of them are blue
collar workers and some white collar workers. I live 25 miles south of
the city of Atlanta, the heart of Atlanta. Virtually all of my neighbors
work in Atlanta. That means a 50-mile round trip daily, 5 days a week;
250 miles a week. Getting about 12 miles to the gallon, they would use
a little more than 4 gallons of gasoline daily. In 5 days, they would use
20 gallons of gas. With the $3 tariff raise in price-I believe Secretary
Simon said they will be paying an additional 100 per gallon for
gasoline.

Mr. ZARB. The import tariff is in some places $2, Mr. Chairman,
and that has the effect of about 30 a gallon.

Senator TALMADGE. It is 3¢ now.
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Mr. ZARB. Yes, sir.
Senator TALMADGE. That would be a considerable burden on working

people that are already hard pressed by inflation. Ours is a mobile
society throughout the country. The illustration I gave you about my
neighbors is true all over America.

What is your response to that?
Mr. ZAn3. Mr. Chairman, let me start by saying that there is no free

lunch in this business. What we do is going to cost.
Senator TALMADGE. Will you yield at that point. I do want to an-

nounce we will follow the chairman's rule that he invoked this morning
of 7 minutes for each Senator's interrogation. I hope you have started
the clock with me and let it ring on time.

Go ahead, sir.
Mr. ZARB. The obtaining of our independence, as far as reducing

consumption and bringing up supplies, is going to cost this Nation
from $6 billion to $800 billion over a 10-year period. Unfortunately, no
mat ter what we do in Congress, no matter what we do as a Nation, the
cost cannot help but fall on the individual consumer. If we do nothing,
and continue down the path that we have been following until now, our
domestic production will continue to decline. It is declining now at the
rate of 6 to 8 percent a year. Our consumption will increase, and with
decreasing domestic production, our imports will increase. The pro-
ducing nations have already demonstrated a capability to raise prices
without any economic rationale. I am sure that they will feel free to
do so in the future, particularly if we do not have what it takes to put
our energy house in order.

I am sure you realize that the policy choice of a price mechanism to
achieve conservation was not an easy decision for the President. It is
not a political answer for a President or anyone else to talk in terms of
high prices. We examined the various alternatives, particularly with
respect to equity, especially for those in our society who have the small-
est economic voice. We looked hard. as the House looked hard, at a
quota control and allocation system, and we came back to the method-
ology of price as the only means of getting this job done, both short
term and long term. We need to have an incentive for energy conserva-
tion in our free-enterprise on economy: where homeowners make differ-
ent decisions on cooling and heating units; insulation, and storm
windows, automobile divers make different decisions with respect to
automobilies, and plant managers make different decisions with re-
spect to the kind of equipment and processes they use in their
factories.

An energy ethic needs to be entered into this decisionmaking process.
Over a 10-year period we hope the American people will learn to use,
appreciate, energy as a valuable commodity in our society.

The impacts of the other programs, such as allocation and price con-
trol, are rather serious on those who can least afford this program. I
can point to the horrible disadvantages to this group during the em-
bargo. They certainly were more neglected than those who could afford
to make special arrangements with their seller, or appeal for special
treatment under the law.

The price mechanism does indeed raise prices. but the President's
program provides for those dollars to be collected by the Government
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and then returned to the people, with an extra amount going to people
in the middle and lower income tax table portion.

And for the life of me, Mr. Chairman I do not understand why some
of it has not been done already. Thus far, we have collected about $800
million in tariffs. We proposed this at the outset since we are going to
impose a tariff on import oil. Because new oil follows the oil market, an
increase of new free domestic oil would occue, simply because of our
tariff on the imports side.

We proposed a simple excise tax that simply would have severed
that much away from the producers, back to the Treasury, and recycled
to the American consumer.

At this-point in time, if an excise tax had been enacted and that is
a very small provision and has nothing to do with the windfall mecha-
nism, we could have collected since February 1, about $1.5 billion. If
the Iresident's )rogram, or that portion of it, were enacted, we could
be refunding that to the American people today. Those of us that are
concerned with the economy, as I know we all are, and the equity situa-
tion with respect to low income people, must keep in mind that any
mechanical means we use is going to have some inequity.

We have looked at various approaches, Mr. Chairman. We went
through this with the House side for 3 months, and they brought in
their economists. They looked at quota controls and allocations and
what that would do to the economy. The only meaningful way to get
this job done. so that we have a long-range impact or even a short-range
impact, is to readjust. the value of energy in our society.

Senator TAL-MADGE. I agree with you. It is absolutely imperative that
we do something. And I think this is the most serious crisis that our
Nation has been confronted with perhaps since World War II. And in
my judgment we have got to mount an operation similar to the Man-
hattan project to develop alternative sources of energy supply.

And that is long range. Short range, it seems to me, we can take a
few simple actions which would be quite effective and no cost to the
taxpayers.

You and I have discussed this on one or two occasions. You were not
overly impressed.

T;e Secretary this morning stated that we were using I believe about
6 million barrels of petroleum a day on automobile traffic. Do you have
any idea how wmiuch of that is purely pleasure driving.

Mr. ZARB. Our estimates are at least one-third of that is for so-called
pleasure driving.

Senator TMAL)GxtE. I Would guess one-third also. And that is based
on purely a guess, with no statistics, if you have been to any college
clupnl)uses-my time is expired.

The CIT.\1lWrAN. Go ahead, finish your statement.
Senator TAI tN\IAE. If you have'been to any high school or college

campuses recently, and I go to them quite often, you will find acres
and acres of automobiles there.

Unfortunately, most of them have credit cards and parents that are
billed once a month. If those credit cards were cancelled I think tlot
within itself would stop lots of this nonsense.

Also, I think that we must vigorously enforce the 55-mile speed
limit, and you can do that, if you let the States know in no uncertain

55-583--pt. 'i -2,9
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terms, that if they did not comply, their Federal highway funds would
be withheld. Then we should close filling stations oni Suiday-not
that it would save so much gasoline, it would save some-of course,
you and I know they can buy it on Saturday, but, such closings would
create a sense of emergency which, I thiink, would prevail throughout
the whole country. The people would be coml1Qious of this eerozeucv.

They are not conscious of it now as long as they can drive up to a
gasoline tank and get fuel. They think it is just an "oil company rip off.

I hope you will give serious consideration to those things. It would
not cost anything to enforce it. You would be in business if you took
the action tomorrow before sundown.

And I am convinced that would save an enormous amount of
petroleum. Thank you, sir.

The CIAIRMAN. Smiator Itaskell?
Senator HASNELL. Thank vou, 5r. Chairman.
Mr. Zarb, when Mr. Simon was here this morning. I observed that

his statement did not make any reference to conservation. Of course,
I would hope that you and I would a,,ree that the problem is increas-
ing supply and also diminishing usage, and le said that your state-
ment would address itself to conservation. But I have gone through
your statement, and I do not see it. Maybe it is because one of your
predecessors talked about conservation, and he finds himself now
elsewhere.

Do you have any thoughts on conservation?
Mr. ZARB. Well, Senator, as you must know b~y now, I am not re-

luctant to talk about. issues eoncernino ellor'.y eoiiservation. When you
refer to conservation, I a,;ume yon meniu voluntary conservation?

Senator JI-ASKELL. No, that is not really what, I meant. I notice that
oni pae 24 of your statement, you say, "We believe that the voluntary
fivl efficiency arreewmits made 1v the ma jor mann actu rinfx, ani-
nounced by the. Preside,7t. continue to b~e the mot effective way to
achieve increased fuel efficiencv." Now. I asinme. threlfore, that you
rely on tlese (, rrecmeits, and that you would ohivc to mandatincr
certain fuel efficienev levels over q pe'ied of tie in a statute. T gather
I have o .e correct oil Hl),t. or yoii ,,ouild at least b:1ve spoken up ill
favor of the vrwv mild IT,oue p.ovision that is in the bill.

3 [r. 4\Pn. 5 x: .qV, v', r-io ,,',]e, to the( j,1 Tose 1jOvo,i
thlat w,. il tle i11. Tr the bill 1,!)(I ol,r. rcme lis- t7qit we tho"Idit
were vsenlltisla, we would Pot oluicet to them, a,'d T will (fire to make
,1 s'ftemenf th t v', wo l not !iave bJhelh to thi+t unrtlcular pro-
vision. But I vfpliv do -w%at to -oint o, t .'hat n liiP , rc: to b---

Senatoir IT,\cY,:.r,. Mray we st;lc wl-i thiis. T Ohink it, is important.
You would no cbject to s statutory di action to Detroit on an ieroas-
in, level over ") period of, .veqrs to brir up t!he fuel efficiency of the
America" automobile. Am I correct ? Have I stated your position
correct lv ?

Mr. Z k'uT. I suppose you are statin( it correctly. T do want to point
out my feelings on the matter, though. I said we would have accepted
without strenuous objection that position in the House bill, if other
things wore provided to get the job done. Senator, we have sometimes
overemphasized what we are accomplishing in some of these activities,
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such as legislation. In Detroit, we feel that we are really getting to
an issue which has caused some of our problems.

Senator HASKIELL. iNr. Zarb, if I might interrupt-you see, Ur.
Simon said, let us rely on these voluntary agreements. Now I have
these voluntary agreements before me, and I do not think they are
agreements. Perhaps I do not know how to read a letter. But here
is a letter from the president of Gereral Motors, addressed to former
Secretary Morton, dated January 10, saying that they are going to
raise their mileage by 40 percent. At the end of the letter is this
phrase. "However, in any model -year, additions in the economy or
the market may make it'not possible for us to sell tho, mix of l~rod-
nets that would be required to meet our coin mitinent." -which is ain
out if I ever saw one.

Then, there is a letter from the president of Ford Motor Co.. also
addressed to Secretary Morton, and he says-well, I cannot find the
exact sentence. But he has an equally large loophole. And this is why
I hate to hear the administration say, yes, we havae commitments froml
the motor companies, when they do not appear.

Now, would you like us to get some statutory commitments, and if
so, what form should they iCake?

Mr. ZARB. Senator, we need to effect conservation across the board,
and we need to do it strongly. That means that we cannot focus exclu-
sively on gasoline and fuel, as though we can achieve a gasoline savings
and have done the job, because that will not do the job. Gasoline pro-
duction is only 40 percent of a crude barrel. In response to your second
question, we ought to keep in mind that when we talk about read-
justment of the automobile fleet, that this should be done on an orderly
basis starting in 1977-78, and then phased in.' Now, keep in mind
that our fleet turns over every 7 to 10 years, so that whatever begins
in 1977-78 has an impact on the total energy question some years
before, it really has a bearing. So, we should not calculate that once
this is dol(-, it has really done a nmagnificent job in conservation ini
the short-term. The House, having gone through the same analysis
that we (11, and talking to the sane people we did, finally caini, to
the conclusion that the 40-to-45 percent improvement averao-e fleet
mix was the right way to go in the effectively legislated voluntary
program that the President has achieved.

Frankly, my view is that if we get any reasonable increase, in ('aso-
line. prices, as we hav,, and sustain that for some period of time. tht,

1ar:ket is going to more than ovelrt.ke )oth of those provisions, )e-
cause the Anerican people nake the final decision there. They made
a decision when gasoline reached 19.9 cents galon, and they got a free
set of glasses with each fill-up. They ordered chromium-plated gun-
boats from Detroit, and that is what I)etroit produced.

Now, if you look around you. and examine the kind of advertise-
ments that we see, you'll notice that luxury cars are advertising their
improved mileage per gallon. That trend is goirig to increase, and
because of the marketplace, the minimum will pick up. So, in answer

' The need for this gradual process was established even by the House from their bear.
Wings with economists, engineers, and organized labor from Detroit.
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to your question, when all was said and done, we had other aspects of
the House bill that were effective. We would have accepted the legis-
lation knowing all along that, (A) it is not going to have a mean-
ingful impact short-term; and (B) that the market forces were
probably going to overtake whatever was legislated in that particular
division.

Senator IHAsKEIL. My time has expired. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CIIAIMAN. Mr. Dole?
Senator I)omu. In conjunction with the line of questioning just

engaged in between Senator Haskell and Mr. Zarb, I would like toplace in the record at this point a telegram from the plant manager

of the GM assembly division plant in Kansas City, Kans., strongly
objecting to any statutory regulation requirement.

[The material referred to follows:]
General Motors just telephoned the following "Urgent Rush Wire"-A copy will

be mailed to us.
From: Fairfax plant in Kansas City, General Motors Corp.
To: Senator Dole.

Important that you know of the potential damaging impact that stringent
mandatory fuel economy standards legislation could have on new car sales and
auto related employment in the State of Kansas. Both S. 1883 reported, by the
Senate Commerce Committee and 11.R. 6860 now before the Senate Finance
Committee would set such standards including a requirement that average fuel
economy of new cars sold in 1985 be at least 28 mpg. These bills would be especially
Injurious to plants and employees engaged in the production of full-sized motor
vehicles. A recent employment survey of GM plants showed that 2,600 employees
work at jobs related to the )roduction of full-size cars. Further recent data
shows approximately 2,267 GM employees in Kansas on indefinite layoff equal to
47.8% of November 1973 l-urly employment. Difficult fuel economy standards,
particularly the 28 mpg requirement for 1985 could result in further unemploy-
ment and severe personal economic problems to auto workers in Kansas whose
jobs depend on full size car production. Strongly urge yoit to oppose and work
to defeat these unnecessary and potentially damaging bills especially at this time
of high unemployment in the auto Industry. Fuel economy improvement objec-
tives are being met in response to the demands of new car buyers. Thus, manda-
tory fuel ecoiomy standards or fuel efficiency taxes are unneeded and could-fur-
ther disrupt the industry and have severe Impact on U.S. auto industry employ-
ment and prevent achievement of full economic recovery.

E. D. HAMILTON,
Plant Manager of GM Assembly Division Plant,

Fairfam, Kansas City, Kans.

Senator DoLE.. Mr. Zarb. if the price of old oil is decontrolled, ap-
proximately how much additional oil could be recovered by 1985?

Mr. ZARn. Approximately 1.4 million barrels a day.
Senator DOLE. Do I understand that the Presidenit's plan would be

available sometime this week?
Mr. ZARB. Approximately, within a week.
Senator DOLE. Is the President's 30-month decontrol mechanism 3.3

percent a month? Is that accurate?
Mr. ZARB. That is correct. It has one additional feature, which was

not in this original program, and that was the ceiling to be placed on
new and released oil.

Senator DoLE. That is $13.50.
Mr. ZARB. Approximately $13.50; it would average to be $13.50.
Senator DOLE. And that ;otuld be whether or not the price of OPEC

oil was as high as $16 a barrel. It would still be an average of $13.50?
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Mr. ZARB. Yes, sir.
Senator DOLE. Is there any reason the administration is not sending,

along with the decontrol plan, a windfall profits section?
Mr. ZARB. Well, we have submitted windfall tax legislation for so

long now, we have thought that we really had enough one. Typically,
with Ways and Means, we testified, in favor of a windfall tax pro-
gram, iving the principles to adhere to, and do not draft legislation
as we (fo in other forms of legislation. So much depends on the direc-
tion that Congress moves in. If it moves in favor of this excise tax
that I just described earlier, that will change the formula windfall.
If it decides it does not want an excise tax, than the windfall will
change.

Depletion has changed the plowback thinking that was in the
original testimony. I think that we have said a lot on the subject. We
have testified maily, many times on the question. I think that all of
our comments are in the record.

Senator DOLE. So the administration still favors the windfall profits
tax with a plowback provision?

Mr. ZARB. Yes, sir.
Senator DOLE. In line with Senator Talmadge indicating what we

can do to save some fuel without any additional cost, how much fuel
would a Fedlemal right-turn on a red light save? Would that amount to
anything?

Mr. ZARB. 1Ve just do not have that. It is something we would have
to do some work on. I notice that someone introduced a bill last week,
and perhaps there is someone else's that. we can build- upon. It is
probably a drop in the bucket, but it is one of the painless solutions
that does, in politics-might appeal to those in politics.

Senator DoLE. Apart f rom the conservation effects of higher energy
prices, is there any alternative method to increase domestic production
without increasing the price of petroleum products?

Mr. ZARB. Vell, there really is not, over the long term. We had to
insure that the time of return would make people invest their dollars
in further development and exploration and subsequent research for
resources. There is just no way to escape the price crush. As I said
earlier, if we do nothing we will be just paying-

Senator Doru,. I think that Secretary S'imon indicated this morning,
I think the overall cost of the administration program would be an
average of 10 cents per gallon?

Mr. ZA B. Yes, sir.
Senator Tm. That is to decontrol.
Mr. ZARTI. And it has.
Senator DOLE. That is, as opposed to the gas tax, which that would

reach the range of 20 to 23 cents. But I think the point I want to make,
and the point you have made very well many times, is there simply
are not any painless solutions, are there?

Mr. XMYo, sir, there are not, and Senator, I would just, point
out that Senator Haskell raised some questions about mandatory steps
that could be taken, where those are essential, and we did not think
they were needed in the automobile area, because we thought that they
were legitimately building standards, so on a very narrow range
would have some formal efficiencies that we are not happy with the
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relationship between the marketplace. The relationship between buyer
and seller construction is substantially different.

We proposed building standards, but that title has not been passed.
We asked for appliance labeling legislation, so that consumers can
make a judgment, one appliance against another, with respect to
energy efficiency. That is somewhat of a mandatory approach. This
title also has not been passed. We asked for special authorities to assist
1)ool people. to winterize their homes, using voluntary help in Federal
funding. That title hasnot been passed.

So even those approaches that are not based on a price mechanism,
but on a mandatory kind of approach, will get the job done. It does
take a mix, and as you point out quite well. although every little bit
that counts, every little bit does not do the whole job.

Senator DorE. Do you favor any provision in 6860 other than the
tax credit for insulation that is the House passed bill?

Mr. ZARB. Well, I would say not, Senator Dole. That is probably
the one area to which we could subscribe. There were some excise taxes
in thle original form which had a meaningful conservation effect, but
in the hea ring process and so on, they were watered down to some-
thing that we think would be deceiving. Our total problem with the
bill is that it just does not do the job. It says so very,.very little.

'111e CHAIR1AN.. Mr. Ribicoff.
Senator RInICOFF. Mr. Zarb, what would your reaction be to a wind-

fall profits tax which cycles much of the revenue from the tax back to
the consumers who pay the higher oil prices in the form of credits
against their income tax?

Mr. ZAHn. Senator, I would say that, in principle, that is exactly
in line, with the President's thinking, and I say in principle, because
the next step, once you have gotten by the principle, is the calculation
of the revenue distribution system. Remember, when the President
first submitted a windfall profits tax we did not have a depletion
change, so that discussion was somewhat easier. At this point, we have
to have a whole'new look at that, but we are subscribing principally
to ,xactly what you just stated.

Senator Riwicovr. That is very complex. Let us say you wanted to
do. a nd needed a lot of help. Ar( , you in a position or the administra-
tion, before we finish our work next week, of coming up with a recom-
inendation along that line, to be put into this bill?

)1. ZAIB. Yes, sir.
Senator RmIcoFF. Then we can expect that the early part of next

week the committee will have a look at that proposal
Mr. Z. \II. Now, I assume that we are going to connect that to a de-

control proposal--the President's decontrol plan.
Senator RiBIcGr. Let us see what your plan is. I mean, I think it

could have a great effect upon 91l of us. I think it could effect my
thinking. If I -felt that the windfall profits tax would be-the whole
decontrol would be cycled back to the. consumer, that could make a
difference in my vote, and I do not know, it could affect other votes
too. So I think that is important.

Mr. ZARm. All right, sir, we will go ahead with it. I just want to
point out that, when we look at the total decontrol revenue recycling
to the consumer over a period of time, we must realize that it is going
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to be more and more costly- to develop oil. Ways and Means' original
bill had this in mind to acknowledge the fact that it would be more
costly so that windfall taxes became lesser and lesser and, had a phase-
out period over a certain period of time.

Senator RIBicoFF. But I assume you have a formula computerized,
and your ecoonist who works on it. It is complex, but I think a lot
of uis would like, to take a look at it.

Now, there has been a lot of talk about the prospect of another
shortage of gasoline, as denied, keeps bouncing back again. -Do you
expect such a, shortage, and how do present inventories of gasoline
stand?

Mr. Z-n.% The present. energy sources are substantially lower than
thev were lust year at this time, Senator Ribicoff. As y'ou know, we
1tm4lized some weeks ago that gasoline inventories were down under 200
million barrels and that gave us some concern. We raised that concern
with the industry and asked for a report from the industry, a report
tl~it, we have obiainedl, and an indication of what their plans are for
additional refining.

In each instance they reported that they are increasing their refin-
inug. had at. tait moment a higher level of crude stocks than they had
a year ago, and. in our opinion, sufficient refining capacity to insure
that we avoid shortages this summer. It is still my view that if this
increase is sustained in production, and we do not have an outlandish
inci'ease in consunl)tion, we will not have a major shortage of gasoline
this summer.

Senator RrRicorr. Although on a nationwide basis, one-third of our
energy requirements are met. by oil, in New England 85 percent of our
enertiwy needs are met by oil an~d muc'lh of this is imported. As a result,
our Newv Engliandl utilities pay twice as much as the national average
for energy.

Now, if you decontrol the price of oil, New England consumers will
suffer the most and I am assuming Minnesota too, Wisconsin. Do you
have any specific proposals on how to protect the New England area
from (isproportionate suffering as a result of decontrol?

Mr. ZARB. Senator, apart front the winter, I do not think there will
bte unfortunate suffering' in New England. I think, as you point out,
New England uses oil for 85 percent of its energy generating as com-
pared to some 20 percent across the Nation.

The important feature in New England is that they now depend
111on hike-uriced imported oil for a good portion of their consump-
tion. The successful decontrol of all oil prices will have a more mean-
ingful impact on the rest of the Nation and close the gap that is now
between New England and other parts of the Nation. This will have
an equalizing effect so far as New Enaland is concerned.

Senator RI(BICOFF. The equalizer will be that the price to everyone
will go up.

Mr. ZTmm. Tt will go up severely in other parts of the country as
compared to Nev England, because of their high imports at this time.
New Enuland now generates all of its electricity with oil that is
imnorted. A g ood part of their fuel oil is imported, so, the fact that
Nev England relies so lheavily on imports right now. indicates that
their Prices would ao up less i(ith a national decontrol program affect-
ting doniestic production.
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We have an analysis as to how it affects various parts of the country.
We will submit it to you and submit it for the record.

Senator Rmtcon'. Now. as you and Mr. Simon have testified, a very
large proportion of petroleum used is for gasoline, for pleasure driv-
ina and automobiles. Does the administration support the use of taxes
to force significant improvements in the gas efficiency of cars as quickly
as possible?

('ould you tell us what were the advantages and disadvantages of
the measures that the house Ways and Means Committee considered to
increase efficiency of cars?Mr. Z~tri . First of all. gasoline is indeed a sizable consumer, 40 per-
cent of total crude barrel, and as you point out, pleasure travel is a
gro)d portion of that percentage. But. I hasten to add because it is
goinc to come back to visit is at some point, that somebody's pleasure
is oftentimes somebody else's business.

As we look at the toruist business in some parts of the country. and
realize that some States are dependent u pon tourism for a substantial
part of their income, we have to decide how to recognize such in any
cauelation on the importance of the so-called pleasure driving
category'.

If the 1iouse passed a bill on automobile efficiency that was almost
identical to the President's agreed to program with Detroit. I would
find it hard to be against legislation that I think legislates what the
President intended to do in the first place.

But. to repeat what I said earlier.-T really believe that with the way
the market is working now, the market is doina what we said needed
to be. done by legislation. In my view. the working of the market will
for exceed any objectives that we try and set up by legislation.

The C hA rrM,AN. Mr. Packwood?
Senator P:KWtoo. Given normal circumstances. what kind of re-

(Ilction in gasoline consumption nio you expect as gasoline taxes in-
cre rse ?

Mr. ZARB. We do not have a gasoline elasticity chart with us but
J.un(e nurmbers are about ready to be finalized. It looks like our June
(onsiimption this year' will he equal to June consumption last year,
and, eqnal to the 1973 hJne consumption which is a phenomenal e vent.

So, with sotre disclaimers. as we do not know the effects of the re-
ce:'sion. the fact is that prices already have a meaningful impact.

Senator PsCKwoe,. iun that by mhe again, the prices have a mean-
int-,il impact even though the consumption is the same as last year.

Mr. ZAtIR. Yes, sir, because our consumption of gasoline has risen
thi. year. Oir own analysis war tiht o' ri.se in consumption would be
f,',' 7 to 9 percent. Not having such a rise in the rate seems to indicate
f lnt. we have curtailed consumption.

.Just look at, the advertisements of the major automobile producers
nnd the kinds of merchandising they are doing on miles-per-gallon
basis.

Senator PACKworD. If it has that effect, and if the rebate can be
its(,d to return money spent for higher energy, why not increase the
gasoline tax 20 or 30 cents. rdraw dlown the eonsrmption, alleviate the
difference, ind achieve a substantial savings with no harm to middle
and lower income.
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Mr. ZAR. I agree with everything you have said. The whole series
of processes that you have just described except for the 20 to 30 cents
gasoline tax. When we talk about 20 to 30 cents gasoline tax, we
think we are going to take all of our conservation out of that one prod-
uct. It does not work that way. We have 60 percent crude barrel that is
not gasoline.

The second problem and condition in not getting the job done, is
that it is terribly unfair when you visit an oil well in various parts
of the country. In Massachusetts and Manhattan we drive so much
differently than we do in Nevada and when you take oil or gasoline
you do not save 60 percent of crude barrel and you are not being very
equitable to various parts of the country.

Senator PACKWOOD. I should preface my question as I did earlier.
Take your present fuel rates to the $3 tariff that you want combined
with a $ excise tax on each barrel of oil and add 20 to 30 cents gaso-
line tax. Mr. Zarl,. in m1y view. that wol1d be soijlewhat overkill as
required to achieve tle results that we think should be begun on a nor-
meal basis. We are talking about self-sufficiency by 1985 and curtail-
ment of extra consumption lby 11/2 to 2 million Larrels per day by the
end of 1.977. That is curtailment from what it would be if we do not
get. busy and (1o something. It is growing at that rate and it will all
colie fronl the Mid East.

We think that that would be a more excessive conservation program
than is required to get. the job done on that basis. But a $2 tariff, a $3
excise tax, a reasonable excise tax on natural gas, and believe me, next
winter we are going to wish we had moved this summer on natural
gas conserv-ation, would end decontrol, would bring us the elasticity
that we need and at the same time, various policies of production that
we require.

So. while I am always in favor of more extreme conservation, I just
do not think that an extra "20 cent gasoline tax on top of these other
measures is required.

Senator PACKWOOD. I think you are unduly optimistic as to how gas
will go down. Even at $3 tariff and $3 excise, you are only talking
about roughly 9 to 10 cents a gallon.

Mr. Z~um. There are two effects, Senator, at which we continue to
look. One is the 10 cents a gallon tax and that is because of elastic
properties of gasoline as compared to heating oil where we have to go
so much slower.

You have that effect plus you have the normal inflation factor in
terms of just costing more, not only to develop it, but to store it, pipe
it, and to pump it.

I can only pointt to our experience in the last year and the changes
that are occllrriul,g in the market, changes that we see in tlie automobile
market. I am confident that we are going to look back on this period

-2 years from now, if we take some of these other measures, and see
that we made a very meaningful impact on all the energy consuming
devices in our society using price and using rebate mechanisms to mini-
nize the hardship and economic impact.

Sen'tor PACKWOOD. Even if we were guaranteed to continue to sup-
ply oil to communities, if we had it., do you think we ought to be con-
serving energy anyway?
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Mr. ZABR. Yes, sir. I do not know what a guarantee is anymore.
Senator PACKWOOD. I do not either, that is why I preface it that way.

But, if you could have one, if you could buy all the oil you wanted at
a rational price, whatever that might be, you would stiff support con-
servation measures?

Mr. ZAnit. You bet.
Senator Pk\CKWOOD. No other questions.
The CHAMAN. Mr. RothI
Senator Rorii. Mr. Zarb, as you well know, many of the east coast

States, including my State of Delaware, are being threatened by a
severe natural gas shortage this fall and I understand it has been
anticipated that the commercial firms may lose as much as 70 percent.
And with the only option being to close down, this is going to cause
unemployment.

I wonder what proposals you or your Agency have to help out in
this area? There was an editorial the other day in the Washington
Post spelling out the sources of the problem. I wonder what your
Agency would propose to do about this immediate problem?

Mr. ZARB. Senator, the first thing we ought to do is take the con-
trols off of that product and that would give us the prospect of some
relief 2 or 3 years away.

Senator RopT. I am talking about next winter, now.
Mr. ZARB. OK, I am just pointing out that if we do not take some

measures now in that direction the winter after this one coming will
be even more serious and we will be looking at alternative measures.
In the meantime, we are now in the process of completing an analy-
sis, making fairly accurate judgments, I think, of how short we are
going to be in thefuture.

And you are quite right, we are going to have a more severe im-
pact this winter than we did last winter. Our alternatives are very
small. We have to be in a position to allocate what we have available
to us, and you cannot allocate natural gas like we (lid oil.

The transportation, the whole matrix of distributions, makes a dif-
ference. It is not easy to allocate natural gas, if you will. Second,
you allocate substitute fuels. 'We allocate fuel oil 'replacements and
sometimes propane where we can, although, there is not nearly enough
propane to make up the difference.

We have this funny system right now where in some States natural
gas is relatively inexpensive and as a result it is not being used in any
degree of conservation, but only two States away they cannot get at
an official price. People are going to be unemployed 'because of this
situation. 1We need to have, in my view, an excise tax on natural gas
which would bring it up to the value of oil.

Because there is no such tax, we have those who do not switch from
natural gas to another product because, for them, natural gas is cheap.
It is intolerable.

I would also point out, Senator Roth, that our authorities to man-
date conversion of coal expired June 30, and as yet have not been
renewed by the Congress, although we have got an adequate head
start on that program. To mandate conversions from both gas and
oil to coal for our generator plants we certainly need that authority
renewed.
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Senator ROTii. You mentioned the allocation, Mr. Zarb. Pasternack
is doing natural gas studies. He might want to point out something
to you.

Mr. PASTERNACK. Senator, as Mr. Zarb indicated, we have a major
interagency task force going right now to evaluate the natural 'as
shortage and to recommend policies to the President for dealing with
this winter's problem, not next winter's or the year's after, but this
winter.

We are right now in the process of first identifying the economic
impact on very localized spaces because it is a local problem, even
though it is a national problem as a whole, it has local impacts. And
so we have identified a number of States which are in the worst shape
and, qf course, the east coast in particular, is very hard hit.

Second, there are a range of alternatives we can'look at dealing with
increased'availabilitv of alternate fuel, suggesting propane, naptha,
and some other fuels. We are looking to )rovide incentives in a number
of ways, to conserve natural gas in efficient uses.

There was a very good example last year in Danville, Va. Several
plants in the town 'were about to shut down, did shut down in fact,
so industry and residential users got together through a cooperative
program . Tle residential us ers cut back on their natural gas consump-
tion to enable the industry to keep functioning.

Were in the process of building a very substantial public education
program, starting this summer to educate the American public and
industry and consumers alike how these programs can work.

We are also looking at programs where any State, interstate pipe-
lines can purchase natural gas from the producing States if it is
available in excess from those States.

There are a whole range of alternatives. We will be making our
conditions to the President on this very shortly.

Senator ROTI. I would just like to say that it is important that we
have plans. And I congratulate you for what you are doing.

I think that it is absolutely imperative that we get plans now and
not before it hits us.

I would just like to point out that if you come and ask me for dereg-
ulation, you tell me at the same time that consumers re going to end
up paying more, but. we are going to have :o assurance that gas is going
to be available for Delaware. And there is going to be unemployinent.
That is a pretty hard bargain for me to take. And I insist that we
find some answers.

Let me ask you this. I noticed that in the Washington Post editorial,
they proposed that industry should be allowed to go and buy gas at
the interstate rate, that is one question I have: Why could you not
deregulate insofar as business is concerned to make sure that plants
do keep going and that you do not have unemployment that we are
threatened with these (lays?

Mr. ZARB. Part of that is the rolemaking that the FTC is consid-
ing right now to allow this kind of negotiation to go on. Over the
long term, it is going to incentivise the development of more natural
gas.

Senator RoTh!. No, I am talking about the short range prospects.
Would you support legislation to get that authority of FTC ?
Mr. ZARD. I believe FTC has the authority now.
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Mr. PASTERNACK. In short-term situations they have that authority.
Senator ROTi. They could permit industry that is threatened with

shutdowns to-pay interstate rates, in effect, deregulation of that gas,
for that purpose?

Mr. PASTERNACK. They could put interest rates-pipelines to pur-
chase gas for that purpose.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Mondale.
Senator MNONDALE. Sir, you could submit for the record gas prices

that you do not have with you ?*
Mr. ZARB. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. As you know, and we have discussed it personally

in the past, the upper Midwest is very concerned about United States-
Canadian relations, the problems related to that matter, and short-
term and long-term questions of moving oil and gas across the border.

Can you comment on that? Where we are.
Mr. ZARB. There has been no change in the Canadian position. I do

not see anything on the horizon which vohld prompt them to change
that point of view, if that is true. And I expect to be out sometime be-
fore the end of the year having some discussions with Canadian
officials.

But if that is true, that means that we are going to have to take
some steps to insure that the northern tier has sufficient crude to keep
themselves supplied, which is going to mean a matter of changed pipe-
lines, in some cases, so that we can have it delivered to one part of
the country. It is going to require some domestic readjustment to see
that we get sufficient crude up in these areas.

We are now, probably, in the final stages of discussion on this ques-
tion. And I am hopeful that in a few more months we will have it re-
solved. We have a little bit of time in that they are not moving
overnight.

Senator MONDALE. I thought a few weeks ago they indicated there
had been some temporary tentative announcement by our government
and theirs, that they would be willing to encourage exchanges between
companies.

Mr. ZARB. That is correct.
Senator MONDALE. That is a new do--elopment, is it not?
Mr. ZARB. I am not sure whether it is a new announcement. The

bottom line is still going to be new oil. But if we provide oil in one
part of the. country, for them, it is almost like sing a distributionsystem. The bottom line is new oil. And as you know in natural gas
they have already announced that they have increased their prices
to us some 60 cents.

Senator MONDALE. One final question: First of all, I want you to
know we appreciate the attention you have given to this problem.

We hope that we can have your sypathetic cooperation because
literally there is no other place to turn to.

This morning I used figures on the production of so-called new oil,
for the last year, as compared to the past years, I think those figures
indicated that since the policy of deregulating new oil and controlling
old oil had been in effect, new oil production has actually dropped

* CFEA subsequent] submitted a document entitled "National Petroleum Product Sup-ply and Demand: 1974" a technical report by the Office of Policy and Analyses, Quantita.
tive Methods. This was made a part of the office files of the committee.
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by some 750,000 barrels a day, while production of old oil has re-
mained a constant. That is the first year's experience we have of this
high priced incentive.

Can we afford many more years of that kind of success?
Mr. ZARB. Senator, first of all, with respect to old oil, there is

no question on that matter. It is going away, and getting lesser of
an amount.

Senator MONDALE. But I am talking about the past year; the pro-
duction numbers on old oil are constant are they not or virtually
constant?

Mr. PASTERNACK. The production on old oil has declined slightly
over the last year.

Senator MIONDALE. By how much?
Mr. PASTERNACK. It is a couple of hundred thousand barrels a day,

I believe.
Senator MONDAIxE. Over the last year?
Mr. PASTERNACK. Yes.
Senator MONDALE. 200,000 barrels a dayI
Mr. PASTERNACK. Roughly.
Senator MONDALE. New oil has dropped 750,000.
Mr. ZARB. Do you mean in percentages, Senator?
Senator MOINI)ALE. No. Production of new oil has dropped by 750,000barrels a- day, based on March 1975 figures, and the production of

old oil has been constant. You say that that is not correct.
Mr. PASTERNACK. I do not have the figures in front of me, but

those figures sound a little bit off, because total domestic production
is down about 400,000 to 500,000 barrels a day. So I do not see how
those numbers go together.

Senator MON-I)ALE. These are the March 1975 figures. Does that help?
Mr. ZARB. What is the source of those numbers?
Senator MONDALE. The KGB, I guess. [General laughter.]
We got them somewhere.
Mr. ZARB. Well, why do we not submit for the record our official

numbers, and see how they compare?
[The following was subsequently supplied by the Federal Energy

Administration:]
DOMESTIC OIL PRODUCTION

[Million barrels per day]

Old New and released
Jan uary 1974 ........................... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 . 0January 1974.....................----.- - _--- --- ---.----- ------------- 5344 2,405February ................................................................... 5.677 2.289Mac ----------------------------------------------------

5.7241Marc ............ 5.375 2.422
may ....--- -------------------------- --------------------------------- 5.519 2.2265. 530 2.226June--------------------------------------------------------------- 

5.530 2.106Julyu 
5.603 2.101

August .. . . : : : : : : : : : : : : : . . . .........................--- - - - - - - - - --* - - - - - - - - 5.730 1.910
September ....................... .................................. 5.730 1910OOber................ "......................................... 5.776 1. 810November --------- ".-" 5.655 1.885
December .... ............................................... .759 1.805. ..................................................... 

5.512 1.837

Senator M -ONDALE. I do not know, because my staff guy does not
know, either. Am I correct that so-called new oil production hasdropped substantially in the last few years? Did that surprise you?
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Mr. PASTERNACK. No. I think that there is a very obvious reason for
that. In just about the turn of this decade, in 1970, we saw a tre-
mendous decline in domestic exploration, as there was a moratorium
resulting from the Santa Barbara incident. There was a moratorium at
the end of the 1960's in offshore development, in offshore exploration,
-s a result of the Santa Barbara incident; and that, in effect, is what
we are seeing today from the 3- to 4-yea.r leadtime that you would have
had from those days. I think that what you will see over the next 3
years is new oil production increase substantially as a result of the
increased exploration in 1974, plus some of the new fields that have 4
come on line-

Senator MONDALE. NOW, the number of new wells being drilled; do
you have figures in terms of new proven reserves that have been found? ,

Mr. PASTERNxACK. We can supply those for the record.
,Senator MIONDALE. Are they substantial?
-Mr. PASTERNACK. I do not think that we have seen substantial addi-

'tions to proven reserves in the last year.
Senator MONDALE. Could you submit those figures on actual, new

proven reserves for the record? I would appreciate it.
[The Federal Energy Administration subsequently submitted three

documents-Geological Survey Circular 725 entitled "Geological Esti-
mates of Undiscovered Recoverable Oil and Gas Resources in the
United States," the "Initial Report on Oil and Gas Resources, Re-
serves, and Productive Capacities", submitted in compliance with
Public Law 93-275, Section 15(b), and a supplement to the initial
report containing the reports of the statistical and mathematical con-
sultants. These documents were made a part of the official files of the
Committee: The summary of the initial report follows:]

CHMIMA I

SUMMARY

A reliable and detailed assessment of the domestic reserves and resources of
oil and natural gas the United States can count on is absolutely essential to
the formulation of any realistic plan to bring the nation to a point of energy
self-sufficlency by 1985. _

The Federal Eneirgy Administration (PEA) has completed a year-long study
of proved reserves of crude oil and natural gas. Preliminary estimates show
that, as of December 31, 1974, the United States had proved reserves of 38.2 bil-
lion barrels of crude oil and 237 trillion cubic feet of natural gas.

The preliminary estimates are based on a survey by the PEA of all oil and
gas field operators in the United States. The results of the survey are detailed
in Chapter IV of this report.

The PEA estimate of 38.2 billion barrels of proved crude oil reserves is 11 per-
cent higher than the estimate of 34.2 billion barrels of proved crude oil reserves
published by the American Petroleum Institute (API).

In addition, the PEA estimate of 237 trillion cubic feet of proved natural gas
reserves is marginally higher than the estimate of 233.2 trillion cubic feet of
proved natural gas reserves published by the American Gas Association (AGA).
The published AGA figure of 237.1 trillion cubic feet of natural gas proved
reserves has been adjusted to subtract 3.9 trillion cubic feet of gas which has
been produced and is being held in storage, and is not included in the PEA esti-
mate. These estimate,3 seem to differ no more than might be expected from
estimates from different sources. The significance of the differences will be
clearer after the processing of the data collected in PEA's study has beau
completed.
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Both the FEA estimates and the estimates published by industry trade groups
define proved reserves as those oil and natural gas resources that have actually
been discovered and can be produced under current economic and technological
conditions.

The FEA estimates do not include indicated reserve-small quantities of oil
believed to be economically producible from known reservoirs using proven but
as yet not Installed recovery technology. New information on the amount of
indicated reserves Is still being compiled by FEA.

Even greater quantities of recoverable oil and gas remain undiscovered. Some
of these are in undiscovered reservoirs in known fields (inferred reserves). The
greater portion is in undiscovered fields. The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
estimates that the total of inferred reserves and undiscovered recoverable re-
sources- probably equals 105 billion barrels of oil and 686 trillion cubic feet of
natural gas.

Estimates such as these are subject to wide estimating errors. There are 19
chances in 20 that the oil potential may be at least 73 billion barrels and one
chance in 20 that it will be as much as 150 billion barrels. Similarly, estimates
of natural gas potential range from 524 trillion to 857 trillion cubic feet.

In addition, from 17 to 28 billion barrels of natural gas_ iqjtids may be recover-
able from the processing of natural gas which may be prodffced from as yet
undiscovered reservoirs. The most probable estimate of natural gas liquids re-
coverable from this source is 22 billion barrels.

These estimates of oil and natural gas resources were prepared by USGS
for FEA. They are discussed in detail in Chapter VIII of this report. That
chapter also compares the latest USGS figures on undiscovered recoverable re-
sources of crude oil, natural gas, and natural gas liquids with three previous
estimates published by USGS and with studies made by the National Academy
of Sciences, the National Petroleum Council, the American Association of Petro-
letim Gologists, the Potential Gas Committee and the independent energy
(onsultants, M. King Ilubbert and L. G. Weeks. Some of the leading estimates
are shown in Exhibit I-1.

The resource estimates prepared by USGS are markedly lower than those
that it has previously published. Its most likely estimates are close to the more
conservative ones that have been made by others. Both resource and reserve
estimates (Exhibit 1-2) are limited to oil and gas recoverable with current
technology.

ExIlI3T I-1.-Comparisons of estimates of U.S. undiscovered recoverable oil and
ga8 rcource8
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EXHIBIT 1-2.-U.S. Resources, reserves and VTGD production of crude oil and
natural gas
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A recent FEA study suggests that ultimately as much as 65 billion barrels
more oil may be recoverable from known oil reservoirs if new enhanced recovery
techniques are successful. 'The realization of a significant portion of this poten-
tial will require advances in applied technology and prices high enough to
cover co, ts substantially greater than those of current recovery procedures.

The data ,l .ov& suggest four conclusions:
1. . ,,, 'wh U;.S. proved oil and gas reserves may be higher than had been

indicated ,'reviously, annual additions to reserves must be greater than in
recent years if domestic producing rates are to be sustained.

2. Remaining volumes of recoverable oil and gas in the United States
are large enough to warrant expanded efforts to find and produce them.

3. Recoverable oil and gas resources have limits which may be approached
in the next fifty years, though those limits cannot now be determined with
certainty.

4. There is a need for :
(a) Intensified exploration to define those limits.
(b) Advancement of recovery technology.
(c) Development of alternative energy sources.
(d) Conservation of all energy resources available to us."
(e) Economic incentives to make exploration, recovery, development

and conservation financially attractive to investors and consumers.
If present firm plans for domestic refinery construction are carried out, the

Nation should be in a position to reduce the proportion of its petroleum product
requirements which are imported. (See Chapter IX.) It will, however, continue
to need some imported crude oil to supplement domestic production to meet the
raw material requirements of its refineries.

The foregoing summarizes information developed to date by FEA to meet its
ohblgation under Section 15(h)) of the Federal Energy Administration Act of
1974. FEA's full program of analysis to meet the requirements of the Act
included the operator survey of reserves and productive capacity, the resource
e'~aluationsq, and the refining capacity study previously noted.

In addition, collateral programs were undertaken to provide checks on the
validity of the operator survey, to obtain information on major oil and gas fields
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which the survey could not provide, and to test alternate methods for the
development of oil and gas reserve estimates. The principal elements of FEA's
study are summarized in Chapter H. The collateral programs include engineer-
ing analyses of 59 large oil and gas fields, (Chapter V) ; analyses of oil field
producing histories (Chapter VI) ; and an investigation of reserve and produc-
tive capacity estimates from State agencies and trade associations -(-Chapter
VII).

Chapter III provides, for the benefit of those not familiar with petroleum
geology and engineering, an abbreviated description of methods relevant to
the estiamtion of oil and gas reserves. Examples of applications of these methods
are included in Appendix D, which summarizes the preliminary results of engi-
neering analyses of each of 25 oil and gas fields.

During the past year, FEA's analysis of oil and gas resources, reserves, and
productive capacity has been dedicated to the design and conduct of an experi-
mental program for continuing study of these factors, while at the same time
developing information for the earliest possible use by the Administration and
Congress in their consideration of National energy policies and programs. This
report provides the preliminary portion of that information.

Ak later report, in September, will present final estimates of proved reserves
from FEA's survey of oil and gas field operators and added information from
that survey on indicated reserves and productive capacity. It will also report
the results of engineering studies of 34 additional fields which together with
25 field studies included in the current report will cover more than half of the
Nation's proved reserves of oil and about 30 percent of natural gas reserves.

Results of the operator survey will be checked against these field studies as
well as against data developed from FEA's analyses of field production histories
and against reserve and productive capacity estimates from other sources.

Experience gained from these studies will be drawn upon to formulate rec-
ommendations for a continuing program for monitoring the Nation's oil and gas
resources and reserves and the rates at which they can be produced.

Senator MIONDALE [presiding]. Senator Curtis?
Senator CURTTS. Mr. Pasternack, what is the definition of new oil?
Mr. PASTERNACK. New oil is any oil that has been produced in new

properties that was not in existence in 1972, which was when we started
a number of these base regulations; and the second is that it is any oil
that is produIced in excess of 1972 production levels on the existing
property.

Senator CURTTS. Where does oil produced by secondary and tertiary
recovery methods come in? Is it classified as new or old oil?

Mr. PASTERNACK. It depends. If, in fact, the secondary and tertiary
recovery has enabled an oil property to produce at levels higher than
it was in 1972. it is considered new oil. If, in fact. all it has done is en-
able it to maintain its previous level or not even reach its previous level,
it is still considered old oil.

Senator CURTIS. Do you decide well by well, then?
Mr. PASTEP.N.,ACK. Yes. You decide it on property by property.Mr. ZARU. The most prevailing circumstances would have it not new

oil.
Senator Ciuwris. IWould have it not new oil?
Mr. ZARB. Yes.
Senator C, nTIS. That could be greatly affected by decontrol.
Mr. ZARB. Yes, sir.
Senator CURTIS. I have bpen told that in the early days of oil drilling

in Pennsylvania. for instnuee, the driller would skim off about the
first 15 percent, and that many other places in the country. considering
the technology available at that time. plus the very low'price of oil-
at many wells, they took the first .0 percent, because it was easy to get,
and most eonomically feasible. It is important that we recover all
that oil, is it not,?

55-5R3-75-pt. 1-29
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Mr. ZARB. ' es, sir, and we calculate conservatively that that would
represent 1.4 million barrels a day by 1985.

Senator CunTis. Over what we are dealing now?
Mr. ZARB. In 1985.
Senator CURTIS. An increase of that much?
Mr. ZARB. Yes, sir.
Senator CURTIS. How many barrels of oil do we use a day?
Mr. ZARB. By 1985, we will be using 22 million barrels a day.
Senator CURTIS. How much oil are we using in production of

electricity? 
M[r. PASTERNACK. We are using about 5 to 7 million barrels a day,

something in that range.
Senator CuRTIS. What kind of oil is it?
Mr. PAST'IFNACK.. It is residual oil.
Senator CURTIS. Something about 30 percent of our electricity is -

generated by burning oil; is it not?
Mr. PASTHRNACK. Yes.
Senator CURTIS. Now, what impact will that have on all the other

uses of petroleum, if we were to convert totally to coal for the pro-
duetion of electricity?

Mr. Ps'r:nx. ci. It would have a substantial impact on our other
uses of petroleum.

Senator CRTIS. Can you spell it out with any figures?
Mfr. PASTErPNACK. We believe that an active coal-conversion program

can save anywhere irom half a million to a million barrels day
within 5 to 10 years.

Seiiator CURTIS. That is a million to half a million barrels of crude
per day?

Mr. PASTERINACK. That is right..
Senator CURTIS. So it would make more product available for all

end uses, whether it is gasoline or whatever?
Mr. PASY ERNACH. That is correct.
Senator CrTirs. I notice that part of the recommendation relates to

tax benefits for the conversion from petroleum to nonpetroleum for
the production of the electricity. What governmental programs or out-
side forces are holding up the conversion of electrical generating plants
to coal?Mr. ZAR . One is the, environmental implementations, where we
need to have both the modification of the Clean Air Act that we have
asked for in amended form, and secondly, under normal circum-
tances, we need to have an Environmental Protection Agency
api)roval of our calculations.

So the environmental consideration is set No. 1.
Second, we have the ability to get coal to where it can be burned.

Our transportation facilities arp not what they should be in that
particular area. In some cases, the financial investment required to
burn coal is as much as building an entire new plant. Capital invest-
ment is the second part of that critical path, the first being the en-
vironmental issues. As I pointed out earlier, we started the program
by using the authorities given us by the Congress. We used these
mandatory authorities, which expired in June, and we are waiting
for a renewal.
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Senator CURTIS. Do mandatory authorities override the environ-
- mental agencies?

Mr. ZARB. No, sir, the way the law is written, we must make our
own determinations on environmental effects, and the Environmental
Protection Agency has the ability to review our data and then make
a decision of their own.

Senator CuRTIS. In my State, we have been undertaking to build
a huge coal-fired electrical generating plant. It is of such magnitude
that the district is buying their own train or trains. They are also
building 35 miles of additional railroad. But the Sierra Club inter-
vened in the proceedings before the Federal Power Commission. The
delay has already cost the State of Nebraska $38 million. If it runs
the full course, it'Vill be $100 million.

We are rather a small State, populationwise, yet we seem helpless
to move any faster.

I see my time is up, but that situation should be remedied if the
President's efforts on speeding up and simplifying Governmental
regulations-

Mr. ZARB. In the President's energy package, he included certain
modifications of the Clean Air Act. Both Russ Train and I have testi-
fied in favor of it. We both believe that it will help our energy situa-
tion, without endangering our environmental goals.

Senator MON.DALE. Senator Brock.
Mr. PASTERN ACK. I would like to interrupt. The number on the oil

consumption of electrical utilities is about 1.5 percent.
Senator CuRTiS. That is what would be saved if we ceased using

oil for generating electricity?
Mr. PASTERNACK. That is what we now consume in the generation

of electricity.
Senator CRTIS. 1.5 million barrels a day?
Mr. PASTE .NACK. Yes.
Senator CtRTIS. What is our total consumption now? I have got it

for 1985, but what is it now?
Mr. P STEu.1 . Total consumption right now will average, this

year, at about 16.9 million barrels day.
Senator Biioci . It is 9 to 1.0 percent which is the figure I was ques-

tioning. I knew vo-
Mr. ZARBm The othr part of residual oil imports is New York and

parts of the Northeast.
Senator I3rocK. I am fascinated l)y this prospect, of switching to

$ coal. You do have a nood deal more oil used for heating purposes than
you mentioned on your V million for electricity. If you include that,
-\oil probably can get. close to 5 million barrels, can you 1ot?

Mrn./4Af. Ye3: tle residual consumption in total, is abolut 3 million
barrels a ,lay. with tle remainder being the heating utilization of the
reszi(ual oil. S€o I would say at least 3 million barrels.

Senator B,,cj . Now, you say we have not frot tle real capacity, but
we, aave got somne of the finest ports in the United States, in Boston
and in Norfolk. We ship almost all of the coal for export for thiso~nt'y out of Norfolk. Whixv can we not ship-

Mr. ZARBu. Well. we can. I pointed out.. the rail capacity, because in
some parts of the country we just cannot move coal without rail, par-
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ticularly in the interior of the Nation. But if we can solve these en-
vironnuntal concerns, then I believe we will be able to get coal into
some of those areas.

Senator Blocc. All right. Now, let's go to the second point on the
relative cost versus oil. Is that control still economical?

Mr. ZARB. Yes, sir.
Senator BROCK. Considerably so?
Mr. ZARB. Yes, sir.
Senator BRocic. So the only constraint that is stopping you from

doing what you would like to do is an environmental constraint?
Mr. ZARB. We could do more without the environmental constraint.

We point out that there are some facilities that would have to make a
very heavy capital investment to burn coal. Now that is not the rule;
that is the exception. There are other areas where they now run on in-
trastate natural gas, which is relatively cheap. In this case they have
no incentive to convert, unless we mandate it.

Senator BROCK. Now you have come up to the second point that I
wanted to talk about. You made the statement: "Believe me, this win-
ter, we are going to wish we had done something about natural gas."
I would admit to a bias because Tennessee is more affected than other
States, but I have got people out of work now and I am going to have
-a lot more this winter, because this Congress has not acted, has not
acted in several years. And I do not know what it takes to educate
somebody that something has got to be done, but I cannot accept Sen-
ator Roth's hope that we can allocate it around adequately. I do not
think you can allocate adequately, because of the constraints on the
pipeline system, and the long-term contracts and the commitments
that have'been made. I think my State is going to get just clobbered
this year, and I am sick and tired of hearing people say, well, I cannQt
go for deregulation, because it would mean increased prices.

Price does not mean a whole lot, when you are out of a job, and that
is what we are facing in Tennessee. I do not know what it takes to ring
some bells around here, but somebody has got to get honest and start
talking about real world economics.

Mr. ZAP.. Well, SenatorI can tell you that we mean to be in a posi-
tion, before the end of this summer, of laying out specifically what we
anticipate happening around the country. and how much we are going
to be, able to do to help minimize it. But there will be no surprises here,
except that when people do look at what we anticipate in terms of
impact this winter, I think there will'be a general surprise, and per-
haps that will help to focus attention.

Senator BRocK. I will admit I am fortunate in my hometown. I had
a very foresighted president of our local natural gas company, and 10
or 12 years ago, he made a decision that natural gas wat going to run
out, because the Congress did not have the courage to deal with the
problem. and he put our community on a special rate then. We have
been paying for it. ever since. But we have still got natural gas. It is
not true in Nashville; it is not true in other parts of my State.

I do not know what Bill Roth of Delaware or Bill Brock in Tennes-
see are going to do this winter to help. I do not know what you can
do to provide us some relief. I do not know how to get people's atten-
tion to this problem. I do not know what it takes. Whatever you can
do would sure be appreciated.
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I would ask one question-I think your proposed excise tax is 37
cents per 1000 cubic feet. That will give an equivalency of about $13
a barrel of oil. Is-that right?

Mr. ZA.B Yes, sir.
Senator BRoci . Do you really think that is adequate?
M[r. PASTn;3NACK. 37 cents per Mcf is equivalent to $2 a barrel of

oil.
Senator BRocK. That is what I was worried about. I think that is

right. It is the $2 import tax that you
Mr. ZARB. It equalizes the fee tariff.
Senator BiRocK. Now, the Btu cost could not possibly be under 37

cents; it would be closer to $1.25, maybe $1.50, would it not ?
Mr. PASTERNACK. Yes. Just to get a perspective, the average cost,

delivered to electrical utilities now, for natural gas is about 54 cents
per million Btu's. Oil is running about $2 per million Btu's. The 37
cent excise tax was not only arrived as a Btu equivalent to the $2 im-
port fee, but also because we believed that 37 cents excise tax would
substantially reduce the curtailment problem this year. as a surcharge.

Senator BROCK. Well, it may not be very good politics. but I do not
think 37 cents is anything close to-either, if you want to talk about
equivalent l3tu and real price, I think you ought to be talking abouta eck of a lot more than 37 cents, either in the form of deregulation
or the. form of excise tax. If we. cannot get a deregulation bill through
this Congress, then we are going to have to put on an excise tax that
will give us an equivalency, in terms of Btu costs, because it has got to
cost money, or you cannot slow down the waste. And I give you an
example. We had a person with General Motors here, what, Friday,
and he said that he was using natural gas in his plants. Why? Because
it, was cheaper. lie did not need it. But it was a rational economic
decision for him. It was rational only because we in the Congress have
held the price below its real economic cost.

You have to offset that in Texas right now, probably in other
States of the Union, on the basis that it will guarantee them 10 years
of natural gas at $1.75 per 1,000 cubic feet or more, with an escalator
across.

And industries are coming down, because that is still a better buy
than they can get in any other energy source, and we are sitting here-
the rest of the States are getting half by totals. We are getting a half
by this lid we have on natural gas. We are running out of our basic
sources, and the Congress refuses to act, and I think there must be
some sort of medal for incompetence that we could award.

I do not want to berate you. I appreciate the response you have
made.

Mr. ZAim. We would gladly accept the 37 cent plus deregulation and
think that that would have enough of an impact to give us a good
headstart in this area, and hopefully we can get something done this
year so that we will not really suffer a few years out.

Senator Bnocr. You have my support.
Senator GAVEL [presiding]. I would like to cover several items.

There may be a vote-there is a vote--and I will just take a few
moments and then we will adjourn.

I have a Btu tax proposal that I have had for some time. I do not
know if you are familiar with the legislation that I have introduced
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in the past. My feeling is, of course, that it is equitable. If you are going
to tax energy, then you ought to tax on it on a uniform basis, all forms
of energy, so that you do not discriminate against one form of energy
as opposed to another form of energy.

What would be your reaction to a Btu tax, to fund the trust fund?
Mr. ZARB. Senator, we need to discourage the use of oil and gas and

encourage the use of substitute fuels. With respect to a trust fund,
there are two defects and some benefits. The two defects are, first,
where (loes the money come from? And if the money comes from tar-
iffs and other taxes, and goes into a trust fund. we do not have it re-
turned to the economy. So. you have got a difference in economic
impact in that inability to deliver it to people who de-el'e some equ ity.
Second, the trust fund, for example, that was produed in the hlous,
bill subjected the expenditures from that fund to the appropriations
process. WX hat we, had succeeded in doing was to take (it of the econ-
omy some $1 million or $2 million a year anld not put it back veryexpeditiously into the economy, not having furlned to the correct levels.
So we have one. independent variable driviiig anotherr and then finally
making it go through the appropriations process ayway, so that wNIe
have not achieved anything except to Set Il) another vehicle.

I would like the notion of taxes. )articllarly long term. since it has
to be more valuable to society. I would like tn be Sure that we con-
tinue to eneoluage-t-he-use of alternatives to oil and gas particularly
over the next 3 to 5 years.

Senator GRAvErL. You will not deliver 0n money with tlh~t ma-chinery because you take it, bark. You are talking about ,.iris. it, back
to the consumer or giving it to the Treasury, aml von are not pitting
capital where it belongs ; that, is, to permit the private sector to expand
the energy capabilities of this country. Your proposal (tees not dto that
one iota, as I see it. And of course, the democraticc proposal that has
been enunciated somewhat here is that we have to protect the little
guys. So we are going to give the cost increases, which is to punish
them for using energy, back to the 0poor people. So that in !)oilit of
fact, we get nothing back from the producers and we go Rerrilv down
the spira[of creating scarcity, which is what produces the high price.

Mr. ZARB. I think not.
The President's program seeks to return the taxes, such as an excise

tax or a tariff, which have nothing to do with the inarket. mechanism
or windfall, to people as a neutralizing factor with respect to the im-
pact on the economy. So I think that is not possible. rIThe private capital 61
features are going to come from our ability to get out of the way. The
decontrol situations say that we make room for private capital flow
into that sector. And I think the President's program does that.

Senator GRAVE!L. But over 30 months, and by that time we could be
in a lot more trouble than we are in now. And I al)preciate the reason
why he has done it this way. Because of the politics played with on
my side of the aisle, which have boxed him in. If he deregulates, the
p prices goes up. We will blame it on President Ford and we (1o not

lame it on the Congress. So nobody is prepared to really take some
leadership for the American people and do what we know has to be
done-that is to deregulate, whether we do it 30 months from now or
in a slow painful process.
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Are you familiar with the Nathan report? The Nathan study? It
shows that over the past 10 years, since 1959, we have not seen the
economic price of oil equal the sales price. In other words, we have
not been to the point where there has been an economic return. That
is the reason why we have seen our supplies continue to dwindle.

Now, in the face of that, I believe-you know, you are committed
to another direction-that would indicate that we should deregulate
right now. Forget the 30 months. That is hocus-pocus for the voter.

Mr. ZARB. Senator, I think there are two issues here. One is an
obvious compromise of what seems to be the attitude of the Congress
so that we can do something. The other question is, if we do get the
30-month program enacted and enacted now, the industry can plan so
that they can see the light at the end of the tunnel and begin the
process of getting the job done. I think all things considered, this is
the best formula to get some motion. We have been talking for 7
months now about an energy program, and we have gotten not one
meaningful piece of legislation.

Senator GRAVEL. I would hope to offer the amendment that got lost
in the Ilouse on recycleable materials. We could save a lot of energy
costs if we could begin to prepare for the cartel actions that are going
to visit us with respect to these imported resources.

What would be your reaction to a ta:x credit for paper, scrap iron,
and for bauxite for alumninum? What wolild be your reaction?

Mr. ZARB. In principle, I do not think we woull object, Senator, but
I would like to look at the numbers and exactly who they affect. Some-
times when we get into this, we start out with great motivation and
we wind up subsidizing those who least need the subsidy.

Senator GRAVEL. The other alternative, of course, would be to wipe
out the tax advantages that the virgin materials have.

What would be your reaction to that?
Mr. ZARB. I woud like to look at specifics; that is too much of a

generalization.
Senator Gxvr-Tr,. Very good, Mr. Zarb. I appreciate your patience.

your testimony, and your candor. And I understand the restrictions
that you have. We appreciate your leadership.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Zarb follows:]

STATEMENT OF FRANK G. ZARB, ADMINISTRATOR, FEDERAL ENERGY ADMINISTRATIOx

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee. I am pleased to have the opportunity
to appear before you today to discuss H.R. 6860, as amended, the energy legisla-
tion recently reported out of the Ways and Means Committee tind subsequently
passed by the House. In my testimony, I wish to address two major items: First,
I wish to review the Administration's proposals for achieving energy Independ-
ence and reiterate our willingness to work with the Congress to achieve an
energy program whicl-will result in necessary import reductions; second, I would
like to comment on H.R. 6860 and provide the results of our analysis regarding
import reductions achieved by that bill.

THE PRESIDENT' S PROGRAM

Tn viewing today's energy situation, we must recognize that a severe energy
problem does indeed exist, and that the era of cheap and abundant fossil fuels
is over. The need for action is patently clear, and I shall not take up any more
of the Committee's time reciting the lengthy litany of where we have been
and where we will be, should remedial action not be forthcoming. Allow me just
to briefly outline our current situation:
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1. The United States, at present, imports both crude and product at a seasonal
low of 5.4 million barrels per day (32 percent of our total demand). At the close
of this year, we estimate that figure to surpass seven million barrels per day,
nearly 41 percent of total demand.

2. Consumption currently is about 15.7 million barrels per day. At the close of
this year, we estimate that figure to be approaching over 18 million barrels per
day.

3. Domestic production of crude oil is presently a little over eight million barrels
per day, a 7.2 percent decline from the same period last year, and over one
million barrels per day below 1972. And this decline will continue next year.

When these facts are combined with the recent reports that the Organization
of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) is considering additional price in-
creases, the picture clearly emerges that this nation's backward slide away from
energy independence has not yet 1)een reversed.

The 1973 embargo clearly demonstrated the consequences of energy depend-
ence on uncertain foreign sources of supply. That previous embargo created a
loss in the Gross National Product estimated to range between $10 to $20 billion.
The embargo also created a direct unemployment effect of 500,000 jobs.

By 1977 Imports will rise from 6.0 million barrels a day, of which about 1.5
million barrels a day was derived from Arab sources, to almost eight million
barrels a day; and the increase is almost entirely attributable to Arab sources
of supply. If another Arab embargo occurs the shortage will be twice as great
as during the last embargo; and the GNP and unemployment effects %vill be cor-
respondingly severe.

The alternatives we face must be addressed with these facts clearly In mind.
One possible alternative is to do nothing, but a lack of action only postpones
decisions we will eventually have to make. Without appropriate actions, our
cost for imported- oil, which was .$3 billion in 1970, and $26 billion last year,
could reach q2 billion in 1977.

The only real alternative is the development of a viable, comprehensive energy
program which demonstrates this Nation's willingness to take the difficult and
expensive steps to implement an energy conservation program and to develop new
energy resources.

Such was the purpose in sight when the President first introduced his coin-
prehensive energy program to the Congress almost six months ago. To this day,
after that length of time, it remains the only integrated plan for dealing with
our vulnernability to supply interruption and price manipulation by foreign
powers. The President has prescribed tough action to cure our energy ills. ie,
as you, are already aware, originally outlined three time-phased goals.

One: In the short-term, a cut In our oil imports of 2 million barrels per day
by the end of 1977.

Two: By 1985, imports of no more than 3-5 million barrels per day-and the
capability of Immediately replacing that amount from storage and standby
measures in the event of a supply disruption.

Three: Accelerated development of energy technology and resources so that
the United States can meet a significant share of the energy needs of the free
world by the end of this century.

To carry out these goals, the President has submitted to the Congress the pro-
posed Energy Independence Act of 1975, a bill which provides measures to achieve
energy conservation, Increased supply, the deregulation of natural gas, and In-
creased energy preparedness through a system of strategic reserves. This 1i)1
combined with oil decontrol, a comprehensive energy conservation tax package
(including a windfall profits tax, and excise taxes on domestic production of
petroleum and natural gas), and Incentives for utility financing provides a com-
plete energy program.

Because this program utilizes the price mechanism to achieve energy conserva-
tion through demand constraints, the President proposed a system of permanent
tax reductions to refund the Increased costs of energy to Americans. These tax
reductions are distinct from the temporary anti-recession tax reductions already
enacted into law. Under the President's program, the cost of energy becomes
more expensive in relation to other goods, but through the tax reductions to
every consumer recommended by the President, the consumer receives increased
income to meet increased energy costs.

Another alternative would be the greater use of government controls-Import
quotas, allocation systems or rationing, Sunday closings of gasoline stations, no-
driving days, etc. All of these actions and others were reviewed during the
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embargo. We chose some and rejected others. Those actions we chose were de-
signed to help us through a short-term crisis. But we now face a potentially
long term crisis. Each regulatory option would involve self-imposed shortages,
burgeoning bureaucracies, and disruptions in the lives of all American citizens.
Also, to be effective, those controls which were chosen would have to be in place
for a long period of time because of expected shortages. We do not believe that
the American people would be willing to accept, nor should they be subjected to,
such long lasting, pervasive controls over almost every aspect of their lives.

Certainly the President's program will set into motion powerful forces to reduce
energy consumption and to substitute domestic for foreign supplies. Such must
be the case, for the longer we delay action, the longer It will take for these forces
to work. The longer it takes for the forces to work, the more vulnerable our
economy and our foreign policy become.

In an effort to reverse this trend toward dependence on foreign oil, the Presi-
dent raised crude oil import fees by one dollar a barrel on February 1. After a
90-day delay, in which he hoped that a comprehensive legislative package could
he enacted, he imposed an additional one dollar per barrel fee on June 1.

The effect of these measures on our level of petroleum imports will be both
immediate and cumulative over time. By 1977, we estimate that our demand for
imported oil will be reduced by more than 300,000 barrels per day-a short-term
goal that no Congressional proposal thus far tendered can match. Retail gasoline
prices have risen by 1.8 cents per gallon as a result of the February one dollar
increase. The June 1 action will most likely result in an increase of approximately
1.5 cents per gallon.

To furnish a substantial incentive to reverse the trend of declining domlestic
production and further stimulate conservation, the Administration has urged
the phased decontrol of old domestic crude oil combined with a windfall profits
tax.

The President's plan to decontrol the price of old oil will allow the price of
controlled domestic oil, presently at $5.25 per barrel, to rise gradually to the
price level of presently uncontrolled oil. The effect of this plan will be two-fold:
First. industry will be given an impetus to increase the production of our own
supplies of petroleum as domestic oil prices are permitted to rise, and secondly,
the subsequent increased overall price of oil will reduce deniand. In 1977, this
decontrol plan, in conjunction with the increased import fees, will reduce the
demand for Imports by-approximately 880,000 barrels per day. However, just
as phased decontrol has the greatest effect on reducing petroleum demand, it
also Involves increased cost. Phased decontrol, if put into effect In the last six
months of 1975, and assuming the imposition of the increased import fees, would
cause gasoline prices to rise about one cent in 1975 and seven cents when the
iwogram is fully effective. The effect on electricity prices will be slight, less than
2 percent by the end of 1977.

Additionally, an acceptable windfall profits tax would, as stated by the Presi-
rent, recapture excess profits and assure that the end of controls does not result

in one sector of the economy benefitting unfairly at the expense of other sectors
bee ase the money collected would be returned to the consumer.

To spur production of crucial natural gas supplies, the President has prnposed
the deregulation of new supplies of that resource. The Senate will be debating
various approaches toward the natural gas problem in the near future.

Natural gas accounts for about one-third of the Nation's total energy require-
ments. In addition to being the dominant energy source for U.S. industry, it
also provides heat for 55 percent of the Nation's homes. The Fedetal Power
Commission (FPC) has been regulating the wellhead price of natural gas sold
interstate since 1954. During the last decade, a steady decline in real prices In
the gas fields has rpsulted in declining levels of new dicoveries, n. regulation
has failed to provide the incentives to explore for and develop the increasingly
costly gas reserves. Unless long-term trends relating to drilling and discovery
are reversed, the availability (if natural gas is headed for a sharp decline in the
years ahead. At the same time. regulated field prices, along with other advan-
tinges of gas (e.g.. its convenience and clean-burning characteristics), have
escalated the demand for this fuel. especially in the Indutstrial and the electric
utility markets which account for about 60% of gas consumption. By Increasing
the demand for ars and decreasing the amount supplied. FPC Prlce ceilings have
been instrumental in creating a costly shortage of the Nation's cleanest fel.
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To reverse this trend toward declining natural gas supplies, the President has
proposed that the price of new- natural gas be deregulated to spur investment in
the exploration and development of new reserves. Thus, the deregulation of new
natural gas would allow the average wellhead price to increase more rapidly
than continued regulation would permit. However, the effect on natural gas prices
paid by the residential customer would be small and gradual for two reasons.
First, as interstate gas is sold under contracts of 15 to 20 years, it would be a
number of years before all gas could be deregulated. Second, less than one-fifth
of the residential price can be attributed to the price of gas at the field. If price
controls on new natural gas in interstate markets had been lifted at the begin-
ning of this year, the impact on the average annual residential bill would lie
$6.38 in 1975, $10.21 in 1976, and $13.30 in 1977. In percentage terms, this would
mean an increase of 3.9 percent in 1975, 6.2 percent in 1976, and 8 percent in
1977.

If new gas prices for gas sold interstate are not deregulated, the effect on the
Nation will be deleterious at the very least (1) there will le further unemploy- ,
ment and reduced industrial )roduction as a result of curtailments to industrial
production as a result of curtailments to industrial customers; (2) gas will be
replaced by oil, and the volume of oil imports needed to replace gas could rise
to an estimated four million barrels per day in 198,5; (3) to the extent that
natural gas is not available, maintenance of air and water quality standards will
require considerable added expense as a result of increased reliance on oil, coal
me nuclear generating plants; and (4) consumers in the Interstate market will
continue to be disadvantaged, because the interstate pipelines that serve them
will be unable to maintain even current sales levels. Deregulation of natural gas
is the only practical way of avoiding the problems associated 'Vith substantial
curtailments.

Most recently, the President's Labor-Management Committee has recommended
legislative and administrative measures which need to be taken to increase elec-
tric utility construction and output. The administrative recommendations, in-
cluding the establishment of a task force to work on expediting the construction
of electric utility plants. have already been implemented. It is the legislative
initiatives which now need to be taken up. --

The President has endorsed the Labor-Management Committee's legislative
recommendations and Secretary Simon l)resented the President's specific pro-
l)osals to the Ways and Mear.s Committee on July 8th.

The proposed legislation would do the following:
Increase the Investment tax credit permanently to 12 percent on all electric

utility property except generating facilities fueled by petroleum products. No
change of the percent-of-tax limitation is involved. The increase in thp credit is
allowable only if construction work in progress is included in the utility's rate
base and the benefit of the Increase is "normalized" for ratemaking purposes.
"Normalized" in this sense means reflecting the tax benefit for ratemakin
purposes pro rata over the life of the asset which generates the benefit instead
of recognizing the entire tax benefit in the year the utility's taxes are actually
reduced. In the absence of normalization, the entire tax benefit would flow
through immediately in the form of reduced utility rates for consumers, and no
real economic benefit would result for the utility.

Give electric utilities full, immediate investment tax credit on progress pay-
ments for construction of property that takes two years or more to build, except
generating facilities fueled by petroleum products. without regard to the five-year @[
plhas e-in required by the Tax Reduction Act of 1975. This new provision applies
only If the regulatory agency Includes construction work In progress in the
utility's rate base for ratemaking purposes.

Extend to January 1, 1981, the period during which pollution control facilities
installed in a pre-19069 plant or facility may qualify for rapid five-year straight-
line amortization In lieu of normal depreciation and the Investment credit.

Permit rapid five-year amortization of the costs of either converting a petro-
leum-fueled generating facility Into a facility not fueled by petroleum products
or replacing a petroleum-fueled facility with one not fueled by petroleum. This
amortization is in lieu of normal depreciation and the investment credit, and
is available only If (1) its benefits are "normalized" for ratemaking purposes,
and-(ll) construction work in progress Is Included in the utility's rate base for
ratemaking purposes.

Permit a utility to elect to begin depreciation, during the construction period,
of accumulated construction progress expenditures, generally the same expendi-
tures as those which qualify for the Investment credit construction progress
payments under the Tax Reduction Act of 1975. Any depreciation taken during
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the construction period will reduce the depreciation deductions available after
the property Is completed. This early depreciation will be available only If the
ratemaking commission includes construction work In progress in the utility's
rate base and "normalizes" the tax benefits for ratemaking purposes. Construction
of generating facilities which will be fueled by petroleum products will not
qualify for such depreciation.

Permit a shareholder of a regulated public electric utility to postpone tax on
dividends paid by- the utility on its common stock by electing to take additional
common stock of the utility in lieu of cash dividends. The receipt of the stock
dividend will not be taxed. The amount of the dividend will be taxed as ordinary
income when the shareholder sells the dividend stock and the amount of capital
gain realized on the sale will be decreased (or the amount of capital loss in-
creased) accordingly. I)ividend stock is deemed sold before other stock.

We estimate this program will reduce electric utilities' tax liabilities by $600
million for the~fiscal year 1976, and by an increasing amount in subsequent years.

In addition to the recommendation of the Labor-Management Committee, the
President himself has recommended legislative changes in utility regulation in
the Utilities Act of 1975, Title VII of the Energy Independence Act of 1975.
Title VII was proposed to make selective changes in state utility commission
regulation by eliminating prohibitions against off-peak pricing (so-that utilities
may charge lower prices to customers during off-peak hours), by eliminating
undue regulatory lag, by prohibiting suspension of proposed rate schedules by
more than five months, and by eliminating prohibitions against use by a utility
of a normalization method of account. Title VII would also eliminate fuel ad-
justment clauses which do not allow utility rates to accurately reflect increasing
fuel costs.

Each of these actions: (1) Import fees (2) oil decontrol (3) natural gas de-
regulation and (4) utilities incentives, combined with the other items con-
tained in the Energy Independence Act of 1975, was and is necessary if we are
to find a solution to our energy problems. The program the President put for-
ward is a comprehensive one. It will reach the goals the President set forth and
which, I think, the American people are entitled to.

Unless the Congress acts now to enact a constructive enregy development and
conservation program, we may never reach those goals.

I.R. 6860

And now, I would like to comment on H.R. 6860 itself. We are opposed to en-
actinent of the Energy Conservation and Conversion Act of 1975 in its present
form. The bill recognizes the need to reduce the Nation's dependence upon an
uncertain supply of imported oil, but it falls seriously short in achieving its
objectives. It fails to provide adequate and appropriate taxes on petroleum and
natural gas to achieve necessary conservation. Its emphasis is misdirected to-
ward automobile fuel standards and import quotas. It provides a long series of
expensive tax credits and accelerated depreciation provisions for energy-related
materials which are expected to result in little or no energy savings.

However, let me hasten to say that H.R. 6860 was neither conceived nor origi-
nally drafted to provide as little energy savings as it does in its present form.
The predecessor to H.R. 6860, 11.R. 5005, while containing provisions not in
keeping with the President's program, nevertheless would have saved substan-
tially greater amounts of energy than will H.R. 6860. We did not agree with themethods or focus adopted by 11.R. 5005 to save energy, but the import reduc-
tions more closely followed the goals set by the Administration for the next
few years.

Even with the tariff and exercise tax on business use of petroleum and natural
gas, H.R. 6860 is expected to reduce imports by only 125,000 bbl/day In 1975.
214,000 bbl/day In 1976, and 314,000 bbl/day in 1977, the year in which the
President's program would be saving 2,000,000 bbl/day. More importantly,
because H.R. 6860 effectively rolls back the second dollar of the supplemental
import fee, and loses the import reductions attributable thereto, the bill's net
effect from what the President has already done, Is essentially no additional
savings. By 1985, when the President's program was estimated to be saving
7.2 million bbl/day of petroleum, H.R. 6860 would be saving only 2.1 million
bbl/day, a difference of over 5 millIon bbl/day In imports. Even assuming that
the price of imported oil drops to $7.00 a barrel after 1978 (in 1973 dollars),
the total outflow In U.S. dollars In 19.5 resulting merely from the difference in
import savings between IH.R. 0860 and the President's program is over $12.7
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billion per year. If in fact the price of imported oil does- not drop In the next
few years, the outflow will be substantially greater.

We believe that the President's program is the only comprehensive plan set
forth thus far which Is capable of achieving the 2,000,000 barrel per day import-
reductions necessary by 1977 to start this country on the road to energy inde-
pendence. Unless substantial demand restraint measures are incorporated which
affect all sectors of the economy equally, that import reduction level will not
be reached. A bill which results in only about 15 percent of those necessary
import reductions is unwise legislation.

The only desirable provision of IkR. 6860 is section 231 which provides a
nonrefundable tax credit of up to $150 for 30 percent of qualifying residential
insulation expenditures made up to $500. The credit is available through
December 31, 1977 to encourage energy-saving retrofit of residential housing.
This credit, originally proposed by the President in January of this year, is
estimated to save approximately 20,000 bbl/day of petroleum in 1975, 65,000
bbl/day in 1976, and 110,000 bbl/day in 1977 when the credit ceases. Because
a home once retrofitted with insulation continues to use less energy throughout
its useful life, this 110,000 bb!/day saving will continue for years in the future.
Any energy program adopted by the Congress should contain such a provision
in order to provide a financial incentive to the average American to cut down
on the use of energy in his home.

The excise tax on the business use of petroleum and petroleum products
contained in section 411 of H.R. 6860 indicates a Congressional realization
that increased prices will result in petroleum demand reduction, and a com-
prehensive domestic exercise tax on petroleum would be a desirable concept. The
President proposed such demand reduction measures in the fr-m of a two
dollar a barrel excise tax on all domestic crude oil. Section 411, however, is not
such a comprehensive excise tax and it falls on too narrow a sector of the
economy.

Section 411, as presently drafted, would impose an excise tax on the business
use of petroleum of 17 cents per barrel In 1977 rising to $1.00 per barrel in
1982 and thereafter, and an excise tax on the business use of natural gas of
4 cents per Mef in 1977 rising to 18 cents in 1980 and thereafter. The tax does
not apply to use as a fuel in vehicles, vessels, or aircraft; in residential facili-
ties, including hotels and motels; for use in mineral extraction (mining) ; for
farming purposes; nor does it apply to fuel used in electrical generating
units constructed or acquired before January 1, 1976.

With the many exemptions contained in section 411, the effects of the tax
do not spread equally across the economy as we believe they should. It will
take a comprehensive domestic excise tax on petroleum to provide substantial
energy savings achieved through the price mechanism resulting in import reduc-
tions over the next two to three years.

It Is imperative that any energy program contain substantial demand con-
straints In order to lower total consumption without the need for an ongoing
allocation program. If foreign supply itself is merely restricted, as I will
discuss shortly in regard to the quota sections, then an artificial shortage ,
would be created. Artificial shortages may require allocation in order to most
equitably distribute access to petroleum supply, and allocation results inevitably
in increased bureaucracy and distortion of the market mechanism. Energy con-
sumption must be substantially reduced In the next few years and the most
equitable way of reducing consumption Is by allowing each end-user to deter-
mine his own consumption based on market forces, rather than allocating fixed
amounts to energy consumers.

This leads me to what we believe are the least desirable provisions of H.R.
6860. Title I of the bill provides for a system of quotas, license tickets, and
duties on imported petroleum and petroleum products, and repeals certain
Presidential authority under Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962.
Specifically:

Section 111 Imposes quotas on oil Imports of 6 million bbl/day heginning in
1975 and 6.5 million bbl/day for 1977, 1980 and thereafter. Two million bbl/day
of the quotas are set aside for residual fuel oil of which up to 400,000 bbl/day
may be distillate fuel oil. This is a temporary exemption to assure that the Im-
portation of residual and distillate fuel oil will not be restricted for the next
three years.

Section 112 nrmvldes for the sealed bid auctioning of import license tickets
by the Federal -nergy Administration to distribute access to imported oil.
Tickets purchased in this "major" auction would be fully marketable. A separate
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sealed bid auction is established for small refiners and independent marketers.
Tickets In this "minor" auction would not be marketable.

Section 121 establishes a 2 percent duty on imported petroleum and a 5 percent
duty on imported petroleum products which may be raised by the President to
10 percent in either case (or 1 dollar, whichever is greater), however, the 1'resi-
dent would not be able to raise the duty on petroleum products to above 5 per-
cent-for two years after enactment. Of particular importance is the fact that
section 121 also repeals Presidential authority under the Trade Expansion Act
of 1962 to adjust Imports of petroleum and petroleum products e. cept during
periods of war, attack on the United States, or during actual hostilities involving
the use of U.S. Armed Forces.

With respect to section 121, I am very much concerned over the repeal of
Presidential authority to adjust petroleum imports except during actual hostili-
ties for the following reasons. First, the "national security" can be threatened
under other circumstances than those which involve actual hostilities. The rapid
rise of petroleum imports and the even more rapid rise of petroleum import prices
are conditions which certainly threaten the national security, not just because
of the outflow of U.S. funds, but principally resulting from a growing reliance
on uncertain sources of petroleum supply. If petroleum imports continue to ri.se,
the President will need the flexibility to take actions designed to halt the flow of
imports.

Secondly, the elimination of Presidential authority to set import license fees
and tariffs effectively rolls back import tariffs to less than half their present
levels, and will result in an increase in foreign imports due to the lowered price.
At this time with respect to crude oil, there is a supplemental license fee of
$2.00 per barrel and a basic fee of $0.21 per barrel. Assuming H.R. 64G0 became
law, and the elimination of Presidential authority was replaced by tile duties
contained in section 121, and assuming an $11.00 per barrel import price, the
total import charge on crude oil would drop to $0.22 per barrel [2 percent of
$11.00] with Presidential authority to raise it to $1.10 per barrel [10 percent of
$11.00]. This precipitous drop in the price of imported petroleum would serve
to make it more attractive to a prospective purchaser and would only tend to
increase foreign imports.

In addition, there are a number of other serious problems created by section
121. Since the 10 percent limitation serves as an upper limit for duties on bo)th
crude and product, there is no flexibility to establish an appropriate differential
between the duties on crude and product to protect domestic refiningn capacity.
The concept of this differential is recognized in the bill's establihing the basic
tariff for products at a higher rate (5 percent) than the basic tariff for crude
(2 percent). The concept is not carried through, however, in the provisions al-
lowing the tariffs to be raised up to 10 percent ad valorem. Furthermore, tile
restriction In section 121 which fixes thc rate of duty on petroleum products a t
5 percent for two years effectively prevents the President from raising the rifte
of duty on crude oil to over 5 percent, since to do so would reverse the cr(de-
product differential.

The separate "minor" auction to allocate petroleum to small refiners and inde-
pendent marketers is unnecessary and will result in a windfall to bidders in time
"minor" auction. The bill provides that the amounts of petroleum made available
to the "minor" auction shall be such so as to ensure that "(i) any small refiner
can operate his refineries at capacity, and (it) any independent marketer can
adequately supply his regular distribution channels" (Sec. 112(c) (3) (B)). When
sufficient funeille goods (import tickets) are supplied to an auction so as to
satisfy the needs of all bidders, as would be done in the minor auction, then the
need to bid up the price will be negligible and a low energy bid will re-sult. This
energy bid, lower than the average bid In the "major" auction, results in the
small refiner windfall.

A small-refiner windfall will create extensive pressure for expansion of the
preferred group and for increases in the volumes made availal le through the
small refiner auction. If the quota provision Is retained, the bill should -be
amended to provide a set-aside in which small refiners are guaranteed specific
volumes of import tickets to be sold at the average price established in the
major auction.

As I pointed out, section 111 sets aside from the quota level two million barrels
a day for residual and distillate fuel oil for three years. This exception was
designed to assure that, areas of the country which are dependent on imported
fuel oil would be given a chance to locate new sources of supply or to convert to
coal where possible. This provision would even further restrict the amount of
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crude oil which could be imported into this country as the two million barrel per
day residual and distillate exception is subtracted from the total daily quota to
arrive at the quota level for crude oil, and may further aggravate the possibility
of artificial shortage:, created by the quota.

Another problem with the quota section of H.R. 6860 is the exemption of pretro-
chemical feedstocks trom the quantitative limitations. This increases the total
volumes which may be imported. Since these fecedstocks would not have to le
covered by licenses obtained In the auction, imports of petrochemical feedstocks
would be subsidized to the extnt of the cost of auction import licenses. There
seems no substantial reason for this preference and its presence would again
create substantial , -,ssures for expanding this favored category by admnistra-
tive interpretation. This provision wold also distort import patterns, causing a
shift from crude oil to eligible feedstjcl.s. Petrochemical fee(istocl:s outside the
quota should at least be subject to an additional import license fee equal to the
average price for import tickets estahliseld In the "major" auction.

Finally, use of an import quota requires careful prediction of consumption
levels or else artificial shortages and resultant higher prices may be created
through excessive lowering of the quota, resulting In the necessity for an
allocation program with its incumbent inequities and market distortions. This
possibility particularly arises in the years past 1977 when declining domestic
production may create more severe supply problems and force Increased reliance
on foreign imports.

Sections 211 through 217 establish fuel efficiency standards for automobiles.
Each manufacturer is required to achieve an average level of fuel economy for
his fleet, computed separately for domestic and imported cars. A manufacturer
is deemed to meet the standard if his fleet average is within 0.5 mpg of the
standard. Should the manufacturer's fleet average fall below the standard set
for that model year, then the manufacturer becomes liable for a civil penalty. The
penalty is $5 for each 1/10 mpg that the manufacturer's fleet average falls
below the standard, multiplied by the total number of cars manufactured by the
manufacturer for that year.

The initial ful efficiency stanilrds set forth in the bill are 18.5 mpg for 197.,.
19.5 mpg for 1979, and 20.5 mpg for 1980. The Secretary of Transportation will
determine the standard for the years 1981 through 1084. leading to the year
19,5 when the hill dictates a fuel efficiency standard of 28.0 mpg. The standard
for any year may be lowered where the Secretary of Transportation determines
that emission standards applicable to 1977 or later model year automobiles are
more stringent than emission standards applicable in 1975. The Secretary nmy
adjust the fuel efliclency standard by the amount of lessened miles per gallon
ati ributable to the stricter standards.

We believe that the voluntary fuel efficiency avreenientq made by the major
manufacturers and announced l)y the lre'ident continue to be the most effective
way to achieve increased automol)ile fuel efbcieency without )lacing such a
burden on manufacturers so as to increase possible unemployment. A 40% in-
crease in automobile fuel efleicncy is expected to result by 1980 from the agree-
inents and with interim goals, Federal monitoring, and public reporting of

progress announced by the President, no legislation is needed in this area at
this time. Should the automobile manufacturers fail to achieve the goals
announced by the President, the Administration will seek appropriate legislation
at that time.

11.1t. 6860 also provides tax credits for residential solar energy equipment and
for electric cars. While these might seem to encourage energy conservation, each
in fact would produce little or no energy savings, would unnecessarily subsidize
persons %N-io would have purchased such items anyway, and is unwarranted.

Section 23'2 provides a non-refundable tax credit of up to $2.000 (25 percent
of exl enditures up to $8,000) for expenditures made to lit a residential dwelling
with solar heating and cooling equipment. Such equipment at this time is expen-
sive and is priced out of the reach of most middle class homeowners. The solar
energy tax credit Is not expected to Induce ninny persons to add solar equipment
to their homes because of the high Initial expense.

This Administration is taking significant steps to hasten the commercial use
of solar energy, including preparation of a National Plan for Accelerated Com-
mercialization of Solar Energy. Alternative strategies of market stimulation
are a key element In the Plan. The Federal Energy Administration, the Energy
Research and Development Administration, the Department of Housing and.
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Url,an Development, and the National Science Foundation are working to expedite
and promote use of solar energy, but specialized tax credits (which would pri-
marily benefit high income tax payers) are not, in our opinion, appropriate.

Section 233, which was added by ainend hent during debate in the House of
Representatives, provides a non-refundable tax credit of up to $750 (25 percent
of expenditure up to $3,000) for the purchase of an electric highway car.

Clearly, we have to move toward a personal transportation system which does
not solely rely on petroleum. Electric vehicles may eventually become a viable
alternative to the conventional internal conibuslon engine. IIowever, the initial
high cost and relatively limited range of the electric highway vehicles available
today puts them in the luxury class. A tax credit, at this time would benefit pri-
marily those few individuals with high incomes and special circumstances who
would normally have otherwise purchased an electric vehicle. The Administra-
tion is committed to encouraging and supporting the research necessary to ini-
prove battery technology and thereby lqoN3er the high cost of electric vehicles.
We, therefore, oppose the enactment of this provision.

Another of the provisions to which we most strongly object is Title III, which
establishes the Energy Conservation and Conversion Trust Fund. The Admin-
istration has long opposed the establishment of trust funds for specific purposes.
Our reasons for such opposition are amply borne out by reference to the High-
way Trust Fund; namely, that trust funds tie up enormous sums and create
their own constituencies and lobbies. The President has recently announced his
proposal to cut back the Iighway Trust Fund and return much of the revenue to
the States.

All expenditures needed for energy research and development can be easily
and efficiently handled through the regular budget and appropriations process. It
would be Ineffective management to commit by law funds which five years from
now might be used for better purposes.

Finally, let me address those provisions of H.R. 6860 which attempt to increase
energy supplies through a series of tax incentives. Sections 421 through 424
would provide accelerated 60-month amortization for qualified energy use equip-
ment such as shale and conversion equipment, coal processing and deep mining
equipment, and coal pipelines; qualified railroad equipment; and railroad rolling
stock. Section 431 would extend the 10 percent investment tax credit to Insula-
tion and solar equipment. We believe that each of these provisions will result in
little or no increased production of energy resources, that companies would pro-
ceed to purchase and utilize the same equipment without the credit or accelerated
amortization, and that these provisions essentially result in a tax windfall with
a resulting substantial revenue loss.

Sctton 432 would eliminate the investment tax credit for new electrical gen-
erating facilities fueled by petroleum or natural gas. The concept of promoting
electrical generating capacity now powered by petroleum or natural gas Is a good
one, but we believe that section 432 would -go about it the wrong way by attempt-
ing to use the elimination of tax credits. The investment tax credit for utilities
wNas temporarily inervased from four to ten percent by the Tax Reduction Act
of 1975. The President has proposed a permanent fficrease in the investment tax
e.-dit to 12 percent for electric utility equipment not powered by petroleum or
nat ural gas, and we Support that proposal.

In summary, I wish to - ay again that the road to Increased energy supply and
reduced energy consumption can most effectively be accomplished through a
price meclhanin which will at the same time encourage development of domestic
energy resources and constrain consumption. Such a price mechanism must raise
the price of energy in relation to other goods but yet rebate the amount of the
iucreased prices through a progressive tax mechanism. The major items to be
eonsi(lered in this respect are phase(l oil decontrol combined with a windfall
profits tax, import duties, deregulation of natural gas, utilities Incentive., and

-- the other items contained in the Energy Independence Act of 1975. Unless Con-
gress moves rapidly to achieve these objectives, we will continue to place a dan-
gerous and growing reliance on oil imported from uncertain sources.

I again pledge the full cooperation of the Federal Energy Administration to
work with the Congress to implement a comprehensive and timely national energy
program.

[Whereupon, at 4:45 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene sub-
ject to the call of the Chair.]
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